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ABSTRACT
A series of thin-skin thermocouple heat transfer tests were conducted
using scaled Space Shuttle models in the Arnold Engineering Development
Center, yon Karman facility (AEDC-VKF) Supersonic Wind Tunnel A and Hyper-
sonic Wind Tunnel B to determine aerodynamic heating on the Space Shuttle
orbiter where data extrapolation or analytical predictions were not
feasible and where previous data did not: exist. Secondary test objec-
tives were to obtain limited yaw data and to obtain contingency abort
trajectory data. The test series consisted of NASA tests OH84B and OHI05
in Tunnel B and IHI02 in Tunnel A with Space Shuttle orbiter models 56-0
(0.0175 scale), 60-0 (O.0175 scale), and 83-0 (0.040 scale) configured
into ten different model installations. Included in the ten installa-
tions tested were each orbiter model and the two 0.0175 scale models
integrated with the 0.0175 scale external tank and solid r0cket boosters.
iii
Data were recorded at Mach numbers 3 and 4 in Tunnel A with simulated
Reynolds numbers of 1.0xl06/ft to 4.0xl06/ft and at Math 8 in Tunnel
B with simulated Reynolds numbers of 0.5xlO6/ft to 3.TxlO6/ft. Model
angle of attack varied from -40 to +40 degrees. Model yaw angle varied from
-15 to +i0 degrees. The high negative angle of attack was a contingency
abort trajectory simulation.
All objectives of the test series were fulfilled. Six hundred and eight
(608) data runs were obtained to support the test objectives, 383 for
test OH84B, 78 for test OHI05, and 147 for test IHI02.
The model configurations, instrumentation, test procedures, •and data
reduction are described in this report.
Tabulated heat transfer data are presented in the Appendix. Volumes 1-4
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INTRODUCTION
Aerodynamic heating can be complex during the Space Shuttle flight cycle
due to the exposure of the somewhat conventional airplane-shaped orbiter
to the launch and reentry environments. A test series was conducted in
the Arnold Engineering Development Center, yon Karman Facility 40-in
Supersonic Wind Tunnel A and 50-inch Hypersonic Wind Tunnel B during the
period May 2-23, 1979 to obtain heat transfer data in regions of the
Space Shuttle orbiter where data extrapolation or analytical prediction
are not feasible and where previous data did not exist. Additional
objectives were to obtain limited yaw data and to obtain contingency
abort trajectory data. The test series combined three NASA tests, OH84B,
OH105, and IHI02, using three Space Shuttle orbiter scaled models, 56-0
(0.0175 scale), 60-0 (0.0175 scale), and 83-0 (0.040 scale), installed in
ten different configurations.
Data were recorded from the orbiter models at Mach numbers 3 and 4 in
Tunnel A for nominal Reynolds numbers ranging from 1.0xlO6/ft to 4.0xi06/
ft and at Mach number 8 in Tunnel B for nominal Reynolds numbers ranging
from 0.5xl06/ft to 3.7x106/ft. Model angle of attack ranged from -40 to
+40 degrees with model angle of sideslip varying from -15 tO _i0 degrees.




al,a2,a 3 Constants used to calculate R
ALPHA Model angle of attack, degrees
AEDC Arnold Engineering Development Center
b Model skin thickness, inches
BETA Model sideslip angle, degrees
con. Set Set of thermocouples recorded together
COORDI First thermocouple location coordinate
COORD2 Second thermocouple location coordinate
Cp Model skin material specific heat, Btu/ibm-°R
C.R. Center of Rotation
DTWDT DTWDT Time rate of change of wall temperature, °R/see.
dBF BDFLAP Body flap deflection angle, degrees
_e ELEVON Elevon deflection angle, degrees
_SB SPDBRK Speedbrake deflection angle, degrees
E Incidence angle of local model surface, degrees
HREF HREF Reference heat transfer coefficient based on Fay
HREF-FR and Riddell theory, Btu/ft 2 - sec - OR
H(RTO) H(RTO) Heat transfer coefficient based on RT0, Btu/ft2 -
sec - °R





L Reference length, inches
MACH NO MACH Mach number
MU Freestream viscosity, ibf-sec/ft 2
MUO Viscosity based on stagnation temperature,
ibf-sec/ft 2
PO PO Tunnel stilling chamber pressure, psia
P-INF P Freestream static pressure
P02 Stagnation pressure downstream of normal shock, psia
q Q-INF Tunnel freestream dynamic pressure, psi
Q-INF Q
QDOT Heat transfer rate, Btu/ft2--sec
RE/FT RN/L Reynolds number per unit length
RN
R TAW/TO Analytical temperature ratio
RTO Tunnel stilling chamber pressure adjusted for
theoretical recovery factor_ OR
RHO-INF RHO Free stream density, ibm/ft S.
STFR STN NO Stanton number based on HREF
SW.Pos Switch position
ti Time when initial model wall temperature was
recorded before model injection, seconds




TAW TAW Computed adiabatic wall temperature, OR
T/C T/CNO. Thermocouple number
T Tunnel freestream static temperature, °R
TO TO Tunnel stilling chamber temperature, OR
TW Model wall temperature at midpoint of data interval,
oR
TWi Initial model wall temperature before injection, OR
V-INF V Tunnel freestream velocity, ft/sec
VKF Von Karmen Facility
w Model skin material density, ibm/ft 3
WINDOW Window number where specific thermocouples are
located
X XO MS Model scale axial coordinate from modelnose or
leading edge of wing or vertical tail,_ inches
Xo Model scale axial coordinate from a point 235
inches (FS) ahead of the orbiter nose, inches
X/C XV/CV Percent of vertical tail chord
X/L Thermocouple axial location from _model nose as a
ratio to model length
Xn Model scale axial coordinate of nozzle, inches
Y YO MS Model scale lateral coordinate, inches
Yo Full scale lateral coordinate, inches
NOMENCLATURE (Concluded)
SYMBOL MNEMONIC DEFINITION
Z ZO!MS Model scale vertical coordinate, inches
Zo Full scale vertical coordinate, inches
Z/B ZV/BV Percent of vertical tail span
2Y/B 2Y/B Ratio of thermocouple distance from model eenterline
to model semispan
PHI Radial angle of thermocouple in model coordinates,
degrees
_n Radial angle of thermocouple on nozzle, degrees
_ • L. _-i_L "_ .
REMARKS
In presenting heat-transfer coefficient results, it is convenient to use
reference coefficients to normalize the data. Equilibrium stagnation point
values derived from the work of Fay and Riddell (Reference 6) were used to
normalize the data obtained in this test. These reference coefficients are
given by:




(RHO-INF) (V-INF) I0.2235.+ 1.35 x 10-5 (TO + 560)]
i0
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
Three Space Shuttle orbiter models were used to obtain the thin-skin
thermocouple data for this test. Two of the test articles were 0.0175
scale models of the fu]l orbiter and were designated as the 60-_ and
56-_ models. The third model was a 0.04 scale, 50 percent forebody model
of the orbiter, and was identified as the 83-_ model. All of •the models
were supplied by Rockwell International.
The 60-_ model was a 0.0175 scale thin-skin thermocouple model of the
Rockwell ]international Vehicle 5 configuration. The model was construc-
ted of 17--4 PH stainless steel with a nominal skin thickness of 0.030
in. at the instrumented areas. All thermocouples were spot welded to
the thin-skin inner surface.
A photograph of the 60-_ model injected in the Tunnel B test section is
shown in Figure i. The basic dimensions and coordinate definitions for
the 0.0175 scale model are shown in the sketch presented in Figure 2.
The deflection angles of the speedbrake, body flap and elevons were
varied during these tests and recorded on ;:he tabulated data. i
The 56-_ model was a 0_0175 scale phase change paint model with the same
external contour as the 60-_ model except for the vertical t_il. The ver-
tical tail used was a slab tail of extended span used for previous oil flow




(left) of the fuselage has been replaced with a thin-skin ther_ocouple
insert contoured to the vehicle lines. This insert was constructed of
17-4 PH stainless steel with a nominal skin thickness of 0.020 in. at the
thermocouple locations. A photograph of the 56-_ model injected in
Tunnel A is shown in Figure 3. The dimensions and coordinate system
presented in Figure 2 also apply to the 0.0175 scale 56-_ modei.
The 83-_ model was a 0.04 scale model of the forward 50 percent of the
orbiter. This model was also constructed of 17-4 PH stainless steel with
a nominal skin thickness of 0.030 in. A photograph of the 83-_ model
injected in Tunnel B is shown in Figure 4. The coordinate system and
basic dimensions for the 83-_ model are presented in Figure 5.
Each of the orbiter models was installed in more than one configuration
to fulfill the test requirements of Mach number (Tunnel selection), angle
of attack, and yaw. Both the 56-_ and the 60-_ models were tested as the
orbiter alone and were also mated with the external tank and both solid
rocket boosters, designated as the OTS configuration. Installation
sketches of each of the ten configurations are presented in FiBure 6.
The installations illustrated in Figures 6c and 6d each represent two
configurations by interchanging the 56-_ and 60-_ models. Each installa-




Nomenclature used to describe the various components of the three models
used for these tests are:



















Model 60-0 External Tank and SRB's (Vehicle 5 Configuration, VC72-
O00002F Shuttle Configuration Control)
T38 External Tank (Spike Nose), VC78-000002E Lines
$26 Solid Rocket Booster, VC77-000002G and VC77-000003F
Lines
Model 83-0 Orbiter (VLTO-O00140C Lines)
B60 Fuselage
CI0 Canopy
Full scale and model scale dimensional data for the various components
of the three models can be found in Table III.





Tunnel A stilling chamber pressure was measured with a 15-, 60-, 150-,
or a 300-psid transducer referenced to a near vacuum. Based on periodic
comparisons with secondary standards, the accuracy (a bandwidth which
includes 95 percent of the residuals, i.e. 20 deviation) of these trans-
ducers is estimated to be within ±0.2 percent of pressure or ±0.015 psi,
whichever is greater. Stilling chamber temperature was measured with a
copper-constantan thermocouple with an accuracy of ±3°F.
Tunnel B stilling chamber pressure was measured with a 200- or 1000-psid
transducer referenced to a near vacuum. Based on periodic comparisons
with secondary standards, the accuracy of the transducers is estimated
to be within ±0.25 percent of pressure or ±0.3 psi, whichever is greater
for the 200-psid range and ±0.25 percent of pressure or ±0.8 psi, which-
ever is greater for the lO00-psid range. Stilling chamber temperature
measurements were made with Chromel_Alu_ml_thermocouples which have an
uncertainty of i(I.5F + 0.375 percent of reading in °F).
Test Data
The 60-_ model instrumentation consisted of 600 thirty gauge iron-constan-
tan and ehromel-constantan thermocouples. Thermoeouple locations for
this model are illustrated in Figure 7; the dimensional locationsand
_ 15
INSTRUMENTATION (Continued)
skin thickness are listed in Table V. The thermoeouples identified by
a number only are iron-constantan. The thermoeouples identified by a
number followed by the letter A or C are chromel-eonstantan. The letter
A designates a new thermocouple location added specifically for this
test. The letter C designates the location of a previously existing
thermocouple which has been repaired with chromel-constantan wire.
The 56-9 model instrumentation consisted of 80 thirty gauge chromel-con-
stantan thermocouples located on the thin-skin insert. The thermocouple
locations for this model are illustrated in Figure 8. The dimensional
locations and skin thicknesses are listed in Table Vl.
The 83-9 model was instrumented with 482 thirty gauge ehromel-eonstantan
thermocouples as illustrated in Figure 9. The dimensional loea£ions and
skin thicknesses for the thermocouples on this model_are llsted in Table
VII.
Data from a maximum of 97 thermocouples in Tunnel B and 96 thermocouples
in Tunnel A could be recorded during each tunnel injection. S_venteen
sets of thermoeouples were required to accommodate the large number
of thermoc0uples on this test. These sets are called Constant Sets
Jn Table II. A listing of the seventeen Constant Sets is given in
Table VIII. This listing includes all of the thermocouples that were
installed for the test. Some of the listed thermocouples were determined
16
INSTRUMENTATION (Concluded)
to be inoperative and these have been deleted from the tabulated data. A
total of three Constant Sets Could be connected at one time. A three
position selector switch was used to select the desired Constant Set for
each injection. The last digit of the Constant Set number usually indi-
cates the selector switch position number. The specific Constant Sets
that were connected for each model configuration are listed in Table IV.
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The von Karmen Gas Dynamics Facility (VKF) consists of multiple wind
tunnels, ranges and chambers and is located wit]hin the Arnold Engineering
Development Center (AEDC) in Tullahoma, Tennessee. The supersonic Tunnel
A and hypersonic Tunnel B are part of this complex.
Tunnels A and B (Figures I0 and ii) are continuous, closed-circuit, vari-
able density wind tunnels. Tunnel A has an automatically driven flexible-
plate-type nozzle and a 40- by 40-in. test section. The tunnel can be
operated at Mach numbers from 1.5 to 6 at maximum stagnation pressures
from 29 to 200 psia, respectively, and stagnation temperatures up to
750°R at Mach number 6. Minimum operating pressures range from about
one-tenth to one-twentleth of the maximum at each Mach number.
Tunnel B has a 50-in.-diam test section and two interchangeable _axisym-
metric contoured nozzles to provide Mach numbers Of 6 and 8. The tunnel
can be operated continuously over a range of pressure levels from 20 to
300 psia at Mach number 6, and 50 to 900 psla at Mach number 8, with air
supplied by the VKF main compressor plant. Stagnation tempe[atures suffi-
cient to avoid air liquefaction in the test section (up to 1350°R) are
obtained through the use of a natural gas fired combustion heater. The
entire tunnel (throat, nozzle, test section, and diffuser) is cooled by !
integral, external water jackets. Each tunnel is equipped with a model !




TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION (Concluded)
while the tunnel remains in operation. A description of the tunnels may
be found in Reference 4.
19
TEST PROCEDURES
The test was conducted at a nominal Mach number of 8 in Tunnel B and
and nominal Mach numbers of 3 and 4 in Tunnel A. A sununary of the spe-
cific test conditions is given in Table I. A more detailed mst summary
showing all configurations tested and the variables for each is presented
in Table II.
In the VKF continuous flow wind tunnels (A and B), the model is mounted
on a sting support mechanism in an installation tank directly underneath
the tunnel test section. The tank is separated from the tunnel by a
pair of fairing doors and a safety door. When closed, the fairing doors,
except for a slot for the pitch sector, cover the opening to the tank,
and the safety door seals the tunnel from the tank area. After the model
is prepared for a data run, the personnel access door to the installation
tank is closed, the tank is vented to the tunnel flow, the safety and
fairing doors are closed. After the data are obtained, the model is
retracted into the tank, and the sequence is reversed with the tank
being vented to atmosphere to allow access to the model in preparation
for the next run, if necessary. The sequence is repeated for each con-
figuration change.
The initial step prior to recording the test data in each tunnel was to
cool the model uniformly to approximately 80°F with high pressure air.
Once the cooling cycle was complete, the desired model attitude was
20
fTEST PROCEDURES (Concluded)
established in the tank prior to injection. With the desired tunnel
free stream conditions established, the model was then injected into the
tunnel. At lift-off, the initial temperature, TWi, for each thermocouple
on the selected Constant Set was recorded. In Tunnel A, the data acqui-
sition sequence was started prior to the model reaching the airstream.
When the model reached tunnel centerline, it was translated to the forward
test section to clear an area of tank induced shock impingement. The
data acquisition sequence continued until the model reached the full for-
ward position, approximately 8 seconds after lift-off. In Tunnel B, the
mode] was injected directly into the test section. Therefore, the data
acquisition sequence was initiated at lift-off and continued for approxi-
mate].y 3 seconds after the model reached the tunnel centerllne. After
each injection the model was retracted, and the cycle was repeated to
cool the model to an isothermal state.
A Beckman_ 210 analog-to-digital converter was used in conjunction with
a Digital Equipment Corp _ (DEC) PDP,II computer and a DEC-10 computer
to record the temperature data. The Beckman_ converter sampled the




The reduction of thin-skin thermocouple data normally involves only the
calorimetric heat balance, which, in coefficient form is
= wbcp DTWDT (i)H(TO) TO-TW
Radiation and conduction losses are neglected in this heat balance, and
data reduction simply requires evaluation of DTWDT from the temperature-
time data and determination of model material properties. For the
present tests, radiation effects were negligible; however_ conduction
effects were potentially significant in several regions of the model.
To permit identification of these regions and improve evaluation of the
data, the following procedure was used.
Separation of variables and integration of Eq. (i) assuming constant w,
b, Cp, and TO yields
__ TO-TWi
H(TO) (t - ti) = £n (2)
WbCp TO-TW
Since H(TO)/wbcp is a constant, plotting £n [(TO-TWi)/(TO-TW) _ versus
time will give a straight line if conduction is negligible. Thus,
deviations from a straight line can be interpreted as conduction effects.
The data were evaluated in this manner and, generally, a reasonably lin-
ear portion of the curve could be found for all thermocouples. A linear
22
DATA REDUCTION (Continued)
least-squares curve fit of _nI(TO-TWi)/(TO-TW) I versus time was applied
to the data. In Tunnel A the data reduction time was delayed for all
thermocouples that were influenced by the tank induced shock until they
had cSeared this region. The data reduction time for Tunnel B was typi-
cally started at centerline. However, the data for Runs 5-239 were re-
duced starting 0.4 seconds after centerline to obtain a linear portion
of the curve. The curve fit extended for a time span which was a function
of the heating rate, as shown on the following list.
Ran_2_e Number of Points Time Span_ sec.
DTWDT > 32 5 0.27
].6 < DTWDT < 32 7 0.41
8 < DTWDT < 16 9 0.54
4 < DTWDT < 8 13 0.82
2 < DTWDT < 4 17 1.09
1 < DTWDT < 2 25 1.63
DTWDT < I 41 2.72
In general, the time spans given above were adequate to keep the evalua-
tion ef the right-hand side of Eq. (2) within the linear region. The
value of Cp was not constant, as assumed, and the relation
Cp = 0.0797 + (5.556 x 10-5 ) TW, (17-4 PH stainless steel) (3)
was used with the computed value of TW at the midpoint of the curve fit.
The maximum variation of Cp over any curve fit was less than 1.5 percent.
f_ 23
DATA REDUCTION (Continued)
Thus, the assumption of constant Cp was reasonable. The value of density
used for the 17-4 PH stainless steel skin was, w = 490 ibm/ft 3, and the
skin thickness, b, for each thermocouple is listed in Tables V, VI and
VII. The four thermocouples (T/C No. 428, 429,, 430, and 431) on the base
of the 60-_ model, see Figure 7i, were attached to 15-5 PH stainless
steel. The value of density for the 15-5 PH stainless steel was 490.75
ibm/ft 3, and the value of Cp was
Cp = 0.0645 + (5.8 x i0-_) TW, Btu/ibm-°R. (4)
The heat-transfer coefficient calculated from Eq. 2 was normalized using
the Fay-Riddell stagnation point coefficient, HREF, _based on a nose radius
of 1.0 ft full scale (see Remarks section).
In addition to computing heat-transfer coefficient using TO as the
assumed adiabatic wall temperature, TAW, coefficients Were computed using
an assumed TAW of 0.95 TO and a computed value of RTO for the data in
Tunnel A and 0.9 TO and RTO for the data in Tunnel B. The value of R is
defined as TAW/TO. The value of R was computed by the following equation
supplied by Rockwell International (Reference 5).
a3
R = aI + (a2)(sin(_ + e)) (5)
where _ is the model angle of attack and e 'is the local model surface de-
flection angle at a selected thermocouple location. The values of al,
a2, and a3 for each Mach number are:
24
DATA REDUCTION (Concluded)
_CH NO. aI a2 a3
3.0 0.9345 0.1004 2.165
4.0 0.922 0.1004 1.965
8.0 0.867 0.133 1,55
The local model surface angles, g, for the appropriate thermocouples used
i
in th_s test on the 60-_ model are presented in Table IX. The local sur-
face angles on the 83-_ model are presented in Table X. For those ther-
mocouples where E is not given, an R value of 0.95 was used for Mach
numbers 3 and 4 and a value of 0.9 was used for Mach 8.
The method used to calculate the analytical temperature ratio, R, has
been applied to all the tabulated data. However, in regions of separated
flow or complex interaction, the basic assumptions no longer apply, and
the computed values of R should be used with care.
The use of three assumed values of TAW provides an indication Of the
sensitivity of the heat-transfer coefficients to the value of TAW assumed.
As can be noted in the tabulated data, there are large percentage dif-
ferences in the values of the heat-transfer coefficients calcuiated
from the three assumed values of TAW. Therefore, if the data are to be
used for flight predictions, the value selected for TAW/TO is obviously
very important.
Equations and methods documented in this section and used to reduce the




The results of this test series, OH-84B, OH-lOS, and IH-102, were normal-
ized heat transfer coefficients evaluated at tile three assumed values of
adiabatic wall temperature, TAW, for selected thermocouple locations on
the 56-0, 60-0, and 83-0 models of the Space Shuttle orbiter. Data
quality was determined by two factors: (i) the linear least squares
curve fit of the log ratio versus time (see Data Reduction) and (2) com-
pariso n with previous data. Data quality for Tests OH-84B and OH-105 in
Tunnel B were judged to be very good. Representative data from the lower
centerline of the 60-0 model for Mach number 8 in Tunnel B are presented
in Figure 12. The figure also shows data from a previous test of the
same model which compares very well with the present data. Data quality
for Test 1}{-102 in Tunnel A was not nearly as good as data from Tunnel B.
The log ratio plots indicated that the thermocouples were strongly influ-
enced by shocks emanating from the mode] installation tank an_ falring
doors as the mode] traversed forward on oenterline. For runs where
sideslip angles were required, data from thermoconples oriented toward
the top of the test section would be significantly different than data
from the same thermocouples oriented toward the bottom of the test sec-
tion where the model installation tank was. In some cases where a pure
,sideslip angle was required, runs were repeated[ to orient the thermocouple
toward the top of the test section. Therefore, although the Tunnel A
data was completely reviewed at the facility before the final results
were published, caution is required when using the data.
26
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS (Continued)
Two types of heat transfer data resulted from this test series, tabulated
and plotted. Tabulated data are presented in the Appendix; _H84B in Vol.
1-4; _HI05 in Vol. 5 and IHI02 in Vol. 6. The plotted data are data
received by Rockwell while on-site. These data are not included in this
report but Table XI delineates those thermocouples selected from each
constant set to be plotted. The three NASA tests completed during this
program were intermingled for running efficiency and are reported in
this document as a group. The data presented in the Appendix are listed
in consecutive order of the test data sets as outlined in Table II. The
following will help separate the data by NASA test number and by model
number.
Thermocouple
Runs NASA Test No. Model No. Constant Sets
5-203 OH-84B 60-0 (Base Sting) iii, 122 , 133
204-239 OH-105 60-0 711, 722, 733
240-1372 AFFDL* 60-0 -
373-1385 OH-I05 60-0 811
386-414 IH-I02 56-0 311
415-443 OH-105 83-0 911, 922
444-555 IH-102 60-0 5!1 , 522, 533
556-575 IH-102 83-0 411, 422
577-768 OH-84B 60-0 (Offset Sting) 211, 222
*These tests were completed for the Air Force Flight Dynamics Labora-
tory using Model 60-0; data are not included in the Appendix.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS (Continued)
DATA UNCERTAINTY
An evaluation of the influence of random measurement errors is presented
in this section to provide a partial measure of the uncertainty of the
final test results presented in this report. Although evaluation of the
systematic measurement error (bias) is not included, it should be noted
that the instrumentation accuracy values (see Instrumentation) used in
this evaluation represent a total uncertainty combination of both sys-
tematic and two-sigma random error contributions.
Accuracy of the basic tunnel parameters PO and TO and the two-sigma devia-
tion in Mach number determined from test section flow calibrations were
used to estimate uncertainties in the other freestream properties, using
the Taylor series method of error propagation; i.e.,
(&F)2 v_ + _2 Am2 + _X_ AX3 + "'" _ AXn '' #Xl2 2 2 2
where AF is the absolute uncertainty in the dependent parameter F = f(Xl,
X2, X3 ... Xn); XI, X2, X3... Xn are the independent measurements; and
&Xl, AX2, AX 3 ... AXn are the errors in the independent measurements.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS (Concluded)
Uncertainty (+), percent
MACH NO. MACH NO. P__Q TO P-INF _NF RE/FT
3.01 0.6 0.2 0.5 2.6 1.4 1.2
4.0.1 0.4 0.2 0.5 2.4 1.5 1.2
4.012 0.4 0.2 0.5 2.4 1.5 1.2
7.913 0.4 0.27 0.4 2.5 1.7 1.2
7.94 0.4 0.25 0.4 2.5 1.7 1.2
7.98 0.3 0.25 0.4 1.6 1.2 0.9
7.99 0.3 0.25 0.4 I;6 1.2 0.9
8.00 0.3 0.25 0.4 1.6 1.2 0.9
Reduced Data
Estimated uncertainties for the individual terms in Eq. (2) were used in
the Taylor series method of error propagation to obtain uncertainty
values of heat-transfer coefficient as represented typically by the
ranges listed below:
Uncertainty (±)_ percent




These values assume that the uncertainty for the density, skin thickness,
and specific heat of the thin skin material, as supplied by Rockwell are
within ±i, ±3, and ±5 percent, respectively.
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fTABLE I. TEST CONDITIONS
Mach Stagnation Stagnation Dynamic Static Reynolds
Number Pressure Temperature Pressure Pressure Number
_ACH NO. PO_ psia TO, OR Q-INF_ psia P-INF_ psia RE/FT x 10 -6
3.01 i0 710 1.7 0.27 1.0
3.01 34 5.8 0.91 3.5
3.01 37 6.3 0.99 3.8
4.01 17 1.2 0.ii 1.0
4.02 33 2.4 0.21 2.0
4.02 58 4.2 0.37 3.5
4.02 66 710 4.8 0.42 4.0
7.9 i00 1250 0.5 0.01 _0.5
7.94 205 1260 1.0 0.02 1.0
7.98 435 1300 2.0 0.05 2.0
7.99 670 1320 3.1 0.07 3.0
8.0 850 1350 3.9 0.09 3.7
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%TABLE IliA - MODEL 56-0 ORBITER DATA
MODEL DHAENSIDNALDATA
IAODEL COI_PONEHT : BODY - BAN
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : ConfiF[nrat_on 140C orb_ter fuselac_e. MCR ZOO-R4
Similar to140AIB fuselaqeeyc_ptaftbody r evi._ed and {reproved
midbody-wln£-boot fairing, )Co : "940 to X o = 1040_ ..... .,
MODEL SCALE: 0. 0175
%
DRAWING NU}_BER i - VL70-000]40C, -000202C, -000Z05A _ _
, VLT0-000Z00B,-000Z03
• . . .
DI)AENSIONS: FULL SCALE• MODEL SCALE
Length (IML: FWD Sta Xo-_?.38),In, I?.90.3 ZZ. 58
Length (OML: FwdStaXo=Z35),In. 1293.3 .L__..63 .
Moxmath (At Xo = 157.8.3), _. , Z64.0 4.6Z
_uxDepth (AtX o = 1464), In. ._ 2_0,0 " 4.38_
Fineness Ratio " " . • , - ,4. 899 " • ,,,4..899 :" _
• .?'-'.., . .
A,ea".- .Ftz "













t ) _ODEL DIIXENSIONALDATA
MODEL COI_PONEHT :, CANOPY - C I
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Confi-_urat_on ]40C orbiter canopy. Vehicle
cabin No. 31 updatea to _4CR 200-R4. Used with ftlsela-_eB_ Z.
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175
DRA'_IMGNUMBER : VL70-000]40C, -000202B, -000204
7
DII_EHSIONS" FULL SCALE _ODEL SCALE
Length IXo = 434.643 to 578), m.. 143.357 _ Z.508" _
MoxWiclth (At X = 513.1Z7), In. ]_Z, 41Z Zr 667
t y o :.
Max Depth (Zo = 501 to 449.39), In. 51.61 O. 903
Rneness Ratio







MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA -_
MODEL CD;.]PONEIIT: ELEV'ON- E_?,
GENERALDESCRIPTION: Elevon for configuration 140C. Hingeline at X o = 1387,
elevon split line X., = 312.5, 6. 0", beveled edges, and centerbodies.
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175
{
VL70-O00140C, -006089, -00009ZDRAWINGRU_BEI_: ,
!
DIP,ENSIOtlS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area - FtZ 210.0 O.064
Span (equivalent) - In. , 349. _- 6. llI
Inb'd equivalent chord- In. . 118.0 2.065
Outb'd equivalentchord 55. 19 O.966
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
O. 2096At Inb'd equiv, chord o.2o76 _
At Outb'd equiv, chord 0.4004 0.4004
Sweep Back.Angles,degrees
Leading Edge o.0 _ O,0
Tailing Edge - 10.056 _ - 1o. 056
0.0 .o.o" • -
Area Moment(__gx_._:_) Ft 3 1587. Z5 0. 008,
Mean Aerodynamic Chodr, In. 90. 7 1. 587
Hingel!ne dil_eclral (origin at




") MODEL DI_,ENSIONAL DATA . -.
_ODE[. COMPONENT :. BODY FLAP - FIO
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Conf_guration 140C body flap. }-lingel_.ne_.ocztecl




•DRAWIINd NUMBER : VLT0-OO0140C, -355114 "
- -.
°-
DIMENSION&" : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE "
Le.gthlXo=Iszs.5toXo:IS131,£ 87.g0" .• *.531.-q
M.x_d_h(AtL._:.,X = 15ZS.51,In. Z56.00 _ 4.480
'-,9 - o
l_oxDepth (Xo= 15321, In. 19. 798 O.346
• Fineness Ratio
Area " Ft2
Max. Crosi-Sectlonal(At H.L.} BS. 196 O. 011
Planform • " 135.00 O. 041
Wetted






MODEL COMPONENT :L OMS POD - _J[]_ ..
GENERAL DESCRIP-_911 : Configuration |40C orbiter O_4S Pod - short pod..
t_
MODELSCAL_-" 0.0175 , •
DRAWING NUMBER : VL70- 008401 _ -008410
¢
• .°
DII_.ENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODELSCALE
Length 107/-_ Fwd Sta X o = 1310.5),In. 258.50 4. 5Z4 "
• MaxWidlh{/._t Xo =: 1511), In. 136.8 " 2. 394
MoxDepthf/-.tX = 1511)0 In.- 74.70 1.30}0
Nneness R_t;o 2. 484 2..484 "
•Area = Ft Z
)_ax. Cross-Seclionaj 58. 864 O. 018
planforrn
We..J







MODEL CO_4?O_ENT: VERTICAL - V30
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Slab sided vertical tail w!_b ex:enCed s_'p_n
MODEL SCALE: O,0175
_r _I_DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MO_L .....
TOTAL DATA _
Area (Theo) _ Ft_ 442.299 0.135
Planform
Span - In. 358.57 6.2_75
Aspect Ratio 2.019 2.019
Rate of Ta_;er 0.507 0.507
Taper Ratio 0.323 0.323
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees
Leading Edge 45.000 45.000
Trailing Edge 26.25 26.25
0.25 Element Line 41.13 41.13
Chords:
Root (Theo) WP 268.50 4.699 ._
Tip (Theo) WP 86.75 1.518 "
MAC 193.12 3.3_0 _,
Fus. Sta. of .25 ,MAC 1474.87 25.S01
W.P. of .25 MAC 6_8.71 11.352
B.L. of .25 MAC 0.0 0.0
Airfoil Section
Leading Wedge Angle - Deg. 11.75 11;75
Trailing Wedge Angle - Deg O.O O.0
Leading Edge Radius 0.0 O.0
Void Area 0.0 O.0
Blanketed Area 0.0 0.0
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TABLE IlIA (Concluded) I
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA !
YSDELC9_YO_-mfT: WING-W,_.., -_
I • H ._. i , ,
":_A. _£SCR:_TI0 _: Con/iquration 140C orbiter win_., MCR Z00-R4. Simila= to
140A/B win E W116 but with. r,efinetnents- improved winE-boot-midbo'dy fairing
(X o = 940toX 9 = 1040). Elevon spllt line relocated£rom Yo=281 toYo= 31Z. 5 ).
h4ODELSCALE: 0.0175"
-.'..'.ST.%'_ , DWG. _0. _TLT0-000140C, -000200i
nyv. "r . . • FLrLL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
....,:I_S.ONS. _ ....
TOTAt.DA'A
A_a L.n_0. ) Ftz
Planfo_ .Z6)o.O0 O.824
Span {Tneo In. 936.68 i6.392
Aspect Ratio- Z.Z65 Z.z65
Rate of Taper I.177 I.177 l
Taoer Rat_.o O,20o O,2oo
Dihedral Ang:e, degrees 3.50o 3, 50o
Incid-__cek%cle, degrees " , O.500 O.500
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees , 3. 000 3. OO0 I
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leadin9 Edge 45.000 45.000
- }6.o6s - fo.o6s'Trai1ing Edge _,
O,Z5 ElementLine 35. Z09. 35. Z09
Chords:
Root (Theo) B.P.O.O. 689.24 12. 06Z¢ J i
Tip, (Theo) B.P. 137.85 2.412
MAC _ 474.81. 8.309
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1136.83 19.895
•W.P. of .25 MAC -- zgo.b8 _.085
B.L. of .Z5MAC .._.)J).?,,_lL _. 187
EXPOSED DATA
Area (Theb) Ft2 1751.50 .... 0.536
Span, (Theo) In. BPlO8 720.68 ' i/Z. 61Z
Aspect Ratio Z. 059 Z, 059
Taper _tlo O,245 0. Z45
Chords
Root BPI08 ,56Z. 09 9.837
Tip 1,00 b 137,85 2_417.
39z.83_ • 6.a75 .,
rus, $ta. of .25 MAC-- 11Bs. q8 20.75_
W.P. of *25 MAC " Z94.30 :
of .z5 •
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Rod NASA)
XXXX-64
• Root b - 0.113 . 0.113
O. 120 O. 120l=
Tip _ ....k
Data for (1) of (Z) Sides
tead'ng Edce Cuff
._.-.c_ Ed;o "..-._r=ects Cus M. L, @ S1;_ .. 500. oo _. 750
.,,,_'."-._:.d_*:'-_.--_cct.'.. wi_¢.._Sta }oz4.0 17.920
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TABLE III-B MODEL 60-9 ORBITER
L I_ODEL DDAENSIONALDATA
MODEL COMPONENT :, BOD%; - B67"
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configurat_.on 140C orb_ter fuscta,_e. MCR Z00-R4
Similar to 140A/B fusela._e eycppt aft 'body r ev_._pd a_d imprGved
mlabod,y-w_._-_,ootf_._, x : "940to xo : lo4o'..
• MODEL SCALE: 0.0175 _




DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE ' MODEL SCALE "
Length (!ML: FWD Sta Xo---238),In. 1290.3 2Z.58
Length (OML: Fwd Sta Xo=235), In. 1293.3 /. 2._2...63 •
MaxWichh (At Xo = 1528.3), _J_. "264.0 4.6Z
I{
Max Deplh [At Xo =.1464), In. Z50, 0 4• 38. "
Finene._sRatio .... 4.899 " • 4.899
Area " - FtZ ""
• .
MaxLCross-Sectional 340. 885 . O. 104 ."
.. Planform
." Wetted .,
Bose _ ., .
o '
• • " t
1




UODEL CDi_PONENT :. CANOPY - C! Z
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Conf_Urat|on 140C orl:,iter canopy. "V'ehicle






DRAWING NUMBER: _ ,VL?0-000140C,,-000Z0ZB, -000204
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
o
L=._,_(xo = 434.64i tos_8),InL 143_3_ z.s08"
L = 513.127), _. ]S2 41_ Z_667Max Width (At X ° + +
}AoxDept}_ (7-o = 501 to 449.39), In. 51.61 O. 903




........... Welted +.+ +k , , • L
........ _ O S O .........
-°





MODELCO;IPO_tENT: "ELEVON - E_?
GENERALDESCRIPTION: Elevon for configuration I40C. Hingeline at Xo = 1387,
elevon split.line _;; = 31Z.5,.6.0", beveled edses, and centerbodie.s.
MODEl., SCALL: 0. 0175 ,, ,:
' VLTO-O00]40C, -006089, -006092DRAWING NUMBEd: ,
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area " Ftz Z]o.'o O. 064
Span (equivalent) - In. 349. Z 6. 111
Inb'd equivalent chord- In. 118.0 " Z.065
Outb'd equivalent chord 55.19 O.966t
Ratio movable surfac_ chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord o. 2o_6 .0. Z096
At Outb'd equiv, chord O. 4004 O. 4004;
Sweep Back .Angles, degrees
Leading Edge O. 0 O. 0
Tailing Edge _; - 10.056 _ -.10. 056
• ' Hlngel l_eroduct of area & ;) O. 0 O, O"
Area Moment (,R___r__ Ft3 1587. Z5 O. 008j, i,
Mean Aerodynamic Chodr, In. 90. 7 1. 587 .
Hingeline ciihedral (origin at






_ODEL COMPONENT : BODY FLAP -Fln
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Conf;guration 140C body flap. Hingcl{ne loc:_ted
atX = 153z. zn = zsT.
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175
, ° •
• DRAWING NUMBER : VL70..'OO0140C, -355114
eo
DIMENSIONS": FULL •SCALE MODEL SCALE
", :
Leog,l,(Xo=ISaS.s toXo: 3s131.in. 87.so .. I.531.
MoxWichh(At L.E., X = 15Z5. S),ln. 256.06 4.480j .. . o
Max Depth " (Xo= 153Z1, In. 19. 798 0. 346 .
" " Fineness Ratio .
Area - F_ i
Uox. Crosi-Sectionol(At H.L.) 35. lg6 0. O1 1
• "
• e
! ':'i Planlonn • "' 135. O0 0. 041m J
k_ WeII¢_ - -
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.TABLE III-B (Continued)
( -MODELDI_,IENSIONALDATA
MODEL COMPONENT :_ OMS POD - M lA
• GENERAt. DESCRIP-;gN : Confii_urat_on 140C orbiter OMS Pod - short poe..
MODELSCALZ: 0.0175
i
DRAWINGNUMBER : _ VL70-008401 , -008410
.. .
.
i)IMENSION$: FULL SCALE _ODEL SCALE
Lengtk (0;/-3 Fwd Sta Xo = 1310.5),In. Z58.50 4.5Z4 "
• MaxV_a_h(l.._Xo == 1511i,I,. 13&.8 " 2.394t
MoxDepth¢_.tX = 15111, In.- 74.70 1.30"10 -
Fineness p,gl;o 2. 484 2. 484 -
;A,e= = I't z "" ..
.
Mox. Cross-Seclion=l 58. 864 O. O1 8
• • _, pIo, Iotm
........... Wc.cd " "
, °
.. uose , •
°





MODEL COMPONENT: RUDDER - RI_
GERERAL OESCRIPTION: %"he rudder is a secondary movable airfo[l at the
trailing edge of the-vertical fln that imparts yaw forces• Th_s d[rnenslon_1
data was calculated from the OML master d{rnens_ons. '
!
MODEL SCAIJE: 0.0175 ""
P
DRAWING NUMBER: Vehicle 5 Con.f[gurat_on MCR Z00, Re'.'.?
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE "MODELSCALE "-
Area - Ftz. q'/.@4 ." 0.030_
.. Span (equiva1'ent) -'In-" .198_ 614 3.47&
..
Inb'd equiva]enL chord - In. 91.07 1. 699
O'utb'd equivalent chord -In. 50.OO 0.889
Ratio ruovable surface chord/ •
total surface chord
; At Inb'd equiv, chord O.400 O. 400 •.
At Outb'd equ|v, chord 0.400 0,400
SweepBack Angles, degree's • "
Leading Edge ..... 34.833 34.833
Ta|ling Edge _ _r., _,ca ..
• "" 1Product of Are& & c) , 3 34. 833
Hinge1 ne _ 34.833
Area Moment(X_rm_xjeol_uuz) Ft 593. 889 O. 03Z
• •
Mean Aerody-nam|c Chord, In. 7Z. 840 1.Z7S :







MODI_ COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V 8 '
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Conf{_urxt_on 140C orbiter vert{c_l tail ({dent_cal
tO configuration 140A/B vertical t_1).
1 o
MODEL SCALE: O. 0175
DRA'f._G NUMBER: VL70-000140C. -000146B "
DD_ENSIONS: " FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
• .
• . TOTAL II_T_
o . • _
l=' - 2 "
P].anform 413. 253 Or lZ7 "
Span (Theo) - In. . 315. 72 _ S. 350
.... A:pect .Patio 1. 675 1. 675
Rate of Taper O. 507 0. 507
.- Taper Ratio " . 0.404 0. 404
L Sweep-Back Angles I De_rees.Leadin_ Edse 45. 000 .45. 000
Tralllng Ec_e 26.25
• 0.25 Element Line 4!. 13
; .
Chord_t
• Root (Theo) :_P - 268. S0 4. 699
Tip (Theo) _2P 108, 47 1.898
" MAC 199.81 3. 497
-' " ' Fus. Sta. of -25 MAC -1463. 35
"W.P. of .25 MAC 635.52 ll. IZZ
• " B.L. of .25 MAC O. 0 0. 0
• Alrfoi_ Section
.... ; Le:din8 _ed_e xngle - £e8. lO. O0 10. O0
....... ...... e
Tra1_In_ Wedc,e An61e - Deg. _ 14.9Z
_ - Leadln_ Edge Rndiu_ L .Z.O0
• " _ 13. 17 O. 0040Void Area. - .








_E_.EoA- DESCR:OTIO_: Conf_urat{on 5 ""
NOTE: Identical to W l it except airfoil th{ckness. Dihedral angle is along
trm{J_n-, edee of w{ne, Geometr|c twist = 0. :
MODEL SCALE: 0.'0175
---_ST:_0_____2. ;DWG.N0. VLTO-00014OA, -000Z00
{ .-
9!,v.E_lSlONS: FULL-SCALE " MODEL SCALE
"TOTAL •DATA, ••
-_ Area_.;_eo.} _Ft2
?lanform 2670,0 . O,8Z4 ..
5;_an _Theo Irt. "° 936.68_ 16.392 : .
Aspect Ratio .... ?__&_ ?__&_ .
Rate of Taper I. _.v7 I. ]77
7a_er Ratio O.ZOO c O._OO "
DihedralAngle,degrees 3.500 3.500
Incid__nce A'_g:e, degrees . -"" O. 500 O.500
Aerod.vnam_cTwist, degrees .... -:
SweepBack Angles,degrees
Leadfnc Edse • " _ , 45.000 45. 000 ..
. Trailing Edge - 10,05_ . 10.056
r 0,25 ElementLtne ' 35.zoo. ,35.zo9
t. _ords:
Root (Theo) B.P.O.O. .689.24 1Z. 06Z =
; . Tio, (.Theo} B.P.. 137.85_ " Z. 412 .
MAC 474.8 1 8. 309 _ .
Fus. Sta. of .Z5 MAC I136.83, !9.895 "
W.P. of .?.5_'_C _ _.o._
B.L, of ,25 MAC ..... , _ _. 1_7
E,XPOSEDATA
Area (,]_0) "FZ?" 1751.50 O.536 _
Span, (Theo) In. BP]O8 720.68". " lZ. 61Z
Aspect Ratio _._... . _ . Z. 059Taper Ratio _ O. 245 .
Chords .......
Root BPlO8 562, 09 q. 837
Tip 1.00 b 137,85
MAC "_" 39Z. 83 _ 6.875 .
Fus. Sta, of .25 MAC . --1185.98 20. 755
W.P.'of .25 MAC _ _ 15o
• B.L. of .25 MAC ?.51. 77., 4. 406 .
AirfollSection{Rockwell HodMASA)
XXXX-64
Root b " 0.113... 0.113
Tip
t Data for (1) of (2) Sides
• ead=n9 EdSeCuff _ • " .
_'aa.tc-mArea Ft" . iiJ.io . 0 n_ _
..,ad_n,_ Ed.c..L_ar_ects eus M. t. @ Sta . 500. O0 8. 750 :
,,=,':-.-: E¢.:_. :-,_,e.-,-,-_.S "atnc _ Sta • 1024. O0 1Z.L.9._Z._L_ r
" " " "" " 62 " ::_ ;{
TABLE III-C MODEL 60-9 TANK AND SRB'S.
, MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT : EXTERNALTA_E - T38
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Spike nose confi_tlon. i
_MODEL SCA]_: 0.017_ _ ' '!
DRAWING NUMBER" VC?8-OOOOO_" (_ DRA%rJ_._)
vc72_f" (_u_ co_"_. D_._9)
(Dimensions are to t_nk structural ORL, TPS not included).
*:
!
DIMENSIONS: FULLSCARE MODELSCALE '
Man,Width ..331.00 5.792 •
0Ma:cDepth . .
Fineness Ratio 5.687 _.6,87









--- TABLE III'C (Concluded)
_ODEL DIMENSIONALDATA _-_
MODEL COMPONENT :. BOOSTERSOLIDROCKETHOTOR--326..-
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : The BS_M is an external p_opulsion s_te_
r ..
which is Jettisoned and recoverable after burnout. The _KH's can_. .....
_e refurbished and reused after recovery.
i
_OD_SCA_'.0.017_
DRAWINGNUMBER: _-.S_ . _ VC_ .-O_OO_Y , ,
, _U_'£I_ CG_ZG. - VG72-000002_ •
• . , ,
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODELSCALE
" Lengt_ _
: o ./-
....... MaxWidthtank dta., In .... _ 2.555
......•i MaxDepth,e.tt,,t_d dia..;I.,. 2o8:m,, }.6.,_ r
...... FinenessRatio ...... 8.596 ...... 8. _i96
....." ...... _eo ........._ .... ,,,,_ ,
.... Max. Cross-Sectional ..... '
-_"'" ' " Planfo.n ........ ,.
Wetted iJ ii • i
• • , , •-c • . , . . q •
, • . . ,
............. W.P. of BSIO_ ten, arlene . ,..- , _DO.O - ''_
B.P. of BSR._ eenterljme 2_0.5
I
; '.
64 , : ""_- : r ; '_
f--_. " .... TABLE III-D MODEL 83-@ ORBITER
MODEL DIMENSIONALDATA
I
I_ODEL COMPONENT :.. BODY - B60
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : 50% orbiter forebody, vehicle 140C.
NOTE: Thim body includes a small portion of the wlng glove.
MODEL SCALE: O. 040
DRAWING NUMBER : VLT0-000140C
!
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length 645.15 Z5.80










i MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
k(0DEL COMPONENT : CANOPY., CI0
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : CorLfiKur=tion 4 canopy and windshield as used
with B2S_ six i_lasspan_es in windshield.
_OD]_L, SCALE: 0.040
DRAWINGNUMBE_" _.VLT0-000140Br 140C. 20ZB
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (Xo =434. 643 to 670), In. Z35.'B57 9.414
Max Width "












; i66 .... _.
.!
TABLE IV. CONFIGURATION CODES
NASA TEST MODEL CONFIGURATION 'f_a_U_UU_LB
CODE CODE MODEL CONFIGURATION TUNNEL CONSTANT SETS
(See Figure 6)
OH-84B I0 60-@ BASE STING B iii, 122, 133
OH-84B 20 60-# OFFSET STING B 211, 222
IH-102 30 56-_TS A 311
IH-102 31 56-@ A 311
IH-I02 40 83-@ A 411, 422
IH-102 50 60-@ A 511, 522, 533
IH-102 51 60-_ A 511, 522, 533
IH-I02 60 60-_TS A 511, 522, 533
O}I-105 70 60-_ B 711, 722, 733, 811
OH-105 80 83-_ B 911, 922
TABLE_. 60-0 MODEL THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
,_ Full ,Scale Model Scale : * •
7/C x/U Skin Rat'1
NO. Xo YO Z0 Xfror Y Zfror _ Thlckne= R_-arkl
no se FRL
I .... 0235.0 0 - 0 0 -- 0 .040 17-4 Bottom
? .005 241.4 .113 .032
3 .01 247.9 .226 .033
4 .02 260.8' ,453 .040
5 .03 273.8l .679 .040
6 .04 286.7 .905 .040
7 .05 299.6 ' 1.132 .033
8 .06 312.6q I .358 .035
9 .07 325.5_ 1.584 .032
10 ._, 338.4, 1.811 .032
ii .09 351.41 2.037 .035
12 .I0 364.3 2.263 .037
13 .12 390 .'2q 2.716 .040
_4 .13 _03.1 2.942 .038
_5 .14 _16.0, 3.169 .035
16 .15 _29.0,_ 3.395 .036
17 .16 1441.9 _ 3.621 .036
18 .17 454.8 3.848 .035
I
19 18 _67.7 4.074 :035
=0 .19!_80.7_ 4.3o0 .035
21 .20 _93.6 L 4.527 .035
22 C .225 525.9_ 5.092 .035
23 .25 1558.3 5.658 .035
i
24 •30 }622.9 6.790 .035 l '- "
25 .35 687.6 I 7.922 .035 ,L':.. :
i !26 .40 ,752.3 9.053 .034
z_ c ._s {816.9 1o.18, .o33
28c ._08_1.61 I,.31, .032i!
29c .55o_63_ 124_, .o3o
30 C .60 1010. 13.58) .030
33 C .65 1075. 14.71 " .030
___2 C .70 1]40. 15.8&3 .02_99
.75 [204. 16.97 I, .030

















T/C: [ _ Z Skin Ha, 'I
J . _ nc _e ] RL ,
b I • , --
69 !I.015 1547 7 c_3.1 • ,!2. )7_ I. ,35 .... 0275 11-4 Fus. Bottom Sur.
.... I I • #
70 1.03 ]1567 k !3. 312 j .02B5
I " ° I i71 1.045 1586. _ "!3. 552 ' "" .029 _ ..
____2_2!I=o0 ioo5._ ,3_7: , ,I .oz, ,
16_9_ .01 247._ 3 (' i -_ 26 ( :I)0 .033 Top
I '170 .025 267.__-3 .I 55i .031
171 .050 299.4 7 ,L.2 29 i .035 " '.
172 .C75 332.f iL.( 941 .035
I
173 t.100 364. _3 '-_.: 58! .034
! ' 1 "
174 1.3_25 3°6.( 5 I ,_.: B3i .032----" i |
l_______i. iso 429.( ' .t.3,38_ .032 .J I
1761.]oo 441.c.3 , :3.,13] .o4o
------_q_
1771.,7o _sg.z5 I 13.,39!. .o4o
---q
17si.lso _o:,.__ I I_.,.644 • .o_3 "
I i
i_ l. 2oo,_93.,_ I....,i_i .o36
k. ! , •
t _]
:==:_.'--.L " _"
11_I_1.45 ] 816._ 9 lO 18_ • Oa&
I
184! .so i881-_ 5 ii 31_ .02S
1R_,! .55 1946.1 2 12 44_ .0;_
zss] ._o In4o.: is 84_ " ' ozS
1891 .75 h204.! 16 97_ .OZ_¢,_ "
1901 .80 L1269._ 18 105 , 1%, _ .0_
192_ 12.8C 4: 8.( .2 4 11.365 .031 ro_ Right
I
21.2C 4q 4._ I .3 1 11.13b .030 Center 1
Ig4 1 , 29,6C 4" 8.1 " .5 8 11.365 .028 Top Left
_I i I _4_ 4_2, i._2_0_0 .0_ _otto_, ,
_0, l , _ 40.4__ 2., l._ ,' .,,o .o_o _n_o_,_ _o,,o_
197] i ! I 34,8C 4" 8._ ] .e 911.365 .030 ! Top night I
_" ]_r_ 1 _ [, 44.8C 4,4.' ' [.7 411.12_ ,, .030. i, Center | _'_
7O

TABLE V. Continued ._
(
-i_0'030 _ft Puselage Side
m














Full Scale Model gcalo "
, Skin
Thickna_l R_-arko
lO___TJ .50 .0285 Wing Lower Sur.
0 j .026


























032 i'- • |
.4_B I .035 , :
.034 I
.033 " ] _--'?
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TABLE V. Continued
Sm Win 9 T/C Locations

































_S Pod 4/¢ Loc_tions
Full Scale Model Scale
' ' '.Skin _t'l
T/C X/L Xo Yo Zo ZNo. Xfror ::ore Th_ c_nes: .R0[_rkB
_od LE FP_
____3=Z ...... =1_m_" _z___._._:_..=_-Z._ ..... -:_____==_=: ..... _=__- . -: 17-4
I
298 1325 ]06.9 428._ j .o3o
299 I _8.77459.: o_3
I
3_Q__ 6?.73 511._ I o3o
301 I 48.78 506.71 .OZ8
302 135Q 123.6 440.4 • D24
I 132.0 458._ ,0303o__
I
304 I 108.9 498.5 .03Z
3os ! 69.s 524.4 .o29
i
306 j 47.3 515.5 0_I
i
_ .2_-_ -=== ._-...___ -_._
----3----
308 1375 111.6!421.6 .Old,
309 J 130.0 440.0 02_
310 139.6 460.0 .035
311 113.8 503.4 , OZ_
312 72.4531.0 j .O_l
315 1425 l15.0 415.1 .0_1
316 I L33.7 437.7 .030
I
317 i L47.7 466.3 .038
I
318 ' [19.7 508.6 . 027I
319 l t7.34 536.5 .o_O
320 1450 17.4{ 418.2 .073
321 l 34.5 436.0 .OZ_' 1322 |49.8 468.2 .0_ .
323 I I 22.2 511.1 .02_"
L_[-"_---.., , i _...,._ ..........
i.
t! ,325 , 8.3 I526.61 .027
77
TABLE V. Continued
OH_ Pod T/C l.ocat:lons
Full Scale Model Scale
Tic Skin Hat,
NO. X/L Xo ¥ 0 Zo Xfrom ¥ Zfrom Th_ckne_ R_--_rkJm
Pod L FHL
1327 1500 136.7 437._ .OZ_ 1"/-'4!
328 I L51.2 470._ ,o3 (=
329 I q25.6 514.f .O3 1
I .o_1330 I 89.5 539.z
331 f 55.7 532._. .0_
L332 1525 - 424.{ .0_ Do_-nward Firln 9
333 I I - 431.( .o34 Rcs
334 i 440.d . 05S
335 I 493.CI .02_
336 _ 133.O - .O30 Up.ward Firing RC
337 1545 - 428._ .o2Z Dowmwd Firth 9 RC
338 434.C ,027
339 4.43.6 • 03'_
78
Aa_b_ V. Continued
VERTICAL TAIL T/C LOCATIONS
Full 5cale Model 5c_e
Skln at
T/C Thlcknes _-a rkl
_.,_/_._ .10......... .10 Jl 031(; 17=4 External Surface I
3_i I •30 .0305
3L2 _ .50 .oz_s
3M, I I .20 . c30Z
't3/.,5 .LO .o5 1
3_6 i .60 , .o?.l t
3_7 ¢ ._0 .o:J:E
3_8 .30 .05 oz_7
349 .20 . 03 I
350 .LO •o _ !
351 .50 i .0 3 18
352 _ .90 _ x .o_o
353 ._0 .i0 .050S
35_ j .z)! .o_,s
3-55--]---I ._,o .o_,E 1
356 ._o _ . o:Sos I
358 ,_ .9o x .oz,z_ I 1
359 .,_0 :05 -oZBS I
360 i .7o x .OZ 8" I
361_ .9o _ .c_,_ i
362 .60 .05 . oZ 9
363 I ._o .oz_s !
366 ,,cO .03 I _ I
3_7 .70 x .OZ
36_ ° .gO x .o30 1
369 .7o .o5 . _)27__
370 l .70 x .0275
j372 .so .o_ .oZ_ t i "' "l°l t .o-'_ I,
• 79
TABLE V. Continued
VERqqCAL TAIL T/C I_OCA'I]ONS
l "
Full Scale Hodel Scale
T/C " Z//_V ----U--_ _ Rudde: Skin Mat'l
No, [ X/C ZO Xf;o_ Zfzo= T/C Th_ck_nes R_-arksI;OII L.E. FRL
374 .80 .40 .0_I 17-4 EXtez hal Suzfac,
37s i .so .o_zS t _ ::
3!6_L .7 o x •
' 1
377 _ .90 .... X . O Z ¢_
378 .90 .i0 . 051
379 ! .3o o3os J
3so ! .so o3z
4 _
_81 ' .70 .0308
382 _p .9o .ozqe (
__39___ .95 .3o .o3 13
[ ..so .o315
_ _' .9o . o_ _ "
3 _8C .0312





BASE HEATSHIELD THERNOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
FULL SCALE HODEL 5CAL_
5KZN
T/C Z FROM _AT'L THIC_-
No. Yo zo Y NES$ REMARK5
428 430 O 0.525 15-5 ,032
, -- ,. i
429 -70 430 -i. 225 O. 525 .031
430 0 320 0 -I. 400 .0315





-_ TABLE V. Continued
Upper Wine T/C Locat=ons
T/C _-- . Xo Xo Xo ¥o TH"iC_3__S F_T 'L .q_._ L5
.No. •IM. r
L/o .509 1373.54 234.17 24.036 _,097 .02fO _ w!z_ Upper S,_rf.
461 .5_0 257.587 h.507 .0305
162 .609 281.0o_ 4.917 .ff_qO
L_3 .650 304.221 5.327 .O_O
-6_ .7DO 527.83 S 5 . _ _ l " 0 _ O0
_ .750 351.255 6,1_5 . O_rO
_57 .775 362.963 - 6.351 .o2_O
_68 .800 374.672 6.556 .O_qO
_69 .825 386.360 6,761 .o_0 .
-79 ._50 398.089 6.966 .0_5"0
-7" .875 _O9.797 7.171 .o._&O
"_ *_ ._25 )'33.2!4 7.58! .Oa70
277 o: _2.923..)0 7.756 .o=5o
_,73 ' .g?.5 256.631 7.991 .ORO0 ]'
,. * i ; I ,
• SPAN - 936.68 in f_ll scale
-- ¢/: _, _. _/_ = .9oo ..
. I ___= mT,._. SCALZ MODEL SCAI_ Zlevo_ S:_N
='Ic[_ ......
"' , i LE !
276 .700 ] .60 1327,83 3.125 I 5.737 .o_ 17-_ Wiaa U_er Surf
_T7 .750 .50 )351.25 2._II ! 6.1_7 .0=_o } [
_78 .6o0 1 .10 ]37_.69 .235 ] 6.557 .oam !
_;'9 t , .30 I I 1.305 I .02aO I
:._0 I .&O ; l'TaO I 1 .02:0
2&2 ! , _ , '_ !_..33=_r.xo I X .o_,o I
-83 .62_5 1 i$.. 386 O0 2_,.33,.) 6.756 X .021_0
_, ,: .85 3._5 l x .o_,o '
_ 5 V .90 3.690 _ .o=_
,,86 _.850 ._o 397.9_ .3S6 6.962 .o_
_57 .30 I.155 .om_o i
-§_ " ._ _.5_2 I ' .o.._o
"_9 : .50 2.OO0 i .0_00 i •
"99 _' _' X •0_0 .I




T/C MOD_ SCALE SKIN
NO. Xo Yo Zo _"_41C_ESS >_.TERIAL LOCATION
37A 4.553 0.252 - .032 17-4 Lower Nose (!_)
38A 4.541 0.428 5.524 .033
39A _.515 - 5.696 .036
41A 5.626 6.002 .031
45A 6.361 1.041 5.266 .028
46A - 5.470 .030
47A 1.230 5.673 .O31
65A 8.610 0.388 4.893 .030
70A 8.610 .1.681 5._88 .030
I07A 13.170 0.780 4.809 .024 Lower Mid Fuselage
llhA 13.207 1.782 4.977 .O31 (I_)
II5A 13.107 1.962 - .02_
ll6A 2.142 - .020
II7A 9.322 - .017
liSA 2.458 - .025
130A 15.356 1.837 4.882 .023
131A - 2.046 .o29
132A 2.250 - .028
_3_ 2.453 - .026
13_A 2.663 - .023
l_5A 2.816 5.226 .027
186A 24.329 1.819 4.681 .030 Lower Aft Fuselage
187A 24.925 1.883 - .031
188A 25.476 l.ll - .028
189A 25.923 1.981 - .025
196A 24.015 2.128 - .028
lq7A 2_.480 2.459 - .0_2 Lower Eievon (i_._
320A 24.576 - 5.565 .0295 Aft _uselage &
321A 24.913 .0265 Elevon Split Line
322A 25.476 .027 (LH)
323A 26.038 .029
336A 24.576 4.902 .030
337A 24.913 .031
338A 25.575 - .028
339A 26.138 - .026
341A 24.576 - 4.692 .03O
342A 24.913 - h.692 .o32
343A 25.475 - 4.722 .031
_h/_A 26.o_8 - 4.759 .0_I
249A # 10.859 1.988 - .030* Upper Wing (RE)
250A 11.983 - .028
251A 13.107 - .030
252A i_.!95 - .022
253A 17.5_5 1.970 - .026
254A " 19.941 2.049 .018
255A 22.330 2.047 - .029
256A 14.195 2.459 - .020
84
TABLE V. Concluded
- ADDITIONAL T/C LOCAT!CNS
T/C MODEL SCALE SKIN
NO. Xo Yo Zo THIC_S ;3%TEPJ_AL LOCATION
257A 15.535 2.h59 h.759 .027 17-4 Upper Wlng (RB)
258A 16.875 - .020
259A 18.215 - .016
260A " 19•555 - .028
261A 20.895 - .025
262A 22.235 - .o30
263A 23.576 - .o29
279A 2h.080 • 5.138 - .030*
lISA 27.268 0.928 - .030 Lower Body Flap
191A 27.268 1.819 - .028
31hA 27.274 0 5.122 .0255 Upper Body Flap
315A 28.017 0 - .O19
316A 2q.275 0.875 5.224 .0295
317A 28.017 0.875 - .o28
318A 27.27,5 1.837 5.112 .0295
_I9A 28.017 1.697 - .0295
192A 26.99_ - 5.064 .O31 Body Flap, Edge
193A 27.265 - 5.092 .0305
194A 27.6_9 - 5.106 .031
68A 26.091 0 q._O_ .0905 Vertical Tail
7A 9.799 I.i01 7.781 .031 Upper Mid Fuselage
88A 9.705 0.672 8.431 .026 (!_)
89A 9-717 i.709 6.65h .031
IO2A 10.806 i. 638 8.089 .023
10_ 10.806 0.867 8._23 .019
112A 13.077 1.684 - .0252 Upper Mid }_ase'_age
11_A 13.107 1._8 - .03O8 (n._)
125A 13.077 0.868 - .029
• ]2._,. 13.1o7 0.560 - .o285
127A 13.lO7 o._8o - .o2_-5
139A 15.347 1.584 - .0337
IkOA 15.347 0.868 - .0291
_O_A 17.574 1.572 - .0301
405A 17.549 1.110 - .0322
_O6A 17.57_ 0.868 - .0285
hOTA O.560 - .O28_
•EOSA O .280 - .O260
_ZOA 19.84_ 1.572 - .o33_
155._j 22.ooo 1.572 - .o307
156A 22 .OOO 0.868 - .O26_
I_TA 22.640 I.582 - .0305
158A 1.218 - .02_8
159A 0.868 - .o26_.
Z60A" 0.3O8 - .O306
3_ 22.61o o.o!_ - .o278







TABLE vl. 56-I_ MODEL THERMOCOUILE LOCATIONS
I
,°.
TIC No: b, In. XIL ......Zo TIC No....b, In. XIL Zo+ T/C_ No.:_......b, In.........Xlt Zo
l 0,0215 0,275 437.5 28 0.0203 0.750 420.0 55 0.0220 0.950 400.0
2 0.U210 0.300 442.0 29 0.0202 0.1i00 420.0 ' 56 0.0170 0.300 372.5
3 0,0217 0,325 445.0 30 0.01O0 0.824 420.0 57 0.0170 0.325 !
4 0.0215 0.350 I 31 0.0210 0.200 400.0 58 0.0170 0.350
5 0.0212 0.375 32 0.0199 0.225 59 0.0170 0.375
6 0.0217 0.400 i 33 0.0199 0.250 60 0.0170 0.400
+7 0.0215 0.425 34 0.0186 0.275 61 0.0170 0.425
8 0.0218 0.450 35 0.0180 0.300 : 62 0.0172 0.450
9 0.D219 0.475 36 0.0190 0.325 63 0.0175 0.475
l0 0.0220 0,500 37 0.0192 0.350 .64 O.OlliO 0.500
|1 0.0220 0.525 38 0.0190 0.375 65 - 0.01ti0 0.525
12 0.0222 0.550 39 0.0189 0.400 66 0.0190 0.550
13 0.0220 0.600 40 0.0188 0.425 67 0.0198 0.6(}0
.. i
14 0.0220 0.650 i 41 0.0195 0.450 68 0.0190 0.650
15 0.0228 0.700 [ 42 0.02(}0 0.475 69 0.0200 0.700
16 0.0220 0.750 Sv 43 0.0200 0.500 70 0.I)2(;00.750 372.5
17 0.0230 O.HO0 445.0 44 0.0190 0,525 i 71 0.0195 0.200 355.0
18 0.019(1 0.285 420.0 45 0.020(I 0.550 72 0.0190 0.225
19 0.0189 0.337 I 46 0.0205 0,600 73 0.0190 0.250
20 0.0189 0.390 47 0.0210 0.650 74 0.0180 0.275
21 0.0190 0.426 48 0.0202 0.700 75 0.0185 0.800
22 0.0200 0.478 49 0.0205 0.750 76 0.0188 0.850
23 0.0200 0.530 50 0.0208 0.800 _ 77 0.0170 0.875
24 0.0205 0.567 5| 0.0180 0.850 78 0.0172 0.900
25 0,0205 0.620 52 0.0180 0.875 Ir 79 0.0180 0.925 s_
26 0.0205 0.670 _ 53 0.0160 0.900 '80 0.0190 0.950 355.0




TABLE VII. 83-_ MODEl.,THEILMOCOUPI..,E'[X)CATION'S
G
SICIN
T/C Zo Xo THICKNESS ......
•_0. L_A_O. (_C.ES) (I.C'_) X/ L (INC_)
UPPERl_S N(I_ZLF.S
161 '7.5 315.o 0.o619 0.0265
IE2 -7.5 326.7 0.0709 o.o212
163 -7.5 339.3 0.0807 0.0275
16b -7.5 957.0 0.091_3 0.0292
165. -7.5 361.5 0.0978 0.0282
166 -7.5 366.0 0.1013 0.0287
oo 167 -15.0 315.0 0.0619 0.0303
168 -15.0 326.7 0.0709 0.0235
169 -15.0 339.3 0.0807 0.0272
17o -15.0 357.0 o.o9b3 o.o28o
171 -15.0 361.5 0.0978 0.0270
172 -15.o : 366.0 0.1o13 0.0292
173 -22.5 339.3 !0.0807 0.0299
174 -22.5 357.0 0.0943 0.0255
175 -22.5 361.5 0.09'78 0.0321



































































































































































































T/C Xo Yo i _HICKNESS
.o. U)CATI0 (IClmS) (i.cm s) x/L (INCH,.S)
ESCAPE HATCH &
WINDOW
221. h85.0 -7.6 0.1933 0.0233
225 490.0 -7.6 0.1972 0.0268
226 485.0 -18.0 0.1933 0.0236
227 490.0 -18.0 O.1972 0.0328
228 485.0 -30.6 0.1933 0.0288
229 490 •0 -30.6 0.1972 O.0288
•230 51_7.9 -10.8 0.2h_5 0.03].4
231 560.0 -10.6 0.2519 0.032_
_o 232 567.0 -II.0 0.2567 0.0303
o 233 572.o -11.o o.26o6 o.o3ho
231, 5k7.5 -23.0 0.241-16 0.0305
235 559.5 -23.0 0.2509 0.0305
236 56T.O -23.0 0.2567 0.0328
237 572.0 -23.0 0.2606 O.0315
\
TABLE VII. Continued
T/C Z o X ° X/L Skin T/C Z o X o X/L Sk:n
No, Thickness No. Thickness
MHB LINE
" 300 396. 663 O. 125 0.0252
_ . 301 428,995 O. 150 O. 0280
302 461, 3275 O. 175 O. 0306
303 493. 660 0 200 O. 0280
304 525. 993 O. 225 O. 0205
305 558. 325 O, 250 O. 028_
306 590. 658 O. 275 O. 034C
307 655. 323 O. 325 O. 0245
BOTTOM CENTERLINE 308 719.988 0. 375 0. 0290
309 784. 318 0. 425 0. 0298
273 236. 25 O. 0010 O. 0269 310 849. 318 O. 475 O. 0272
274 237.37 0.0018 0.0272 311 355.0 493.66 0.200 0.0230
275 240, 25 O. 0041 0.0277 312 525.993 O. 225 O. 0250
276 244. O0 O. 0070 0.0280 313 558. 325 O. 250 O. 0296
277 248.28 0.0103 0.0279 314 590.658 . 0.275 0.0270
278 25h.hO 0.0150 0.0283 315 622.990 0. 300 0. 030_
279 260. 75 0. 0]99 0.0232 316 655 323 0 325 0. 0279
280 265..00 0.0232 0.0210 317 687.655 0.350 0.031!
281 269. 00 0. 0263 0.0190 318 719. 988 0. 375 0. 0302
282 273. 63 0. 0299 0.0230 319 752. 320 0. 400 0. 0278
283 278. 75 0, 0338 0.0231 320 784 653 0. 425 0. 0285
284 284.25 0.0381 0.0230 321 816..985 0.450 0. 027c
285 288. 50 0. 0414 0. 0230 322 355. 0 849. 318 0. 475 0. 0260
286 " 293. 5 0. 0452 0. 0240 323 378.0 493. 660 0 200 0. 0259
287 300. 00 0. 0503 0. 0230 324 525. 993 0. 225 0. 0268
288 364.330 O. 100 0.0280 325 558.325 0.250 0.0279
289 428. 995 0. 150 0.0300 326 590. 658 0. 275 0. 0261
290 493. 660 0. 200 0.0260 32"? 622. 990 O. 300 0. 02S6
29! 558,325 0.250 0.0273 . 328 655.323 0.325 O. 024"_
292 622, 990 O. 300 0.0275 329 687, 655 0 350 O. 030o
293 687.655 0,350 0.0261 330 719.988 0.375 0.0282
294 _ 752. 320 0. 400 0.0276 331 752. 320 0 400 0. 0269
295 ;B]6. 985 0. 450 0. 0292 332 784. 653 0. 425 0. 027_
333 378.0 816.985 0.450 0.0273
MHB LINE 334 400. 0 525. 993 O. 225 0. 0255
335 • 558. 325 0. 250 O. 0289
296 2_67. 333 0. 025 0. 0292 336 I 590. 658 O. 275 0. 0262
297 299. 665 O. 050 0.0268 337 622. 990 0. 300 0. 0306
298 .'531.998 0. 075 0.0270 338 655. 323 0. 325 0. 02o9
299 364. 330 0. 100 0.0278 339 687. 655 0. 350 0. 0302
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TABLE Vll. Continued _-
T/C Z o X o X/L Skin TIC Z o X o X/L Skin
No. Thickness No. Thickness
MHB LIINrE (CONT'D) TOP CENTERLINE (CONT'D)
3,10 400. 0 -.- 719. 988 0. 375 0. 0300 374 254.50 0.0151 0. 0293
3,41 $ 752. 320 0.400 " O. 0279 375 258. 50 0,0182 O. 0306
342 I_ 784. 653 0.425 0. 0270 376 262. 75 0. 0235 0.0295
343 400. 0 816.985 0. 450 0. 0276 377 266. 75 0.0246 0.0288
344 425. 0 655. 335 0.,325 0. 031 378 27].00 0.0278 0. 0263
345 687 655 0.350 0. 030 379 313. 75 0.0609 0. 0275
346 719. 988 0.375 0. 030 380 318. 50 0.0646 0. 023
347 752. 320 0,400 0. 030 38i 323, 50 0. 0"684 ' 0. 029
1348 784. 653 0. 425 0. 032 382 328. 25 0. 0721 0. 0293
349 816.985 0.450 0.031 383 333.25 0, 0760 0.030
350 425. 0 850. 600 0.4760 0. 033 384 338.00 0.0796 0. 0312
385 358.00 0.0953 0 02_8
CCL LINE 386 362.60 0,0989. 0.0265
387 366 75 0 ]019 0. C275
353 299.665 0.050 0.0271 388 385.00 0. 1]60 0.0213
352 331.998 0.075 0.0269 389 389.50 0. 1195 0.0325
353 364. 330 " 0. 100 0. 0263 390 394. 25 0. 1231 0. 03_3
354 396. 663 0. 125 0. 0268 391 399.00 0. 1268 0. 0357
355 428. 995 0. 150 0. 0273 392 403. 75 0. ]305 0. 03_4
356 461.328 0. 175 0.031] 393 408.00 0.133S 0. C579 !
357 493. 660 0.200 0. 0262 394 413.00 0. 1376 0. 0376 J
358 590,658 0.275 0.032 395 4]7.50 0. ]411 0.0335
359 622,990 0. 300 0,0310 396 422. 25 0. 3448 0. 0332 :
360 655.323 0.325 0.030 397 426 75 0.1483 0.0532
36] 687.655 0.350 0.0305 398 431.50 0.1519 0.0315
362 719.988 0.375 0. 030 399 436. 25 0. 1556 0. 0299
363 752. 320 0.400 0. 032 400 439. 63 0. 15S2 0. 0302
364 784. 653 0. 425 O. 032 401 443. 00 0 ]608 0, 02Q0
365 816.985 0.450 0.032 402 446.50 0. 1635 0.0279
366 850. 600 0.4760 0. 0315 403 450, 25 0. ]'664 0. 0272
404 453. 75 0. 3693 0. C'271
TOP CENTERLINE 405 457.50 0. 3720 0, C27]
#
406 461.00 0. 1748 0. C271 :
367 235. 000 0. 000 0. 0263 407 463.75 0. 1769 0. 02S9
368 236. 000 0.0008 0. 0284 408 466. 75 0. 1800 0, 0328
369 237. 500 0.0019 0. 0262 409 471,75 0. 1833 0. 03!2
370 239, 750 0.0037 0. 0273 410 476.00 0, 1863 0. 0322
371 242,500 0.0058 0.0219 411 480.00 0. 1894 0. 033£,
372 246. 250 0. 0087 O. 0268 432 474. 75 0. 3933 0.0312
"4




T/C Zo Xo 8 T_I_S
N0. LOCATIO_ (INCHES) (INCKES) X/A (DEGREES)I (INCHES) _
4Z3 TOP CmTmu.__E _90.00 0.1972 0.0300
_l_ 5oo_oo o.2o49 o.o3oo
_15 525.993 0.2250 0.0221
h16 558.325 0.250 0.0262
h!7 590.658 .275 0.0330
418 622..990 .300 0.0350
419 " 655.383 .325 0.0330
1_0 i 687.655 .350 0.0322
kel i 719.988 .375 0.0329
_22 i 752.32o .4oo o.o328
423 784.652 .425 0.0316
4a_, _ 816.985 .hSO 0.0335
_5 'e 8_9.318 .b,75 o.03 l*







h33 ' 295 0.0288
t,3_ 287.5 0.0292
_35 28o o,0293
436 _! ,' 273 0.0295
437 300 .o50 352.5 0.025
438 w 3h7 0.0258
439 339 0.0249



















































































































































































































































































































































































s_ _ MODEL: 60- (_ 0H84B
Ch TC Ch TC COORDI COORD2 Ch TC COORD 1 COORD2
No No. C(X)EDI COORD2 No, No . No. No._
1 432 XN @N 34 60 X//_ Yo 67 188A X/L Yo
2 433 35 69 i 68 189A Yo
I
3 434 36 70 69 196A Yo
4 435 37 71 \I _ 7C 320A ' Z o
51 436 .- 38 72 X/L i 7] 321A
6 437 39 164 X/C I 7_ 322A
7 438 40 165 , 72 323A i
8 439 41 166 74 336A i
9 440 i 42 167 7_ 337A! t iI
i0 441 43 168 I 76 338A i I] _"l
i ,' i {
Ii 442 , 44 156 F 77 339A i '_
12 443 . ! 45 158 i i !78 34 IA
i13 444 46 159 79 342A ;_ i
I q i i 80 343A14: 445 47 146 ! I
15 446 I 48 147 , 8 344A i Zol
16 447 49 148 ; 8_ 34C I ¢
17 448 50 138 _ 8-" 35C i !
18 449 51 139 84 36C i
19 450 I
! 52 140 _ 8. c 37C i
20 451 i 53 142 X/C 8G 38C
21 452 %F _' 54 314A X/L " 87 ,39C ¢_t
' ! 88 54C Yo22 453 XN _N 55 315A
• i !
• L
231 428 Yo Zo 56 316A I _ 89 55C I I
24 429 57 317A I ; 90 5_C ,i I.
25430 ,f '" 58 318A i 91 66C ii 9_ 67C
26 431 Yo Z o 59 319A I '
27 40 X/L ¢ 60 II3A: I _ 95 68C _P' Yo
28 41 ,. ! 61 191A i Yo 94 288C X/L Z o
29 42"I. _, 62 192A i, Z 0 9E 155C X/C Yo
301 43 _ 63 193A t Zo 96 157C X/C Yo
311 57 _ Yo 64 194A i ZO 97 141( X/C Yo
32 58 ,_ Yo 65 186A _/ Yo




MODEL: 60- £_, OH-84B
Ch TC COOF,D1 COORD2 Ch TC COORD1 COORD2 Ch TC COORD1 COORD2No No. No. No. No, No.
1 143 X/C Yo 34 464 2Y/B Xo 6"_ 491 2Y/B X/C
2 144 35 264 X/C Yo 6_ 472 2Y/B Xo
3 131 36 465 2Y/B X O 6c_ 275 X/C YO
4 132 37 265 X/C . Yo 7C 276 X/C Yo
5 120 38 266 X/C Yo 71 277 2Y/B Xo
6 1.21 I 39 267 X/C Yo 72 278 X/C Yo
7 1.22 ! 40 477 2Y/B X o 73 279 X/C YoI8 123 41 268 X/C Yo 74280 X/C ¥o
9 1.07 !} 42 466 2Y/B Xo 75 473 2Y/B Xo
10 95 43 269 X/C Yo 76 253 X/C Yo
11. 96 i _44'" 270 i X/C Yo 77254 X/C !i
12 97 45 467 2Y/B Xo 78 255 X/C
13 83 _ 46 478 X/C 79 197A X/L
i
14 84 47 479 | 80 279A X/L
15 247 48 480 _ 8] 1.30C X/C
1.6 248 I 49 481 X/C B'_ 116C I
17 249 50 468 ,_f XO 8_: ll?C
i8 250 51 482 2Y/B X 84 I'18C i :
1.9 251 _ _/ 52 271 X/C YO 8. _ 11.9C !
201 252 X/C Yo 53 469 2Y/B Xo 8£ I04C _ ,
21 460 2Y/B Xo 54 483 X 87 I05C '
22 461 2Y/B Xo 55 484 X/C 88 1.06C
23 256 X/C Yo 56 485_ 89 92C i ,
24 257 | _ 571 486 i 9(] 93C
25 258 _ _ 58 487 i 91 94C
26 259 X/C Yo 59 488 i _ 92 78C
27 462 2Y/B Xo 60 489 X/C 93 79C il i
28 260' X/C ¥o 61 470 Xo 94 80C i I
29 261 X/C Yo 62 490 X 9._ 81C _( _/'
30 463 2Y/B Xo 63 471 2Y/B Xo 9E 82C X/C Yo
31 262 X/C Yo 64 272 X/C Yo 9_
32 263 X/C Yo 65 273, X/C Yo






























Ch TC COORDI COORD2 No,ChNo
TC
No No. . No.
i 4 X/L # 34 268 X/C Yo 67 280 X./C Yo
2 7 X/L _ 35 466 2Y/B X o 68 473 2Y/B X o
3 227 X/L ¢ 36 269 X/C Yo 69 169 X/L
L
4 246 X/C Y 37 270 X/C .¥o 70 170
5 247 38 467 2Y/B Xo 71 171
61 248 39 478 , X/C 7,_ 172
7 ! 249 40 479 , 7_ 173 ,
8 250 i 41 480 _f 74 174 l
9 251 _ _I 42 481 _ X/C 7_ 175
I0 252 X/C Y 43 468 _, Xo 76 176
11 460 2Y/B XO 44" 482 2Y/B X/C 77 177
12 461 2Y/B XO 45 271 X/C Yo 78 178
13 253 X/C Yo 46 469 2Y/B XO 79 179 !
J
14 254 47 483 X/C 80 182
i
15 255 48 484 8! 183
16 256 49 485 82 184 i
; !
17 257 ' 50 486 ' I 8._ 185 i
18 258 _ _I 51 487 i 84 186 .i i
19 259 X/C Yo 52 488 _ 8t 187 '
20 462 2Y/B Xo 53 489 X/C 8_ 188
21 260 X/C Yo 54 470 Xo 8_ 189 i
22 261 X/C Yo 551 49.0 \?' Xo 88 190 I
23 463 2Y/B Xo 56 471 2Y/B Xo 8£ 87A i Yo
24' 262 X/C Yo 57 272 X/C Yo 9(] 88A i I
25 263 X/C Yo 58 273 X/C Yo 91 89A
26 476 2Y/B X/C 59 274 X/C Yo 92 103A I
27 464 2Y/B X/C 60 491. 2Y/B X/C 93 I02A i i
28 264 _ X/C Yo 61 472 2Y/B Xo 9zJ 261A _ i
29 465 2Y/B X/C 62 275 X/C YO 9[ 262A y v
30 265 X/C Yo 63 276 9( 263A X/L Yo
!
31:26"6 X/C Yo 64 277 9'_
32 267 X/C Yo 65 278 _r _,





Ch TC COORDI COORD2 Ch TC COORDI COORD2 Ch TC COORDI COORD2No,, No. No, No. Nc_ No.
i
i 223 X/L ¢ 34 198 Yo Zo 67 404A X/L Yo
2 234 ¢ 35 199 68 410A
3 388 Zo 36 200 _r 69 156A
4 224 ¢ 37 201 Yo , 70 155A
5 235 _ ¢ 38 202 X/L 7_ 36A
6 389 Zo 39 203 79. I60A }
7 225 ¢ 40 204 7_ 159A '
8 236 ", 41 20s v4 15SA
9 390 I Zo 42 206 ! Zo 7. = 157A F Yo{ |
i0 226 I
l
! ¢ 43 207 Yo 7E 320A _ Zo
11 237 k 44"2os i Yo 321A i
12 391 i ; I :'
, Zo b45 209 I Zo 78 322A •
13 238 _ 46 210 i Zo 78 323A
14 392 Zo 47 211 1 Yo 8(] 336A :
f
15 228 _ 48 212 81 337A t
16 239 ¢ 49,213 : ' 82 338A
17 393 Zo 50 214 : 83 339Ai
18 229 ¢ 51 215 t 84-;341A
20 394 i Zo 53 217 ! Yo 343A
21 230 ¢ 54 218 i Zo 8_ 344A Z o
22 241 ¢ 55 219 Zo 8E 37A I Yo
•i !
23 395 7.o 56 127A i Yo 8_ 38A Yo
24 231 ¢ 57 128A i i 'I 9( 39A , Zo
25 242 "_! _ 58 125A } 9] 45A i Yo
i
Zo26 396 X/L Zo 59 124Ai t 92 46.% i
27 191 Yo Zo 601 122A I 9_ 471 I Yo
28 192 61 140A _ 94 70] Yo
29 193 I 62 139A i 9._ 220, _' Zo
t
30 194 63 408A i 96 288! X/L Zo
32 196 _ _t 65 406A _'





Ch TC COORDI COOED2 Ch TC COORDI COORD2 Ch ! TC COORDI COORD2
No No. L No, No. N_ No.
1 340 X/C Z/BV 34 373 X/C Z/BV 671320 Xo Yo
l
2 341 ' 35 374 68 321
3 342 36 375 6£1322 i
4 343 ._ ! 37 376 7C323
5 344 38 377 71325
6 345 i39 378 72 327 !
7 346 40 379 73328 _ t
8 347 41 380 74 329 !, 1
9 348 I 42 381 75 330 ; '} 'f
I0 349 43 382 76 331 I Yo
i ,, P
Ii 350 44 383 77 332 [ Z o| i
12 351 45 384 '¢ 78333 J
1
131 352 ti 46 385 X/C Z/BV 79334 i "¢'
14 353 I 47 298 X o Yo 80335 ! ZoL
15 354 ! 48 299 : ; 81 336 i Y_>
i i i I
16 355 ' i ;49 300 , 82 337 i Z°
17 356 ! 50 301 _ 82 338
18 357 51 302 : 84 339 Xo ,
r
19 358 52 303 i 8._ 368A X/L ZO
• I
i 86 397C - -20 359 53 304 ..
21 360 54 305 ! [
i i I 8"_ 398C - -
22 361 , 55 306 _ I 8S 399C - -
23:362 ! I 56 308 ,i I 8 c 400C - -
24 363 i 57 309 : 9C IIOC X/C Yo
I
25 364 ! 58 310 i 91 IIIC
26 365 I 59 311 i 92 I12C ,'
' i 93 113C
i i .27 366 60 312 i I28 36"/ 61 313 i 9_ I14C
' i I
i
29 368 , 62 315 ' i 9.5 115C
i 96 116C V{ ,,,
30 369 : 63 316 I I
31 370 _ 64 317 97 I17C X/C Yo
32 371 _( _/ 65 318 _/ y







TABLE IX. 60-_ MODEL LOCAL SURFACE DEFLECTION ANGLES
T/c TIc Tic TIc
NO c T._-c_ rio _.'_ NO ¢, ,_"_ NO 4..r_,_--_,
I 90 21 2.0 41 -4.5 70 -4.5
2 50 22C 1.4 42 -4.5 71 -4.5
3 35.5 23 1,0 43 -4.5 72 -4.5
4 23.0 24
5 17.7 25 50 C 1.0 73C 90.0
6 14.4 26 51 C 74d 8.0
7 12.0 27_ 52_ 75C 6.75
8 1o.3 28: !' 53C 76C 4.6
9 8.6 29C 54 C 77 C 3.25
10 7.3 30C 55 C 't 78C 2.75
]1 6.4 31C 79_ 1.0
12 5.5 32_ 61 C 1.0 80C 1.1
13 4.3 33C '_ 62 C 81C 0.75
14 3.9 34C I.O 63 C ! 82_ -0.5
15 3.6 35c_ -1.5 64 C 83 -5.7
16 3.4 36C -2.0 65 _ ' 84 -8.0
I7 3.1 37_ -2.6 66 C -2.0
18 2.e 38C -3.z 67C -3.2
]9 z.6 3sC -3.8 ssC -3.8




























































































r4o. T/C X/L Z_
•y_jw_
4 56 ;.._.300 372.5
5"7 , - .325
58 "=- .35o
59 .375
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Figure i. Model 60-0 Installed in VKF Tunnel B
(Model Shown Inverted)
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Figure 2. Sketch of the 0.0175-Scale Space Shuttle Orbiter Models
Figure 3. Model 56-0 Installed in VKF Tunnel A
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Xo - 235 Xo - 88o.15
• I
!
Zo = _00 .....i
Figure 5. Sketch of 83-0 Model Coordinate System
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50-fNCH HYPERSONfC TUNNELS _C
SCALE- W/'3 TUNNELWALL
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b. Con_guratLon Code 20
Fig. 6 Continued
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e. Configuration Codes 30 and 60
Fi E . 6 Continued
40-INCH SUPERSONIC TUNNEL A
d. Configuration Codes 31 and 50
Fig. 6 Cont inued
,) ...... ... )
e. Configuration Code 40
Fig. 6 Continued






x_ _- ,,_-_--_-_ WALL
g. Configuration Code 70
Fig.6 Continued
_-_: - 7* TL_.'_--__LWALL
h Configuration Code 80
Fig. 6 Concluded
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a. Nose and Canopy
Fig. 7 Thermocouple Locations• on 60-_ _deI
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a. Nose and Canopy (Concluded)
Fig. 7 Continued i_
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b. Upper Surface Thermocouples
Fig. 7. Continued
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c. Lower Surface Thermocouples
Fig. 7 Continued
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a. T/C Locations on Fuselage Right Side
Fig. 9 Thermocouple Locations on 83-0 Model




d. Upper Nose T/C Locations
Fig. 9 Concluded
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a. Tunnd assembly
b. Tunnel test section
Fig.10 Tunnel A
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b. Tunnel test section




_o-_- 8 I_ o
I_.CH NO. • 8.0
c_) 'RE/FT : 3.7 x 106
C) ALPHA-MODEL,DEG: 40
_. -r YAW,DEG : 0
SYMBOL SOURCE
0 Present Test
[] OH-84A(Apr£1 20-22, 1977)
i
I0"2 I . '.... w , I v I ' ' _' I I ' I '
O O.I 0.2 0.7 O.zl O.S O.6 0.3 O._ O._ l.O
X/L




_ODEL 4TH COMPONENT OH84B OHI05 IHI02
C}_RACTER* DESCRIPTION VOL. PAGES VOL. PAGES VOL. PAGES
60 A FUSELAGE i 1-284 5 1-37 6 1-89
B FUSELAGE 285-444 38-62 -
C FUSELAGE 445-586 63-74 90-122
D LOWER NOSE 587-650 75-86 123-155
E LOWER NOSE : 6511-714 87-99 156-188
F LOWER MID FUSELAGE \, 7115-778 i00-iii -
G LOWER AFT FUSELAGE 2 779-874 i I12-12Z -
H LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE 875-970 - -
I AFTFUSELAGE/ELEVON 971-1126 125-137 189-221
, SPLITLINE
i J UPPER RH WING i 1127-1281 _ 138"149 222-252
K LOWER BODY FLAP ' 1282-1377 150-162 -
i
L BODYFLAP EDGE _ 13713-1473 163-175 -
M VERTICAL TAIL _ 1474-1535 176-187 253-257
N UPPER MID FUSELAGE 1 1536-1655 188-211 _ 258-320
0 UPPER RH WING 3 1656-1811 212-223 321-353
P WING MISC I 1812-1907 224-236 i 354-386
Q WING LOWER SURFACE 1908-2228 237-274 -
R WING UPPER SURFACE ! 2229-2484 275-299 387-450
S OMS POD ._ 2485-2618 300-323 451-516
'I T VERTICAL TAlL 2619-2752 324-347 550-615
60 U SPEEDBRAKE CAVITY 2753-2756 -
56 V FUSELAGE - - 649-731
60 W WINDOWS 2757-2820 348-359 616-648
X OMS POD 2821-2887 360-371 517-549
,I Y SSME NOZZLE 2888-3079 - -
60 X UPPER BODY FLAP 3080-3175 - -
60 I ORBITER BASE 3176-3269 - -
83 2 CCL LINE - - 776-785
3 FUSELAGE - - 756-775
4 PILOT RT (X-SECT) - 387-414 806-825
5 TOP CENTERLINE - 415-443 786-805
6 MHB LINE - 444-457 746-755
7 BOTTOM CENTERLINE - 458-471 _ 732-745
8 CANOPY - 472-501 -
v 9 UPPER RCS NOZZLES - 502-516 -
83 0 ESC HTCH + WINDOWS \* "- \ 372-386 _, -
*i. Some components are collated into separate groups due to different geometric
descriptions of the thermocouples groupings.
2. In the tabulated data, the thermocouples numbered ###A appear as 2### and
###C appear as i###.
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DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84BMODEL 60-8 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 77B
OH84B BO-O LOWER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG_9)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 B_TA = -0000 EL_VON = -!5:00
BOFLAP - -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT_
717 .S09l 7.900 39.99 .3469-02 100.3 1242. 92.10 .|llS-Ol .4869 3717. .3E6S-03 .7411-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF" H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
717 24.329 I.BI90 2tSB.O .4923-01 .S967-01 .S967-01 .9000 .8404-03 .1019-02 .5966 4.458 531.8
717 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .4949-01 .5996-01 .5996-01 .9000 .B449=03 .1024-02 .61007 4.347 530.6
717 25.476 1.9]I0 2188.0 .6951-0l .8430-0] .8430-01 .9000 .I187-02 .]439-02 ._398 6.716 533.9
717 25.923 i.gBIO 2|89.0 .6692-0i .Bii8-Oi .BIIB-Oi .9000 .i142-02 .1386-02 .8072 7.226 535.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TEINNEL PAGE 780
OH84B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UGB9)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T - P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PS|A BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
715 1.013 7.940 39.99 .3469-02 =._07.7 I264. 92.86 .2234-0! .9860 3/51. .6495-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEe. R I_EG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
?15 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .4828-01 .5850-0! .5850-01 .9000 .1176-02 .1425-02 .851f 6.333 540.2
715 24.926 1.8830 2187.0 .5019-01 .6076-01 .6076-01 .9000 .IEB3-02 .1481-02 .BB?B 8.401 53"/.7
?!5 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .7330-01 .8880-01 .8880-01 .9000 .1786-02 .2164-0_ 1.293 10.31 539.8
7]5 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .7078-0I .8577-01 .8577-01 .9000 11724-02 .2080-02 1.246 II.lB 540.9
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 78!
0H846 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE fR4U02B)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -15.00
• ,,TEST COND|T|ONS**"
RUN RN/L NACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO PILl
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PS! FT/_SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2 "°
709 2.011 ?.980 40.04 .1046-0! 432.9 1294. 94.18 .4507-01 2.009 3?96. .1292-02 .7579-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT GTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
?09 24.328 1.8!90 2166.0 .7916-0l .8628-01 .9628-01 .BOO0 .2764-02 .3362-02 2.010 14.76 566.3
?09 24.925 ].8830 2187.0 .7455-0! .9050-0! .9050-0| .9000 .2603-02 .3160-02 1.911 13.63 558.5
gO9 25.476 1.91lO 2188.0 ,!007 .I224 .1224 .9000 .3515-02 .4274-02 2.562 20.17 564.8
709 25.923 !.98!0 2!89.0 .9886-0! ._203 .1203 .9000 .3452-02 .4201-02 2.506 22.06 567.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL _ PAGE 792
OH84B 60-0 LOHER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG29)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • G.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
:" BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
;
_., *"TEST CONOITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
707 3.005 7.990 40.06 .6989-02 671.7 - 1324. 96.14 .6937-01 3.100 3841. .1947-02 .7736-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HJ_EF TAW/TO HtTO) HITAW) ODOT OTI4DT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
707 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .1851 .2263 .2263 .9000 ,8062-02 .9855-02 5.865 42.44 596.2
707 L_.925 1.8830 2187.0 .1378 .1678 .1678 .9000 .6001-02 .7309-02 4.439 31.26 584.1
707 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .1738 .2120 .2120 .9000 .7570-02 .9233-02 5.562 43.28 588.9
707 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .1685 .2058 .2058 .9000 .7336-02 .8965-02 5.347 46.45 594.9
DATE 23 FEB gO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 783
OHB4B BO-O LOWER AFT FUSELAGE lR41,,_30)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVOH - -!5.00
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R _ PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
719 .5000 ?.900 39.98 .3465-02 I00.3 1257. 93.21 .IlI5-OI .486B 3739. .3227-03 .7501-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) W(TAW} OOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT25EC /SEC
719 24.329 I.BI90 2186.0 .4985-01 .602B-01 .6028-01 .9000 .8527-03 .I031-02 .6190 4.627 530.8
719 L_,.g25 I.B830 2187.0 .4979-01 .6020-01 .6020-01 .SO00 .8517-03 .I030-02 .6193 4.483 529.6
719 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .70BE-Of .B5B4-OI .B584-01 .9000 .1214-02 .146B-02 .8BO0 7.046 531.7
719 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .6750-01 .B167-01 ,8167-01 .9000 .1155-02 .1397-02 .B364 ?.49B 532.3
OATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 784
OH84B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE fR4U030)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • -15.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"**TEST CO_IT|ONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
713 .9943 7.940 39,99 .6941-02 204.3 t266. 93.00 .2198-0! .9699 3754. .6378-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HfTAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
713 24.329 1.8190 2185.0 .4675-0! ,5666-01 .5666-01 .9000 .1130-02 .1369-02 .8184 6.086 541.5
713 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .4889-0! .5820-0! .5920-0! .9000 .ll82-02 .1431-02 .8587 6. t87 539.0
713 25.476 1.9]10 2188.0 .7208_01 .8736-0! .8736-0| .9000 .1742-02 .2112-02 1.26| t0.04 542.-1
7t3 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .6909-01 .8376-01 .8376-01 .9000 .!670-02 .2025-02 1.206 I0.75 543.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE ?_
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE _R4UG30)
LHR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .O000 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .GO00
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI RT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
711 1.999 7.980 40.06 .104B-OI 436.8 ]307. 95.13 .454B-0! 2.027 3DIS. .1290-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QOOT DTIADT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R DTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
711 24.329 l.BI90 2186.0 .7972-0! .967B-01 .967B-01 .9000 .2801-02 .3401-02 2.077 15.26 565.2
711 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .7496-0I .9081-01 .9081-01 .9000 .2634-02 .3191-02 1.972 14.07 558.1
71] 25.475 1.91|0 2!88.0 .10!3 .1228 .!228 .9000 .3559-02 .4317-02 2.646 20.85 563.2
711 25.923 I.BBlO 2!89.0 .9957-01 .1209 .1209 .9000 .3499-02 .4249-Q2 2.590 22.83 566.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE ?L:_
OH84B 60-OLOk_R AFT FUSELAGE {R4UG30)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA " ,OOO0 ELEVON = -15.00
BDF'LAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RFIO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PS! FT/SEC SLUGS LB-S£C
X{O 6 ' /FT3 IFT2
705 3.029 7.990 40.07 .3498-02 670.2 1315. 95.49 .6921-01 3.093 3827. .1956-02 .7684-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/PREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO; H(TAN) OOOT DTNOT 1"14
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.9 R- BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT_SEC FT2SEC /SEC
705 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .1887 .2310 .2310 .9000 .8199-02 .1004-01 5.880 42.52 599.4
705 _4.925 1.8830 2]87.0 ,1400 .1708 .1708 .9000 .6083-02 .742]-02 4.438 3|..L-_,_ 585._
705 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .1759 .2149 .2149 .9000 .7642-02 .9339-02 5.531 42.98 591.0
?05 _5.9,°--3 1.9810 2189.0 .1698 .2079 .E079 .9000 .7376-02 .9032-02 5,289 45.98 597.7
J t
)DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 787
OHB48 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE {R4UG31)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
8DFLAP = -tB.SO SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO 1"4J
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PStA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 . IFT$ IFT2
725 .4997 ?.900 39.98 -.1733-0! 100.5 1259. 93.36 .1117-0! .4878 3742. .32BB-03 .7513-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=!.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DES. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
725 24.32S 1.8190 2186.0 .4835-01 .5909-0! .5909-01 .9000 .8349-03 .1012-02 .6010 4.474 538.9
725 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5017-01 .6078-01 ,607B-Ol .9000 .B592-03 .104]-02 .6196 4.468 537.5
725 25.476 ;.9110 2188.0 .6977-01 .8459-01 .8459-0l .9000 .1195-02 .1449-0B .8584 6.843 540.3
725 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .6627-0! .8037-01 .8037-0! .9000 .1135-02 .1375-02 .8144 7.268 541.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE "/88
OHB4B 60-0 UONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4LIG31)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
" MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -IB.50
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFTB
• 739 .9893 7.940 39.98 -.2427-01 204.0 1269. 93.22 .B194-01 .9684 3768. .6353°03 .7502-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =._175 _ .
738 .2416-01 .4077-01
***TEST DATA'*" _ --
RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/_F HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=IoO R=0.9 R• BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEO. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
739 24.329 1.8190 BI86.0 .4713-01 .5718-0! .5718-01 .8000 .1139-02 .1382-02 .8217 5.092 547.1
739 24.925 1.8830 2187,0 .5033-01 .6103-01 .6103-0! .9000 .1216-02 .1475-0B .8806 6.326 544.7
739 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .72g0o01 .B847-0] .8847-01 .9000 .1761-02 .2138-02 1.268 10.08 548.0
739 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .6938-01 .8425-0| .B425-01 .9000 .1676-02 .2036-02 1.206 10.71 549.B
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 789
OHB4B 60-0 LOWERAFT FUSELAGE tR4U03])
LWR AFT FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = B 000 *,_u* _ _. nn DCTA . nnnn _l_vr_l . -I_ KN
BDFLAP " -12.50 SPOBRK- .0000
.**TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER : /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC "SLUGS LB-SEC
xlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
737 2.003 7.980 40.04 -.2093-0l 434.1 1300. 94.62 .45B0-01 2.015 3805. .1289-02 .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO MS YO MS T/C NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW_ ODOT DTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.g R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
737 24.329 l.BIBO 2186.0 .7926-01 .9636-01 .9636-01 .9000 .2774-02 .3372-02 2.031 14.91 567.4
737 24.825 1.8830 2187.0 .7608~0! .9232-0l .9232-01 .9000 .2663-02 .3231-02 1.967 14.01 561.0
737 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .!026 .1247 .1247 .9000 .3592-02 .4355-02 2.635 20.74 566.0
737 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .9976-01 .1213 .1213 .SO00 .3491-02 .4246-02 2.552 22.46 568.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC '#'KF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 790
0H84B 60-0 LONE_ AFT FUSELAGE (R4U03|)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • -12.50
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 " /FT3 /FT2
727 3.035 7.990 40.06 -.2097-01 6?0.9 1314. 95.41 .6928-0! 3.096 3826. .1960-02 .7678-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN| (]DOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEe. R
TAN/TO FT_SEC FTL_S£C FT2SEC /SEC
727 24.329 t.8190 2186.0 .1859 .2270 ,2270 .9000 .8080-02 .9867-02 5.861 42.57 588.3
727 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .1396 .1698 .1698 .9000 .6066-02 .7381-02 4.475 31.65 576.0
727 25.476 1.91lO 2188.0 .1755 .2140 .2140 .9000 .76E7-02 .9300-0B 5.567 43.43 583.7
727 25.923 1.9810 2199.0 .]704 .2083 .2083 .9000 .7408-02 .9055-02 5.349 q6.54 591.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKT" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 7gl
CHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG32]
LHR AFT FUSE PARAHETRZG DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -12150
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R OEG, R PSIA PSl FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFTB
723 .4957 7.900 39.97 -.1731-01 IO0.! 1263. 93.66 .lll3-Ol .4BG2 3748. .3P.07-03 .7536-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAN_ ODOT DTNDT TW
NUHBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
723 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .5090-01 .6158-0I .6158-01 .9000 .8707-03 Z1053-02 .6340 4.731 534.8
723 24.925 }.8830 2187.0 .5097-0l .6165-0! .6165-01 .9000 .8720-03 .I055-02 .6359 4.595 533.4
723 25.476 1.9110 EtB8.O .?189-0I .8696-01 .B6B6-OI .BOO0 .1230-02 .1488-02 .B958 7.163 534.E
?23 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .6982-0i .B324-0i .8324-0i .SO00 .it??-02 .i42'.*-0_ .8SBE 7.68B 533.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 792
OHB4B SO-O LOWER AFT FUSELAGE _I_UO3B)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = _.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 £LEVON • -12.50
8DFLAP = -5.000 _ SPDBRK = .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
741 °9943 7.940 39.99 -.2082-0I 204.3 tB66. 93.00 .219B-01 ,9699 3754. .6378-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
741 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .4789-01 .5812-0I .5B12-01 .9000 .1157-02 .1405-02 .8320 6.170 5q6.9
741 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5042-01 .6115-01 .6115-01 .9000 .1219-02 .1478-02 .8789 6.315 _4.5
741 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .7368_01 .8942-01 .8942-01 .9000 .1781-02 .2161-02 ].280 10.17 546.9
741 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .7001-01 .8_99-0I .8499-0! .9000 .1692-02 .2054-02 t.215 10.80 547.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 793
OH84B 60-0 LOWERAFT FUSELAGE fR4U032)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO S /FT3 /RT2
735 1.997 7.980 40.06 -.2095-01 434.8 1304. 94.91 .4527-01 2.OlB 3811. .1287-0B .763"7-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS Y0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/T0 H(T0) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
735 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .7990-01 .9694-01 .9694-01 .9000 .2800-02 .3397-02 2.077 ]5.28 561.9
735 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .7670-01 .9290-0I .9290-01 .9000 .2689-02 .3256-02 2.010 14.36 555.8
735 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .1037 .1257 .1257 .9000 .3634-02 .4406-02 2.701 21.32 560.3
735 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .I003 .1217 .1217 .9000 .3515-02 .4266-02 2.603 22.97 563.2
DATE 23 F_B 80 01-4848MC_3F.L.60-0 IN THE _C VKF HYPER_O_I!C T_L PAOE 784,
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE (R4t.R)32)
PARAHETRIC DATA
LWR AFT FUSE
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -t2.50
BDFLAP = -5,000 SPOBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-GEC/FT8
X]O 6 .1943-08 .7713-07
729 3.003 7.ggo 40.07 -.8097-_t 668.3 1320. 95.85 .6901-0[ 3.084 3835.
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HS TIC 1tO N/HREF HIHREF . HIHREF TAN/TO H[TO) H(TAW} QDOT DTKt0T TH
NUMBER R_I.O R-O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI I_G. R , DEG. RTAN/TO F BSEC F SSEC F SSEC /SEC
729 84.329 1.8190 2186.0 .1843 .8251 .2861 .gooo .8008-02 .9778-08 5,829 42.28 69|.8
729 24.925 t.8830 8187.0 .1386 .1686 .1686 .9000 .60 6-08 .7380-08 4.456 31.47 578.9
729 25.476 1.9110 2lBB.O .!766 .2t53 .8153 .go00 .7668-08 .9346-02 5.637 43.95 584.6
729 25.923 1,9810 2189.0 .1713 .2091 .209_ .9000 .7438m02 .908|--08 5.426 47.25 590.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONXC TUNNEL PAGE 795
OHB4B BO-O LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG331
LNR AFT FUSE PARAPETRIC DATA
MACH _ _ nnn ALPHA _ _n _n _T. = n^nn _,e,,^,* _*_ =^
BDFLAP = .OOOO SPDBRK = .0000
• "TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 ¥ RHO NU "
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT$ IFT2
721 .5028 ?.900 39.98 -.1386-01 100.9 1257. 93.21 .ll21-Ol .4897 3739. .3245-03 .7501-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN_ ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R I)EG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
721 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .5051-01 .6117-01 .6117-01 .9000 .8664-03 .1049-02 .6246 4.658 535.7
721 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5139-01 .B221-01 .B2BI-O! .9000 .8B15-03 .1067-02 .6367 4.598 534.4
721 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .7212-01 .8736-01 .8736-0| .9000 .1237-02 .1498-02 .8915 7.122 536.0
721 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .6819-0! .8260-01 .8260-01 .9000 .1170-02 .1417-02 .8427 7.539 536.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE ?96
0H848 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE fR4UG33)
LNR AFT FUSE - PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .OBO0 ELEVON • -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK = .0000
***TESTCONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PStA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
743 1.018 7.940 39.99 -.E08I-Ol 209.4 1267. 83.08 .2253-01 .8941 3755. .6532-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XB HS YO MS TIC NO H/fIEF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITB) H(TAN_ GDOT OTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/. DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC IFT_C /_'_C
743 24.329 1.8190 E186.0 .4847--0! .5884--01 .5884--BI .9000 .1186--02 .1440--08 .8525 6.318 548.0
743 24.825 I.B830 2187.0 .5134--0! .6227--0! .6227--0! .8000 .!256--02 .!524--02 .8062 6.507 545.5
743 25.476 1.9110 21e8.0 .7436-01 .9026-01 .9026-01 .9000 .|B20-02 .2209-02 |.30B 10.39 547.7
743 25.923 1.9810 2!89.0 .7098-01 .8618-0l .B618-Ol .90BO .1737-02 .2109_02 1.248 ll.lO 548.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 797
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG33)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = -12.50
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRI( = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
733 1.990 7.980 40.04 -.2091-01 433.8 1305. 94.98 .4516-01 2.013 3813. .1283-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/I.-_EF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEG FT2SEC /SEC
733 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .7830-01 .9508-01 .950B-01 .9000 .2741-02 .3329-02 2.027 14.89 565.3
733 24,925 1.8830 2187.0 .7575-01 .9182-01 .9182-0| ,9000 .2652-02 .3214-02 1.977 14.10 559.2
733 25.476 i.Si|O 2188.0 ._013 .ZE3O .I230 .BOO0 .35_6-02 .N306-02 2.622 20.64 585.3
733 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .9877-01 .1201 .1201 .9000 .345B-02 .4204-0E 2.543 22L37 568.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 7Be
OH84B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE tR4U033|
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = -12.50
_" • BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDiTiONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PBIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 /FT3 IFT2
• 731 3.017 7.990 40.06 -.2096-01 671.5 1320. 95.85 .6935-01 3.099 3835. .1953-0B .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H{TAW) QDOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=t.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
73t 24.329 l.BIgO 8186.0 .1850 .2259 .2259 .9000 .8052-02 .9832-02 5.870 42.58 590.7
731 24.g25 1.8830 2187.0 .13gl .1692 .1692 .9000 .6052-02 .7364-02 4.485 31.68 578.6
731 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .]V68 .2155 .8155 .9000 .7696-02 .9377-02 5.663 44.17 583.8
731 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .1712 .2090 .2090 .9000 .7450-02 .9095-02 5.437 47.35 589.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 799
OH84B BO-O LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG341
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = _.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " -5.000
BDFLAP • -|2.50 SPDBRK • .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO : T P O V RHO till
NUMBER /FT . DEG. DEG. PSIA DEC. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FTB
633 .5017 7.900 39.93 -.3449-02 I00.0 1252. 92.84 .I112-01 .4957 3732. .3232-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO! H(TAN) QOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEO. R
TAN/TO rT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
633 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .5067-01 .6146-01 .6146-01 .9000 .8650-03 .1049-02 .6163 4.588 539.2
633 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5296-0I .6423-0I .6423-01 .9000 .9941-03 .1096-02 .645I 4.650 538.1
633 25.475 1.9110 2188.0 .7248-01 .8797-0! .8797-01 .9000 .1238-02 .!502-02 .8806 7.020 540.1
633 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .6790-01 .8241-01 .8241-01 .9000 .II59-02 .1407-02 .8242 7.357 540.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE BOO
OH84B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG34)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH • 9.000 ALPHA = :40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON = -5.000
BDFLAP = -|2.50 SPOBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 6 /FT3 /FT2
659 1.001 7.940 39.97 -.4645-0G 206.7 1270. 93.30 .2223-01 .961l 3760. .6431-03 .7508-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
659 24.329 1.B190 2186.0 .4724-0! ,5725-0I .5725-0! ,9000 .1149-02 .1392-02 .8349 6.203 543.1
659 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5222-01 .6322-0! .6322-01 .9000 .1270-02 .1538-02 .9265 6.671 540.2
659 25.478 1.9110 2188.0 .7439-0] .9014-01 .9014-0l .BOO0 .1810-02 .2193-02 1.315 10.47 542.8
659 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .6991-01 .8472-01 .8472-01 .9000 .1700-02 .2061-02 1.235 I1.01 543.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE @Of
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE cR4UG34)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPOBRK • .OOO0
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER tFT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SE¢
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT_
647 1.985 ?.980 40.00 .3471-02 436.3 1312. 95.49 .4542-01 2.025 3823. .1284-02 .7684.-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
647 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .812B-O/ .9867-01 .9BB?-Ol .9000 .285B-02 .3467-02 2.123 15.57 568.3
647 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .7966-01 .9657-01 ,9657-0I .9000 ,2799-02 .3393-02 2.097 14.93 562,4
647 25.476 1,9110 2188.0 .1085 .13]7 .1317 ,9000 .3814-02 .4629-02 2.840 22.34 566.8
647 25.923 i.9B10 2189.0 .i038 .1261 .1261 ,8000 .3649-02 .4432-02 2.710 23.85 569.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 802
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE fR4UG341
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO flU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-S_C
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT_
649 3.013 7.990 40.03 .6967-02 670.5 1320. 95.85 .6924-0t 3.094 3835. .1950-02 ;7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAWI ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DIEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTL:>SEC FT2SEC /SEC
649 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .1867 .2281 .2281 .9000 .8118-08 .9921-02 5.898 42.74 593.2
649 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .1445 .I760 .1760 .9000 .6286-02 .7656-02 4.635 32.68 588.3
649 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .1889 .2307 .2307 .9000 .8217-02 .1003-01 5.991 46,67 590.6
649 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .1793 .2194 .8194 .9000 .7796-02 .9538-02 5.630 48.85 597.5
; )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 803
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG35)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .OOOO ELEVON " -5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN • RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V R'HO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
635 .4992 7.900 39.95 -.3458-02 99.17 I249. 92.62 .1102-0! .4815 3727. .32]2-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) BOOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= _TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO ,-T2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
635 24.329 i.8190 2IBB.O .5127-0! .6219-01 .6Bl9-OI .9000 .B7tI-03 .1057-02 .6195 4.616 537.5
635 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5351-01 .6489-01 .6489-01 .9000 .9092-03 .II03-02 .6474 4.670 536.6
635 25.476 |.BllO B_88.0 .7311-0! .BBB8-O! .8868-0! .SO00 .1242-02 .1507-02 .8836 7.055 537.3
635 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .6884-01 ,8344-01 .8344-0! .9000 .1170-02 .1418-02 .8346 7.472 535. I
DATE 23 FEB SO O_4B HOOEC 6O-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 804
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG35)
LHR AFT FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP • -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
*--TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O v RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI RT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
657 .BeS0 7.940 39.99 -.4554-06 202.4 1265. 92.93 ._I??-Ol .9606 3752. .6322-03 ,7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TANI O00T OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R {)lEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
657 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .4686-01 .5685-01 .5685-01 .9000 .1127-02 .1367-02 .8114 6.023 544.8
657 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5176-01 .6275-0! .6275-01 .9000 .1245-02 .1509-02 .8987 6.462 542.8
657 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .7359-01 .8932-01 .8932-01 .9000 .1770-02 .2148-02 1.272 I0.11 546.3
657 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .6899-01 .8378-01 .8378-01 .9000 .1659-02 .2015-02 1.189 10.58 548.0
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 805
OHB4B BO-O LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG35)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
" ELEVON S OOO
BDFLAP = -5.000 SI:>[_3RK= .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
645 1.997 7.980 40.01 -.4664-06 434.4 1303. 94.84 .4522-01 2.016 3810. .1287-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
645 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 ,8164-01 .9935-01 .9935-01 .9000 .2859-02 .3479-02 2.089 15.30 572.0
645 24,925 1.8830 2]87.0 .?957-01 ,9666-0l .9666-01 .SO00 .2786-02 .3385-02 2.053 14,59 566.0
545 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .1083 .131B .1318 .9000 .3792-02 .46i4-02 _.77I 21.74 571.9
645 25.923 1,9810 2189.0 .i039 .1266 .1266 .9000 .3638-02 .4432-02 2.646 23.22 575.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC V:<F HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 806
0H84B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG35)
• LNR AFT FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH • 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA o .0000 ELEVON • -5.000BDFLAP - -S.OOO 6PDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
• XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
655 2.999 7.990 40.0! .6952-02 675.0 I330. 96.58 .6970-0! 3.115 3849. .I948-02 .7772-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TALl/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
655 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .1858 .2269 .2269 .9000 .8117-02 .9914-02 5.955 43.09 596.0
655 24,925 1-8830 2187,0 .I430 .1741 .174! .9000 .6249-02 .7605-02 4.658 32.81 584.3
655 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .I886 .2300 .2300 .9000 .8239-02 .1005-01 6.078 47.22 591.9
655 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .1802 .2203 .2203 .9000 .7874-02 .9623-02 6.761 49.98 598.0
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 807
01-1848 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG36)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -5.000
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R _SIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 /FT3 /FT2
637 .5033 7.900 39,93 -.6897-02 99.99 1249. 92.62 .I111-01 .4855 3?27. .3238-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN_ DDOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC JSEC
637 24.329 l.BlgO 2lB6.O .4994-01 .6060-01 .6060-0l .9000 .B521-03 .1034-02 .6050 4.505 538.7
637 24.925 ].8830 2187.0 .5258-01 .6377-0! .6377-01 .9000 .8970-03 .I088-02 .6382 4.602 537.2
637 25.476 1.9ilO 2|88.0 .7i58-0_ .858S-01 .8689-01 .9000 .1221-02 .1482-02 .8653 6.898 540.1
637 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .6760-0[ .8208-0| .8208-0] .9000 .1153-02 .1400-02 .8162 7.284 541.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE ,El:K: VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE BOB
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE IR4UG36)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETR_r_CDATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -5.000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
i
• **TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
663 I.OI6 7.940 39.97 -.4643-06 207.3 IBBO. 92.56 .2230-01 .9840 3745. .6501-03 .7449-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT_SEC FTBSEC /SEC
663 24.329 1.8190 EIB6.0 .4847-01 .687B-01 .5879-pl .9000 .I179-02 .1410-02 .8455 6,283 54_.5
663 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .6324-0I .6455-0I .6455-01 .9000 .lEg5-02 .1570-02 .9317 6.708 640.3
663 25.476 1.9110 21BB.O .752t-01 .9124-0I .9124-01 .9000 .IBSO-02 .2219-02 1.312 10.45 54B.3
663 25.923 1.98i0 2189.0 .7115-0t .B632-01 .8832-01 .9000 .1731-02 .2100-02 1.240 11.06 543.0
DATE 23 FEB SO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 809
OH84B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UO3fi)
LWRAFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .GO00 ELEVON = -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P D V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xlo 6- /FT3 IFT_
643 2.OOE 7.980 39.68 -.1040-01 434.5 1299. 94.54 .4523-01 B.O_6 3804. .1291-02 .7608-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN] QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
.... 643 24.325 1.6190 2Ie6.o .Bl02-Ol .9843-01 .9943-01 .9000 .2836-02 .3446-0B 2.082 15.31 564.4
643 2_.925 1.8830 2187.0 .7985-01 .9684-01 .9684-01 .9000 .2795-02 .3390-02 2.069 14.76 558.6
843 25.476 1.91i0 218B.O .!OB3 .|316 .i316 .9000 .3791-02 .4607-02 _.77B 21.88 565.5
643 E5.923 1.9810 2189.0 .1040 .1266 .1266 .9000 .36_I-OE .4431-02 2_654 23.34 569.9
DATE 23 FEB 90 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 910
OH84B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE fR4LI035}
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
"!" MACH 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000., ' = m
::, BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TESTCONDIT!ONS''*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PC) TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
653 2.998 7.990 40.02 ,6962-02 672.4 132"7. 96.36 .6944-01 3.103 3845. .1945-02 .7754-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(RI
FT2SEC =.0175
. 653 .4359-0! .2341-01
;' *''TEST DATA''*
:. RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO HtTO) H(TAW] ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
653 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .1828 .2233 .2233 .9000 .7969-02 .9735-02 5.827 42.18 595,5
653 24;925 1.8830 2187.0 1418 ,1727 .1727 .9000 .6183-02 .752B-02 4.592 32.35 584.0
653 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 1865 .2276 .2276 .9000 .6129-02 .9919-02 5.977 46.44 591.5
643 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 1779 .2175 .2175 .9000 .7755-02 .9480-02 5.653 49.04 597.8
! 9,
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 81|
OH64B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE fR4UG37)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA I 40,00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = --5.000
BDFLAP " 5,000 SPDBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
639 .5035 7.900 39.85 -.1383-01 99.78 1247. 92.47 .I109-01 .4845 3724. .3237-03 .7W41-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
639 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .5025-0t .609I-0I .6091-01 .9000 .8562-03 .1038-02 .6097 4.549 534.6
639 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5279-01 .6397-01 .6397-01 .9000 .8994-03 .1090-02 .6412 4.632 533.8
639 25,476 1.9110 2188.0 .7261-01 .8805-01 .8805-01 .9000 .1237-02 .1500-02 .8799 7.031 535.5
639 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .6840-01 .8295-01 .8295-01 .9000 .II66-02 .1413-02 .8286 7.4]5 535.8
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 812
OH84B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG37)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRtC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP • 5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT OEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X!O 6 /FT3 /FT2
66; Z.021 7.940 39.97 -.4644-06 206.8 i254. 92.12 .2224-0! .9816 3736. .6517-03 .7413-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO_ N(TAN} QDDT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=t.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
661 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .4796-0! ,5824-01 .5_4-01 .9000 .1164-02 .1414-02 .8273 6.147 543.1
561 24.925 1.8830 2197.0 .5296-0| .6414-01 .6414-01 .9000 .]283-02 .1557-02 .9t48 6.585 540.8
661 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .7470-01 .9070-01 .9070-0I .9000 .16t3-02 .2202-02 t.289 10.26 545.1
661 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .7069-01 .8586-01 .8586-01 .9000 .1716-02 .2084-02 !.218 10.85 544.0
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 813
OHB4B BO-O LOWER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG37)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .O00O ELEVON = -5.000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK = .OOO0
• *'TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO I_
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
641 2.02B 7.980 39.99 -.693B-02 435.7 1292. 94.03 .4536-0I 2,022 3794. .1302-02 .7567-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS YO MS TiC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/I.._EF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
641 24,329 l,BlgO 2186.0 .8160-0l .9906-01 .9906-0! .9000 .285B-02 .3469-02 2.094 15.43 559.0
64l 24.925 1.8830 _;87.0 .7975-01 9665-01 .9665-0 .9000 .2793-02 .3385-02 2.053 14.76 553. I
641 25.476 [.9110 2188.0 .1087 ,1320 .1320 .9000 ,3BO8-OB .4623-02 2.788 22.01 559.4
641 25°923 [.9810 2189.0 .1044 .1269 .1269 .9000 .3656-02 .4444-02 2.664 23.52 563.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE BI4
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG37)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = G.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BOFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
•.. ***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG° R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo 6 /FT3 IFT2
65! 2.990 7.990 40.05 .3490-02 671.4 I328. 96.43 .6934-0t 3.098 3846. .1941-0B .7760-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNOT TN
; NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ BEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
651 24.329 l.BlBO 2186.0 ;1841 .2247 .2247 .9000 .8021-02 °9788-OB 5.896 42.74 592.6
65! 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .1428 .1737 .1737 .9000 .6223-02 .7569-02 4.646 32.77 5Bl.l
651 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .!876 .2287 .2287 .9000 .8174-02 .9964-02 6.043 47.03 588.4
651 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .1792 .2189 .2189 .9000 .7809-02 .9536-02 5.724 49.74 594.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OI-I_B MDDEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE BIS
OH84B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE fR4UG3B)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = -!2.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PS|A PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 : IFT2
631 .5096 7.900 39.97 .1384-01 101.0 1247. 92.47 .1122-01 .4903 3724. .3276-03 .7441-07
RUN .I-F_EF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAW) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I,G R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TA_/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
631 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .5115-0! .6199-0! .6Igs-oI .9000 .876B-03 .I063-02 .6250 4.665 533.9
631 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5514-01 .6681-01 .6681-01 .9000 .9451-03 .I145-02 .6746 4.875 532.9
631 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 ._713-0! ,9352-01 .9352-01 .9000 .1322-02 .1603-02 .9406 7.517 535.2
63| 25°923 1.9810 21B9.0 .B929-OI .B402-01 .8402-01 .9000 .11BB-02 .1440-02 .B444 7.556 535.7
%.
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE BIB
OH846 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG38i
LWR AFT FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP - -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS *b*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHG HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
605 1.013 7.940 39.97 .1385-01 206.2 1258. 92.42 .2218-01 .9787 3742. .6477-03 .7437-07
RUN HREF 9TN NO




RUN XO HS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW] O_T DTIADT TW
NUMBER R=i.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R GEG. R
TAW/TO FTBBEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
605 24.329 1.81go 2185.0 .4869-01 .5906-01 .5906-0! .9000 .1181-02 .1433-02 .8454 6.285 641.8
605 24.925 1.8830 2]87.0 .5539-01 .6713-0I .6713-0! .9000 .1343-02 .1628-02 .9648 6.950 539.4
605 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .8003-0! .9710-01 .9710-0l .9000 .1941-02 .2355m02 1.389 I1.06 542.3
605 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .7339--01 .8906--01 .6906--01 .9000 .1780--02 ,2160--02 1.273 11.35 542.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 817
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG3B)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = .OOOO
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .OOOO
"*'TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI _T/SEC SLUGS LBoSEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
603 2.009 7.980 39.99 .1734-01 434.1 1297. 94.40 .4519-0] 2.014 3801. .1292-02 .759B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R:I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
603 24.329 I.B190 2186.0 .B304-01 .I009 .1009 .9000 .2905-02 .352B-02 2.133 ]5.70 562.3
603 24.925 I.BB30 21B?.0 .Bl85-01 .B923-01 .9923-0| .9000 .2863-02 .3471-02 2.119 15.14 556.4
603 25,476 1.9IlO 2188,0 ,1169 .1420 .1420 .9000 .4089-02 .4967-02 3.000 23.64 563.!
603 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .1110 .1349 .1349 .9000 .3882-02 .4719-02 2.839 25.02 565.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 818
0H84B BO-O LOWER AFT FUSELAGE fR4UG38)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " ,0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP == -12.50 SPDBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
581 2,994 7.990 40.05 .1047-0! 67t.7 1327, 96,36 .6937-01 3.100 3845. .1943-02 .7754-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEC. R DES. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
581 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .182B .2236 .2236 .9000 .7965-02 .9742-02 5.794 41.86 599.2
581 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .1441 .1757 .1757 .9000 .6278-02 .7653-02 4.835 32.58 588.3
581 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .2018 .2468 .2468 .9000 .8792-02 .1075-01 8.400 49,56 _98.7
581 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .1888 .2313 .2313 .9000 .8227-02 .1008-0] 5.946 51.43 603.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 819
OH84B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE rR4UGJS)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 8ETA - .0000 ELEVON - .O00O
BDFLAP - -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO _ HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. _ PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
621 .4994 7.900 39.93 .1380T01 97.55 123"5. 91.58 .1084-01 .4736 3706. .3195-03 .7369-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUt DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
621 24.329 1.8190 2188,0 .5013-01 .6083-01 .6083-01 .9000 .8431-03 ,1023-02 .5917 4.419 5_2.8
521 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5480-01 .6648-01 .6648-01 .9000 .9216-03 .|I18-02 .6476 4.682 532.0
621 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .7584-01 .9210-01 .9210-01 .9000 .1275-02 .1549-02 .8920 7.129 535.3
621 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .6852-01 .8323-01 .8323-01 .9000 .I152-02 .1400-02 .8050 7.202 536.1
DATE 23 FEB gO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 620
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE tR4UG39)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 0°000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS "H
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT_
615 1.002 7.940 39.97 .1364-01 204.7 I_GI. 92.64 .BBOB-OI .971G 3746. .6415-_3 ."/454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R• BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
615 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .4901-01 .5941-01 .5941-01 .9000 .1185-02 .1436-02 .8529 6.345 540.6
615 24.925 I.BB30 2187.0 ,5536-01 .6707-01 .6707-01 .9000 .1338-02 .1622-02 .9663 6.963 538.7
615 25.478 1.9110 2188.0 .8017-01 .9721-01 .9721-01 .9000 .1938-02 .2350-02 1.394 ll.ll 541.3
615 25.923 1.g810 2189.0 .7292-01 .8843-01 .8843-01 .9000 .1763-02 .2138--02 1.267 11.31 541.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 82|
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE rR4UD3B)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEvoN = .0000
BDFLAP = -5o000 SPDBRK • °0000
***TEST COND]T|ONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEG
XlO B IFT3 /FT2
593 2.004 ?.980 40.00 .1389-0| 436.0 1303. 9_,8q .4539-01 2.023 3810. .tBSB-OB .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF N/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
593 24.328 1.8190 e186.0 .789t-0! .9584-01 .9584-01 .9000 .2768-02 3363-02 2.040 14.99 565.6
593 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .7905-01 .9584-01 .9584-01 .9000 .2773-02 .3363-02 2.062 14.70 555.3
593 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .I139 .t384 .1384 .9000 .3996-02 .4857-02 2.938 23.10 567.6
593 25.923 1.9810 2lB9.O .]095 .1331 .1331 .8000 .3840-02 ,4671-02 2.B11 24.72 570.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYF_RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 822
OH848 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE _R4UG39)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
. MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
•"**TEST COND|TIONS o*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 /FT3 /FT2
579 2.997 7.990 40.02 .I044-01 670.8 1325. 96.21 .6927-01 3.096 _42. .1943-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF •TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER -_ R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEO. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
579 24.329 1.8t90 2]86.0 .1821 .2230 .2230 .9000 .7924-02 .9705-02 5.721 ql.26 602.7
579 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .1436 .1753 .1753 .9000 .6252-02 .7631-02 4.582 32.16 591.7
579 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 . 998 .2447 .2447 .9000 .8696-02 .1065-01 6.280 48.53 602.5
579 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .1878 .2304 .2304 .9000 .8173-02 .1003-01 5.955 50.53 608.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 823
OHB4B BO-O LONER AFT FUSELAGE fR4UG40}
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " B.O00 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " ,0000
BDFLAP " .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/ L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 IFT2
623 .4983 7.900 39.97 .1384-01 99.83 1256. 93.14 .II09-01 .4847 3737. .3215-03 .7495-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF (R)
FT2SEC = .0175
623" .1708-0 t .5726-01
**'|TEST DATA***
RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF" H/HREF" " H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=!.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
623 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .5030-01 .6087-01 .6097-0! .9000 .8582-03 .1039-02 .6203 4.633 532.9
623 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5496-01 .6650-01 .6650-01 .9000 .937g-03 .i135-02 .6788 4.908 531.9
823 25.476 ! .9110 2188.0 ."t70B-Ol .9333-01 .9333-01 .9000 .1315-02 .1593-02 .9482 7.580 534.7
623 25.923 1.9810 BIBg.0 .6959-01 .8429-01 .8429-01 .9000 .1188-02 .1438-02 .8553 7,655 535.4
-z•
DATE 23 FEB 80 t_-1846 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PA_ 8L=e_
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE ;R4U(_
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
613 1.004 7.940 39.97 .1731-01 204.8 1260. 92.56 .2203-0t .972l 3745. .6423-03 .7449-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO} H(TAW) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
613 24.329 1.8t90 2186.0 .484B-01 .5879-01 .5878-0| .9000 .1t72-02 .1421-02 .84_ 6.266 540.9
613 24.925 1.8830 2187_0 .5480-01 .E641-01 .6641-01 .9000 .1325-02 .1606-02 .9552 6.883 538.8
613 25.476 t.9110 2188.0 .7970-01 .9666-01 .9666-0| .9000 .1927-02 .2337-02 1.384 11.02 541 7
613 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .7247-01 .8791-01 .8791-01 .9000 .1752-02 .2126-02 1.257 11.21 542.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 825
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG40)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .OOO0 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPARK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI ' FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
595 2.001 7,B80 40.02 .1392-0I 435.8 1304. 94.9I .4537-01 2.022 3811. .1290-02 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN) DDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC " FTc_C /SEC
595 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .7905-01 .9603-01 .9603-01 .9000 .2773-02 .3369-02 2.045 15.0B 566.3
595 24.925 !.B830 2187.0 .?B80-O! .9555-0! .9555-01 .9000 .2764-02 .3352-02 2.056 14.66 560.0
595 25.476 1.9;10 2188.0 .I141 .1387 .I387 .9000 .4003-02 .4866-02 2.944 23.14 568.4
595 25.923 1.981'0 2189.0 .]093 .1330 .1330 .9000 .3834-02 .4664-02 2.806 24.67 571.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 6215
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE tR4_40)
LHR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIOI,_***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T F 0 V RI.,K_ MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-GEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
577 3.019 7.990 40.06 .6989-02 670.3 1318. 96.7! .6922-01 3.093 3832. .1952-02 .7701-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN X0 MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(T0) H(TAW) QDOT OTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R GEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
577 24.329 i.BI90 2186.0 .1875 .2295 .2295 .9000 .8t49-02 .9977-02 5.861 42.36 598.4
577 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .1466 .1789 .1789 .9000 .6372-02 .7776-02 4.65l 32.70 587.8
57? 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .2037 .L:_94 .2494 .9000 .8854-02 .1084-01 6.366 49.29 598.6
577 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .1910 .2343 .2343 .9000 .8303-02 .I019-0! 5.920 51.19 604.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 827
0H84B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE IR4UG41;
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .OOO0
BE)FLAP = 5.000 SPOBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p Q V RI"IO
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LS-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT_
525 .5056 7.900 39.96 ,1729-01 IO0.1 1246. 92.40 .1112-01 ,4859 3723. .3249-03 .7435-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DE:G, R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
625 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .5093-01 .6172-01 .6172-0I .9000 .8690-03 .1053-02 .6J95 4.626 532.8
625 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5540-01 .6711-01 .B711-oI .9000 ,9452-03 .1145-02 ,6746 4,878 531.9
625 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .7737-01 .9380-01 .9380-0] .9000 .I320-02 .1600-02 .9387 7.505 534.5
625 25.923 1.9810 2188.0 .7001-01 .8490-01 .8490-0! .9000 .1194-02 .1448-02 .8486 7.596 535.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VK£ HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 828
OH84B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE tRq.UGt41}
LNR AFT FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP • 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B -- IFT3 IFT2
611 .9967 7.oJto 39.96 .1384-01 204.6 1265. 92.93 .2201-01 .9711 3752. .6391-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBE_ R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI GEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTESEC FTBSEC /SEC
611 24.329 I.Bl90 2186.0 ,4889-0I ,5922-01 .5922-01 .9000 .ti82-02 .a432-02 .8568 6.376 540.0
611 24.925 1.8830 21B?.O .5546-01 .BTI4-O! .6714-01 .9000 .1341-02 .1624-0B .97q5 ?.025 538.0
61l 25.476 1.9110 BIBB.O .BOBS-O] .9797-0! .9797-01 .9000 .1955-02 .B369-02 1.415 11.28 540.8
611 25.923 t.9810 8189.0 .7372-01 .8934-0! .8934-01 .9000 .1783-02 .2161-02 l.BCJO I1.51 5ql.3
) )
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 iN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE B29
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG4I)
LWR A_T FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .OOOO ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PC) TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG, R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT_
597 2.013 ?.980 40.0_ .1392-0! 434.8 1297. 94.40 .4526-0! _.018 3801. ,1294-02 .7596-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo HS YO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/NREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) DDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.B R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
597 24,329 1.8190 2t86.0 .8268-0! .I004 .1004 .BOO0 .2894-02 .3516-0B B.124 15.62 562.8
597 24.925 1.8830 2]B?.O .8188-01 .9928-0i .9928-01 .9000 .2866-02 .3476-02 2.12! 15.14 556.8
597 25.476 t.91|O 2188.0 .1i74 .t427 .1427 .9000 .4_10-02 .4994_02 3.01! _3.72 564.!
593 25.923 1.9810 2t89.0 .1119 .1361 .]361 .9000 .3918-02 .4764-02 2.860 25.20 566.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 830
":i. OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE fR4UG41 )
_NR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - _.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .OCO0 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000 -
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN Rt._/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 /FT3 IFT2
583 2.959 7.990 40.05 .1399-0! 671.1 1325. 96.21 .6930-01 3.097 3842. .1944-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R]
FT2SEC =.D175
593 ,4354-01 .2341-01
;**TEST DATA''" - -- "
RUN XO MS YO MS TiC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF IN,I/T0 HITO) H(TAN) 0DOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTESEC FT2SEC ISEC
593 24.329 !.8190 _186.0 .1841 .2£_0 .2250 .9000 .8013-09 .9"/97-02 5.029 42.15 597.2
583 24.925 !.8830 218"7.0 .1439 .1753 .I753 -9000 .6264-02 .7632-02 4.628 32.57 585.9
583 25.476 |.9110 2188.0 .2020 .2470 .2470 .9000 .8795-02 .1075-01 6.401 49.6! 596.9
583 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .[893 .2318 .23i8 .9000 .8240-02 .I009-0! 5.952 51.52 602.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHG4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE B3I
OHB4B BO-O LOWER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG42)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALF_-IA • 40.00 BETA • .GO00 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP • B.O00 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xt0 B o /FT3 IFT2
619 .5067 7.900 39.95 .1393-01 99.45 1239. 91.B8 .1105-01 .4BB9 3712. .3247-03 .7393-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H{TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC rTBSEC /SEC
619 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .5093-0! .6179-0! .Bi79-Oi .9000 .8654-03 .1050-02 .6097 4.551 534.1
619 L_..925 1.8830 B]87.0 .5562-0! .67h7-0I .6747-01 .9000 .9451-03 .1146-02 .6668 4.B19 533.1
619 25.436 1.9110 2189.0 .n730-0! .9383-01 .9393-0I .9000 .1313-02 .1594-02 ,9233 ?.37B 535.7
619 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .7047-01 .8555-01 .8555-0I .9000 .1197-02 .1454-02 .8412 7.527 536.1
DATE 23 FC_ e!l OH84B MODEL 6e-o IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 832
OH849 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE fR4UG421
LNR AFT FUSE PARAHETRIC UATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
8DFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R RSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 IFT2
617 1.002 7.940 39.97 .1731-0! 206.2 1267. 93.08 .2218-01 .9787 3755. .6431-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C 'NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T01 H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
617 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .4909-01 .594T-01 .5947-0! .9000 .II92-02 .1444-02 .8654 6.438 540.7
617 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5568-01 .6741-01 .6741-01 .9000 .1352-02 .1637-02 .9940 7.090 538.9
617 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .8079-01 .9789-01 .9789-01 .9000 .1962-02 .2377-08 1.423 11.33 541.6
617 25.923 1.9810 2t89.0 .7396-01 .8963-01 .8963-0] .9000 .1796-02 .BI77-02 1.301 II.61 542.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 0_84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 833
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE tR4UG42)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • .0000
8DFLAP - 8.000 SPDBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUNBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA GEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
591 1.988 7.980 40.01 .1391-0! 433.9 1306. 95.05 .4517-0! 2.013 3814. .1283-02 .7649-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YG MS T/C NG H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
591 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .7717-01 .9370-0! .9370-01 .9000 .2702-02 .3281-02 X.999 14.68 565.8
591 24.925 t.B830 BI87.O .?e04-OI .9460-01 .9460-01 .9000 .273B-02 .3312-02 2.037 14.53 560.0
591 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .1120 .136[ .1361 .9000 .3920-0B .4764-02 2.890 22.71 568.4
591 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 ,1066 .1297 .1297 .9000 .3734-02 .4541-02 2.741 24.10 571.4
DATE 23 FEB BO Oi-184B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE e34
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG4B)
LWRAFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS **°
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
589 3,003 7.990 4C,07 ,I748-0t 673°? 1327. 96.36 .6957-01 3.]09 3845. .1949-02 .7754-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
589 24.329 l.BI90 2186.0 .1822 .2229 .B229 .9000 .7951-02 .9726-02 5.781 41.76 599.6
589 24.925 1.B830 2187.0 .1431 .1743 .1743 .9000 .6_;_42-0B .7607-02 4.614 32.45 587.5
589 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .200B .2449 .2449 .9000 .B735-02 .1069-01 6.351 49.15 599.7
58g 25.923 t.98tO 2169.0 .1895 .2323 .2323 .9000 .8270-02 .i013-01 5.964 51.55 605.5
\
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 8_
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE tR4U043)
LHR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.OOO ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP _ 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
627 .5147 7.900 39.95 .1383-0! I01.4 1242. 92.10 .1127-01 .4923 3717. .3302-03 .741t-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF - TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
627 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .4900-01 .5943-0t .5943-01 .SOOO .8410-03 .1020-02 .5950 4.440 534.2
627 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5482-01 .6647-01 .6647-01 .9000 .9409-03 .1141-02 .6666 4.816 533.3
627 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .7511-0! .9ll6-0! .9116-01 .9000 .t289-02 .1565-02 .9091 7.261 536.5
627 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .5307-01 .6439-0! .643g-01 .9000 ,9108-03 .t105-02 .6432 5.75_ 535.5
DATE c_3 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKR HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 83G
' OH84B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE rRqUG43)
• LHR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " 8.000 ALPHA ,, 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO ' T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-S£C
XlO 6 IFT$ /FT2
609 1.024 7.940 39.98 .13B6-01 209.I 1261. 92.64 .2249-0! .9925 3746. .6553-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN] QDOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTESEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
609 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 ,4896-01 .5938-01 .5938-01 .9000 .1196-02 .1451-02 .8594 6.387 542.4
609 B4.925 ].8830 2187.0 .5557-01 .6736-01 .6736-01 .9000 .135B-02 .1646-02 .978B 7.044 540.3
609 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 ,8059-01 .9777-01 .9777-01 .9000 .1969-02 .2389-02 1.412 11.24 543.4
609 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .6756-01 .B197-01 .8197-0! °9000 .1651-02 .2003-02 1.164 10.55 543.7
i
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 837
OH84B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG43)
LNR AFT FUSE _A_An_aM=_ UA*_
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA • .0000 £LEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK • .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO fill
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo 6 /FT3 /FT2
599 1.990 7.980 40.04 .1744-01 435.0 1307. 95.13 .4528-01 2.019 3815. .IL=85-OB .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=l.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
599 24.329 |.8|90 2186.0 .8151-01 .9990-0! .9890-0! .9000 ,2658-02 .346B-02 2.124 15.62 563.5
599 24°925 1.8830 2187.0 .8086-0I .9795-01 .9795-01 .9000 .2835-02 .3434-02 2.124 15.16 557.6
599 25.½76 |.9110 2188.0 .llBO .1409 .1409 .9000 ,4069-02 .N939-02 3.017 23.7S 5BS.I
599 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .II04 .1341 .1341 .BOOO .3871-02 .4704-02 2.859 2S.17 568,2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HOC)EL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 836
OHSWB 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE tR4UG43)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC OATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA.- 40.00 BETA = .0000 EL.EVON = .OBO0
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
• "*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT2
585 2.982 7.990 40.06 ,1397-01 669.7 1328. 96.43 .6916-01 3.091 3646. .1936-02 .7760-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF" H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H/TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTUIR BTUIR BTUt OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
585 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .1816 .2220 .2220 .9000 .7903-02 .9658-02 5.773 41.75 597._
585 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .]420 .1729 .1729 .9000 .6178-02 .'7524-02 4.562 32.25 585.9
585 25_476 1.5110 2188.0 .1992 .2434 .2434 .9000 .8666-02 .|069-0! 6.33l 49.06 697.1
585 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .IS72 .2292 .2292 .9000 .8143-02 .9970-02 5.901 51.06 603.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 839
OHSWB BO-O LONER AFT FUSELAGE tR4UD44)
LWR AFT FUBE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = o0000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER =/FT BEG. OEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XiO B /FT3 /FT2
629 ,5153 7.900 39.96 .1729-01 101.8 1244, 92.25 .1131-0! .4940 3720, .3309-03 .7423-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO M5 T/C NO H/HREF N/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
629 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .5010-01 .6075LOt .6075-0I .9000 .8617-03 .1045-02 .6It5 4.565 534.0
629 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5492-01 .6657-01 .6657-01 .9000 .9445-03 .1145-02 .6711 4.850 533.1
629 25.476 1o9110 2188.0 .5529-01 .6704-0l .6704-01 .BOOO .9510-03 .1153-02 .6749 5.397 534.0
629 25.923 !.9810 2189.0 .2337-01 .2831-0t .BB31-Ol .9000 .4019-03 :4870-03 .2861 2.566 531.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 840
•!i OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4Lk344)
LNR AFT FUSE' PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA " .OOO0 ELEVON " .0000
:, BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
B07 .9872 7.940 39.96 .I3B3-OI 205.3 ]276. 93.74 .220B-01 ,9744 3769. .635B-03 .7543-07
: RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS YO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN! ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I,O R_O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG, R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
B07 24.329 1.8_90 21BB.O .4B07-01 .5938-01 .B93B-OI .9000 .I190-02 .1441.02 .B746 6.504 541.0
607 24,925 1.8830 2187.0 .5550-01 .6712-01 .6712-01 .9000 .1346-02 .1629-02 .9921 7.149 538.8
. 607 25.476 [.9110 2188.0 .7527-01 .9110-0! .9110-01 .9000 .1826-02 .2210-02 1.341 10.68 541.4
607 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .3764-01 .4551-01 .4551-01 .9000 .9131-03 .1104-0B .6734 6,019 53B.I
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE l_II
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG44)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 9,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO fffJ
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEO. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS _ LB-SEC
XtO B IFT3_ IFT2
601 1.999 ?.980 39.99 .1388-01 435.3 1304. 94.91 .4531-01 2.020 3Bll. .1289_2 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo M5 YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H{TAN) QOOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
601 24.329 1.8190 2166.0 .BOBT-Oi .9836-01 .9636-01 .9000 .2839-02 .3449-02 2.094 15.38 _66.t
60] 24.925 ].8830 2187.0 .8043-01 .9753-01 .9753-01 .9000 .2BBO-02 .3420-02 2.097 14.95 559.9
60I 25.476 1.9IIO 2188.0 .1152 .140I .f401 .9000 .4040-02 .4911-02 2.971 23.35 568.3
BOI 25.923 I.gBIO 2IBg.O .!076 .131I .13!I .9000 .3779-02 .4598-02 2.769 24.34 STI.l
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84BHODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1_2
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE fR4UG44)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALF_-IA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
8(:_'LAP = 23.50 SPDt_K - .0000
• *'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 /FT3 IFT2
587 3.006 ?.990 40.06 .13g8-0t 671.3 1323. 96.07 .6933-01 3.098 3839. .194B-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN Xo MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R [:mEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
587 24.329 1.8190 -2186.0 .1848 .2259 .2259 .9000 18047-02 .9835-02 5.853 42.37 595.3
587 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .1443 .1758 .1758 .9000 .6281-02 .7653-02 4.635 3_.B4 r"u84.?
587 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .2013 .2460 .2460 .9000 .8761-0B .1071-01 6.372 49.42 595.4
587 25.9_3 1.9810 2189.0 .1894 .2319 ,2319 .9000 .8245-02 .1010-01 5.948 51.52 601.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 843
OH84B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG451
PARAMETRIC OATA
LHR AFT FUSE
MACH 8,000 ALPHA = 40,00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP _ .0000-5.000 SPDBRK =
***TEST CONDIIlONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSlA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA _! FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/FT2
XlO 6 .3262-03 .7489-07
661 .5058 7,900 39.9_ -.1034-01 101.2 125S. 93.06 .1125-01 .4913 3736.
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO] H(TAN) QDOT OTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R 6TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
68i 2%.329 1.8190 2!86.0 ,4989-0I .6043-01 .6043-01 .9000 .8571-03 .I038-02 .6170 4.604 534.8
S81 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5947-01 .7200-01 .7200-01 .9000 .I021-02 .1237-02 .7363 5.319 533.8
681 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .9317-01 .1129 .1129 .9000 .1600-02 .1939.02 1.150 9.182 536.4
681 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .8241-01 .9985-01 .9985-01 .9000 .1416-02 .1715-02 1.017 9.095 536.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 944
0H849 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE rR4UG45)
LHR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
'i_i: MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
: : BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T - P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PS! FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 : lET3 /FT2
667 1.005 7.940 39.96 -.6922-02 205.3 126l. 92.64 .2209-01 .9744 3746. .6433-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
667 .2421-01 .4045 01
__ -- °
***TEST DATA***
RUN xo MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=l.O R=O.S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTESEC /SEC
667 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .4922-0! .5973-01 .5973-01 .9000 .1192-02 1446-02 .8542 6.344 543.9
667 24.925 1.8830 2t87.0 .5707-01 ,6920-01 .6920-0| .9000 .1382-02 .1675-02 .9934 7.147 541.7
667 25.476 1.91|0 2188.0 .!007 ,1223 .1223 .9000 .2438-02 .2961-02 1.740 13.82 547.0
667 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .9243-01 ,1123 .1123 .9000 .2238-02 .2718-02 1.596 14.19 547.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE B46
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE rR4UG45)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS "*_
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PS1A DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO S IFT3 IFT2
687 [.992 ?.980 40.00 -.E947-02 434.9 1306. 95.05 .4527-0I 2.01B 3B14. .12BE-DE .7649-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
687 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .7897-01 .9583-0I .9583-0i .SO00 .276B-02 .3359-02 2.054 I5.10 563.6
687 24.925 1.8830 8187.0 .8080-01 .9790-0! .9790-0! .9000 .2832-02 .3432-02 2.118 |5.11 558.1
687 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .!279 .1555 .|555 .9000 .4484o02 .5449-02 3.303 25.96 568.9
687 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .1243 .1513 .1513 .9000 .4358-02 .5302-02 3.194 =_8.06 572.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL BO-O IN TIE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 846
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE tR4U045)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP • -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
70I 2.998 7.990 40.05 -.6978-02 569.5 1323. 96.07 .6914-01 3.090 3839. .1942-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H{TAN) GDOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
701 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .1687 .2067 .2067 ,9000 .7332-02 .B985-02 5.273 38.01 603.6
?OI 24°925 1.8830 2187.0 .1467 .179<?. .1792 .9000 o6379-02 .7789-02 4.662 32.72 §91.B
701 25,476 1.91]0 2188.0 .2117 .2597 .2597 .SO00 .9205-02 .II29-01 5.592 50.84 506.5
701 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .2012 .L:_74 ._74 .9000 .e748-02 .1075-01 6.205 53.43 613.4
7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 847
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG46}
PARAMETR!C .^TALWR AFT FUSE ....
MACH = B_O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 [LEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDGRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SECIFT3 IFT2
XlO 6 3736. .3L_t-03 .7489-07
679 .5025 7.900 39.97 -.6923-02 I00,5 ]255. 93.06 .1117-01 .488]
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAw/TO H(TO) H(TAW] OOOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
679 2_.329 1.8190 2185.0 .4893-0l .5928-01 .5928-01 .9000 .8378-03 .1015-02 .6025 4.494 535.5
679 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5894-01 .7137-01 .7137-01 .9000 .I009-02 .1222-02 .7266 5.247 534.6
679 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .8898-01 .I078 .1078 .9000 .1524-02 .1846-02 1.093 e.Ta9 537.1
679 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .7883-Ot .9554-01 .9554-01 .9000 .1350-02 ,1635-02 .9680 8.655 537.5
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN TIE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 848
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE tR4UG481
LHR AFT FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH - B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 _PDBRK = .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER tFT DEG. DEG. PS|A DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X[O 6 /FT3 IFT2
665 1.003 7.940 39.97 -.1732-01 205.8 1265. 9_.93 .2213-01 .9768 3752. .6429o03 .7478-07
• RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DE:G, R D£G. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
665 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .4757-0! .5782-01 .5782-0| .9000 .1154-02 .1402-02 .823B 6.097 550.7
665 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5651-0! .6862-01 .6862-01 .9000 .1371-02 .1664-02 .9823 7.045 54B.0
665 25.476 1.9110 2199.0 .9908-01 .1206 .1206 .9000 .2403-02 .2924-02 1.705 13.49 555.0
665 ¢"5.923 1.9810 2189.0 .9129-01 .lilt .llIl .9000 .2214-0_ .L_696-02 1.567 13.87 557.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84BHODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 849
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE fR4UG46)
LWR AFT FUSE ffARAMP,.IN|_ UAIA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000 _
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSXA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 /FT3 IFT2
: 689 1.996 7.980 39.99 -.I041-01 434.3 1303. 94.84 .45_I-0! _.015 3BI0. .t287-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} GOOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
689 24.329 l.Bi90 2i86,0 .7952-0] .9658-0| .9658-01 .9000 .2784-02 .3382-02 2.053 15.08 565.3
689 24°925 1.8830 2187,0 .8111"01 .9836-01 .B836-01 .9000 .2840-02 .3444-02 2.110 15.04 559.8
689 25.476 1.9110 2188:0 .IL_7 .1566 .1566 .BOO(] .4507-02 .5484-02 3._6 25.B7 571.4
689 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .1_"5 .1516 .1516 .9000 .4358-02 .5309-02 3.169 27.80 575.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL sg-o IN THE AEDC VI<F HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 950
; OHG4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE rR4UG46)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAHETRIC GATA
MACH = 81000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • 5°000
i_ BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
•*'TEST CONDITIONS *it
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
699 2.999 7.990 40.05 -.6984-02 670.4 1324. 96.14 .6923-0! 3.094 3841, .19_4-02 .7736-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
599 24.329 1.8190 2;86.0 .1690 .2070 .2070 .9000 .7353-0E .9006-02 5,303 38.25 502.5
699 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .1456 .1790 .1790 .9000 .6380-02 .7786-02 4.677 32,83 590.7
699 25.4?6 |.9;10 2188.0 ,2134 .2616 .2616 .9000 .9283-02 .1138-01 6.566 51.44 605.5
699 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .2017 .2479 .2479 .9000 .8777-02 .1078-01 6.242 53.77 51B.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 85!
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG47)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPOBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 /FT3 IFT2
683 .5030 7.900 39.93 -.6896-02 100.5 1254. 92.99 .1117-0! .4880 3735. .3242-03 .7483-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= , BTU/R BTU/R _TU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
683 24.329 l.St90 2186.0 .5007-01 .6065-0] .6065-01 .9000 .8570-03 .I038-02 .6156 4.592 535.3
683 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .6066-0! .7347-0! .7347-0; .g000 .I038-02 .1258-02 .7466 5.39; 534.6
683 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .9423-01 .Z142 .1142 .9000 .1613-02 .1955-02 1.154 9.214 537.9
683 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .8380-01 .1016 .1016 .9000 .1434-02 .1739-02 1.026 9.173 538.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 8=32
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE tR4LK;47)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
; MACH 8.000 ALRI',IA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPOBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
669 I._10 ?.940 39.95 _.1037-01 205.9 1259. 92.49 .2215-01 .9773 3743. .6462-03 .7443-07
RU_ HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
669 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .4915-0! .5964-01 .5964-01 _9000 .1191-02 .1446-02 .8522 6.33l 543.4
669 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5707-01 .6921-01 .6921-01 .9000 .1383-02 .1678-02 .992l ?.139 541.5
669 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .1009 .1225 .1225 .9000 .2445-02 .2970-02 1.741 13.83 546.6
669 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .9240-01 .1123 .1123 .9000 .2240-02 ;2721-02 1.593 14.17 _.t7.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 853
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE ;R4U047)
LWR AFT FUSE _AMAM_IMI_ UAIA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40,00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BOFLAP = B.O00 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L NACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
585 2.023 7.980 39.98 -.6930-02 434.5 1292. 94.03 .4523-0! 2.016 3794. .1298-02 .7567-07
RUN HREF • STN NO
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R)
FT2SEC • . =;0175
685 .3497-01 .2858-01
***TEST DATA***
RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HBEF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW] QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= _ BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
685 24,329 !.8190 2186.0 .B2!B-0! .9984-0! .9984-0! .9000 .2874-02 .3492-02 2.098 15.45 561.6
685 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .I009 .1224 .1224 ,9000 .3530-02 .4282-02 2.595 18,54 556.3
685 25.476 1.9110 B188.0 .1415 .1723 .1723 .9000 .4948-02 .6026-02 3.575 28.09 569.2
685 25,923 i.gBlO 8189.0 .1269 .|547 .1547 .9000 .4438-02 .5409-02 3.196 28.08 5_1.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONZC TUNNEL PAGE 854
0H84B 80-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE _R4UG47)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA " .OOO0 ELEVON " 5.000
BDFLAP : 8.000 SPDBRK = .OOOO
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X_0 6 IFT3 IFT2
703 2.990 7.990 40.01 -.6955-02 668.4 1324. 96.14 .6903-01 3.085 384I. .1938o02 .7736-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN X0 MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(T0| H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/T0 FT2SEC FTL_SE_ FT2SEC /SEC
703 24.329 1.8t90 2186.0 .1688 .2066 .2066 .9000 .7332-02 .8977-02 5.29? 38.23 60t.3
703 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .1463 .1785 .1785 .BOOO .6354-02 .7753-02 4.664 32.76 589.7
703 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .2121 .2599 .2599 .9000 .9214-02 .1129-01 6.629 51.19 604.2
703 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .2023 .8485 .2485 °9000 .8790-02 .1079-01 6.269 54.04 610.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 855
0H848 BO-O LOWER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG48)
_a_aM_TB;_ _ATA
LWR AFT FUSE r,,,_,,_,,.,.....
HACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • ,OOO0 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK " .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 L8-SEC/FI2
XtO 6
675 ,502l 7.900 39.94 -.6904-02 100.2 1253. 92.91 .I114-01 .486B 3?33. .3235-03 .7477-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) (:]DOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.B R- BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
675 24.329 .8190 2186.0 .484"I-0! .5B74-0! .5874-0! .gOOD .8283-03 .I004-02 .5932 4.422 536.5
675 24.925 .BB30 2187.0 .5527-01 .6697-01 .6697-0| .9000 .9446-03 .1144-02 .6775 4.890 535.4
675 25,476 .9110 2188.0 .9053-01 .I098 .1098 .9000 .1547-02 .1877-02 1.104 8.B0t 539.4
675 25.923 .BBlO 2189.0 .5722-01 .6941-01 .6941-0| .BOO0 .9779-03 ,11B6-02 .6977 6.232 539.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 856
OH846 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE {R4UG48)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP - 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
. ***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LBT_C
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
673 1.003 7.940 39.97 -.6929-02 205.5 1264. 92.86 .2211-01 .9"159 3751. .6427-03 .7472-0"7
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF - H/HREF TAW/TO H(T01 H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
673 24.329 ].8190 2186.0 .4798-01 .5818-0] .5818-01 .9000 .1153-02 .1410-02 .8382 6.228 542.9
673 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5566-01 .6745-01 .6745_01 .9000 .1349-02 .1635_02 .9753 7.020 540.8
673 25.476 1.9110 2158.0 .9887-01 .1200 .1200 .9000 .2397-02 .2909-02 1.718 ]3.65 545.7
673 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .7921-01 .9614-0I .9614-01 .SO00 .1920-02 .2330-02 1.377 IS.B6 646.2
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 857
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE (R_.UGN8)
LHR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFTB
691 t.993 7.980 39.99 -.E942-02 434.6 t305. 94.98 .4524-01 2.017 3BI3. .128B-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO N(TO] H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
691 24.329 1,8190 2186.0 .799B-01 .971B-Ol .971B-01 .9000 .2802-02 .3405-02 2.065 15.16 567.7
B91 24.925 !.SO30 2107.0 .B11!-O! .9839-0! .9839-01 .9000 .2842-02 .344B-02 2.110 15.03 562.0
69] 25.476 1.91tO 2188.0 .1285 .1564 .1564 .9000 .450Io02 .5479-02 3.292 25.B1 5?3.4
691 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .1239 .1510 .1510 .9000 .4340-02 ,5289-02 3.155 27.64 577.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 858
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE tRWUG48)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
,:o , HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .DO00 ELEVON - 5.000
_" "" BOFLAP = ]5.00 SPDBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RH/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO PILl
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/5EC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 B /FT3 IFT2
697 2.999 7.g90 40.00 -.6947-02 668.9 1322. 96.00 .6908-01 3.087 3838. .1942-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO _'HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO HtTO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
697 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .1798 .2199 .2199 .9000 .7813-02 .9555-02 5.663 40.97 596.8
E97 24.925 J.8830 2}87,D .J464 ,]786 .1786 .9ODD .636J-02 ,7758-02 b.670 Z_.B_ 587.5
697 25.476 1.9110 2]88.0 .2133 .2613 .2613 .9000 .9269-02 .1135-0I 6.672 51.58 601.8
697 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .2020 ._80 .2480 .9000 .8777°02 .1077-01 6.260 54.03 608.4
I t 7J
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH_B MODEL 60-0 IN TIE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 859
OHB_B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE rR4UG491
_A_AM_TDfP _ATA
LNR AFT FUSE
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP : B3.50 SPDBRK _ .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS "°"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO PILl
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PBIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC 6LUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
677 .5060 7.900 39.96 -.6920-02 101.1 1254. 92.99 .1124-01 .4909 3735. .3262-03 .7483-09
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XOMS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWGT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTL:x3EC FT2SEC /SEC
i t nB77 24.329 ,.8,9_ 2!86.0 .5048-0! o6114-01 .6114-01 .9000 .8665-03 1050-02 .6227 4.645 535.1
677 24.925 1.8830 218'7.0 .5902-01 .7147-01 .7147-01 .9000 .1013-02 .1227"02 .7291 5.266 534.1
677 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .6163-01 .7467-01 .7467-01 .9000 .1058-02 .1282-02 .7598 6.071 535.6
677 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .2796701 .3385-0! .3395-01 .9000 .4800-03 .5811-03 .3458 3.098 533.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PACE 860
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE fR4UG4B)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = ,0000 ELEVON = 5.000




RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
671 1.007 7.940 39.96 -.1038-01 204.7 1257. 92.34 .2202-0! .9716 3740. .6435-03 .743|-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ _ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC _ /SEC
671 24.329 1.8190 EIB6.O .4948-01 .6008-01 .600B-Ol .9000 .I196-02 .1452-02 .B52! 6.327 544.0
571 24.925 I .B830 2187.0 .5701-0t .6917-01 .6917-01 .9000 .1377-02 .167I-OB .9843 7.080 542. I
671 25.476 I .9t IO 2188.0 .8694°01 .1056 .1056 .9000 .210|-02 .2552-02 | .492 ! I .86 546.3
671 25.923 | .9810 2189.0 .4668-01 .5666-01 .5666-01 .9000 . 112B-02 .. 1369-02 .B043 7. 170 643.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN TIIE AEDC VKR HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE e6|
OH848 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG49)
_ADAW_TDIP n&TALN_ AFT FUSE ..................
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .OOO0
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 IFT2
693 2.000 7.980 40.00 -.I042-01 434.5 1302. 94.76 .4523*0! 2.016 3808. .1288-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN} QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTUtR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
693 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .7990-01 .9709-01 .9709-01 .9000 .2798-02 .3400-02 2.057 15.10 566.6
693 24.925 1.8830 2t87.0 .8138-01 .9873-01 .9873-01 .9000 .2850-02 .3457-02 2.112 15.05 560.7
693 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .1292 .1573 .1573 .9000 .4525-02 .5508-02 3.303 25,9! 571.9
693 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .I223 .I489 .1489 .9000 .4282-02 .5216-02 3.111 27.30 575.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE B62
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE _R4UG49)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALFq'IA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 [LEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK • .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO _ HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/BEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
695 3.030 7.990 40.02 -.6963-02 669.0 1313. 96.34 .6909-01 3.087 3B25. .1956-02 .7672-07
RUN HREF STNNO .. -




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.9 R= 8TUIR BTU/R GTUI {:)lEO. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
695 " 24.329 1.8190 .::_186.0 .1846 .B260 .2260 .9000 .8014-0B .9810-02 5.745 41.58 595.7
B95 24.925 I.B630 2187.0 .1492 .t82! .1821 .9000 .6476-02 .7903-02 4.705 33.11 586.0
695 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .2154 .264! .2641 .9000 .9347-02 .1146-01 6.653 51.45 600.9
695 L_.5.923 I.GB]O 2189.0 .2039 .2506 .2506 .9000 .8851-02 .I088-01 6.236 53.83 608.1
_!-
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHO4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 863
0H848 60-0 LONER ART FUSELAGE fR_UGS01
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETR!C DATA
HACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT_
767 .5029 7.900 39.98 -.3466-02 100.1 1251. 92.77 .1113-0! .4863 3730. .3238-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HtTAW) COOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC _T2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
767 24.329 _.8|90 2!86.0 .5010-0_ ,6079-0_ .6079-0J .9000 .8557-03 .1038-02 .6087 4.53_ 538.4
767 24.825 1.8830 2187,0 .5914-0! ,7172-01 .7172-01 .SO00 .I010-02 .1225-02 .7197 5.187 538.1
767 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 ._125 .1367 .1367 .9000 .1922-02 .2335-02 1.359 10.81 543.8
767 25,923 1.9810 2189.0 .1033 ,1256 .1258 .9000 .1764-02 .2145-02 I.L-_4 11.08 545.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 864
01.,184B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE IR4UG50}
LHR ART rUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = ?.500
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
757 1.043 7.940 39.99 -.4654-05 214.1 IB65. 92.93 .2302-01 1.016 3752. .5687-03 ,7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=l,O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
75? 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .4816-0! .5850-01 .5850-01 .9000 .1191-02 .1447-02 .8523 G.313 549.2
757 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5688-01 .6904-01 .6904-01 .9000 .1407-02 ,l?OB-02 1.010 7.252 546.5
75? 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .ll04 .1344 .1344 .9000 .2731-02 .3325102 1.93B 15.31 555.9
757 25.cJ23 1.9810 2189.0 .1077 .1312 .1312 .9000 .2664-02 .3245-02 1.880 16.63 558.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 |N THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 865
C_84B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE fR4UGSO1
LWR AFT FUSE PARA.HETR_C DATA
MACH e,O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
755 1.966 7.980 40.06 -.4684-06 429.7 1307. 95.13 .4474-01 1.894 38t5. .|26g-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
• TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT_SEC /SEC
755 24.32g i.8190 2186.0 767_-0. .9315-01 .9315-01 .9000 .2674-D2 .32q7_02 1.980 14.54 566.2
755 24.925 I.B830 2187.0 .7704-01 .B340-01 ,9340-01 .9000 .2685-02 ,3255-02 2.00_ 14.27 560.8
755 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .1401 .1706 .1706 .9000 .4882-02 .5945-02 3.568 27.94 575.9
755 25,923 |.9810 2189.0 .1344 .IS3B .|639 .BOOO .4684-02 .5713-02 3,400 29.75 _0.7
j"
:'._ IOATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 866
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UGSO)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO B /FT3 /FT2
745 3.04! 7.990 40.06 -.3495-02 670.5 1312. 95.2"7 .6924-0! 3.094 3823. .1962-02 .7666-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TANI QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
745 24.32g 1.8190 2185.0 .1854 .2271 .2271 .9000 .8053-02 .9867-02 5.747 41.55 598.0
745 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .1518 .1854 .1854 .9000 .6593-02 .8056-02 4.762 33.46 589.3
745 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .2311 .2840 .2840 .9000 .I004-01 .1234-0! 7.082 54.63 606.4
745 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .2115 .2604 .2604 .9000 .9189-02 .1131-01 6.42I 55.29 613.0
1 >
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC ','KFHYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE B67
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG51)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B,O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVEN = 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO flu
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
765 .5049 7.900 39.9B -.3466-02 100.4 1250. 92.B9 .1116-01 .4875 3729. .3249-03 .745B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAW) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
765 24.329 1,8190 2186.0 .50BB-OI .6165-01 .BI65-Ol .9000 .8699-03 .1054-02 .6281 4.642 534.5
765 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .579B-01 .7Q25-01 .7025-01 .BOO0 .9913-03 .1201-02 .7089 5.119 534.8
765 25.476 1.9llO 2188.0 .!043 .1265 .1265 .9000 .!783-02 .2|64-02 1.265 I0.09 540.I
765 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .7027-0I .B530-01 .B530-01 .9000 .1202-0B ,1459-02 .8525 7,611 540.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 868
OHB4B 60-0 LO_ER AFT FUSELAGE fR4UGBI)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK • .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. D£G, PSIA DEG. R D£G. R PSIA PSI FT/BEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
759 1.00! 7.940 39.99 -.4655-06 206.? 1270. 93.30 .2224-0l .9813 3760. .6433-03 .7508-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (]DOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= OTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
759 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .48Bg-OI .5908-01 .5908-01 .9000 .[]84-02 .1437-02 .8550 6.338 547.7
759 24.925 [.8830 2187.0 .5677-01 .6883-0! .6883-01 .9000 .138]-0B .1674-02 1.000 7.185 545.3
759 25.476 1.9i10 BI88.0 .1090 .1325 .1325 .9000 .2653-02 .3224-02 1.899 15.04 553.7
759 B5.923 1.98t0 2189.0 .9390-01 .il42 .1142 .9000 .2284-02 .2777-02 1.633 14.47 554.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 86g
OH84B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE fR4U651)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .O00O ELEVON • 7.500
BDFLAP - 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSlA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT_
753 2.020 7.980 40.04 -.4BTB-O6 434.4 I293. 94.11 .4523-01 2.01B 3795. .1297-02 .7573-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAw} ODOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
753 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .8048-0! .9T90-0i ._790-0i .9000 .2BI5-02 .3424-0B 2.044 IS.O] 566.4
753 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .B057-0! .9787-01 .9787-01 .9000 .2BIB-02 .3423-02 2.06l 14.69 561.2
753 25.476 t.9110 2188.0 ,1442 .1759 .1759 .9000 .504B-02 .6152-02 3.614 28.30 575.9
753 25.923 1.9810 B189.0 .13BO .1686 .I686 .9000 .4827-02 .589B-02 3.438 30.08 580.6
DATE a3 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 870
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UGSI)
LNR AFT FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA : 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - T.500BDFLAP - 15.00 SPDBRK .0000
, .- " ***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FTE
747 2.939 7.990 40.06 -.4686-06 560.0 13t6. 95.56 .6816-01 3.046 3829. .1925-0B .7690-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO MS YO MS T/C N0 H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAN] GDOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=t.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTc-_-_EC FT2SEC IS_C
747 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .I687 .2067 .2067 .9000 .7277-02 .B914-02 5.213 3"7.66 599.3
747 24.925 !.BB30 2187.0 .147B .IB05 .IB05 .9000 .6375-0B .7785-02 4.633 32.55 589.0
747 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .2276 .2793 .2793 .9000 .9B!4-02 .IB05-O! 6.969 53.77 605.6
747 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .2084 .a563 .256_ .9000 .B985-02 .I!05-01 6.326 54.51 61!.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 871
OH84B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE fR4UG52)
LWR AFT FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .OOO0
"**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO _
NUMBER /FT DE:G. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PS|A PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XZO 6 /FT3 /FT2
763 .498t 7.900 39.97 -.3462-02 99.31 1252. 92.84 .I104-01 .482B 3732. .3209-03 .7471°07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW] QDOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
763 24.329 t.8190 2186.0 .4949-01 .6007-01 .6007-01 .9000 .8419-03 .1022-02 .5987 4.454 540.5
763 24.925 !.8830 2187.0 .5433-0! .6591-0! .6591-0] .gO00 .9242-03 .!121-02 .6587 4.746 538.9
763 25.476 1.9110 2|88.0 .6774-01 .8226-01 .8226-01 .9000 .I152-02 .1399-02 .8171 6.506 542.6
763 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .3195-01 .3878-01 .3878-0! .9000 .5435-03 .6596-03 .3864 3.449 540.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 872
OH84B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG52)
PARAMETRIC DATALWR AFT FUSE
;. MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
•'" • BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .OOOO
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
761 ,|.006 7.940 39.99 -.4652-06 206.4 1265. 92.93 .2220-01 .9799 3752. .6449-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo HS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU! DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
761 24,329 1.8i90 2186.0 .4837-0I ,5875-01 .5875-01 .9000 .I175-02 .1427-02 .8413 6.233 548.7
761 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .5637-01 .6841-01 .6841-ai .9000 .1369-02 .1662-02 .9839 7.063 fPt6.2
761 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .9155-01 .1113 .1113 .90Go .2224-02 .2704-02 1.583 12.54 552.7
761 25,923 1.9810 2189.0 .5593-01 .6796-01 .6796-01 .9000 .1359"-02 .1651-02 .9711 8.628 549.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 873
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER AFT FUSELAGE (R4UG521
LNR AFT FUSE PARAt'_TRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON • 7.500
BOFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK • .0000
,,,TEST CONDIITIONS **"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
751 1.987 7.980 40.06 -.4685-06 435.2 1309. 95.27 .4531-01 2.020 3818. .1284-02 .7667-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
75i 24.32g 1.8190 2186.0 .7S6g-01 ,955E-01 .9556-0! .9000 .275!-02 .3353-02 2.047 15,03 567,2
751 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .7933-01 .9618-01 .9618-01 .9000 .2783-02 .3374-02 2.079 14.80 561.8
75I 25,476 1.9110 2188.0 .1420 .1729 .1729 .9000 .4981-02 .6067-02 3.643 28.51 577.3
75! 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .1332 .1624 .1624 .9000 .4673-02 .5699-02 3.398 29.71 581.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 874
OHB4B 60-0 LONER AFT FUSELAGE fR4UG52)
LNR A_T FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
6DFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO : T P O V _ MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
749 2,958 7.990 40.06 -.4686-06 659.9 1322. 96.00 .6815-0| 3.045 3838. .1916-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/T0 HtTO) HITAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=O.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTESEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
749 24.329 1.8190 2186.0 .1672 .2047 .2047 .9000 .7215-02 .8833-02 5,207 37.61 600.0
749 24.925 1.8830 2187.0 .1458 .177g .1779 .9000 .6291-02 .7676-02 4.608 32.37 589.3
749 25.476 1.9110 2188.0 .2238 .2746 .2746 .9000 .9659-02 .1185-01 6.911 53.31 606.2
749 25.923 1.9810 2189.0 .2081 .2558 .2558 .9000 .8978-02 .1104-01 6.358 64.73 613.6
\,!
OATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE .eEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 875
OHB4B BO-O LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE {R4UHB9)
L_O_ER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -15.00
BOFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG; R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 IFT3 IFT2
?IB .5143 ?.900 39.98 .346B,02 10|.8 1246. 92.40 .ll31-OI .4942 3723. .3305-03 .7435-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO_ H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=|.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTESEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
7tB 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .3010-01 .3636-0! .363B-01 .9000 .5179-03 .6257-03 .3746 2.637 522.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC T_ PAGE 876
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE (I_UH29)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON " -IS.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPOBRK = .0000
"'TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FTB
716 1.024 7.940 39.99 .3470-02 208.! t257. 92.34 .2239.0! .9879 3740. .6543-03 .7431-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=l.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
716 24.480 214590 B197.0 .3682-01 .445B-01 .4452-01 .9000 .897B-03 .lOB5-02 .6524 4.575 529.5
]/
OATE 23 FEB BO 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 877
0H846 EO-O LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE IR4UHBg)
LONER ELEVON PARA.ME_TR!C DATA
HACH = 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -15o00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN : RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEO. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
7tO 2.005 7,980 40.03 .1045-01 436.6 1304. 94.9! .4545-01 2.026 3831. .1293-02 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW} QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC F12SEC ISEC
7]0 24.480 2,4590 2197.0 .5043-01 .6079-0| .6079-01 .9000 .I??I-02 .2135-02 1.355 9.459 638.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 878
OHB4B BO-O LONERELEVON FUSELAGE {R4UHB9)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -15.00
BDF'LAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS *e*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SECIFT2
XlO B
708 2.986 7.990 40.06 .1048-01 669.0 t326. 96.29 .6909-0I 3.087 3843. .1937-0_ .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/I.._EF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO) HfTAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO _TBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
708 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .6810-0t .82EO-Ol .8220-01, .9000 .2961-02 .3574-02 2.289 15.86 55_..?
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 879
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UHIO]
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA - 40,00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON = -I5.00
BDF'LAP = .0000 SPDBRK " .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xIO B /FT3 IFT2
720 .5013 7,900 39.98 .3465-02 100.8 IB59. 93.36 .1120-01 .4894 3742. .323B-03 .7513-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ×0 MS YO _S T/C _0 H/mREF R/HREF H/HRE_ TAW/TO H(70_ H_TA_ QDOT 0T_¢1_7 T_
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE:G. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
720 24,480 2,4590 2197.0 ,3230-0I .3897-0! .3897-0! .9000 .5540"03 .6684-03 .4074 2.866 523.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OHSWB MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNI'_:.I. PAGE _0
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R_UH30)
' ' PARAMETRIC DATA
LOI.,[ER ELEVON
• MACH • B.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L , MACW ALPHA BETA PO TO T p Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
714 .9986 3.940 40.00 .I042-01 205.2 1266. 93.00 ,2207-0I .9741 3754. .6409-03 .'/494-07
• RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R- 8TUIR 9TU/R BTU/ DEG. R O£G. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
714 24.480 2.4590 2Ig7.0 .3369-01 .4065-0! .4065-01 .9000 .8162-03 .9847-03 .6036 4.241 526. I
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 881
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UH301
LOWFe ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 _M.PHA - 40.00 BETA - ,0000 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK ! ,0000
***TEST CONOIT|ONS***
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
712 1.997 7.980 40.05 .I047-0I 433.8 1302. 94.76 .4516-01 B.013 3808. .1286-0B .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TA_/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG, R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /S_C
712 24%480 2.4590 2197.0 ,5047-01 .6085-01 .6085-0! .9000 ,1766-02 .2;29-Q2 1.348 9.407 538.6
_-,OATE 83 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE _EDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 88_,
- OHB4B BO-O LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R_UH30)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO flU
NUMBER /FT OEO. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFTE
• 706 3.002 7.990 40.06 .6989-02 668.9 1321. 95.92 .6908-0! 3.087 3836. .I94W-OB .7719-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS YO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAW) (]DOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R GEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
706 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .6933-01 .8370-01 .8370-01 .9000 .3012-02 .3636-02 2.316 16.06 551.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 883
OH84B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE {R4UH31)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ' ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • -12.50
BDFLAP = -'I2_50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SL.JGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 IFT2
726 .5101 7.900 39.98 -.1733-01 102.3 1257. 93.21 .1137-01 ,4967 3739. .3292-03 .7501-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H[TAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMER R=I.O. R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R •BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTESEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
726 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .3345-0I .4042-01 .4042-01 .BOO0 .5780-03 .6983-03 .4215 2.959 5E7.4
iDATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE
OH84B 60-0 LONER ELEVONFUSELAG£ fR4UH31)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
'. HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
• BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RI,.IO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 6 IFT3 /FT2
740 1.ORB 7.940 39.99 -.BOBI-OI 209.3 1266. 93.00 .2252-0I .9937 3754. .653_-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN| ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2BEC FT_r-_C ISEC
740 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .3738-0! .4521-01 .4521-0! .9000 .9f45-03 .1106-02 .66B0 4.671 535.2
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL S0-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 885
OHG4B SO-O LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UH3I I
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.00O ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 £L[VO=_ - ....
--|Co_U
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V _ HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT$ /FT2
738 1,994 7.980 40.04 -,2093-01 434.8 13O5, 94.96 .4527-01 2,018 $813, .1286-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUHBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT25EC =.0175
739 .3505-0! .2874-01
• ''TEST DATA °'_
RUN XO MS Y0 MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 9TUIR BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
738 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .4932-01 .5953-01 .5953-01 .9000 .1728-02 .2086-02 1.315 9.152 544.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUhbNEL PAGE 886
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UH3|}
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • -12.50
BDFLAP _ -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
; RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
: NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
728 2.98t 7.990 40.06 -.2097-0! 667.2 1325. 96.2] .6890-01 3.079 3842. ,1933-0_ .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R BEG, RTAN/TO FT_SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
728 24,480 2.4590 2197.0 .7588-01 .9159-01 .9159-0! .9000 .3294-02 .3976-02 2.544 17.64 55¢?,.4
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 88_
OH84B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UH]Bt
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON • -t2.50
BDFLAP = -5°000 SPDBRK • o0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-P_EC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
7a4 °4963 7.900 39.87 -.1732-01 100.2 1263. 93.66 ,1114-0I .4867 3748. .3¢_11-03 .7536-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
724 2_.480 2.4590 2197.0 .3407-01 .4113-01 .4113-01 .9000 .5831-03 .7040-03 .428B 3.0II 527._
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 818e
OH84B BO-O LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE rR4UH32)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
• MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 [LEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
*.*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT D£G. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PS! FTISlEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 IFT2
XIO 6
. 742 1.010 7,940 39.99 -.2082-01 207.8 1267. 93.08 .2235-0! .9865 3755. .6462-03 .7490-0T
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0|75
:: 74_ .2438-0| .4036-0|
***TEST DATA_**
RUN XO MS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H{TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUtR BTUIR BTU/ DEe. R OEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTc_-_£C ISEC
342 24.480 2.4590 BlgT.o .3751-0! .4538-0t .4538-0! .9000 ,9145-03 .1106-02 .6679 4.668 536.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 88B
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE _R4UH3_)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH e.ooo ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON " -12.50
BDFLAP _ -5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RIO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSI_ PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O B /FT3 IFT2
736 2.005 7.980 40.05 -.2095-01 437.2 1305. 94.98 .4552-01 2.029 3813. .1293-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) (:X:)OT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
736 24.480 2.4590 2197,0 .4BBB-01 .5897-0I .5897-0I .9000 .I?lB-02 .2073-02 1.30B 9. I17 542,B
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE: AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 890
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UH3¢?.)
LONER ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -t2.50
BDFLAP _ -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
• "*TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 6 /FT3 IFT2
730 3.012 7.990 40.06 -.B097-0I 668.8 13lB. 95.7I .6907-0! 3.086 3832. .194B-OB .7701-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
730 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .761S-Ol .9198-01 .9198-01 .9000 .3308-02 .3994-02 2.540 I7.63 550.0
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 891
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE tR4UH33t
, ,_.,_-o L-_cvn_ PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - -IE.50
• BDFLAP =- .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
• "*TEST CONOITIONS H*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p O V RH0 I'IU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PS|A PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B IFT3 IFT2
?22 .5002 ?.900 39.98 -.1387-01 100.2 1256. 93. I4 .1114-01 .4865 3737. .3227-03 .7495-07
RUN ! HRET STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT Tk
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
722 24,490 2.4590 2197.0 .3091-01 .3736-0! .3736-01 .9000 .5285-03 .6398-03 .38_3 2.696 528.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE rR4t._-133)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
• MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • ,0000 ELEVON - -12.50
• BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
: RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO " T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IRT2
. 744 1.009 7.840 38.88 -.20Bl-Ol 207.3 1266. 93.00 .2230-01 .9841 3754. .6472-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/I-REF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTESEC FTc_-,_EC /SEC
744 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .3355-01 .4058-01 .4058-01 .9000 .8168-03 ,9880-03 .596B 4.1"/4 535.1
"\
/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 tN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 8¢J1
OH84B SO-O LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UH33
LOHER ELEVON PARANETRJC DATA
MACH • B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 - BETA = .0000 ELEVON " -lB.50
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
: "**TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT_
734 2.024 7.980 40.04 -.2091~01 437,2 1297. 94.40 .4552-01 2.029 3801. .1301-02 .7596-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO HJHREF H/HREF H/HREF TA_/TO H(TO} H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ lEG. R lEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
734 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .4906-01 .5924-01 .5_.4m0| .9000 .1722--02 .2080--02 1.299 9.053 542.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC Vk'F" HYPERSONIC T_L PAGE
OH84B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UH)3)
_ LOWER ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-BEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /F12
732 3.02g 7.990 40.06 -.2096-01 672.6 131B. 95.71 .6946-01 3.104 3832. .1959-02 .7701-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO] HtTAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU,'R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTL::_-_EC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
732 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .7922-01 .9440-01 .9440-01 .BOOO .3406-0B .4111-02 2.618 18.18 549.0
DATE 2_ ,-'E'_ qJN OH84B MO_L BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYF_RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE
e,uo,_m c:n_n _ _uc'D cl cvnM _'liC:_l arJ:" fR4UH34)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA ,, .0000 ELEVON ,, -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRt{ • °0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V _ MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X_O S /FT3 IFT2
$34 .5013 7.900 39.93 -.3449-02 100.1 1253. 92.91 .1112-0! .4859 3733. .3231-03 .7477-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO P;S T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW_ QOGT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=].O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
634 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .4528-01 .5480-0! .54B0-01 .9000 .7733-03 .9359-03 .5577 " 3.907 531.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 896
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UH34)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 - BETA = .OOO0 ELEVON - -5oOOO
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRI< = .0000
'. ***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
660 1.010 7.940 39.98 -.4647-06 207.9 1287. 93.08 .2236-01 .9868 3755. .6484-03 .74B0-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TtC NO H/I"hREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO} HITAW) _T DTI,,,_)T TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R D£G. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
660 24.480 2.4590 8197.0 .4726-01 .5718-01 .5718-01 .9000 .1152-02 .1394-02 .8415 5.881 536,4
.... 7 ................... .........
• J
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 887
_ua_ cn-h t nM_ _f _V_N _11¢_1 A_ |R4UH34), ,_ ,_ _v v .... _ ..................
LONER ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BOFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK - .DO00
"**TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
648 1.995 7.980 39.99 .3470-02 436.! 1307. 95.13 .4540-0% 2.024 3815. .]2BB-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO W(TO) H(TAW| OOOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=%.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEO. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
648 24.480 2,4590 2197.0 .7156-01 .8649-01 .8649-01 .BOO0 .2512-02 .3036-02 1.902 13.20 _349.?
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 tN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC I"UNNEL PAOE IB_
..... :. . OHB4B BO-O LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE tRill._-13bi;
:_ :: .LONER ELEvON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 $PDBRK = .OOOO
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V "RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PBIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 /FT3 /FTE
650 3.009 7.990 40.05 .BBBO-02 670.4 1321. 9'5.92 .6923-01 3.094 3836. .I94B-OB .7719-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
/ NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTESEC FT2BEC FTESEC /$EC
; 650 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .1111 .1346 .1346 .9000 .4B30-02 .5654-02 3.646 "ES. II 565.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 0t-184BHODEL 60-0 iN THE AEOC VI<F HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE BBg
OH84B 60-0 LONERELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UH35)
LONER ELEVON PARAH[TRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA" ,, 40.00 BETA = .0000 r'LEVON ,, -5.000
BOFLAP • -5.000 SPOBRK• .0000
**'TEST CONOIT IONS*** _"
_L ,AC, ALP,A _TA PO TO T P O V _.UMBER OEG. DE_. PS=A DEG.R DEO.R PBIA _X FT,SECSLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 IFTB
X|O 6
636 .5_20 "7.900 38.85 -.345S-02 99.73 za49. 82.62 .ZlOS-O! .4842 3"/2"7. .3B30-03 ."/453-07
RUN _'_REF STN NO
NUHBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FTESEC =.01'75
636 .1"/04-0 [ .5"/09-01
''*TEST DATA'**
RUN XO HS YO MS TIC NO H/I-IREF HIHREF HIFREF TAN/TO H(TO_ H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NU_R R-I .0 R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R OEO. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
636 _.q80 2.4590 BIgT.O .44"/2-0| .5409-0i .540B-g; .gOOD .7619-03 .921"7-03 .5490 3._53 _r_8. !
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE
OHB4B BO-O LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE cR4t,m4;l_
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
• BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PS|A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT2
658 1.007 7.940 39.98 -.4647-06 207.2 1267. 93.08 .2229-01 .9835 3755. ;6462-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O00T DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTc_--JEC ISEC
658 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .4_29-01 .5722-01 .5722-0! .90GO .1151-02 .1393-0_ ,8409 ' 5_877 536.3
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 901
OH84B SO-O LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UH3'5)
°.
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 - BETA " .0000 ELEVON " -5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONOITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 IRT3 /FT2
646 2.016 7.980 39.99 -.4655~06 436.5 I299. 94.54 .4544-0l 2.0B5 3804. .|297-02 .760B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN X0 MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAN) QDOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.G R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/T0 FT25EC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
545 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .7001-01 .B494-0| .8494-01 .9000 .2457-02 .2gBO-02 1.816 12.54 559.5
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE BOB
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE IIR4Ul-135)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40,00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .OOOO
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. lEG. PSIA DEG. R OEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo 6 /FT3 /FT2
65B 3.001 7.990 40.02 .B961-02 672.3 1326. 96.29 .6943-0! 3. t03 3843. .1oJ46-02 .774B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
656 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .1133 .1372 .1372 .9000 .4937-02 .S97B-OB 3.757 25.88 564.7
\DATE 23 FEB 80 0H849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 903
0H849 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UH36)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON " -5.000
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK " .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PS| FT/SEC SLUGS LG-SEC/FT3 /FT2
X]O 6
638 .5027 7.90O 39.93 -.1035-01 99.87 1249. 92.62 ,1110-01 .4849 3727. .3235-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TiC NO HiHREF H/F_EF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
638 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .4532-01 .5485-01 .5486-01 .9000 .7728-03 .9355-03 ._549 3.889 530.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OI-184BHOOEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE B04
OHB4B60-0 LOWERELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UH36)
PARAHETRIC DATA
LOWERELEVON
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• "*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/FT2
XlO 6 .6503-03 .7454-07
664 1.016 7,940 39.97 -.4646-06 207.5 126t. 92.64 .2E32-01 .9849 3746.
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREP H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HtTAW) ODOr DTWDT TW
NUHBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI D£G. R OEO. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
664 2_.4B0 a.4590 2197.0 .4871-01 .5893-0! .5893-0! .9OOO .1186-02 .t434-0_ .B616 5.029 533.9
/ )
• "7 '
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 905
r_ OH84B 60-0 LOWER £LEVON FUSELAGE (R4UH36}
LONER ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • o0000 ELEVON • -5,GO0
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS°**
'i
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSXA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
644 2.002 7.980 39.98 -.tO40-Ot 434.5 1301. 94.69 .4523-0! 2.016 3807. .1289-02 .7620-07
RUN HREF BTN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FTBSEC =.0175
. 644 .3502-01 .2870-0!
***TEST DATA***
RUN XO MS YO MS TiC NO H/HREF M/n_r H/HREF _A,o Tn H{TO! H(TAW} OOOT OTNDT Tu
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
644 24.480 2.4590 81g?.O .6779-0! .81BB-O! .8198-01 .SOOO .2374-0_ .2871-08 1.783 12.38 549.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 906
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE _R_UH361
LONER ELEVC_q PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B,O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • ,0000 ELEVON = -5,000 .
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
• NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 IFT2
XIO 6
654 2.99! 7.990 40.02 ,6962-02 669.5 1325. 96.21 .B9t4-O! 3.090 3842. .1940-02 .774_-07
RUN HREF STNNO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTI,,JDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC




DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60LO IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERSONTC T_L PAGE gO7 [
0H848 60-0 LO6_ER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UI-137)
LOWER ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 6.000 ALPHA - 4.0.00 B_:TA = .0000 ELEVON ,, -5.000
8OF'LAP = 5. 000 SFO6RK - .0(300
*,*TEST CONDITIONS,*,
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO PKJ
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG; R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SL_$ LB-SEC
' Xl0 6 i_T3 IPT_
640 .5043 7.900 39.93 -.I035-0I 99.93 1247. 92.47 .I111-01 .4852 3724. .3242-05 .7441-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R:I.O R=O.g R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OKG. R
TAM/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
640 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .4608-01 .5572-01 .5572-01 .9000 .7857-03 .9500-03 .5664 3.980 .5¢_5.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 90e
(_HB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE 9R4UI,.137)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH _ 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA l .0000 ELEVON = -5.000BDFLAP 5,000 SPDBRK • .0000
*,*TEST CONDXTIONS***
RUN RNIL HAcH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p O V RHO I'IU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 IFTB
XtO 6
662 1.024 7.840 39.97 -.4645-06 207.3 1253. 92.05 ._E30-Ol .gBhO 3734. .6538-03 .7407-07
_JN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HB TIC NO H/I,,_F HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO| H(TAN) QDOT OTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
662 ¢._q,480 2.4590 8197,0 ,4796-01 ,5814-01 ,5814-01 ,9000 o1165-0E .1413-0_ ,fl341 5,827 537,1
i //
,'
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN TIIE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE Bog
OHB4B BO-O LOWER ELEVONFUSELAGE iR4LIH37)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .DO00 ELEVON • -5.000
BOFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R bEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X_O 6 /FT3 /FT2
642 B.Ol3 7.980 39.98 -.1040-01 434.8 1297. 94.40 .452B-01 2.018 3BO|. .|294-02 .7596-07
RUN H'R,EF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAN} ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
642 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .7242-0! .B752-01 .B752-01 .9000 .2535-02 .3064-02 1.906 !3,26 545.1
PAGE 910AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNELDATE_3 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UH3?)
=.-v-_L_vn_ PARAMETRIC DATALOWER
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDIT|ONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSlA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 /FT2
XtO 6
652 2.983 7.990 40.04 .6B76-02 671.4 1330. 96.58 .6934-0! 3.098 3849. .193B-02 .7772-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR 8TU/ _EG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
652 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .1106 .1340 .1340 .9000 .4BIB-02 .6837-02 3.670 25.25 567.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE Bll
01.-184B60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UH38)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 IFT_
XtO 6
632 .5132 7.900 39.95 .1729-0t 101.7 1a47. 92.47 .1130-01 .4938 3724. .329g-03 .7441-07
RUN HREF STN NO




_v_ X0 _ Y0 HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/T0 H(T0! H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TN
NU_R R=i.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
632 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .5345-01 .6473-0t .6473-01 .9000 .9195-03 .t113-02 .6579 ' 4.6|1 531.1
DATE 23 FEB eo OH84.B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAO[ BI2
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UH3B)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = -rE.50 SPDBRK • .0000
°*'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
606 .9965 7.940 39.96 .1384-01 204.8 1266. 93.00 .2203-0! .972! 3754. .6392-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) (:;lOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R O£G. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
606 _4.4B0 2.4590 2i97.0 .5283-01 ,6392-0! .6392-01 .9000 .1278-02 .i547-02 .9325 6.518 536._
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE: AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 913
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UH38)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS "_*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUHSER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SECIFT3 /FT2
XlO 6
604 2.022 7,980 40,00 .1389-01 434.9 1293. 94,11 .4527-01 2.018 3795. .1298-02 .7573-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (]DOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=].O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEO. R
" TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC !SEC
604 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .BTBO-O! .1058 .1058 .9000 .3052-02 .3702-02 2.246 16,53 556.8
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 914
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR41JH38)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • ,0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDF'LAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = ..0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6" /FT3 /FT2
582 2.997 7.990 40.06 .t397-01 671.5 1326. 96.29 .6935-0l 3.099 3843. .1944-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/PREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO) HITAN| QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
582 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .1459 .1777 .1777 .9000 .6355-02 .773B-02 4.714 32.17 583.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 _N THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PA_E gl§
OHB4B60-O LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE tR41JH3g)
LONER ELEVON PARAETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA = 40,00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDF'LAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST COND|TIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X_O 6 /FT_ /FT2
622 .5001 7,900 39.93 .1380-01 98.35 124g. 92.62 .1104-01 .4824 3727. .3B18-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




_ XO MS fO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) W(TAW) _ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO° R OEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
622 24.480 2.4590 2197,0 .5025-01 .6077-0! .6077-0! .9000 .8546-03 .1033-02 .6169 4.332 526.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 916
OH84B SO-O LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R41JH39)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA OEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
6t6 .9964 7.940 39.97 .1731-0! 204.3 1264. 92.86 .2197-01 .9697 3'751. .6387-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAW) QDOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.g R- BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
616 _t.480 2.4590 2197.0 .5608-0t .6785-01 .6786-01 .90OO .1355-02 .1639-02 .9864 6.896 535.7
/ /
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4BHODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 9t7
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R_UH39)
LOWER ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPOBRK - ,ODD0
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PBIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SECIFT3 IFT2
XIO 6
594 2.010 7.980 39.99 .I735-0] 435.8 ]300. 94.62 .4537-0| 2.082 3805. .]294-02 .76|4-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 6TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
594 24.4S0 2.4590 2199.0 .SI60-O1 .9883-0! .9883-01 .9000 .2658-02 .3465-02 2.118 14.64 568.5
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL - PAOE 918
0H848 60-0 LC)_ER ELEVDN FUSELAGE (I_.ILIH3B)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .O00O ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP _ -5.000 5PDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO S IFT3 IFT2
580 2.988 7.990 39.99 .104|-0| 669.5 I326. 95.29 .BBl4-Ot 3.080 3843. .1938-0B .774B-07
RUN HRE_ STN NO




BUN xo H$ YO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DI[Q. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTL=SEC /SEC
580 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .1499 .IBBB .1828 .9000 .B519-02 ,794B-02 4.807 32.73 588.3
\DATE E3 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE S|g
OH84B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE {R4UH40)
LONER ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40°00 BETA • o0000 ELEVON = .OOO0
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
**'TEST COND|T|ON$***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FTB
524 .5093 7.909 59.94 .138_-D_ |OJ,7 ]255. 93.06 .J_SD-D_ .49.38 3735. .3_79-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HRE_ TAN/TO HITO_ HITAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUHER R=I.O R=0.9 R• BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
624 24.480 2;4590 2197,0 .5354-0! .64"/4-0! .6474-01 .90OO .9220-03 ,1115-02 .6686 4,689 E_9.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TU_L PAGE 920
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE tR4UH40)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 £LEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 /FT2
XlO 6
614 1.020 7.940 39.96 .1384-01 20?.9 1259. 92.49 .2236-01 .9868 3743. .65E5-03 .7_43-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO YT2SEC FT2SEC FT_-_SEC ISEC
614 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .5_88-01 .6408-01 .6q08-01 .9000 .IEBB-OE .1561-02 .928| 6.480 538._
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 9_I
OHB4B BO-O LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UI-P40)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • ,0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PStA DEG. R DEGo R 1=_3|A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 /FT2
XI0 6
596 2.000 7.980 40.02 .1392-0t 434.7 1302. 94.76 .4525-01 2.017 3808. .IBB9-02 .7626-07
RUN I,-IREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} (]DOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R:l.n R=0.9 R= 8TU/R STU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
596 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .B267-01 .1003 o1003 .9000 .2896-02 .35|2-02 2.i48 14.83 560.0
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 9<?.2
OHmS 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE tR4UH40)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON " .0000
:" BDf'LAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 IFT2
578 3.027 7.990 40.06 .6985-02 669.? 1315. 95.49 .6916-0! 3.091 3827. .1935-02 .768q-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/CNO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG, RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTeSEC ISEC
578 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .1506 .lB42 .lB42 .9000 .6542-02 .8001-02 4.717 32.04 593.6
i"
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE S23
OHB4B BO-O LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE (RCIUHtI'I)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - ,0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SECIFT2
XlO 6 .4913 3/20. .3290-03 .7423-07
626 .5125 7,900 39.93 .13BO-Of 101.2 1244. 92.25 .1125-01
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIT01 HtTAN) O00T DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEO. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
626 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .5117-01 .6197-01 .6t97-01 .9000 .8776-03 .1063-02 .6264 4.393 52g.g
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 9_-"_q
OH84B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR_UI'I41 )
LONER ELEVON PARAHETRrC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 40,00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 5.000 9PDBRK • .0000
**mTEST CONDITIONS o.*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSiA DEG. R 0E6o R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
'X]O 6 IFT3 IFT2
• 612 t.O02 7.940 39.96 .1384-0! 206.0 1266. 93.00 .2216-0! .9778 3754. .6430-03 .?4_-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(TO) H(TAN} QL'X)T DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTUIR BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTc-_SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC tSEC
612 24°480 2.4590 2197.0 .5528-01 .6689-0! .6689-01 .9000 .134_-02 .1623-0_ .9"/B3 6.83? 536.5
DATE 23 FEB SO OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 925
OH84B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fl_Ln-Ffl)
PARAHETRIC DATA
LOWER ELEVON
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " .GO00
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK " .0000
•**TEST CONDITIONS ***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGSIFT3 LB-SEC/FT2
XtO 6 .IL=90-02 .7614-07
598 2.004 7.980 40.02 .1392-01 434.4 1300. 94.62 ,4522-0! 2.016 3805.
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEO. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC 'FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
598 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .8909-0; .I079 .1079 .9000 .3119-02 .3777-02 2.326 lG.ii 553.9
OATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 926
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UH41)
LONER ELEVON PARAHETRtC DATA
MACH = B.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .O00O
BDFLAP - 5.000 SPOBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V _ MU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 IRT2
584 2.991 7.990 40.06 .f397-01 669.5 I325. 96.21 .6914-01 3.090 3842. ,19_0-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/T0 HIT0) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT_SEC ISEC
584 24°480 2.4590 E197.0 .iSl? .1847 .I847 .gOOQ .6598-02 .B031-02 4.Bg6 33.43 58¢?.6
\ ..............
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 INTHE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 927
OHB4B BO-O LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE IR4UH'42)
PARAMETRIC DATA
LOWER ELEVON
HACH = 8.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .OOOO ELEVON s .O00O
BDFLAP = 8.OOO SPDBRK • .O00O
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGSIFT3 LB-SEC/FT2
XlO 6 .3282-03 .7357-07
620 .5135 7.900 39.96 .1383-01 lOO.l 1233. 91.43 .1112-01 .4858 3703.
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAW} ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R•O.9 R• BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEB. R DEG; RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT_EC ISEC
620 24.480 2.4590 2!97.0 .5046-01 .6!19-0! .6119-01 .9000 .8592-03 .1042-0_ .6039 4,_35 5L:'9.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 926
OH84B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UH4B)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP • 8.000 SPDBRK = .0000
• "TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V Rt-IO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 /FT2
XIO 6
618 .9977 7.940 39.97 .1384-01 804.8 1265. 92.93 .B203-01 .9721 3752. .6397-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWOT TN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
618 24.480 8.4590 2t97.0 .5533-01 .6698-01 .6698-01 .9000 .t339-02 .1620-02 .9"/40 6.805 537._
) • /
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL - PAGE 9B¢J
OH84B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UI.142)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = e.ooo SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
592 2.010 7.980 40.00 ,1736-01 434.8 1298. 94.47 ,4525-01 2.018 3802, .1293-02 .7602-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO] H(TANI QOOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTL=SEC FTBSEC ISEC
592 24.480 2.4590 2197,0 .6309-01 .!007 .I007 =9000 ,2909-02 .3524-02 _.163 14.99 554.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL , PAGE 930
OH_B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UH42)
PARAMETRIC DATA
LONER ELEVON
MACH = 9.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = o0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = 8.090 SPDBRK = .0000
**,TEST CONDITIONS°**
RUN RN/L IMACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/FT2
XlO B .6934-01 3.0gB 3845. .1942-02 .7754-07
59O 2.993 7.990 40.06 .1397-0l 671.4 1327. 96.36
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (]DOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-o.g R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. RTAN/TO F _EC F 2SEC F 2SEC ISEC
590 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .ISil .IB39 .1839 .90GO .6583-02 .BOIl-02 4.100 33.47 582.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 931(R4UH43)
01-1848BO-D LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE
PARAMETRIC DATA
LOWERELEVON
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK " .0000
***_EST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TD T p Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/FT2
XlO 6
628 .513B 7.900 39.96 .1730-01 101.2 1242. 92.10 .1125-0! .4914 3717. .3_6-03 .74t1-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT_SEC /SEC
.9 .... 9257-03 ,1!2!-02 ,660! 4.631 528.7
628 24.480 2.4590 EIg?.o .5398-01 .6537-0i .6537-0! nnn
DATE 23 FEB 60 OH84B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 932
0H846 80-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UH4$)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - o0000
*"TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 IFT2
6|0 i.0|5 7.940 39°97 .!038-01 207.4 1261, 92.64 .223l-0t .9844 3746. .6499-03 .7454-0"/
RUN HREF STNNO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO| H(TNA) ODOT DTI.,IOT TM
NUMBER R-I.O R=O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R Ol[G. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
610 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .5295-0! .6411-01 .6411-01 .9000 .IL:_8-02 .1580-02 .9330 6.521 538.5
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PACE 933
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UH43)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.000 ALPHA • 40°00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
• ,*TEST CONDITIONS *°*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RI..IO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PS|A PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O 6 /FT3 /FT2
600 1.993 7.980 39,99 .)388-01 435.5 1307. 95.13 .4534-01 2.021 3815, .1287-0B .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT_3EC FT_EC FT_-_SEC /S£C
600 24.480 2.4590 _t97.0 .8780-01 .lOEb. .1062 .9000 .308|=02 .3728-02 2.3!9 !6.06 554°0
DATE 23 FEB go OHS_B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 934
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR_Ul._3)
LONER £LEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA • o0000 ELEVON - .OOO0
• ; BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK _ .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
586 2.987 7.990 40.06 .1397-01 669.2 1326. _6.28 .6911-01 3.088 3843. .1937-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW) (]DOT DTWOT TW
NUHBER R-I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R OEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
586 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .1469 .1789 .1789 .9000 .6389-OB .77B0-02 4.737 3_..33 584,2
DATE 23 FEB eo OHS4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 935
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVONFUSELAGE (RqLII_4I
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH e. O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP _ 23.50 SPDGRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHG
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 " IFT3 /FTa
630 .5170 7.900 39.96 .1729-01 102.2 1245. 92.32 .lI36-OI .4963 3721. .3321-03 .7429-07
RUN H_EF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBCR R=I.O R=0,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
630 24.W80 a.4590 2197.0 .W703-01 .5699-0! o56.q9-01 °9000 .SLOB-03 .9825-03 .5773 4.042 532.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 DH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE: AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC T_L PAGE 936
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE CR4Ut.N4)
LONER ELEVON PARAMEIRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = o0000 ELEVON • o0000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DE6. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
608 .9985 7.940 39.95 .1383-01 207.4 1275. 93.67 .E231-01 .9844 3/67. .6428-03 .7537-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN X0 MS Y0 MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
608 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .5499-01 .6650-01 .6650-01 .9000 .1341-02 .1621-02 .9880 6.901 537.8
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL _ PAOE 93"7
OH84B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE IR4UH44)
LONER ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
_FLAP = 23.50 SPO&RK = .0000
• **TEST CON01TIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG, OEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSlA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFTa
602 1.989 7.980 39.99 .1735-01 434.8 1307. 95.13 .4526-01 2.018 3815. .1284-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) 0DOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R_I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC .ISEC
602 24.480 2.4590 2Ig?.O .8458-0| .1025 .1025 .9000 ,2965-02 .3594-02 2.213 15.28 560.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 INTHE AEDC V'KF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 93B
OHB4B SO-O LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UH44)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETR|C DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = 23,50 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONOITtONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
588 3.015 7.990 40.06 .1397-01 672.4 1322. 96.00 ,6944-01 3.103 3B3B. ,1952-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R•I.O R-O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTL:_C FTBSEC /SEC
5B8 24.4B0 2.4590 2197.0 .1493 .IBIB .i818 .gOB0 .6504-02 .7919-02 4.809 32.8q 58_.3
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE g3g
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UI.FtB)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK= .0000
***TEST CONDiTiONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT2
682 .502B 7.900 39.95 -.1036-01 100.6 1255. 93.06 .IlfB-OI .4884 3?36. .3242-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN N_




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=t.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTESEC /SEC
6Bi_ 24,480 2.4590 2197.0 .6482-01 .784_-01 .7848-01 .9000 .1110-02 .1344-02 ,8005 5,603 533.6
DATE 23 FEB gO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE !_10
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fRNUf'F_5)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .OOOO ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP • -5.000 SPOBRK = .0000
• ""TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
668 1.013 7.940 39.97 -.lO3B-OI 203.0 1261. 92.64 .2226-01 .9825 3746. .6487-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO MS YO MS TIC NO N/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O00T DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FT_-_SEC FTBBEC /SEC
668 _.4BO 2.4590 2197.0 .6S80-OI ;7985-01 .7985-01 .90GO .1600-02 .19q1-02 1.146 7.976 544.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE: AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _I
OH84B60-O LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE rRqUf._5)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40,00 BETA • ,0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
,*'TEST CONDfT_ONS o**
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/BEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
688 1.999 7.980 40,00 -,Bg47-02 434.9 1303. 94.84 .4527'01 2.018 3810. .1288-0_ .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN X0 MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN) GDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R•O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ DEG. R I_EG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
688 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .lOB? .1319 .1319 .9000 .3B08-02 .4622-02 2,817 19.4_ 563.0
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 942
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UI-145)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8°000 ALPHA - 40,00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SECIFT3 /FT2
XlO 6
702 2.996 7.990 40.05 -.6978-02 668.9 1323. 96.0? .6908-01 3.087 3839. .1941-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS Y0 MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN) QOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
702 24.480 8.4590 2197.0 .2073 ,2543 .2543 .9000 .9009-02 .II05-OI 6.447 43.50 607.0
\DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 943
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UH46)
PARAH_TRIC DATA
LOWER ELEVON
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40,00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON " 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V _ MLI
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/FT2
XlO 6 .4BB8 3736. .3245-03 .7489-07
680 .5032 7.900 39.93 -.1034-01 100.7 1255. 93.06 .II19-0!
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO HtTO| H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO F BSEC F BSEC F BSEC ISEC
680 B4.4BO 2.4590 2i97,0 .6537-01 .7922-01 .7922-01 .9000 .1120-02 .1357-0B .8035 5.614 537._
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 944
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UI-146)
PARAMETRIC DATA
LONER ELEVON
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/FT2
XlO 6 3751 .6440-03 .7472-07
666 l.OOS 7.940 39.97 -.6927-02 206.0 1264. 92.86 .2216-0l .9778 .
_UN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
666 24,490 2.4590 2197.0 .6298-01 .7652-01 .7652-0! .9000 .I52B-02 .1857-02 !.092 7.579 549.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL . . PAGE ¢J45
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UH4B)
PARAMETRIC DATA
LOWER ELEVON
MACH . = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p Q V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SECIFT2
XlO 6
690 2.005 7.990 40.00 -.6947-02 435.2 1303. 94.84 .4541-01 2.024 3810. .1292-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW] QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAW/TO F ESEC F ESEC F £SEC /BEG
890 24=480 2.4590 2197.0 .1130 .1374 .1374 .8000 .3967-02 .4623-02 2.9|1 20.01 568.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSON|C TUNNEL PAGE g46
0H846 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UI"I46)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN " RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DE:G. R P61A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-BEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FTB
700 2.995 7.990 40.04 -.6974-02 668.7 1323. 96.07 .6906-01 3.086 3839. .1940-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF sTN NO




RUN xO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/t-IREF H/HREF" TAN/TO HtTO) H(TAN) " (_00T DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DE:G. R BEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
700 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .2176 .2663 .2663 .9000 .9465-02 .1157-01 6.836 46.29 599.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL50-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 94_
0H94B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE cR4UI'F_7)
LONERELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40,00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 9.000 9PDBRK = .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS**e
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO flU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSiA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 /FT9
XlO 6
584 .5058 7.900 39.94 -.6904-02 I01.0 1253. 92.91 .l122-Ot .4902 3?33. .3259-03 .7477-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 9TU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
684 24.480 9.4590 2197.0 .6532-01 .7915-01 .7915-01 .9000 .ii20-02 .1359-02 .8035 5.619 535.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 948
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UI,_7)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK • .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEClFT2
XlO 6
670 1.020 7.940 39.9? -.t039-0I 207.6 1258. 92.42 .2233-0! .9854 3742. .6521-03 .7437-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO ;MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/I-REF TAN/TO H(TO) H[TAN) 0DOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R-!.0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ O£G. R I_G. RTAN/TO FTL:_-'_EC FTL:_'_EC FT_SEC ISEC
670 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .6294-01 .7636-01 .7636-0! .9000 .1532-02 .lBSB-02 1.096 7.639 5_.1
• \
J
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HOD£L 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYP£RSON|C TUNNEL PAGE g49
0H848 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE tR4UH_7_
LONER ELEVON PARANETRICDATA
HACH = 8.080 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 9.000 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONOIT|ONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R P$1A PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
686 1.998 71980 39,98 -.6934-02 434.7 1303. 94.84 .4525-01 2.017 3810. .1288-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN X0 MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(T0) HITAN) ODOT 0TI4DT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT29EC /SEC
686 24.480 9.4580 2197.0 .1137 .138t ,1381 .9000 .3983-02 .4837-02 2.938 20._1 565.0
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 950
_HB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4L_.I47)
LOWER ELEVON PARAHETR|C DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = B.O00 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
704 2.994 7.990 40.01 -.6953-02 669.4 1324. 96;14 .6913-01 3.089 3841. .1941-02 .7736-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HS TIC NO HIHREF WIHREF HII.IR_F- JAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT DTk_)T TM
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TNAITO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
704 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .2224 .271B .2"/19 .9000 .966B-OB .1182-0! ?.03_ 47.7l 596.2
!DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB%B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE gBI
OHBNB 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE tR4UH_B)
LOWER ELEVON PARAHETR|C OATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 15,00 SPDBRK • .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V _ HU
NUMBER /FT DEC. OEG. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XZO 6 /FT3 IFT_
676 .5094 7.800 38,83 -.609B-02 101.6 1252. 92.84 .It29-01 .4931 3732. ,3281-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO} .H(TAN) ODOT OTNOT TW
NUMBER R=].O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG, R
TAW/TO F'2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
676 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 ,5750-01 .6984-01 .6984-01 .9000 .990B-03 .1201-02 .7075 4.942 537.6
DATE 23 FEB go OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 95_
(_-,1646 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UH48)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 0.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
8DFLAP = 15,00 SPDBRK - ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSla PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEE
XtO 6 IFT3 IFT2
674 1.007 7.940 39.97 -.1039-0! 206.5 1264. 92.86 .2221-01 .980! 3751. .6456-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HR[F HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO; H(TAN) OOOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEE. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC ?TBSEC FT¢_SEC ISEC
674 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .6302-01 .7640-01 .7640-01 .9000 .153t-OB ,1856-02 I.I04 7.695 542.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHS4B MODELSO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 953
OHB4B BO-O LONERELEVON FUSELAGE rR4UH48)
PARAMETRIC DATA
LONER ELEVON
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BOFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSlA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SECIFT2
XIO 6 3810. .1292-02 .7631-07
692 2.004 7.980 40.00 -.6947-02 436.0 1303. 94.94 .4539-01 2.023
RUH HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS Y0 MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/T0 H(T0) H(TAN) O00T DTWOT TW
NUMBER R-t.O R•O.S R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT_SEC ISEC
692 ;24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .10 _5 .1248 .124B .9000 .3597-02 .4377-0_ 2.630 I8.05 571.?
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE: AEOC VKF'HYPERBON|¢ TUNNEL PAGE 954
OHe4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE :R4UI-1_8)
LOWER ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP - IS.0O SPDBRK - .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUES LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
698 2.999 7.990 40.02 ,.6958-02 669.0 1322. 96.00 .6909-0! 3.087 3838. .1942-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HS T/C NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHR_F TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TM
NUHBER R_I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DE9. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC _TBSEC YT2$EC /SEC
698 c'_-t.480 2.4590 2197.0 .2200 .2694 .2694 .9000 .956t-02 .]ITO-Ol 6.902 46.74 599.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 85S
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE IR4UI"_B;
PARAMETRIC DATA
LONER ELEVON
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA " 40.90 8ETA • ,0000 ELEVON " 5.090
8DFLAP = 23,50 SPDBRK • .0000
o,*TEST CONOITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/FT_
XlO 6 1127-01 .4825 3735. .3272-03 .?_8_'0_
67B .5076 7,900 39.96 -.1038'0! tOl._ 1254, 92.99 •
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/T0 H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT 8TWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R•O,9 R= BTU/R 8TUIR 8TU/ DEe. R DEG. RTAW/TO F 2SEC F 2SEC F 2SEC ISEC
678 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .5410-01 .7772-01 .7772-01 .9000 .1102-02 .1336-02 .7884 5.504 538.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE gSE
OH_4B 60-0 LONER ELEVONFUSELAGE (Rt_UH49)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVDN " 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
""TEST CONDITIONS'*"
F_UN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PStA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
672 ! .016 7.940 3;9.97 -.6925-02 206.9 I258. 92.42 .22a5-0I: ,9821 3"/42. .6499-03 ."/4:37-07
RUN HREF" STN NO
NUMBER BTUI R REF (R)
FT2SEC =, 01 "/5
6"/2 .2_30-0t .4028-0t
-- -- • • "TEST "DATA •""
RUN xo HS YO MS TIC NO H/.IREF HIHREI:" H/HREF TAN/TO H(T0) H(TAN) (]DOT DTNDT TN
NUHB_R R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
6"/2 24.480 2.4590 2iS"/. 0 .6275-0! ."/6] 0-01 .7610-0! .9000 .1525-02 .1849-02 I .093 "/.623 ,540.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 957
OHB4B BO-O LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UI-N9}
PARAMETRIC DATA
LOWER ELEVON
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON " 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .DO00
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V • RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/FT2
XlO 6 .1282-02 .7643-07
694 1.988 7.980 39.99 -.6937-02 433.4 1305. 94.98 .4512-0I 2.011 3813.
RUN HREF sTN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT OTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
694 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .1108 .1347 .!347 .9000 .3878-02 .471B-02 2.858 19.66 567.7
DATE 23 _F5 BO OHB4B MODEL60-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 96B
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE (RhUH49)
LOWER ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40°00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP • 23.50 SPDBRK " .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. =_ DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
696 3.000 7.990 40.03 -.6964-02 669.2 1322. 96.00 .6911-01 3.088 3838. .1943-0e .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HiHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R "BTUI DEG. R DEG, RTAW/TO FTL:_r-_[C FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
696 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .2132 .B616 .2616 .9000 .9263.02 .1137-0t 6.611 44.50 608;0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 959
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UHSO)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON " 7.500
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p O V RHO PILl
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
?68 .SIOI 7.900 39.98 -.3466-02 101.6 1251, 92.77 .1129-01 .4932 3730. .3284-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDt TN
NUMBER R-1.0 R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /BEG
768 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .6878-0! .8345-0! .8345-01 .9000 .I183-02 .1435-02 .8418 5.875 539.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 960
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE ¢R4UH50)
LONER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP _ .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
758 1.0]4 7.940 39.99 -.465t-06208.4 t266. 93.00 .2242-01 .9894 3754. .6506-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO __




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HtHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} ODOT DTNOT TN
R=I.O R=O.9 TAR=w/TO BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ lEG. R DEG. RNUMBER F ESEC F 2SEC F 2SEC /SEC
758 24.480 2.4590 2]97.0 .7699-0! .9361-0! .9361-01 .9000 o1880o02 .2285-0: 1.340 9.286 552.8
i) )
\)
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BD-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE go!
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE {R4UI'ISO)
LOHER ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON " '7.500
BDFLAP = • 0000 BPOBRK =' • 0000
***TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUi_ F_/L _ACH ALPHA _ETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PS[A DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
756 2.005 7.980 40.03 -.4673-06 434.6 1300. 94.62 ,4525-0! 2.017 3805, ,IL_31-Oe ,7B14-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TANI ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=!.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2_C FT2SEC FT2SEC /BEC
756 24.490 2.4590 2!97.0 .!323 .tBl! .161! .9000 .4634-02 .5641-02 3.372 23.14 57_.l
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84BMODEL 6O-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC T_L PAGE .962
OHe4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE rR4UI-I50)
LOkER ELEVON PARAHETRXC DATA
HACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 £LEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
• o'TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA ETA PO TO T P 0 V RNO I'IU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
746 3.012 7.990 40.06 -.3495-02 670.4 1320. 95.85 .6923-0! 3.094 3835. .1950-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/I-IREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN] ODOT DTNDT T_
NUHBER R-I.0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
746 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .2551 .3132 .3132 .9000 .I109-01 .1362-01 7.898 53.27 607.7
• \ "\
DATE 23 FEB 80 - OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 963
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UHBI)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • 7.500
BOFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS *°*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RI,,IO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
756 .50B0 7.900 39.98 -.3466-02 101.0 1250. 92.69 .llB3-OI .4905 3729. .3269-03 .7459-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) (]lOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBBEC /SEC
766 24.480 2.4590 B197.0 .32t5-0l .B757-01 .8757-01 .9000 .IB38-OB .1502-02 .B784 B.lBB 539.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 964
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR4UH51)
'" PARAMETRIC DATA
LOWERELEVON
• . HACH = B.OOO ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = ?.500
" !_r_" BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .O00O
'i
•**TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA B_:TA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SECIFT2
XlO B
760 1.001 7.940 39.99 -.4651-06 206.5 1269. 93.22 .B221-01 .9B03 3/59. .6431-03 .750B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTWDT TN
NUMBER R=t.O R=0.9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEO, R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
760 24.480 B,4590 2197.0 .7991-0! .9710-01 .9710-01 .9000 .1_3-02 ,2361-02 1.392 9.649 552.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 965
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE tR4UH51)
PARAMETRIC DATA
LOWER ELEVON
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/FT2
XlO 6 .4550-01 2.028 3813. 1293-02 .7643-07
754 2.004 7.980 40,06 -.4686-06 437.0 1305. 94.98
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=t,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEO. RTAN/TO F BSEC F BSEC F BSEC /SEC
754 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .1362 .1656 .1656 .9000 .4785-02 .5BIB-02 3.519 24.19 569._
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 966
OH64B 60.0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UHSI]
LOWER ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SF_)BRK = .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
748 2.974 7.990 40.07 -.4689-06 66].9 13=70. 95.85 .6836-01 3.055 3835. .1925-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




• RUN XO HS YO MS T/C NO H/I-IREF fllHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) HtTAN} OOOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- 9TU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /9EC
748 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 °2557 .3134 .3134 .9000 .1106-0! .1354-0! 7.910 53.46 603.6
/DATE 23 FEB BO 0H946 HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE g67
OH84B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE IR4UHS_)
LONER ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONOITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA B_TA PO TO T P O V R_ f,_
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PS|A DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PS| FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT_
764 .5066 7.900 39.98 -.4647-06 100.9 1251. 92.77 o1121-01 .4898 3730. .3262-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO H6 TIC _ H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(T0) H(TAWI 0DoT DTlaOT TN
NUNE_R R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO F'f2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
764 24.460 2.4590 2lgT.O .6804-0! .8_56-0! .8,_56-0! .gOOO ._166-02 .14|5-02 .B_=J5 5.788 63g.4
. ," ._
J
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 968
OHB4B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE _R4UH5_)
LOWER ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = B.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 23,50 SPOBRK = .OOO0
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG: R DEG. R PSIA PS! FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
762 1.002 7.940 39.99 -.4654-06 205.6 1265. 92.93 .2212-01 .9760 3'752. .6424-03 ."/478-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
762 .2424-01 .4054-0!
• "*TEST DATA *'°
RUN XO HS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=;.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R BEG. RTAHITO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
_6e 24.480 2.4590 2197.0 .7542-0! .9149-0! .9149-0! .9000 ,IBB9m02 .221B-02 1.316 9. t62 544.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE ¢JBg
OH84B 60-0 LONER ELEVON FUSELAGE fR'4UHS_]
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " 7.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPCBRK = .0000
°**TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 IFT2
752 2.017 7.980 40.06 -.4685-06 436.2 1298. 94.47 .45½t-0! 2,024 3802. .1299-02 .9602-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN X0 MS Y0 HS T/C .NO H/._Lr_EF H/HREF H/F_EF TAN/TO HfTO; HiTAN) (]100T DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R- 8TU/R BTUIR 8TU/ _,_..G. R DEGo RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2_EC FTc_-JEC ISIE:C
752 24.480 2.4590 2i97.0 .131B ,1605 .1605 .9000 .4622-02 .5630-0a 3.348 a2.g? 573._
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 970
0H848 60-0 LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE (R4UHS_)
LOWER ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BOFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O 6 /FT3 /FT2
750 3.008 7.990 40.07 -.3496-02 673.l 1325. 96.21 .6951-01 3.106 3842. .1950-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FTBSEC -.0175 _ _ •
750 .4360-0! .2338-0t
***TEST DATA***
RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HtI._REF TAW/TO H(TO] N(TAW] ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
TSO 24.480 2.4590 219"/.0 .2562 .3140 .3140 ,9000 .tilT-O! ._369-0! 8,044 54.34 604.6
/ /
DATE 83 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 971
OHB4B 80-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI02)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA = -4.000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
117 3.002 ?.9gO 29.96 -4.030 E71.8 1325, 96.21 .B93B-O! 3.!00 3842. .1946-0B .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/._-.EF H/.HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
II7 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .7336-02 .8813-02 .8813-0B .9000 .3195-03 .3839-03 .2525 1.816 534.4
!I? 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1289-01 .1550-01 .1550-01 .9000 .5617-03 .6753-03 ,4423 3.682 537.2
117 5.5650 26.039 2323.0 .IOBT-Ol .1233-01 .1233-01 .9000 .4473-03 .537B-03 .$540 8.735 533.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 9"72
OHB4B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI02)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA - -4.000 [LEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SIE¢
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
130 3.691 e.O00 29.96 -4.050 853.4 1351. 97.87 .8742-01 3.916 3880. .iL_ll-O_ .7876-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
130 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .8138-02 .B769-02 .9769-02 °9000 .3998-03 .479g-03 .3235 2.446 541.6
130 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1012-01 .1216-0! .1216-01 .SO00 .4972-03 .5971-03 .4013 3,312 543.6
130 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .8397-02 .I007-01 .1007-01 .9000 .4125-03 .4948-03 .334B _.579 538.9
• )• /
DATE 23 FEB 80 . OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PACE g75
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UI03)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - -2.000 ELEVON - .OOO0
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK " .OOCO
"'TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RH0 HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. OEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 IFT2
XlO B
153 1.989 7.980 29.95 -2.020 434.7 1307. 95.13 .4526-01 2.017 3815. .1284-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO
•NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R}
FT2SEC =.0175
153 .3505-01 .2877-0|
• ''TEST DATA "'t
RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAW) ODOT DTW_T TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
153 5.5550 24.576 2320.0 .1319-02 .1585-02 .1586-0_ .9000 .4624-04 .5560-04 .3591-01 .2731 530.2
153 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2241-02 .2694-02 .2694-02 .9000 .785_-04 .9443-04 .610B-OI .5078 529.2
153 5.5650 25.038 2323.0 .1847-02 .2219-02 ._219-02 .9000 .64",4-04 .7779-04 .5043-0! .3907 527.7
DATE 23 FEB 90 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE g"/4
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE rR4UI03)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA = -E.O00 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO I'IU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PS|A PS| FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O 6 /FT3 IFT_
114 3.016 7.990 29.95 -2.0i8 673.4 1323. 96.07 .6954-0! 3.I08 3839. .|954-0_ .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
• 114 .4360-01 .2335-0|
***TEST DATA***
RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) HITAN) GDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R:I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR 8TUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
114 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .2962-02 .3556-02 .3556-02 .9000 .1291-03 .1550-03 .1022 .7768 53t.2
114 5.5650 25,476 2322.0 .4684-02 .5623-02 .5523-02 °9000 .2042-03 .2452-03 .1618 1.344 530.6
114 5.5650 26.038 _323.0 .4274-02 .5129-02 .5129-02 .9000 .1864-03 .2236-03 .1480 1.146 528.7
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 975
OHB4B SO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI03)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 30,00 BETA = -2.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = ,0000 SPDBRK • .OOOO
*'*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
IB? 3.689 8.000 29.96 -2.010 R54.0 1352. 97.95 .8748-01 3.919 38Bt. .2411-02 ._B82-07
RUN HREF STN NO




LIITn W(TAU ]RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/6_EF H/HREF TA.... H[TO! ..... ODOT DTWOT TW
_R R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
127 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .3198-02 .3836-02 .3836-02 .9000 .1572-03 .1885-03 .1278 .9681 538.4
127 5.5650 25.476 23{?.2.0 .2690-02 .3225-02 .3225-02 .9000 .1322-03 .1585-03 .1078 .8927 536.4
127 5.5650 25.038 2323.0 .2848-02 .34_2-02 .3412-02 .9000 .I399-03 .1677-03 .IJ44 .8828 534.5
: DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE g76
OH64B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4Ui04)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - -I.000 ELEVON - .0000
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• "*TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
150 1.973 7.980 29.94 -1.005 435.5 1316. 95.78 .4534-01 B.OBI 3829. .I278-06 .7708-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (]DOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 TADR=N/T FTBSEcBTU/R FTBSEcBTU/R FTBsEcBTUI DEG./SECR DIEG. R
150 5.5650 24.576 23=?.0.0 .2786-03 .3346-03 .3346-03 .9000 .9787-05 .1175-04 .7696-0_ .5855-0i 5L_9.4
150 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .8918-03 .i071-OB .I071-02 .9000 .3133-04 .3762-04 .L_66-01 .2051 5_8.6
150 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .9228"03 .1108-02 .llOB-02 .9000 .3242-04 .3891-04 .2555-01 .1979 527.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE g'r?
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI04)
PARAMETRIC DATA
AFT FUSE,ELEVON
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA" 30.00 BETA - -1.000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGSIFT3 LB-SEC/FT2
X10 6 .1945-02 .7742-07
Ill 2.998 7.990 29.94 -.9934 671.3 1325. 96.21 .6932-0! 3.098 3842.
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN ZO MS ^uF'ff3"^ v,/_ ,40 H/F_..EF H/HREF...... H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN) ODOT DTI,_T TN
N_R R=I.O R=O.9 R- BTU/R BTu/R 8TU/ DEG. M ur.u, RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC .
I1! 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .9073-03 .1089-02 .1089-02 .9000 .3950-04 .4741-04 .3137-01 .2386 530.5
III 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1214-02 .1457-02 .I457-02 .9000 .5286-04 .6342-04 .4205-0! .3496 529.2
111 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1249-02 .149B-02 .149B-02 .9000 .5438-04 .6523-04 .4333-01 .3356 527.8
DATE 23FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 97B
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UI04)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - -I.000 ELEVON - .0000
9DFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSiA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT9
123 3.686 9.000 29.95 -.9857 853.2 1352. 97.85 .9740-01 3.915 3981. .2409-02 .7992-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS xo HS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO HITO} HITAH) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=].O R=0.9 R- BTU/R 9TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTESEC ISEC
123 5.5650 24.5?6 2320.0 .1604-02 .1923-02 .1923-02 .9000 .7881-04 .9445-04 .9439-01 .4883 535.0
123 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1855-02 .2222-02 .2222-02 .9000 .9114-04 .1092-03 .7459-01 .6185 533.5
I23 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1919-02 .2298-02 .229B+02 .9000 .9426-04 .1129-03 .7731-0! .5977 531.5
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 979
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE ¢R4UI06)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC OATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = ,0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 B IFT3 IFT2
II .5125 ?.BOO 29.95 .4910-02 100.6 1239. 91.88 .IlI8-OI .4884 3712. .3284-03 .7393-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2BEC =.0175 - .
lI .1709-01 .5657-01
''*TEST DATA'*"
RUN ZO MS xO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTi,_T TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
11 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .7751-03 .9414-03 .9414-03 .9000 .1324-04 .1B09-04 ,9285-02 .7686-01 537,6
1! 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .814g-03 ,9896-03 .BB96-03 .9000 .1393-04 .16gi-04 .9769-02 .7531-01 537.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 980
OH84B 80-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UIOS)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = G.O00 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RNIL MAcH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V I_10
NtJHBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
48 1.981 7.980 29.96 .8453-02 434.4 1310. 95.35 .4522-0| 8.016 3820. .1280-02 .767B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS xo MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIFEREF TAM/TO H(TO) H(TANI ODOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= ............. BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DED. R . DEG. R
TAN/TO FTSSEC FTL_EC FT2BEC ISEC
4B 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .8747-04 .I053-03 .1053-03 .9000 .3066-05 .3690-05 .B375-02 .1801-01 535.2
4B 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .9540-03 .1148-02 .1148-02 .9000 .3344-04 .4024-04 .8592-01 .2149 _,534.5
4B 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .I051-02 .1264-02 .1264-02 .9000 .3684-04 .4432-04 .2859-01 .2208 533.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 981
OHB4G 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4U]06)
- PARAMETRIC DATA
AFT FUSE.ELEVON
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 3_.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP= .0000 SPDBRK = .OOOO
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/FT2
XIO 6
77 3.028 7.990 29.98 -.2446-02 670.1 1315. 95.49 .6920-0! 3.092 3827. .1956-02 .7664-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTWO_ TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
77 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .3508-03 .4215-03 .4215-03 .9000 .1524-04 ,1831-04 .1196-01 .9096-01 530.I
77 5.5650 25.476 E322.0 .6487-03 .7790-03 .7790-03 .9000 .2818-04 .3384-04 .2815-01 .IB42 528.8
77 5.5650 25.038 2323.0 .8912-03 .1070-02 .1070-02 .9000 .3872-04 .4648-04 .3047-01 .2361 527.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 : OM84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 98£"
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE HR4UIO6)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .8000 SPDBRK = .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /fT2
120 3.698 B.O00 29.97 .7342-02 B53.1 1349. 97.73 .B?3B-Ot 3.915 3877. .2413-02 .7864-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO HS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAM/TO H(TO} HITAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
120 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .8089-03 .9694-03 .9694-03 .9000 .3972-04 .4760-04 .3237-01 .2457 533.7
120 5.5650 25.4;6 2322.0 .8161-03 .9736-03 .9"7'76-03 .9000 .4007-04 .4800-04 .3272-01 .2716 532.2
120 5.5650 26.03B 2323.0 .1294-02 .1549-02 .1549-02 .SO00 .6353-04 .3607-04 .5196-01 .4018 530.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VI<F HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE g83
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UIOB)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC _ATA
HACH 8.000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA = I.O00 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .ODD0 SPDBRK = .OOOO
"*'TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PS|A DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-EC
X|O S /FT3 /FT2
51 2.02! 7.980 29.94 _.035 434.5 1293. 94.11 .4523-01 2.016 3795, .1297-02 .7573-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/CNO HiHREF H/HREF H/H_EF TAN/TO n,,O)u'_ H(TAW) QOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ lEG. R lEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
Sl 5.5650 24,576 2320.0 .5085-04 .6131-04 .6131-04 .9000 .1779-05 .2145-05 ,1347-02 .1022-0I 535.2
51 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .7341-03 .BB49-03 .B849-03 .9000 ,2568-04 .3095-04 .1948-01 .I616 534.0
51 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .9!38-03 .!101-02 .llOl-02 .9000 .3196-04 ,3852-04 ,242B-01 .1876 533.0
DATE 23FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 994
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE IR4UIIO)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.OOO ALPHA • 30.00 BETA " 8.800 ELEVON = .0000
8DFLAP = .0900 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS °''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X_O 6 /FT3 /FT2
55 2.000 7.980 29.95 2.036 435.1 ]303. 94.84 .4530-0I 2.019 3810. .t289-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW} DOOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=l.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG, RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
55 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .2312-03 .2776-03 .2776-03 .9000 .BI02-O5 .9729-05 .6312-02 .4816-0! 523.7
55 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .6964-03 ,8360-03 .8360-03 .9000 .2441-04 .2930-04 .1904-0! .1688 522.7
55 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .B4tO-03 .1009-02 .t009-02 .9000 .294B-04 .3538-04 .2302-0! .1789 521.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 985
OHB4B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE IR4UIll)
AFT FUSEoELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - -4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS °**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 6 /FT3 /FT2
165 2.002 ?.BBO 34.98 -4.052 435.0 1302. 94.75 .4529-01 2.019 3808. .1290-0B .762_-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HiHREF TAN/TO H(TO} HITAN) O00T DTI_DT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEe. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
165 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .7167-03 .BB28-03 .eBBS-03 .9000 .2511-04 .3023-04 .1930-0| .146B 533.1
165 5.5650 25.476 232B.0 .1568-02 .lBBT-0B .1887-0B ,9000 .5494-04 .6614-04 .4227-01 .350B 532.4
165 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1487-02 .I790-02 ,1790-02 .9000 .5212-04 .B272-04 .4017-0! .3lOB 531.0
j, DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 986
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON 5PLXT LINE (R4UIIt)
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 6.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA = -4.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP- .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• ,,TEST CONOTTIONS--°
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RNO NU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
lOB 2.984 7.990 34.98 -4,050 670.! !328. 96.43 .6920-01 3.092 3846, .1937-02 .7760-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS X0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/_F HIHREF TAN/TO HITO) H/TAW) ODOT DTHDT TW
NUMBER R-!.O R-O.8 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
IOB 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1669-02 .2004-02 .2004-02 .9000 .7263-84 .8720-04 .5'T'/I-OI .4362 533.1
10B 5.5650 L_5.476 2322.0 .1862-02 .2259-02 .2259-02 .9000 .B191-04 .9831-04 .6518-01 .5411 531.9
108 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2128-02 .2554-02 .2554-02 .9000 .9263-04 .llll-03 .7364-0l .571l 530.5
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE gg?
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UIII)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = '8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - -4.000 ELEVON - .0000
' BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO- T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/RT2
XlO 6 98.02 .B745-0! 3.918 3883. .2408-02 .7888-07
142 3.684 8.000 35.01 -4.001 853.7 t353.
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN Z0 MS X0 MS T/C NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(TO) H(TAN_ _ T
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/T0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
142 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .3631-02 .4357-02 .4357-02 .9000 .1784-03 .2141-03 1448 1.095 541.4
142 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .4832-02 .5798-02 .5798-02 .9000 .2375-03 .2849-03 1929 1.595 540.3
142 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .4634-02 .5557-02 .5557-02 .9000 .2277-03 ,2731-03 1855 1.430 538.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 9e8
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI|2)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - -2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DE6. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 IFT3 IFTE
I62 2.007 7.980 35.00 -1.998 435.0 1300. 94.62 .4529-0I 2.019 3805. .1292-02 .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 9TU/R BTU/ lEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT_3EC FT25EC FT2SEC /SEC
162 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1262-03 .1519-03 .1519-03 .9000 .4421-05 .5320-05 .3400-02 .2585-01 530.6
162 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1065-02 .1282-02 .1282-02 .9000 .3732-04 .4490-04 .2875-01 .2389 529.4
]62 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1208-02 .I452-02 .1452-02 .9000 .4231-04 .5088-04 .3264-01 .2528 528.2
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 989
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UIIB)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 35.00 BETA - -2.000 ELEVON • .O00O
BDFLAP _ ,OOOO SPDBRK = .0000
•"*TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
×_O 6 /FT3 tFT2
105 3.010 7.990 35.02 -1.985 670.5 1321. 95.92 .6924-01 3.094 3836. .1948-02 .7718-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO ,HS T!C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
105 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .8952-03 .I076-02 .1076-02 .9000 .3894-04 .4679-04 .3065-01 .2327 533.5
105 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1136-02 .1364-02 .1364-02 .9000 .4939-04 .5932-04 .3896-0! .3235 531.8
105 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1529-02 .1836-02 .1836-02 .9000 .6652-04 .7987-04 .5257-01 .4067 530.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 990
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE rR4UIIB]
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 9.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA " -2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
139 3.682 8.000 35.03 -1.973 853.3 1353. 98.02 .8741-01 3.916 3883. .2407-02 .7888-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO HtTO) H(TAN) ODOT DTblDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-O;9 R- BTUIR BTU/R 8TU/ D£G. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
139 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1197-02 .|424-02 .14L:_,-02 .9000 .5831-04 .6995-04 .4739-0I .3586 539.9
139 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1444-02 .1732-02 .1732-02 .9000 .7097-04 .9509-04 .5784-01 .4788 537.6
139 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2200-02 .2637-02 .2637-02 .9000 .1081-03 .1295-03 .8825-01 .6907 536.2
...................................... _ .............. _ .....
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH846 MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 991
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UII3)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON . PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .O00O SPDBRK = .0000
"** TEST CONOI T IONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 -- IF'T3 I F"TB
159 2.024 7.980 35.0i -.9963 436.7 1296. 94.33 .4547-01 2.02-/ 3'799. .1301-02 .'7590-0"7
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF (R)
F T2SEC =. 0175
159 . 3508-01 •2856-01
• **TEST DATA''*
..... usu '.:'= _1 _=,EI:" TAN/TO H(TO) H{TANt OOOT DTNDT TW
_urw ZO MS XO HS T/C L,,_ H/HREF ....R..
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 6TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
159 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .3849-03 .I.1632-03 .4632-03 .9000 .1350-04 .1625-04 .1035-01 .'7880-01 528.9
159 5.5650 25.4"/6 2322.0 • 1102-02 . I325-02 . 1326-02 .9000 .386-/-04 .4653-04 .2968-01 .2469 528.3
159 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1154-02 .1388-02 .I388-02 .9000 .404-/-04 .486B-04 .3110-01 ,2410 E_?.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 9B2
OHB4B BO-O AFT FusELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tRWUIIS)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 35.00 BETA - -l.OOO ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*,,TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI RT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 IFT2
XlO S
102 3.006 7.990 35.02 -.9887 872.7 1325. 96.21 .6947-0| 3.104 3842. .1949-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= , BTU/R. BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /S£C
102 5.5650 84.576 232.0.0 .4941-03 .5940-03 .5940-03 .gooo .2154-04 .2589-04 .1696-01 .1285 537.2
102 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .I101-02 .1383-02 .1323-02 .90OO .479B-04 .5765-04 .378B-01 .3139 535.2
102 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1540-02 .1850-02 .IBSO-08 .90OO .6714-04 .B064-04 .5310-01 .4101 533.7
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL r PAGE 993
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4Ull3)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA " 35.00 BETA = -I.000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .OOO0
*''TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FTB
I36 3,699 8,000 '35.06 -.9697 856.1 1352. 97.95 .8769-0! 3,929 3881. ,2416-02 .7882-07
RUN NREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS ^v_ MS TIC NO ........Ht_nrr H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWOT TH
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BIU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
136 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .7560-03 .9069-03 .9069-03 .9000 .3720-04 .4462-04 .3023-01 .2289 539.1
136 5.5650 25,476 2322.0 .1333-02 .1598-02 .|598-02 .9000 .6559-04 .7863-04 .5344-01 .4425 536.9
136 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2095-02 .2511-02 .2511-02 .9000 .1031-03 .1235-03 .8413-01 .649l 535.5
.'. • ,
: DATE 23 FEB 60 OH_B HOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE g94
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UII4)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • _.0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO , HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 _IFT2
14 .5200 7.900 34.96 .2136-02 t02.3 1241. 92.02 .1137-01 .4868 3715. .3335-03 ._405-07
RUN P_REF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO H6 TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HtTAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTESEC FT¢_SEC FT2SEC /SEG
14 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .2639-03 .3204-03 .3204-03 .9000 .4549-05 .5523-05 .3201-02 .2426-01 533. I
14 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1201-02 .1458-02 .|458-02 .9000 .2071-04 .2514-04 .1458-01 .12OB 536.5
I_ 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .]393-02 .I642-02 .1642-02 .9000 .2332-04 .2830-04 .1644-01 .1268 535.7
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 9913
,; 0H846 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UII4)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA = 35.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .O000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA P0 TO T P O V RH0 HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/6EC SLUGS LB-SEC
XZO 5 /FT3 /FTE
6I 2.00! 7.980 34.69 .9426-07 435.2 1303. 94.84 .4531_0] 2.020 3810. .1289-02 ,7631-07
RUN HREF STfl flO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(TO) H(TAN) GOOT OTWOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R 6TU/ DEG. R DEO. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /5EC
61 5.5650 _*.576 2320.0 .3041-03 .3657-03 .3657-03 .9000 .1066-04 .IBBB-04 .6243-0_ .6271-01 529.4
6! 5.5650 25.4?6 2322.0 .1170-02 .1406-02 .1406-02 .9000 .4100-04 .4929-04 .3176-01 .2642 5_7.9
61 6.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1347-02 .1619-02 .1619-02 .9000 .4723-04 .5676-04 .3665-01 .284I 526.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 996
_ 0H846 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE IR4UII4)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETR|C DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BET_ PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
80 3.039 7.990 35.01 -.6938-03 670.1 1312. 95.27 .6920-01 3;092 3823. .1960-02 .7666-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO HS XO HS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
80 5.5650 24.5?6 2320.0 .6579-03 .?908-03 .7908-03 .9000 .2857-04 .3434-04 .2229-0! .1694 531.5
80 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1211-02 .1455-02 .1455-02 .9000 .5259-04 .6319-04 .411|-01 .3417 529.9
80 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1538-02 .1848-02 .1848-02 .9000 .6680-04 .8024-04 .5231-01 .4050 528.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 887
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UII4)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 8ETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0080
BDFLAP = :0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
133 3.692 8.000 35.03 -.68S8-03 854.7 1352. 97.95 .8755-0! 3.922 3881. .2413-0E .7882-0_
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (]DOT DTMDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUtR BTUIR BTU/ D£G. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
133 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .3650-03 .43"n-03 .4377-03 .9000 .1795-04 .2152-04 .I461-01 .1107 53"/.B
133 5.5650 25,476 2322.0 .1605-02 .1924-02 .1924-02 .9000 .7892-04 .9459-04 .6441-01 .5337 535.6
133 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2367-02 .2836-02 .2836-02 .9000 .1164-03 .1394-03 .9512-01 .7343 534.3
i_!_
: DATE 2:3 FEB 80 OH64B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 998
0H84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT L!NE fR4UIIS}
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA =' 40.00 BETA = -IO.O0 ELEVON " .0000BDFLAP .0000 SPDBRK =' .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER IFT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 /FT3 IFT_
202 .5125 7.900 39.95 -I0.04 103.5 1263. 93.66 .II51-0! .5026 3748. .3316-03 .7536-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 6TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DED. RTAN/TO FTESEC FTESEC FTESEC ISEC
202 5.5650 2_.576 2320.0 .7766-03 .9385-03 .9385-03 .9000 .t35t-04 .1632-04 .9892-02 .7523-01 530.4
202 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .3053-02 .3689-02 .3689-02 .9000 .5311-04 .6417-04 .3890-01 .3233 530.E
E02 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .3040-02 .3673-02 .3673-02 .9000 .5288-04 .6389-04 .3877-01 .3001 529.5
DATE 23 FEB 60 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 999
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND £LEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UIIS)
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAHETR_C DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 43.00 BETA - -tO.O0 ELEVON - .0000
BDPLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = ._000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PS_A DEG. R DEG. R PS[A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
[89 1.002 7.940 38.96 -10.05 203.7 ;257. 92.34 .2191-01 .9670 3740. .6404-03 .7431-07
RUN H_EF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 HtTO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUiR BTUi DEG. R DiEG. R
TAN/T0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
189 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1923-02 .2325-02 .2325-02 .9000 .4634-04 .5605o04 .3362-01 .2556 531.2
189 5.5650 E5.476 2322.0 .B275-02 .I001-01 .]00]-0[ .9000 ,I995-03 .2414-03 .1443 1.19B 533.0
189 5.5650 25.038 2323.0 .I]97-01 .1448-01 .1448-01 .9000 .2885-03 .3491-03 .2086 1.6ll 533.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN. THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE tO00
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UIl5_
AFT FUSE,ELEVDN PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • -IO.O0 ELEVON - .O00O
BDFLAP = .OOOO SPDBRK = o0000
""TEST CONDITIONS**''
RUN RN/L MAcH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 IFT3 /FT2
17! 2.002 7.980 39.98 -10.09 434.9 1302, 94.76 .4528-01 2.018 3808. .1290-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (;tOOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
• TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
171 5.5650 L:_.576 2320.0 .6388-02 .7700-02 .7700-02 .9000 .223B-03 .2698-03 .1709 1.294 53B.I
171 5.5650 L_5.476 2322.0 .694B-02 .B375-02 .B375-02 .9000 .2435-03 .3934o03 .1860 1.540 537.5
171 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .BlO0-02 .7347-02 .7347-02 .9000 .2137-03 .2574-03 .163B 1.264 535.1
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IO01
OHB4B BO-O ART FUSELAGE AND ELEVDN SPLIT LINE (R4UI|5)
AFT FUSEoELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - -|O.O0 ELEVON = .ODD0
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PS[A DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC sLuGs LB-SECIFT3 /FT2
X!0 B
99 2.993 7.990 40,02 -tO.lO 670.6 1326. 96.29 .6925-0! 3.095 3843. .!941-02 .774B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H!TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R_I.O R=O.S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
99 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .7179-02 .8644-02 .B644-02 .9000 .3125-03 .3762-03 .2443 1.845 543.8
99 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .7739-02 .9315-02 .9315-0B .9000 .3368-03 .4054-03 .2640 2.1SO 542.1
99 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .6534-02 .7859-02 .7859-02 .g000 .2844-03 .3421-03 .2235 1.72! 539.6
DATE 23 FEB 90 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE lOOe
• OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UI|?)
AFT FUSEoELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " -4.000 £LEVON " .0000
' BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA [DO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PS_A DEG. R OEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 6 IFT3 /FT_
199 ._996 7.900 39.96 -3.996 99.13 1249. 92.54 .1102-01 .4913 3729. .3213-03 .7447-07
RUN I-_EF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/CNO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN7 QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
199 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .3859-03 .4667-03 .4667-03 .9000 .6555-05 .7927-05 .4725-0_ .3599-01 526.8
199 5.5650 25.476 9322.0 .2155-02 .2606-02 .2606--02 .9000 .3660-04 .4426-04 .2639-01 .2196 5c_6.B
199 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2433-02 .2942-02 .2942-02 .9000 .4132-04 .4996-04 .2981-01 .2311 526._
H
.... /r" ..........
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1003
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVDN SPLIT LINE fR4UI|7)
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*,*TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PBIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SECIFT2
XlO 6 ;6372-03 .7472-07
185 .9941 7.940 39.96 -3.989 203.8 Z254. 92.86 .2192-01 .9674 375I.
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TUIR BTU/R BTU/ OEG, R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
186 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1605-03 .1939-03 .1939-03 .9000 .3873-05 .4681-05 .2837-02 .2157-0! 531.1
186 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2218-02 .2680-02 .2680-02 .9000 .5352-04 .6467-04 .3922-01 .3258 530.8
186 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2286-02 .2762-02 .27S2-02 .9000 .5518-04 .6666-04 .4049-01 .3133 529.9
iDATE 23 FEB BO OHB46 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1004
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4U! 17)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC OATA
MACH • 8,000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON- .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = ,0000
• =*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT BEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PS|A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
+' XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
iT? 1.998 7.990 39.98 -4.0tO 434.6 1303. 94.84 .4525-01 2.017 3elO. .1288-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R•0.9 R= BTU/R 8TUIR BTUI BEG. R OEO. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC - /SEC
177 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .9570-03 .1151-02 . 1151-02 .9000 .3352-04 .4032-04 .B592-0! .1972 52¢J.B
17"/ 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1844-02 .2217-02 ,2217-02 .9000 .6460-04 .7767-04 .5001-01 .4159 528.5
1"/7 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1906-02 .B291-02 .B291-02 .9000 .6676-04 .B024-04 .5177-01 .4011 _7.7.2
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE !005
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE II_UII?)
AFT FUSE,ELEvoN PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .OOO0 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p O V RtlO l_J
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SECIFT3 IFT_
XIO 6
85 2.992 7.990 39.9g -4.021 6?0.3 1325. 96.29 ,6922-01 3.093 3843. .1940-OB .774B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO ItS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER _=_ n R=O°9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DIEG. R
..... TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
95 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1774-02 .2129-02 .2129-02 .9000 .77IB-04 .9265-04 .6128-01 .4657 531.7
95 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1857-02 .2229-02 .2229-02 .9000 .8082-04 .9700-04 .6423-01 .5335 530.9
95 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2456-02 .2946-02 .2946-02 .9000 .I069-03 .1282703 .8503-0I .6579 _g.9
. "_:-, ". ,
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1006
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4U||B)
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = -2.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R {)lEG. R PS|A PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-BEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
196 .5017 7.S00 39.96 -i.593 100.6 1257. 93.8! .1118-0] .488S 3739. .3238-03 .7501-07
RUN HREF STN NO




_UN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO. H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT 8TNDT TW
NUMBER R=1.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R - 8TUI DEG. R DLG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
196 5,5650 24.576 2320.0 .6492-03 .7850-03 .7850-0_ .9000 .filE-04 .1345-04 ,8080-08 .6145-01 536.2
196 5.5650 25.476 2.322.0 .1983-02 .2397-02 o2397-0_ .9000 .3397-04 .4107-04 .2470-01 .8053 _9.7
t96 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2176-02 .2630-02 .2630-0e .9000 .3728-04 .4506-04 .2713-01 .2101 528.9
)
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB46 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1007
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UllG!
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -6.000 ELEVON - .DO00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 /FIB
Xi0 6
I83 1.005 7.940 39.96 -2.000 205.1 Z260. 92.56 .2E06-0! .9736 3945. .6433-03 .9449-07
RUN HREF STN NO




_JN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) ODOT 6TNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR 6TUi DEG. R u'-"EG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTESEC ISEC
183 5.5£50 24.596 6320.0 .8212-03 .9934-03 .9934-03 .9000 .19B?-04 .2404-04 .1444-01 .I066 533.6
IB3 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .213i-OB .2577-02 .2571-0B .9000 .5155-04 .6235-04 .3949-01 .31t_ 532.4
183 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2i12-02 .2554-02 .2554-02 .9000 .Sill-04 ,6199-04 .3722-01 .2898 531.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1008
OHB4B 6D-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UII8)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - -2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .OOnO
•°°TEST CONDITIONS°*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSlA DEG. R lEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FTB
174 1.998 7,980 39.98 -2.C00 435.7 1305. 04.98 .4536-01 2,022 3813. .1289-0B .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TlC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
174 5.5650 24.57B 2320.0 .5718-03 .6872-03 .6872-03 .9000 .2006-04 .2411-04 .1558-01 .1187 527.8
174 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .I584-0B .1903-02 .1903-0B .9000 .5557-04 .6678-04 .43B0-01 .3595 527.3
174 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1757-0B .Blll-02 .2111-OB .9000 .6165-04 .7407-04 .4799-01 .37B0 526.2
i •i)
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1009
0HB48 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UIIBI
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " -2.000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSlA DEC. R DEC. R PSlA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
90 3.013 7.990 40.02 -2.028 670.6 1320. 95.85 .6925-01 3.085 3835. .1850-02 .7913-07
RUN H_EF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=1.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R {)lEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
90 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .9076-03 .1093-02 .1093-02 .90O0 .3947-04 .4752-04 .3075-01 .2326 r'j_0.7
90 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1958-02 .2355-02 .2355°02 .9000 .8514-04 .I024-03 .6650-01 .5502 538.6
90 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2542-02 .3057-02 .3057-02 .B000 .1105-03 .t330-03 .8652-01 .6670 537.0
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I0|0
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPL|T LINE _R4U|21)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAHETR|C DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = -1.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP I .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
• *°TEST CONDITIONS H*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. OEG. PS[A OEG. R DEG. R PS[A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 B /FT] IRTe
193 .5035 7.900 33.99 -1.006 99.9[ 1248. 92.54 ,Eli0-0! .4851 3726. .323B-03 .7447-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
193 5.5650 24.5?6 2320.0 .168g-03 .2045-03 .2045-03 .9000 ,2880-05 .3487-05 .2064-02 .[569-01 531.0
[93 5.5650 25.4?6 2322.0 .[718-02 .2079-02 .2079-02 .S000 .B929-04 .3546-04 .BE00-01 .1744 F30.7
[93 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1889-02 .2287-02 .2287-02 .S000 .3221-04 .3899-04 .2312-01 .1769 L39,9
GATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MOGEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE loll
OHB4B BO-G AFT FUSELAGE ANG ELEVGN SPLIT LINE (R4UlB|)
AFT'FUSE.ELEVGN PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -I.O00 ELEVON - .GO00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"**TEST CONGITIONS**"
RU,_ RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 IFT2
IBO 1.002 7.940 39.98 -1.002 205.1 1263. 92.79 .2206-01 .9736 3749. .6418-03 .7466-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZG MS X0 MS TiC NG HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TG) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEO. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEE
180 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .2690-03 .3255-03 .3255-03 .9000 .6511-05 .TBBO-05 .4732-02 .3588-01 535.9
180 5.5550 25.476 2322.0 ,!929-02 ,2334-02 ,_334-02 .9000 .4669-04 .5650-04 .3396-01 .2815 535.3
180 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .I927-02 .2331-02 .2331-02 .9300 .4664-04 .5642-04 .3396-01 .2522 534.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1012
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UI21)
m
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " -I,O00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
Z
"''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MAOH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XiO 6 /FT3 /FT2
168 2.906 7.980 40.02 -1.016 435.8 1302. 94.76 .4537-01 2.023 3808. .1292-0E .7626-07
RUN HREF sTN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I_O R=O.B R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
168 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .4663-03 .56"13-03 .5613-03 .9000 .1636-04 .I969-04 .1258-01 .9555-01 532.6
168 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1551-02 .1867-0B .1867-02 .9000 .5442-0_ .6549-04 .4190-01 .3478 531.8
168 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .t649-02 .1984-02 .1984-02 .9000 .5785-04 .6960-04 .4460-01 .3450 530.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I013
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE _R4UI_I)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -I.O00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
86 3.010 7.990 _0.08 -I.034 669.] i319. g5.?B .6910-01 3.088 3833. .1947-02 .7707-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO M(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
86 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .8589-03 .1033-02 .I033-02 .9000 .3731-04 .4488-04 .2913-01 .2207 537.7
86 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1742_02 .2095-02 .2095-02 .9000 .7566-04 .9098-04 .5923-0i .4908 535.8
86 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2255-02 .2711-02 .2711-02 .9000 .9797-04 .1178-03 .7684-01 .5932 534.4
f
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1014
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI22)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .OOOO
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PS! FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
M!O 6 /FT3 tFT2
17 .5042 7,900 40.02 -.3159-02 99.80 1246. 98.40 .1109-01 .4846 3723. .3240-03 .7435-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=!.O R=0.9 R= STu/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTESEC /SEC
17 5.5650 24.578 2320.0 .7751-03 .9401-03 .9401-03 .9000 .1321-04 .1602-04 .9375-02 .7ll0-01535.B
17 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1655-02 .2007-02 .2007-0B .9000 .2820-04 .3419-04 .2004-01 .1661 534.9
17 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .!B89-02 .2290-02 .2290-02 .9000 .3219-04 .3901-04 .2291-0! .1769 534.0
_)
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B HODEL BOmO IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I015
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UI22)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = .0000
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"'*TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSiA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FTB
33 1.016 7.940 40.01 :I050-02 206.6 1257. 92.34 .2223-01 .gBOB 3740. ,6496-03 .7431-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO ItS xo HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/I-_EF TAW/TO H(TO} HtTAN) CIOOT DTkE)T TN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
33 5,5650 25.476 2322.0 .1959-02 .2370-02 .2370-02 .9000 .4757-04 .5754-04 .3449-b! .2863 531.7
33 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .!745-02 .2!!!-02 .2!]!-02 °9000 =4237-0_ .5!25-0_ .3074-01 ,2377 531,1
DATE E3 FEB 80 OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPIERSON|C TUNNEL PAGE 1016
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE rR4UIBB)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PS]A DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XTO 6 IFT3 /FT2
74 2.011 7,980 40.05 -.1426-06 436.5 130]. 94.69 .4544-01 2.026 3807, .lB95-02 .7620-07
RUN HREF STN N0




RuN ZO HS XO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R lEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
74 5,5650 _.576 _32o.o .e007-03 .9639-03 .9639-03 .9000 .2B10-04 .3383-04 .2159-01 .1640 532.4
74 5.5650 25.476 B322.0 .]494-02 .1797-02 .1797-02 .9000 .5243-04 .6308o04 .4038-01 .3355 530.5
74 5,5650 26.038 2323.0 .!674-02 .2013-02 .2013-02 .9000 .5874-04 .7065-04 ,453E-01 .3508 529.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1017
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI22)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 6.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .OOO0 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .OOOO SPDBRK = .0000
'''TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT "_O. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
83 3.029 7.990 40.06 -.I434-06 670.3 I315. 95.49 .6922-01 3.093 3827. .I957-02 .7684-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} HtTAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
83 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1108-02 .Z333-02 .1333-02 .9000 .4817:04 .5792-04 .3761-01 .2855 533.8
83 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1822-02 .2189-02 .2189-02 .9000 .7916-04 .9514-04 .6196-0! .5144 531.9
83 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2279-02 .2738-02 .2738-02 .9000 .9902-04 .I!BO-O3 ,7763-0! .EO05 530.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE lOIS
OHB4B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE {R4UI22)
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 £LEVON - .0000
BDFLAP .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
•--TEST CONDITIONS,,,
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO I P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
146 3.67] B.O00 40.07 -.]071-02 851.7 1354. 98.09 .8724-0] 3.908 3884. .2400-02 .7893-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO| H(TAW) OOOT DTWDT TW
_UMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2S/C FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
145 5.5650 24.576 2320,0 o1376-02 .|55|-02 .|651-02 .9000 .6753-04 .8105-04 .548]-01 .4t43 542.1
!46 5.5550 25.476 2322.0 .2096-02 .2514-02 .2514-02 .9000 .I029-03 .1234-03 .8379-0| .6930 539.5
146 5°5650 26.038 2323.0 .3174-02 .3BOB-02 .3806-02 .9000 .1558-03 .1869-03 .127| .979! 538._
J
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 10|9
OHB4B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UI25)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = 1.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .DO00 SPDBRK = .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
2l .5073 7.900 40.03 1.042 IOl.! 1252. 92,84 .]I24-01 .4910 3?32. .326B-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R:I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
2I 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1244-02 .1507-02 .1507-02 .9000 .2136-04 .2597-04 .1534-01 .I165 533.5
2! 5.5550 25,476 2322.0 .1795-02 .2173-02 ,2173-02 .9000 .308|-04 .3730-04 .2216-0! .1840 532.3
21 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1895-02 .2294-02 .2294-02 .9000 .3253-04 .3937-04 .2343-0i .18tl 531.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1020
OHB4B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI25)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC OATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA= 40.00 BETA • I.O00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 /FT2
XIO 6 . .2228-0I .9932 3736. .652B-03 .7413-0736 1.022 7.940 40.06 1.017 207.! 1254 92.I2
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/14REF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAW) GDOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
36 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .3819-03 .4624-03 .4624-03 .9000 .9278-05 .|124-04 .6677-0B .5068-01 534.0
36 5,5650 25.476 2322.0 .1945-02 .2355-02 .2355-02 .9000 .4726-04 .5721-04 .3405-0I ,2826 533.1




DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I02I
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI25)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - 1.000 ELEVON - .OOOO
BDFLAm= .0000 SPDBRK = ,0000
**.TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O v RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 /FT3 /FT2
71 l.gg8 7.983 40.08 [.028 434.2 1302, 94.76 .4520-01 2.015 3808. .1287-02 ,7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW} ODOr DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
7l 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .6054-03 .7286-03 .7286-03 .9000 .2120-04 .2551-04 ,1632-01 .I241 531.5
7I 5.5650 25.475 2322.0 .I418-02 .1706-02 .1706-02 .9000 ,4965-04 .5972-04 ,3833-01 .3185 529.7
7i 5.5650 2E.038 2323.0 .1452-02 .!745-02 .t746-02 .go00 5084-04 .6113-04 .3931-01 .3044 528.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE lOBe
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UIB6)
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8,000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - 2.000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .OOOO SPDBRK " .0000
• *'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. m PSIA PSI RT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
24 .5075 7.900 3S,99 2.018 101.2 1252. 92.84 .|124-01 .49|2 3732. .326g-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REFIR)
FT25EC =.0175
24 .1717-01 .567B-0!
• **TEST DATA °*°
RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HII._EF TAGI/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
24 5.5650 24.576 2320,0 .3IB9-03 .3836-03 .383B-03 .9000 .5440-05 .6587-05 ,3911-02 .2971-0| 532.7
24 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1503-02 .1B19-02 .IBlg-02 .9000 .2580-04 .3123-04 ,1857-01 .1542 531.B
24 5,5650 26.038 2323.0 .!599-02 .1935-02 .1935-02 .9000 .2745-04 .3322-04 .1979-0| .1530 530.9
) )
PA6E !0_3
BATE 23 FEB B0 0HS4B MODEL B0-O IN THE AEOC VKF HY_LffSUN|_ IUNNLL
0H84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UI26)
PARAMETRIC DATA
AFT FUSE,ELEVON
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - 2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*°*TEST CONDITIONS***
• RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RH6 HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SECIFT3 /FT2
XlO 6
! 39 1.016 7.940 40.02 2.015 206.2 1256. 92.27 .221B-01 .9789 3739. .6489-03 .7425-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT fN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
. TAN/TO • FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
39 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .3131-03 .3791-03 .3791-03 .9000 .7593-05 .9194-05 .5476-02 .4155-01 53_.5
39 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1702-02 .2060-02 .2060-02 .9000 .4127-04 4995-04 .29BI-O! .2473 533.4
39 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1645-02- .1991-02 .1991-02 .9000 .3990-04 .4828-04 .2886-0! .B230 532.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I024
OH84B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UIB6)
ART FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - 2.000 ELEVON = .OOOO
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
•-,TEST CONDITIONS**.
$
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 IFT2
88 2.002 7.980 40.Of 2.012 434.5 1301. 94.59 .4523-01 2.016 3807. .1289-02 .7620-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN zO MS XO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
68 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1560-03 .1877-03 .1877-03 .9000 .5461-05 .6572-05 .4203-02 .3195-01 531.1
68 5.5650 251476 2322.0 .1050-02 .1263-02 .1263-02 .9000 .3676-04 .4422-04 ._835-01 .2356 529.5
68. 5,5650 26.038 2323.0 ,I130-02 ,1359-02 ,1359-02 .9000 ,3959-04 .4760-04 ,305B-01 ,236B 52B,3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I0_5
OHB4B SO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UI27)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - 4.000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEG. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 /FT2
XlO S :
27 .5107 7.900 40.02 4.000 101.5 1249. 92.52 .1128-01 .4926 3727. .3286-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) HITAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
27 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1028-03 .1244-03 .1244-03 .9000 .1766-05 .2138-05 .1265-02 .9614-02 532.1
27 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1264-02 .1530-02 .1530-02 .9000 .217B-04 .2630-04 .1559-01 .1295 5]1.1
27 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .!420-02 ,1719-02 .1719-02 .9000 .2441-04 .2954-04 .1753-01 .1357 530.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1026
OHB4B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI27)
AFT FUSEoELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • 4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
42 I:OI7 7.940 39.99 4.011 205.6 1252. 91.9B .B212-01 .9761 3733. .6491-03 .7401-07
RUN I-,fREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
42 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .578B-03 .7012-03 .7012-03 .9000 .1401-04 .1697-04 .I004-01 .7621-01 534.7
42 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1448-02 .1754-0B .1754-02 .9000 .3504-04 .4244-04 .2517-01 .2088 533.5
42 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .143B-02 .1742-02 .174B-02 .9000 .3481-04 .4215-04 .2504-01 .1935 532.5
...... . • . ) •
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I027
OHB4B SO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPL'IT LINE ;R4UI27}
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = 4.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = =0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O • V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2
66 2.0]2 7.980 40.01 4.024 435.7 1299. 94.54 .4536-0l 2.022 3804. .1295-02 .7608-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS xo MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN) ODOT OTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG, RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
66 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1893-04 .2279-04 .2279-04 .9000 .6637-06 .7989-06 .5091-03 .3870-02 531.5
66 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .I026-02 .1234-02 .I234-02 .9000 .3596-04 .4327-04 .2765-01 .2298 529.?
66 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .;111-02 .1336-02 .I336-02 .9000 .3894-04 .4684-04 .2999-01 .2322 528.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 10_8
0H848 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UIBB)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " 10.00 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q v RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xio 6 /FT3 /FT2
30 .5116 7.900 40.08 9.969 101.8 1250. 92.69 .1131-01 .4940 3729. .3293-03 .7459-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ OEO. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
30 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .7793-03 .9438-03 .9438-03 .9000 .1341-04 .1625-04 .9617-02 .7304-0! 532.8
30 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1274-02 .1543-02 .1543-02 .9000 ,2193-04 .2656°04 .1574-01 .1307 531.9
30 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .]240-02 .1501-0-2 .1501-02 .9000 .2135-04 ,2584-04 .1534-01 .1186 531.1
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IO_CJ
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE {R4UI_e)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 81000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = I0.00 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO PILl
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O B /FT3 IFT2
_5 1.02I 7.940 39.96 10.01 208.6 I261. 92.64 .B244-0! .9903 3746. .6538-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN) GDOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER, R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
45 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .B423-03 .]019-02 .IOlg-02 .9000 .2056-04 .2488-04 .1493-0| .|133 534.3
45 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 lOg-02 .134|-02 .1341-OB .9000 .2707-04 .3274-04 .]SB9-OX .I634 533.[
45 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 |B4-02 .|444-02 .i444-02 .SO00 .29|4-04 .3524-04 .2123-0I ,164! 532.2
DATE 23 FEB B0 OHB4B MODEL S0-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1030
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI_)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = 10.00 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
58 1.996 7.980 40.01 lO.Ol 434.6 1304. 94.91 ,4524-01 2.017 3811. .1287-02 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS xO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
58 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1287-03 .1546-03 .1546-03 .9000 .450B-05 .5415-05 .350B-02 .2675-01 525.4
58 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .5316-03 .6384~03 .6384-03 .9000 .1863-04 .2237-04 .1452-01 .12ll 524.0
5_ 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .!020-02 ._225-02 .1225-02 .9000 .3575-D_ .4292-04 .2791-01 .2167 523.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 5O-O iN IH__ALUU VK_ HYPERSONIC TUNNEL
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (RWUI29)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
8DFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
*..TEST CONDITIONS °**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q v RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
717 .5091 7,900 39.99 .3469-02 foe;3 1242. 92.10 .I]15-01 .4859 3717. ,3266-03 .7411-07
RUN HREF .. STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R:I.O R:0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
717 4.6920 24.575 2341.0 .4823-0! .5842-01 .5842-01 .9000 .8233-03 .9973-03 .5859 4.382 530.0
7_7 4.5920 24.913 2342.0 .5523-01 .5593-01 .6593-01 .9000 .9427-03 .1142-02 .6694 4.690 531.6
717 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .5545-01 .6717-01 .6717-0] .9000 .9465-03 .1147-02 .6732 4.871 530.4
717 4.7590 26.038 2344:0 .5439-0! _5587-0| ,6587-01 .9000 .9285-03 .1124-02 .6618 4.793 528.8
717 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .2450-01 ,2952-01 .2962-01 .3000 .4182-03 .5057-03 ,3003 2.253 523.7
717 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .4251-01 .5180-01 .5160-01 .9000 .7273-03 .8808-03 .5182 3.752 529.2
717 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .4289-01 .5196-01 .5195-01 .9000 .7322-03 .8870-03 .521l 4.176 530.0
717 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .4276-0! .5179-01 .5179-01 .9000 .7300-03 .8841-03 .5199 4.488 529.4
717 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .4187-03 .5058-03 ,5058-03 .9000 .7148-05 .8634-05 .5156-02 .4387-01 520.3
717 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .7004-02 .8464-02 ,8464-02 .9000 .1196-03 .1445-03 .8606-01 .7181 521.9
717 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .t624-01 .1953-01 .1963-01 .9000 .2772-03 .3351-03 ,1991 1.545 523.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHS4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1032
OH84B 80-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI29)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP - -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
*,,TEST CONDITIONS *°*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
715 1.013 7.940 39.99 .3469-02 207.7 1264. 92.88 .2234-01 .9860 3751. .6495-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTl,,E)T TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
?15 4.6920 24.576 234[.0 .5210-01 .6307-01 .6307-01 .9000 .1269-02 .1537-02 .9223 6.873 537.2
715 4.5920 24.913 2342.0 .6696-01 .B114-01 .Bll4-Ol .9000 .1632-02 .1977-02 1.180 8.228 540.6
715 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .6302-01 .7626-0! .7626-0I .9000 .1535-02 .1858-02 1.117 6.061 536.1
715 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .5333-01 .6445-01 .6445-01 .go00 .1299-02 .1570-02 .9512 6.879 531.6
715 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .2869-01 .3462-01 .3462-0I .9000 .6987-03 .8436-03 .5142 3.850 527.7
715 4.9020 24.9]3 2337.0 .5277-01 .6384-0! .6394-01 .9000 .12BBrO2 .1556-02 .9363 6.759 535.4
7!5 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .6450-01 .7810-01 .7810-01 .9000 .1572-02 .1903-02 1.140 8.099 538.2
715 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .4608-01 .5572-0] .5572-01 .9000 .1123-02 .1358-02 .8199 7.064 533.4
715 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1150-03 .1387-03 .1387-03 .9000 .2803-05 .3380-05 .2077-02 .1585-01 522.B
715 5_5650 2.4.913 2321.0 .3856-03 .4649-03 .4649-_3 .9000 .9394-05 .1]33-04 .6959-02 .5913-01 522.9
715 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1154-01 .1392-01 .1398-01 .9000 .2812-03 .3392-03 .2077 1.73I 525.0
715 5.5650 2E.038 2323.0 .2374-01 .2866-01 .2866-0I .9000 .5785-03 .6984-03 .4257 3.297 527.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL _AV_ *U_a
0H84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (RNU129)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS t'*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
709 2.01 ! 7.980 40.04 104B-or 432.9 I294. 94.18 .4507-01 2.009 3786. . 1292-02 .7579-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS xo MS TIC NO H/HRER H/HREF H_'_IREF TAN/TO HtTO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.8 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC,
709 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .7873-01 .9555-0 ! .9555-01 .9000 .2749-02 .3337-02 2.020 14.88 559.1
909 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .9802-01 .t192 .1192 .9000 .3423-02 .4162-02 2.492 17.16 565.6
709 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .9295-01 .I128 .1128 .9000 .3246-02 .3940-02 2.384 17.00 559. I
709 4.7590 26.0'38 2344.0 .7572-0 ] .9!61-0! .916!-0! .9000 .2644-02 ,3!99-02 I .972 14.15 547.9
709 4.9020 24.576 2335.0 .4677-01 .5647-0I .5649-01 .gO00 . 1633-02 .1972-02 I .230 9. 146 540.8
709 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .7652-01 .9274-0 ! .9274-01 ,9000 .2672-02 .3239-02 I .977 14.13 554.0
709 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1017 .]237 .1237 .9000 .3553-02 .4318-02 2.582 20.41 564,2
709 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .7102-01 .8606-0! .8606-01 .9000 .2480-02 .3005-02 1.835 15.65 553.6
709 5.5650 24.5./6 2320.0 .6839-04 ,8231-04 .8231-04 .9000 .2388-05 .28"/4-05 .1827-02 .1390-0l 528.7
-/09 5.5650 24.913 232] .0 .5321-03 .6404-03 .6404-03 .9000 . I858-04 .2236-04 .1421-01 . I204 528.7
709 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1410-01 . I699-0I .1699-01 .9000 .4922-03 .5932-03 .3742 3.I04 533.5
709 5.5650 26.038. 2323.0 .2524-01 :3044-01 .3044-01 .9000 .88l 3-03 . ] 063-02 .6674 5. I47 536.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1034
OH84B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UIBg)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = -15.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT BEG. DEG. PBIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B IFT3 IFT2
707 3.005 7.990 40.06 .6989[02 671.7 ]324. 96.14 .6937-01 3.100 3841. .1947"02 .7736-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
707 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 ,1354 .I648 .1648 .9000 .5896-02 .7177-02 4.373 3!.87 581.9
?07 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1541 .1881 .188! .9000 .6713-02 .8193-02 4.9t7 33.43 591.2
707 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .135! .1643 .I643 .9808 .5882-02 .7156-02 4.376 30.89 579.7
707 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 _I08 .1341 .I34I .9000 .4824-02 .5840-02 3.869 26.12 563.0
707 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .7566-0l .9137-0I .9137-01 .9000 .3295-02 .3979-02 2.537 18.74 553.9
707 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .t153 .1398 .1398 .9000 .5020-02 .6090-02 3.781 26.82 570.4
707 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .128l .1559 .1559 .9000 .5580-02 .6792-02 4.140 32.32 581.7
707 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .I001 .1215 .1215 .9000 .4359-02 .5290-02 3.279 27.71 571.4
707 5.5550 24.576 2320.0 .8057-03 .9682-03 .9682-03 .9000 .3509-04 .4217-04 .2768-01 .2100 534.9
707 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .7041-03 .8460-03 .8460-03 .9000 .3066-04 .3684-04 .2420-0! .2045 534.4
:707 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1793-01 .2157=01 .2157-0! .9000 .7807-03 .9393-03 .6122 5.063 539.5
707 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .3031-01 .3651-01 .3651'-01.9000 .1320-02 .1590-02 1.029 7.903 544.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE t035
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI30)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = -15.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
-**TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
- XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
719 .5000 7.900 39.98 .3465-02 100.3 1257. 93.21 .1115-01 .4869 3739. .3227-03 .7501-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS x0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/NREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN1 ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI BEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
719 4,E920 24.576 2341.0 .4822-01 .582B-01 .5828-01 .9000 ,824B-03 .9970-03 .6003 4.492 528.9
719 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .558g-01 .6758-01 .6758-01 .9000 ,9559-03 .1156-02 .6942 4.866 530.5
719 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .5694-01 .6881-01 .6881-01 .9000 .9740-03 .1177-02 .7095 5.140 528.2
.9vvv .9300-03 .1123-02 .6791 4,924 526.5719 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .5437-01 .6557-01 .6567-01 .nn
71£ 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .2405-01 .2902-01 _2902-01 .9000 .4113-03 ,4963-03 .3019 2.266 522.B
719 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .4185-01 .5057-01 .5057-01 .9000 .7159-03 .8650-03 .5217 3.780 527.9
719 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .445!-01 .5378-01 .5378-01 .9000 .7614-03 .9199-03 .5551 4.454 527.6
719 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .4367-01 .5276-01 ,5276-01 .9000 .7470-03 ,9024-03 .5450 4.711 527.0
719 5.5650 24.576 2320,0 .3061-03 .3691-03 .3691-03 .9000 .5236-05 .6314-05 .3853-02 .2944-01 520.8
719 5.5550 24.913 2321.0 :4860-03 .5861-03 .5661-03 .9000 .8313-05 .1002-04 .6116-02 .5203-01 520.9
719 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .7658-02 .9238-02 .9238-02 .9000 .1310-03 .1580-03 .9627-01 .B034 521.8
719 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1677-01 .2024-01 .2024-01 .9000 .2869-03 .3462-03 .2103 1.633 523.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I036
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI30)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 tFT2
7Z3 .9943 7.940 39.99 .E943-02 204.3 3266. 93.00 .2198-0! .9699 3754. .6378-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS xO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O00T DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 6TU/R BTU/ DEG, R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
713 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .5144-01 .6228-0] .6228-01 .9000 .1243-02 .1505-02 ,9045 6.737 538,3
713 u.6920 24.913 2342.0 ,5382-0I .7735-01 .7735-01 .9000 .1543-02 .1870-02 I.I17 7.783 541.8
713 _*.7220 25.475 2343.0 .6214-pi .7522-0! .7522-01 .9000 .1502-02 .1818-02 1.093 7.879 537.9
713 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .5151-01 .6227-01 .6227-0! .9000 .1245-02 .1505-02 ,9ll6 6.586 533.5
713 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .2778-01 .3353-0[ .3353-01 .9000 .6714-03 .8106-03 .4950 3.705 528.4
733 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .5218-01 .6314-01 .6334-01 .9000 .126|-02 .1526-02 .9195 6.633 536.7
713 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .5900-01 .7150-0I .7}50-01 .9000 .1426-02 .1728-02 1.033 8.23] 541.3
733 4.9020 26,138 2339.0 .4467-01 .5403-0I .5403-01 .9000 .1080-02 .1306-02 .TBBB 6,789 535. l
713 5.5650 24.933 2321.0 ,3219-03 .3881-03 .3881-03 .9000 .7791-05 .9380-05 .5779-02 .4910-01 523.0
713 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1088-01 .1313-01 .1313-01 .9000 .2631-03 ,3173-03 .1947 1.62! 525.?
713 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2297-01 .2773-01 .2773-01 .9000 .5552-03 .6702-03 .4094 3.170 528.3
)
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I037
0H84S 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LiNE {R4UI30}
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • -15.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 S /FT3 /FT2
7]! 1.999 7.980 40.06 .1048-01 436.8 1307. 95.13 .4548-01 2.027 3815. ,1290-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREr H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
711 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .7917-01 .9592-01 .9592-01 .9000 .2782-02 .3370-02 2.082 15.35 558.2
7ll 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .9430_0! .1145 .1145 .8000 .3314-02 .4022-02 2.458 1G,93 565.0
711 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .9801-01 .II87 .1187 .9000 .3444-02 .4170-02 2.583 18.4_ 556.6
711 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .7432-01 .8974-01 .8974-01 .9000 .2611-02 .3153-02 1.986 14.25 546.3
,_l 4.9020 24.575 2336.0 .469_-0! .5658-0! .5658_0! .9000 I649-02 1988-02 1.265 9.416 539.7
711 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .7564-01 .9149-01 .9149-01 ,9000 .2658-02 .3215-02 2.004 14.34 552.6
711 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 9990-0I .1212 .I2]2 .9000 .3510-02 .4258-02 2.612 20.58 562.6
7il 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 7124-0t .8617-0] .8617-01 ,9000 .2503-02 .3028-02 1.888 16.11 552.4
7[! 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 ,2733-03 .3285-03 .3285-03 .9000 .9605-05 .1154-04 .7476-02 .5691-01 528,3
71I 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .5526-03 .6640-03 .6640o03 .9000 .]942-04 .2333-04 .1513-01 ,1282 527.8
71! 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1471-01 .1770-01 .1770-01 .9000 .5170-03 .6219-03 .4004 3.324 532.2




















































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I039
OHS4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON sPLIT LINE IR4UI31)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON " -12.50
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEO
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
725 .4997 7.900 39.98 -.1733-01 I00.5 1259. 93.36 .1117-01 .4878 3742. .322B-03 .7513-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T _ NO H/HREF H/HREF "- H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO} H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
725 4.6920 24.576 234t.0 .5218-0! .6322-01 .6322-01 .9000 .8937-03 .1083-02 .6443 4.800 537.7
725 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .7178-01 .8705-01 .8705-0| .9000 .1229-02 .1491-02 .B821 6.1BO 541.I
725 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .6278-0] .7606-0! .7606-01 .9000 .1075-02 1303-02 .7751 5.588 537.8
725 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 ,5050-01 .6114-01 .6114-0l .9000 .8648-03 .1047-02 .6253 4.513 535.5
------ .4_, v,id_ 4.9020 24.576 233B.0 .3384-01 nou-n, .4094-0! .9000 .5796-03 ,7012-03 ,4207 3,142 532.8
725 4,9020 24.913 2337.0 ,7700-01 .9334-01 .9334-01 .9000 ,1319-02 .1599-02 .947B 6,826 539,9
725 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .6085-0] .7377-01 ,7377-0f ,9000 ,1042-02 .1263-0B .7493 5.976 539.6
725 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .4006-01 .4850-01 .4850-0! .9000 .6860-03 .8305-03 .4960 4.268 535.6
725 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .3202-03 .386B-03 .3868-03 .9000 .5484-05 .6624-05 .4010.OB .3399-01 527.5
725 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .8412-02 .1017-01 .1017-0l .9000 .1441-03 .I741-03 .1051 .B738 529.1
725 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 l13q-O! .1374-0! .1374-01 .9000 .194B-03 .2354-03 .I42l l.IO0 529.0
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I040
OH84B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI311
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC-DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITION5***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
739 .9893 7.940 39.98 -.2427-0I 204.0 1269. 93.22 .2194-01 .9684 3?58. .6353-03 .7502-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
739 4.6920 24.5?6 2341.0 : .5436-01 .6592-01 .6592-01 .9000 .1314-02 .1593-02 .9505 7,054 545.1
739 4.6920 24,913 2342.0 .8143-01 .SB90-Ol .9BSO-OI .9000 .1968-02 .2390-02 1.413 9.809 550.3
739 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .8376-01 .I016 .I016 .9000 .2024-02 .2456-02 1.460 10.48 547.2
739 4.7590 26,038 2344.0 .5885-01 .7130-01 .7130-01 .9000 ,1422-02 .1723-02 1,033 ?.435 541.9
739 4.8020 24.576 2336.0 .3548-01 .4413-01 .4413-01 .9000 .8815-03 .1066-02 .6451 4.808 536.8
?39 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .9088-01 .1103 .1103 .9000 .2196-02 .2665-02 |.583 11.35 547.9
739 4.9020 25,575 2338.0 .8746-01 .t062 .1062 .9000 .2113-02 .2567-02 1.516 12.02 551.3
739 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .S344-01 .6480-01 .8480-01 .9000 .I291-02 .1566-02 .9345 8.004 545.0
739 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1980-03 .2390-03 .2390-03 .SOOO .4785-05 .5774-05 .3543-02 .2698-0! 528.2
739 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .3213-03 .3877-03 .3877-03 .9000 .7763-05 ;9368-05 .5747-02 .4870-0] 528.4
739 5,5650 25,476 2322.0 .:344-01 .1623-01 .1823-01 .9000 .3247-03 .3921-03 .2394 1,988 531.4
739 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .t498-01: .1810-01 .1810-01 .9000 .3621-03 .4373-03 .2670 2,065 531.2
7
/
DATE 93 FEB BO OHB49 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEoc VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I04|
OH94B 60-0 AFT F(._ELAGE ANO ELEVON SPLIT LfI%_E rRB.UI3II
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 9.000 ALPHA - 4o,oo 9ETA - .OOOO ELEVON - "|2.50
BDFLAP = -.]2.50 SPDBRK = ,OOOO
•",TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEO, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo B . IFT3 IFT2
737 2,003 7,980 40.04 -.2093-01 434.] 1300. 94.62 .4520-OJ B.O]5 3805. .1299-02 ,7614-07
RUN HREF sTN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUtR BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
737 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .77_I-01 .g394-01 ,939_-01 .go00 .B709-09 .328B-02 2,002 14.74 560.8
737 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .I182 .1438 .143B .9000 .4136-02 .5033-02 3.014 20.71 570.9
737 4,7220 25.475 2343.0 .1210 .1471 .1471 .9000 .4234-02 .5148-02 3,099 22;0! 567.7
737 4.7590 25.039 2344.0 .B954-0! .lOB6 .}095 .9000 .3]37-02 .3799-02 2.340 ]8.74 553.7
737 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .48g7-0l .5917-01 .5937-0! .9000 .}7_4-02 .2071-02 1.293 9.596 545.3
737 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .I132 .137_ .1374 .9000 .3962-02 .4810-02 2.920 20.79 562.6
737 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1255 .1527 .[527 .gO00 .4393-02 .5345-02 3,203 95.15 570.5
737 4.9020 25.138 2339.0 .9421-01 .1143 .1143 .9000 .3297-02 .4302-02 2.434 20.67 561.5
737 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .6740-03 .8112-03 .BI12-03 .9000 .B359-04 .2839-04 .t812-01 .137B 531.3
737 5.5550 24.913 2321,0 .7236-03 ,8709-03 .8709-03 .9000 .2533-04 .304B-04 .1947-01 .1647 531.0
737 5.5550 25.476 2322.0 .IB7B-Ol .2260-01 .22B0-01 : .9000 .5564-03 .790B-03 .5019 4.160 535.0
737 5.5650 2_.038 2321.0 ._907-0_ .2296-0| , .2296-0_ .9000 .6673-03 .803_-03 .5_2 3.948 533.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH846 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I046
0H84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI31)
ART FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " -12.50
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO S /FT3 /FT2
727 3.035 7.990 40.06 -,2097-01 670.9 1314. 95.41 .6928-01 3.096 3826. .1950-02 .7676-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(T0) H(TAN) GDOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=!.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
727 4,6920 24.576 2341.0 .1314 .1597 .1597 .9000 .5712-02 .6944-02 4.231 30.97 572.9
727 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1628 .1987 .1987 .9000 .7074-02 .8639-02 5.132 34.95 588.2
727 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .1603 .1956 .1956 .9000 .6968-02 .8502-02 5.074 35.71 585.5
727 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1307 .1585 .1585 .9000 .5581-02 .6892-02 4.248 30.20 565.9
727 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .7530-01 .9087-01 .9087-01 .9000 .3273-02 .3950-02 2.511 18.62 546.6
727 4;9020 24.913 2337.0 .1498 .1821 .1821 .9000 .6512-02 .7916-02 4.822 34.15 573.2
727 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1455 .1774 .1774 .9000 .6326-02 .7710-02 4.831 36.16 581.6
727 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .I197 .1456 ,1456 .9000 .5202-02 .6329-02 3.840 32.39 575,6
727 5.5550 24.575 2320.0 .1298-02 .1556-02 .155B-02 .9000 .5641-04 .6764-04 .4464-01 .3408 522.4
727 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .9214-03 .1105-02 .1105-02 .9000 .4005-04 .4802-04 .3169-01 .2694 522.3
727 5;5550 25.476 2322.0 .2188-01 .2626-01 .2626-01 .9000 .9502-03 .I141-02 .7449 6.191 529.7




DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL _AOE '^""
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI]BI
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAHETRI£ DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -1B.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
**'TEST COND[TXONS**"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA .PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
723 .4957 7.900 39.97 -.1731-01 100.1 ]263. 93.56 .llt3-Ol .4862 3748. .3207-_3 .7536-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN Z0 MS X0 MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H{TO) HITAN_ OOOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=l.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG, R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
723 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .5439-0_ .6577-01 .6577-01 .9000 .9304-03 .1125-0B .6789 5.070 533.0
723 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 ,7280-01 .8813-0! .8813-01..go00 .1245-02 .1507-02 .9044 6.321 536.4
723 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .6534-0_ .7639-01 .7899-0t .9000 ._I18-02 .1351-02 .8157 5.905 532.0
723 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .5417-0t .6541-01 .6541-01 .go00 .9266-03 .1119-02 .6807 4.932 528.0
723 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .34Z4-0! .4_47-01 .4%47-0! .9000 .5874o03 .7093-03 .43!4 3.229 522.3
723 4.9020 24.9t3 2337.0 .7800-0! .9438-01 .9438-0! .9000 .1334-02 .16!4-02 .9706 7.007 535.2
723 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 ,6269-0[ ,7583-01 ,7583-0[ .9000 .1072-02 ,1297-02 .7816 6,252 533.2
723 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .4188-0! .505B-01 .5058-0! .go00 .7164-03 .8652-03 .5260 4.543 528.4
723 5.5650 24,576 2320,0 .588B-03 ,7107-03 .7107-03 ,9000 .1007-04 .1B]6-04 .7409-02 .5644-01 527.0
723 5.5550 24.915 2321.0 .4869-03 .5877-03 .5877-03 .9000 .8328-05 .1005-04 .6130-02 .5199-01 526.7
723 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .9459-02 :1142-0I .1142-01 .9000 .IBlB-03 .1954-03 .!!90 .9903 527.$
723 5.5550 26.032 2323.0 .1282-01 .1548-0! .!548-0] .9000 .2194-03 .2648-03 .1613 1.250 527.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |044
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI32)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • -12.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
741 .9943 7.940 39,99 -.2092-01 204.3 1266. 93.00 .219B-Ol .9699 3754. .637B-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS X0 MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(TO) H(TAW_ BOOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
741 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .5435-01 .6593-01 .6593-0| .9000 .!314-02 .1594-02 .9469 7.029 544.9
741 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .8235-01 .1000 .lO00 .9000 .1990-OB .B418-02 1.424 9.887 550.0
741 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .8307-01 .1008 .1008 .9000 .2008-02 .2436-02 1.444 10.37 546.2
741 4.7590 26.03B 2344.0 .5775-01 .6994-01 .6994-01 .9000 .1396-02 .IB91-O2 1.013 7.299 539.7
"741 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .3541-01 :4285-01 .4285-01 .9000 .8560-03 .I036-02 .624I 4.652 536.6
741 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .8884-01 .1078 .1078 .9000 .2147-02 .2607-0B 1.543 11.07 547.1
741 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .8825-01 .I072 .107B .9000 .2133-02 .2591-02 1.526 12.11 550.I
741 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .5344-01 .6478-01 .647B-01 .9000 .1292-02 .1566-02 .9337 8.006 542.8
741 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .373B-03 .4513-03 .4513-03 .9000 .9034-05 .1091-04 .6655-02 .5065-01 529.0
741 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .5367-03 .6480-03 .6480-03 .9000 .1297-04 .1566-04 .9556-02 .B095-01 529.0
741 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1358-01 .1641-01 .1641-01 .9000 .3283-03 .3967-03 .240B 2.001 531.7
741 5.5650 26.039 2323.0 .1473-01 .1780-01 .17BO-Ol .9000 .3561-03 .4302-03 .2615 2.022 531.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 10h5
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE {R4UI32)
"AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA " 40,00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = -12.50
BOFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
_**TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA P0 TO T P Q V RH0 MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
735 1.997 7.980 40:06 -.2095-0! 434.8 1304. 94.81 .4527-01 2.018 3811. .1287-02 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TANITO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
735 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .7906-01 .9572-0! .9572-01 .9000 .2770-02 .3355-02 2.074 15.32 554.9
735 4.6920 24.9]3 2342.0 .1!48 .1394 ,!394 .9000 .4023-02 .4885-02 2.967 20.43 566.0
735 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .!239 .1503 .1503 .9000 .4340-02 .5266-02 3.217 22.91 562.3
735 4.7580 26.038 2344.0 .B9BI-OI .1085 .1085 .9000 .3147-02 .3804-02 2.378 17.06 548.0
735 4.9020 24.575 2335.0 .4827-01 ;5820-01 .5820-01 .9000 .i692-02 .2040-02 1.293 9.621 539.5
735 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1165 .1412 .i412 .9000 .4083-02 .4947-02 3.047 21.75 557.4
735 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .!25! .!519 .1519 .9000 .4384-02 .5324-02 3.238 25.49 565.2
735 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .9399-0! .1139 .!139 .9000 .3293-02 .3990-02 2.459 20.93 557.0
735 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .9155-03 .1102-02 .1]02-02 .9000 .32!2-04 .3862-04 .2489-01 .1894 528.8
735 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .8172-03 ,9823-03 .9823-03 .9000 .2864-04 .3442-04 .2221-01 .1883 528.0
735 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .!603-0! .2170-0I .2ITO-O! .9000 .6320-03 .7605-03 .4874 4.046 532.4
735 5.5650 25.038 2323.0 .1908-01 .2296-01 .2296-01 .9000 .6697-03 .8048-03 .5157 3.985 532.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 iN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I046
OHB4B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI3B)
"'': PARAMETRIC DATAAFT FUSE,ELEVON
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = -12.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
•,,TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P e V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FIB
729 3.003 7.990 40.07 -.2097-01 668.3 1320. 95.85 .6901-01 3.084 3835. .1943-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




• RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(T0) H(TAW) QOOT DTwDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
729 4.6920 84.576 2341.0 .1305 .1587 .1587 ; :.9000 .5666-02 .6889-02 4.213 30.78 576.2
729 4.6920 24.913 2342,0 .153! .1991 .I991 .9000 .7080-02 .8645-02 5.160 35.09 590.8
729 4.7220 25.475 2343.9 ._605 .1957 .1957 .8000 .6967-02 .8496-02 5.109 35.95 586.3
729 4.7589 26.038 2344.0 .1289 .1562 .1562 .SO00 .5598-02 .6782-02 4.23l 30.1i 563.8
729 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .7237-01 .8733T01 .8733-01 .8000 .3142-02 .3792-02 2.420 17.92 .548.4
729 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1478 .1797 .1797 .9000 .6418-02 .780t-02 4.778 33.80 575.3
729 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .I473 .1795 .]795 .8000 .6397-02 .7792-02 4,716 36.8! 582.5
729 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .II95 .1451 .1451 .9000 .5187-02 .6301-02 3.873 32.71 573.1
729 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1452-02 .1743-02 .I743-02 .9000 .6303-04 .7566-04 ,4985-01 .3794 528.8
729 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .8407-03 .1009-02 .I009-02 .9000 .3650-04 .4381-04 .2BBg-Ol .244B 528.2
729 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .3157-01 .3796-01 .3796-0! .9000 .1371-02 .1648-02 1.075 8.913 535.2
329 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2400-01 .2882-01 .2882-01 .9000 .1042-02 .1251-02 .8226 6.364 530.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1047
' OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE _R4UI33)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FIB
72] .5028 7,900 39.98 -.1385-0! I00.9 1257. 93.2! .1121-01 ,4897 3739; .3245-03 .7501-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R}
FT2SEC =.0175
721 .1715-01 .5699-0I
• ''TEST OATA °**
RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HiTO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
721 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .5461-01 .6Sll-Ol .6611-01 .9000 .9367-03 .1134-02 .6767 5.050 534.3
721 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .7409-0I .8979-0I .8979-01 .9000 .1271-02 .1540-02 .Bl3B 6.383 537.6
721 • 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .6418-01 .7768-01 .7768-01 .9000 .1101-02 .1332-02 .7958 5.749 533.7
72! 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .5409-01 .6542-01 .5542-01 ,9000 ,9279-03 ,I122-02 .6737 4.874 530.6
72t 4.9020 24.575 2335.0 .3542-01 .4283-01 .4283-01 .9000 .6077-03 .7346-03 .4419 3.306 529.5
72! 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .8048-0! .9750-01 .9750-0i .9000 .i38i-02 .1672-02 .9945 7.175 536.4
72! 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .6282-01 .7608-0! .7608-01 .9000 .1078-08 .1305-02 .7770 6.209 535.6
72! 4.9020 26.I38 2339.0 .4139-01 .5006-01 .5006-0l ,9000 .7099-03 .8586-03 .5!52 4.444 530.9
721 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .5457-03 .6593-03 .6593-03 .9000 .9361-05 .I131-04 .6829-02 .520]-01 527.2
721 5,5650 24.913 232;.0 .6604-03 .7978-03 .7978-03 .9000 ,1133-04 .!368-04 ,8268-08 .7012-01 526.8
72i 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .8310-02 .1125-0I .ll25-01 .9000 .1597-03 .1930-03 .1164 .9679 528.l
72i 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .]277-0] .i544-0l .1544-01 ,9000 .2191-03 .2648-03 .1596 1.236 528.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I048
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI33)
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.OOO ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON " -12.50
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ' ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /Fl BEG. BEG. PSIA BEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 ,FT3 /FT2
743 1.0!8 7.940 39.98 -.2081-01 209.4 1267. 93.08 .2253-01 .9941 3755. .6532-03 .7490-07
RUN H_EF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} HtTAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTESEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
743 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .5571-01 .6759-0t .6759-01 .9000 .1363-02 .1654-02 .9826 7.290 546.0
743 4.6920 24.913 2342,0 .8669-01 .1053 .1053 .9000 .2122-02 .2578m02 1.518 10.53 551.4
743 4,7220 25.475 2343.0 .8376-0! .I017 . .I017 .gO00 .2050-02 .2488_02 1.475 10.58 547.2
"143 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .5819-01 .7046-01 .7046-01 .9000 .1424-02 .1724-02 1.036 7.463 539.3
743 4.9020 24.576 2335.0 .3795-01 .4594-01 .4594-01 .9000 ,9289-03 .1124-02 .6770 5.044 537.8
743 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .9205-01 .!liB .1118 .9000 ,2253-02 .2735-02 1.619 11.61 548.3
743 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 ,9006-01 .1094 .I094 .9000 .2204-02 .2678-02 1.578 12.51 550.8
743 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .5702-01 .6908-01 .6908-01 .9000 ,1396-02 .1691-02 1.013 8.692 540.9
743 5.5650 24,576 2320.0 ,28G4-03 .3459-03 .3459-03 .9000 .7010-05 .8466-05 .5165-02 .3929-01 529.8
743 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .5010-03 .6050-03 .6050-03 .9000 .1226-04 .148!-04 .9035-02 .765t-01 529.8
743 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1360-01 .1642-01 .1642_01 .9000 .3327-03 .4020-03 .2447 2.033 531.2
743 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1643-0t .1983-01 .1983-01 .9000 .4022-03 .4852-03 .2977 2.307 526.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 104g
OH848 BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI33)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
733 1.990 7.980 40.04 -.2091-01 433.8 1305. 94.98 .4516-01 2.013 3813. .1283-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN Z0 MS X0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/T0 HIT0) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
733 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .7787-01 .9438-01 .9438-01..9000 .2725-02 .3304-02 2.033 14.99 558.8
733 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .I131 .1375 .1375 .9000 .3959-02 .4814-02 2.908 19.98 570.2
733 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .!220 .1482 .1492 .9000 .4270-02 .5188-02 3.147 EB.35 567.6
733 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .859g-01 .I041 .1041 .9000 .3010-02 .3644-02 2.258 16.14 554.7
733 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .4871-01 .5878-01 .5878-01 .9000 .1705-02 .2058-02 1.299 9.651 543.0
733 419020 24.913 2337.0 .I146 .1390 .1390 .9000 .40i3-02 .4567-02 2.981 21.24 561.7
733 4.8020 25.575 2338.0 .1230 .14S5 .1495 .9000 .4305-02 .5235-02 3.160 24.81 570.5
733 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .9245-01 .I122 .I122 .9000 .3237-02 .3927-02 2.401 20.38 562.8
733 5.5850 24.576 2320,0 .7819-03 .9398-03 .9398-03 .9000 .2737-04 .3290-04 .2125-01 .1618 528.2
733 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .7578-03 .9IOB-03 .9108-03 .9000 .2653-04 .3189-04 .2060-01 .1746 528.2
733 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1834-01 .2208-01 .2208-01 .9000 .5422-03 .7728-03 .4956 4.112 532.9
733 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1850-01 ,2347-01 .2347-01 .9000 .6827-03 .8217-03 .5268 4.070 533.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1050
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI33)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
_OFLAP = ,0000 SP06_'_ _ .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FTB
731 3,017 7.990 40.06 -.2096-01 671.5 1320. 95.85 .6935-01 3,099 3835. .1953-02 .7713-07
RUN' HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAW} ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
73I 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .1309 .1591 .I59| .9000 .5698-02 .6926-02 4.842 31.02 575.I
731 4.6920 24,913 2342.0 .I637 .1999 .1999 .9000 .7t26-02 .8700-02 5.197 35.35 590.4
731 4,7220 25,475 2343.0 .!607 .1960 .t960 .9000 .6996-02 _8529-02 5,134 36.13 585.8
73I g,7590 26.038 2344.0 ,1313 .1591 .1591 .9000 .5714-02 .6925-02 4,313 30.68 564.8
73| 4,9020 24.576 2336.0 .7380-0l .8903-01 .8903-0I ,9000 .3212-02 .3875-02 2.477 18.35 548.5
731 4.9080 24.9t3 2337.0 .1475 .1793 .1793 .9000 .6420-02 ,7801-02 4,783 33.85 574.6
73! 4.9020 25.575 8338.0 .I469 .1789 .1789 .9000 .6393-02 .7786-02 4,716 36.88 588.0
73l 4.9020 26,138 2339.0 ,1200 .1458 .1458 .9000 .5224-02 .6347-08 3,894 32.87 574.2
731 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1800-02 .2i61-02 .2161-02 .9000 .7833-04 .9405-04 .6186-0! .4705 530.0
731 5.5650 _.913 2321.0 .8516-03 .1022-02 .1022-02 .gO00 .3706-04.4k49-04 .2929-0! .2480 529.5
73! 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2249-01 .2704-0! .2704-01 .9000 .9789o03 .1177-02 .7684 5.370 534.8
731 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2392-0! .2876-01 .2876-01 .9000 .1041-02 .1251-02 .8169 6.305 535.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1051
_P =_r A=,_ _l r_,_l era1 t_ I tMr fRWUI_4)OHB4B 60 0 AFT ....
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.30 BETA " .0_00 ELEVON _ -5,000
BDFLAP _ -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RI.IO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. pSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA. PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo 6 IFT3 IFT2
633 .5017 7.900 39.93 -.3449-02 100.0 1252. 92.84 .1112-01 .4857 3732. .3232-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO) H(TAN} ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
633 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .5941-0| .7086-0I .7086-01 .9000 .9971-03 .1210-02 .7101 5.286 539.4
633 4.8920 24.9t3 2342.0 .9680-0] .I177 .1177 .9000 ,1652-02 .2009-02 1.166 8.111 545.9
633 4.9220 25.495 2343.0 .8496-0! .1032 .1032 .9000 .1450-02 .1762-02 1.027 7.3BI 543.7
633 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .7283-01 .8836-01 .8836-0I .9000 .1243-02 .t508-02 .8857 6.381 539.3
533 4;9020 24.576 2335.0 .4128-0I .5001-01 .5001-01 .9000 .7047-03 .8537-03 .5055 3.772 534.3
633 4.9020 24.9!3 2337,0 .9546-01 .1159 .1159 .9000 .1630-02 .1979-02 1.155 8.305 543.0
633 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .9748-01 .liB4 .I184 .9000 .1564-02 .2021-02 1.179 9.389 543.0
633 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .5223-0] .6336-0! ,6336-0! .9000 .8917-03 .1082-02 .6354 5.458 539.0
633 5.5550 24.576 2320.0 .I284-03 .1553-03 .t553-03 .9000 .2192-05 .265t-05 .1583-02 .IB04-OI 529.5
633 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .2857-03 .3455-03 .3455-03 .8000 .4877-05 .5899-05 .3523-02 .2983-01 529.3
633 5.5550 25.476 2322.0 .1657-02 .2005-02 .2005-02 .9000 .2829-04 .3422-04 .2044-01 .1699 529.4
633 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .I987-02 .2403-02 .2403-02 .9000 .3391-04 .4102-04 .2449-0] ,1896 529.4
DATE 23 FEB BO 0H849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKP HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE lOEw?.
0H848 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI34)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FTB
659 l.OOI 7.940 39.97 -.4645-06 206.7 1270. 03.30 .2223-01 .981! 3760. .6431-03 .7508-07
RUN HREF STN NO
_NUHBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
659 ,..2432-01 .4053-01
. , o __
"''TEST DATA'''
RUN ZO MS XO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN} QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
659 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .6011-01 .7281-0! .7281-01 .9000 .1462-02 .1771-02 1.065 ?.916 541.6
659 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1019 .1238 .1238 .9000 .2479-02 .3011-02 1.782 12.37 550.8
659 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 ._026 .1246 .1246 .9000 ..2496-02 ;3030-02 ].796 12.87 550.0
659 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .7591-01 .9186-01 .9186-01 .BOOO .1846-02 .2234-02 1.350 9.728 538.6
659 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .4220-01 .5098-0! .5098-01 ,9000 .I026-02 .1240-02 .7561 5.647 533.0
659 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1090 .1323 .1323 .9000 .2652-02 .3217-02 1.915 13.74 547.3
659 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1096 .1331 .133! .9000 .2666-02 .3237-02 1.920 15,24 549.4
659. 4.9020 26.|38 2339.0 .7058-01 .8548-01 .8=48-Gl .9000 .1717-02 .2079-02 1.250 I0.73 541.4
659 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .5503-03 .6636-03 .6636-03 .9000 .1339-04 .1614-04 .9956-02 .7589-01 525.9
659 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .8026-03 .9676-03 .9676-03 .9000 .|952-04 .2354-04 .1454-01 .1234 525.0
659 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2073-02 .2500-02 .250G-02 .9000 .5042-04 .6080-04 .3750-01 .3122 526.0
659 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .3329,02 .4014,02 .4014-02 .9000 .8098-04 .9763-04 .6028-01 .4675 625.2
\ \
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1053
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .OOOO ELEVON " -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FTB
647 1,985 7.980 40.00 .347]-02 436,3 1312. 95.49 .4542-01 2.025 3823. .1284-02 .7684-O7
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO H5 XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEO. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /5£C
647 4.6920 24,576 2341.0 .8497-01 .1030 .1030 .9000 .2986-06 .3619-02 2,237 16.46 562.3
647 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1343 .1535 .1635 .9000 .4719-02 .5747-02 3.461 23.68 578.3
647 4.7220 25.475 2343,0 .!496 .1825 ,1825 .9000 .5257-02 .6415-02 3.922 26.92 584.7
647 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1227 .1489 .1489 .9000 .4312-02 .5233-02 3.215 22.85 566.1
647 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 :5734-0I .6924-01 .6924-al .9000 .2015-02 .2433-02 1.537 11.38 549.0
647 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1401 .1703 .L703 .9000 .4923-02 .5985-02 3.542 25.81 571.9
847 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1380 .157B .1578 .9000 .4848-02 .5898-02 3.573 B7.99 574.8
647 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .ILLS .1358 .1358 .9000 .3928-02 .4772-02 2.913 24.63 570.1
647 5.5650 24.575 2320.0 .4599-03 .5536-03 .5536-03 .9000 ._616-04 .I945-04 .I252-01 .9487-01 537.l
547 5.5650 24.913 232i.0 .5347-03 .6435-03 .6435-03 .9000 .1879-04 .2261-04 .1457-01 .I630 536.0
647 5.5550 25.476 2S22.0 .2122-02 .2553-02 .2553-02 .9000 .7455-04 .8973-04 .5780-01 .4788 536.3
647 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .3029-02 .3646-02 .3646-02 .9000 .1064-03 .1281-03 .8250-01 .6362 536.5
OATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1054
, OH84B B0-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI34)
AF'TFUSE,ELEvON PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON " -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS**"
_.., .- ,,
RUN RN/L MATH ALPHA BETA PO T8 T P D V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEG
Xl0 6 /FT3 IFT2
649 3.013 7.990 40.03 .6967-02 670.5 1320. 95.85 .6924-01 3.094 3835. .1850_02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RuN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
N_IBER R=2.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 9_U/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
649 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 ,1340 .1630 .1630 .9000 .5829-02 ,7080-02 4.325 31,58 577.7
649 4.6920 24.813 2342.0 .1979 .2422 .2422 .9000 .8607-02 .!053-0] 6.209 42.07 598.4
B49 " 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 ,2182 .2682 .8682 .9000 .9489-02 .l167-OI 6.713 46.64 612.2
649 4.7590 26.038 . 2344.0 .1791 .2185 .2185 .9000 .7787-02 .8500-02 5.698 40.06 587.9
649 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .8545-01 .1033 .1033 .9000 , .371B-02 .4493-02 2.837 20;94 556.3
649 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1947 .8377 .2377 .8000 .8469-02 .|034-01 6.178 43.39 590.2
649 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1939 .2372 .2372 .9000 .B431-02 .1031-01 6,096 47.24 596.7
649 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .1527 .1863 .1863 .8000 .6641-02 .8104-08 4.856 40.69 588,5
649 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .4805-03 .5769-03 .5769-03 ".9000 .2090-04 .2509-04 .1650-01 11255 529.9
649 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .7256-03 .8712-03 .87!2-03 .9000 .3156-04 .3789-04 .2483-0! ,2lll 529.7
649 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2477-02 .8975-02 .2975-02 .9000 .1077-03 .1294-03 .8485-0| ,7056 53!.1
649 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .3745-02 .4498-02 .4498-02 .9000 .1629-03 .1956o03 .1283 ,992l 531.6
DATE 23 FEB BO BHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I055
OHB_B GO-O AFT FUSELAGE _,,u'"_"_'_=_,_,,_"_"e_,_,=,'*,_,,,=',L,r ..,._.,mu_,,_=t_,
AFT FUSE,ELFVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40,00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " -5.000
BDFLAP == -5.000 SPDBRK " .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PB TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI _T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
635 ,4992 7.900 39.96 -.3458-02 99.17 1249. 92.62 .II02-01 .4815 3727. .3212-03 .7453-97
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H{TO) H(TAN) ODOT BTWBT IN
NUMBER R:I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /5EC
635 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 ,6009-01 ,7289-01 .7289-01 .9000 .|021-02 .I238-02 .725l 5.410 537.5
635 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .9366-01 .I138 .1138 .9000 .1591-02 .1934-02 1.12! 7.807 544.0
635 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .8692-01 .]055 .I055 .9000 .1477-02 .1793.-02 1.046 7.527 540.7
635 4.7590 26.039 2344.0 .6942-0! .8404-01 .84G4-0] .9000 .I179-02 .1428-02 .8453 6.122 53].I
635 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .4078-01 .4939-01 .4939-01 .9000 .5929-03 .8392-03 .4962 3.706 532.5
635 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .9645-01 .I171 .I171 .9000 .1639-02 .1990-02 1.160 8.347 ' 541.0
635 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .9762-0t .I185 .I185 .9000 .1659-02 .2013-02 1.176 9.373 539.9
635 4.9020 25.]38 2339.0 .5250-01 .6355-01 .6355-01 .9000 .8920-03 .I080-02 .6405 5.525 530.6
635 5.5550 24.913 2321.0 .2731-03 .3304-03 .3304-03 .go00 .4640-05 .5614-05 .3339-02 .2829-01 529.0
635 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1297-02 .1569-02 .1569-02 .9000 .2203-04 .2656-04 .1586-01 .1319 528.7
635 5.5650 26.C38 2323.0 .1458-02 .1776-02 .1776--02 .9000 .2495-04 .3017-04 .1799-01 .1393 527.7
DATE 23 FEB BO '. OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1056
OH848 BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tRWUI35)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON : PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
• BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
• "*'TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALF_-IA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO PILl
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
" XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
657 .9960 7.940 39.99 -.4654-06 202.4 |265. 92.93 .2177-01 .9606 3752. .6322-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
657 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .5902-0! .7159-01 .7159-0! .9000 .1420-02 .1722-02 1.023 7.597 544.0
657 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1068 .1299 .1299 .9000 .2569-02 .3125-02 1.828 12.67 553.1
657 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .!012 .1231 .1231 .SO00 .2434-02 .2960-02 1.731 12.39 553.3
657 k.7590 26.038 2344.0 .V516-0I .9!17-0! .91!7-01 .BOO0 .1808-02 .2193-02 1.302 9.357 544.3
657 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .4181-01 .5059-0! .5059-0! .9000 .I005-02 .1217-02 .7330 5.466 535.9
657 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .!102 .I340 .1340 .9000 .2652-02 .3222-02 1.895 |3.58 550.I
657 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1096 .I333 .1333 .9000 .2636-02 .3206-02 1.876 !4.86 552.9
657 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .6598-01 .8009-01 .8009-01 .9000 .1587-02 .!926-02 1.139 9.744 547.0 /
657 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .3829-03 .4621-03 ,462t-03 .9000 .9211-05 .111|-04 .6802-02 .5184-01 526.2
657 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .4417-03 .5330-03 .5330-03 .SO00 .I062-04 .1282-04 .7842-02 .6652-0! 526.5
657 5.5650 25,476 2322.0 .]899-02 .2292-02 .2292-02 .9000 .4567-04 .5512-04 .3368-01 .2803 527,1
657 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2038-02 .2460-02 .2460-02 .SO00 .4903-04 .59f8-04 .3616-01 .2902 527.1
1 .....
/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I057
_u_ =___ AFT _"_' "_" ............ SPLIT LINE {R4ui35_
AFT PUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.OOO ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - ,OOBO ELEVON - -5,000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .OOOO
***TEST CONDITIONS =**
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 6 /FT3 /FT2
645 1.997 7,980 40.01 -.4564-06 434.4 1303. 94.84 .4522-0l 2.016 3810. .1287-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF sTN NO




RUN ZO MS xO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HRE_ TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O00T DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=].O R=0,9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT25EC FT25EC FTBSEC ISEC
645 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 ,8486-01 .I03! .103i .9000 .2972-02 .3610-02 2.189 16.0B 556.]
645 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1360 .1560 .I660 .9000 .4763-02 .5813-02 3.433 83.45 581.9
645 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .!486 .IBI8 ,1818 .9000 .5206-02 .6368-02 3.715 26, I0 589.0
645 4,759_ 2_.0Z8 2344.0 .|248 ._5_g .|519 .8000 .4370-02 ,5319-02 3.|92 22.62 572.2
645 4.9020 24,576 233G,0 .5729-0! .6934-0I ,6934-01 ,9000 .2006-02 .2428°02 1.505 11.13 552.7
645 4.S020 24.913 2337.0 .1401 ._707 .1707 .9000 .4905-02 _5977-02 3.567 25.23 575.5
S45 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1366 .]565 .1666 .9000 ,4783-02 .5833-02 3.459 27.04 579.4
645 4.9020 26._38 2339.0 ._I_7 ._36t ,136I .8000 .39!2-02 ,4766-02 2.843 23.97 576.0
645 5.5650 24,576 2320.0 .1752-03 .2]]I-03 .2!II-03 .9000 .6]38-05 .7393-05 .4701-02 .3564-01 536.6
845 5.5650 24.913 2321,0 .5494-03 .6619-03 .5619-03 .9000 ,1924-04 .2318°04 .1474-01 .!244 536.3
645 5.5650 25,476 2322.0 .!885-02 .2030-02 .2030-02 .BOO0 .5900-04 .7110-04 .4517-0I .3740 537.2
645 5.5550 26,038 2323.0 .2435-02 ,2934-02 ,2934-02 .9000 .8527-04 ,]028-03 ,5526-0! .5031 537,3
DATE 23 FEB 90 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1058
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI35)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
°''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O 6 /FT3 IFTB
655 2.999 7.990 40.01 .6952-02 675.0 I330. 96.58 .6970-0I 3.115 3849. .1948-02 .7772-07
' RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) GDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
655 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .1341 .1630 ,1630 .9000 .5861-0B .7123-02 4.397 32.08 579.5
655 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1913 .2340 .2340 .9000 .B360-02 .lOB2-OI 6.095 41.26 600.5
655 4.7220 2'5.475 2343.0 .2160 .2653 .2653 .9000 .9436-0B .1159-01 6.753 46.87 614.1
655 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1774 .2162 .2162 .900D .7751-02 .9444-02 5.748 40.41 588.1
655 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .8584-01 .I037 .I037 ".9000 .3750-02 .4530-02 2.897 BI.38 557,1
655 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1932 .2356 .2356 .9000 .8439-02 .1030-01 6.224 43.67 592.1
655 4.9020 25.575 233B.0 .1906 .2329 .B329 .9000 .8327-02 .lOt8-Ol 6.094 47.20 597.9
655 4.9020 26. i36 2339.0 .1515 .1846 .|846 .9000 .6617-02 .8064-02 4.903 41.09 588.7
655 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .761B-03 .9144-03 .9144-03 .9000 .332B-04 .3995-04 .2651-0! .2013 533.1
655 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .7702-03 .9244-03 .9244-03 .9000 .3_65-04 .4038-04 .2684-0l .2270 532.1
655 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2674-02 .3210-02 .3210-02 .9000 .II68-03 .1402-03 .9310-01 .7726 532.8
655 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .3917-0B .4703-0B .4703-02 .9000 .1711-03 .2054-03 .1363 1.053 533.3
BATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1059
BHB4B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI361
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP _ .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
637 .5033 7.900 39.93 -.6897-02 99.99 1249. 92.62 .lIlI-OI .4855 3727. .3238-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/CNO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TB) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
T Tn CT_CCr FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC,AWl ........
637 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .5842-01 .7089-01 .7089-01 .9000 .9968-03 .1209-02 .7078 5.271 538.6
537 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .9679-01 .1177 .1177 .8000 .1651-02 .2008-02 1.162 8.085 545.1
837 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .8498-01 .1033 .i033 ".9000 .1450-02 .1762-02 1.023 7.353 543.2
837 4.7590 26,038 2344.0 .7084-01 .8596-01 .8596-01 .9000 .120S_02 .1467-02 .8578 6.181 538.9
637 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .4144-01 .5021-01 .5021-01 .9000 .7070-03 ,8565-03 .5058 3.777 533.3
G37 4.8020 24.813 2337.0 .8495-01 .1153 .1153 .9000 .1620-02 .1968-02 1,145 8.234 542.1
o_1 4._ucu 25.575 2338.0 .=,2o-_, .I182 .I182 .9v_v .,B_ _2 ,2_,_ _2 I. 9.333 542.5
637 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .5209-01 .B320-01 .6320-01 .BOO0 .B887-03 .I078-02 .6312 5.424 538.4
837 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .5555-03 .6719-03 .6719-03 .9000 .9478-05 .1146-04 .6830-02 .5789-01 528.0
637 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .I366-02 .1653-02 .1653"02 .BOO0 .2331-04 .2820-04 .1678-01 .1395 528.9
637 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 1679-02 .2032-02 .2032-02 .9000 .2865-04 .3466-04 .2061-01 .1596 529.1
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1060
"!i!' OH84B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UI3B)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • -5.000
• BDFLAP _ .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
•*'TEST CONDITIONS''*
" RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO I P Q V RHO HU
': NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
663 1.016 7.940 39.97 -.4643-06 207.3 1260. 92.56 .2230-01 .9840 3745. .6501-03 .7449-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H[TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
663 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .G028-01 .7310-0! .7310-01 .9000 .1466-02 .1778-02 1.053 7.831 541.4
663 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1088 .1323 .1323 .9000 .E646-02 .3218-02 1.876 13.02 550.6
653 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .]029 .1251 .12BI .9000 .2503-02 .3043-02 1.776 12.73 549.9
663 4.7590 26.036 2344.0 .7739-01 .9379-01 .9379-0! .9000 .1883-02 .2282-02 1.356 9.771 539;3
663 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .4333-01 .5241-0! .5241-01 .9000 .1054-02 .1275-02 .7658 5.719 533.I
663 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1095 .133! .1331 .9000 .2664-02 .3237-02 1.898 13.62 547.2
663 4.9020 25.535 2338.0 .II15 .1355 .1355 .9000 .2713-02 .3297-02 1.927 15.30 549.2
663 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .6575-01 .7975-0l .7975-01 .9000 .1599-02 .1940-02 I.I48 9.844 542.1
663 5.5650 24.5?6 2320.0 .4642-03 .5604-03 .5604-03 .9000 .1129-04 .1363-04 .8280-02 .6309-0I 526.4
663 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .2954-03 .3567703 .3567-03 .9000 .7187-05 .8677-05 .5272-02 .4473-01 526.1
663 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2021-02 ,2440-02 .2440-02 .9000 .4915-04 .5934-04 .3604-0t .3001 526.3
663 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2722-02 _3286-02 .3286-06 .9000 .6621-04 .7994-04 .4853-0t .3762 526.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I061
nw_u_ Rn-h APT FII_FI A_ ANO ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI3BI
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BEtA - .0000 ELEVON = -5.000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
643 2.006 7.9B0 39.98 -.I040-01 434.5 1299. 94.54 .4523-01 2.016 3804. .1291-02 .7608-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAW) O00T DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAWJTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
643 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .8397-01 .lOIS .I018 .9000 .2939-02 ,3565-02 2.175 16.03 558.8
643 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1386 .1690 .1BBO .9000 .4853-02 .5915-02 3.510 24.05 575.5
643 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .!451 .1773 .1773 .9000 .50B0-02 .6206-02 3.636 25.63 582.9
643 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1237 .1505 .1505 .9000 .4332-02 .5267-02 3.168 22.50 567.4
843 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .5877-01 .7099-01 .7099-01 .9000 .2057-02 .2485-02 1.551 11.52 544.6
643 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1393 .1594 .1694 .9000 .4876-02 .5932-02 3.559 25.25 568.7
643 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .I353 .i649 .|549 .9000 .4738-02 .5771-02 3.437 26.95 573.2
643 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .I115 .1357 .1357 .9000 .3903-02 .4751-02 2.840 24.00 571.1
643 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .I723-03 .2071-03 .2071-03 .9000 .6031-05 .7250-05 .4659-02 .3550-01 526.2
643 5°5650 24.913 2321.0 .5133-03 .6170-03 .B170-03 .BOO0 ,1797-04 .2160-04 .]387-0! .1177 526.4
643 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1912-02 .2299-02 .2299-02 .9000 .6694-04 .B048-04 .5167-01 .4300 526.9
643 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2622-02 .3153-02 .3153-02 .9000 .9180-04 .I104-03 .7082-01 .5487 527.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKP HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE t062
OHB4B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI36)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDPLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG_ BEG. PSIA DEG. R D£G. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
653 2.998 7.990 40.02 .6962-02 672.4 1327. 95.36 .6944-01 3.103 3845. .1945-02 .7754-07
RUN • HREF STN NO




RuN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER • R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
653 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .1334 .1622 .1622 .9000 .5816-02 .7071-02 4.346 31.71 579.3
653 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1937 .2370 .2370 .9000 .8443-02 .1033-01 6.134 41.53 600.2
653 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .2148 .2638 .2638 .9000 .9361-02 .II50-01 6.676 46.35 613.5
653 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .IS06 .2201 .2201 .9000 .7871-02 .9594-02 5.814 40.87 588.1
653 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .8504-01 .1028 .IOLT_ .9000 .3707-02 .4480-02 2,851 21.02 557.7
653 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1931 .2356 .2356 .9000 .8416-02 .1027-01 6.183 43.39 592.0
653 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1905 .2329 .2329 .9000 .8305-02 .1015-01 6.056 46.92 597.4
653 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .1518 .1850 .|850 .9000 .6615-02 .8065-02 4.881 40.90 588.8
653 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .6194-03 .7437-03 .7437-03 .9000 .2700-04 .3242-04 .BI43-0t .1627 533.1
653 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .8660-03 .I040-02 .1040-02 .9000 .3775-04 .4532-04 .2998-01 .2535 532.5
653 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2532-02 .3041-02 .3041-02 .9000 .1104-03 .1325-03 .8760-01 .7269 533.0
653 5.5650 26.03,8 2363.0 .3884-02 .4664-02 .4664-02 .9000 .1693-03 .2033-03 .1343 1.037 533.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I063
OH846 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UI37)
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
• ,*TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
- /FT3 IFT2
XlO 6
639 .5035 7.900 39.95 -.1383-01 99.79 I247. 92.47 .ll09-Ot .4845 3724. .3237-03 .7441-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT29EC FT2SEC /SEC
639 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .5901-01 .7|64mOJ .7154--01 .9000 o1006--02 .1219--02 o7160 5.343 534.6
639 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .9135-01 .I110 .lifo .9000 .1557-02 .1891-02 1.098 7.655 641.4
639 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .8534-01 .I036 .1036 .9000 .1454-02 .1765-02 1.029 7.417 538.8
639 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .6574-01 .7958-01 .7968-01 .9000 .1120-02 .I358-02 .7980 5.763 534.3
539 4.9020 24.576 2335.0 .4098,01 .4960-01 .4960-0| .9000 .6982-03 .8451-03 .5008 3.747 529.4
639 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .9389-01 .1139 .I139 .9000 .1600-02 .1942-02 1.133 8.168 538.3
639 4.8020 25.575 2338.0 .9718-01 .I179 .!!79 _9000 o1656-02 .2010-02 1.173 9.362 538.2
639 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .SJ94mO| .6285--01 .6295--01 .9000 .8849--03 .1073--02 .5307 5.432 534.0
639 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1493--03 .1805--03 .1805--03 .9000 .2543--05 .3076--05 .1832--02 .1396--01 526.4
639 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .|831--03 .2214--03 .2214--03 .9000 .3120--05 .3773-05 .2248-02 .1907-01 526.2
639 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1817-02 .2197-02 .2197-02 .9000 .3096-04 .3744-04 .2231-01 .1858 526.1
639 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1906-02 .2305-02 .2305-02 .9000 .3248-04 .3927-04 .2340-01 .1814 526.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1064
OHB4B SO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4U137)
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " -5.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS°*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
6B1 1.02! 7.940 39.97 -.4644-06 206.8 1254. 92.12 .2224-01 .9816 3736. .6517-03 .7413-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
661 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .5992-01 .7273-01 .7273-01 .9000 .1455-02 .1766-02 1.035 7.696 542.0
661 4.6920 L_.913 2342.0 ,IO]O .1229 .1229 .9000 .2452-02 .2984-02 1.722 11.95 551.2
661 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .I035 .1259 .1259 .9000 .2512-02 .3057-02 1.767 12.66 550.4
66l 4.7590 . 26.038 2344.0 .7597-0! .9216-0! .9216-0I .9000 .1844-02 .2237-02 1.316 9.475 540.2
66i '4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .4231-01 .5122=01 .5122-01 .9000 .I027-02 .1244-02 .7397 5.523 533.4
661 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1089 .1325 .1325 .9000 .2645-02 .3216-02 1.867 13.39 547.7
661 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1100 .1338 .1338 .9000 .2670-02 .3248-02 1.880 14.91 549.6
661 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 ,6549-01 .7951-01 .7951-01 .9000 .1590-02 .1930-02 1.130 9.688 _12.9
661 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .5342_03 .6455-03 .6455-03 .9000 .1297-04 .1567-04 .9436-02 .7191-01 526.1
661 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .3367-03 .4068-03 .4068-03 .9000 .8175-05 .9876-05 .5949-02 .5047-01 526.0
SG! 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2105-02 .2543-02 .2543-02 .9000 .5I|1-04 .6174-04 .3718-01 .3097 5_6.0
661 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2848-02 .3441-02 .3441-02 .9000 .6915-04 .8354-04 .5030-01 .3899 5L_15.3
) ) ':
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH846 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1065
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UI37)
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
641 2.028 7.980 39.98 -.6838-02 435.7 1292. 94.03 .4536-01 2.022 3794. .1302-02 .7567-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
64 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .8555-01 .1037 .1037 .9000 .2996-02 .3531-02 2.213 16.36 552.9
64 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1329 .1619 .1619 .9000 .4655-02 .5669-02 3.36! 23.!0 569.5
64 4.7220 25.4?5 2343.0 .!496 .;825 .1825 .9000 .523B-02 .6393-02 3.743 26.46 576.9
64 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .123! .!494 .1494 .9000 .4310-02 ;5234-02 3.154 22.49 559.8
64 4,9020 24.5?6 2336.0 .58!8-0l .7023-01 .7023-01 .9000 .2038-02 .2460-02 1.534 11.42 539.0
64 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1389 .1688 .1688 .9000 .4865-02 ,5913-02 3.545 25.23 563.0
64 4.9020 25,575 2338.0 .1361 .)658 .1656 .9000 .4765-02 .5798-02 3.453 27,16 566.9
64. 4.9020 26,!38 2339,0 .!I23 .1365 .1365 .9000 .393!-02 .4780-02 2.86! 24.28 563.8
64 5.5650 24.5?6 2320.0 .2304-03 .2769-03 .2769-03 .9000 .8069-05 .9698-05 .6204-02 .4736-01 522.8
64 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .5571-03 .6696-03 .6696-03 .9000 .1951-04 .2345-04 .1500-01 .1275 522.7
641 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2007-02.2413-02 .2413-02 .9000 .7030-04 .8451-04 .5401-0! .4503 523.5
641 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2962-02 .3562-02 .3562-02 .9000 .1037-03 .1247-03 .7965-01 .6182 523.9
DATE 23 FEB 60 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1066
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE 194U137)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 IFT2
XtO 6
651 2.990 7.990 40.05 .3490-02 671.4 1328. 96.43 .6934-01 3.098 3846. .]941-02 .7760-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO| H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R O£G. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
551 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .1344 .1632 .1632 .9000 .5854-02 .7110-02 4.396 3B.|B 676.6
651 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1926 .2354 .2354 .9000 .8391-02 .1026-01 6.126 41.53 597.5
651 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .2170 .2663 .2663 .9000 .9454-02 .]160-0| 6.776 47.1| : 610.9
651 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1798 .2199 .2189 .9000 .7832-02 .9538-02 5.813 40.92 5_5.4
651 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .8549-01 .1032 .I032 .9000 .3724-02 .4497-02 2.879 _1.26 5_4.7
651 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1944 .2369 .2369 .9000 .8467-02 .1032-01 61255 43.96 688.8
651 4.g020 25.575 2338.0 .1917 .234! .2341 .9000 .8351-02 .I020-01 6.122 47.49 594.6
651 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .1526 .1858 .1858 .9000 .6646-02 .8095-02 4.928 41,35 586.1
651 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .5953-03 .7144-03 .7144-03 .9000 .2593-04 .3112-04 .2065-01 .|570 531.2
651 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .7823-03 .9386-03 .9386-03 .9000 .3408-04 .4089-04 .2717,01 .6300 530.3
651 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2277-02 .2733-02 .2733-02 .9000 .9921-04 .1190-03 .7904-01 .6565 530.9
651 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .3738-02 .4487-02 .4487-02 .9000 .|629-03 .1955-03 .1296 I.OOB 53|.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE lOB?
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI38)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = e.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = ,OOO0
*'*TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH .ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHD HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SECcFTB
X|O 6 .7441-07
831 _5096 7.900 39.9? .|384-01 IOl.O 1247. 92.47 .1122-01 .4903 3724. .3276-03
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS xo MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TH
NUHBER R=i.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R _E_. RTA_/TO rTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
63[ 4.6920 24.576 8341.0 .6507-01 .788B-0l .7888-0| .9000 .1115-02 .135B-02 .7942 5.925 534.7
631 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1131 .1373 .1373 .9000 .1938-02 .2354-02 1.368 9.544 540.6
631 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .1511 .1838 .1838 .9000 .2590-02 .3151-02 1.815 13.03 545.8
631 4.7590 26.038 B344,0 .1103 ,1339 .1339 .9000 .1890-02 .2295-02 1.337 9.633 539.3
631 4.9020 24.578 2336.0 .4328-0l .5238-0! .5238-01 .9000 .7420-03 .8979-03 .5327 3.987 528.7
631 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .I!12 .1349 .1349 .9000 .1906-02 .2312-02 |.355 9.781 535.7
831 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .i248 .1515 .!5!5 .9000 .2!40-02 ,2597-02 1.5!5 12.09 538.6
831 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .8644-0! .104g .I049 .9000 .1482-02 .1797-02 1.052 9.044 536.9
631 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 ;33BI-03 .4086-03 .4086-03 .9000 .5795-05 .7004-05 .4lB3-02 .3190-01 524.8
631 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .5010-03 .6055-03 .6055-03 .9000 .8588-05 .1038-04 .6203-02 .5267-01 524.4
631 5.5650 25.4?6 2322.0 .I883-02 .2276-02 .2276-02 .9000 ,3227-04 .3901-04 .2329-0! ,1941 524.9
631 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .2133-02 .2578-02 ,2578-02 .9000 .3656-04 .4420-04 .2639-0! .2047 525.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1068
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI3B)
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .O000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 /FT2
605 1.043 7.940 39.97 .1385-0I 206.2 I258. 92.42 .2218-0I .9787 3742. .B477-03 .7437-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HtTAN) QDOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
605 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .6373-01 .7729-0I .7729-01 .9000 .I546-02 .1875-02 I.IOB B.241 540.9
605 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1090 .1325 .1325 .9000 .2643-02 ,3213-0B 1,873 13.01 549.0
605 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .1445 .176B .1762 .9000 .3504-02 .4273-02 2.449 17.47 _58.8
E05 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1153 .1402 .1402 .9000 .a797-OB .3399-02 1,985 14.24 547.9
605 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .4238-0I .5126-01 .5126-0l .9000 .1028-02 .1243-02 .7467 5.581 531.3
505 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1069 .1297 .1297 .9000 .2593-02 .3!46-02 1.856 I3.35 541.9
605 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1195 .1452 .145B .9000 .2899-02 .3522-0B 2.059 16.36 547.3
605 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .9099-01 .ll05 .II05 .9000 .2207-02 .2679-02 1.575 13.50 544.0
605 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .460B-03 .5564-03 .5564-03 .9000 .1118-04 .1350-04 .8183-02 .623B-01 525.6
605 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .4985-03 .6018-03 .6018-03 .9000 .1209-04 .1460-04 .8863-0B .7524-01 524.7
605 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2112-02 .2551-02 .B551-02 .9000 .5123-04 .6186-04 .3750-01 .3123 525.7
605 5_5650 26.038 2323.0 .1514-02 .1827-0B .1827-02 .9000 .3671-04 .4432-04 .2688-01 .2085 525.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE lOB9
0H848 BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UIIB)
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .oooe ELEVON - .OOOO
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .O000
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 8 /FT3 IFT2
603 2.009 7.880 38199 .1734-01 434.1 1297, 94.40 .4519-0I 2.014 3BOI. .1282-02 .7596-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R RZF{R)
FT2SEC =.0175
603 .3498-01 .2866-01
• **TEST DATA *_"
RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN] @DOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
603 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .8598-01 .1042 .I042 .9000 .300B-02 .3645-02 2.229 16.46 555.4
603 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1313 .I597 .1597 .9000 .4593-02 .5585-82 3.354 23.09 566.5
603 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .!631 .1994 .!994 .9000 .5706-02 .6974-82 4.070 28.68 583.4
603 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .I432 ,1743 .I743 .9000 .5010-02 .6085-02 3.546 25.88 568.8
603 4.9020 2k.575 2336.0 .5225-01 .6304-01 .8304-01 .9000 .1828-02 .2205-02 1.384 10.30 539.4
GO3 4.9020 24.9!3 2337.0 .I144 .1385 .1385 .9000 .4000-02 .4845-02 2.973 21.26 553.5
603 4.9020 25L575 2338.0 .1257 .1527 .1527 .9000 .4396-02 .5341-02 3.222 25.38 563.7
603 4.9020 2B.138 2339.0 .If00 .1335 .1335 .9000 .3847-02 .4671-0B 2.828 24.01 561.7
603 5.5550 24.576 2320.0 .9337-03 .1124-02 .]124-02 .9000 .325B-04 .3931-04 .2506-0I .1906 529.5
603 5.5550 24.913 2321.0 .5484-03 .BBB7-03 .6597-03 .B000 .19]8-04 .2308-04 .]474-01 .1249 528,3
B03 5.5850 25.475 2322.0 .2283-02 .2747-02.2747-02 .9000 .7986-04 .9610-04 .6128-01 .5095 529.3
603 5.5650 26,038 2323.0 .1468-02 .1768-02 .]766-02 .8000 .5136-04 .6179-04 .3944-01 .3054 528.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1070
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI38)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 6.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
''*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
581 2.994 7.990 40.05 .]047-01 671.7 1327. 96.36 .6937-0! 3.100 3845. .1943-02 .7754-07
RUN HREF STN NO




_JN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAW] ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=t.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
581 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .1301 .1582 .1582 .-9000 .556B-02 .6892-02 4.227 30.82 580.7
581 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1578 .1926 .1926 .9000 .6873-02 .8393-02 5.035 34.19 594.0
581 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .2152 .2646 .2646 .9000 .9378-02 .1153-01 6.666 46.23 615.8
581 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1962 .2402 .2402 .9000 .B550-02 .1047-01 6.195 43.25 602.1
58! 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .7061-01 .8531-01 .8531-01 .9000 .3076-02 .3717-02 2.368 17.47 556.9
581 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1282 .1556 .1556 .9000 .5584-02 .6780-02 4.198 29.7I 574.9
581 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1525 ,1864 .1864 .9000 .6645-02 .8120-02 4.851 37.60 596.6
581 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .1396 .1702 .1702 .9000 .60B0-02 .7417-02 4.474 37.45 590.9
581 5.5650 24.575 2320.0 .2236-02 .2689-02 .2689-02 .9000 .973g-04 .1171-03 .7667-01 .5803 539.5
581 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .5970-03 .7176-03 .7176-03 .9000 .2601-04 .3126m04 .2053--01 ,1732 537.3
581 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1940-02 .2332-02 .2332-02 .9000 .8451-04 .1016-03 .6661-01 ,5512 538.4
581 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .7039-03 .B461-03 _8461-03 .9000 .3067-04 .3685°04 .2421-01 ,1866 537._
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1071
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4U|_)
AFT F'USE,ELEVON PARAPETRfC DATA
HACH = e.00O ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - °0000 ELEVC_ - .0000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPOBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEO. DEG. PSIA EEG. R DEG. R PS2A PSI F7/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
621 .4994 7.900 39.93 .1380-0! 97.55 1235. 91,58 .1084-0l .4736 3706. .3195-03 .7369-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) H(TAW) ODOT DTND1 TN
NUMBER R=].O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
621 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .6327-0! .7680-01 .7680-01 .9000 .1064-02 .1292-02 .7462 5.572 533.4
621 4.5920 24.913 2342.0 .I168 .1420 .1420 .9000 .1964-0a .2388-02 1,366 9.532 539.3
62l 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .]457 .1775 .1775 .9000 .2451-02 .2986-02 1.689 I2.13 545.6
_21 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .I109 .1349 .1349 .9000 .1866-02 .2268-02 1.298 9.351 539.0
621 4.9020 24.575 2336.0 .4347-0! .5267-01 .5267-0| .9000 .7311-03 .8859-03 .5154 3.856 528.3
621 4.9029 24.913 2337.0 .Ill3 .1351 ,135] .9000 .1972-02 .2273-02 1.309 9;452 535.1
621 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1238 .i505 .1505 .9000 .2082-02 .253!-02 1.450 !!.57 538.5
62! 4.9020 26.]38 233g.0 .805[-0! .9784-01 .9784-01 .9000 .[354-02 .1646-02 .9442 8.118 537.4
621 5.5650 24,813 232].0 .2875-03 .3477-03 .3477-03 .9000 .4835-05 .5848-05 .3445-02 .2929-0l 522.1
621 5.5850 25.476 2322.0 .}_80-02 .1790-02 .[790-02 .9000 .2489-04 .3011-04 .1772-01 .1478 522.9
621 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1464-02 .1771-02 .1771-02 .9000 .2462-04 .2978-04 .I752-01 .135I 522.8
.DATE _ FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 iN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1072
OH84B 50-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UI39)
"AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 _ ELEVON - .0000
BDF'LAP - -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
615 1.002 7.940 39.97 .1384-01 204.7 1261. 02.64 .2202-01 .9716 3746. .6415-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTidOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
615 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .6802-01 .8243-01 .8243-01 .9000 .1645o02 .I993-02 1.186 8.830 539.3
615 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .I085 .1319 .1319 .9000 .2624-02 .3189-02 1.869 12.98 548.6
615 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .1477 .1800 .1800 .9000 .3571-02 .4352-02 2.509 17.90 558.2
615 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1154 .1401 .1401 .8000 .2789-02 .3388-02 1.989 14.27 547.6
615 4.9020 24.576 2335.0 .4194-01 .5070-01 .5070-0 ! .9000 .I014-02 .1226-02 .7396 5.529 531.2
BIB 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1065 .1291 .1291 .9000 .2574-02 .3121-02 1.852 13.33 54:1.2
615 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1205 .1453 .1463 .9000 .2912-02 .3536-02 2.080 16.53. 546.4
615 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .9151-01 .1110 .1110 .9000 .2212-02 .2684-02 1.585 13.59 544.0
615 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .5929-03 .7156-03 .7156-03 .9000 .1433-04 .1730-04 .1054-01 .8038-01 525.2
615 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .3703-03 .4469-03 .4469-03 .9000 .8953-05 .1080-04 .6588-02 .5593-01 5._4.8
615 6.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2271-02 .2741-02 .2741-02 .9000 .5490-04 .6625-04 .4038-01 .3364 525.2
615 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1640-02 .1979-02 .1979"0_ .9000 .3966-04 .4785-04 .2918-01 .2263 524.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B HODEL 60-0 XN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IO?_
0H848 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE _RNUI39
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH • 8,000 ALPHA = 40'00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - ,0000
BDFLAP = -6,000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PS|A PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X_O 6 " " IFT3 IFT_
593 2.004 7.980 40.00 .1389-01 436.0 1303. 94.84 .4539-01 _.023 3810. .1892-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN] ODOT DTWDT TN
NUHt_R P=I.O R=O.8 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
593 4.6920 84.576 8341.0 .835_I01 .1018 .1018 .9000 .8930-02 .3558-08 2.180 18.07 658.8
583 4.6920 24_9t3 2342.0 .1258 .1530 ,1530 °9000 ,4413-02 .5367-02 3.23I 22.20 670.4
593 4.7280 85.475 2343.0 .1550 .1895 .1895 .9000 .5438-02 .6650-02 3.884 27.38 688.3
593 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .138! .1681 .168t .9008 .4844-0_ .6899-02 3.530 24.99 573.9
593 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .5288-01 .6379-01 .6379-01 .9000 .1855-02 .2238-08 1.412 10.60 541.6
593 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 ,1121 .1358 .1358 .8000 .3833-02 .4766-02 8.938 20.93 567.2
593 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1203 .1462 .1462 .9000 .4221-02 .5131-08 3.102 B4.39 567.9
593 4.9020 86.138 2339.0 .]068 .1288 .1288 .9000 .3747-02 .4553-02 2.768 B3.37 566.4
593 6.5650 24.576 2320.0 .7650-03 .9!B7.-03 .9197-03 .9000 .26e4-04 .:32-27-04 .8079-0! .!583 _.0
593 5.5650 84.913 2321.0 .6026-03 .7243-03 .7243-03 .9000 .2114-04 .2541--04 .1639-0l .1398 627.8
593 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2094-02 .2517-02 .2517-02 .9000 .7345-04 .8830-04 .5690-0! .4734 528.0
593 5.5660 26.038 2323.0 .1302-02 .1565-02 .1565-02 .9000 .4569-04 .5492-04 .3542-0| .2"/44 527.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I074
DH946 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVDN SPLIT LINE tR4UI3g}
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
¢ ***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. BEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O B /FT3 /FT2
5?9 2.997 7.990 40.02 .I044-01 870.8 1325. 96,21 .6927-01 3.096 3842. .1943-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) H(TAN) QDOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=].O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
579 4._920 24.576 234J.0 .JBB4 .J564 .J564 .9000 .5587-02 .6806-02 4.J_4 30.08 584.8
579 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .157g .1931 .193! .9000 .6872-02 .8405-02 4.993 33.83 598.2
579 4.7220 25.475 8343.0 .2135 .2629 .2629 .9000 .9293-02 .1144-01 " 547 45.3I 620.1
5?9 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .[975 .2422 .2422 .9000 .8599-02 .1054-01 u.l?5 43.01 606.6
579 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .6993-01 .8461-01 .8461-01 .9000 .3044-02 .3683-02 2.324 17.11 561.3
579 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1268 .1542 .1542 .9000 .5519-02 .6712-02 4.]14 29.06 579.3
579 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .15|8 .1858 .1858 .9000 ,6606-02 .8087-02 4.779 36.96 601.2
579 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .1376 .1681 .168i .9000 .5988-02 .7318-02 4.366 36.46 595.6
579 5.5850 24.576 2320.0 .2162-02 .2601-02 .2601-02 .9000 .9408-04 .1132-03 .7371-01 .5574 541.3
579 5.5650 24.9!3 2321.0 .6332-03 .7617-03 .7617-03 .9000 .2756-04 .33[5-04 .2164-0! .1823 539.5
579 5.5650 25.475 2S22.0 .5020-02 .6043-02 .6043-02 .9000 .2185-03 .2630-03 .I?lO 1.413 541.9
579 5.5850 26.038 2323.0 .4139-02 .4980-02 ,4980-02 .9000 .1801-03 .2168-03 .1411 1.086 541.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHBVB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I07§
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE IR4UI40)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC ....
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - ;0000 £LEVON - .DO00
BDF'LAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000 -
***TEST CONDITIONS***
i RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
623 .4993 7.900 39.97 .I384-01 99.83 ]256. 93.14 .1109-01 .4847 3737. ,3215-03 .7495-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO HS XO MS TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
623 4.5820 24.576 2341.0 .6355-01 .7705-0! °7705-0t .9000 .1086-02 .1315-02 .7841 5.853 533.7
623 4.6928 24.9]3 2342.0 .I]74 .1424 .1424 .9000 .2003-02 .2429-02 1.433 lO.O0 540.0
623 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 ._462 .[776 .I776 .9000 .2495-02 .3031-02 1.772 12.72 545.6
623 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1]46 .]389 .1389 .9000 .1955-02 .2371-02 1.401 10.09 539.2
623 4.9020 24.576 2335.0 .4327-0l .5228-01 .5228-01 .9000 .7384-03 .8922-03 .5378 4.028 527.3
623 4.9020 24.9]3 2337.0 .1101 .1333 .1333 .9000 .I878-02 .2275-02 1.354 9.775 534.9
623 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .I226 .{486 .1486 .9000 .2092-02 .2536-02 1.501 11.98 538.2
623 4.9020 26.138 _338.0 .8537-01 .!034 .1034 =9000 .1457-02 .I765-02 1.04B 9.012 536.4
523 5.5550 24.575 _320.0 .2]85-03 .2635-03 .2636-03 .9000 .3728-05 .4498-05 .2734-02 .2088-01 522.3
623 5,5550 24,9]3 232].0 ,3885-03 .4588-03 ,4688-03 ,9000 .5630-05 .7999-05 .4863-02 .4)34-0| 522.2
623 5.5650 25.475 2322.0 .1495-02 .1805-02 .1805-02 .9000 .2553-04 .3080-04 .1871_01 .1561 522.7
623 5:5650 26.038 2323.0 .1713-02 .2067-02 .2067-02 .9000 .2923-04 .3527-04 .2142-01 .1663 522.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1076
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UI40)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVDN - .0000
BDFLAP _ .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SKC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
613 1.004 7.940 39.B7 .1731-01 204.8 1260. 92.56 .2203-01 .9781 3745. .6423-03 .7449-07
' RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO ,'IS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/I-_REF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
6i3 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .6369-01 .7721-01 .7721-01 .9000 .1540-02 .1867-0B I.IOB 8.243 540.2
613 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1135 .1380 .1380 .9000 .2745-02 .3336-02 1.953 13.56 548.4
613 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .1455 .1773 .1773 .9000 .3517-02 .4287-02 2.467 17.60 55a.3
613 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1174 .1426 .142B .BOO0 .2837-02 .3448-08 2.019 14.48 548.1
613 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .4236-01 .5121-01 .5121-01 .9000 .I024-02 .123B-02 .7460 5.576 531.2
613 419020 24.913 2337.0 ,1070 .1297 .1297 .9000 .2587-08 .3137-02 1.858 13.37 541.5
613 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1204 .1453 .1463 .9000 .291[-02 .3536-02 2.075 16.49 546.8
613 4.9020 86.138 2339,0 .9134-01 .1109 .1109 .9000 .220B-02 .2681-02 1.579 13.53 544.5
613 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .7239-03 .8735-03 .8735-03 .9000 .1750-04 .2112-04 .1287-01 .9815-01 524.4
613 5.5650 24.513 2321.0 .4713-03 .5687-03 .5687-03 .9000 .1139-04 .1375-04 .8381-02 .7118-01 524.2
613 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2388-02 .2882-02 .2882-02 .9000 .5774-04 ,696B-04 .4243-01 .3536 524.7
613 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1691-02 .2040-02 .2040-02 .9000 .4088-04 .4933-04 .3005-01 .2331 524.5
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL B0-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1077
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE rR4UI40)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON • .00O0
BDFLAP = .0090 SPDBRK- .0000
• ,,TEST CONDITIONS,*,
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RH0 HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG, R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O 6 /FT3 /FTB
595 2.001 7.990 40.02 .1392-01 435.8 I304. 94.91 .4537-01 2.022 3811. .1290-02 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAW} QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
595 4.6920 84.576 2341.0 .8360-0! .I013 .1013 .9000 ,2933-02 ,3555-02 2.184 16.09 559.1
595 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1279 .I555 .1555 .9000 .4486-02 .5456-02 3.287 82.58 570.9
595 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 ,]572 ,1923 .1923 .9000 ,5515-08 ,6745-02 3.943 27.71 588.7
595 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1368 .1666 .1666 .9000 .4798-02 .5844-02 3.496 24.73 575.1
595 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .5223-0l .6302-01 .6302-01 .9000 ,1832-02 ,22]1-02 1.395 I0.37 542.3
595 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .]lO? .1341 .1341 .9000 " .3884-02 .4706-02 2;898 20,69 557.5
595 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1215 .1477 .1477 .9000 .4263-02 .5181-02 3.135 24.64 568.3
595 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .1083 .1315 .1315 .9000 .3798-02 .4615-02 2.797 23.69 567.2
595 5.5650 24.876 2320,0 .8010-03 .9630-03 .9630-03 .9000 .2810-04 .3378-04 .2177-0| ,1657 528.9
595 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .4987-03 .5895-03 .5995-03 .9000 .1750-04 .8103-04 .1357-01 ,1151 527.8
595 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2052-02 .2467-02 .2467-02 .9000 .7197-04 .8653-04 .5576-01 .4636 528.8
595 5.5650 26.038 2323-0 .1245-02 .1498-02 ._496-02 .9000 .4367-04 .5250-04 .3385-01 .2621 5L:_}.4
/DATE 23 FEB 80 0t-1849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1078
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SI__IT LINE fR'WU140)
• AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
+ BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK : ,0000 _
*''TEST CONDITIONS *°"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
577 3.019 7.990 40.06 .6989-02 670.3 1319. 95.71 .6922-01 3.093 3832. .1952-02 .7701-07
RUN HREF 6TN NO




RUN ZO MS xo MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (]DOT DTI,JDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /5EC
577 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .1305 .1589 .1589 .9000 .5673-02 .6907-02 4.18l 30.48 580.6
577 4.6920 24.9]3 2342.0 .1610 .1968 .1968 .9000 .6997-02 .8553-02 5.066 34.41 593.6
577 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .2184 .2688 .2688 .9000 .9492-02 .1169-0! 6,664 46.22 615.6
577 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .2018 .2474 .2474 .9000 .8771-02 .1075-01 6.269 43.75 603.0
577 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .6972-01 .8434-01 .8434-01 .9000 .3031-02 .3666-02 2.303 16.98 557.8
577 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1288 .1566 .1556 .9000 .5599-02 .6807-02 4.158 29.42 575.0
577 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1555 .1904 .I904 .9000 .6760-02 .8275-02 4.867 37.70 597.8
577 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 1409 .1721 .1721 .9000 .6123-02 .7483-02 4.442 37.15 592.3
577 5.5650 24,576 2320.0 .2291-02 .2757-02 .2757-02 .9000 .9960-04 .1198-03 ._772-0| .5890 537.3
577 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .8745-03 .1052-02 .1052-02 .9000 .3802-04 .4572-04 .2972-0! .2508 536.0
577 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .5061-02 .6091-02 .6091-02 .9000 .2200-03 .2648-03 .1715 1.419 538.4
577 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .4615-02 .5553-02 .5553-02 .9000 .2006-03 .24!4-03 .1565 1,206 537.7
/:
) • )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEF"JCVKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1078
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI41)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVO_.; = .0000
BE)FLAP • 5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PS! FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
625 .5056 7.900 39.96 .1729-01 I00.| 1246. 92.40 .tll2-OI .4859 3723. .3249-03 .7435-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAWI ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
625 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .6382-01 .7735-01 .7735-01 .9000 .I089-02 .1320-02 .7754 5.789 533.5
525 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1203 .146! .146| .9000 .2052-02 ,2492-02 !=449 I0.11 539.5
625 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .1462 .1779 .1779 .9000 .2495-02 .3035-02 1.748 12.55 545.2
625 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1176 .1428 .1428 .9000 .2007-02 .2436-02 1.419 10.22 538.7
625 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .4411-01 .5336-01 .5336-0! .9000 .7525-03 .9104-03 .5404 4.047 527.5
625 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1128 .1367 .1357 .9000 .1924-02 .2333-02 1.368 9.877 534.8
625 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1241 .1506 .1506 .9000 .2117-02 .2570-02 1.499 11.96 537.8
625 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .9596-0I .1043 .1043 .9000 .1466-02 ,1779-02 1.040 8.951 536.1
625 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .2029-03 .2451-03 ,2451-03 .9000 ,346! _5 .4!92-05 ,250!-02 o!909-0| 523,0
625 5.5550 24.913 2321.0 .4141-03 ,5003-03 .5003-03 .9000 .7065-ud .8536-05 .5107-02 .4340-01 522.8
625 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1733-02 .2094-02 .2094-02 .9000 .2956-04 .3573-04 .2136-0l .1781 523.3
625 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1644-02 .1986-02 .1986-02 .9000 .2804-04 .3388-04 .2025-01 .1572 523.4
DATE 23 WEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VI<F HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1080
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE rR4Ul41)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
.... _', " MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BOFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
• **'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI WT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
61I ,9967 7.940 39.98 .1384-01 204.6 1265. 92.93 .2201-01 .9711 3752. .8391-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HEW H/I-'g_EF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN_ ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R : BTUI OEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
EBI 4.6920 2_.578 2342.0 .6757-0I .8182-01 .8182-01 .9000 .1634-02 .1979-02 T.186 8.834 538.7
611 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1071 .1300 .1300 .9000 .2589-02 .3144-02 1.855 12.89 548,3
61 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .2457 .1775 .1775 .9000 .3524-02 .4292-02 2.489 17.76 558.2
62 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .2147 .1392 .1392 .9000 .2773-02 .3367-02 1.989 14.27 547.4
61 4.9020 24.5?6 2336.0 14264-01 .5151-01 .5151-01 .9000 .1031-02 .I_6-02 .?5?6 5.666 530.0
61 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1085 .1290 .2290 .9000 . .2575-02 .3220-02 1.864 I3.42 540.7
61 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1195 .1450 .1450 .9000 .2890-02 .3507-02 2.0?8 16.50 546,4
6! 4.8020 26.138 2339.0 .9079-0I .1102 .2101 .9000 .2|98-02 .2863-0B 1.583 13.56 543.9
61 5.5650 24.5?8 2320.0 ;5770-03 .6957-03 .6957-03 .9000 .1395-04 .1682-04 .1034-01 .7888-01 523.8
6! 5.5650 24._13 2321.0 .2721-03 .3281-03 .3282-03 .9000 .6580-05 .7934-05 .4877-02 .4143-01 523.5
6I 5.5850 25.478 2322.0 .2227-02 .2685-02 .2685-02 .9000 .5384-04 .6493-04 .3989-01 .3326 523.7
61 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1526-02 .1840-02 .1840-02 .9000 .3690-04 .4449-04 .2734-01 .2123 5=?.3.6
i
/ , . •
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL B0-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 108|
OHB4B B0-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI41)
AFT FUSE,ELEvON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000
8DFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT2
59? B.013 ?.980 40.02 .1392-01 434.6 1297. 9_.40 .4526-01 2.01B 3got. .I294-02 .7596-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF •fAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) BOOT DTWDT 114
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
59? 4.8920 24.576 234!o0 .8587-01 .!041 .!04! .9000 .3005-02 .3E44-02 2.227 16.44 555.8
597 4.6920 24.913 2342,0 .130I .!58B .1582 .9000 .4554-02 .5539-02 3.322 BB.BS 567.2
59? 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .!622 .1984 . 984 .9000 .5680-02 .6944-02 4.044 28.48 584.6
597 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1412 .l?IB .1719 .9000 .4944-02 .6018-02 3.591 25.47 5?0.3
597 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .5293-01 .6388-01 .6388-01 .9000 .I853-02 .2236-0B 1.402 10.43 540.0
597 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1133 .1373 .1373 .9000 ,3967-02 .4808-02 2.946 Bl.O6 554.2
597 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1248 .1SIS .!5!6 .9000 .436B-02 .5308-02 3.198 25.18 564.5
597 4.9020 26.!36 2339.0 .I!04 .!340 .1340 .9000 .3854-02 .4693-02 2.835 24.07 562.8
597 5.5650 24.578 2320.0 .9427-03 .1134-02 .I134-02 .9000 .3300-04 .3971-04 .2534-0! .192B 529.0
597 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .4587-03 .551B-03 .5518-03 .9000 .1506-04 .!932-04 .1235-0! .1047 5PT.B
597 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2251-02 .2709-02 .2709-02 .9000 .7882-04 .9483-04 .6052-01 .5032 5c8.B
597 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1514-02 .I82!-02 .IB21-02 .9000 .5300-04 .6376-04 .40?B-OI .3153 528.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE lOB2
,..;'i',i; OHB4B _OmO AFT FUSELAGE ANO ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI41)
_.'';'i7: AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
: *''TEST CONDITIONS**"
. _ RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
:.J%"_' XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
'' " .'583 2.999 7.990 40.05 .1396-01 671.I 1325. 96.21 .6930-01 3.097 3842. .1944-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BT'J/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
_: " 583 .4354-01 .2341-01
• "'*wEST DATA'*"
RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
583 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .1299 .1579 .1579 ,9000 .5654-02 .6874-02 4.22l 30.81 578.2
583 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .]561 .1905 .1905 .9000 .6795-02 .8294-02 4.981 33.86 591.7
583 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .2127 .2614 .2614 .9000 .9261-02 .1138-01 6.582 . 45.69 613.g
583 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1986 .2430 .2430 .9000 .8647-02 .1058-01 6.266 43.80 600.0
583 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .70B0-01 .B549-01 .B549-01 .9000 .3082-02 .3722-02 2.375 17.55 554.0
583 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1253 .1533 .1533 .BOO0 .5499-02 .6673-02 4.138 29.33 572.!
583 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1504 .1838 .1838 .BOO0 .6549-02 .BOOOm02 4.783 37.11 594.4
583 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .1385 .1690 .1690 .9000 .5032-02 .7355-02 4.439 37.20 588.7
583 5.5650 24.575 2320.0 .1843-02 .2215-02 .2215-02 .9000 .8023-04 .9643-04 .6327-01 .4797 536.1
583 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .5886-03 .8272-03 .8272-03 .9000 .2998-04 .3601-04 .2371-01 .2003 533.9
583 5=5650 25.476 2322.0 .211B-02 .2546-02 .2546-02 .9000 .9223-04 .I108-03 .7279-01 .6033 535.4
583 5.5550 26.038 2323.0 17751-03 .9323-03 .9323-03 .9000 .3379-04 .4059-04 .2671-01 .2063 534.1
) ....
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1083
OHB4B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (I_U1421
DADAM_TOIP _&T&
AF_ FUSE,ELEVON .................
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 £1..EVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK - .0000
• *'TEST CONDITIONS*'"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 B /FT3 /FIB
619 .5067 ?.900 39.85 .I3B3-OI 99.45 1239. 91.88 .ll05-Ot .4829 3712. .3247-03 .7393-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TiC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/T0 H(TO) H(TAWI ODOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
519 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .6434-01 .7808-01 .780B-01 .SO00 .1093-02 .1327-02 .7699 5.745 534.5
619 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .!143 .1389 .1389 .9000 .1941-02 .2360-0B 1.355 9.453 540.5
619 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .1478 .1801 .1801 .9000 .2512-02 .3059-02 1.739 12.49 546.3
619 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .I087 .1321 .1321 .9000 .1847-0B .2244-02 1.292 9.308 539.1
619 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .434E-01 .5265-01 .5285-01 .9000 .7384-03 .B945-03 .5241 3.922 528.9
619 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1098 .1333 .1333 .9000 .1866-02 .2265-0R 1.312 9.465 535.7
B19 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1231 .1496 .1496 .9000 .2091-02 .2541-02 1.464 11.68 538.8
6!9 4.9020 26. t38 2339.0 .8058-01 .9788-01 .9788-01 .9000 .1359-02 .1663-02 .9596 8.249 537.8
619 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .3149-03 .3809-03 .38G8-03 .9000 .5350-05 .6472-05 .3823-02 .2916-01 524.1
619 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .253S-03 .3068-03 .3068-03 .9000 .4309-05 .5213-05 .3080o02 .2616-01 524.0
619 5.5550 25.476 2322.0 .1694-02 .2050-02 .2050-02 .9000 .2879-04 .3483-04 .2057-01 .1715 524.2
619 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1720-02 .2080-02 .2080-02 .9000 .2922-04 .3535-04 .2088-01 .1621 524.0
/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE lOB4
OH84B BO mO AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UI42)
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPD_K = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FTB
6[7 ].002 7.940 39.97 .1731-01 206.2 1267. 93.08 .2218-0I .9787 3755. .6431-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/I,,IREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
6;7 4.6920 24.576 2341,0 .6685-01 .8095-01 .8095-01 .9000 .1623-02 .I966-02 !.I80 8.785 539.6
617 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1143 .1388 .1388 .9000 .2775-02 .3370-02 1.99! 13.83 549.2
617 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .1433 .]746 .1746 .9000 .3481m02 .4240-02 2.462 17.56 659.2
617 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .I177 .1429 .1429 .9000 .2858-02 .3470-02 2,053 14.72 548.5
617 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .4321-01 .5220-01 .5220-01 .9000 .1049-02 .1268-02 .7718 5.769 531.1
BIT 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .I066 ;1292 .1292 .9000 .2588-02 ,3137-02 1,876 13.50 541.9
6t7 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1200 .I457 .1457 .9000 .2915-02 .3538-02 2.097 16.66 547.3
617 4.9020 25.138 2339.0 .0133-0l .l]OB .1108 .9000 .2218-02 .2690-02 ],601 13,71 545,0
617 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .5472-03 .6588-03 .6598-03 .9000 .1329-04 .1602-04 .9860-02 .7520-01 524.6
617 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .3201-03 .3859-03 .3859-03 .9000 .'1772-05 .9372-05 .5769-02 .4898-01 524.4
617 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1939-02 .2338-02 .2338-02 .9000 .4708-04 .5677-04 .3494-0I .2912 524.5
617 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1706-02 .2057-02 .2057-02 .9000 .4143-04 .4995-04 .3075-01 .2385 524.5
•) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1085
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UI42)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON rm_nm,ni+ u_,_
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DE6. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT$ /FT2
581 1.988 7.980 40.01 .1391-01 433.9 1306. 95.05 .4517-01 2,013 3814. .1283-02 .7649o07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN " ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTOl H(TAN] QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=t.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
591 4.6920 24.576 234!,0 .8317-0! oi008 .1008 ,9000 .2912-02 .3529-02 2.175 16.03 558.8
591 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1256 .1527 .1527 .9000 .4398-08 .5348-02 3.832 BB.20 570.7
591 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .1590 .1944 .1944 .9000 .5566-02 .6805-02 3.990 28..04 588.8
5gl 4.7580 26.038 2344.0 .1397 .1701 .170i .9000 .4891-02 .5954-02 3.576 25.31 5"74.6
591 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .5108-01 .6162-01 .6162-01 .9000 .1789-02 .2158-02 1 .366 10. 15 542.1
591 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 ,1125 ,1363 .1353 .9000 .3940-02 .4773-02 2.948 21.04 557.5.
591 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1222 .1485 .1485 .9000 .4278-02 .5199-02 3. 154 24.79 568.5
t
.,9, 4.9020 25.138 2339.0 . !0";5 + t305 =!305 +9000 .3764-02 .4572-02 2.781 23.55 566.9
591 5.5650 24.576 2320,0 .5856-03 .7037-03 ,7037-03 .9000 .2050-04 .2464-04 .1595-01 .1214 527.9
581 5,5650 241913 2321.0 r q5-03 .6484-03 .6484-03 .9000 .1889-04 .2270-04 .1470-01 .1246 527.6
591 5.5650 25.476 2328.0 c-]6-02 .2039-02 .2039-02 .9000 .5940-04 .7140-04 .4615-01 .3838 528.7
591 5.5650 26,038 2323.0 .5_57-03 .1015-02 ._015-02 ,9000 .296!-04 ,3558-04 .2304-01 .1785 527.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHe4B MODEL B0-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1088
OH84B B0-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE rR4UI42I
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
.... HACH = 8.000 ALPHA ,- 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON ,, .0000
8DFLAP = 6.000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PS[A DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PS! RT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
• 589 3.003 7.990 40.07 .I748-0! 673.7 ]327. 86.36 .6957-0! 3.108 3845. .I949-02 .7754-07
i ::;i:!i : 'RUN HREr STN NO
N_NBER BTU/ R REF(R)FT2SEC =.0175
589 .4363-01 .2339-01
***TEST DATA***
RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNOT TW
NUHBER R=I.O RIO.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC/ FTBSEC ISEC
589 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .1298 .1576 .1576 .9000 .5655-02 .6876-02 4.226 30.83 578.4
589 4.8920 24.913 2342.0 .155! .1893 .1893 .9000 .6767-02 .8262-02 4.962 33.70 593.4
589 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .2076 .2553 .2553 .8000 .9059-02 .1114-01 6.435 44.61 616.3
589 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1973 .2416 .2416 .9000 .8609-0B .lOS4-OI 6.231 43.49 602.9
589 4.9020 24.576 2338.0 .7246-01 .8747-01 .8747o0! .9000 .3162-02 .3816-02 2.445 lB.07 553.4
589 4.3020 24.913 2337.0 .I258 .1526 .1526 .9000 .5488-02 .6659-02 4.140 29.34 572.2
589 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1476 .1804 .1804 .9000 .6441-02 .7869-02 4.706 36.49 596.0
589 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .1390 .1695 .|695 .9000 .6063-02 .7397-02 4.460 37.33 591.0
589 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .I012-02 .1216-02 .1216-02 .9000 .4417-04 .5304-04 .3504-01 .2660 533.3
589 5.5650 24.813 2321.0 .6749-03 .BlO0-03 .8100-03 .9000 .2945-04 .3534-04 .2341-01 .19BI 531.6
589 5.5650 25.4?6 2322.0 .2126-02 .8553-02 .2553-02 .9000 .9277-04 .1114-03 .7362-01 .6106 533.1
589 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .I258-02 .1511-02 .151]-02 .9000 .5491-04 .6591-04 .4363-01 .3373 532.0
/ •
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHS4B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE lOB7
OHBWB 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UI43)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
*.*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-BEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
527 .5147 7.900 39.95 .1383-01 101.4 1242. 02.10 .1127-01 .4923 3717. .3302-03 .7411-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R}
FT2SEC =.0175
627 .1716-01 .5643-01 -:
• "*TEST DATA**"
RUN ZO HS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTf,.C)T TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
627 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .6373-01 .7732-01 .7732-01 .9000 .1094-02 .1327-02 .7731 5.767 535.0
627 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .!070 .!301 .I30l .9000 .1836-02 .2232-02 1,286 8,962 54i.6
627 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .!434 .]746 .1746 .9000 .2461-02 .299B-02 1.708 12.25 547.6
62V 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .8549-01 .1039 .1039 .9000 .1467-02 .1783-02 1.029 7,408 540.4
627 4.9020 24,576 2336.0 .4370-01 .5291-01 .5291-01 .9000 .7500-03 .9081-03 .5349 4.004 528.4
627 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1096 .1330 .1330 .9000 .I881-02 .2283-02 1.326 9,568 536.5
627 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .II85 .1439 .1439 .9000 ,2033-02 .2470-02 1.426 1;.37 540.1
627 4.9020 28.]38 2339.0 .7237-01 .8790-01 .8790-01 .9000 .1242-02 .1509-02 .8733 7.503 538,6
627 5.5650 24,576 2320.0 .1234-03 .,492 =_ .I492-03 .9 .... 2,,9-vJ .256;-05 .1522-02 .ii62-0i 523.1
627 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .2776-03 .3355-03 .3355-03 .9000 .4764-05 .5759-05 .3423-02 .2909-01 523.0
627 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .t601-02 .1936-02 .1936-02 .9000 .2748-04 .3323-04 .1973-0I .1645 523.6
627 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1579-02 .]909-02 .1909-02 .9000 .2710-04 .3277-04 .I946-01 .1510 523.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1088
OH84B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND £LEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UI43)
AFT FUSEoELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 8ETA " .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000_
*.*TEST CONDITIONS*.*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-5EC
X_O 6 /FT3 /FT2
609 t.024 7.940 39.98 .1386-0I 209.1 1261. 92.64 .2249-01 .9925 3746. .6553-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITOJ H[TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTSSEC FTSSEC FTBSEC /SEC "
609 4.9920 24.576 2341.0 .8836-0I .8287-0! .8287-01 .9000 .I670-02 .2025-02 1.203 8.948 540.6
B09 4.8920 24.913 8342.0 .I091 .1326 .1326 .9000 .2666-08 .3241-02 1.894 13.15 $50.0
509 4.7280 25.475 2343.0 .1452 .1783 .1783 .9000 .3572-02 .4357-02 8.508 17.84 560.3
609 4.7590 28.038 2344.0 .1104 .1342 .1342 .9000 .2698-02 .3280-02 1,818 13.74 549.8
609 4.9020 24.578 2336.0 .426!-01 .5152-0t .5152-01 .8000 .104|-02 .1258-02 .7585 5.666 532.2
609 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .I077 .1307 .1307 .9000 .2632-02 .3193-02 1.890 13.59 542.7
609 4.9020 25,575 2338.0 .1203 .1462 .1462 ,9000 .2940-02 ,3573-02 2,095 16.63 548.3
609 4.9020 2B.138 2339.0 .8977-01 .lOBO .1090 .9000 .2193-02 .2664-02 1.567 13.41 546.4
609 5.5850 24.576 2320.0 .3751-03 .4527-03 .4527-03 .9000 .9164-05 .1106-04 .6738-02 .5138-01 525.5
609 5.5650 24.9]3 2321.0 .3480-03 .4200-03 .4200-03 .9000 .8504-05 .1028-04 .6254-02 .5308-01 525.2
609 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2040-02 .8462-02 .2462-02 .9000 .4984-04 .6016-04 .3664-01 .3051 525.7
609 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1372-02 .1658-02 .1856-02 .9000 .3353-04 .4047-04 .2465-01 .1912 525.4
) • •
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHS4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I089
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UI43)
MACH " B.O00 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON • .ODD0
BOFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
599 1,990 7.990 40.04 .1744-01 435.0 1307. 95.13 ,452B-01 2.019 3815. .|285-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ , OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
599 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .8466-01 .1025 .1025 .9000 .296B-O2 .3595-02 2.227 16.43 556.6
599 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1302 .1582 .1582 .9000 .4565-02 .5546-02 3.371 23.18 568.2
599 4.7220 25.4?5 2343.0 .1598 .1952 .1952 .BOO0 .5604-02 .6845-02 4.038 28.42 586.0
599 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1413 .1719 .1719 .9000 .4954-02 .6026-02 3.639 25.79 572,1
599 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .5212-01 .6283-01 .6283-01 .9000 .1828-02 .2BO3-0B 1.401 10.42 540.2
599 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1127 .I365 .1365 .9000 .3953-02 .4784-02 2-.97I 21.24 555.0
599 4.9020 25,575 2338.0 .1243 .1509 .1509 .BOO0 .4359-02 .5292-02 3,230 25.42 565.7
59B 4.9020 25.138 2339.0 ,lOBS ,1330 .1330 .9000 .3842-02 .4663-02 2.851 24.17 564.7
599 5.5650 24,576 2320.0 .9fB5-03 ,I101-02 .1101-02 .9000 .3214-04 .3862-04 .2501-01 .1904 528.4
599 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .5426-03 .6520-03 .6520-03 .9000 .1903-04 .2286-04 .1483-01 .1257 527.5
599 5.5650 25,4"76 2322.0 .2249-02 .2703-02 .2703-02 .8000 .7886-04 .9477-04 .6138-0I .5106 528,3
599 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1518-02 .I824-02 ,1824-02 .B000 .53Bl-04 .6394-04 .4145-01 .3211 527.7
• DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1090
_' OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4.UI43)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH - 8,000 ALPHA - 40,nO. BETA = ,0000 ELEVON = ,0000h
:- BDFLAP - 15,00 SPDBRK • ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PC) TO T P O V RHO MU
i NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 /FT3 /FT2
: 585 2.982 7.990 40.06 .1397~01 669.7 1328. 96.43 .6916-01 3.091 3846. .1936-02 .7760-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (]DOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=0,9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
585 4.6920 24.575 2341.0 .1289 .1566 .1566 .9000 .5607-02 .6815-02 4.202 30.67 578.3
585 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1583 .1931 .1931 .9000 .6887-02 .5403-02 5.868 34.45 591.8
585 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .2|19 .2604 .2604 .9000 .9218-02 .]133-01 6.574 45.62 614,5
585 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1974 .2415 .2415 .9000 .8587-02 .I051-01 6.244 43.63 600.6
585 4.9020 24.576 2336,0 ,7044-01 ,8503-01 ,8503-01 ,9000 ,3065-02 ,3700-02 2,371 I7,51 554,1
585 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1267 .1537 .1537 .9000 .5512-02 .6688-_2 4.163 29.49 57_.4
585 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1495 .1826 .1826 .9000 .6506-02 .7945-02 4.769 37.00 594.6
585 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .1379 .1681 .1681 .9000 .6000-02 .7315-02 4.430 37.11 589.3
585 515650 24.576 2320.0 .i599-02 .1921-02 .1921-02 .9000 .6958-04 .8359-04 .5514-01 .4182 535.3
585 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .G363-03 .7640-03 .7640-03 .9000 .2768-04 .3324-04 .2199-0! .1859 533.4
585 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2403-02 .2886-02 .2886-02 .9000 .I045-03 .1256-03 .8286-01 .6868 535.1
585 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .8946-03 .1074-02 .1074-02 .90GO .3892-04 .4674-04 .3090-01 .2386 533.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE tOg!
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4U|44}
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8o000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6, IFT3 IFTe
629 .5153 7.900 39.96 .1729-01 101.8 1244. 92.25 .1131-01 .4940 3720. .3309-03 .7423-07
RUN "HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAWtTO H(TO) HITAW) QDOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT25EC FTESEC FT2SEC /SEC
628 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .6413-0l .7778-01 .7778-01 .9000 .]103-02 .133B-02 .7819 5.834 5_.8
829 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .II01 .1338 ,1338 .8000 ._893-02 .2301-02 1.330 9.276 541.0
629 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .!308 .1592 .1592 .9000 .2250-02 .2738-02 1.57l 11.28 545.8
629 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .2759-01 .3345-0! .3345-01 .9000 .4745-03 .5752-03 .3369 2.434 533.7
629 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .4378-01 .5300-01 .5300-01 .9000 .7530-03 .9116-03 .5385 4.030 528.6
629 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1110 .1347 .1347 .9000 .1910-02 .2317-02 1.351 9.746 536.3
629 4.9020 25.535 2338.0 .1191 .1446 .1446 .9000 .2048-02 .2487-02 1.442 11.50 539.4
629 4.9020 26. I38 2339.0 .3501-0! .4244-01 .4244-01 .9000 .6020-03 .7300-03 .4273 3.680 533.9
629 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .4026-03 .4866-03 .4866-03 .9000 .6924-05 .8369-05 .4986-02 .3805-01 523.5
629 5.5650 24,913 2321.0 .3064-03 .3703-03 .3703-03 .9000 .5269-05 .6369-05 .3794-02 .3223-01 523.6
629 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1942-02 .2348-02 .2348-02 .9000 .3340-04 .4037-04 .2405-01 .2005 523.7
629 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1294-02 .1564-02 .1564-02 .9000 .2225-04 .2689-04 .1602-01 .1243 523.?
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 XN THE AEOC VI<R HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1092
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UI441
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
..... ':' ' BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
- . ... '
**'TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R GEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FTE
607 .9872 7.940 39.96 .1_83-01 205.3 1276. 93.74 .2208-01 .9744 3769. .6358-03 .7543-07
'RuN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO'MS xo MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF HII-REF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
607 4.6920 24.5?6 2341.0 .6722-01 .8130-01 .8130-01 .9000 .1631-02 .1973-02 1.201 B.942 539.2
607 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .lib! .1383 .1363 .9000 .2767-02 .3356-02 B.OlB 13.97 548.8
607 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .1423 .1731 .1731 .9000 .3452-02 .4199-0B 2.475 17.65 558.7
607 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .7302-01 .8839-0! .8839-01 .9000 .1771-02 .2144-02 1.300 9.351 541.9
607 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .4283-01 .5166-01 .5168-01 .9000 .1039-02 .1254-02 .7740 5.786 530.8
607 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1060 .1283 .1283 .9000 .2573-02 .3114-02 l.BBB 13.58 541.8
607 4.9020 25.5?5 2338.0 .I201 .1456 .1456 .9000 .2914-02 .3532-02 2.122 16.85 547.4
607 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .6_29-0i .8265-01 .8265-01 .9000 .1657-02 .2005-02 1.217 10.44 541.4
607 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .5552-03 .6688-03 .6688-03 .9000 .1347-04 .1623-04 .1012-01 .7722-01 5_._.2
607 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .4661-03 .5878-03 .5878-03 .9000 .1184-04 .1426-04 ,8903-02 .7562-01 523.8
60? 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2168-02 .2612-02 .2612-02 .9000 .5260-04 .6336-04 .3951-01 .3293 524.4
607 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1370-02 .1650-02 .1650-02 .9000 .3323-04 .4002-04 .2497-01 .1938 5_.t.2
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1093
OH84B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UI44)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BOFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
**.TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
601 1.999 ?.980 39.99 .1388-01 435.3 1304. 94.91 .4531-01 2.020 3811. .1289-02 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO! H(TAN) (}DOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
E01 4.6920 24.576 23L'I.0 .844l-0! .I023 .!023 .9000 .2959-02 .3588-02 2.204 16.24 559.0
SO! 4.6920 24.9]3 2342.0 .1268 .1542 .1542 .9000 .4444-02 .5406-02 3.257 22.37 570.8
601 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .157! .lB2I .192l .9000 .5507-02 .6736-02 3.936 27.66 589.0
601 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .I390 .1892 .1692 ,9000 .4873-02 .5934-C2 3.5_3 25.14 574.6
60l 4.9020 24.576 2336,0 .5303-01 .6398-01 .6398_0] .9000 .1859-02 .2243-02 1.416 I0.53 542.0
501 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .ll22 .t360 .]360 .9000 .3934-02 .4757-0a 2.935 20.96 557.5
601 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1219 .1482 .1482 .9000 .4274-02 .5195-02 3.142 24.70 568,5
601 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .I088 .1322 .1322 .9000 .3815-02 .4636-02 2.808 23.78 567.5
SOl 5.5650 24.578 2320.0 .7802-03 .9381-03 .9381-03 .9000 .2735-04 .3289-04 .2II9-01 .1812 529.2
601 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .4672-03 .56!6-03 .56l_-03 ,9000 .1538-04 .|969-04 .i270-0i .i076 528.2
601 5.5550 25.478 2322.0 .2}57-02 .2594-02 .2594-02 .9000 .7564-04 .9094-04 .5858-0I .4870 529.1
601 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 1409-02 .1594-02 .1694-02 .9000 .4940-04 .5939-04 .3829-0! .2965 528.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 01-1848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I09_
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fibUla4)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRXC DATA
: MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP - 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PS]A DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
597 3.006 7.990 40.06 .1398o0! 671.3 1323. 96.07 .6933-03 3.098 3839. .1948-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHRIEF HIHRIEF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R lEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
587 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .1300 .1580 .1580 .9000 .5660-02 .6880-0B 4.222 30.84 576.7
587 4.6920 24.9]3 2342.0 .1589 .1939 ,1939 .9000 .6915-0B .8440-0B 5.063 34.44 590,5
587 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .213B .2629 .2629 .9000 .9313-02 .1145-01 6.612 45,93 612.7
587 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1999 .2447 .e447 .9000 .8704-02 .1065-01 6,296 44.02 599.3
587 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .?124-0| .8603-0! .8603-02 .9000 .3102-02 .3745-02 2.38? 27.64 553.2
587 4.9020 24.923 2337.0 .1268 .1539 .1539 .9000 .5520-02 .6700-02 4.148 29.41 572.2
587 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1520 .2857 .1857 .9000 .6619-02 .8085-0B 4.8B7 37.47 593.4
587 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .1395 .2702 .1702 .9000 .6074-02 .7408-0B 4.461 37.39 588.3
587 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1656-02 .1991-02 .1992-02 .9000 .7221-04 .8665-04 .5683-02 .4312 534.6
587 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .6845-03 .B223-03 .B223-03 .BOO0 .2980-04 .3580-04 .2352-01 .2988 533.3
587 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2405-02 .2889-02 .2889-0B .9000 .1047-03 .2258-03 .8255-02 .6846 534.0
587 5.5650 26.038 2323,0 .|081-02 ,1299-0B .1299-0B .9000 .4707-04 .5654-04 .3728-02 .2872 532.9
\ "\
DATE 2:3 FEB 80 ON848 MODEL 60-0 IN TK'E AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1095
0H848 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI45}
AFT _m _P_ P_ P_b_kl _A_i_P_{P _A_A
MACH = B.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 IFT2
681 .5058 7.900 39.93 -.;034-01 101.2 1255. 93.06 .II25-01 .4913 3736. .3P5_-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO HS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI DE@. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
68I 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 ,7399-0! .8967-0I .8967-01 .9000 .1271-02 .1540-02 .9122 6.798 537.0
68| 4.6820 24.913 2342.0 .1684 .205! .2051 .9000 .2893-02 .3524-02 2.029 14.06 553.4
68! 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .!8]7 .2210 .2210 .8000 .312]-02 .3797-02 2.202 t5.78 549.2
68! 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1424 .1728 .1728 .9000 .2447-02 .2969-02 1.746 12.56 541.2
681 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .4951-0! .6001-01 .6001-0! .9000 .8521-03 .1031-02 .6166 4.609 53|.1
681 4.9020 24.913 233"1.0 .1120 .1358 .1358 .9000 .1924-02 .2333-02 1.377 9.920 539:.0
681 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .9531-0! .1154 .i154 ,9000 .!637-02 .!983-02 1.179 9.423 534..7
68l 4.9020 26.139 2339.0 .7343-01 .8889-01 .8889-01 .9000 .126!-02 ._527-02 .9!00 7.840 533.3
68! 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .5327-03 .6435-03 .6435-03 .9000 .9150-05 .1105-04 .6667-02 .5081-01 626.1
68l 5.5650 24.913 232!.0 .4363-03 .5270-03 .5270-03 .9000 .7494-05 .9052-05 .5462-02 ,4635-01 525.8
68] 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1258-02 .1519-02 .1519-02 .9000 ,2161-04 .2610-04 .1575-01 .13ll 525.9
681 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1534-02 .I853_02 .!853-02 .9000 .2635-04 .3183--04 .1920-01 .1488 526.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1096
OH84B 60-0 AFI FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UI45}
AFt FuSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
' ..... MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
' BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO S IFT3 /FTB
667 1.005 7.940 39.96 -.6922-02 205.3 1261. 92.64 ,2208-01 .9744 3746. .6433-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW} ODOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=l.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R STU/R BTUI DES. R DEG, R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
667 4.6920 24.578 2341.0 .7409-01 .8989-01 .8989-01 .9000 ,1794-02 .2176-02 1.286 9.551 543.8
667 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .I259 .1532 .1532 .9000 .3048-02 .3710-02 2,154 14.92 554.1
667 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .!803 .2200 .2200 .9000 ,4366-02 .5326-02 3.052 21.74 561.5
667 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .I380 .1677 .1677 .9000 .3340-02 .4061-02 2.374 IT.O! 550.0
567 4.9020 24.576 2338.0 .4946-01 ,5996-0! .5988-01 .9000 .1197-02 .1450-02 .8676 6,469 536.I
667 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1007 .1224 .1224 .9000 .2437-02 .2964-02 1.729 12.38 551.3
667 4.9020 25.575 . 2338.0 .9014-01 .1094 .1094 .9000 ,2183-02 .2650-02 1.561 12.41 545.5
667 4.9020 28.138 2339.0 .7507-0! .9091-0! .9091-01 .9000 .1817-02 .2201-02 1.315 11.30 53"7.3
667 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .9806-03 .1185-02 .1185-02 .9000 ,2374-04 .2869-04 .1736-0! .|321 529.4
667 5.5650 24.913 2321:0 .4431-03 .5352-03 .5352-03 .9000 ,I073-04 .1296-04 .7852-0_ .6652-01 526.7
667 5.5650 25.475 2322.0 .1700-02 .2054-02 .2054-02 .9000 ,4117-04 .4974-04 .3Oil-O! .2503 529.2
667 5.5650 26.038 8323.0 .1664-02 .2010-02 .2010-02 .9000 ,4028-04 .4857-04 .2947-0I .2281 529.1
: C". :, )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I097
OHB4B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI45)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B,O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 lET3 /FT2
" 687 1.992 7.980 40.00 -.6947-02 434.9 1306. 95.05 .4527-01 2.018 3814. .1285-02 .7649-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/NREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HtTAN} ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=|.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
687 4.6920 24,5q6 2341.0 .9826-0I .!191 .119! .9000 .3445-02 .4176-02 2.568 18.9! 560.2
687 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .|493 .|8|7 .!8!7 .9000 .5234-02 .6370-02 3.834 26.30 573.2
687 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 ._902 .2326 .2326 .9000 .5667-02 .8154-02 4.773 33.52 589.8
687 4.7590 26,038 2344.0 .i53l .I862 .1862 .9000 .5368-02 .6528-02 3.946 27.98 570.6
687 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .6023-0l .7273-0l .7273-01 .9000 .2lit-02 .2550-02 1.603 |1.89 546.3
687 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1421 ,1727 .1727 .9000 .4981-02 .6054-02 3.668 26.03 569.2
687 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1396 .1699 .1699 .9000 .4894-02 .5956-02 3.582 28.08 573.7
687 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .8665-0! .1047 .1047 .9000 .3037-02 .3672-02 2.295 19.61 550.1
587 5.5650 24.575 2320.0 .q571-03 .9100-03 .9100-03 .9000 .2654-04 .3!90-04 .2063-0! .I570 528.4
687 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .4710-03 .5660-03 .5660-03 .9000 .1651-04 .I984-04 .1284-0l .1089 527.7
687 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1604-02 .1929-02 .1929-02 .9000 .5624-04 .6760-04 .4371-01 .3535 528.6
687 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .I349-02 .1622-02 .|622-02 .9000 .4730-04 .5685-04 .3677-0I .2847 528.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1098
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI45)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
701 2.999 ?.ggO 40.05 -.6978-02 669.5 1323. 96.0? .6914-01 3.090 3839, .1942-02 .773t-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS X0 MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) (]DOT DTNOT TW ,
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
901 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .1388 .1692 .1692 .9000 .6032-02 .7355-02 4.436 32.24 587.2
701 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .188g .2310 .2310 .9000 ,8213-02 .1004-0] 5.968 40.48 596.1
701 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .2744 .3406 .3406 .9000 .I193-01 .1481-01 8. II0 55.52 642.7
70! 4.7590 26.038 23_4.0 .1862 .2276 .2276 .9000 .8096-02 ,9893-02 5.898 41.33 594.2
701 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .8864-0I .1075 .I075 .9000 ,3853-02 .4672-02 2.909 21.34 567.8
701 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1688 .2064 .2064 .9000 .7337-02 .8972-02 5.322 37.25 597.2
701 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1977 '.2424 .2424 .9000 .8594-02 .1054-01 6.159 47.51 606.0
701 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .I009 .1225 .1225 .9000 .4388-02 .5326-02 3.294 27.84 571.8
701 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .9451-03 .1137-02 .1137-02 .9000 .4113-04 .4944-04 .3235-0! .2453 536.l
701 5.5650 24.913 232!.0 .5833-03 .7011-03 .7011-03 .9000 .2536-04 .3048-04 .1997-OI .1687 535.1 '
?OI 5.5650 25.4?6 2322.0 .1700-02 .2044-02 .2044-02 ,9000 .7390-04 .8884-04 .5810-01 .4813 536.4
701 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .13.13-02 .1578-02 .157B-02 .9000 .5707-04 .6860-04 .4491-01 .3464 535.8
! /
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IOgg
OH84B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI46)
AFT FUSE.ELEvoN PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = G.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS* "=
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
679 .5025 7.900 39.97 -.6923-02 100.5 1255. 93.06 .1117-01 .4BBI 3736. .3241-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STH NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
679 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .8039-01 .9747-01 .9747-01 .9000 .1376-02 .1669-02 .9859 7.342 538.4
579 4,6920 24.913 2342.0 .1669 .2030 .2030 .9000 .2858-02 .3475-02 2.016 14.00 549.2
679 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 ._794 .2183 .2183 .9000 .3072-02 .3737-02 2.165 15.5I 549.9
679 4.7580 26.038 2344.0 .1422 .1725 .1726 .9000 .2434-02 .2954-02 1.734 12.47 542.4
879 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .6219-01 .7530-01 ,7530-01 .9000 .lOBSm02 .1289--02 .7676 5.730 533.8
B7g 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .9911--0I .120I .1201 .9000 .1697--02 .2056--02 1.219 8.790 536.6
E79 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .9236-01 .]119 .l:Ig .9000 .1581-02 .1916-02 1.137 9.08I 535.g
679 4.9020 26.138 2338.0 .7}72-01 .8686-01 .8686-01 .9000 .1228-02 .|487m02 .8843 7.614 534.6
679 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .2040-03 .2485-03 .2465-03 .9000 .3493-05 .4220-05 .2545-02 .1939-01 528.2
679 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .6235-03 .7532-03 .7532-03 .9000 .1067-04 .1290-04 .7776-02 .6475-01 526.2
679 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .IIBO-O2 .1402-02 .1402-02 .9000 .!986-04 .2400-04 .1447-01 .1122 526.3
'L
DATE 23 FEB 80 0HB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VK_ HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I/G0
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UI4B)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
665 1.003 7.940 39.97 -.1732-0I 205.8 1265. 92.93 .2213-0! .9788 3752. .6429-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAW) ODOT DTI,E)T TN
NUMBER R=!.O R=O.B R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
665 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .7278-0l .8844-01 .8844-0I .9000 .1765-02 .2145-02 1.261 9.334 550.4
665 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1258 .1533 .I533 .9000 .3050-02 .37!8-02 2.147 14.83 560.6
665 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .1742 .2129 .2129 .9000 .4225-02 ,5164-02 2.938 20.85 569.3
665 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .i355 .1650 .1650 .9000 .3286m02 "4003m02 2"318 16"53 559"!
665 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .5026-0I .6092-01 .6092-01 .9000 .I219-02 .1478-02 .BBOB 6.548 542.t
665 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1005 .1224 .1224 .9000 .2438-02 .2970-02 1.723 12,30 558.0
665 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .8736-0l .1062 .1062 .9000 .2119-02 .2577-02 1.509 11.95 552.6
665 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .7426-01 .901!-01 .90l!-01 .9000 .1801-02 .2186-02 1.295 11.09 545.7
665 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .6163-03 .7448-03 .7448-03 .9000 .1495-04 .!807-04 .1095-01 .8323-01 531.9
665 5.5650 24.913 232!.0 .5086-03 .6146-03 .6146-03 .9000 .1234-04 .1491m04 .9043--0E .7651--01 531.6
665 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1581--02 .1911--02 .1911--02 .9000 .3835--04 .4635--04 .2809--01 .2332 532.3
665 5.5550 26.038 2323,0 .I444--02 .1745--02 .1745--02 .9000 .3503--04 "4833m04 "2566--01 "1983 532"1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IlOl
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UI4B)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
•*'TEST CONDITIONS**"
RU:; RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
689 1.996 7.980 39.99 -.1041-01 434.3 1303. 94.84 .4521-01 2.015 3810. .1287-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZC MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN) (:;IOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT25EC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
689 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 ,9760-0! .1184 .1184 .9000 .3418-02 .4147-02 2.532 18,64 561.7
689 4.6920 24.913 23_2.0 .1572 .1914 .1914 .9000 .5503-02 .6702-02 4.00? 27.47 574.5
689 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .]896 .232; .2321 .9000 .6638-02 .8127-02 '4.721 33.13 5BI.5
689 4.7590 2E.038 2344.0 .1568 .1909 .1909 .9000 .5490-02 .6684-02 4.003 28.35 573.5
689 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .5954-01 .7207-01 .7207-01 .9000 .2088-02 .2524-02 1.578 11.70 547.3
689 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .}430 .1740 .1740 .9000 .5009-02 .6092-02 3.668 26.01 570.3
_89 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1434 .1748 .1748 .9000 .5023-02 .6120-02 3.649 28.57 576.2
689 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .B652-0! .1047 .1047 .9000 .3029-02 .3666-02 2.272 19.38 552.9
589 5.5550 24.575 2320.0 .7092-03 .8526-03 .8526-03 .9000 .2483-04 .2986-04 .1923-01 .1464 528.4
689 5.5650 24.9i3 232i.0 .498i-03 .5988-03 .5988-03 .5000 .I744-04 .2097-04 .i351-0I .|]45 528.i
589 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1679-02 .2019-02 .2019-02 .9000 .5880-04 .7071-04 .4549-01 .3782 5a9.0
589 5.5550 26.038 2323,0 .1345-02 .1617-02 .1617-02 .9000 .4709-04 .5661-04 .3844-01 .2822 5_18.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE II02
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI4BI
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA "
MACH = 6.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B IFT3 /FT2
699 2.999 7.990 40.05 -.6994-02 670.4 ]324. 96.]4 .6923-0] 3.094 3841. .1944-02 .7736-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG, R
TAW/TO ............ FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
699 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .I389 .I693 .1693 .9000 .6044-02 .7365-02 4.460 32.44 565.7
699 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .iBBl .2299 .2299 .9000 .8|86-02 .1000-01 5.964 40.47 595.!
699 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .2_38 .3397 .3397 .9000 .ll91-OI .1478-0! 8.120 55.61 641.9
699 4.7599 26.038 2344.0 .1857 .2268 .2268 .9000 .8080-02 .9869-02 5.901 41.36 593.q
699 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .8922-01 .I081 .lOeI .9000 .3882-02 .4704-02 2.938 21.57 566.8
899 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1683 .2058 ' .2058 .9000 .7324-02 .8953-02 5.327 37.30 596.3
699 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1982 .2430 .2430 .9000 .8622-02 .I057-01 6.193 47.80 605.4
699 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .1018 .1235 .1235 .9000 .4428o02 .5373-02 3_333 28.17 571.0
699 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1006-02 .1209-02 .1209-02 .9000 .4376-04 .5259-04 .3451-01 .2618 535.1
699 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .5511-03 .6621-03 .6621-03 .9000 .2398-04 .2881-04 .1893-0'1 .1599 534.2
699 5.5650 25;476 2322.0 .]877-02 .2255-02 .2255-02 .9000 .8164-04 .9812-04 .6435-01 .5332 535.5
699 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1476-02 .1774-02 .1774-02 .9000 .6423-04 .7718-04 .5066-01 .3910 53'4.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE II03
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIt 'LINE {R4UI47)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS Le-SEC
X10 S /FT_ /FT2
583 .5030 7.900 39.93 -.6896-02 100.5 1254. 92.99 .1117-01 .4880 3735. .3242_03 .7483-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTwDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.g R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
683 4,6920 24.576 2341.0 .7347-01 .8907-01 .9907-01 .9000 .1258-02 .1525-02 .9004 6.707 537,8
683 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1680 .2049 l .2049 .BOO0 .2875-02 .3507-02 2.005 13.87 556.6
583 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .]775 .216l .216I .9000 .3039-02 .3698-02 2.136 l 15_30 550.8
683 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1354 .1657 .1657 .9000 .2335-02 .2836-02 1.659 ll.Ba 543.3
683 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .5038-01 .6096-01 .6096-01 .9000 18623-03 .1044-02 .6227 4.653 531.6
883 4,9020 24.913 2337.0 .1138 .1381 .1381 .9000 .1949-02 .2365-02 1.388 9.993 541.1
683 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .9512-01 .1152 .1152 .9000 ,1628-02 .1973-02 1.169 9.337 535.9
683 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .7414-0! .B98I-OI .8981-01 .9000 .1269-02 .1537-02 .9122 7.852 534.9
683 5.5550 24._7_= = 2320.0 .5544-03 .6696-03 .6696-03 .9000 .9490-05 .I146-04 .6913-02 .5271-01 525.2
683 5.5550 24.913 2321.0 .2865-03 .3461-03 ,3461-03 .9000 .4904-05 .5924-05 .3572-02 .3032-01 525.2
683 5.5550 25.476 2322,0 .I039-02 .1255-02 .1255-02 .9000 .1778-04 .2148-04 .1295-01 ,I079 525,2
583 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1234-02 .1490-02 .1490-02 ,9000 .2112-04 .2551-04 .1538-01 .1193 525.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1104
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI47)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = S.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
8DFLAP = 8.000 6PDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
669 1.010 7.940 39.95 -.1037-01 205.9 1259. 82.49 .2215-01 .9773 3743. .6462-03 .7443-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
669 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .7391-0! .897f-0l .8971-01 .9000 .1792-02 .2175-02 1.281 9.513 543.8
669 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1253 .1526 .1526 .9000 .3038-02 .3698-02 2.140 14.82 554.2
66Q 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .1789 .2184 .2|84 .9009 .4337-02 .5293-02 3.023 21.53 561.6
669 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1362 .1656 .1656 .9000 .3300-02 .4014-02 2.337 16.74 550.5
669 4.8020 24.576 2336.0 .4926-0! .5965-01 .5965-0! .9000 .1194-02 .1446-02 .8625 6.430 536.3
669 4.9020 24.913 2337,0 .1018 .1238 .i238 .9000 .2467-02 .3001-02 1.745 12.49 551.4
669 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .9946-0I .1086 .1086 .9000 _2169-02 .2633-02 1.546 12.30 545.5
669 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .7464-0] .9068-0| .9068-01 .9000 .!814-02 ..2198-02 1.307 11.23 538.1
669 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .I057-02 .1277-02 .12?7-02 .9000 .2562-04 .3095-04 .1870-01 .1423 528.8
669 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .4511-03 .5450-03 .5450-03 .9000 .1093-04 .1321-04 .7983-0_ .6764-0! 528.5
669 5.5650 25.4?6 2322.0 .1900-02 .2296-02 .2296-02 .9000 .4606-04 .5566-04 .3364-01 .2797 528.5
669 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .!676-02 .2026-02 .2026-02 .9000 .4064-04 .4910-04 .2968-01 .2299 528.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1105
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI47}
_ AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
; MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = B.O00 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X!O B /FT3 /FIB
685 2.023 7.980 39.98 -.6930-02 434.5 1292. 94.03 .4523-01 2.016 3794. .1298-02 .7567-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TW
NUM8ER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
685 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .1209 .I468 .1468 .9000 .4227-02 .5135-02 3.089 22.75 560.8
685 4.6920 24.913 2348.0 .4212 .5285 .5265 .9000 .1473-01 .184t-01 9.512 62.98 645.9
685 4.7220 85.475 2343.0 .2174 .2665 .2665 .9000 .7604-02 .9320-02 5.334 37;46 590.2
685 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1588 .]93I .]931 .9000 .5547-02 .6754-02 4.010 28.46 568.8
685 U.9020 84.576 2338.0 .1062 .1286 .1288 .9000 .3713-08 .4499-02 2.748 20.33 551.6
685 4.9020 24.9]3 2337.0 .3306 .4063 .4063 .9000 .I156-01 .1421-01 8.02] 56. II 598.0
885 4,9020 25.575 2338.0 .I445 .1758 .1758 .9000 .5052-08 .6147-02 3.664 28.83 566.4
685 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .8741-01 .1059 .|059 .BOO0 .3057-02 .3702-02 2.267 19.36 550.2
685 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .I031-02 .1240-02 .1240-02 .9000 .3506-04 .4338-04 .276|-01 .2104 526.0
685 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .4172-03 .5018-03 .5018-03 .9000 .1459-04 .1755-04 .1118-01 .9485-01 525.6
685 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .]726-02 .2077-02 .2077-02 .9000 .6037-04 .7263-04 .4617-01 .3843 526.8
685 5.5650 28.038 2323.0 .1401-02 .I686-02 ,1686-02 .9000 .4901-04 .5896-04 .3750-0! .2907 526.5
DATE 23 FED 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1108
. :: OHB48 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI47)
! AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH" B.OOO ALPHA 40.00 8ETA- .0000ELEVON- 5.000
""ii BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK : .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI RT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
703 2.990 7.990 40.01 -.6955-02 668.4 1324. 96.14 .6903-01 3.085 3841. .1938-02 .7736-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 9TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
703 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .1387 .1690 .1690 .9000 .6027-02 .7342-02 4.454 32.41 584.6
703 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1846 .2256 .2256 .9000 .8021-02 .9799-02 5.852 39.74 594.1
703 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .2735 .3392 .3392 .9000 .1188-01 .1474-0] 8.117 55.62 640.5
703 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1839 .2245 .2245 .9000 .7990-02 .9752-02 5.852 41.07 591.3
• 703 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .8918-0t .1080 .1080 .9000 .3874-02 .4693702 2.937 21.58 565.5
703 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1674 .2046 .2046 .9000 .7274-02 .8890-02 5.299 37.12 595.3
?03 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1977 .2422 .2422 .9000 .8587-02 .1052-01 6.182 47.75 603.7
703 4.9020 26.138 2339,0 .]019 .1236 .1236 .9000 .4428-02 .5369-02 3.344 28.31 568.4
703 5.5550 24.576 2320.0 .lf77-02 .1415-02 .1415-02 .9000 .5114-04 .6145-04 .4035-0! .3061 534.8
703 5.5650 24,913 2321.0 .5727-03 .6880-03 .6880-03 .9000 .2488-04 .2989-04 .1965-01 .1660 534.0
703 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2044-02 .2456-02 .2456-02 .9000 .8881-04 .1067-03 .7008-01 .5810 534.6
703 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1613-02 .1938-02 .1738-02 .9000 .7008-04 .8419-04 .5534-01 .4273 534.0
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE II07
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE tR4UI4B)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
×10 6 /FT3 /FT2
6?5 .5021 7.900 39.94 -.6904-02 100.2 1253 92.91 .1114-0I .4865 3733. .3235-03 .7477-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC _T2SEC FT2SED /SEE
675 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .6276-0I .7608-01 .7608-01 .9000 .1072-02 .1300-02 .7673 5.718 537.2
675 4.5920 24.913 2342.0 .II90 .1445 .1445 .9000 .2033-02 .2470-02 1.440 10.03 544.2
= n= ;z_5 .2136 .2136 .Buuu .2999-02 .3651-02 2 i04 i5.06 55i.3575 4.7220 2_.4,_ 2343.0 .'-= _ .
675 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1094 .1329 .I329 .9000 .1870-02 .2271-02 1.328 9.555 542.4
675 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .3829-01 .4633-01 .4633-01 .9000 .6543-03 .7917-03 .4721 3,529 531.2
675 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .'/225-01 .8?SI-Ol .8761-01 .9000 .1235-02 .I497-02 .8819 6.356 538.4
675 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .8163-0! .9900-01 .9900-0I .9000 .1395-02 .1692-02 .9960 7.946 538,7
675 4.9020 26.]38 2339.0 .6215-01 ;7531-01 .7531-01 .9000 .I062-02 .1287-02 .7616 6.554 535.6
675 5.5550 25.476 2322.0 .5548-03 .6703-03 .6703-03 .9000 .9482-05 .]I45-04 .6896-02 .5744-01 525.4
675 5.5650 26._38 2323.0 .5573-03 .6733-03 .6733-03 .9000 .9524-05 .ii5i-04 .6927-02 .5372-0i 525.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE II08
OH848 6O-O AFT FUSELAGE AND £LEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UI4B)
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
.; MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .OOOO ELEVON • 5.000
; : BDFLAP = 15,00 SPDBRK = .0000
i::i/ ***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
673 1.003 7.940 39.97 -.6929-02 205.6 1264. 98.86 .2211-Of .9759 3751. .6427-03 .7472-G7
.RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER 8TU/ R REF(R}
FT2SEC =.0175
,; 673 .2424-01 .4052-0!
*'*TEST DATA***
RUN zO MS XO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC, R DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
673 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .7250-01 .8792-01 .8792-D! ,9090 .1757°02 .2131-02 1.267 9.411 543.0
673 4.S920 24.913 2342.0 .1240 .15OS .1509 .GOOD .3DOS-02 ,3557-D2 2.135 14.79 553.5
573 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .iTBO .2146 .2145 .9000 .4255-02 .5201-02 2.996 21.35 561.3
673 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1295 .1574 .1574 .9000 .3139-D2 .3815-02 2.240 16.05 550.2
673 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .4889-01 .5915-01 .5915-01 .9000 .1185-02 .1434-02 .8835 6.441 535.1
673 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .9955-01 .1210 .1210 .9000 .2415-02 .2933-02 1.720 12.32 550.?
673 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 ;8761-0! .]063 .1063 .9DOG " .21_._,-OB .2577-02 1.526 |2.14 545.0
673 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .7279-01 .BB]3-O! .6813-01 .gOOD .1754-02 .2136-02 1.2Bl 11.01 537.5
673 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .7263m03 .8769-03 .8789-03 .9000 .1755-04 .2130-04 .1302-01 .9923-G1 526.2
573 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .1808-03 .2182-03 .2182-D3 .BOOO .4382-05 .5288-05 .3232-02 .274_-01 526.1
673 5.5650 25.475 2322.0 .1453-02 ._754-02 .1754-02 .9000 .3522-04 .4250-04 .2597-01 .2163 526.2
673 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1215-02 .1458-02 .1458-02 .BOO0 .2948-04 .3557-04 .2174-01 .1686 526.|
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I109
OH848 BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE IR4UI48)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA 40,00 BETA " ,0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 lET3 /FT2
69I 1.993 7.980 39.99 -.5942-02 434,6 I305. 94.98 .4524-0] 2.017 3813. .1286-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAW) OOOT DTWOT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
5gl _.6920 2_.576 2341.0 .9756-0I .]184 ,llBk .9000 .3418-02 .4149-02 2.532 18.61 554.1
691 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1512 .1843 .1843 .9000 ,5299-02 .6457-02 3.856 26.40 577.|
691 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .1919 .2351 .2351 .9000 .5725-02 .8237-02 4.780 33.51 593,9
691 4.7590 25.038 2344.0 .1558 .1898 .1898 .9000 .5_50-02 .6650-02 3.980 28.15 575.7
B91 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .5840-01 .7061-01 .7061-01 .9000 .2046-02 .2474-02 _.544 II.44 549.9
6Sl 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .i430 .1741 .1741 .9000 .5012-02 .5099-02 3.668 25.98 572.8
69] 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1412 .172I .172! .9000 .4947-02 .6030-02 3.594 28.II 578.2
69] 4.9020 25.]38 2339.0 .8585-0! .I039 .I039 .9000 .3008-02 .3642-02 2.254 19.20 555.3
69I 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .8576-03 .I031-02 .I031-02 .9000 .3005-04 .3614-04 .2325-01 .1768 530.7
6ST 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .6173-03 .7424-03 .7424-03 .9000 .2163-04 .2601-04 .1675-01 .1418 530.3
691 5.5650 25,476 2322.0 1760-02 .2117-02 .2117-02 .900b .6166-04 .7417-04 .4770-01 .3961 531.I
69I 5.5550 26.038 2323.0 I538-02 .1850~02 .1850-02 .9000 .5390-04 .6483-04 .4172-01 .3227 530.7
DATE'23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IllO
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI46)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
: MACH B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
.- BDFLAP = t5.00 SPDBRK = .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEO. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
697 2.999 7.990 40.00 -,6947-02 668.9 1322. 96.00 .6908-OI 3.087 3838. .1942-02 .7726-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUHBER BTU/ R REF(R}
• . FT2SEC =.0175
.._97 .4345-01 .2342-01
*''TEST DATA***
RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
697 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .1379 .ISBO .1680 .9000 .6993-02 .7298-02 4.427 32.24 582.9
69? 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 ,1909 .2331 .233I .9000 ,8293-08 .IOl3-Ol 6.049 41.11 592.3
697 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .2747 .3407 .3407 .9000 .I194-0! .1480-01 8,154 56.92 638.6
697 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1862 ,2272 .2272 .9000 .8089-02 .9872-02 6.921 41,59 589.7
697 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .8720-01 .1056 .1056 .9000 .3789-02 .4589-02 2.873 21.12 563.5
697 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1692 .2067 .2067 .9000 .7351-02 .8981-02 5.353 37.54 593.4
697 4.5020 25.575 2338.0 .1986 .2432 .2432 .9000 .8626-02 .I057-01 6.212 48.03 601.6
E97 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .1017 .1233 .1833 .9000 .4419-02 .5358-02 3.334 28.24 567.2
697 5.5650 24.575 2320.0 .I103-02 .]325-02 .1325-02 .9000 .4791-04 .5757-04 .3776-01 .2867 533.6
897 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .5226-03 .6278-03 .6278-03 .9000 .2270-04 .2728-04 .1789-0I .1512 533.5
697 5.5650 25.4?6 2322.0 .1950-02 .2355-02 .2355-02 .9000 .8517-04 .1023-03 .6713-01 .5568 533.6
697 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1605-02 .1928-02 .1928-02 .9000 .6972-04 .8376-04 .5498-01 .4247 533.1
\
• /
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1||1
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE {R4UI491
ART FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
i BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
'''TEST CONDITIONS**"
: RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
: NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 IFT3 /FT2
677 .5060 7.gO0 39.96 -.6920-02 101.X I254. 92.99 .1124-01 ,4909 3735. .3262-03 .7483-07
RUN HR£F STN NO





RUN ZO M5 XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H[TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
677 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .8380-01 o1016 .1016 .9000 .1439-02 .1745-02 1.029 7.662 538.6
677 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1488 .1808 .1808 .9000 .2555-02 .3105-02 1.809 12.58 545.7
677 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .!551 .2009 .2009 .9000 .2835-02 .3449-02 ].996 14.30 549.7
677 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .4943-01 .5988-01 .5988-0! .9000 .8486-03 .Z028-02 .6095 4.400 535.3
677 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .5641-01 .8042m01 .8042--01 .9000 .1140--02 .1381--02 .8203 6.122 534.2
677 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .8375--0_ .1014 _I014 .9000 .1438--02 .1741--02 1.035 7.477 533,8
677 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .9945--01 .1205 .1205 .9000 .1707--02 .206g--02 1.224 9.775 536.8
677 4.9020 26.138 2339-0 .4211--01 .5096--01 .5095--01 .9000 .7230--03 .8750--03 .5218 4.498 532,0
677 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .5840-05 .7054-03 .7054-03 .9000 .I003-04 .1211-04_ .7301-02 .5566-01 525.5
677 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .I122-02 .1355-02 .1355-02 .9000 .1925-04 .2327-04 .1403-0t .i169 525.3
677 5.5550 26.C38 2323.0 .1363-02 .1647-02 .1647-02 .9000 .2340-04 .2827-04 .1704-0| .|322 525.5
' DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE II|2
i::: OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI491
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
x]o 6 /FT3 /FT2
671 I.O0"/ 7.940 39.96 -.I03B-Ol 204.7 1257. 92.34 .2202-01 .9716 3740. .6435-03 .7431-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/I-IREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=|.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
67! 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .7365-01 .8942-01 ,6942-01 .9000 .1779-02 .2161-02 1.268 9.415 544.2
671 4.6B20 24.9]3 2342.0 .]264 .1539 .1539 .9000 .3054-02 .3719-02 2.144 14.85 554.5
671 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .I752 .2138 .2|38 .9000 .4232-02 .5167-02 2.940 20.94 562.1
671 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .90?G-OI .II03 .1103 .9000 .2193-02 .2665-02 1.556 I1.17 547.0
671 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .4932-01 .59T5-01 .5975-01 .9000 ,1192-02 .1444-02 .8583 6.398 536.5
671 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .I021 .1243 .1243 .9000 .2468-02 .3003-02 I.T40 12.46 551.7
67l 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .8937-01 .1086 .1086 .9000 .2159-02 .2623-02 1.534 12.19 546.4
671 4.9020 26.]38 2339.0 .6139-01 .7429-0I .7429-01 .9000 .1481-02 .IT95-02 1.064 9.142 538.3
671 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .9717-03 .1174_02 .II74-02 .9000 .2348-04 .2837-04 .1711-OI .1303 527.7
671 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .3502-03 .4231-03 .4231-03 .9000 .8461-05 .1022-04 .6167-02 .5228-01 527.8
671 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .168g-02 .2040-02 .2040-02 .9000 .4080-04 .4930-04 .2974-01 .2474 527.8
67I 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1622-02 .1960-02 .1960-02 .9000 .3919-04 .4735-04 .2857-01 .2213 527.6
• • y)
/ /
; DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL _ PAGE II13i
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UI49)
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
_!_:::,_ " BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO I'ffJ
,flOMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
993 2.000 7.980 40.00 -.1042-0I 434.5 1302. 94.76 .4523-01 2.016 3808. .1288-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO
.: NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R}
" " FT2SEC =.0175
" :693 .3502-01 .2871-01
**'TEST DATA'**
RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO :=T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
693 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .9302-01 .1129 .1129 .9000 .3258-02 .3955-02 2.404 17.68 563.6
693 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1560 .lgO] .190l .9000 .5464-02 .6657-02 3.966 27.I8 575.7
693 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .:883 .2306 .2306 .9000 .6594-02 .8076-02 4.677 32.81 592.4
693 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1556 .1894 .I894 .9000 .5450-02 .6633-02 3.977 28.19 571.9
693 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .6038-0! .7298-01 .7298-01 .9000 .2114-02 .2556-02 1.594 11.81 547.9
693 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1408 .1713 .1713 .9000 .4931-02 .6001-02 3.602 25.54 571.2
693 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1402 .1708 .1708 .9000 .4910-02 .5983-02 3.662 27.89 576.1
693 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .8727-01 .J056 .1056 .9000 .3056-02 .3698-02 2.292 19.57 551,6
693 5.5650 24.576 2320_0 ,6475-03 ,7790-03 .7790-03 ,9000 o2267-04 o2728-04 =|748-0I =!329 530.9
693 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .3920-03 .4715-03 .4715-03 .9000 .1373-04 .1651-04 .I060-0| .8973-01 529.8
693 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1527-02 .1838-02 .1838-02 .9000 .5349-04 .6435-04 .4124-01 .3426 530.7
693 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1246-02 .1500-02 .1500-02 .9000 .4365-04 .5251-04 .3367-01 .2605 530.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE II14
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE IR4UI48}
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAHETR|C DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA - .GO00 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP - 23.50 SPDBRK " .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
695 3.030 7.990 40.02 -.6963-02 669.0 I313. 95.34 .6909-0l 3.087 3825. .I95B-08 .7672-G7
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO HS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN) OOOT 8TNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R lEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT¢_SEC FTBSEC ISEC
695 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .1407 .1714 ,I714 .9000 .6105-02 .7439-02 4.466 32.56 581.0
695 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1932 .2361 .2361 .9000 .8384-02 .1025-01 6.057 41.21 590.2
695 4.7220 25.475 23h3.0 .2766 .3432 .3432 .9000 .1200-01 .1490-01 8.113 55.68 636.8
695 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1864 .2277 .2E'/7 .9000 .8091-02 .9883-02 5.856 41,|5 588.8
695 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .8758-01 .1061 .|061 .9000 .3B01-02 .4604-02 2.B61 21.07 580.0
695 4.9020 24.913 2337,0 .1707 .2057 .208"7 .9000 .7409-02 .9057-02 5.344 37.51 591.3
695 4.9060 25.575 2338.0 .1997 .2448 .2448 .9000 .8666-02 ;I062-01 6.174 47.77 600.2
695 4.9020 26 138 2339 0 .1025 1244 .1244 .8000 4450-02 .5400-02 3,322 28 15 566.1
695 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .8615-03 .1035-02 .1035-02 .9DO0 .3739-04 .4492-04 .2928-01 .2228 529.4
695 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .6379-03 .7663-03 .7663-03 .9000 .2768-04 .3326-04 .2168-01 ,1836 529.5
695 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1985-02 .2385-02 .2385-02 .9000 .8613-04 .|035-03 .673B-01 .5598 530.4
695 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1579-02 .|896-02 .1896-02 .9GO0 .6851-04 .8231-04 .5364-0! .4150 529.7
OATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VI<F HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE II15
OH84B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UISO)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO 'flU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 "- /FT3 IFT2
787 .5029 7.900 39.98 -.3466-02 IO0.1 I251. 92.77 .1II3-01 .4863 3750. .3238-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF{R)
FT2SEC =.0175
767 .I708-0] .5703-01 ---:-
-- .lid
"*'TEST DATA;*" :---% _ ....
RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO HtTO) H(TAN) QDOT DTHDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
787 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .7317-01 .8884-01 .8884-01 .9000 .1250-02 .1517-02 .8858 6.586 541.8
767 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1537 .1870 .1870 .9000 .2624-02 .3194-02 1.840 12.78 549.5
767 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .1733 .2112 .2112 .9000 .2950-02 .3607-02 2.064 14,76 553.4
787 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .liB5 .1451 .1451 .9000 .2041-02 .2478-02 1.446 10.40 542.1
787 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .5140-01 .6229-01 .6229-01 .8000 .8778-03 .1064-02 .6278 W.682 535.5
767 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .I054 .1280 .1280 .9000 .1800-02 .2187-02 1.273 9.149 543.5
787 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .8146-01 .9884-01 ,9884-01 .9000 .1391-02 .1688-02 .9896 7.893 539.4
767 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .5378-01 .8516-01 .6516-01 .9000 .9185-03 .1113-02 .6576 6.661 534.8
787 5.5550 24.576 2320.0 .3778-03 .4568-03 .4558-03 .9000 .6452-05 .7802-05 .4663-02 ,3551-0I 527.9
757 5.5650 24.913 232i-0 .226i-03 .2733-03 .2733-03 .9000 .3861-05 .4669-05 .2791-02 .2365-01 527.9
787 5,5650 25.476 2322.0 .1043-02 .1261-02 .1281-02 .9000 .1781-04 .2153-04 .1287-01 .1071 528.0
787 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .6575-03 .7951-03 .7851-03 .9000 .I123-04 .1358-04 .8121-02 .6291-01 527.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE II16
• " • ,:
, OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE {R4UtSO)
AFT FUSE ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = G.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
.*'TEST CONDITIONS**'
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 /FT2
757 1.043 7.940 39.99 -.4654-0B 214.I 1265. 92.93 .2302-01 1.OIB 3752. .6687-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO
:_. NVMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
" " • FTBSEC =.0175
737 .2474:01 .3973-01
.. "**TEST DATA'**
RUN ZO MS XOMS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW] ODOT OTNDT TN
NuRBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO .... FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
757 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .7881-01 .9577-01 .9577-01 .9000 .1950-02 .2369-02 1.392 10.31 550.4
757 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .Ie62 .1783 .1783 .9000 .3617-02 .4411-02 2.540 17.53 562.2
757 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .;912 .B340 .2340 .9000 .4730-02 .5789-0B 3.269 23.15 573.5
757 4.7590 28.038 2344.0 .1221 .1484 .1484 .9000 .3019-02 .3671-02 2.150 15.39 552.4
757 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .5549-0I .672B-0! .6728-01 .9000 .1373-02 .|664-02 .9903 7.358 543.1
757 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .122! .1487 .1487 .9000 .3020-02 .3678-02 2.134 15.23 55B.I
757 4.9020 25,575 2338.0 .I135 .1380 .1380 .9000 .2806-02 .3413-02 1.998 15.83 5_2.8
757 4.9020 26,138 2339.0 .5674-01 .6874-0! .6874-01 .9000 .1404-02 .1700-02 1.017 8.735 539.9
757 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .5052-03 .6101-03 .6101-03 .9000 .1250-04 .1509-04 .9189-02 .6991-01 529.4
757 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .2478-03 .2993-03 .2993-03 .9000 .6130-05 .7403-05 .4507-02 .3B17-01 529.4
757 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1107-02 .1338-02 .133B-02 .9000 .2739-04 .3309-04 .2013-01 .1673 529.7
757 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .5187-03 .6264-03 .6264-03 .9000 .1283-04 .1550-04 .9434-02 .7302-01 529.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1117
OH84B 60-0 AFT fUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UIB01
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEvON - 7.500
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
755 1.966 7.980 40.06 -.4684-06 429.7 1307. 95.13 .4474-01 1.994 3815. .1269-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO _S T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEO, R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
755 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .9955-01 .1208 .1208 °9000 .3470-02 .4211-02 2.577 18.94 564,0
755 4,6920 24,913 2342.0 .1600 .]947 .]947 .9000 .5576-02 .6787-02 4.082 27.99 574.6
755 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .2446 ,3015 .3015 .9000 ,8525-02 ,!051-01 5.902 40.96 614.3
755 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1424 .1729 .1729 .9000 _4962-02 .6026-02 3,671 26,08 566.9
755 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .7500-01 .9073-01 .9073-01 .9000 .2614-02 .3162-02 ].969 14.55 553.3
755 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .168! .2053 .2053 .9000 .5860-02 .7154-02 4.235 29.83 584.0
755 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .I498 .I82l .182l .9000 .5221-02 .6346-02 3.848 30.23 569.6
755 4,9020 26,138 2339.0 .6761-01 .8169-01 .8169-01 .9000 .2356-02 .2847-02 1.787 15.28 548.3
755 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .I057-02 _1271-02 .1271-02 .9000 .3685-04 .4431-04 .2862-01 .2177 530.2
755 5.5650 24.9!3 232!,0 .5039-03 .6056-03 .6056-03 .9000 .!756-04 .2]1!-04 .1364-0! .1155 529.7
755 5.5650 25.47G 2322.0 .1833-02 .1964-02 .!964-02 .9000 .5692-04 ,6844-04 .4418-01 .3670 530,6
755 515650 26,038 2323.G .I318-02 .1584-02 .1584-02 .9000 .4593-04 .5522-04 .3567-01 .2760 530.]
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE II18
OHB4B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UISO)
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
"' BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DES. PSIA DEG. R DES. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
745 3.041 7.990 40.OE -.3495-02 670.5 1312. 95.27 .6924-01 3.094 3823. .1962-02 .7666-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAW) ODOT OTI,,IOT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DES. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
745 4.5920 24.576 234!.0 .1484 .1812 .1812 .9000 .5449-02 .7870-02 4.685 34.08 585.2
745 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .2483 .3047 .3047 .9000 .1079-01 .'324-01 7.641 51.65 603.3
745 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .2986 .3721 .3721 .9000 .1297-01 .1615-01 B.BIO 58.79 647.8
745" 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1527 .1860 .1860 .BOO0 .6632-02 .BOOT-02 4.849 34.22 580.5
745 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .1267 .1542 .1542 .9000 .5504-02 .6700-02 4.044 29.54 576.9
745 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .2855 .3523 .3523 .9000 .1240-01 .1531-01 8.581 59.40 619.8
745 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1709 .2084 .2084 .9000 .7424-02 .9055-02 5.406 42.17 583.5
745 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .7272-0! .8796-01 .8796-01 .9000 .3159-02 .3821-02 2.39l 20.38 554,8
745 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .1299-02 .1562-02 .1562-02 .BOO0 ,5641-04 .6785-04 .4390-01 .3333 533.5
745 5.5650 24.9!3 2321.0 .4626-03 .5562-03 .5562-03 .9000 .BOlO-04 .2416-04 .1566-01 .1324 532.4
745 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .2132-02 .2637-02 .2637-02 .9000 .9522-04 .1146-03 .7399-01 .6134 534.7
745 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1507-02 .I812-02 .1812-02 .9000 .6546-04 .7874-04 .509|-01 .3931 533.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE ii19
OH84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LIE tR4UIBI)
, ' " AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
*"TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V _HO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC _b UGS LB-SEC
X10 6 ::T3 IFT2
755 .5049 7.900 39.98 -.3466-02 I00.4 1250. 92.69 .IIIB-OI .4875 :_r/29. .x_49-03 .7459-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
7S5 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .7579-01 .9184-01 .9184-01 .9000 .1296-02 .1570-02 .9268 6.916 534.5
785 4.6920 24.9|3 2342.0 .1469 .!785 .1785 .9000 .25!2-02 .3053-02 1.773 12.34 544.|
765 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .1735 .2112 .2112 .9000 .2967-02 .3612-02 2.077 |4.88 549.6
765 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .IOl9 .1237 .1237 .9000 .1743-02 .2115-02 1,239 8.929 538.7
765 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .5483-01 .6602-0I .6602-01 .9000 .9341-03 .1129-02 .6764 5.071 525.5
765 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1078 .1307 .1307 .9000 .1844-02 .2235-02 1.314 9.476 537.0
765 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .BIBl-Ol .9520-01 .9920-01 .9000 .1399-02 .1696-02 .9976 7.968 536.5
" 765 4.9020 25.138 2339.0 _ .501J-O! .6069-0! .5069-01 .9000 .8569-03 .1038-02 .6147 5.298 532.3
765 5.5650 24;576 2320.0 .1255-02 .|517-02 .!5!7-02 .9000 .2145-04 .2593-04 .!553-0! .!184 525.9
765 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .3560-03 .4305-03 .4305-03 .9000 .6088-05 .7361-05 .4399-02 .3730-0l 527.0
765 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .9819-03 .I187-02 .II87-02 .9000 .1679-04 .2030-04 .1213-01 .lOlO 527.2
765 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1284-02 .1551-02 .1551-02 .9000 .2195-04 .2652-04 .1592-0l .1236 524.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PABE 1120
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4UI5I)
AFT FUSE.ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - 7,500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
759 I.O01 7.940 39.99 -.4655-06 206,7 1270. 93.30 .BB2_-Ol .9813 3760. .6433-03 .7508-03
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN Z0 MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN! QOOT DTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R lEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
758 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .7887-01 .9575-01 .9575-01 .9000 .I919-02 .B329-02 I._82 10.24 549.3
759 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1538 .1873 .1873 .9000 .3740-02 .4556-02 2.652 18.31 560.7
759 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .1902 .2324 .2324 .9000 .4627-02 .5654-0B 3.235 22.94 570.5
759 4,7590 26.038 2344.0 .I191 .1446 .1446 .9000 .2897-02 .3518-02 2.084 14.92 550.5
759 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .5491-01 .6652-01 .665B-01 .9000 .1336-0B .1618-02 .9724 7.229 54|.8
759 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1226 .I492 .1492 .9000 .2983-02 .3629-02 2.130 15.21 555.9
759 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 ._128 .1370 .1370 .9000 ,2745-02 .3333-02 1.974 |5.65 550.6
759 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .5526-01 .6687-0! .6687-01 .9000 .1344-02 .]627-02 .9824 8.440 538.8
759 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .7372-03 .8898-03 .8898-03 .BOO0 .I793-04 .B165-04 .1328-0! .lOlO 529.2
759 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .3150-03 .380B-03 .3802-03 .9000 .7663-05 .9249-05 .5675-02 .4808-01 529.1
75g 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1401-02 .1692-02 .1692-02 .9000 .3409-04 .4115-04 .B524-01 .2098 529.3
759 5.5650 26.03B 2323.0 .8779-03 .1059-02 .1059-02 .9000 .2135-04 .B577-04 .158B-01 .1_24 529.0
) /
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE ll2I
OHB4B 60_0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE (R4UISi 1
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC {:)ATA
15 nnn AJ _u^ . b.n 19n _IL'TA • _Nnn_ _'| 15VOW w "7.500MA L_ii_n = UeVVV _1 =l*_ ...................
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK " .0000
!L ***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
: . RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT2
, 753 2.020 9.980 40.04 -.4678-06 434.4 1293. 94.11 .4523-01 2.016 3795. ;297-02 .7573-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=1.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
753 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .1022 .1242 .1242 .9000 .3573-02 .4343-02 2.604 |9.15 563.8
753 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .1612 .1965 .1965 .9000 .5637-02 .6873-02 4.050 27.77 574.2
953 4.7220 25.495 2343.0 .2456 .3034 .3034 .9000 .8590-02 .1061-01 5.829 40.46 614.I
753 4.9590 26.038 2344.0 .1427 .1736 .1736 .9000 .4992-02 .6073-02 3.626 _5.77 566.3
753 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .7731-01 .9369-01 .9369-01 .9000 .2704-02 .3277-02 1.999 14.77 553.5
753 4.9020 24.913 2339,0 .1733 .2120 .2120 .9000 .6061-02 .7415-02 4.290 30.20 584.9
753 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1505 .1832 .1832 .9000 .5262-02 .6409-02 3.803 29.87 569.9
753 4.9020 26.|38 2339.0 .6777-0I .8201-01 .8201-0| .9000 .2370-02 .2868-02 1.765 15.10 548.0
753 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .10t3-02 .1220-02 .1220-02 .9000 .3544-04 .4268-04 .2702-0! .2055 530.3
953 5.5650 24.9]3 2321.0 .3845-03 .4630-03 .4630-03 .9000 .1345-04 .1619-04 .1026-01 .8683-01 530.1
753 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1669-02 .2010-02 .2010-02 .9000 .5838-04 .7030-04 .4449-0i .3696 530.6
753 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1315-02 .|583-02 .1583-02 .9000 .4600-04 .5537-04 .3515-01 .2721 528.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKP HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1192
.'" OHB4B BO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE _R4UISI)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - ?.500
BDFLAP - 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
•"*TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 IFT2
747" 2.9?9 7.990 40,06 -.4685-OG 660.0 1316. 95.56 .BBIB-O! 3.046 3829. .1995-09 .7690-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN ZO MS XO M5 TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTgSEC FTBSEC FTgSEC ISEC
747 4.6920 24.576 9341.0 .1457 .1778 .I778 .9000 .6284-02 .7666-09 4.584 33.33 586.9
747 4.6920 24.913 2342.0 .2256 .2763 .9763 .9000 .9798-02 .1191-01 6.978 47.28 598.4
747 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .3047 .3797 .3797 .9000 .1314-01 .1637-01 8.746 59.66 650.0
. 4.8_5 34.26 580.874? 4.?590 26.038 2344.0 .1532 1866 .1866 .9000 .6607-09 .8047-02
?4? 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .1123 .1364 .1364 .9000 .4843-02 .5883-02 3.602 96.38 571.9
747 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .2647 .3262 .3262 .9000 .1149-01 .1407-01 7.974 55.26 617.9
74? 4.9020 25,575 2338.0 .I764 .2152 .2152 .9000 .7607-02 .9278-02 5_557 43.32 585.1
?4? 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .7397-01 .8944-0I .8944-01 .9000 .3190-02 .3857-02 2.426 90.67 555.2
?47 5.5650 24.5?6 2320.0 .1045-02 .1256-09 .1256-02 ;9000 .4505-04 .5417-04 .3518-01 .2670 534.7
747 5.5650 24.9t3 2321.0 .5807-03 .6981-03 .6981-03 .9000 .2504-04 .301|-04 .1958-01 .1654 533.8
747 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .|927-02 .2318-02 .2318-02 .9000 .8310-04 .9995-04 .6483-0! .5379 535.6
747 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1253-02 .1507-02 .1507-02 .9000 .5405-04 .6500-04 .4221-01 ,3258 53_,7
DATE 2:3 FEB 80 (:_4B MODEL 60-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEl. PAGE ! 123
0H84B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE IR4UI5¢?)
AFT _7JSE;ELEV_sN PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BOFLAP = 23.50 SFE)BRK - .0000
• ''TEST C0NOITIONS''*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RI..IO HU
NUMBER /FT lEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R lEG, R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 5 /FT3 IFT2
763 .498; 7.900 39.97 -.3462-02 99.31 1252. 92.84 .;104-0! .4822 3732. ,320g-03 .'/471-07
RUN _REF STN NO





Z0 MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/T0 H(T0) H(TAN] 0DOT OTklOT TN
NUHBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R lEG. RTAN/TO FTL::_--j,EC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
?63 4.6920 24.576 2341,0 .7361-01 .9939-01 .8939-01 .9000 .i252-02 .1521-02 .8878 6.597 542.6
763 4.692b 2_.9;3 2342.0 .t464 .!7_ .!782 °9000 .2489-02 .3030-02 1.745 i2.11 550.6
?63 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 ._614 .1966 .1966 .9000 .2745-02 .3345-02 1.916 _3,70 553,8
?63 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .5384-0t .6533-01 .6533-01 .9000 .9158-03 .I111-02 .6519 4.695 539.8
763 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .5127-0! .6214-01 .6214-01 .9000 .8720-03 .1057-02 .6236 4.649 536.5
?63 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .I080 .1313 .1313 .9000 .!B37-02 .2233-02 1.298 9.325 545.1
763 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .8085-01 .9814-0! .SB14-01 .9000 .]375-02 .1669-02 .9771 7.786 541.2
763 4,9020 26.138 2339.0 .3630-01 .4399-01 .4399-01 .9000 .6175-03 .7483-03 .4421 3.805 535.6
_¢_n .3514-03 _l_-n_ .9000 °4943-05 .5977-05 .3576-02 .2722-0t 528.3763 5.5650 24.576 2320.0 .29_ _3 .......
763 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .1787-03 .2161-03 .2161-03 .9000 .3040-05 .3676-05 .2199-02 .1863-01 528.5
763 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .84_I-03 .I027-02 .I027-02 .9000 .i444-04 .t747-04 .I044-01 .9684-01 528.6
763 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .7799-03 .9431-03 .9431-03 .9000 .1327-04 .1604-04 .9594-02 .7429-01 528.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IIL_
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE fR4Ul_)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .O00O ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 5PDBRK - .0000
•*'TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER tFT DEG. DEG. PStA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
7BI 1.006 7,940 39.99 -.465@-06 206.4 1265. 92.93 .2220-01 .9799 3752. .6449-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=O.9 TAoR=w/T FT2sEcBTU/R FT2sEcBTU/R FT2sEcBTU/ DEG./sECR DEG. R
761 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .7911-01 .9512-01 .9612-01 .9000 ,1922-02 .2335-02 1.373 10.17 550,1
7BI 4.6820 24,913 2342.0 .146! ,1781 .1781 .9000 .3548-02 .4327-02 2.494 17.21 561.7
761 4.7220 25,475 2343.0 .I860 .2275 .2275 ,9000 ,4518-02 .5526-02 3.133 22.21 571.3
761 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .B996-OI .1093 .1093 .9000 .2185-02 .B655-02 1.563 11.20 549.6
761 4.9020 24.576 B336,0 .5385-01 .6528-01 .6528-01 .9000 .1308-02 .1586-02 .9447 7.02I 542.5
761 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1205 .1467 .1467 .9000 .2927-02 .3564-02 2,072 14.80 556.8
761 4.9020 25,575 2338.0 ,II08 .134B ,1348 .9000 .2693-02 ,3273-02 1.920 15.22 551,7
?El 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .4799-01 .5802-01 .5B02-OI .9000 .1163-02 .1410-02 .8421 7.227 540.8
761 5.5550 24.576 2320.0 .1090-02 .1316-02 .1316-02 .9000 .2647-04 .3197-04 .1945-01 .14SO 529.8
761 5.5650 24.913 2321.0 .3279-03 ,3960-03 .3960-03 .9000 .7964-05 .9619-05 .5853-02 .4957-01 529.7
761 5,5650 25.476 2322.0 .I624-02 .1962-02 ,1962-02 .9000 .3946-04 .4766-04 .2899-01 .2409 530.0
761 5.5550 26.038 2323.0 .I080-02 .1304-02 .1304-02 .9000 .2623-04 .3168-04 .I92B-Ol .1492 529.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I125
OHB4B SO-O AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE IR4U|Se.)
AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 £LEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK _ .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
75I 1.987 ?,9BO 40.06 -.4685-OB 435.2 ;309. 95.27 .4531-01 2.020 3BIB. .1284-0_ .7667-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ZO MS XO MS TIC NO HIH_EF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO HtTO} H(TAW} QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
751 4.6920 24.576 2341.0 .I015 .1231 .1231 .9000 .3559-02 .4320-02 2.645 19.43 565.5
751 4.6_20 24.9!3 2342.0 .I620 .1873 .1973 .9000 .5685-02 .6921-02 4.163 28.52 576.3
751 4.7220 25.475 2343.0 .2628 .3238 .323B .9000 .9219-02 .I136~01 6.399 44.40 614.6
751 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .1_16 .1719 .1719 .9000 .4966-02 .6032-02 3.679 26.12 567.9
751 4.9020 24.575 2336.0 .7760-01 .9389-01 .9389-01 ,9000 .2722-02 .3294-02 2.053 15.17 554.5
751 4.9020 24.913 2337.0 .1640 .2002 .2002 .9000 .5754-02 .7024-0B 4.163 29.31 585.1
751 4,9020 25.575 2338.0 .1496 .IBIS .1818 .9000 .524B-02 .6380-02 3.870 30.38 571.!
751 _.g020 26.138 2339.0 .6771-01 .8180-01 .8180-01 .9000 .2376-02 .2870-02 1.804 15.4B 549.1
75| 5.5550 24.576 2320.0 ,8172-03 .9823-03 .9823-03 .9000 .2857-04 .3446-04 .223B-01 .169B 53011
751 5,5550 24.913 2321,0 .4653_03 .5592-03 .5592-03 .9000 .1632-04 .1962-04 .1271-OI ,1077 529.8
751 5.5650 25.476 2322.0 .1526-02 .1834-0B .1834-02 .9000 .5353-04 .6436-04 .4163-01 .3457 531.0
751 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1250-02 .1503-02 .1503-02 .9000 .4386-04 .5273-04 .3412-01 .2639 530.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE II_D6
OHB4B 60-0 AFT FUSELAGE AND ELEVON SPLIT LINE IR4UI52)
" AFT FUSE,ELEVON PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .DO00 ELEVON - ?.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2
749 2.958 ?.990 40.06 -.4686-06 659.9 1322. 96.00 .6815-01 3.045 3838. .19t6-OB .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO





.. RUN ZO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
: ' - NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
749 4.6920 24.575 2341.0 .I444 .1760 .1760 .9000 .6231-02 .7594-02 4.586 33.36 585.6
?49 4_6920 24.B|3 2342.0 .20BI .2544 .2544 .9000 .8980-0B .]098-0| 6.515 44.19 696,2
749 4.7220 25.4?5 2343.0 .3063 .38|7 .38|7 .9000 .I322-0l .1647-01 8.839 60.2| 652.9
749 4.7590 26.038 2344.0 .I535 .IBTO .lB?O ,9000 .6626-02 .8068-02 4.897 34.52 682.5
749 4.9020 24.576 2336.0 .1084 ,1316 -.1316 .9000 .4679-02 .5678-02 3.516 25.77 5?0.3
749 4.9020 24.913 2337,0 .2374 .2915 .2915 .9000 .I024-01 .1258-0! 7.290 60,70 610.0
749 4.9020 25.575 2338.0 .1783 .2174 .2174 .9000 .7694-02 .9382-02 5,651 44.00 587.2
?49 4.9020 26.138 2339.0 .755]-01 .9127-01 .9127-0] ,9000 .3259-02 .3939-02 2,494 2|.24 566.2
749 5.5650 24.5?6 2320.0 .1302-02 .1565-02 .|565-02 .9000 .5620-04 .6753-04 .4426-01 .3360 534.0
749 5.5650 24.913 232].0 .6066-03 .7287-03 .7287-03 .9000 .2618-04 .3145-04 .2064-01 .1945 533.0
?49 5.5650 25.4?6 2322.0 .1821-02 .2189-02 .2|89-02 .9000 .7860-04 .9446-04 .6lB6-OI .512B 534.7
?49 5.5650 26.038 2323.0 .1849-02 .2221-02 .222]-02 .9000 .7978-04 .9584-04 .6291-01 .4860 533.1
• • • ,/ • /
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1127
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING tR4_)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA - -4.000 ELEvoN - .0000
BOFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA " PO TO T P O V RHD MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R "31A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SI_C
XlO B IFT$ /FTe
117 3.002 7.990 29.96 -4.030 671.8 1325. 96.21 .B938"01 3.100 3842. .1946-_ .7742-07
RUN HIREr STN N0




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTI_T TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO. R DEC. R
TAH/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISKC
117 1.9880 I0.B59 2=_._9,0 .1040-01 ,1252-01 .1252-01 .9000 .4529-03 .5455-03 .3534 2.624 544.3
117 I.gS_O ;!:$B3 2250,0 ,1450-02 .I74B-02 .1746-02 .gOOD .B317-04 .7603-04 .4946-01 .3940 541.7
I17 1.9880 I3.107 B251.0 .4094-03 .4927-03 .4927-03 .9000 .1783-04 .214B-04 .1397-01 .1039 541.3
117 1.98B0 ]4.195 2252.0 .8983-04 .1081-03 .lOBl-03 .9000 .3913-05 .4710-05 .3064-02 .3106-01 541.7
I17 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .8745-04 .1053-03 .1053-03 .9000 .3809-05 .4586-05 .2979-0B .2291-01 542.5
117 2.0490 19.941 2254,0 .1415-03 .1704-03 .I704-03 .9000 .6162-05 .7423-05 .4807-0B .5948-01 544.6
117 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2081-02 .2505-02 .2505-02 .9000 .9064-04 .1091-03 .7096-01 .7BI4 541.7
I17 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .1734-02 .2088-02 .2088-02 .9000 .7553-04 .9093-04 .590B-01 .4876 542.7
''" 2.4590 '= =_ 2258.0 !2!5-04 .!462-04 1462-04 °9000 .5290-06 .6370-0B .4133-03 .4606-02 543,4
117 2.4590 !9,555 2260.0 .1700-02 .2050-0B .2050-0B .B000 .7405-04 .8928-04 .5751-01 .4566 54B.I
117 2.4590 22.$35 2262.0 ,1637-03 .I972-03 .1972-03 .9000 .713!-05 .B591-05 .5560-02 .4127-01 545.0
117 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .5032-03 .505B-03 .6058"03 .9000 .2192-04 .2639-04 .!714-01 .1318 542.6
117 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .B151-02 .9829-02 .9829-02 .9000 .3550-03 .4281-03 .2756 2.042 548.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1128
0t"1848 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR4UJ02)
uPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH : 8.000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA - -4.000 ELEVON - .0000BDFLAP .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
" : " ***TEST CONDITIONS*''
RuN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /#T DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X lO B /FT3 /FT2
"130 3.691 8.000 29.96 -4.050 853.4 1351. 97.87 .8742-01 3,916 3880, ._li-O_ .7876-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ."YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R- 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
130 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .I062-01 .12"/8-0] .1278-0| .9000 .5218-03 .6276-03 .4180 3.096 _9.5
130 1,9880 11.983 2250.0 ,1537-02 .1648-02 .1848-02 .9000 .7552-04 .9075-04 .6077-01 .4830 546.0
130 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .3858-03 .4638-03 .4636-03 .9000 .1895-04 .2277-04 .1525-01 .1132 545.8
130 1.9880 t_.195 2252.0 .3459-04 .4158-04 .4158-04 .9000 ,1699-05 .2042-05 .1366-02 .t381-01 548.7
130 2.0470 22,330 2255.0 .3080-04 .3704-04 .3704-04 .9000 .1513-05 .1819-05 .1213-02 .92_1_-02 549.1
130 2.0u90 19.941 2254.0 .2469-03 .2971-03 .2971-03 .9000 .t213-04 .1460-04 .9892-0_ .rig5 551.6
130 2.4590 t4.195 2256.0 .23i3-02 ,2?80-02 .2780-02 .9000 .1136-03 .1366-03 .9i40-01 1.017 546.4
130 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2018-02 2427-02 .2427-02 .9000 .8913-04 .ll92-03 .7954-0! ,6549 548.3
130 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .1989-02 .2396-02 .2396-02 .9000 .8770-04 .1177-03 .7762-01 .6138 556.2
130 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .7419-04 .8930-04 .8930-04 .9000 .3645-05 .4387-05 .2910-02 .2152-01 552.2
130 2.4590 23,576 2263.0 .4565m03 .5515--03 .5515--03 .9000 .2252--04 .2709--04 .1805--01 .1393 549.3
130 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .II33-01 .1366-01 .1366-01 .8000 .5563-03 .6709-03 .4400 3.242 559.7
BATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1129
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ03)
uPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 5PDBRK " .DO00
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RMO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 IFT2
[53 1.989 7.980 29.95 -2.020 434.7 |307. 95.13 ,4526-01 2.017 3815. .128_-_ r'j:" .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YB MS XO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=],O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG, RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
153 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .I309-01 .15BO-Ol .1580-01 .9000 .4590-03 .5540-03 .3495 2.594 545.2
]53 !.BBBO ]i.983 2250.0 .2061-02 .2485-02 .2486-02 .9000 .7224-04 .B714-04 -.5522-01 .4397 542.3
153 ].9880 13.107 2251.0 ._552-03 .9]08-03 .910B-03 .9000 .2647-04 .3193-04 .2024-01 .|505 542.1
153 1.9880 14.195 2252,0 .2994-03 ,3612-03 .3612-03 .9000 .1050-04 .1266-04 .BOLE-02 .B127-0_ 54_.6
153 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .5737-04 .6924-04 .6924-04 .9000 .2011-05 .2427-05 .1533-02 .1896-01 54_.5
I53 2.4590 ]4.195 2256.0 .2736-02 .329g-02 .3299-02 .9000 .9589-04 .1157-03 .7333-01 .8177 541.9
153 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .1722-02 .2077-02 .2077-02 .9000 .B035-04 .7281-04 .4609-01 .3805 543.0
153 2.4590 ]6,875 2258.0 .1618-03 .1954-03 .1954-03 .SO00 .5677-05 .6851-05 .4329-02 .4822-01 544.|
153 2.4590 !8.2!5 2259,0 .1195-03 1444-03 .1444-03 .9000 .4192-05 .5060-05 .3]92-02 .4442-01 545.2
153 2.4590 19,555 2260,0 .1577-02 .]905-02 .1905-02 .9000 .5528-04 .6678-04 .4197-01 .3333 547.5
153 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .2087-03 .2517-03 .25]7-03 .9000 .7317-05 .8825-05 .5598-02 .4305-01 541.7
153 5.1388 24.080 22Vg. O .4864-02 5875-02 .5875-02 .9000 .1705-03 .2060-03 .1294 .B590 547.8
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKR HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOI£ 1130
• 0H849 60-0 UPPER _ WING (1_4_1
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH - B.O00 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA " -2.000 ELEVON = .Ooeo
,_ BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER XIo/FT6 DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 _1_114 3.0t6 ?.990 29.95 -_.018 673.4 1323. 96.07 .6954-01 3.108 3839. .1954-02 .
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS X0 H9 TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HII-REF TAN/T0 H(TO) H(TAN) 0OOT DTNDT TN
NUHgER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 9TU/ DEG. R DEG.
TAN/T0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /EC
lib 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .1248-01 .1504-01 .1504-01 .9000 .5443-03 .6557-03 .4236 3.146 544._
114 1.9820 1!.983 2250.0 1826-02 .2197-02 .2J97-02 .9000 .7959-04 .9581-04 .6221-01 .4957 541._
|4 |.9880 ;3.107 2251.0 .6376-03 .7674-03 .7674-03 .9000 .2780-04 .3346-04 .2174-0! ,1617 540._
14 t.9880 14.195 2252.0 .2049-03 .2466-03 .2466-03 .9000 .8932-05 .1075-04 .69E1-02 .70'79-01 541.1
14 2.0490 19.94! 2254_0 .2550-03 .3072-03 .3072-03 .9000 .1112-04 .1339-04 .86_0-02 .1072 543.8
14 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2467-02 .2970-02 .2970102 .9000 .1076-03 .1295-03 .8410-01 .9383 540.9
14 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2302-02 .2772-02 .2772-02 .9000 .I004-03 .1209-03 .7834-01 .6470 542.2
14 2,4590 16.875 2258.0 .2968-03 .3575-03 .3575-03 .9000 .1294-04 .1559-04 .1009-01 .1125 543.0
14 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .2171-03 .2616-03 .2616-03 .9000 .946T-05 .1140-04 .7373-02 .1027 543.9
14 2.4530 19.555 2260.0 .2023-02 ,2440-02 .2440-02 .9000 ,8822-04 ,1064-03 .6842-01 .5435 547.1
14 2.4590 23.575 2263.0 .1742-03 .2097-03 .2097-03 .9000 .7597-05 .9145-05 .5938-02 .4559-01 541._
I4 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .8237-02 .9927-02 .9927-02 .9000 .3591-03 .4328-03 .2790 2.070 545.1
"7
• • J / /
DATE 23 FEB B0 OHB4B MODEL B0-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I131
0H848 B0-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ03)
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA " -2.000 ELEVON - ,0000
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
•**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 /FT2
127 3.688 B.O00 28.96 -2.0|0 854.0 t352. 97.95 .8748-01 3.819 3881. .2411-02 ,7882-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS X0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/T0 H(T0) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/T0 FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
127 1.8880 10.859 2248.0 .1255-01 .1510-01 .1510-01 .9000 .6170-03 .7422-03 .4941 3.657 550.8
127 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .1810-0C .2176-02 .2176-02 .9000 .8897-04 .1059-03 .7160-01 .5688 547.0
127 1.8880 13.107 2251.0 .5417-03 .6509-03 .6509-03 .9000 .2562-04 .3199-04 .2144-01 .1590 546.3
127 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .7808-04 .9504-04 .9504-04 .9000 .3886-05 ,4671-05 .3128-02 .3162-01 546.9
127 2.0:_80 18.941 2254.0 .2827-03 .3401-03 .3401-03 .9000 .1389-04 .1672-04 .1112-0! .1371 551.3
!27 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2518-02 .3026-02 .3026-02 .9000 .1237-03 .1487-03 .9947-01 l.I06 547.7
127 2.4580 15.535 2257.0 .2428-02 .2819-02 .2819702 .8000 .I193-03 .1435-03 .9576-01 .7882 549.0
127 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .2910-03.3500-03 .3500-03 .8000 .1430-04 .1720-04 .II47-01 .1273 549.9
127 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .1890-03 .2258-03 .2268-03 .9000 .9286-05 .II15-04 .7518-02 .1048 542.1
127 2.4590 18.555 2260.0 .2014-02 .2426-02 .2426-02 .9000 .9897-04 .1192-03 .7877-01 .6230 555.8
127 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .26a8-03 .3233-03 .3233-03 .9000 .1321-04 .1588-04 .1061-01 .8132-01 548.7
127 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .I181-01 .1424-0I .1424-01 .9000 .5803-03 .6898-03 .4593 3.383 560.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I13_
GHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING _R4UJ041
UPPER RH NINO PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - -1.000 ELEVON - .OOOO
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS***
: RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
]50 1,973 7.980 29.94 -t.O05 435.5 I3i6. 95.78 .4534-01 2.021 3829. .1278-02 .7708-07
• RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
150 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .1371-01 .1653-01 .1653-0I .9000 .4B18-03 ,580B-03 .3718 B.761 544.0
150 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .2089-02 .2517-02 .2517-02 .9000 .7338-04 .9840-04 .5680-01 .4525 541.5
150 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .B281-03 .9976-05 .99?6-03 .9000 .2909-04 .3505-04 .2255-01 .IS?5 541.$
I50 1.9gBg 14.195 2252,0 .3427-03 .4129-03 .4129-03 .9000 .1204-04 .I450-04 .9316-02 .9445-01 541.e
!50 2.0_g0 19.941 2254.0 .1259-03 .1517-03 .1517-03 .9000 .4423-05 .5330-05 .3419-02 .4235-01 542.6
I50 2.45£0 14.I95 2256.0 .2666-02 .3211-02 .3211-02 .9000 .9363-04 .llBB-03 .7254-01 .8093 541.0
150 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .1953-02 .2353-02 .2353-02 .9000 .6BBI-04 .B267-04 .5310-01 .4387 541.8
150 2.4590 I6.875 2258.0 .3202-03 .3859-03 .3859-03 .9000 .1125-04 .t356-04 .8696-02 .9694-01 542.6
150 2.4590 18.2!5 2259.0 .2599-03 ,3132-03 .3132-03 .9000 .9129-05 .I100-04 .?053-07 .9826-01 543.0
i50 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 ,i659-02 .2000-02 .2000-02 .9000 .5826-04 .7025-04 .4491-01 .3572 544,9
I50 2.4580 20.895 2E61.0 .3529-03 .4253-03 .4253-03 .9000 .1240-04 .1494-04 .9577-02 .B539-01 543.1
150 2._590 22.235 2252.0 .1399-03 .1686-03 .1686-03 .9000 .4916-05 .5923-05 .3805-02 .2829-01 54I.B
150 2.4590 23.5q6 2263.0 .21q3-04 .2617-04 .2617-04 .9000 .7634-06 .9192-06 .5923-03 .4560-02 539.6
150 5.1380 2_.080 2279.0 .4333-02 .52E1-02 .5221-02 .9000 .I522-03 .1834-03 ,1178 .8753 542.I
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1133
0H848 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ04)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA " -I.000 ELEVON - .0000
BBFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'"
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO.. T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X_O 6 IFT3 /FT2
Ill 2.999 7.990 29.94 -.9974 671.3 ]325. 96.21 _6932-0Z 3.098 3842. .1945-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS X0 MS I/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT IN
HUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG; R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
11i i.9880 10.859 2249.0 .i322-0I .I592-0| .I592-0I .9000 .5754-03 .6932-03 .4486 3.330 545.0
111 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .1939-02 .2333-02 .2333-02 .9000 .8439-04 .1016-03 .6606-01 .5261 541.9
Ill 1.9880 13.I07 225].0 .6455-03 .7769-03 .7769-03 .9000 .281_-04 .3383-04 .2201-01 .1637 541.4
III 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .1388-03 .I67[-03 .1671-03 .9000 .6G46-05 .7277-05 .4732-02 .4797-01 541.9
li1 2.0u90 19.941 2254.0 .2110-03 .2541-03 .2541-03 .9000 .9187-05 .II07-04 .7167-02 .8869-01 544.5
;lI 2.4590 I4.]95 2256.0 .2582-02 .3109-02 .3109-02 .9000 .1124-03 .1354-03 .8801-01 .9814 542.0
111 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2434-02 .2931-02 .2931-02 .9000 .1060-03 .1276-03 .8283-01 .6838 543.1
iii 2.4590 i6.875 2258.0 .4035-03 .4860-03 .4860-03 .9000 .i757-04 .2116-04 .1372-01 .1528 544.0
11I 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .3204-03 .3859-03 .3859-03 .9000 .1395-04 .I680-04 .1088-01 .1514 544.8
Ill 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .2098-02 .2530-02 .2530-02 .9000 .9137-04 .1102-03 .?097-01 .5636 547.9
IlI 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .3547-03 .4269-03 .4269-03 .9000 .1544-04 .1859-04 .1209-01 .9294-01 542.0
Ill 5.1380 24.080 22?9.0 .8347-02 .1006-01 .1006-01 .9000 .3634-03 .4381-03 .2826 2.095 547.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I134
0H949 60-0 UPPER RH WING rR4UJ04)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA 30.00 BETA " -1.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DES, DEG. PSIA DES. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X[O B IFT3 IFT2
123 3.885 B.O00 29.95 -.gB57 853.2 1352. 97.95 ,8740-01 3.915 3881. .B408-02 .7882-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTWDT TW
NdMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
123 1.9880 10.859 224@.0 .1326-01 .1595-01 .i595-01 .9000 .6516-03 .7836-03 .5229 3.873 549.2
123 l,g8BO 11.983 2250.0 .2002-02 .2406-02 .2406-02 .9000 .9836-04 .liB2-03 .7929-01 .6304 545.6
123 1.9880 13.107 2251,0 .8288-03 .7553-03 .7553-03 .9000 .3089-04 .3710-04 .2492-01 .1850 544.8
123 1.9880 14.195 E252.O .i382-03 .1851-03 .1661-03.9000 .6790-05 .8157-05 .5474-02 .5540-01 545.4
123 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .1544-04 .1955-04 .1855-04 .9000 .7583-06 .9112-08 .6106-03 .4685-02 546.4
123 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .2786-03 .3350-03 .3350-03 .9000 .1368-04 .1645-04 .1098-01 .I356 549.0
12_ 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2748-02.3302-02 .3302-02 .9000 .1350-03 .1622-03 .1088 1.211 545.7
123 2.4590 15.535 2257,0 .2770-02 ,3329-02 .3329o02 .9000 .136]-03 .1835-03 .1095 .9019 547.1
123 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .4323-03 ,5198-03 .519B-03 .9000 .2124-04 .2553-04 .I707-01 .1897 548.0
123 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 ' .3157-03 .3796-03 .3?96-03 .9000 .1551-Oh .1865-04 .I245-01 .1729 549.0
123 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 _ .2331-02 .2770-02 .2770-02 .9000 .1130-03 .1361-03 .9025-01 .7148 553.2
123 2.k590 23.576 2263.0 .k894-03 .5881-03 .5881-03 .9000 .2k04-04 .2889-04 .1936-01 .1486 546.2
123 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1204-01 .1450-01 .1450-01 .9000 : .5915-03 .7124-03 .4712 3.479 555.£
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1135
OH8_B 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR4UJ06)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA " .OOO0 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
""TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 /FT3 /FT2
II .5125 7.900 29,95 .4910-02 100.6 1239. 91.88 .I118-01 .4884 3712. .3284-03 .7393-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/NREF TAN/TO " HITO) H(TAW) OOOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
]I 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .ISB5-OI .1855-01 .I855-01 .SO00 .2606-03 .3170-03 .1814 1.348 542.7
]I 1.9880 II.983 2250.0 .2216-02 .269_-02 .2694-0B .9000 .3786-04 .4604-04 .264t-0I .2105 541.1
II 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .9433-03 .II47-02 .II47-02 .9000 .1612-04 .1960-04 .I125,01 .8366-01 540.9
II !.9890 14.195 2252.0 .2752-03 .3345-03 .3346-03 .9000 .4703-05 .5718-05 .3282-02 .3329-01 540.8
II 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2734-02 ..3324-02 .3324-02 .9000 .4572-04 .5681-04 .3259-01 .3635 541.2
II 2.4590 ]5.535 2257.0 .1406-02 .I709-02 .1709-02 .9000 .2402-04 .2921-04 .I677-01 .1386 540.7
i! 2._=u"_ _5.8,_'7= 2258.0 .2093-03 .............B:u_-n_ :_-n_ .9000 .3577-05 .4349-05 ......._QT-n_ .2787-0I 540.6
11 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .1895-03 .2305-03 .2305-03 .9000 .3241-05 .3940-05 .2263-02 .3157-01 540.4
II 2.4590 I9.555 2260.0 .1646-03 .2001-03 .2001-03 .9000 .2812-05 .3419-05 .I963-02 .1565-01 540.8
11 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .4447-03 .5406-03 .5406-03 .9000 .7600-05 .9238-05 .5309-02 .4740-01 540.I
11 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .1194-03 .1450-03 .1450-03 .9000 .2040-05 .2479-05 .1425-02 .1098-01 539.3
II 5.1380 24.080 2278.0 .7319-03 .8900-03 .8900-03 .9000 .1251-04 .I521-04 .8783-08 .6487-01 541.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 80-0 |N THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1136
OHB4B 50-0 UPPER RH WING tR4UJO6)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000 •
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
•"TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10.6 /FT3 /FT2
48 1.981 7.980 29.96 .2453-02 434.4 1310. 95.35 .4522-0! 8.016 3820. .1280-02 .7672-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN YO MS X0 MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(T0) H(TAW] QOOT DTWOT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
48 1.9880 10.859 22_9.0 .1478-01 .1782-01 .1788-01 .9000 .5]81-03 .6248-03 .3978 2.958 542.9
48 1.9880 II.983 2250.0 .2280-02 .2748-08 .2748-02 .9000 .7993-04 .9632-04 .6150-01 .4903 540.2
48 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .1055-02 .127:-02 .1271-02 .9000 .3598-04 .4456-04 .2848-01 .2119 539.7
48 1.9880 14.185 2252.0 .4977-03 .5997-03 .5987"33 .9000 .1745-04 .2102-04 .1343-0! .1363 539.9
%8 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .2710-_4 .3265-04 .3265-04 .8000 .8501-06 .1144-05 .7330-03 .5648-02 538.2
u8 2.0490 19.9_I 2254.0 .1841-03 .1978-03 .1978-03 .9000 .5753-05 .6933-05 .4428-02 .5492-01 540.0
48 2.4590 14.195 2255.0 .2_09-02 .3384-02 .3384-02 .BOOO .9845-04 .I186-03 .7584-01 .8468 539.3
48 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2190-02 .2639-02 .2839-02 .9000 .7577-04 .9251-04 .5911-01 .4888 539.7
48 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .5506-03 .6636o03 .8536-03 .9000 .|930-04 .2328-04 .1485-01 .1657 540.4
48 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .3614-03 .4356-05 .4356-03 .9000 .1867-04 .1527-04 .9743-02 .1359 540.6
48 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .1654-02 .]995-02 .I995-02 .9000 .5799-04 .8993-04 .4448-01 .3542 542.6
48 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .I159-05 .1409-05 .1409-05 .9000 .4097-07 .4938-07 .3150-04 .2812-03 540.8
48 2.4590 22.235 2282.0 .3456-03 .4165-03 .4165-03 .9000 .1212-04 .1460-04 .9328-02 .6942-01 539.8
48 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .3895-03 .4691-03 .4891-03 .9000 .1365-04 .]644-04 .1053-01 .8115-0I 538.2
48 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .3220-02 ..3883-02 .3883-02 .9000 .I129-03 .1361-03 .8663-01 .6439 542.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL B0-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1137 |
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NINO (R4UJO6}
; PARAMETRIC DATA {
UPPPR RH WING
MACH = _.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .O000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH" ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FTB
77 3.028 7.990 29.38 -.2446-02 670.1 1315. 95.49 .6920-01 3.092 3827. .1956-02 .7684-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} HtTAW1 QDOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=i.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
• TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
77 1.9B80 10.859 2249.0 .1392-01 .IE80-OI .1680-01 .9000 .604B-03 .7297-03 .4646 3,446 546.5
77 1.9880 ii.983 2250.0 .1880-02 .2387-02 .2397-02 .9000 .8601-04 .!037-03 .6633-01 .5279 543.6
77 1.9980 13.107 2251.0 .6514-03 .7851-03 .7851-03 .8000 .2830-04 .3411-04 .2184-01 .1623 543.0
77 1.9880 14.185 2252.0 .1953-03 .2367-03 .2387-03 .9000 .8530-05 .102B-04 .6578-02 .6663-01 543.5
77 2,0470 22.330 2255.0 .9517-05 .I147-04 .1147-04 .9000 .4135-06 .4982-06 .3194-03 .2457-02 542.0
77 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .2073-03 .2500-03 :2500703 .9000 .9008-05 .1085-04 .B935-02 .8580-01 544.8
77 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2662-02 .3209-02 .3209-02 .9000 .I156-03 .1394-03 .8915-0! .9933 543.7
77 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2673-02 .3224-02 .3224-02 .9000 .11BI-03 .1401-03 .8942-01 .7375 544.7
77 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .k.783-03 .5769-03 .5769-03 .9000 .2078-04 .2506-04 .!598-0! .!779 545.5
77 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .3330-03 .4017-03 .4017-03 .9000 .1447-04 .t745-04 .II12-01 .1547 545.9
77 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .2111-02 .2548-02 .2548-02 .9000 .9172-04 .I107-03 .7029-0! .5581 548.3
77 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .6702-04 .8081-04 .B081-04 .9000 .2912-05 .35:05 .2244-02 .1667-0l 544.0
77 2.4590 23.576 2253.0 .4314-03 .5198-C3 .519B-03 .9000 .1874-04 .2258-04 .1449-01 .1114 541.8
77 5.1380 24.060 2279.0 .7436-02 .8975-02 .8975-02 .9000 .3231-03 .3899-03 .247B 1.836 547.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1138
OH84B B0-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJO6)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.0O0 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA -.0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0080 SPDBRK = .0000
'''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
120 3.698 8.000 29.97 .7342-02 853.1 1349. 97.73 .B738-0I 3.915 3877. .2413-02 .7864-07
RUN: HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T0) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
' ; TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
120 1.9880 10.B59 2249.0 .1406-01 ;ISBI-OI .1691-01 .9000 .6803-03 .B30B-03 .5523 4.092 548.6
t20 1.9880 11.883 2250.0 .2198-02 .2641-02 .2641-02 .9000 .1079-03 .1297-03 .B670-01 .6894 545.3
120 ,1.9890 13.107 2251.0 .6943-03 .8342-03 .834B-03 .BOO0 .3409-04 .4096-04 ,2741-01 .2035 544.5
120 1.8880 14.195 2252.0 .9834-04 .1082-03 .106B-03 .9000 .4337-05 .5212-05 .3485-02 .3527-0! 545.3
120 2.0470 22.330 .... 2255.0 .9095-04 .1093-03 .I093-83 .9000 .4466-05 .5367-05 .3585-Oa ,B752-01 545.9
120 2:0490 19.9hi 2254.0 .3308-03 ;3978-03 .3978-03 .9000 .1824-04 .1953-04 .1300-01 .IBOS 548.B
120 2.4590 14.195 2256;0 .2871-02 .3450-02 .3450-02 .9000 .1410-03 .1694-03 .1132 1.26I 545.3
120 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2938-02 .3532-02 ,3532-02 .9000 .1443-03 .1734-03 .1157 .9531 546.9
120 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .5039-'03 .6060-03 .6060-03 .9000 .2474-04 .2976-04 .19Bl-OI .2203 548.0
120 2.4580 1B.215 2259.0 .3959-03 .4762-03 .4762-03 .9000 .1944-04 .2338-04 .1555-0l .2160 548.7
120 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .2454-02 .296B-02 .2966-02 .9000 .1210-03 .1457-03 .963B-01 .763! 552.5
120 2.4590 25.576 2253-0 .477g-03 .5744-03 .5744-03 .gOOO .2346-04 .2820-04 .IBB4-O! .1446 545.9
I20 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 . .1281-0I .1543m01 .1543--0! .9000 .6289--03 .7578--03 .4988 3.683 555.6
DATE 23 FEB SO OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1139
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4UJO9)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA " I;000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .DO00 SPDBRK = ,0000
•**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
51 2.02I ?.980 29.94 1.035 434.5 1293. 94.11 .4523-0! 2.016 3?95. .1297-02 .7573-0_
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OGOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
51 1.9880 I0.859 2249.0 .1576-01 .1905-01 .1805-0I .9000 .5513-03 .6662-03 .4132 3.070 543.2
51 1.9880 II.983 2250.0 .2426-02 .2930-02 ,2930-02 ,9000 .8487-04 .1025-03 .6384-01 .5089 540.4
51 1.9880 I3.107 2251.0 .!052-02 .1270-02 .1270-02 .9000 .3681-04 .4444-04 .2772-01 .2063 539;6
51 1.9880 I'4.195 2252.0 .5193-03 .6270-03 .6270-03 .9000 .1817-04 .2193-04 .1368-01 .1388 539.8
51 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .2970-04 .3585-04 .3585-04 .9000 .1039-05 .1254-05 .7838-03 .6039-02 538.3
51 2.0490 I9.941 2254.0 .1447-03 .1748-03 .1748-03 .9000 .5062-05 .6II3-05 .3808-02 .4721-OI 540.5
51 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2984-02 .3603-02 .3603-02 .9000 .I044-03 .1260-03 .7863-01 .8778 539.5
51 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2289-02 .2762-02 .2762-02 .9000 .8003-04 .9662-04 .6025-01 .4982 539.8
51 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .5233-03 .6320-03 .6320-03 .9000 .1831-04 .2211-04 .1377-01 .1536 540.5
51 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .3740-03 .4516-03 .4516-03 .9000 .1308-04 .1580-04 .9835-02 .I372 540.9
51 2.4590 19.555 2260,0 .1578-02 .1907-02 .1907-02 .9000 .5521-04 .6671-04 .4139-01 .3294 543.0
51 £.4590 22.235 2282.0 .2461-04 ,2971-04 .2971-04 .9000 .8609-06 .1039-05 .6479-03 .4821-02 540.0
5I 2.4590 23,576 2263.0 .4808-03 .5802-03 .5802-03 .9000 .1682-04 .2029-04 ;1269-01 .9782-01 537.9
51 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .3220-02 .3888-02 .3888-02 .9000 .1126-03 .1360-03 .8470-01 .6300 540.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 0'1848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1140
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING _R4UJIO)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - 8.000 ELEVON - .O00O
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
•--TEST CONDITIONS,--
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
55 2.000 7.980 29.95 2.036 435.1 1303. 94.84 .4530-0! 8.019 3810. .1289-08 .763|-07
RUN HREF . STN NO




RUN YO MS xO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTWDT IN
_UMBER R=!iO R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
55 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .1701-01 .2053-01 .2053-01 .9000 .5962-03 .7196-03 .453! 3.367 548.7
55 1.9860 11.983 2250.0 .2501-02 .30!6-02 .3016-02 .9000 .8766-04 .I057-03 .6689-01 .5334 539.8
55 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .1104-02 .1331-02 .1331_02 ;9000 .3871-04 .4666-04 .2957-0| .2802 538.6
55 i.9880 14.195 2252.0 .5245-03 .6323-03 .6323-03 .9000 .I838-04 .2216-04 .1405-01 .1486 538.6
55 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .!925-04 .2318-04 .231B-04 .9000 .6745-06 .8126-06 .5172-03 .3990-02 535.9
55 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .1429-03 .1722-03 .1722-03 .9000 .5008-05 .6037-05 .3827-02 .4750-01 538.5
55 2.4590 1_.195 2256.0 .3203-02 .3861-02 .3861-02 .9000 .1123-03 .!353-03 .8571-01 .9571 539.|
55 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2537-02 .3058-02 .3058-02 .9000 .8891-04 .I072-03 .6790-0! .5617 539.0
55 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .6598-03 .7948-03 .7948-03 .9000 .2310-04 .2786-04 .1763-0! .1969 539.4
55 2.4590 18.2_5 2259.0 .4250-03 .5!25-03 .5125-03 .9000 .1490-04 .1796-04 .1137-0! .1587 539.5
55 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .1725-02 .2081-02 .2081-02 .9000 .6047-04 .7295-04 .4605-01. .3669 541.2
55 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .5295-03 .6379-03 .6379-03 .9000 .1856-04 .8236-04 .1423-01 .I098 535.8
55 5,1380 24.0e0 2279.0 .3714-02 ,4480-02 _ .4480-02 .9000 .1302-03 .1570-03 .9922-01 .738! 540.5
i
/ /'
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I14!
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJII)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA 35.00 BETA " -4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O 6 IFT3 /FT2
155 2.002 7.980 34.98 -4.052 435.0 1302. 94.76 .4529-01 2.019 380B. .1290-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TN
NUMeER R=].O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DES. R
TA_/TO ET2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
185 1.9_80 10.859 2249.0 .1222-01 .147B-0i .1478-01 .9000 .4282-03 .517B-03 .3222 2.387 549.!
165 1.9_80 11.983 2250.0 .2003-02 .2420-0B .2420-02 .9000 .7020-04 .8480-04 .530B-0] .4220 545.5
185 1,9880 13.107 2251.0 ,4600-G3 .5556-03 .5556-03 .9000 .1612-04 .1947"-04 ,I2|9-01 .9049-0! 545.2
165 1.9880 14.]95 2252.0 .1520-05 .Ia3S-05 .t836-05 .9000 .5326-07 .B433-07 .402B-04 .4073-03 545.7
165 2.4530 14.!95 225G.0 .282_-02 .3412-02 .3412-02 .9000 .9895-04 .I196-03 .7471-01 .B310 546.7
185 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .1757-02 .2136-02 .2136-02 .9000 .6194-04 .7485-04 .4672-01 .3849 547.3
185 2.4590 19.555 2280.0 .1285-02 .1555-02 .1555-02 .9000 .4501-04 ,5449-04 .3369-01 .2668 553.2
!85 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .325i-03 .3933-03 .3933-03 .9000 .li39-04 .i378-04 .8549-02 .7591-01 551.2
IS5 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .9105-04 .I101-03 .II01-03 .9000 .3190-05 .3858-05 .2400-02 .1777-01 549.5
]65 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .2870-03 .3458-03 .3u68-03 .9000 .I006-04 .1215-04 .7595-02 .5827-01 546.5
165 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .7637-02 .9257-02 .9257-02 .9000 .2676-03 ,3244-03 .1991 1.469 557.6





: .:_ PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " 8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA " -4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS'',
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
INUMBER XIo/FT6 DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PBIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
/FT3 IFT2
.:108 2,984 7.990 34.98 -4,050 670.1 1328. 95.43 .6920-01 3.092 3846. .1937-0_ .7760-07
RUN HREF STN NO
• : :' ;NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
..... m;r FT2SEC =.0175
108 .4352-01 .2346-01
•''TEST DATA,,,
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREr " TA$41TO H(TO) HtTAW) QDOT DTI,,CDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.g R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTeSEC /SEC
!08 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .1118-01 .1346-01 .1346-01 .9000 .4864-03 .5858-03 .3806 4.824 545.3
lOB 1.9880 11.983 2250,0 .1753-02 .2109-02 .2109-02 .9000 .7628-04 .91B0-04 .5990-01 .4770 542.3
108 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .4068-03 .4895-03 -4895-D3 .goDo .1770-0_ 2130-G4 .t39t-O! .1034 542.0
108 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .5510-04 .B531,04 .6631"04 .9000 .239B-05 .2885-05 .1882-02 .1908-0| 542.8
108 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .2456-03 .2957-03 .2957-03 .90GO .IOB9-04 .1287-04 .8373-02 .6432-01 544.3
108 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .1168-03 .1407-03 .1407-03 .gDoo .5084-05 .6124-05 .3974-02 .4913-01 546.1
108 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2229-02 .2583-02 .2683-02 .9000 .9702-04 .I168-03 .7616-01 .8490 542.7
109 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2011-02 .2421-02 .2421-02 .9000 .8752-04 .1054-03 .6859-01 .5660 544.0
lOB 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .2319-02 ,2796-D2 .2796-02 .gooo .I009-03 .1217-03 .7844-01 .6222 550.3
108 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .3065-03 ,3894-03 .3694-03 .9000 .1334-04 .1608-04 .1041-0] .9255-01 547.7
108 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .4979-03 .5999-03 .5999-03 .9000 .2167-04 .2611-04 .IBB2-OI .1255 546.7
108 2.4590 23,575 2263.0 .1038-02 .1249-02 .1249-02 .gOOO .4516-04 .5437-04 .3537-01 .2717 544.4
108 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1192-01 .1438-01 .1438-01 .9000 .5188-03 .6259-03 .4023 2,975 552.E
/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE ll_3
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJII)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 35.00 BETA = -4.000 £LEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .OOO0 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO PILl
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 IFT2
142 3.684 8.000 35.0] -4.001 853.7 1353, 98.02 .8745-01 3.918 3883, .2408-02 .788B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN_ GDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I;O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
142 1.9BBO tO.B59 2249.0 .II48-OI .13BO-OI .13BO-OI .9000 .5640-03 .6783-03 .4529 3.353 549.7
142 1.98BO II.983 2250.0 .1537-02 .lB47-02 .1847-02 .9000 .7553-04 .9076-04 .6987-01 .483B 546.8
142 1.98BO 13. I07 2251.0 .4071-03 .4892-03 .4892-03 .9000 .2000-04 .2404-04 .1612-01 .1185 546.9
142 2.0470 22,330 2255.0 .2190-03 .2635-03 ,2635-03 .9000 .1076-04 .1295-04 .8_25-02 .6601-01 551.3
142 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .2092-03 .2518-03 .251B-03 .9000 .I028-04 .1233-04 .B214-02 .I012 553.6
142 2.4590 14.]95 2256.0 .2210-02 ,265B-02 .2656-02 .9000 .I086-03 .1305-03 .8736-01 .9710 548.2
142 2.4590 ]5.535 2257,0 .2292-02 .2757-02 .2757-02 .9000 .II25-03 .1355-03 ,9037-01 ,7433 550.4
142 2.4590 19,555 2260.0 .3628-02 .4373-02 ,4373-02 .9000 .1783-03 .2t49-03 .1415 I.I18 558.8
142 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .5125-03 .6173-03 .6173-03 .9000 .2519-04 .3034-04 .200B-Ol .1779 555.5
142 2.4590 22,235 2262.0 .3900-03 .4695-03.4895-03 .9000 .1917-04 .2307-04 .1530-0l .1131 554.2
142 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .9522-03 .I146-02 .II46-02 .9000 .4680-04 .5630-04 .3750-0I .2871 551.2
!42 5.1380 24.0B0 2279.0 .1524-0l .1838-0l .le38-Ol .9000 .7_89-03 .9034-03 .59_3 4.359 561.B
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I144
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING {R4UJle)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 9.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA - -2.000 ELEVON - .GO00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO E /FT3 /FT2
162 2.00? 7.980 35.00 -1.998 435.0 1300. 94.62 .4529-01 2.019 3805. .1292-02 .76t4-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HtTAN} QDOT DTNDT TN
NUM8ER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R - BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
162 1.9880 10.B59 2249.0 .1345-01 .1625-0l .]B25-0] .9000 .4711-03 .5692-03 .355! 2.635 545.8
162 |.9880 II.983 2250.0 .I927-02 .2326-02 .2326-02 .9000 .6749-04 .8149-04 .5tO?-OI .4066 543.0
162 ].9880 13.I07 225].0 .6721-03 .8114-03 .8114-03 .9000 .2354-04 .2843--04 .1782-01 .]324 542.8
lG2 1.9880 14.]95 2252.0 .2358-03 .2847-03 .2847-03 .9000 .8260-05 .9974-05 .6247-02 .6328-0! 543.3
162 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .]14]-03 .1379-03 .1379-03 .9000 .3998-05 .4832-05 .3011-02 .3722-01 546.6
152 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2550-02 .3200-02 .3200-02 .9000 .9283-04 .|]21-03 .7023-01 .7826 543.2
162 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2165-02 .2515-02 .2615-02 .9000 .7586-04 .9163-04 .5730-01 .4727 544.4
162 2.4590 15.875 2258.0 .5514-04 .6662-04 .6662-04 .9000 .1932-05 .2334-05 .I457-02 .I622-01 545.3
162 2.4590 ]8.215 2259,0 .3639-04 .4398-04 .4398-04 .9000 .1275-05 .1541-05 .9600-03 .1335-01 546.7
162 2.4590 I9.555 2250.0 .1588-02 .2042-02 .2042-02 .9000 .5914-04 .7154-04 .4432-01 .35|6 550.I
162 2.4590 22.235 2252,0 .3029-04 .366]-04 .3661-04 .9000 .105]-05 .1283-05 .7987-03 .5923-02 547.0
152 2._590 23.576 2263.0 .I912-03 .2309-03 .2309-03 _9000 .6699-05 ;8091-05 .5060-02 .3887-01 544.3
152 5.1380 24.080 2279_0 .7050-02 .8548-02 .8548-02 .9000 .2473-03 .2994-03 .[848 1.366 552.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OH94B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1145
ONB4B 60-0 UPPER RH _NO (R4UJI2)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 6.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA " -2.000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .OBO0 SPOBRK- .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO , TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
105 3.010 7.990 35.02 -1.985 670.5 1321. 95.92 .6924-01 3.094 3836. .1948-02 .7719-07
RUN HREF STN NO •




RUN YO MS xo MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAW} GDOT DTNDT IN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
105 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .1286-0! .1551-01 .1551-01 .9000 .5593-03 .6744-03 .4329 3.210 546.7
I05 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .1896-02 .2285-02 .2285-02 .9000 .8248-04 .9938-04 .6408-01 .5099 543.8
105 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .54B1-03 .6603-03 .6603-03" .9000 .2384-04 .2872-04 .1853-01 .1376 543.4
105 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .1293-03 .1558-03 .1558-03 .9000 .5625-05 .6778-05 .4369-02 .4424-0] 544.1
t05 2.0490 I9.94] 2254.0 .2278-03 .274?-03 .2747-03 .9000 .9906-05 .1195-04 .7662-02 .9468-0! 547.2
105 2.4590 I4.]95 2256.0 .2515-02 .3030-02 .3030-02 .9000 .1094-03 .1318-03 .8496-0I .9465 543.8
]05 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2555-02 .3079-02 .3079-02 .9000 .itii-03 .1339-03 .8614-0! .7103 545.4
105 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .1322-03 .1594-03 .1594-03 .9000 .575C-05 .6932-05 .4455-02 .4958-01 545.9
105 2.4590 I8.215 2259.0 .5134-04 .6190-04 .6190-04 .9000 .2233-05 .2892-05 .1728-02 .2404-01 546.6
105 2.4590 I9.555 22S0.0 .2513-02 .3034-02 .3034-02 .9000 .1093-03 .1319-03 .8412-01 .6669 55l.I
]05 2.4590 23.5?6 2263.0 .3482-03 .4196-03 .4196-03 ,9000 .1515-04 .1825-04 .1176-01 .9033-01 544.3
105 5.1380 24.080 22?9.0 .1286-01 .1552-01 .]552-01 .9000 .5595-03 ,6752-03 .4313 3.194 549.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE II46
OH848 60-0 UPPER RH WiNG {R4UJI2)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8,000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA m -2.000 ELEVON • .0000
8DFLAP = .OOOO SPDBRK " .0000
''*TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB_SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /_T8
139 3.882 8.000 35,03 -i.973 853.3 1353. 98.02 .8741-01 3.916 3883. .2407-02 .7888-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R}
" FT2SEC " =.0175
]39 " .4913-0i .2109-0l
7"
"*'TEST DATA**"
RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO "H(TO) H(TAW} OOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
139 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .1349-01 .1624-01 .1624-01 .9000 .5829-03 .7978m03 .5304 3.922 552.5
139 I.BB_O 11.983 2250.0 .I888_02 .i_70--02 .2270--02 .9000 .9278--04 .1i15--03 .7457--01 .5919 548.8
139 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 ,5839-03 .7020-03 .7020-03 .9000 .2869-04 ,3449-04 .2306-01 .1709 548.7
139 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .1336-03 .1607-03 .1507-03 .9000 .6565-05 .7896-05 .5270-02 .5321-0! 549,9
139 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .6857-04 _8012-04 .8012-04 .9000 .3271-05 .3936-05 .2816-02 .2001-01 552.8
i3B 2.0490 19.94I 2254.0 .2969-03 .3575-03 .3575-03 .9000 .1459-04 .1758-04 .1163-01 .1431 555.4
139 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2807-02 .3375-02 .3375-02 .9000 .1379-03 .1658-03 .1108 1.230 549.5
139 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2961-02 .3564-02 .3564-02 .9000 .1455-03 .1751-03 .1165 .9569 552.3
139 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .6908-04 .8312-04 .8312-04 .9000 .3393-05 .4084-05 .2713-02 .3008-01 553.1
139 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .4956m04 .5954--04 .5954--04 .9000 .2435--05 .2925--05 .1985--02 .2734--01 545.5
139 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .3959-02 .4774-02 .4774-02 .9000 .1945-03 .2346-03 .1540 1.215 560.7
139 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .1510-03 .1819-03 .1819-03 .9000 .7418-05 .8935-05 .5911-08 .4364-01 555.8
139 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .7198-03 .8664-03 .8664-03 .8000 .3537-04 ,4257-04 .2829-01 .2164 552.8
139 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1694-01 .2045-01 .2045-01 .9000 .8323-03 .1005-02 .6553 4.814 5E5.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I147
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING IR4UJI3}
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA :
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - -I.000 ELEVON - .0000
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
*_*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DED. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 5 IFT3 /FT2
159 2.024 7.980 35.0t -.9963 436.7 1296. 94.33 .4547-01 2.027 3799. .1301-02 .7590-07
RUN HREF STN NO -;




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW} oDOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=].O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTESEC ISEC
159 1,9880 10.859 2249.0 .1391-01 .IS80-Ol .1680-01 ,9BOO .4879-03 .5893-03 .3675 2.731 542.5
159 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .1924-02 .2322-02 .2322-02 .9000 .6749-04 .814B-04 .5099-01 .4085 540.2
159 1.9880 I3.107 2251.0 .7253o03 .8754-03 .8754-03 .9000 .2545-04 .3071-04 .1923-0I .1431 540,0
159 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .2995-03 .3615-03 .3615-03 .9000 .1051-04 .1268-04 .7936-02 .8051-01 540.3
159 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .6815-04 .B227-04 .8227-04 .9000 .239|-05 .2888-05 .1805-02 .1389-01 540.6
159 2.0490 19.94I 2254.0 .2013-03 .2431-03 .2431-03 .9000 .7062-05 .B528-05 .5321-02 .B593-01 542.1
159 2.4590 i4.i95 2256.0 .258B-02 .3120-02 .3120=02 .9000 .9071-04 .I095-03 .$856-0! .7654 539.8
159 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2285-02 .2760-02 .2760-02 .9000 .8020-04 .9582-04 .6055-01 .5004 540.8
159 2.4590 16.875 225B.0 .3295-03 .3978-03 ,3978-03 .9000 .1156-04 .1396-04 .8718-02 .9724-01 541.5
159 2.4590 ]8.215 2259.0 .2842-03 .3433-03 .3433-03 .9000 .9972-05 .1204-04 .7513-02 .1047 542.2
159 2.4590 19.555 2260:0 .2004-02 .2422-02 .2422-02 .9000 .7032-04 .8499-04 .5280-01 .4199 544.9
: 159 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .2888-03 .3488-03 .3488-03 .90OO .1013-04 .]B24-04 .7632-02 .5672-01 542.4
159 2.4598 23.578 2263.0 .4479 03 .5407-03 ,5407-03 .9000 .1571-04 .1897-04 .llB6-OI .9126-01 540.9
159 5.1380 24.880 2279.0 .7139-02 .8632-02 .8632-02 .9000 .2505-03 .3028-03 .1877 1.39B 546.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I|48
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ_3)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA " -I.O00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAR = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
'"TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-BEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
102 3.006 7.990 35.02 -.9887 672.7 7325. 9B.BI .6947-0I 3.104 3942. .IB49-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS xo MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H{TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
102 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .1377-01 .1561-01 .1661-01 .9000 .6003-03 .7240-03 .4654 3.447 549.3
102 1.9BBO 11.983 2250.0 .1984-02 .2391-02 .2391-02 .9000 .8647-04 ,1042-03 ,6728-01 .5346 546.7
I02 1.9880 13. I07 2251.0 .5875-03 .7081-03 .7081-03 :9000 .2561-04 .3086-04 .1993-01 .1478 546.5
102 1.9890 I4.195 2252.0 .1050-03 .12E6-03 .1266-03 .BOOO .4577-05 .5517-05 .3557-02 .3596-0I 547.4
I02 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .8818-05 .I063-04 .1063-04 .9000 .3843-06 .4634-06 .2983103 .2286-02 548.6
102 2.0490 !9.941 2254.0 .3508-03 .4233-03 .4233-03 .9000 .1529-04 .1845-04 .1183-01 .1459 550.9
I02 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2628-02 .3167-02 .3187-02 .9000 .1145-03 .1381-03 .8907-01 .9906 547. I
102 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2715-02 _3274;02 .3274-02 .9000 .II83-03 .1427-03 .9180-01 .7556 548.9
102 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .2578-03 .3110-03 .3110-03 .9000 .1124-04 .1355-04 .B7ll~02 .9676-01 549.6
I02 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .1895-03 .2286-03 .2286-03 .9000 .8258-05 .9962-05 .6395-02 .8877-01 550.3
102 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .2669-02 .3224-02 .3224-02 .9000 .II64-03 .1405-03 .8961-01 .7092 554,5
102 2.4590 22.235 2262-0 .7079;04 .8539-04 .8539-04 .9000 .3086-05 .3722-05 .2390-02 .1770-01 550.0
102 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .5902-03 .:7114-03 .7114-03 .9000 .2572-04 .3101-04 .1999-01 .1533 547.5
I02 5.1380 24:080 2279.0 ;1182-0! .1425-01 .1425-01 .9000 .5150-03 .6212-03 .3991 2.955 549.8
,.,'"
/i
!DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I149
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJI3)
UPPER RH WiNG rA_rlEi_l_ u_l_
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA " -I.O00 ELEVON m .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO _ MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT$ /FT2
136 3,699 8.000 35.06 -.9697 856.1 1358. 97.95 .8769-01 3.829 3881. .2416-08 .7882-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HRE[ H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) H(TAW) OOOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
_36 1.9980 !0.859 2249.0 .I372-0! .IBSI-0! .IB51-01 .8000 .6749-03 .8]22-03 .5398 3.992 552.0
136 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .1885-02 .2266-02 .2266-02 .9000 .92?6-04 .1115-03 .7450-01 .5914 548.5
136 l.BBBO 13.10? 2951.0 .b347-03 .6428-03 .6428-03 .9000 .2631-04 .3163-04 .2114-0! .1567 548.2
I36 1.9980 14.!95 2252.0 .71q3-05 .8626-05 .8626-05 .-9000 .3530-08 .4245-06 .2832-03 .2860-02 549.4
136 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .4B93-04 .6009-04 .6009-04 .9000 .2457-05 .2957-05 .1964-02 .1503-01 552.2
136 2.0490 !9.94! 2254.0 .3063-03 .3689-03 .3689-03 .9000 .1507-04 .1815-04 .1201-01 .1478 555.0
136 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2815-02 ,3386-02 .3386-02 .9000 .1385-03 .1666-03 .llII 1.234 549.6
136 2.4590 I5.535 2257,0 ,2891-02 ,3478-02 .3478-02 .8000 .1422-03 .1712-03 .1137 .9348 552.0
135 2.4590 16.8q5 2258.0 .5158-04 .6208-04 .6208-04 .9000 .2538-05 .3055-05 .2028-02 .2249-01 552.7
136 9.4590 18.215 2259.0 .3080-04 .3700-04 .3700-04 .9000 .1516-05 .1821-05 .1223-02 .1701-01 545.1
135 2.4590 19.555 2280.0 ,3837-02 .4628-02 .4628-02 .9000 .1888-03 .2277-03 .1494 1.179 560.4
13B 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .1832-04 .2207-04 .2207-04 .9000 .9012-08 .1086-05 .7163-03 .6342-02 558.9
I36 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .2181-03 .2627-03 .2627-03 .9000 .1073-04 .]293-04 .8548-02 .6312-01 555.£
136 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .8729-03 .!050-02 .1050-02 .9000 .4295-04 .5169-84 ,3434-01 .2627 552.2
136 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1704-01 .2056-0| .2056-01 .9000 .8384-03 .1012~02 .6618 4.869 562.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1150
OHBkB 50-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJI4)
UPPER RH HIND PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA _- 35.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
: *'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
14 " .5200 . 7.900 34.96 .2135-02 I02.3 1241. 92.02 .I137-01 .49u8 3715, .3335-03 .7405-07
RuN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(T0) HITAN) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
14 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .15B5-OI .I903-01 .1903-01 .9000 .269B-03 .32Bl-03 .IBB4 1.400 542.5
14 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .2183-02 .2553-02 .2653-02 .9000 .3763-04 .4573-04 .2634-01 .2100 540.6
14 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .9447-03 .I14B-02 .I148-02 .9000 .1629-04 ,1979-04 .II40-OI .8485-01 540.4
14 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .3324-03 .4040-03 .4040-03 .9000 .5731-05 .6965-05 .4013-02 ;4071-01 540.4
14 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2756-02 .3349-02 .3349-02 .9000 .4751-04 .5773-04 .3329-01 .3716 540.0
t4 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .1339-02 .1627-02 .1627-02 .9000 .2308-04 .2B05-04 .1617-01 .1337 540.1
14 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .143g-02 .1749m02 .1749--02 .9000 .24B0--04 .3015--04 .1735--01 .154B 541.2
14 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .3582-04 .4352-04 .4352-04 .9000 .5174-06 .7503-06 .4325-03 .32IB-02 540.1
14 2.4590 23.576 2253.0 .5537-04 .7941-04 .7941-04 .9000 .1127-05 .1369-05 .7910-03 .6093-02 538.8
• 14 5.]380 24.080 2279.0 .1534-02 1865-02 .1865-02 .9000 .2644-04 .3215-04 .I84B-OI .1374 541.7
'1
j /
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1151
OH849 GO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ|4)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • ,0000
• "*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUHBER /_T DEG, DEG. PSIA DEGo R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
61 2,001 7.990 34.99 .9426-07 435.2 1303. 94.84 .4531-01 2.020 3810. .1289-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN] odor DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
61 1.9880 I0.859 2249.0 .I440-01 .I741-01 .1741-01 .9000 .5049-03 .6103-03 .3810 2.823 548.1
61 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .2050-02 .247G-02 .2475-02 .9000 .7186-04 .8679-04 .5442-01 .4327 545.4
61 1.9880 13.107 2251,0 .7512-03 .9072-03 .9072-03 ,9000 .2633-04 .3180-04 .1995-01 .14Bl 545.0
6I 1.9889 14.195 2252.0 .2542-03 .3191-03 .3191-03 .9000 .9263-05 .1119-04 .7013-02 .7096-01 545.5
B! 2.0490 I9.941 2254.0 .1407-03 ,1701-03 .1701-03 .9000 .4931~05 .5961-05 .3717-02 .4590-0l 548.8
61 2.4590 14.I_5 2256.0 .2643-02 .3192-02 .3192-02 .9000 .9265-04 .1119-03 .7018-01 .7812 545.3
6! 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2417-02 .2920-02 .2920-02 .9000 .8472-04 .!024-03 .5405-01 .5279 546.6
Bl 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .3860-03 .4665-03 .4665-03 .9000 .]353-04 .1635-04 .1021-01 .1136 547.8
El 2,4590 18.215 2259.0 .3052-03 .3590-03 .3690-03 .9000 .1070-04 .1293-04 .8060-02 .1119 549.2
6[ 2.4590 19,555 2260.0 .2095-02 .2536-02 .2536-02 .9000 .7344-04 .8888-04 .5509-01 .4364 552.6
6I 2.4590 22.E35 2262.0 .3523-03 .4380-03 .4380-03 .9000 ._270-04 .I535-04 .9573-02 .7091-01 548.9
5I 2.4593 23.5?6 2263.0 .6918-03 .8356-03 .8356-03 .9000 .2425-04 .2929-04 .1835-01 .1409 545.9
61 5,1380 24.080 2279.0 .6313-02 .7645-02 .7645-02 .9000 .2213-03 .2E80-03 .1654 1.222 555.0
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1|5_
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR4LIJl4)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH e.ooo ALPHA • 35.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V "' IRH 0
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 " /FT3 /FT2
80 3.039 7.990 35,0! -.6938-03 670.1 1312. 95.27 ,6920-01 3.092 3823. .1960-02 .?666-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YD MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) eDOT DTNGT TN
NUMBER R=t.O R=0.9 R= 9TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /BEG
80 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .1438-0I .I736-0! .1736-0| .9000 .B245-03 .7539-03 .4772 3.538 5_7.5
80 1.98B0 11.983 2250.0 .2085-02 .2515-02 .2515-02 .9000 .9054-04 .I092-03 .6948-01 .5526 544.4
80 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .6508-03 .7848-03 .7848-03 .9000 .2826-04 .3409-04 .2|qo-ol .1611 544.0
80 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .IB4B-03 .2230-03 .2230-03 .9000 .8027-05 .9683-05 .6157-02 .6233-01 544.6
80 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .7854-04 .9475-04 .9475-04 .9000 .3411-05 .4115-05 .2615-02 .2008-01 545.0
80 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .3573-03 .4314-03 .4314-03 .9000 .1552-04 .1874-04 .1185-01 .1464 547.8
80 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .267B-02 .3231-02 .3231-02 .9000 .1163-03 .1403-03 .8921-01 .9934 544.7
80 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2972-02 .3587-02 .3587-02 .9000 .1291-03 .1558-03 .9879-0| ,8142 546.3
80 2.4590 15.875 2258.0 .4474-03 .5400-03 .5400-03 .9000 .1943-04 .2345-04 .1485-01 .1652 547.1
80 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .3355-03 .4050-03 .4050-03 .9000 .1457-04 .1759-04 .1112-01 .1546 548.2
80 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .3030-02 .3663-02 .3663-02 .9000 .1316-03 .1591-03 .9992-0| .7918 552.5
80 2.4590 22.2Z5 2262.0 .3381-03 .4082-03 .4082-03 .9000 .1489-04 .1773-04 .II22-01 .8317-0l 547.6
80 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .9587-03 .1169-02 .I]69-0B .9000 .4207-04 .5075-04 .3225-01 .2476 545.
80 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 _8339-02 .I008-01 .I008-01 .9000 .3622-03 .4378-03 .2751 2.034 552.
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1153
OHBWB 60-0 UPPER RH NING (R4UJI4)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
• MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 35.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .O00O
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"'*TEST CONDITIONS"'"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PBIA PSI RT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
: XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
133 3.592 8.000 35.03 -.6868-03 854.7 1352. 97.95 .8755-0I 3.922 3881. .2413-02 .7882-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO H6 XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HRE£ H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT25EC FT2SEC FT2SEC /S£C
I33 1.9880 I0.859 2249.0 .]507-01 .]814-0! .1814-01 .9000 .74|0-03 .8917-03 .5927 4.384 551.9
133 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .2077-02 .2497-02 .2497-02 .9000 .1021-03 .I228-03 .8208-01 .6518 548.0
133 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .5693-03 .6843-03 .6843-03 .SO00 .2799-04 .3365-04 .2250-01 .1668 5k7.7
133 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .9168-05 .II02-04 .II02-04 .9000 .4508-06 .5420-06 .3619-03 .3655-02 548.9
133 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .;447-03 .1741-03 .174i-03 .9000 .7113-05 .8559-05 .5692-02 .4356-01 551.5
133 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .4563-03 .5615-03 .5615-03 .9000 .2293-04 .2761-04 .1828-01 .2251 554.3
133 2,4590 !4,]95 2255,0 ,3094-02 ,3720-02 °3720-02 .9000 .!52!-03 .!829-03 .!222 1.358 548.6
133 2.4590 !5.535 2257.0 .3!6]-02 .3803-02 .3803-02 .9000 .1554-03 .1970m03 .1245 1.024 550,7
133 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .]755-03 .2124-03 .2124-03 .9000 .8576-05 .I044-04 .6933-02 .7690-01 552.6
!33 2.U590 18.215 2259.0 .1659-03 .2233-03 .2233-03 .9000 .9140-05 .1098-04 .7374-02 .I026 544.9
!33 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .4193-02 .5056-02 .5056-02 .9000 .2061-03 .2486-03 .1632 1.288 560.0
133 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .2892-03 .3483-03 .3483-03 .9000 .1422-04 .17!2-04 .1133-01 .8368-0l 554.8
133 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .1126-02 ;)355-02 .1355-02 .9000 .5537-04 .6663-04 .4429-01 .3389 551.8
133 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 ;1708-01 .2063-01 .2063-01 .9000 .8400-03 .1014-02 .6610 4.857 564.8
.., . : -
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1154
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING {R4UJIS)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " -I0.00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
:;. " "''TEST CONDITIONS'''
-: RUN RN/L -NACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
: NUMBER IFT .- DEG. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
' :. Xl0 8 /FT3 /FT_
: _92 .5!25 -7,900 39.95 -10.04 103.5 1263. 93.66 .1151-0I .5026 3748. .3316-03 .7536=07
• ..? .
RUN HREF ""_TN NO





• RUN YO MS XO MS TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW1 OOOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R:I.0 R:0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
• TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEE
202 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .BIBB-02 .9915-02 .9915-02 .9000 .1426m0_ .1725--03 .I040 .7767 533.3
202 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .7876--03 .9521--03 .9521--03 .9000 .1370--04 .1656--04 .lO01--OI .BO14--Ol 531.9
202 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .2374-03 .2869-03 .2869m03 ,9000 .4128-05 .4991-05 .3017-02 .2254-01 531.9
202 1.9eBO 14.195 2252.0 .9180-05 .1110-04 .1II0-04 .9000 .1597-06 .1930-06 .1167-03 .II89-02 531.8
202 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .6077-04 .7344-04 .7344-04 .9000 .1057-05 .I277-05 .7736-03 .5983-02 530.7
202 2".0490 19.941 2254.0 .4351-0_ .5250-04 .5250-04 .9000 .75BB-OB .9148-06 .5532-03 .BBBO-02 531.7
202 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .1245-02 .1505-02 .1505-02 .9000 .2166-04 .2618-04 .1584-01 .1776 531.5
202 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .4288-03 .5183-03 .5183-03 .9000 .745B-05 .9015-05 .5453-02 .4528-01 531.5
202 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .3144-03 .3B02-03 .3B02-03 .9000 .5468-05 .6612-05 .3992-02 .3194-01 532.7
202 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .2303-02 .2785-02 .B785-02 .9000 .4006-04 .4844-04 .2925-01 .2622 532.4
202 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .6407-03 .7746-03 .7746-03 .9000 .1114-04 .1347m04 .8142--02 .6083--01 532.1
202 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .3082--03 .3725--03 .3725--03 .9000 .5360--05 .547B--05 .3920--02 .3031--01 531.3
202 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .3383m02 .4092-02 .4092-02 .9000 .5883-04 .711B-04 .4283-0| .3196 534. _
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1|55
........................... • , VVB_
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -I0.00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFI_AP = .0000 SPGBRK - .0000
*.*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DE6, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 5 /FT3 /YT2
189 1.002 7.940 39.96 -I0.05 203.7 1257. 92.34 .2191-0! .9670 3740. .6404-03 .7431-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN Y0 MS XO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAWI QDOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEO. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
189 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .8105-02 .9811-02 .9811-02 .9000 .1954-03 .2365-03 .1412 1.053 534.2
189 1.988U 11.983 2250.0 .I]18-02 .1353-02 .1353-02 .9000 .2696-04 .3262-04 .1952-01 .1562 532.6
189 1.9880 13.107 225].0 .!406-03 .170]-03 .1701-03 .9000 .3389-05 .4100-05 .2455-02 .1834-01 532.4
189 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .2936-03 .3551-03 .3551-03 .9000 .7078-05 ,8550-05 .5138-02 .3974-0| 530.7
189 2.4690 I4.195 2256.0 .1608-02 .1946-02 .1946-02 .9000 .3876-04 .4690-04 .2806-01 .3143 532.8
189 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .5603-03 .6779-03 .6779-03 .9000 .1351-04 .1634-04 .9778-02 .8115-01 532.6
189 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .;121-02 .1357-02 .1357-02 .9000 .2703-04 .3272-04 .1955-01 .1564 533.4
189 2,4590 20.895 2261.0 .2303-03 .2786-03 .2786-03 .9000 .5550-05 .6715-05 .4020-02 .3604-01 532.3
I89 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .5784-03 .8206-03 .8206-03 .9000 .1635-04 .1978-04 ,I186-01 .8859-01 531.7
189 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 ._534-02 .1856-02 .1856-02 .9000 .3699-04 .4474-04 .2684-01 .2075 531.2
189 5.1380 24.C80 2279.0 .2948-02 .3566-02 .3566-02 .9000 .7106-04 .8595-04 .5155-01 .3853 531.2
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB48 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE II56
OH84B B0-O UPPER RH WING IR4UJIB)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ,ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = -I0.00 ELEVON - .GO00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA P0 TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
171 2.002 7.980 39.98 -10.09 434.9 1302. 94.76 .4528-01 2.018 3808. .1290-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
I7] 1.9880 I0.859 2249.0 .7BI1-02 .9442-02 .9442-02 .9000 .2737-03 .3308-03 .2062 1.528 548.3
171 1.9880 I1.983 2250.0 .7131-03 .8616-03 .8616-03 .9000 .2499-04 .3019-04 .IBe7-0i .I499 546.5
171 2.04?0 22.330 2255.0 .3471-03 .4195-03 .4195-03 _9000 .1216-04 .1470-04 .9181-02 .7043-01 546.8
Iql 2.0490 t9.941 2254.0 .3768-03 .4557-03 .4557-03 .9000 .1320-04 .1597-04 .9934-02 .1226 549.4
I7I 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .1276-0B .1542-02 .!542-02 .9000 .447]-04 .5404-04 .3371-02 .3748 547.7
171 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .7440-03 .8995-03 .8995-03 .9000 .2607-04 .3152-04 .1964-01 ,2627 548.4
I7I 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .2094-02 .2534-02 .2534-02 .9000 .7335-04 .8878-04 .5496-01 .4354 552.5
Iq! 2.4590 20.895 226!.0 .5790-03 .?003-03 ,7003-03 .9000 .B029-04 .2454-04 .2524-01 .2354 550.4
t72 2._590 22.235 2262.0 .9810-03 .II86-02 1186-02 .9000 .3437-04 .4156-04 .2586-01 .2925 549.4
I7I 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .8700-03 .I052-02 2051-02 .9000 .3048-04 .3684-04 .2300-01 .1764 547.3
171 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .9050-02 .1096-02 I096-01 .9000 .3172-03 .3840-03 .2370 1.752 554.3
)
"i
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 HODEL 60-0 IN TIE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1157
OH84B BO-O UPPER RH NING IR4UJI5)
UPPER RH _iNG PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • -10.00 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP' _ .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS''* : :
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V Rt"IO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 IFT3 /FT_
99 2.993 7,990 40,02 -10.10 670.6 1326. 96.29 .6925-0t 3,095 3843. .1941-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FTBSEC =.0175 -- --
g8 .4353-01 .2343-01
• "*TEST DATA'''
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO HtHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) _ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 6TU/R BTU/ DE6. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT29EC FT2SEC /SEC
99 1.9880 I0,859 2248.0 .7785-02 .9386°02 .9386-02 .9000 .3388-03 .4085-03 .2635 1.952 546.2
99 1.8880 11.983 2250.0 .5970-03 .7194-03 .7194-03 .8000 ,2599-04 .3131-04 .2026-01 .1610 546.2
99 2.0470 22,330 2255.0 .3670-03 .4429-03 .4429-03 .9000 .i597-04 .1928-04 .1235-0l .9450-01 5._?..3
99 2.0490 lB.941 2254.0 .5960-03 .7]87-03 .7197-03 .9000 .2594-04 .3132-04 .2002-01 .2465 554.0
89 2.4590 I4.195 2256.0 .1258-02 .1517-02 .1517-02 .9000 .5478-04 .6603-04 .4263-01 .4740 547.5
98 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .9507-03 .1146=02 .1146-02 .9000 .4138-04 .4990-04 .3214-0l ,2645 549.0
98 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .3996-02 .4833-02 .4833-02 .9000 .1740-03 .2103-03 .1335 1.054 558.4
99 2,4580 20,885 2261,0 .2922-03 .3530-03 .3530-03 .9000 .,cT=-u_ .1537-04 .=lul-uc .8669-0i 556.2
99 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .7830-03 .9458-03 .9458-03 .9000 .3408-04 .4117-04 .2625-01 .1938 556.6
99 2.4580 23.576 2263.0 .1002-02 .!20g-02 .1209-02 .9000 .4360-04 .5263-04 .3368-0! .2575 553.2 _
99 5.13S0 24.C80 22?9.0 .1388-01 .1681-01 .1681-01 .9000 .6043-03 .7318-03 .4599 3.380 564.7
{
!DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1158
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR4UJIT)
uPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA "
• MACH = B.O00 ALPHA 40.00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
1199 .4996 7.900 39.96 -3.996 99.13 1248. 92.54 .1102-01 .4813 3726. ,3213-03 .7447-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS xo MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO .H(TO) HtTAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
199 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .LI94-0! .1446-0! .1446-01 .gO00 .2028-03 .2456-03 .1454 1.087 530.8
199 1.9BBO 1t.983 2250.0 .1514-02 .1832-02 .1832-02 .9000 .2571-04 .3]12-04- .1847-01 .IWBI 529.4
lgg 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .6177-03 .7475-03 .7475-03 .9000 .]04g-04 .1270-04 .7541-02 .5643-01 529.0
199 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .98t7-04 .1188-03 .IIB8-03 .9000 .1667-05 .2018-05 .1199-02 ,1224-0! 5@8.6
199 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .3672-03 .4441-03 .4441-03 .9000 .6238-05 .7543-05 .4498-02 .3486-01 526.5
199 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .!944-02 .2352-02 .2352-02 .9000 .3301-04 ,3995-04 .2373-01 .2664 528.8
199 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .8933-03 .I081-02 .|081-02 .9000 .1517-04 .1836-04 .1091-01 .9077-01 528.4
199 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .8208-04 .9929-04 .9929-04 .9000 .1394-05 .1686-05 .I004-02 .8050-02 527.9
|99 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .2312-02 .2796-02 .2q96-02 .9000 .3927-04 .4749-04 .2829-01 .2543 527.2
199 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .5906~03 .7143-03 .7143-03 .9000 .1003-04 .]2]3-04 .7231-02 .54l?-0! 526.9
199 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .3418-04 .4133-04 .4133-04 .9000 .5806-06 .?020-06 .4188-03 .3246-02 526.3
199 5.]380 24.080 2279.0 .45Z2-03 .5452-03 .5452-03 .9000 .7664-05 .926|-05 .5544-02 .4159-01 524,2
\ I ....
..... . " ............. /
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE llSg
......... m_J,l = .i_i
OHB4B BO-O UPPER HH N|N_ ,_uv_es
UPPER RH HING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " "4.000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 ./FT2
186 .9941 7.940 39.96 -3.989 203.8 1264. 92.86 .2192-01 .9674 3751, .6372-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) HITAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
185 1.9880 I0.859 2249.0 .1209-01 .1463-01 .1463-01 .9000 .2918-03 .3532-03 .2123 1.583 536.1
186 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .I395-02 .1687-02 .1687-OB .9000 .336B-04 .4071-04 .2455-01 .I963 534.2
186 t.9880 13.107 2251.0 .4568-03 .5524-03 .5524-03 .9000 .1102-04 .1333-04 .8045-02 .600B-or 533.8
186 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .8573-04 .I037-03 .1033-03 .9000 ,2069-05 .2502-05 .1510-OB .1537-01 533.7
185 2.0_70 22.330 2255.0 .2927-03 .3538-03 .3538-03 .9000 .7063-05 .8538-05 .5167-02 .3994-01 532.1
;BB 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .2065-04 _2497-04 ,2497-04 .9000 .4983-06 .6026-06 .3639-03 .4529-02 533.3
IBB 2.4590 ]4.195 2255.0 .1843-02 .2229-02 .2229-02 .9000 .4448-04 .5380-04 .3246-0I .3634 534.1
186 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .9283-03 .]123-02 .1123-02 .9000 .2240-04 .2710-04 .1635-01 .1356 533.9
lBB 2.4590 I9.555 2260.0 .1436-02 .1737-02 .1737-02 .9000 .3465-04 .4192-04 .2526-01 .2019 534.9
186 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .1282-03 .1550-03 .1550-03 .9000 .3094-05 .3741-05 .2258-02 .2023-01 533.6
188 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .8323-03 .I006-02 .I006-02 .9000 .2009-04 .2429-04 .1468-01 .1096 533.1
186 2.4590 23.576 2253.0 .9385-03 .II34-02 .1134-02 .9000 .2265-04 .2738-04 .1657-0l .1281 532.0
186 5.1380 24.080 ,2279.0 .2385-02 .2883-02 .2BB3-OB .9000 .575q-04 .6957-04 .4216-01 .3151 531.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEBC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1160
OH84B 80-0 UPPER RH NING (R4UJI71
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
• : ! MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 B_TA - -4.000 ELEVON - .O000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
177 1.gg8 7.980 39.98 -4.010 434.6 1303. 94.84 .4525-0l 2.017 3BlO. .1288-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW} @DOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
177 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .1110-01 .1339-01 .t339-0! .9000 .3887-03 .4691-03 .2956 2.197 542.2
177 |.9880 11.983 2250.0 .1299-02 .1567-02 .1567-02 .9000 .4552-04 .5490-04 .3471-01 .2767 540.2
177 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .3404-03 .4106m03 .4106--03 .9000 .1193--04 .1438--04 .9095--02 .6768--01 540.0
I77 1.9890 14.195 2252.0 .2835-04 .3420-04 .3420-04 .9000 .9932-06 .1198-05 .7571-03 .7680-02 540.4
177 2.0470 22.3Z0 2255.0 .2913-03 .3515-03 .3515-03 .8000 .I021-04 .1231-04 .7768-02 .5976-01 541.5
177 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .3228-03 .3896-03 .3896-03 .9000 .I131-04 .1365-04 .8587-02 .1063 543.2
177 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .1864-02 .2249-02 .2249-02 .9000 .6531-04 .7877-04 .4979-01 .5557 540.3
177 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .1792-02 .2162-02 .2162-02 .9000 .6277-04 .7572-04 .4780-01 .3949 541.2
177 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .2301-02 .2780-02 .2780-02 .9000 .8060-04 .9737-04 .5097-01 .4845 546.3
177 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .6817-03 .8229-03 .8229-03 .9000 .2388-04 .2883-04 .1813-01 .1347 543.5
1"77 2.4590 23.575 2263.0 .845B-03 .1020-02 .I020-02 .9000 .2963-04 .3574-04 .2255-01 .1735 541.4
|77- 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .9176-02 .1108-01 .1108-01 .9000 .3214-03 .3882-03 .2434 1.806 545.5
i)
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I191
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR4UJ!?!
UPPER RH HING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 9.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPOBRK - .0000
: **'TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
95 2.992 7.990 39.99 -4,02I 670.3 1326. 96.29 .6922-01 3,093 3943. .1940-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS X0 MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(T0) H(TAWI QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=l.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/T0 FTESEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
95 1.9980 10.859 2249.0 .1075-01 .1294-01 .1294-01 .9000 .4679-03 .5632-03 .3666 2.725 542.1
95 1.9880 11.983 2260.0 .1077-02 .1295-02 .1295-02 .9000 .4686-04 .5637-04 .3693-01 .9937 539.9
95 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .I84B-03 .2220-03 .2220-03 .9000 .9031-05 .9660-05 .6314-09 .4700-01 539.5
95 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .3255-03 .3918-03 .39IB-03 .9000 .1416-04 .I705-04 .1109-01 .9529-01 542.4
95 2.0490 19.94] 2254.0 .382B-03 .4606-03 .4606-03 .9000 .1665-04 .2004-04 .1303-01 .1614 543.0
95 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .1761-02 .2119-02 .2119-02 .9000 .7663-04 .9219-04 .601B-Ol .6716 540.3
.... 4_9 ..... 3_ 22_,._ .2_,5-u2 .26_,-u= .2617-02 .uuuu .9463-04 .1i39-03 .7422-0| .6132 541.4
95 2.4590 19.555 2260,0 .4396-02 .5298-02 .529B-02 .9000 .1913o03 .2306-03 .1489 1.183 547.4
95 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .6070-03 .7310-03 .7310-03 .9000 .2841-04 o31Bl-04 .2063-01 .1532 544.5
95 2.4590 23,576 2263.0 .7201-03 .8669-03 .8669-03 .9000 .3133-04 .3773-04 .2452-01 .1884 543.3
95 5.1380 24.C80 2279.0 .1348-01 .1626-0I .162B-OI .9000 .5866-03 .7072-03 .4545 3.364 550.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IIE_.
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING ;I:_UJ18)
uPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 6.066 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " -2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - ,0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS*'"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO
NUHBER /FT OEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
196 .5017 7.900 39.96 -1.993 100.6 1257, 93.21 .1118-01 .4BeS 3739. ._E38-03 .7501-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(T01 H(TAW] QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=..O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
196 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 _1421-01 .1720-01 .1720-01 .9000 .Lm_35-03 .2948-03 .1758 1.312 534.7
196 I._880 11.983 2250.0 .2112-02 .2556-02 .2556-02 .9000 .3619-04 .4379-04 .2619-01 .B095 533.0
196 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .7528-03 .9110-03 .9110-03 .9000 .1290-04 .1561-04 .9346-02 .6976-01 532.7
196 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .2431-03 .2941-03 .2941-03 .9000 .4165-05 .5039-05 .3016-02 .3071-01 532.6
196 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .1053-04 .1274-04 .1274-04 .9000 .1805-06 .2183-06 .1310-03 .1013-02 531.0
196 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2459-02 .2976-02 .2976-02 .9000 .4214-04 .5099-04 ,3052-0l .3420 532.4
196 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 1266-02 .1532-02 .1532-02 .9000 .2169-04 .2624-04 ,1571-01 .1304 532.4
195 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 ,9978-04 .1208-03 .1208-03 .9000 .1710-05 .2069-05 .1237-02 .9895-02 533.3
196 2.4590 22.235 2262 0 .3763-03 .4553-03 .4553-03 .9000 .6448-05 .7801-05 .4672-02 .3491-01 532.0
196 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .1932-03 .2337-03 .2337-03 .9000 ,3311-05 .4004-05 .2403-02 .1858-01 530.9
196 5.1380 24.C80 2279.0 .8627-03 .1044-02 .1044-02 .9000 .1478-04 .1788-04 .1072-01 .8008-01 531.7
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 |N THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE !|55
OH84B 60-0 UPPERRH WING fR_UJ|8)
UPPER RH WING • PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 I ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " -2.000 ELEVON - ,0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R OE6. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT_
[83 1.005 7.940 39.96 -2.000 205.1 1260. 92.56 .2206-01 .6736 3745. .6433-03 .'/449-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN_ O00T DTWDT TW
NUMBER R_I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG, R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2BEC /SEE
183 1.9880 10.859 2248.0 .1358-01 .i645-0i .1645-0i .9000 .3286-03 .3981-03 .2372 1.767 537.9
183 1.9880 11,983 2250.0 .1829-02 .2215-02 .2215-02 .9000 .4426-04 .5359-04 .3204-01 .2560 535.8
183 1,9880 13.107 2251.0 .5949-03 .7201-03 .7201-03 .9000 .1439-04 .1742-04 .1042-01 .777_-01 535.5
183 1.9880 14.I95 2252.G .2505-03 .3032-03 .3032-03 .9000 .6061-05 .7337-05 .4389-02 .4463-01 535.6
183 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .1171-03 .1417-03 .1417-03 .9000 .2833-05 .3429-05 .2055-02 .1586-0! 534.5
i83 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2356-02 .2952-02 .2852-02 .9000 .5701-04 .6901-04 .4132-01 .4625 534.9
183 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .1320-02 .1597-02 .1597-02 .9000 .3193-04 .3865-04 .2313-01 .1917 535.2
183 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .66_6-04 .80i0-04 .B0i0"04 .9000 .i601-05 .1938-05 .1159-02 .1297-01 535.6
183 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .3774-05 .4568-05 .4568-05 .9000 .9131-07 .1105-06 .6612-04 .9246-03 535.6
183 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .1553-02 .1881-02 .1881-02 .9000 .3758-04 .4552-04 .2714-0l ,2167 537.3
163 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .3828-04 .4635-04 .4635-04 °9000 .9263-06 .1122-05 .6704-03 .5998-02 536.0
183 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .4985-03 .6035-03 .6035-03 .9000 .1206-04 .1460-04 .8737-02 .6517-01 535.4
183 2.4590 23.575 2263.0 .6087-03 .7366-03 .7366-03 .9000 .1473-04 .1782-04 ,I069-01 .825_-0! 533.9
183 5.i380 24.080 2279.0 .1961-02 .2372-02 .2372-02 .9000 .4745-04 .5740-04 .3449-01 .2576 532.9
DATE 23 FE'B 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE ! 164
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJtBI
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " -2.000 ELEVON = .0000
BD'FLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
_74 1.998 7.880 39.98 -2.000 435.7 |305. 94.98 .4536-01 8.022 3Bt3. .]BB9-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H{TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NU_BER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
174 1.9880 ;0.859 2249.0 .I285-01 .I549-0! .1549-0I .BOO0 .4507-03 .5435-03 .3446 2.564 540.2
I74 1.98B0 11.983 2250.0 .1654-02 .1993-02 .1993-02 .9000 .5B02-04 .6991-04 .444G-01 .3550 538.0
174 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .4043-03 .4872-03 .4872-03 .9000 .1419-04 .1709-04 .1088-0! .B106-0! 537.6
174 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .1367-03 .1647-03 .1647-03 .9000 .4795-05 .5778-05 .3677-02 .3735-01 537,9
174 8.0470 22.330 2255.0 :1230-03 .1483-03 .1483-03 .9000 .4316-05 .5202-05 .3306-02 .2547-01 538.7
174 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .3787-03 .4566-03 .4556-03 .9000 .1329-04 .1602-04 .1016-01 .1260 539.8
174 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2259-02 .2722-02 .2722-02 .9000 .7924-04 .9549-04 .6076-01 .6789 537.9
I74 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2304-02 .2777-02 .2777-02 .9000 .8084-04 .9743-04 .6192-01 .5123 538.7
174 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .3701-04 .4461-04 .4461-04 .9000 .129B-05 .}565-05 .9946-03 .1111-01 538.?
174 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .2620-02 .3162-02 .3162-0B .9000 .9193-04 .1109-03 .7004-01 .5577 542.7
174 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .3203=03 .3862-03 .3862-03 .9000 .I124-04 .1355-04 .8585-02 .7664-0l 540.6
174 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .3967-03 .4783-03 .4783-03 .9000 .1392-04 .1678-04 .1064-01 .7915-01 540.3
174 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .5319-03 .6412-03 ,6412-03 .90001 .1866-04 .2250-04 .1429-01 .1101 539.0
174 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .7995-02 .9645-02 .9645-02 .9000 .2B05-03 .3384-03 .2139 1.580 54B.I
)
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE I165
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING _D_,,,,o,
UPPER RH HINO PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B,O00 ALPHA • 40.00 3ETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .OOOO
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - ,0000
• "*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA OEG. R ogo. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
• XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
90 3,013 7.990 40.02 -2.029 670.6 1320. 95.85 ,6925-01 3.095 3835. .1950-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=o.g R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
90 1.9880 10.859 2249,0 .1308-01 .1580-01 .1580-01 .9000 .5689-03 .6871-03 .4366 3.229 552.3
90 1.9880 II.983 2250.0 .1540-02 .1858-02 .IB5B-02 .9000 .6697-04 .BOB2-04 .5156-0! .4091 549.7
g0 1,9880 13. I07 2251.0 .4063-03 .4904-03 .4904-03 .9000 .1767-04 .2133-04 .13S0-01 .1007 549.8
90 t.9880 14.195 2252.0 .3322-04 .4011-04 .40.11-04 .9000 .1445-05 .1744-05 .III1-02 .lI21-Ol 551.1
90 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .9174-04 .1109-03 .1109-03 .9000 .3990-05 .4821-05 .3053-02 .2333-01 554.6
90 2.0490 Ig.941 2254.0 .4932-03 .5964-03 .5964-03 .9000 .2145-04 .2594-04 .1635-01 .2011 557.2
B0 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2336-02 .282i-02 .2821-02 .9000 ,i016-03 .1227-03 .7808-01 .8665 551.3
90 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2907-02 .3512-02 .3512-02 .9000 .1264-03 ,1527-03 .9684-01 .7951 553.7
90 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .4811-02 .5827-02 .5827-02 .9000 .2092-03 .2534-03 .1584 1.249 562.5
90 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .4013-03 .4853-03 .4853-03 .9000 .1745-04 .21ll-04 .1330-01 .9807-01 557.7
90 2.4590 23.575 2253.0 .5617-03 .6787-03 .6787-03 .9000 .2443-04 .2952-04 .1869-01 .142_ 554.5
90 5,1360 24.080 2279.0 .]372-01 .1663-01 .1663-01 .9000 .5969-03 .7235-03 .450l 3.307 565.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |166
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING rR4UJ21)
UPPER RH HING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 9ETA - -I.000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = .O000 SPDBRK = .0000
• ,*TEST CONDITIONS,**
• RUN RN(L, .- MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT-:. DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xIO 6 ". /FT3 /FT2
193 .5035 7.900 39.99 -1.006 99.91 1248. 92.54 .l]lO-O1 .485] 3726. .323B-03 .7447-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=].O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
i93 1.9880 10.859 2649.0 .1621-01 .1966-0! .1966-01 .9000 .2764-03 .3352-03 .1967 1.467 536.0
193 1.9860 II.983 2250.0 .2406-02 ,2916-02 .2916-02 .9000 .4103-04 .4971o04 .2928-01 .2342 533.8
193 1.9880 13,107 2251.0 .7239-03 .8771:03 .8771"03 .9000 .1234-04 .]496-04 .88lB-02 .B582-01 533.5
193 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .;287-03 .1559-03 .1559-03 .9000 .2195-05 .2659-05 .1568-02 .1596-01 533.3
193 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .3022-02 .3661-02 .3661-02 .9000 .5]52-04 .6243-04 .36BO-OI .412! 533.5
193 2,4590 15,535 2257.0 .]44]-02 .1746-02 .1746-02 .9000 .2458-04 .2978-04 .1756-01 .I457 533.2
193 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .]795-03 .2174-03 ".2i74-03 .9000 .3061-05 .3707-05 .2lB9-02 .1635-01 532.5
193 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .7429-03 .8995-03 .8995-03 .9000 .1267-04 .]534-04 .9077-02 .6785-01 531.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1167
OHB4B 60-0 U_PER RH WiNG _R4UJB|J
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -l.OOO ELEVON = .O000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 . /FT3 IFT2
IBO 1.002 7.940 39.98 -I.002 205.1 1253. 92.7B .2206-01 .9736 3749. .6418-03 .7466-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT IN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
lBO 1.9eBO 10.B59 2249.0 .I4B2-OI .1797-01 .1797-01 .9000 .3589-03 .4349-03 .2591 1.92B 540.6
IBO 1.9880 11,983 2250.0 .2009-02 .2434-02 .2434-02 .9000 .4864-04 .5891-04 .3522-01 .2BlO 538.6
180 1.98B0 13.107 2251.0 .4015-03 .4883-03 .4863-03 .9000 .9720-05 .1177-04 .7040-02 .5243-01 538.3
IBO 1.98Bg 14.195 2252.0 .2945-03 .3567-03 .3567-03 .9000 .7129-05 .BB35-05 .5163-02 .5243-01" 538.5
IBO 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .2530-03 .3063-03 .3063-03 .9000 .6125-05 .7416-05 .4444-02 .3426-01 537.2
!SO 2.04B0 !9,94! 2254.0 .5132-04 ,621B-04 ,6216-04 ,9000 ,!242-05 ,1505-05 =B99B-03 ,!I!7-O! 538.4
180 2.4590 I4.1B5 2256.0 .2472-02 .2993-02 .2993-02 .9000 .5983-04 .7246-04 .4335-01 .4844 538.1
IBO 2.45B0 I5.535 2257.0 .I501-02 .1818-0"2 .1818-02 .9000 ,3834-04 .4401-04 .2633-01 .217B 538.2
180 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .1897-03 .2298-03 .229B-03 .9000 .4593-05 .5563-05 .3327-02 .3716-01 538.4
180 2.4590 I8,215 2259.0 .I171-05 .1418-05 .1418-05 .9000 .2835-07 .3434-07 .2054-04 .286B-03 538.3
180 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .1565-02 .189B-02 .189B-02 .BOO0 .3789-04 .4591-04 .273B-01 .21_3 539.9
180 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .7283-03 .8822-03 .8822-03 .9000 .1763-04 .213B-04 ,1277-01 .114I 538.6
IBO 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .B410-03 .7782-03 .7762-03 ,9000 .1552-04 .1879-04 .1124-01 .8374-01 538.1
IBO 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .B123-03 .9835-03 .9835-03 .9000 .195B-04 .23BI-04 .1427-01 .1100 537.2
180 511380 24.080 2279.0 .1802-02 .2181-02 .2181-02 .9000 .4361-04 .5281-04 .3164-01 .2358 537.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1168
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING fR4UJBI)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -I.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. BEG. PSIA OEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
158 2.005 7.980 40.02 -I.016 435.9 1302. 94.76 .4537-01 2.023 3BOB. .1292-02 .7626-07
.R!JN HREF STN NO"




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT GTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI BEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
IBB 1.9880 i0.859 2249,0 .1430-01 .1729-0! .1729-01 .9000 ,5017-03 .6065-03 .3778 2.799 548.6
168 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .1867-02 .2255-02 .2255-02..9000 .6547-04 .7910-04 .4946-01 .3931 546.2
168 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .5114-03 .6177-03 .6177-03 .9000 .1794-04 .2167-04 .1356-01 .lOOB 545.9
lB8 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .1207-03 .1459-03 .I459-03 .9000 .4235-05 .511B-05 ,3199-02 .3236_0I 546.3
188 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .2136-04 .257B-04 .2579-04 .9000 .7491-06 .9047-06 .5668-03 .4352-02 545.0
lB8 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .3477-03 .4202-03 .4202-03 .9000 .1219-04 .1474-04 .9197-02 .I136 647.5
IB8 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2558-02 .3092-02 .3092-02 .9000 .8973-04 .1084-03 .6769-01 .7528 547.3
168 2,4590 15.535 2257.0 .2B02-02 .3146-02 .3146-02 .9000 .9128-04 .1103-03 .6879-01 .5664 54B.l
IS8 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .I260-03 .1523-03 ;1523-03 .9000 .4419-05 .5342-05 .3332-02 .3704-01 547.8
lBe 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .4632-04 .5599-04 .5599-04 .9000 .1625-05 .1964-05 .1224-02 .1702-01 548.0
lEB 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .2562-02 .3100-02 .3t00-02 .9000 .B98B-04 .1087-03 .6747-01 .5350 550,9
168 2.4590 22,235 2262.0 .4289-03 .5183-03 .5183-03 .BOO0 .I504-04 .181B-04 .1135-01 .e41B-OI 547,0
IBB 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .3793-03 .4581-03 .45BI-03 .9000 .1_30-04 .1607-04 .lOOB-OI .7725-01 545.3
IB8 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1025_0! .1240-01 .1240-01 .9000 .3594-03 .4349-03 .2697 1.995 551.4
] /
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 11Bg
OHBWB BO-O UPPER RH NING (R4UJB|I
UPPER RH HING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " -1.000 ELEVON • .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK - .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
86 3.010 7.990 40.08 -I.034 669.1 1319. 95.78 .6910-0I 3.088 _033. .IB47-02 .7707-07
RUN HREF ST N NO




RUN Y0 MS X0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T0) H{TAW) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
8B 1.9880 i0.859 B@_9.0 .13iB-Oi .i589-0i .15B9-01 .9000 .57i6-03 .6900-03 .4392 3.251 550.3
BE 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 ,1501-02 .1810-02 .1810-02 .SOOO .6518-04 .7853-04 .5026-0! .3992 547.6
BB 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .34BB-03 .4180-03 .41B0-03 .9000 .1505-04 .1816-04 .1161-01 .8606-01 547.5
BB 2:0470 22.330 2255.0 .141B-03 .1710-03 .1710-03 .9000 .B152-05 .7429-05 .4722-02 .3614-01 551.2
BS 2.04g0 19.941 2254.0 .4204-03 .50B0-03 .5080-03 .9000 .1826-04 .2207-04 .1397-01 .1720 553.9
eB 2.4590 14.195 2258.0 .2257-02 .273B-02 .2736-02 .9000 .984B~04 .lIBB-03 .7578-01 .8419 549.2
B5 2.4590 I5.535 2257.0 .2940-02 .3549-02 .3549-02 .9000 .1277-03 .1542-03 .9799-01 .805B 551.2
BB 2.4590 i9.555 2260.0 .497i-02 .6016-02 .60i6-02 .9000 .2159-03 .26i3-03 .!640 1.294 559.4
88 2.4590 20,895 2251.0 .2495-04 .3018-04 .3018-04 .9000 .I084-05 .1311-05 .8272-03 .7328-02 555.8
BB 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .3540-03 .4279-03 .4279-03 .9000 .I538-04 .1858-04 .1175-0! .8683-01 554.4
BB 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .B073-03 .7333-03 .7333-03 .9000 .2638-04 .3185-04 .2024-01 .1550 551.2
BB 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1424-0] .1725-01 .1725-01 .9000 .6186-03 .7491-03 .4683 3.447 551.7
', :,,
,,- :'
". i_'DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE II"/0
..... 0H848 BO-O UPPER RH WING (IR4UjB_)
:
.'J UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " .0000
BOFLAP - .0000 BPDBRK - .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 '" IFT3 /FT2
]7 .5042 7.900 40.02 " -.3159-02 99.80 1246. 92.40 .I109-01 .4846 3723. .3240-03 .7435-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS xo MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREE TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R DEG. R
TAN/TO . FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
17 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .1584-01 .1900-01 .1900-01 .9000 .2865-03 .3238-03 .1877 1.395 541.5
17 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .2124-02 .2579-02 .2579=02 .9000 .3819-04 .4394-04 .2558-01 .2038 539.5
17 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .8552-03 .1038-02 .1038-02 .9000 .1457-04.1769-04 ..1029-01 .7663_01 539.2
17 I_9880 14.195 2252.0 .2185-03 .2654-03 .2554-03 .9000 .3724-05 .4521-05 .2632-02 .2672-01 539.1
17 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .1287-03 .1537-03 .1537-03 .9000 .2158-05 .2619-05 .1528-02 .1178-01 537.5
17 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2593-02 .3147-02 .3147-02 .9000 .4417-04 .5362-04 .3124-01 .3489 538.5
17 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .1277-02 .1550-02 .1550-02 .9000 .2178-04 .2641-04 .1538-01 .1273 538.5
17 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .5214-03 .6329-03 .6329-03 .9000 .8883-05 ,I078-04 .6277-02 .4674-01 539.0
17 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .'3395-0_ .4119-04 .4119-04 .9000 .5784-06 .7019-06 .4097-03 .3158-02 537.3
17 5.I380 24.080 2279.0 .5091-03 .6181-03' .6181-03 .9000 .8673-05 .1053-04 .8124-02 .4558-01 539.6
) j
DATE 23 FEB 90 OH84B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1171
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
*'tTEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
33 1.016 7.940 40.01 .1050-02 206.6 1257. 92.34 .2223-01 .9B08 3740, .6496-03 .7431-07
RUN HREF 9TN NO




RUN Y0 MS X0 _5 T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R:I.O R=0;9 R: BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEO. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
33 1.9880 10.858 2249.0 .]573-01 .1906-01 .190670| .9000 .3818-03 ,4627-03 .2743 2.043 538.1
33 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .2080-02 ,2519-02 .25]9-02 .9000 .5049-04 ,6116-04 .3639-0| .2908 535.9
33 ].9880 13.107 2251.0 .7172-03 .8685-03 .8685-03 ,9000 .1741-04 .2108-04 .1256-01 .9365-01 535.5
33 1.8880 14.[95 2252.0 .3399-03 .4116-03 .4115-03 .9000 ,8253-05 .9994-05 .5953-02 .6055-01 535.3
33 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .6725-04 .8139-04 ,8139-04 .9000 .1633-05 .1976-05 .1181-02 .9117-02 533.5
33 2.4590 14.195 2256,0 .25_4-02 .3045-02 .3045-02 .9000 .6104-04 .7391-04 .4402-01 .4925 535.4
33 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .1556-02 .1884-02 .1884-02 .9000 .3778-04 .4575-04 .2726-01 .2259 535.2
33 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 ' .2177-03 .2536-03 .2536-03 .9000 .5285-05 .6400-05 .3814-02 .4268-01 535.1
33 2.4590 I8.2_5 2259.0 .5446-04 .6593-04 .5593-04 .9000 .1322-05 .1601-05 .9543-03 .1335-01 534.8
33 2.4590 19,555 2250.0 .1576-02 .2031-02 .2031-02 .9000 .4070-04 .4930-04 .2932-01 .2342 536.4
33 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .5561-03 ,6733-03 ,6733-03 .9000 ,I350-04 .I635-04 .9745-02 .7270-01 534.8
33 2,4590 23.576 2263.0 .6072-03 ,7351-03 ,7351-03 .9000 .1474-04 ,1785-04 ,1065-01 .8222o01 534.2
33 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .9595-03 .1162-02 .I]62-02 ,9000 .2330-04 .2822-04 .1678-01 .1251 536.5
DATE 23 FEB 90 OH84B MOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERGONIC TUNNEL PAGE I172
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR4UJ22)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 -BETA " .0000 ELEVON " .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK " .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO NU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
74 2.011 7.980 40.05 -.I426-06 436.5 1301. 94.69 .4544-01 8.026 3807. .1295-02 .7620-07
:RUN HREF STN NO




PUN YD MS X0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/T0 H(TO) HITAW) GOOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /5EC
74 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .1437-01 .1738-01 .1738-01 .9000 .5045-03 .6100-03 .3795 2.812 548.5
_4 1.9880 11.883 2250.0 .1959-02 .2367-02 .2367-02 ._000 .6876-04 .8309-04 .5188-01 .4124 548.2
._IO00 .2456-04 . .74 1.9880 13. t07 2251.0 .6999-03 .8455-03 .8456-03 .2968-04 1854-01 1375 546.0
?4 1.9880 14.i95 2252.0 '.2284-03 .2761-03 .2761-03 ._000 .8018-05 .9689-05 .6045-02 .6113-01 546.7
74 2.04?0 22.330 2255.0 .6936-04 .8381-04 .8381-04 ._000 .2434-05 .2942-05 .1836-02 .1408-01 546.5
74 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 ;3359-03 .4063-03 .4063-03 ._000 .I179-04 .1426-04 .BBBB-02 .I092 549.7
?4 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2578-02 .3115-02 .3115-02 .g000 .9048-04 .1093-03 .6825-01 .7594 546.4
74 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2849-02 .3445-02 .3445-02 .9000 .I000-03 .1209-03 .7526-01 .6198 548. I
74 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .2745-03 .3320-03 .3320-03 .9000 .9635-05 .I165-04 .7244-02 .8050-01 548.8
74 2.4590 I8.215 2259.0 .1429-03 .1729-03 .1729-03 .9000 .5016-05 .6067-05 .3766-02 .5228-01 549.9
74 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .2869-02 .3474-02 .3474-02 .9000 .10C7-03 .1219-03 .7522-01 .5956 553.7
74 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 _3015-03 .3646-03 _ .3646-03 .9000 .1058-04 .1280-04 .7953-02 .5891-01 549.1
74 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .4690-03 .5666-03 .5666-03 .9000 .1646-04 .1989-04 .1242-01 .9533-0I 546.0
74 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .6263-02 .7581-02 .7581-02 .9000 .2198-03 .2661-03 .1645 1.217 55a.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I173
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /RT2
83 i 3.029 7.990 40.05 -.1434-06 670.3 I315. 95.49 .6822-0! 3.093 3827. .I957-02 .7684-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} ODOT DTWDT fW
NUMBER R=I.O R:O.9 R: BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
63 1.9880 10,859 2249.0 .1454-01 .1755-01 .1755-0! .9000 ,6317-03 .7625-03 .4842 3.588 548.2
83 1.8880 11.983 2250.0 .1757-02 .2118-02 ,2118-02 .9000 .7633-04 .9205-04 .5874-01 .4672 545.0
83 1.$880 13.107 2251.0 .5377-03 .6484-03 .6484-03 .9000 .2336-04 :2817-04 .1788-01 .1335 544.7
83 1.9880 1_.195 2252.0 .3657-04 .4411-04 .4411-04 .9000 .I589-05 .1917-05 .1222-02 .1237-01 545.4
83 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .3235-03 .3904-03 .3904-03 .9000 .1406-04 .1696-04 .1079-01 .8281-01 546.8
83 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .4076-03 .4922-03 .4922-03 .9000 .1771-04 .2139-04 .1355-01 .1673 549.4
83 2.4590 14.I95 2256,0 .2655-02 .3203-02 .3203-02 .9000 .1154-03 .1392-03 .8870-0l .9871 545.8
83 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .3321-02 .4009-02 .4009-02 .9000 .1443-03 .1742-03 .II07 .9114 547.8
83 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .4363-04 .5266-04 .5266-04 .9000 .1896-05 .2288-05 .1454-02 .1616-01 547.8
83 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .4840-04 ,5844-04 .5844-04 .9000 .2103-05 .2539-05 .1610-02 .2237-01 549.1
83 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .52_1-02 .6338-02 .6338-02 .9000 .2278-03 .2754-03 .1730 1.368 554.8
83 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 ,3455-03 .4174-03 .4174-03 .9000 .1501-04 ,1814-04 .I146-01 .I018 551,0
83 2.4590 22.235 2262.0. .6402-03 .7731-03 .7731-03 .9000 .2782-04 .3359-04 .2129-0l .!576 549.6
83 2.4590 23.5"76 2263.0 ,853B-03 .1030-02 .I030-02 .9000 .37i0-04 .4476-04 .2849-01 .2186 546.8
83 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .I105-01 .I336-0] .I336-01 .9000 .4800-03 .5804-03 .3647 2.594 554.9
.......................... QH84BHO_EL PAGE 1174
OH84B SO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ22)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*,'TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEO. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X19 6 /FT3 /FT2
146 3.671 8.900 40.07 -.107t-02 851.7 1354. 98.09 .B724°0! 3.908 3884. .2400-02 .7893-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS X9 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2BEC FTBSEC /SEC
]46 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .1380-91 .1661-01 .I661-01 .9090 .6776-03 .B156-03 .5422 4.007 553.6
146 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .I759-02 .2116-02 .2116-02 .9090 .BB35-04 ,1939-03 .6933-01 .5497 550.8
146 1.98BO 13.197 2251.0 .5927-03 .7130-93 .7139-03 .go00 .2910-04 .3500-04 .2336-01 .1729 550.8
146 1.9889 14.195 2252.0 .g713-04 .II69-93 .1169-03 .9009 .476B-95 .5737-05 .3822-OB .3854-01 552.2
]46 2.9470 22.330 2255.0 .7224-03 .B792-93 .8702-03 .9000 .3546-94 .4272-04 .2825-01 .2156 557.1
146 2.9490 19.941 2254.0 .6396-03 .7710-03 .7710-03 .9000 .3140-04 .3785-04 .2494-01 .3063 559.4
146 2.4590 I4.195 2256.0 L2714-02 .3265-02 .3265-02 .9000 .1332-03 .1603-03 .1068 ].tB5 552.0
146 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .3757-02 .4523-02 .4523-92 .9000 .1844-03 .2220-03 .1473 1.209 554.7
145 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .2079"-93 .2493-93 .2493-03 .9000 .1016-04 .I224-04 .8103-02 .8971-01 556.1
146 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .2806-03 .3374-03 .3374-03 .9000 .1378-04 .1556-04 .1109-01 .1540 548.9
• 145 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .6234-02 .7599-02 .7599-02 .9000 .3090-03 .3731-03 .B435 1.916 565.7
146 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .3268-03 .3942-93 .3942-03 .9009 .1604-04 .1935-04 .1270-01 .1122 561.9
146 2.4590 22.235 2252.0 .1231-02 .1485-92 .1485-02 .9000 .6045-04 .7290-04 .4794-01 .3_31 560.6
146 2.4599 83.576 2263.0 .1556-02 .1874-02 .1874-02 .9099 .7637-04 .9200-04 .6085-01 .4644 557.0
146 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .2551-01 .3087-01 .3087-01.9009 .1253-02 .1515,02 .9781 7.159 572.8
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B HODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1175
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING (R4U,JB_
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
NACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = 1.000 ELEVON - .O00O
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT2
21 .5073 7.900 40.03 |.042 101.1 1252. 92.84 .1124-0l .4910 3732. .326B-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITANI ODOT DTNGT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
21 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .1737-01 .2107-01 .2107-01 .9000 ,29BI-03 .3617-03 .2123 1.581 539.4
21 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .2587-02 .3137-02 .3137-02 .9000 .4441-04 .5385-04 .3173-01 .2533 537.3
21 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .!160-02 .1406o02 .1406-02 • .9000 .1991-04 12414-04 .1423-01 .1061 536.9
21 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .4306-03 .5220-03 .5220-03 .9000 .7391-05 .8960-05 .5284-02 .5371-0t 536.?
21 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .3064-02 .3713-02 .3713-02 .9000 .5260-04 .6374-04 .3765-01 .421B 535.8
21 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .1592-02 .1929-02 .1929-02 .9000 .2732-04 .3311-04 .IS56-01 .1621 535.7
21 2,4590 16.875 2£58.0 .i057-03 .1281-03 .1281-03 .9000 .i8i4-05 .219B-05 .i299-02 .i452-01 535.8
21 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .2556-03 .3099-03 .3099-03 .9000 .4388-05 .5320-05 .3134-02 .250B-OI 537.4
21 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .6760-04 .8193-04 .8193-04 .9000 .I160-05 .1406-05 .8303-03 .6191-02 536.1
21 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .1275-03 .1545-03 .1545-03 .9000 .218B-05 .2652-05 .1570-02 .1212-01 534.6
21 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .2807-03 .3401-03 .3401-03 .9000 .4818-05 .5838-05 ,3451-02 .2574-01 535.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1I_6
OH8_B 60-0 UPPER RH WING _R4UJ25)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 - BETA " 1.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
"'*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
36 1.022 7.940 40.06 1.017 207.1 1254. 92.12 .2228-01 .9832 3736. .6528-03 .7413-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO _S T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTI,,,'DT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG, R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
35 !.9880 10.859 2249.0 .1584-01 .1922-01 .1922-01 .9000 .3849-03 .4670-03 .2745 2.042 540.5
36 1.9880 I1.983 2250.0 .2396-02 .2906-02 .2906-02 .9000 .5822-04 .7060-04 .4164-0! .3323 538.4
36 1.9880 _3.107 2251,0 .8534-03 .1035--02 .I035-02 .9000 .2074-04 .2514-04 .I484-01 .1105 538.1
36 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .4628-03 .5611-03 ,5611-03 .9000 .t124-04 .1363-04 .B045-02 .8171-01 538.2
36 2.04?0 22.330 2255.0 .4407-04 .5342-04 .5342-04 .9000 .I071-05 .1298-05 .7670-03 .5912-02 537.4
36 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .9260-04 .1123-03 .I123-03 .9000 .2250-05 .2729-05 .|BOB-02 .1995-01 939.0
55 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .2903-02 .3520-02 .3520-02 .9000 .?054-04 .8552-04 .5049-01 .5641 538.0
36 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .1826-02 .2213-02 .2213-02 .9000 .4436-04 .5378-04 .3174-01 .2627 538.1
36 2.4590 16._75 2258.0 .4046-03 .4906-03 .4906-03 .9000 .9830-05 .1192-04 .7029-02 .7851-01 538.6
36 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .1849-03 .2242-03 .2242-03 .9000 .4492-05 .544B-05 .3209-02 .4479-01 539.3
36 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .I980-02 .2014-02 .2014-02 .9000 .4033-04 .4894-04 .2872m01 .2288 541.4
36 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .2625-03 .3185-03 .3185-03. .9000 .6377-05 .7738-05 .4547-02 .4059-DI 540.6
36 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .4169-03 .5057-03 ;5057-03 .9000 .]013-04 .1229-04 .7234-02 .5384-_1 539.5
36 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .5445-03 .6602-03 _6602-03, .9000 .I323-04 .1604-04 .9468-02 .7296-_1 538.0
36 5.1380 24.080 22?9.0 .1239-02 .1504-02 .1504-02 .9000 .3010-04 .3655-04 .2137-01 .1588 543.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I177
^uo,,_ _.__ ,,_ _....,_,_ (R4UJ25}
uPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " I.O00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 5 /FT3 /FT2
7! ].9_B 7.980 40.08 1.028 434.2 1302. 94.75 .4520-0I 2.015 3808. .1287-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R BEG.-R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /S£C
71 1.9820 ]0.859 2243.0 .]566-0I .1894-01 .]894-01 .9000 .5484-03 .6630-03 .4]28 3.058 548.8
7l I.BBBO I].983 2250.0 .2182-02 .2637-02 .2637-02 .9000 .764]-04 .9231-04 .5772-0l .4588 546.2
7] ].9BBO 13.107 2251.0 .6943-03 .8387-03 .8387-03 .9000 .2431-04 .2936-04 .1837-01 .1363 545.9
7I 1.2883 14.I95 2252.0 .2627-03 .3175-03 .3175--03 .9000 .9198-05 .1111-04 .6946-02 .7025-0! 546.5
71 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .1979-03 .23B]-03 .239]-03 .9000 .5928-05 .B370-05 .5235-02 .4017-01 546. l
71 2.0490 ]9.941 2254.0 .3696-03 .4470-03 .4470-03 .9000 .]294-04 .1565-04 .9736-02 .1202 549.3
7] 2.4590 ]4.195 2255.0 .2BI0-02 .3395-02 .3395-02 .9000 .9838-04 .fiBS-03 .7432-01 .8269 546.2
7l 2.4590 ]5.535 2257.0 ,3]i3-02 .3762-02 .3762-02 .9000 .1090-03 .]317-03 .8215-0l .6765 547.8
71 2._590 16.875 2258.0 .4247-03 .5135-03 .5]35-03 .9000 .]487-04 .]79B-04 .]]20-01 .]245 548.6
71 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .2611~03 .3157-03 .3]57-03 .9000 .9139-05 ,]I05-04 .5874-02 .954B-01 549.5
71 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .2862-02 .3464-02 .3464-02 .9000 .1002-03 .1213-03 .7499-0] .5939 553.2
71 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .6242-03 .7550-03 .7550-03 .9000 .2185-04 .2643-04 .164]-0I .145B 550.6
71 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .3829-03 .4629-03..4629-03 .9000 .1340-04 .]620-04 .I009-01 .7477-0l 548.7
71 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .5560-03 .6717-03 .67]7-03 .9000 .1947-04 .2351-04 .]472-0] .]130 545.7
71 5.]380 24.080 2279.0 .615]-02 .7443-02 .7443-02 .9000 .2154-03 .2606-03 .16]5 ].195 551.7
............................DATE 23 EF,,._Bq ..... QHB4B MOD.EL 60TO IN THE AEDc VKF HYPER SoNIc TUNNEL ...... PAGE IITB
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJB@|
UPPER RH HING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B,O00 ALPHA = 40,00 BETA = 2,000 ELEVON - ,0000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
24 .5075 7.900 39.99 B.OI8 101.2 1252. 92.84 .1124-01 .4912 3732. .3269-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS xo MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAWI ODOT DTNOT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /BEG
24 1.9880 10.859 2249.0 .1823-01 .B212-01 .2212-0! ,9000 .3131-03 .3798-03 .2229 1.659 539.7
24 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .2567-02 .3113-02 .3113-0B .9000 ,4408-04 .5345-04 .3148-01 .8513 537.4
24 1.B880 13.107 2251.0 .9474-03 .1149-02 .1149-02 .9000 .1627-04 .1972-04 .1163-01 .8665_01 536.9
24 1.9889 14,195 2252.0 .4732-03 .5737-03 .5737-03 ..9000 .8125-05 .9850-05 .5809-02 .5904-01 536.8
24 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .3007-02 .3646-02 .3646-02 .9000 .5163-04 .6259-04 .3692-01 .4128 536.7
24 2.4590 15.5_5 2257:0 .1557-02 .1887-0B .1887-02 .9000 .2673-04 .3239-04 .1912-01 .1584 536.2
24 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .4507-05 .5464-05 .5464-05 .9000 .7739-07 ,9381-07 .5534-04 .7734-03 536.6
24 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .1439-03 .1745-03 .1745-03 ..9000 .2471-05 .2996-05 .1764-02 .1408-01 537.9
24 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .B459-03 .1026-02 .1026-02 .9000 .1452-04 .1761-04 .1037-01 .9274-01 537.4
24 2.45g0 23.576 2263.0 .1207-03 .1462-03 .1462-03 .9000 .2072-05 .2511-05 .1485-02 .I146-01 535.1




DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VK? HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE II79
(R4UJ26)
UPPER RH NINO PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 _ETA " 2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS*.-
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DED. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SECXlO 6
/FT3 /FT2
39 I.O]B 7.940 40.02 2.0t5 206.2 1256. 92.27 .22;8-0| .9789 3739. .6489-03 .7425-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT IN
NUHBER R=].O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEO. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
39 I.BB80 10.859 2249.0 .1706-01 .2071-0I .2071-0| .9000 .413B-03 .5021-03 .2955 2.197 541.7
39 1.9880 11.983 2250.0 .2627-02 .3186-02 .3186-02 .9000 .6371-04 .7725-04 .4564-01 .3640 539.4
39 1.98_0 _3.107 2251.0 .B417-03 .1_42-02 .1142-02 .9000 .2284-04 .2769-04 .1636-01 .1218 539.0
39 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .4496-03 .5452-03 .5452-03 .9000 .1090-04 .1322-04 .7BI2-02 .7930-0! 539.2
39 2.0490 ]B.941 2254.0 .1547-04 .1876-04 .1876-04 .BOO0 .3752-0B .4550-06 .2684-03 .3328-02 540.3
39 2.4590 14.I95 2256.0 .3154-02 .3824-02 .3824-0B .9000 .7648-04 ,9273-04 .5482-0| .6123 538.9
39 2.4590 i5.535 2257.0 .1853-02 ,2247-02 .2247-02 .9000 .4494-04 .5449-04 .3219-01 .2663 539.2
39 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .2649-03. .32;3-03 .32|3-03 .9000 .6425-05 .7791-0B .4598-02 .5133-01 539.9
39 2.4590 18.215 2259,0 .1385-03 ,I680-03 .1680-03 .9000 .3359-05 .4075-05 .2402-02 .3350-01 540.?
39 2.4590 19.555 2E60.0 .I450-02 .176]-02 .lq61-02 .9000 .3517-04 .4259-04 .2507-01 ,1996 542.9
39 2.4590 22.235 2252.0 .!918-03 .2327-03 .2327-03 .9000 .4652-05 .5643-05 .3327-02 .2475-01 540.5
39 2.4580 23.575 . 2263.0 .3244-03 .3932-03 .3932-03 .9000 .7866-05 .9536-05 .5640-02 .4345-01 538.?
39 5.1380 24.0S0 2279.0 .I404-02 .1704-02 .;704-02 .9000 .3404-04 .4133-04 .2424-01 .1800 543.7
,i
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL
• OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING (R4UJ26)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA " 2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS.**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 IFT3 /FT2
68 2.002 7.980 40.01 2.012 434.5 1301. 94.69 "4523m0| 2.016 3807. .1289--02 .7620--07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=].O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /BEG
69 1.9880 I0.859 2249.0 .1675-01 .202B-Of .2026-01 ,9000 .5866-03 .7094-03 .4407 3.263 549.4
68 1.98B0 11.983 2250.0 .2362-02 .2855-02 .2855-02 .9000 .8272-04 .9997-04 .6237-01 .4956 546.?
68 1.988Q 13..107 2251.0 .7907-03 .9554-03 .9554-03 .9000 .2769-04 .3345-04 .2089-01 .I550 546.2
68 1.9889 14.I95 2252.0 .1993-03 .2409-03 .2409-03 .9000 .6979-05 .8434-05 .5262-02 .5321-01 546.7
68 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .1409-04 .I703-04 .1703-04 .9000 .4934-06 .5952-06 .3724-03 .285e-02 545.9
68 2.0490 I9.941 2254.0 .2912-03 .3521-03 .35BI-03 .9000 .1020-04 .I233-04 .7652-02 .9458-0I 549.2
68 2.4590 14.185 2256.0 .3002-02 .3528-02 .3628-02 .9000 .1051-03 .I270-03 .7926-01 .8817 546.7
68 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .3175-02 .3839-02 .3839-02 .9000 .1112-03 .t344-03 .8369-0I .6891 548.1
68 2.4590 16.B75 2258.0 .3193-03 .3861-03 .3861-03 .9000 .1t18-04 .1352-04 .8406-02 .9342-01 548.7
68 2.4590 18.2t5 2259.0 .2321-03 .2807-03 .2807-03 .9000 .8126-05 .9827-05 .6104-02 .B475-01 549.5
68 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .2520-02 .3051-02 .3051-02 .9000 .BB24-04 .1068-03 .6597-01 .5225 553.0
5B 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .1532-03 .1852-03 .1852-03 .9000 ,5365-05 .6486-05 .4036-02 .2991-01 548.4
68 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .2693-03:.3254-03 .3254-03 ;9000 .9431-05 .1139-04 .7125-02 .5470-01 545.2
68 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 _614B-02 .7436-02 .7436-02 .9000 .2153-03 .2604-03 .1617 1.197 549.7
•) J - • -
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IIBI
....... urr=n nn _=_ tR4UJ27)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = 4.000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PBIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 IFT3 IFT2
27 .5107 7.900 40.02 4.000 ]01.5 1249. 92.62 .I]28-01 .4926 3727. .3286-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN YO H9 XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMgER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
27 1.9880 |0.859 B249,0 .2097-0! .2545-0! .2545-0l .9000 .3604-03 .4374-03 ,B554 1.901 539.9
27 1.9880 11,983 2250.0 ,3048-02 .3697-02 .3697-02 .BOO0 .5238-04 .6353-04 .3?B6-Ol .2975 537.3
27 1.98B0 ]3.I07 2251.0 .!387-02 .]682-02 .1682-02 .9000 .2384-04 .2891-04 .I697-0! .1265 536.8
27 ;.98B0 14,195 2252.0 .630B-03 ,7649-03 .7549-03 .BOO0 .!084-04 .13!5-04 .7718-02 .7844-01 536.7
27 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .3612-02 .49B0-02 .4380-02 .BOO0 .6B08-04 .7528-04 .4422-01 .4944 536.4
27 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2069-02 .2509-02 .2509-02 .900n .3556-04 _l_-n_ _ n,
............ 4-_, .2099 536.1
27 2.4590 16.875 B25B.O .259B-03 .3148-03 .3148-03 .9000 .4462-05 .54]0-05 ,3179-02 .3555-01 536.2
27 2.4590 !8.2!5 2259.0 ._919-03 .2327-03 .2327-03 .9000 .3297-05 .3999-05 .2348-02 .3281-01 536.7
27 2.4590 IB.555 2260.0 .302]-03 .36BB-03 .3665-03 .B000 .5192-05 .6299-05 .3690-02 .2945-01 538.0
27 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .4896-03 .5935-03 .5935-03 .9000 .8414-05 .1020-04 .6005-02 .4634-01 535.0
2? 5.!380 24.080 2279.0 .1284-03 .!BBB-03 .1558-03 .9000 .2207-05 .2678-05 .]BB8-O2 .1168-0] 538.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1182
........ _.......................... ............................ _UJB7) ..... _ ....
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - 4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BEtA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEO. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
42 I.OI7 7.940 39.99 4.011 205.6 1252. 91.98 .2212-01 .9761 3733. .6491-03 .7401-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} HITAW) OOOT OTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R:O.9 R= - BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
42 1.9880 10.B59 2249.0 .2017-01 .2449-0! .B449-01 .9000 .4880-03 .5927-03 .3459 2.570 542.9
42 1,9880 11.983 2250.0 .2994-02 .3634-02 .3634-02 .9000 .7247-04 .8795-04 .5154-01 .4109 540.4
42 1.9880 13.107 2251.0 .:292-02 .1567-02 .1567-02 .9000 .3126-04 .3794-04 .2225-01 .1656 539.9
42 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 .656g-03 .8091-03 .B09]-03 .9000 .1BI4-04 .1958-04 .1149-01 .1165 539.9
42 2,0470 22.330 2_55.0 ,7467-06 ,9057-06 .9057-06 .9000 .1807-07 .2192--07 .1288-04 .9924-04 538.7
42 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .6518-04 .7911-04 .7911-04 .9000 .157B-05 .1915-05 .1121-02 .1390-01 540.9
42 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .3595-02 .4362-02 .4362-02 .9000 .B701-04 .1056-03 .6191-01 .6910 540.1
42 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .2125-02 .2579-02 .B579-02 .9000 .5144-04 .6242-04 .3660-01 .3026 540.1
42 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .5355-03 .6499-03 .6499-03 .9000 .1296-04 .1573-04 .9215-02 .1028 54_.6
42 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .2470-03 .2998-03 .2998-03 .9000 .5977-05 .7255-05 .4246-02 .5920-01 5_1.3
42 2.4590 19.555 B260.0 .I7N6-02 .2121-02 .2121-02 .9000 .4226-04 .5133_04 .2992-01 .2382 543.5
42 2.4590 20-895 2261.0 .2003-02 .2432-02 .B432-02 .9000 .4848-04 .5887-04 .3439-01 .3067 542.3
42 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .6_.42-04 .7820-04 .7820-04 .9000 .1559-05 .1892-05 .II08-02 .8241-02 541.0
42 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 1565-03 .1899-03 ;1899-03 =.90G0 .3788-05 .4595-05 .2700-02 .2079-01 539.0
42 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 1162-02 .1411-02 .1411-OB .9000 .2812-04 .3415-04 .1992-01 .1480 543.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OH94B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE llg_
ONB4B 60-0 UPPER RH N|NO (R4UJB_|
' - UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA - 4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK _ .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L ffACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /rT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xIo 6 /FT3 /FT2
BB 2,012 ?.980 40.0! 4.024 435.7 1299. 94.54 .4536-01 2.022 3804. .1295-02 .7608-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTI,,,'DT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
66 .9980 10.859 2249.0 .1972-0I .2387-0l .2387-01 .9000 .6914-03 .8369-03 .5165 3.821 551.B
66 1.9880 II.BB3 2250.0 .3019-02 .3650-02 .3650-02 .9000 .1058-03 .1280-03 .7941-01 .6305 548.2
66 ].9880 i3. iOq 2251.0 .1097-02 .1326-02 .1326-02 .9000 .38h6-04 .4650-04 .2BeB-OI .2141 547.6
6S 1.9880 14.I95 2£52.0 .4554-03 .5507-03 .5507-03 .9000 .1596-04 .1930-04 .1198-01 ,121l 548.1
66 2.0490 19.941 2£5_.0 .4352-03 .5267-03 .5267-03 .9000 .159b-04 ,1846-04 .II41-01 .I407 551.1
66 2.4590 ]4,195 2256,0 .3565-02 .4433-02 .4433-02 .9000 .I285-03 .1554-03 .9637-01 1.07i 548.6
66 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .3942-02 .4769-02 .4769-02 .9000 .1382-03 ,1672-03 .1034 .BSlO 550.0
66 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .8146-03 .9858-03 .9858-03 .9000 .2856-04 .3456-04 .2]36-01 .2371 550.8
66 2.4590 I8.215 2259.0 .5199-03 .6293-03 .6293-03 .9000 .1823-04 .2206-04 .1361-0I .lBBB 551.8
66 2.4590 19.555 2260.0 .2716-02 .3290-02 .3290-02 .9000 .9520-04 .1153-03 .7076-01 .5598 555.3
66 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 .5271-03 .6381-03 .6381-03 .9000 .1848-04 .2237-04 .1379-01 .1224 552.3
66 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .1790-04 .2166-04 .2166-04 .9000 .6274-06 .7592-06 .4695-03 .3476-02 550.3
66 2.4590 23.5?6 2253.0 .4605-03 .5568-03 .5568-03 .BOO0 .1614-04 .1952-04 .12]3-01 .9304-01 547.3
66 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .7433-02 .9008-02 .9008-02 .9000 .2606-03 .3158-03 .1935 1.428 556.1
Z::DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE l.I_l[l__
' OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH NING (R4UJB_)
: UPPER RH &lING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - WO.O0 BETA - 10.00 ELEVON - .0000
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT "DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 /FTB
30 .5116 ?.900 40.08 9.969 101.8 1250. 92.69 .II3I-Ol .4940 3729. .3c_3-03 .7459-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAW) ODOT OTWDT TN
NUHBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEO. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
30 1.9700 17.545 2253.0 .9395-04 .]I39-03 .|139-03 .9000 .I617-05 .I961-05 .IISB-O_ .9901-0_ 537.5
30 1.9890 10.859 2249.0 .2923-01 .3549-01 .3549-01 .9000 ,5031-03 .6109-03 .3561 2.647 541.8
30 1.98B0 II.gB3 2250.0. ,5025-02 .6098-02 .609B-02 .9000 .B650-04 .1050-03 .6144-01 .490t 539.3
3G l.gaBO ]3.107 2251.0 .2507-02 .3042-02 .3042-02 .9000 .4316-04 .5236-04 .3069-01 .2286 538.5
30 1.9880 ]4.195 2252 0 ,1467-02 .1779-02 .1779-02 .9000 .2525-04 .3063-04 .1795-0| .1823 538.5
30 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .1257-03 .1525-03 .1525-03 .9000 .2164-05 .2625-05 .1540-02 .I91]-OI 537.8
30 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .5384-02 .6532--02 .6532-02 .9000 .9268-04 .I124-03 .6588-0l .735B 538.8
30 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .3063-0B .3715-02 .3715-02 .9000 .5272-04 .6395-04 .3751-01 .3104 538.2
30 2.4590 IG.8?5 2258.0 .1367-02 .1658-02 .1658-02 .9000 .B353-04 .2855-04 .1673-01 .1868 538.7
30 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .B664-03 .I051-02 .1051-02 .9000 ,1491-04 .1810-04 .I060-0l .1480 539.0
30 2.4590 19.555 2260,0 .17|6-02 .2083-02 .2083-02 .9000 .2954-04 .3585-04 .2097-0! .1672 540.0
30 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1329-02 .1614-02 .1614-02 .9000 .2287-04 .277B-04 .161B-01 .1203 542.0
?
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1195
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING IRWUJBBI
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.0OO ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = 10,00 ELEVON = .0000
BOFLAP = .O00O SPOBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 /FT3 /FT2
45 1.021 7.940 39.96 IO.OI 208.6 1261. 92.64 .2244-01 .9903 3746. .BB3B-03 .7454-07
RUN NREF STN NO




RUN Y0 _c X0 45 T/C NO _/_REF H/HRER H/HREF TAW/T0 H(T0) H(TAW] QDOT DTI4DT TN
NUKBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
45 1.9700 17.545 2253.0 .I766-03 .2141-03 .2141-03 .9000 .4310-05 .5225-05 .3104-0B .B664-01 540.6
45 1.9889 10.859 2249.0 ,2947-01 .3578-01 .3578-0I .9000 .7194-03 .8734-03 .5144 3.817 545.6
45 1.9880 I1.983 2250.0 5137-02 .6230-02 .6230--02 .9000 .IB54-03 .I520-03 .9010-01 .7176 542.!
45 1.9880 13.107 2251,0 .2473-02 .29_3-02 .2998-02 .9000 .5035-04 .7317-04 .4343-01 .3230 541.0
45 !.9880 lu.!95 2252.0 !363-02 ,]653-02 ,1653-02 .9000 .3328-04 .4035-04 .2394-0! .2428 S41.2
45 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .2818-03 .3415-03 .3415-03 .9000 .6879-05 .8335-0S .4964-02 .3823-01 539.0
45 2,0490 19.941 2254,0 .4731-03 .5736-03 .5736-03 .9000 .I155-04 .1400-04 .8304-02 .I029 541.5
45 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .5579-02 .5765-02 .6765-02 .9000 .1362-03 .1651-03 .979I-0| 1.092 541.7
45 214590 15.535 2257.0 .3872-02 .4694-02 .4694-02 .9000 .9450-04 .1145-03 .5797-01 .5616 541.4
45 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .1682-02 .2040-02 .2040-02 .9000 .4106-04 ;4980-04 .2950-01 .3290 542.1
45 2.4590 18.215 2259.0 .8892-03 .1078-02 .1078-02 .9000 .2170-04 ,2632-04 ,1559-0! .2173 542.3
45 2.q590 19.555 2260.0 .3019-02 .3664-02 .3664-02 .9000 .7370-04 .8944-04 .5277-01 .4198 544.6
45 2.4590 20.995 2251.0 .9651-03 .1171-02 .1171-02 .9000 .2356-04 .2857-04 .1691-01 .1507 542.9
45 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .3321-03 .4027-03 .4027-03.9000 .8106-05 .9828-05 .5831-02 .4336-01 541.3
45 2.4590 - 23.576 2263.0 .4184-03 .5070-03 .5070-03 .9000 .I021-04 .1237-04 .7367-02 .5673-01 539.2
45 5._380 24.080 2279.0 .4119-02 .4999-02 .4999-02 .9000 ,I005-03 .1220-03 .7207-01 .5352 643.9
......... O_T_ 2_ FEB .B_ ..... ..........................................
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING '$RNUJ28i
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA 40.00 BETA • tO.O0 ELEVON = .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO M1,J
NUMBER /FT OEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 IFT2
59 [.995 7.980 40.01 I0.01 434.6 1304. 94.9I .4524-01 B.OI7 3Bll. .1287-02 ._637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC - /SEC
58 1.9700 17.545 2253.0 .330B-03 .3992-03 .399B-03 .9000 .II59-04 .1398-04 .8827-02 .7571-01 54B.I
58 I.g880 I0.859 2249.0 .2904-01 .3510-0I .3510-01 .9000 .I017-02 .1230-02 ,7681 5.691 548.6
58 l.SBBO II.993 2250.0 .5587-02 ,6745-0B .6745-02 .9000 .]957-03 .2363-03 .1486 |.lB3 544.3
58 1.98@0 13.107 2251:0 .2683-02 .323B-02 .323B-02 .9000 .9400-04 .II34-03 .7156-01 .5319 542.4
58 1.9880 14.195 2252.0 ,I044-02 .t260-02 .1260-02 .9000 .3657-04 .4413-04 .2785-01 .2822 542.3
58 2.0470 22.330 2255.0 .2231-02 .2691-02 .2691-32 .9000 .7815-04 .9427-04 .5955-01 .458I 541.6
58 2.0490 19.941 2254.0 .1915-02 .2313-02 .2313-02 .9000 .6711-04 .8102-04 .5093-01 .6301 544.8
58 2.4590 14.195 2256.0 .493B-02 .5957-02 .5957-02 .9000 .1729-03 .2087-03 .1315 1.466 543.2
58 2.4590 15.535 2257.0 .5774-02 .6970-02 .6970-02 .9000 .2023-03 .2442-03 .I537 1.269 543.8
58 2.4590 16.875 2258.0 .1972-02 .23BI-02 .2381-02 .9000 .6910-04 .8343-04 .5244-01 .5839 544.8
58 2,4590 IS.215 2259.0 .1545-02 .1866-02 .IBB6-O2 .9000 .5414-04 .6537-04 .4108-0I .5717 545.0
58 2.4590 [9.555 2260.0 .6429-02 .7770-02 .7770-02 .9000 .2252-03 .B722-03 .lT_l 1.350 548.5
58 2.4590 20.895 2261.0 ;3116-02 .3764-02 .3764-02 .9000 .I092-03 .1319-03 .8242-01 .7352 546.8
58 2.4590 22.235 2262.0 .4919-02 .5939,02 .5939_02 .9000 .1723-03 .2081-03 .1307 .9701 545.1
58 2.4590 23.576 2263.0 .9293-02 .I 22-01 .1122-01 .9000 .3256-03 .3931-03 .2471 I.B98 54.4.6
58 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 . .I053-0I .1272-0I .1272-01 .9000 .368B-03 .445B-03 .2785 2.063 548.6
'.i ",_
............. ) . ,: -_ .1
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1187
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING rR4UJ29)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -IS,OO
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L • MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO 14U
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
?18 '.5143 ?.900 39.98 .3466-02 101.8 1246. 92.40 .1131-01 .4942 3723. .3305-03 .7435-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO H5 T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/I-,bREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
?IB 6.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1780-02 .2149-02 .2149-02 .9000 .3063-04 .3698-04 .2221-01 .1669 520.5
........uA,E 23 EB 80 DH848 MDOEL 5DTO IN THE A.E__¢ V_KF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 11.88
OHDkB 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ29)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
""TEST CONDITIONS°'"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO
NUMBER /FT BEG. " DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 IFT_
716 1.024 7.940 39.99 .3470-02 208.1 1257. 92.34 .2239-01 .9879 3740. .6543-03 .7431-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN Yo'Ms XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/NREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG, R OE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
716 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1008-02 1217-02 .1217-02 .8000 .2456-04 .2968-04 .1793-01 .1344 526.5
DATE 23 FEB BO 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I|B9
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING tDull,_o_
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC OATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -15.GO
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK - .O00O
"'*TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
{_UI4BER /rT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEGo R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X_O S /FT3 IFT2
710 2.005 7.980 40.03 .IOUS-OI 436.6 1304. 94.91 .454B-01 2.026 3BII. .1293-02 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HRE? TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUKBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
710 5.i380 24.080 2279.0 .B943-02 ,1076-01 .1076-0l .9000 .3140-03 .3778-03 .2424 I gI2 531.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE llgO
0H848 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ29)
: UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
: 0MACH = 8.00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON " -15.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 IFT2
708 2.986 7.990 40.06 .1O4B-01 669.0 1325. 96.29 .6909-01 3.087 3843. .1937-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
708 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1309-01 .1575-01 .1575-01 .8000 .5692-03 .6848-03 .4471 3.327 540.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAC,,E If91
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING (R4UJ30)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON " -15.00
BDFLAP = ,GO00 SPDBRK - .GO00
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
720 .5013 7.900 39.98 .3465-02 I00.8 1259. 93.36 .I!20-01 .4894 3742, .3238-03 .7513-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
720 5.1380 24.080 227g.0 .1235-02 .1490-02 ,1490-02 .9000 o2119-04 _2557-04 .I558-01 .I170 523.2
•7'
DATE _3 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE !i9_
, OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ30!
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
7 BOFLAP = .GO00 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*** .
RNfL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER • /FT OEG. bEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
., X]D B /FT3 /FT_
714 .ggs6 ?.940 40.00 .I042-01 EOS.2 126B. 93.00 ._BO?-OI .B74! 3?54. .640B-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO C!/




RUN YO HS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HRER H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H{TAN) ODGT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I,O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
714 5,13B0 24.080 .' 2279.0 .969Z-03 .116B-02 .II6e-oE .BOO0 .234B-04 .EB29o04 .1747-01 .131B 52i._
• i
• /
DATE 23 FEB BO OHBAB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |193
. OHBAB 60-0 UPPER RH WIN_ (RAUJ301
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = e.00O ALPHA , 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • -15.00
BOFLAP = .O00O SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST.CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 /FT$ IFT2
712 1.997 7.980 40.05 ,104?-Ot 433,8 1302, 94.75 .4516-0I B.OI3 3808. .1286-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN Y0 MS X0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H[TO) HITA_I ,ODOT DTWDT TN.
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
712 5.!380 24,080 2279.0 .1660-02 ,!996-02 ,1996-02 .9000 ,_-04 ._BBF-_4 _4488-0! .3358 =-_,_9.!
" DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1194
OH84B BO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ30)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - ,0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PS|A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo 6 /FT3 IFT2
706 3.002 7.990 40.06 .6989-02 669.9 1321. 95.92 .6908-01 3.067 3836. .19_4-02 .7719-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TA_/To FT2SEC FTaSEC FTBSEC /SEC
706 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .5344-02 .6420-02 .6420-02 .9000 .2322-03 .2789-03 .1829 1.366 532.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I1_
OH84B BO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ31)
UPPER PH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -lB.50
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEG. PSIA DEC. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
726 .5101 7.900 39.98 -.1733-01 102.3 1257. 93.21 .1|37-01 .4957 3739. .3292-03 .7501-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} HITAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
726 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1467-02 ,1772-02 _772-02 .9000 o25_5-04 .3062-04 .|850-01 .1386 526.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE l|g6
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R_,uJ]I)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.OOO ALPHA 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -IS.SO
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .O00O
*''TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALP= BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 B /FT$ /_T2
740 l.Ol9 7.940 39.99 -.20BI-OI 209.3 1266. 93.00 .2252-01 .9937 3?54. .6534-03 .74|1_-07
_UN HREF BTN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H_HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BIUI DEG. R DEG. R
• TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
740 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1130-02 .1365-02 .1365-02 .9000 .2765-04 .3340-04 .2031-0! .1518 531.1
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VK_ HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I191
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (RqUJ$1)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA _ = .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BOFLAP = -IS.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P D V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 /FT3 /FT2
738 1.994 7,980 40.04 -.2093-01 434.8 1305, 94.98 ,4527-01 2.018 3813. .1286-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU,' R REF[R)
FT2SEC =.0175 - ..
738 .3505-01 .2874-01 .....
***TEST DATA***
RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREg H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN] ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
738 5.1380 24,080 2279.0 .3076-02 .3706-0_ o370S-02 .9000 r_79-0_ .I_99--,0_ o8277--#_ .6169 537.0
'.i..
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE llBB
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ3!)
UPPER RH NINO _:" PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON • -12.50
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 ; IFT3 IFTB
728 2.981 7.990 ' 40.06 -.2097-01 667.2 1325. 9B.2I .6B90-OI 3.079 3842. .1933-02 .774B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/I-BREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
728 5.1380 24.080 2278.0 .5174-02 .6218-02 .621B-02 .900U .2246-03 .2699-03 .1773 1.322 535.3
; j
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE llSS
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4LkJ3BI
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B,O00 ALPHA - 40,00 BETA 6 ,0000 ELEVON = -12,50
BDFLAP = -5,000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEC, DEC, PSIA DEC, R DEC, R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 .tFT3 IFT2
724 .4963 7.900 39.97 -.I732-0I I00.2 1263. 93,66 .lil4-Ol .4867 3748. .3211-03 ,7536-07
RUN HREF STN NO i" .




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) "HITAN) ODOT DTWOT TH
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC, R DEC, R
TAN/T0 FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC' /BEG
724 5.!380 24-080 2279,0 .II63-02 .1405-02 ,140S-02 .9000 °I991-_h .2404-04 .1464-01 .1096 527.7 "
,- "i •
. • ... • •.' .• '
; 'bATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1200
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING (R4UJ$2)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA .OOO0 ELEVON • -12.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO I'tU
NUF_ER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 IYT3 IrT2
742 1.010 7.940 39.99 -.BOB2-O! 207.8 1267. 93.08 .2235-01 .9865 3755. .6482-03 .74g0-07
RUN " HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO NS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
742 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1423-02 .17BI-02 .1721-02 .9000 .3470-04 .4195-04 .2543-01 .1898 533.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 120|
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (RI'ItJJ32)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MAcH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -5,00D SPDBRK = .0000
• *'TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA FO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO, PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 (FT2
736 2.005 ?.9BO 40.05 -.2095-0I 437.2 1305. 94.98 .4552-01 2.029 3B13. .1293-02 .7_'_3-07
RUN HREr STN NO --
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
736 .3515-01 .2855-01
• " _3T DATA'''
RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
736 5. I380 24.080 2279.0 13432-02 .4133-02 .4133-02 .9000 .]206-03 .1453-03 .9282-01 .6924 535.2
• !.".
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1202
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ32)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALl'HA 40.00 BETA " .OOOO ELEVON - -12.50
_.',_ , BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
:' "**TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO NU
NUMBER /FT DEB. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 8 /FT3 /FT2
730 3.012 7.990 _0.05 -.2097-01 668.8 1318. g5.71 .5907-0i 3.086 3832. .I948-02 .7701-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
730 " ,4_42-01 .233B-01
• **TEST DATA'''
RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=o.g R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
C_ TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTESEC /SEC
730 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .5348-02 .6425-02 .6425-02 .9000 .2322-03 .2790-03 .1825 1.364 531.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 [N THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |_03
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ33)
PARAMETRIC DATA
UPPER RH WING
MACH = 8.O00 ALPHA - 4D.O0 BETA " .OOO0 ELEVON - -I_.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .OOOO
*,*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGSIFT3 LB-SEC/FIB
X10 6
322 .5002 7.900 39.98 -.1387-01 100.2 I256. 93.14 .1114-01 .4865 3737. .3227-05 .7495-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H{TAW} ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
722 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .103I-OB .1245-02 .1245-02 .9000 .1763-04 .B129-04 .1286-01 .9641-01 5_=3.9
DATE 83 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAG{ I_04
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING IR4UJ33}
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 A_F_I-IA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS H,
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/S£C SLUOS LB-SEC
xlo 6 /FT3 IrT2
744 1.009 7.940 39.98 -,20Bl-Ol 207.3 1266, 93.00 .2230-01 .9841 3754. .6472-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHRE_ TAN/TO H(TO) .H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ lEG. R DE6. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTL_SEC FT2SEC ISEC
744 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1397-02 .1689-02 .1689-02 .SO00 .3401-04 .4111-04 .L_.t92-OI .1861 533,0
• Ji
/ )
•. DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1205
,.. OHB4B 50-0 UPPER RH NING (R4UJ33)
UP_ER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA' =' .0000 ELEVON = -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN ' RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
: NUMBER /FT DEG; DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 IFT3 /FT2
734 2.024 ?.980 40.04 -.2091-01 437.2 1297. 94.40 .4552-01 2.029 3801. .|301-0_ .7596-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} GOOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
734 5.1380 24.080 22?9.0 .3419-02 .4120-02 .4120-02 .9000 .]201-03 .1447-05 .9150-0! .682B 534.5
DATE 23 FEB BO 0H848 MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I206
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ331
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON " -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
732 3.029 7.990 40,06 -.2096-01 672.6 1318. 95.71 .6946-0I 3.104 3832. .1959-02 .7701-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS X0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(T0) H(TANI QOOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.g R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEC. R
TAW/T0 FTRSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
732 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .4416-02 .5305-02 .5305-02 .9000 .1923-03 .2310-03 .1512 1.130 531.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1207
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4UJ34)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPOBRK = .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO M_NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB EC
X10 6 /FT3 IFT2
634 .5013 7.900 39.93 -,3449-02 100.1 1253. 92.91 ,II12-0! .4859 3733. .3231-03 .7477-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
634 5.1380 24,080 2279.0 .3754-03 .4537-03 .4537-03 .9000 ,64Z2-05 °7748-05 .4656-02 .3489-01 526.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 120iS
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (RqUJ3_)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC OATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .OOO0
***TEST CONDITIONS***
:RuN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTIBEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B IFT3 IFT2
660 l.OlO 7.940 39;98 -.4647-06 207.9 1267. 93.08 .223B-01 .986B 3755. .6484-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=l.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
660 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1399m02 .1689--02 .1689--02 .9000 .3412--04 .4117--04 .2523--01 .lBgo 527.2
• /
B 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1BOg
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ34)
_ING . PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -12,50 SPDBRK - .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
/FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
x10 6 /FT3 /FT2






YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO _T2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
5.1380 24.0B0 2279.0 .4565-02 .5491-0B .549t-02 .9000 .16_-03 _!g2_-03 ,12w2 =9280 53!.e
., DATE 23 FEB 80 ..OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1210
•.. OH84B BO-O UPPER RH WING {R4UJ34)
"...UPPER RH kING PARAMETRIC DATA
'" " ' MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
,. BDFLAP = -]2.50 SPOBRK - .0000
"i
•**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo 6 IFT3 IFT2
650 3.009 7.990 40.05 .6980-02 670.4 1321. 95.92 .6923-01 3.094 3836. .1948-02 .7719-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
650 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .7143-02 .8586-02 .8586-02 .9000 .3]08-03 .3734-03 .2441 1.822 534.8
:i..:" ;
i"
DATE 23 FEB 80 ONB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1211
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH NING fR4UJ35)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -S.O00
BDFLAP -5.000 BPDBRK = .0000
***TEST COND|TIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTIBEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FTB
636 .5020 7.900 39.95 -.3458-02 99.73 1249. 92.62 .llOB-Ol ,494B 3727. .3230-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/I-_EF TAN/TO HITO) HITAW] QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
636 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .I095-02 .I325-02 .1325-02 .900_ .!BBB-04 .2257-04 .1354-0! .1016 523.8
;" DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |212
; OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR4UJ35)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 81000 AL_HA 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON = -5.000BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO ]0 T P O V RHO HU
NUHSER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SECXIO 6
IFT3 IFT2
558 1.007 7.940 39.98 -.4647-06 207.2 ]267. B3.08 .2E29-01 .9835 3755. .6462-03 .7490_07,
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO_ H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I;O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
658 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1849-02 .2232-02 .2232-02 .9000 "4502m04 .5433--04 ,332G--0: .B490 527.9
DATE23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1213
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR_J35)
UPPER RH HINO PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B:O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BOFLAP = -5.0OO SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'*" -.
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. BEG. PSIA DEO. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
64B 2.016 ?.B80 39.99 -.4655-06 436.5 I299. 94.54 ,4544-01 2.025 ]B04, .1297-02 .760B-07
RUN HRE_ STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HRER H/HRE_ H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=t.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
646 5.1380 24°090 2279.0 .4289-02 .5174-02 o517W-02 ,gO00 _505-03 o1B15-03 o1143 .B507 539.]
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1214
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4UJ35)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 _ SPDBRK = .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
65B 3.00I 7.990 40.02 .6961-02 672.3 1326. 96.29 .6943-01 3.103 3843. .1946-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS X0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUME_R R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R " BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
656 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .7909-02 .9504-02 .9504-02 .900E .3447-03 .4142-03 ,2722 2.030 535.8
/} / •
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HOOEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I_15
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ36)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 AL_'HA = 40.00 BETA = .O00O ELEVON • -B.OOO
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = ,OOO0
_''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBE_ /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
S3B .5027 ?.900 39.93 -.I035-01 99.87 1249. 92.62 .lllO-OI .4849 3727. .3235-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF 4/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R- • BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DES. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
638 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .3511-03 .424B-03 .4245-03 .SOLO .5986-05 .7237-05 .4323-02 .3239-01 5L-_6.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 " OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1218
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING (R4uJ36}
• UPPER RH HING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH _ B,O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000BDFLAP .0000 SPDBRK = .O00O
.. **'TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
664 1.01B 7.940 39.97 -.4646-06 207.5 1261. 92.64 .2232-01 .9849 3746. .6503-03 ,7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) GDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
664 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .149g-OB .1810-02 .1810-02 .9000 .3649-04 .440B-04 .2675-01 .2004 527,5
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PA6E le17
OHS4B BO-O UPPER RH WING fRWUJ36I
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = e. O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - ,0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DED. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
644 2.002 7.980 39.g8 -.1040-01 434.5 130I. 94.69 .4523-01 2.016 3807. .1289-02 .7620-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HRE_ H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO) H(TAW) GDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.g R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ lEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
644 5.13S0 24.080 22?9.0 .5088-02 .B124-02 .6124-02 .9000 .tTBl-03 .2144-03 .1369 1.023 5_.2
.,,
DATE 23 FEB .B0 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1216
• .;_." " ". 0H84B 60-0 UPPER RH NING (R4UJ36)
UPPERRHNING- PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH _ B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = ,0000 ELEVON = -5.000BDFLAP .0000 SPDBRK = ,0000
, •.... TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPH._ BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFTB
654 2.991 7.990 40.02 .6962-02 669.5 1325. 06.2! .6914-01 3.OBO 3842. .1940-0B .774E-07
RUN HREF. STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175 .
654 .434B-0I .2344-0! ,
"''TEST DATA''*
RUN YO MS. XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} OOOT DTWOT TH
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
654 5. I380 24.080 2279.0 .7631-02 .9!70-0B .9170-02 .9000 .3318-03 .3987-03 .2619 1.954 535.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1219
OHBWB 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR_UJ37)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = 5.00C SPDBRK = .0000
_*'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P e V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 IFT2
540 .5043 ?.900 39.93 -.IO35-OI 99.93 1247. 92.47 .lIll-OI .4852 3724. .3242-03 .7441-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW! (:}DOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
640 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 ,6429-03 ,7765-03 .7755-03 ,9000 .1095-04 ol324-04 .7947-02 .5968-01 521.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE leBO
"'' OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ37)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALF:IA - 40,00 BETA " ,0000 ELEVON - -5,000
,.:., 8DFLAP = 5,000 SPDBRK = ,0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN: RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO, DEG, PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
'XiO 6 /FT3 IFT2
662 1.024 7.940 39.97 -.4645-06 207.3 1253. 92.05 .2230-01 .9840 3734. .653B-03 .7407-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R ffTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
662 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .I733-02 .2143-02 .2143°0B .9000 .4308-04 .5209-04 .31BI-OI .23]B 528.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MOOEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 122I
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ37)
UPPER RH HINO PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .O00O ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000 ....
,**TEST CONDITIONS*,*
RUN _N/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
x10 6 /FT3 IFT8
6_2 2.013 7.980 39.98 -.I0_0-01 434.8 1297. 94.40 .4526-0! 2,018 3BOI. .I294-02 .7596-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO HS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAN) ODOT DTHDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
642 5.1380 24.080 22?9.0 .5709-02 .6867-02 .6867-02 .9000 .1999-03 .2404-03 .1537 1.151 527,8
.. DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 122a
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ3?)'
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40,00 BETA - .0000 £LEVON = -5.000
BDFLAP - 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDiTiONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FTE
652 2.983 7.990 40.04 .6976-02 671.4 1330. 96.58 .6934-01 3.098 3849. .193G-02 .7772-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/I-tA_IEF TAN/T0 H(TO) H(TAN] (X)0T DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0,9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
652 5.]380 24.080 2279.0 .7701-02 .9254-02 .9254-02 .9000 .3356-03 .4032-03 .E558 1.980 537.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 12_3
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ3BI
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPH_ = 40.00 BETA = ,8000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK " .0000
°**TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q '1 RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
532 .5132 7.900 39.95 .1729-01 101.7 1247, 92.47 .II30-01 .493B 3784. .3299-03 .7441-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H{TO) H[TAW) OOOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
632 5.1380 24.080 2279,0 .@301-03 .2781-03 .B781-03 .9000 .395B-05 .4785-05 .2856-02 .2141-01 525.2
DATE 23 "FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I_'_I¢
- .;.
OF!B4B BO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ:_B)
UPPER RH HING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK " ,0000
• "*TEST CONDITIONS o*,
RuN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
, XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
506 .9965 ?.940 39.96 .1384-01 204.8 1256. 93.00 .2203-01 .97Bl 375_. .6392-03 .7494-07
RUN _ HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(T0) H(TAW)' (]DOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R Ol[G. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /S£C
606 5.1380 24.080 E279.0 .1576-03 .1900-03 .1900-03 .9000 .3814-05 .4599-05 .2829-02 .21_3-01 5a3.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 12R5
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH NING IR4UJ3B)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC OATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA - WO.O0 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP _ -12.BO SPDGHK - .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
SO4 2.022 ?.980 40.00 .1389-01 434.9 1293. 94.|I .4527-01 2.OIB 3795. .129B-02 .7573-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT25EC =.0175
604 .3499-01 .2858-01 -
*''TEST DATA**"
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF • TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
604 5.i380 24.080 22?9.0 .3317-02 .3994-02 .3994-02 .9000 .I16_-03 .1398-03 .8852-01 ,6620 530.1
DATE 23'FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1226
",. . OH84B BO-O UPPER RH NING tR4UJ3B]
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
• v,:_
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XiO 6 /PT3 /FT2
582 2.9g? 7.990 40.06 .1397-0! 671.5 1326. 96.29 .6935-01 3.099 3843. .I944-02 .774B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF" H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC " FT2SEC /SEC
582 S. 1380 24.080 22"/9.0 .1994-0! .2399-01 .2399-01 .9000 .8683-03 .I045-0B .6820 5.0"/4 540.3
"i
7T:
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1227
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH HING (R4UJ39)
uPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.00O ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .00DO
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
**"TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo B IFT3 IFT2
B22 .5001 7.900 39.93 .13BO-Ol 99.35 1249. 92.62 .llO4-O! .4824 3727. .321B-03 ,7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS X0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAH) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/T0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
B22 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .3256-03 .3930-03 .3930-03 .9000 .5538-05 .6683-05 .4034-02 .3033-0I 520.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1228
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR4UJ3B)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo 6 /FT3 /FT2
GIB .9964 7.940 39.97 .1731-01 204.3 1264. 92.86 .2197-01 .9697 3751. .6387-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TOI H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC. FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
516 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .g350-04 .1128-03 .1128-03 .9000 .2259-0S .2725-05 .1671-02 .1253-01 5_L_._
DArE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 12_-"@
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ$9)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .OOOO
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS °**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
594 2.010 ?.9BO 39.99 .1735-01 435.8 1300. 94.62 .4537-01 2.022 3805. .1294-02 .7Bt4-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAN} QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
594 5.1380 B4.080 22?9.0 .I031-01 .1242-01 .1242-01 .9000 .3615-03 .4354-03 .276B 2.066 533.9
DATE _3 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1230
OHB4B SO-O UPPER RH WING fR4UJ39)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO _HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo 6 /FT3 IFT2
580 2.988 ?.9BO 39.99 ,104I-OI 669.5 ]326. 96.29 .6914-0! 3.090 3843. .193B-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/I-IREF HIHREF TAN/T0 H(TO) H(TAN) (;lOOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEO. R DEC. R
TANITO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
580 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1547-01 .1864-01..1864-0| .9000 .6730-03 .8105-03 .5257 3.903 544.5
•i
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 6O-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1831
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ40)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .DO00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPH A BETA PO TO T P O V RHO NU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xIO B IFT3 IFT2
524 .5083 7.900 39.94 .1381-01 I01.7 1255. 93.06 .I130-01 .4938 3736. .3278-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTUIR 8TUI DEe. R DI[G. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
624 5.1350 24,080 2279.0 .2029-03 oB449-03 .2449-03 .9000 .3494-05 .4217-05 .2554-02 .1917-01 583.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 12_
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING - _R4UJ40)
"= UPPER RH W[NG PARAMETRIC BATA
MACH - B.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .OOO0
**'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V Rl-ff_ MU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3-" /FT2
614 i.020 7:9_0 39.96 .1384-01 207.9 1259. 92.49 .2236-0I .9868 3743. .B525-03 .7443-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN YO MS XO HS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HR]EF TAN/T0 H(TO) H(TAW| QDOT OTNOT TN
NUHBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEC. R
IANITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
6|4 5.13BG 24.080 2279.0 .3978-03 .4B04-03 .4804-03 .9000 .9690-0B .1170-04 .7096-02 .5317-01 5L-_6.4
)/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB48 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1233
OHB4B SO-O UPPER RH WING IR4UJ40)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 _!.PHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS,**
RuN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT bEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
59B 2.000 7.980 40.02 .1392-0_ 434.7 1302. 94.76 .4525~01 2.017 3808. .1289-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAW) (]DOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /BEG
59B 5.13B0 24.080 2279.0 .2248-02 .2705-02 .2705-02 .9000 .7873-04 .9476-04 .B057-01 .4525 532.4
.., ,-
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1234
,:i_ '_"'":,:. OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ40)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
. ,. ..
•''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XiO B IFT3 IFT2
578 3.027 7.990 40.06 .6985-02 669.7 1315. 95.49 .B916-OI 3.091 3827. .1955-02 .7684"07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN YO MS XO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAM/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT OTklOT TM
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FTESEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
578 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1147-01 .I384-01 .1384-01 .9000 .4982-03 .6009-03 .3832 2.843 545.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-G IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1235
OHB4B @0-0 UPPER RH WING IRMU,J41)
uPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC OATA
MACH e,o00 ALPHA - 40,00 BETA - ,0000 ELEVON - ,O00O
BDFLAP _ 5,000 SPOBRK = ,0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG, PSIA DEG, R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO S IFT3 IFT2
62B .5125 ?.900 39.93 .1380-01 I0[.2 1244. 92.25 .1125-01 .4913 3720. .3290-03 .7423-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HR_F H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN) OOOT DTWOT . IN
NUMBER . R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /BEG
626 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .6941-03 .B393-03 .B393-03 .900g .I190-04 .1439-04 .855B-02 .6416-BI r"J24.9
/DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I236
OH84B SO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ41I
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
• MACH = 8.000 A_.PHA " 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BOFLAP = 5.000 SPOBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O v RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI RT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xlo 6 /FT3 /FT2
B[2 I.OO2 7.940 39.96 .1384-01 206.0 126S. 93.00 .BBI6-O1 .9778 3754. .B430-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO HS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) . HITAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R D£G. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC .
612 5.t380 24.080 8279.0 .1793-03 .21BI-03 .21Bl-03 .9000 .4351-05 .5246-05 .3EEB-O2 .24E2-01 523.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL Bo-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1237
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING IR4UJ41)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - ,0000 ELEVON - .OOO0
BOFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK - ,0000
•*'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo B IFT3 /FT2
598 2.004 7.980 40.02 .1392-0! 434.4 I300. 94.62 .4522-01 2.016 380B, .1290-0e .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R:I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R lEG. R
TAN/T0 FT25EC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
5gB 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .2311-02 .2780-02 .2780-02 ,9000 .8089-04 .9733-04 .6226-0! .465B 530.0
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1238
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WIND fR4UJ_I)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP - 5,000 SPDBRK • .0000
"'*TEST CONDITIONS'''
.RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RI.,IO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O B IFT3 /FT2
584 8.99! 7.990 40.06 .1397-01 669.5 1325. 96.21 .6914-0I 3.090 384B. .1940-02 .774E-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT IN
NUMBER R-I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R EG. R
" TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC :
584 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .fB31-Ol .2202-0l .2202-01 .9000 .7960-03 .9577-03 .6246 4.648 540.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1_9
0H848 BO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ4_;
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA = _0.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK - .0000
•**TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUM8ER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
620 .5|35 7.900 39.96 .1383-01 lO0.l 1233. 91.43 .llI2-Ol .4858 3703. .3282-03 .7357-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
620 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 ,I781-03 .2156-03 .2156-03 .9000 _3032-05 .3871-05 .2147-02 .1610-01 524.7
/. ,DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I_'_40
.; . / ?
"' -'. OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ_B)
:
UPPER RH _ING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK " .O00O
***TEST CONDITIONS**°
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO llt;
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
618 .9977 7.940 39.97 .1384-0! 204.8 1255. 92.93 .BBO3-01 .9721 3752. .B397-03 .747B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW} ODOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTV/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT_SEC FTBSEC /SEC
618 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .5782103 .6977-03 .6977-03 .90_0 .1399-04 .1688-04 .1033-01 .774Bo01 r"=,-_-_S.2
I
i ?
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHS4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE Ig_!
OHS4B SO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ42}
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
M_CH = 8.000 _LPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .OOOO
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDSRK - .0000
*_*TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PStA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 /FT3 IFTB
592 2.0]0 7.980 40.00 .1736-01 434.8 I2SB. 94.47 .4526-01 2.OlB 3802. .1293-02 .7602-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) . H(TAN) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=!.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /BEG
582 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .g943-02 .1197-01 .1197-01 .9000 .3481-03 .4192-03 .2667 1.993 5]1.8
.i'..
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IL_i_
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ42|
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO t'tU
NUMBER /FT : DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FIB
590 2.993 7.990 40.05 .t397-01 E71,4 1327. 96.36 .B934-01 3.098 31_5. .IB42o0_ .7754-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DE6. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC , FTBSEC ISEC
590 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .17B1-01 .2069-01 .2069-01 .9000 .7494-03 .9013-03 .5902 4.394 539.1
\! )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1_3
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ43)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .OOOO ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP - 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DED. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 - /FT3 /FT2
628 .5138 ?.900 39.96 .1730-01 101.2 1242. 02.10 .I125-01 .4914 3717. .3296-03 .7411-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN Y0 MS X0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT DTNOT IN
NUMBER R-I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BIU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT28EC: FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
628 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .5032-03 .6082-03 .6082-03 .9000 .8629-05 .|043-04 .6203-02 .4657-0! 522.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1244
0HB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING IRWUJ43)
,',
UPPER RH WING _ PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
610 1.015 7.940 39,97 .1038-01 207.4 12BI. 92.64 .2231-01 .9844 3746. .6499-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XOMS T/C NO H)HREF H/HREF HII4REF TAW/TO H(TO) , H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC rT2SEC FTL=SEC ISEC
610 5.]380 L:_.O80 2279.0 .2510-03 .3029-03 .30_9-03 .9000 .6109-05 .7370-05 .4500-02 .3376-01 S_-'_.O
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IB45
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING _R4UJ4]}
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = e,O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BOFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS °**
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RNO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEC. PS[A DEG. R DEC. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SIZC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
600 1.993 7.980 39.99 .1388-0! 435.6 1307. 95.13 .4534-01 2.021 3815. .1287-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAW) ODOT ' DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
600 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .3081-02 .370B-02 .370B-02 .9000 .lOBl-O3 .1299-03 .B419-01 ,6304 527.g
...L j
';bAtE 23'FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IL_B
• :'" . .
"" .'.... OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4Uw,_3)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - ,0000 ELEVON - .0000.
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
: i,.. ***TEST CONDITIONS***
•'7/_ / i"" .
/_RI,.I_ RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
,INOHBER /FT DEG. DEG; PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
': .i XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
586 2.987 ?.990 40.06 .1397-01 669.2 1326. 06.29 .6911-01 3.088 3843. .1937-0_ .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAN) (]DOT OTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ lEG. R lEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
586 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1868-01 .2248-01 .2248-0I .9000 .B124-03 .9776-03 .6374 4.740 541,1
) )
\\
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE ILq_l,_
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING fR'ttU_)tiW|
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*t"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O 6 /rf3 IFT2
630 .5|70 7.900 39,96 .1729-0! 102.2 |245. 92.32 .1136-0! .4963 3721. .3321-03 .7429-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HRE_ H/HREF TAN/TO HiTOI HITAN) ODOT GTNOT TN
NUMBER R=!.O H=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG, R
TAW/TO YT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
630 5.|380 24.080 @279.0 .5976-03 .7@27-03 .7227-03 .9000 .]030-04 .IL:>46-04 .7405-02 .5550-01 525.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IL_:
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH NING - {R4UJ44)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON i .0000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPOBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS''*
."RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-6£C
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
_08 .9985 7.940 39.95 .1383-0I 207.4 I275. 93.67 ._231-01 .g844 3767. .6428-03 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN Y0 MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN) OOOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI {)lEG. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
BOB 5.;380 24.080 2279.0 .3713-03 .4473-03 .4473-03 ._O00 .9052-05 .1090-04 .6790-0_ .5093-01 5L:_.5
....... 1 • \ .......
/ ,]
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE I&_t9
OHB4B B0-0 UPPER RH NING _R4UJ44)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC OATA
MACH B.0O0 ALPHA - 4r 00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - .000O
BDFLAP = 83.50 SPDBRK • .O00O
'''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC, PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI PTISEC SLUGS LB-SECXl0 B
/FT3 #FT2
602 1.989 7.980 39.99 .1735-01 434.8 1307, 95.I3 .4526-0I 2.018 3B15. .1284-02 .?B55-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HRER H/HRER TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
602 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .3391-02 .4083-02 .4083-02 .BOO0 .1189-03 .1431-03 .9171-01 .6840 535.3
DATE 23 FEB eo OHB4B MODEL B0-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IL:_l
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ_IJ
UPPER RH WING !:._ PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 £LEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RuN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSlA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SKC
XIO B /FT3 /_T_
588 3.015 ?.990 40.06 .1397-01 6?2.4 1322. 96.00 .6944-01 3. I03 383B. .1952-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO " H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) H{TAW) QOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O ,:,-R=0.B R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEC. R
• TAN/TO FT2SEC .FT2SEC " FT2SEC ISEC
588 5.1380 24.080 2B79.0 ,199B-OI .2404-01 .2404-01 .9000 .8702-03 .1047-02 .6801 5.061 540.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IL=I]I
OHB4B SO-O UPPER RH WING tR4UJ4BI
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
NACH = 9,000 ALPHA - 40,00 BETA - ,0000 ELEVON - B,O00
BOFLAP = -5,000 SPDBRK • ,0000
_. ***TEST CONOIT|ONS***
.. RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER. /FT DEG, DEG, PSIA DEG, R DEG, R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
; XlO S /FT3 IFT2
B58 ! 1.0Z3 ?,940 39.9? -.1038-01 207.0 1261. 92.64 .222G-0! .9825 3746. .6487-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ BEG. R I:EG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
BOB 5.1380 B4.080 2279.0 .2548-02 .3080-02 .3080-02 .9000 .6195-04 .7488-04 .4522-0! .3381 530.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1252
OHB4B 6C-0 UPPER RH WING IR4UJ451
UPPER RH WING PARAMEIRIC DATA
MACH = S:O00 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P o v RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FIB
688 1.999 7.980 40.00 -.B947-02 434.9 1303. 94.84 .4527-0! 2.018 3810. .128B-02 ,7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H{TAW) ODOT OTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R {)lEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
688 5.1300 24.080 2279.0 .5794-02 .6968-02 .6968-02 .9000 .2033-03 .2441-03 .1570 1.175 529.2
"\} •
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE ILDmJ3
OHB4B SO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJ_.5)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
-**TEST CONDITIONS--*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTiSEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
702 2.986 7.9g0 40.05 -.6978-02 668.9 !323. 96.07 .B9)8-OI 3.087 3839. ,1941-02 .7731-07
PUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HRE_ TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUME2R R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
702 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1249-01 .1502-01 .1502-01 .9000 .5425-03 .6528-03 .4248 3.162 539.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1254
0H848 80-0 UPPER RH WING {R4UJ4B)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 /FT3 /FT2
680 .5038 7.900 39.93 -.I034-01 100.7 1255. 93.06 .1119-01 .4888 3736. .3245-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO] H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
680 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .5921-03 .7158-03 .7158-03 .9000 .I014-04 .1226-04 .7363-02 .5510-01 528.9
\
/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE l_5
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING _R4UJ46)
U_PER R_ N|NG PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " oOO00 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/!. MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V _ HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI PT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO S /FT3 /rib
SOB Io005 7.940 3g.97 -.6927-02 806.0 1264. 92.86 .2216-01 .9778 3751. °6440-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREP H/HREF TAN/TO HIT0) H(TAN) QDOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT£SEC FT2SEC /SEC
666 5.1380 24.080 22?9.0 -I270-02 o1536-02 ,1536-02 ,9000 .3082-04 .372B-04 .2256-0! .I685 531.8
t
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1256
OH84B BO-O UPPER RH WING (RAUJA6)
UPPER RH HING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .DO00 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = ,O000 SPDBRK - .0O00
•**TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA P0 TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
690 2,005 7.990 40.00 m.6947--02 436.2 1303. 04.84 .4541--0I 2.024 3810. .1292--0_ .7631--07
' RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H[TAW) ODOT DTWOT IN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
690 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .6692-02 .8061-02 .BOBl-02 .9000 .234B-03 .2829-03 .1801 1.343 535.7
/ )
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1257
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ46)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .OOO0 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DES. DEO. PSIA DEG. R OEO. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO S /FT3 IFT2
?00 2.995 7.990 40.04 -.B974-02 668.7 1323. 06.07 .6gOB-Ol 3.086 3839. .194D-02 .7731-07
_'_N HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H!HREF TAW/T0 H(T0) H(TAW} ODOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DES. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
700 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .]232-0! .1482-01 .1482-0I .9000 .5352-03 .E440-03 .4190 3.119 539.7
DATE 23 FEB SO OHB4B MODEL 60~0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PA_E IL:_58
OHB48 50-0 UPPER RH UING fR4UJNT)
"0PPER RH kING PARAMETRIC DATA i
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 8ETA - .O_OO ELEVON - _.OOO
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK - .0000
"'TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V _
NUMBER /FT OEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 . tFT3 /FT2
684 .505B ?.900 39.94 -.6904-02 I01.0 1253. 92.91 .1122-01 .4902 3733. .3259-03 .7477-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAW} ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.B R= BTUIR BTUIR 8TUI OIEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC




DATE 23 FEB 80 0H846 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I;_139
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING IR4UJ4.7)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA
BDFLAP : = .0000 ELEVON = 5.0008.000 SPDBRK - .0000
""TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RWO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SUIGS LB-SEC
xIo 5 /FT3 /FTB
• 6"70 i .020 7.g40 39.9"/ -./03S-Of 20.7.6 I258. 92.42 .2233-01 .9854 3742. .6521-03 .'t437-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREV H/HREF H/HREE TAW/T0 H(TO} H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
670 5. 1380 24. oeo 2278.0 .4845-03 .587_-03 .5874-03 .9000 .1203-04 .1454-04 .B"788-02 .65BI-01 52"7.5
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1280
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4UJ47)
UPPER RH, NING PARAMETRIC DATA
i.ilI "i'.I'' HACH = 8.800 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = o0000 ELEVON = 5.000• ' BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO HU
NUH_ER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT] IFT_
686 1.998 7.980 39.98 --.6934m02 434.7 1303" 94"84 .4525--01 2"017 3810" 'lBBB--02 07631--07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUHBER BTU/ R REF(R)FTBSEC =.0175
686 .3503 OI ,2872-0l
• ***TEST DATA***
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=l.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DE6. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
686 5.1390 24.080 2279.0 .5928-02 .7132-02 .7132-02 .9000 .2077-03 .2499-03 .1603 1.198 530.8
• 7 ¸. ,
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB_B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1261
OHBqB 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U,.14,7)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .OOO0 ELEVON - 5.000
8DFLAP = 8.000 SPOBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA EETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo 6 /FT3 /FT2
?04 2.994 ?.990 40.0t -.B9_3-02 669.4 1324. 9B.14 .6913-01 3.089 384t. .1941-02 .7736-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS xo MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/T0 H(TO) H(TAH) ODOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTUIR 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
?04 5.1380 24,0B0 22?9.0 .!OIB-Ol .1225-0i .!225-01 .9000 .4429-03 .532_-03 .3490 2.603 535.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 'PAGE 1262
GHB4B SO-O UPPER RH WING IR4UJ4B)
uPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
,.: MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
, BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 IFT3 IFT2
676 .5094 7.900 39.93 -.699B-02 I01.6 1252. 92.84 .1129-01 .4931 3732. .32B1-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN1 QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI DEG. R DEO, R
TAW/TO FI'2SEC FT2_EC FT2SEC ISEC
676 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1444-02 .1747-02 .1747-02 .9000 .2485-04 .3005-04 .1796-01 .1344 _-_8.6
!DATE 23 FEB SO ON_4B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I&_63
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING (R4U-J4@)
........... •_ • _ PARAMETRIC OATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 4O.OO BETA - .0000 EI.EVON - _.000
BDFLAP = &5.OO SPOBRK = ,0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS;*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO 'NU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB"SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
674 _.007 7.940 39.97 -.I039-01 206.5 IBB4. 92.86 .2221-0I .9801 375I. .6456-03 ,_47_-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO. HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTI4DT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R_ BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DIG. R
TAN/TO FT_SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
6?4 5.1380 24.080 2279,0 .i033-02 .1246-02 .124B-02 ,go00 .250B-04 .302B-04 .1847-01 .liB4 _7.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1264
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ481
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPOBRK - .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
• XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
_92 2.004 7.990 40.00 -.6947-02 436.0 1303. 94.84 .4539-01 2.023 3810. .IBB2-OB .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R lEO. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
692 5.1380 B4.080 22?9.0 .6005-02 .7229-02 .7229-02 .9000 .BI07-03 .2536-03 .1621 1.210 533.3
1 - \ "
/ .I
gATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I_B5
OH84B BO-O UPPER RH WING (R4U,,,14B)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITION5 "°o
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 6 /FT3 IFT2
698 2.999 7.990 40.02 -.695B-02 669.0 1322. 96.00 .6909-01 3.087 3838. .1942-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS X0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/T0 H{T0) HtTAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/T0 FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
698 5.]380 24.080 B279.0 .II2?-01 .1355-0! .1355-0! .9000 .4896-03 .5889-03 .383e _.859 5_rt.e
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1268
OHB4B 50-0 UPPER RH WING (R_UJN.9)
PARAMETRIC DATA
UPPER RH WING
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP • 83.50 SPDBRK = .0000
• ,*TEST CONDIT|ONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGSIFT3 LB-SECIFT2
XlO 6
678 .5076 7.900 39.96 -.1038-01 101.4 IL_54 . 92.98 .1187-0! .4925 3735. .3i?.72-03 .'7483-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN Y, MS X, MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/I..IREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAN) (:lOOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I,O R=0,9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R D¢.0. RTAN/TO FTSSEC FT¢-_EC FTSSEC ISEC
638 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1379-02 .166B-02 .1668-02 .9000 ,2371-04 .BB68-04 .1716-01 .1_83 530.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1_7
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING fR4UJ49)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .OOO0 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - ,0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 B /FT3 /FT2
672 1.016 7.940 39.97 -.6925-02 206.9 1258. 92.42 .BBB5-O1 .9821 3742. .6499-03 .?_37-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN Y0 MS X0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW) QDOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0:9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
572 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .9386-03 .II33-02 .I133-02 .9000 .2280-04 .2754-04 .I6B8-OI .I24B 526.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 12BB
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ49)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO, DEC. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
B94 1.9BB ?.gBO 39.99 -.6937-02 433.4 1305. 94.98 .4512-01 B.OII 3B13. .1282-02 .T643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS X0 MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT 0TNDT TN
NUMBER R=].O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI {)lEG. R OEO. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
694 5,1380 24.OBO 2279.0 .721B-02 .B679-02 .B6T9-02 .9000 .2525-03 .303T-03 .1957 1.464 529.B
\,
,! /
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4_ MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1269
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH NING rR4U,J4Q)
vrFLR _n _ii_ • •_ T w_
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = ,0000 {LEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPOBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO flU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEe. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
696 3.000 ?.990 40.03 -.B964-02 669,2 1322. 95.00 .6911-01 3.088 3838. .1943-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTESEC /SEC :
696 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1161-0i .i3g?-O1 .1397-0! .9000 .5044-03 .B071-03 .3941 8,B32 540.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8_B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1270
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJSO)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
'''':\ ' HACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - ?.SO0
7!:>'J:_i:i:",._ BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
'Xl0 B /FT3 /FT2
768 .51"01 7.900 39.98 -.3466-02 101,6 1251. 92.77 .I129-01 .4932 3730. .3284-03 .7465-07
RUN _ HREP STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R I:]iEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
758 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .I419-02 .1717-02 .1717-02 ,9000 .2440-04 .2953-04 .1756-0! .1313 53|.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHS4B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 127|
OHB4B SO-O UPPER RH WING (R4U,.;50)
.... _ _ .... *,,_ DAOAM_TDYP _ATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " 7.500
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-S_C
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT_
758 1,014 7.940 39.89 -.4651-06 B08.4 I266. 93.00 .2242-01 .9894 3754. .6506-03 .7494-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC ' FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
758 5. I380 24.080 2279.0 .1752-02 .2119-02 .2119-02 .9000 .4277-04 .5173-04 .3124-01 .2330 535.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1272
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WIND (RNUJSO)
UPPER RH N!NG PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.000 ALPHA = 4000 BETA • .0000 ELEVON " 7.500
: BDPLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS*'"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RWO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT_
756 2.005 7.980 40.03 -.4673-06 434.6 1300. 94.62 ,4525-01 2.017 3805. .1291-02 .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R Di£G. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
756 5.I380 24.080 2279.0 .4243-02 .5115-02 .5115-02 .gOOO .I486-03 .I791-03 .II33 .B440 53"7.4
_ATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4@ MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1273
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING ;R4U_O)
MACH = 8_000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*HTEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 IFT2
746 3.012 7.990 40.06 -.3495-02 6?0.4 1321]. 95.85 .B923-01 3.094 3835. .1950-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
74E 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .6777-02 .8154-02 .8154-02 .BOO0 ,2947-03 .3545-03 .230B 1.7-14 538.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 127W
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJSI)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
, MACH : 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON _ 7.500
BOFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
- .. ,*,TEST CONDITIONS',,
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X!O B /FT3 /FTB
765 .5080 ?.900 39.98 -.3466-02 101.0 1250. 92.69 .llB3-OI .4905 3?29. .3269-03 .7459-07
RuN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R:O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
7BB 5.1380 24,080 2279.0 .97q0-03 ,1183-02 .t183-0B .9000 .1676-04 .2029-04 .1202-01 .B983-01 532.2
DATE 23 FiB BO OHB#B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1275
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UJSI)
uPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = e.o00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK " .DO00
'''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-EC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
780 I.OO! 7.940 39.99 -.4651-06 206.5 1269, 93.22 .2221-01 .9B03 3758. .6431-03 .7502-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW} ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
;SO 5.13SO 24.080 2279.0 .1256-02 .!520-02 .1520-02 .gOOD .3054-04 .3694-04 .223B-01 .ISB7 536.4
DATE 23 FEB eO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1276
' OHB_B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJSI)
UPPER RH HING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONOI T IONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
754 2.004 7.980 40.06 -.4EBB-06 437.0 1305. 94.98 .4550-01 2.02B 3BI3. .1293-02 .'7643-0"7
. RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREP H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R STU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
754 5.4390 24.080 22.79.0 .4992-02 .B007-02 .600.7-02 .9000 .1754-03 .2111-03 .1354 1.011 532.8
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN TE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1277
OHB_B BO-O UPPER RH WING _4UJS|;
UPPER RH HINO PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH _ 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BOFLA# = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS**'
RUN RNiL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO _ P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS _B-SEC
XlO B IFT3 /FT_
748 2.97_ ?.B90 40.07 -.4689-06 681,9 1320. 95,85 ,6835-01 3,055 3835, .1925-0_ _7113-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF 'TAN/TO H(TO) N(TAW) QDOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=l.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
74B 5.13BD 2_.OBD 2279.0 .B056-02 .9579-02 ,9B79-02 .9000 .34BI-03 ,_182-03 .2738 2.045 533.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1278
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH _ING tR4UJ52)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = e.o00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .DO00 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .O00O
•"*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B IFT3 IFT2
754 .5066 7.900 39.98 -.4647-06 100.9 _ 1251. 92.77 .II21-Ol .4898 3730. .3262-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO} H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
754 5.|380 24.080 2279.0 .]544-02 .IB69-02 .1869-02 .SO00 .2646-04 .3203-04 .1905-01 .1424 530.8
) )
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OF!SUB MOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1279
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UJ52)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .00O0 ELEVON - 7,500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. P PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 6 IFT3 tFT2
762 1.002 7.840 39.99 -.4654-06 205.6 1265. B_.S3 .2212-01 .9760 3752. .6424-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS X0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/T0 H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=t.0 R=0,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
762 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .1265-02 .1528-02 .1528-02 .SO00 .3066-04 .3705-04 .224B-01 .1680 531.6
DATE 23 FEB BO 0484B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IBBO
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING {R4UJ521
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON " ?.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK " .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
752 2.017 7.980 40.06 -.4685-0B 436.2 129B. 94.47 .4541-01 2.024 3802. .1297-02 .7B02-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) O00T DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
752 5.1380 24.080 2279.0 .676_-02 .8155-02 .8156-0B .9000 .2373-03 .28BI-03 .Ie07 1.347 536.2
/) • .
/ J
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 6D-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 128I
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING IR4UJ52}
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40;00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
750 3.008 7.990 40.07 -.3496-G2 673.1 I325. 96.21 .6951-01 3.106 3842. .1950-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN YO MS XO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW} ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
750 5.!3B0 24.080 2279.0 .7651-02 .9!99-02 .9!99-02 .9000 .3336-03 .40!!-03 .2626 1.957 537.5
7DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 12B2
OHB4B BO-O LONER BODYFLAP fR4UK29)
,LHR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
• HACH - e.o00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
' BDFLAP = -12.50 sPDBRK = .0000
• *.TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
717 .5091 7.900 39.99 .3489_02 100.3 1242. 92.10 o1115-01 .4889 3717. .3266-03 .7411-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTESEC FTESEC /SEC
717 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .1877-0l .2271-01 .2271-01 .9000 .3205-03 .3876-03 .2298 1.723 524.8
717 27.268 1.6190 2191.0 .1964-01 ,2376-01 .2376-01 .9000 .3352-03 .4055-03 .2400 1.927 5_5.e
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE i283
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER BODYFLAP tR4UK29)
PARAMETRIC OATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = -15.00
BDFLAP • -12.50 SPDBRK • o0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R OEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 IFT2
715 1.013 7.940 39.99 .3469-02 207.7 1264. 92.86 .2234-01 .9860 3751. .6495-03 .347E-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN X0 MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
715 B?.268 .92800 21!3.0 .1905-01 .2302-01 .2302-01 .go0o .4643-0S .5608-03 .3408 2.550 529.6
"715 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .!947-01 .2351-01 .2SSJ-OI .9000 .4743-03 .5729-03 .3482 2.79i 529.5
DAT_ 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1284
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP IR4UKL_)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • -15.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RH0 MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA OEG. R DED. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
709 2.011 ?.980 40.04 ,I046-0! 432.9 1294. 94.18 .4507-01 2.009 3796. .1292-02 .7679-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO R]2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
709 27.268 ,92BOO 2113.0 .330B-0I .3991-01 .3991-01 .9000 .1755-02 .1394-02 .B73B 6.509 537.5
709 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .2B00-01 .3377-01 .3377-01 .9OO0 .977B-03 .1179-02 .7399 5.909 636.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1285
OH84B 60-0 LOWER BODYFLAP tR4UI<29)
LNR BOOYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .O000 ELEVON " -15.00
BDFLAP = -]2.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-S£C
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT_
707 3.005 7.990 40.06 .6989-02 671.7 I324. 96.I4 .6937-0! 3.100 3841. .I947-02 .7736-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H{TO) H(TAW} OOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
707 27.268 .$2800 2!I3.0 .5700-01 .6886-_! LBBB6-O! .SO00 .2492-02 .2999-02 1.908 14.09 555.0
?07 27.268 1.81g0 2191.0 .4490-01 .542l-0I .5421-01 .9000 .1956-02 .2361-02 1.509 II.95 552.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL B0-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1286
OHB4B 50-0 LOWER BODYFLAP (R4.UK30)
L_ BOOYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.DO0 ALPHA 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
: BDFLAP = .OOO0 SPOBRK - .0000
i: _ '''TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NuHBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-BEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
?Ig .GODO 7,900 39.98 .3455-02 100.3 1257. 93.BI .1115-01 .4869 3739. .3227-03 .7501-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAWI ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ {)lEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTESEC /SEC
719 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .2752-01 .3327-01 .3327-01 .9000 .4708-03 .5691-03 .3425 2.563 ,5_---_3._
719 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .3112-OI .3762-01 .3762-01 .9000 .5323-03 .6435-03 :3870 3.102 529.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE leB_
OHB4B 60-0 LOHER BODYFLAP fR4LIK30|
LNR BODYFLAP _ARA,%ETR_C ....
MACH " 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = °15,00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*,*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC -
XZO 6 /FT3 /FT2
?13 .9943 7.940 39.99 .6941-0B 204.3 1266. 03.00 .Et98-0! .8699 3784. .8378-03 .'/484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO NS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI DE6. R DE6. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
713 27.258 .92800 2113.0 .2579-01 .3240-0! .3240-01 .9000 .6475-03 .7831-03 .4734 3.532 534.6
7|3 27.268 i.SiSO 2|91.0 .2980-0I ,3604-01 .3604-0I .9000 .7204-03 .8712-03 .5268 4.810 534,8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH64B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1288
, OHBkB 60-0 LONER BOOYFLAP IR4UK3O)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
_ MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
._ BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
: ***TEST CONDITIONS,**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. OEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /RT2
711 1.999 7.980 40.06 .1048-01 436.8 1307. 95.13 .4548-01 2,027 38i5. .1290-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/T0 H(TO_ H(TAW] (}DOT GTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEO. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
VII 27.268 ,92800 2113.0 .7565-01 .9170-01 .9lVO-O! .9000 .2658-02 .3222-02 1.98q 14.61 560.3
V11 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .6065-01 .7346-01 .73_6-01 .9000 .2131-02 2581-02 1.596 12.61 557.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAP_._EI_
OHB#B 60-0 LOWER BODYFLAP fR4UKI@)
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 £LEVON - -16.00BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI _T/SEC SLUGSX]O 6 LB-SEC
/FT3 /FT2
?05 3.029 7.990 40.07 .3498-02 670.2 1315. 96.49 .6921-01 3.093 3827. .1956-02 .7684-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
705 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .!520 .1856 .1856 .9000 .660B-02 .8063-02 4.792 34.80 588.9
705 27.268 [.8[90 2191.0 I258 .1535 .1535 .9000 ,5456-02 .6670-02 3.979 30199 586.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I_0
0H848 60-0 LowER BODYFLAP (R4UK31)
: LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
i ;- HACH 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • -12.50




RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO PILl
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /fTB
725 .4997 7.900 39.98 -.1733-01 100.5 1259. 93.36 .I117-01 .4878 3?42. .3228-03 .7513-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6. R
TAW/TO rT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
725 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .1628-0] .1969-01 .1969-01 .9000 .2788-03 .3372-03 .2027 1.515 531.6
725 27.268 1.8190 Bl9I.O .1759-01 .2128-01 .2128-01 .9000 .3013-03 .3645-03 .2186 1.749 533.0
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IL:X_l
OHB4B 50-0 LOWER BODYFLAP (R4UK31}
L_R BODiFLAP ....... _ "
MACH = B;000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 £LEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -lB.50 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FIB
739 .9893 7.940 39.98 -.2427-01 204.0 1269. 93.92 .BI9½-Ol .9684 3?58. .B353-03 .7502-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTI,E)T TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
739 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .1858-01 .2247-01 .2247-0! .9000 .4489-03 .5430-03 .3287 2.450 536.4
739 27.288 1.8190 2191.0 .1954-01 .2376-0I .2376-01 .9000 .4746-03 .5742-03 .3471 2.772 537._
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1292
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER BOOYFLAP (R4UK31)
LHR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVDN - -12.50
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
i ***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO PILl
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
?37 2.003 ?.980 40.04 -.2093-01 434.1 1300. 94.62 .4520-01 2.015 3805. .1289-02 .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OLEO. R
TAw/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
737 27.268 L92800 2113.0 .3460-01 .4181-01 .4181-01 ,9000 .1211-02 .1463-02 .9130 6.774 545.7
737 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .2922-01 .3530-01 .3530-01 .9000 .1023-02 .1235-02 .7713 6.133 _,t5.4
DATE £3 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSOt_IC TUNNEL PAGE |_¢:J3
OH84B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (Rt,c.UK311
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
I1_'1 = UUU _Lrn_ = 40.00 m_lA " .UUUU............ LLLVUN = "I_._U
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSiA DE6. R / BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /fT3 IFT2
727 3.035 7.990 40.06 -.2097-01 670.9 1314. 95.41 .6928-01 3.096 3826. .1960-02 .7678-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) HtTAN) ODOT BTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBS£C FTBSEC /SEC
72q 27.268 .92800 2Z13.0 .5460-0I .6590-01 .6590-0] .9000 .2373-02 .2855-02 l.el9 13.48 547.4
72? 27.268 I.B]90 2191.0 .kO??-O! .4916-01 .4916-01 .9000 .]772-02 .8137-02 1.363 IO.e4 544.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IL:>g4
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BOOYFLAP (I_UK32)
i" L_R BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = -IS.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PS1A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
723 .4957 7.900 39.87 -.173I-0| IO0.I 1263. 93.66 .1113-0! .4BB2 3748. .3207-03 .753B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO _B T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW] ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
723 27,268 .92B03 2113.0 .2540-01 .30Be-OI .306e-OI .9000 .4345-03 .524B-03 .3190 2.388 SBe.6
723 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .2730-0I .3297-0! .3297-01 .9000 .4670-03 .5640-03 .3431 2.752 528.0
J !
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60°0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |L_95
OHB4B SO-O LONER BOOYFLAP (R41JK32)
f_ _nnv_1A_ pAm,HETRIC _,T,
MACH 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - -1_.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
• *'TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 6 IFT3 IFT_
741 .9943 7.940 39.98 -.2082-0I 204.3 1266. 93.00 .2198-01 .9699 3754. .6378-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
741 27,268 .92900 2113.0 .2331-01 .2822-01 .2822-01 .gOOO .5634-03 .6821-03 .4098 3.05_ 538.3
741 27.268 1.8190 2]91.0 .2530-01 .3064-0I .3064-01 .9000 ,6114-03 .7405_03 .4438 3.538 539.8
DATE 23 FEB BO OH8kB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1296
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (R4UK32)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
'" HACH = 9.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = -12.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 IFT3 IFT2
735 1.997 7,980 40.06 -.2095-01 434.8 1304. 94.9! .4527-01 2,018 3811. .1287-02 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T0) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=09 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI BEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
735 27.268 .92800 Btl3.0 .5690-01 .6880-01 .6880-01 .9000 .1994-02 .2411-02 1.504 11.14 549.6
735 27.268 1.8190 219[.0 .4802-01 .5803-01 .5803-0t .9000 .1683-02 ,2034-02 1.271 10.09 548.3
" \I %
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1297
OH84B 60-0 LOWER BODYFLAP tR4UK32)
LNR BODYFLAP _AQAM_TmrP DATA
MACH : B.OOO ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP : -5.000 ' SPOBRK - .DO00
*"TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 /FT3 IFT_
729 3,003 ?.BgO 40.07 -.2097-01 668.3 1320. 05.85 .6901-01 3.084 3835. .1943-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAN) ODOT OTl,_)T IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R: BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC. FT2SEC /SEC
729 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .1056 .12B1 .128l .9000 .4585-02 .5563-02 3.443 26.25 568.9
729 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .8199-01 .9936-01 .9936-01 .9000 .3560-02 .4314-02 2,687 21.16 564.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE l_
OHB4B BO-O LONER BODYFLAP IR4UK3]I
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .O00O ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS,**
RUN RN/L MAcH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
721 .502B 7.900 39.98 -.1386-01 100.9 1257. 93.21 ,II21-01 .4897 3739. .3Lm45-03 .7501-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QOOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
721 27.26B .92800 2113.0 .2821-0t .34;3-01 .3413-01 .9000 .4839-03 .5854-03 .3506 2.619 53_._
721 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .31#9-0I .3B09-01 .3B09-01 .9000 .5401-03 .6534-03 .3912 $.131 532.3
a.
/ )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1299
OH84B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (R4UK33)
LWR ROOYF! AP O*OAMr_O,_ _...
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .OOO0 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS,,*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG, PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B - /FT3 IFT_
743 1.018 7.940 39.99 -.2081-0I 209.4 1267. 93.08 .2253-01 .994I 3755. .653_-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H)HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN}. ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=o.g R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
743 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .2687-01 .3257-01 ,3257-01 .9000 .B577-03 .7970-03 .4766 3.543 542.0
743 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .3021-01 .3562-0! .3662-0! .9000 .7383-03 .8963-03 .5349 4.256 543.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1300
OHB4B BO-O LONER BODYFLAP (R4UK33)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
"'*TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. _ PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
733 1.9go 7.980 40.04 -.2091-01 433.8 1305. 94.98 .4516-01 2.013 3B13. ,1283-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
733 27.268 .92800 Bl13.0 .7779-01 .9437-01 .9437-01 .9000 .2723-02 .3304-02 2.023 14.89 5BI.8
733 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .6099-01 .7394-01 .7394-01 .9000 .2135-02 .2589-02 1.591 12.56 559.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1301
OHB4B BO-O LONER BOOYFLAP (R4Ul(33)
LNR BOOYFLAP PARAHETR!C OAT_
MACH = B,OO0 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS**°
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V _
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SECXIO B
IFT3 /FT2
731 3.017 7.99C 40.OB -.2096-01 671.5 1320. 95.85 .6935-01 3.099 3835. .1953-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(IAW) QOOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DE6. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
731 27.258 .92B00 2113.0 .}522 .IB55 .1855 .9000 .BB22-02 .B071-02 4.866 35.41 584.8
73! 27.268 !.8!90 2|91.0 ._237 .1506 .i506 .9000 .5382-02 .6553-02 3.973 31.03 581.4
DATE 23 FEB B0 OHBWE MODEL B0-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1302
OHB4B 60-O LONER BODYFLAP _R4U'K34)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
"."::.. MACH = B.000 ALPHA " q0.0O BETA " .O00O ELEVON " -5.000
,_', BDFLAP = -12.50 SPOBRK " .000O
*'*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEG. PStA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/sEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X lO 6 /FT3 /FT2
633 .5017 7.900 39.93 -.3449-02 lO0.O 1252. 92.84 .1112-0_ .4857 3732. .3232-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
633 ,1707-01 .5709-01 i
'''TEST DATA _'"
RUN .XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF . H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R BEG. R
• TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
633 _7.26B .92B00 2113.0 .1800-0| .2179-01 .2179-01 .9000 ,3072-03 .3721-03 .220B 1.649 533.1
633 itr.7,268 1.8190 2191.0 .1840-0! ,2349-0| .2349-01 .9000 .3311-03 .4011-03 .2376 1.900 534.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1303
OHB4B 80-0 LOWER BODYFLAP IR4UK34)
LNR BODYFLAP i PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .OOO0
*''TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEO. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEG SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO S lET3 IFT2
65_ 1.001 ?.940 39.97 -.4645-06 206.? 1270. 93.30 .2223-0! ,BBll 3760. .6431-03 .7508-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=].O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
659 27.268 .92B00 2113.0 .172B-01 .20S5-01 .2085-01 .9000 .4202-03 .5071-03 .3114 2.331 528.5
659 27.268 1.8190 2!9!.0 .!BeI-o! .2270-0! .2270-0! .SO00 .4576-03 .5522-03 .3392 2.780 528.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1304
OHB4B BO-O LONER BODYFLAP IR4Uf(34)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
'" MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -6.000
•: " BDFLAP = -IB.50 SPDBRK - .0000
--*TEST CONDITIONS,**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T m Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. BEG- PBIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SE£
XlO 6 /FT3 /FIB
647 1.985 7,980 40.00 .3471-02 436.3 1312, 96.49 ,464B-01 2.025 3823. .128w-02 .768_-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUHBER R=1.0 R=O.9 R- 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R QE6.TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
647 27.258 .92800 Bll3.0 .3387-01 .408B-01 .40BE-O] .9000 .1190-02 .1436-02 .9132 6.780 544.5
647 2_.268 1.8|90 2191.0 .BBwl-01 .3183-01 .3183-0| .9000 .9281-03 .lli9-02 .7149 5.695 5hl.4
DATE 23 FE-_} 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1505
8HB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (R4LIK34)
LNR BODYFLAP _ARAHETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO
NUMBER VWT DE6. DEG. PBIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X_O B /FT] IFT2
649 3.013 7.990 40.03 ,6967-02 670.5 1320. 05,85 .6924-01 3.094 3835. .1950-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HRER H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAN) QDOT DTWDT TH
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TUIR BTUIR BTUI IEG. R DEO. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
649 27.268 .92800 21|3.0 .5990-01 .7238-0! .7238-01 .9000 .2605-02 .314B-OB 1.993 14.72 554.5
649 27.268 _.BiBO 2191.0 .4352-01 .5253-01 .5253-01 .9000 .1893-02 .2284-02 1.457 II.56 B50.O
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 6C-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 1306
OHB4B BO-O LONER BODYFLAP (R4UK35)
BBDYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATALWR
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = -5.@00
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONOITiONS *_*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MILl
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
635 ,49B2 7.900 3B.BE -.3458-02 99.17 = Ia49. 92.62 .I102-01 .4815 3727. .3212-03 ,7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG, RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
635 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .244B-01 .2964-01 .2964-01 .9000 .4160-03 .5037-03 .B986 2.232 531.0
635 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .2690-01 .3255-01 .3255-01 .9000 .4570-03 .5530-03 .3BB9 2.637 529.1
"\]
/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1307
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER BODYRLAP (R4Ul(35)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = -_.000
BOFLAP • -5.00_ SPDBRK - .0000
£
• "*TEST CONOITId_IS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA P0 TO T P Q V RH0 HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R lEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT_
657 .9860 7.940 39.99 ~.4654-06 202.4 ]BBS. 92.93 .2177-01 .960B 3752. .8]_?,_-03 .'/_78-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN X0 MS Y0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(T0) HITAN} ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI lEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
657 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .2341-01 ,2834-0! .2834-01 .9000 .5631-03 .BBlB-03 .4095 3.051 537.4
657 27.268 l.B190 21BZ.O .2565-01 .3106-01 .3106-01 .9000 .6170-03 .7471-03 .4481 3,576 51B.$
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1300
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (R4UK3S)
L_R BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -§.000
BOFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
-,*TEST CONDITIONS,*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 IFT2
B45 1.997 7.900 40.01 -.4664-06 434.4 1303. 94.84 .4522-0l 2.016 3810. .1287-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO) H(TAN) OOOT OTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R OEB. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT_-'SEC /SEC
645 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .617I-0! .7480-01 .74B0-0| .9000 .2]61-02 .261g-02 1.609 If.B6 558.1
645 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .4611-01 .5586-0I .5586-0I .9000 .1615-02 .1956-02 1.206 9.5_16 556.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSON|C TUNNEL PAGE 1309
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP ;I_IUK35)
LM_ BOOYFL_P PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA 40_00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = "5.000
BOFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK : .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RI"IO HILl
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. P OEG. R PS|A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
×10 _ /FT3 /FT2
$55 2.99g 7.990 40.01 ,6952-02 67510 1330. 96,58 ,6970-0! 3.115 3849. .1948-02 .7772-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO] H(TAW] COOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R - BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO _T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
B55 27.268 .92800 2t13.0 .1042 .1264 .1264 .9000 .4553-02 .5522-02 3.450 25.26 572.0
655 27.268 1.8190 2|91.0 .8430-0| .1022 .I022 .9000 .3583-02 .4463-02 2.803 22.02 568.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 131O
OHBUg 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP lR4UK36)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC OATA
' : MACH = 8,000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 _LEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = ,0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO l P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
537 .5033 7.900 39.93 -.6997-02 99.99 1249. 92.62 .1111-01 .4855 3727. .3238-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BIU/R BTUIR BTUI DIEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
637 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .2650-01 .3213-01 .3213-01 .9000 .45_1-03 .5481-03 .3222 2.402 536.0
637 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .3054-01 .3703-01 3703-01 .9000 .5210-03 .6318-03 .3709 2.962 536,8
t )/
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |31|
OHB4B BO-O LONER BOOYFLAP II_IUI<36)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA - .OOOO ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
×_0 6 /FT3 /FT2
BB3 I 016 7.940 39.97 -.4643-06 20?°3 |BBO. _2.56 .2230-0| .9840 3745. .6501-03 .7449-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS Y0 MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) ODOT OTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
653 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .2588-0I .3135-0! .3135-01 ,BOO0 .B294-03 .7626-03 .4540 3.381 538.5
663 27,268 l.BlBO 2191.0 ,3000-0I .3634-0! .3634-0I .BOO0 ,7297-03 .8841-03 .5266 q.203 538.|
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1312
OH84B 60-0 LOWER BODYFLAP tR4UK$_)
LN_ BO_YFL_P PARAMETRIC DATA
", _ ' MACH B,OOO ALPHA - 40.DO BETA " .OOO0 ELEVON - -5.0OO
,.,.,,_ BDFLAP = .OOOO SPDBRK - ,OOOO
'" *'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA OEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X19 6 /FT3 /FT2
643 2.006 ?.980 39.98 -.]040-0! 434.5 1299. 94.54 .4523-01 2.016 3804° ,12St-02 .7608-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO NS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAIl/TO H(TO) H(TAW) .ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DE:G. R BEG. R
TA_/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEE
643 27.268 .92800 2|13.0 .VVSV-O! .9420-01 :9420-01 .9000 .2V15-02 .3298-02 1.997 14.69 563.3
643 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .640g-01 .7782-01 .7782-01 .go00 .2243-02 .2724-02 1.651 13.01 56_.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8_B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1313
OH8_B 60-0 LOWER 8OOYFLAP fR_LIK36)
I IJD _V_l A_ _A_AU_T_t_ _ATI
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40,DO BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS'"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V R_ MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEO, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X_O _ IFT3 IFT_
$53 _,_98 ?,9_0 40.02 .5962-02 672.4 1327. 96.36 oB944-01 3.103 3845. .1945-0_ .7754-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWOT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ lEO. R lEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
653 27.268 .82800 Bll3.0 .I513 .IB45 .1845 .9000 .6595-02 .8044-02 4.855 35.£2 590.5
653 27.26B 1.8190 2191.0 .1248 .152] .152I .9000 .5439-0B .B629-02 4.023 31.32 587.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H94S KOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |3IW
OHB4B BO-O LONER BODYFLAP IR4UK371
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
•'.. MACH = 8,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = -5.000
,.,. BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
!
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT OEG. DES. PSIA DEG. R DES. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
639 .5035 7.900 39.95 -.1383-0! 99.79 I247. 92.47 .1!09-0! ,4_5 3724. .3237-03 .7441-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=!.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
639 27.268 .92800 2113.0 ,2788-01 .3390-01 .3380-01 .9000 .4750-03 .5760-03 ".3378 2.520 555,5
639 2_.268 1.8190 2191.0 .3121-01 .3785-0! .3785-0! .9000 .5318-03 .6449-03 .3781 3.021 535.7
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 13|5
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP tR4UK37)
LHR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = -5.0008DFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = ,0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS**.
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO , T p 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SECXl0 6 SLUGS LB-SEC
IFT3 IFT2
561 1.021 ?.940 39.97 -.4644-06 206.8 1254. 92.12 .2224-01 .9B]6 3736. .6517-03 .7413-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(T0) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TN •
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R=T,,._^ ..BTU/R.... BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
,A_,,v _ICbLU FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
661 27.2.68 .92800 2113.0 .2495-01 .3030-01 .3030-01 .9000 .6058-03 .7357-03 .4302 3.195 543.6
66t 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .B984-01 .3624-01 .3624-0! .9000 .7245-03 .8797-03 .5147 4.097 543.2
OATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1316
OHB4B BO-O LONER BODYFLAP fR4UK3?)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.OO0 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
64l 2.028 7.980 39.99 -.693B-02 435.7 1292. 94.03 .4536-01 2.022 3794. .1302-02 .7567-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO M5 TIC NO • H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} ODOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BIU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
641 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .!B2B .14BB .14eB .9000 .q281-02 .5211-02 3.099 22.74 567.7
641 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .1014 .1233 .1233 .9000 .3551-02 .4319-02 2.5?9 20.3! 565.3
OATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 6010 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1317
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP IR4UK37)
LNR BOOYFLAP PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = ,GO00 ELEVON = -5.000
BDFLAP : 5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**'
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
65l 2.990 7.990 40.05 .3490-02 671.4 ]328. 96.43 .6934-01 3.098 3846. .1941-02 .7760-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) 0DOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ D£G. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
651 27.268 ,92B00 2113.0 .BIBa .259B .2596 .9000 .9243-0B .1131-0! 5.720 48.5! 600.7
65! 27.268 1.8190 BlBl.O .1849 .2260 .2260 .9000 .8053-02 .9846-0B 5.B7B 45.47 598.5
DATE 23 FEB BO 0H843 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1318
0H848 60-0 LONER BOOYFLAP rR4UK39)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
• RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSTA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
631 .5096 T.900 39.97 .1384-01 lOl.O 1247. 92.47 .1122-01 .4903 3724. .3276-03 .7441-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF: H/I-IREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN] ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=i.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTESEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
631 27.268 .92800 2113:0 .1756'01 .EI25-01 .21E5-01 .9000 .3010-03 .3643-03 .2160 1.616 529.2
63! 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .1926-01 .2332-01 .2332-0l .9000 .3301-03 .3997-03 .2365 1.895 630.3
/ >
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 131g
OHB4B 60-OLOWER BOOYFLAP (R4UK38)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = -lB.50 SPOBRK = .0000
•**TEST CONDITIONS"*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
605 1.013 7.940 39.97 .1385-01 206.2 1258. 92.42 .B2tB-OI .9787 3742. .G477-03 .7437-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R -
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
605 27.268 .92BO0 2113.0 .1959-01 .2367-01 .2367-01 .9000 .4751-03 .5741-03 .3455 2.594 528.3
605 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .213B-01 .2583-01 .2583-01 .9000 .5185-03 .6266-03 .378Z 3.032 528.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1320
OHB4B 60-D LONER BODYFLAP (R4UK3B)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDRLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
• "*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
B03 2.009 7.990 39.99 .1734-01 434.1 I297. 94.40 .4519-01 2.014 3BOI. .1292-02 .7596-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN} ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
603 27.268 .92800 Bl13.0 .3791-01 .4576-01 .4576-01 .9000 .1326-02 .1601-02 1.003 7.463 540.3
603 27.268 l.B190 2191.0 .3118-0! .3760-0! .3760-01 .9000 .1091-02 .1315-02 .B273 6.602 538.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1321
OH84B60-O LO_ER BODYFLAP fR4UK381
LNRBODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .O000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
581 2.894 7.990 40.05 .1047-01 671.7 1327. 06,36 .6937-01 3.100 3845. .1943-02 .7754-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=l.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ lEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC"
581 27.868 .92800 2113.0 ,6445-0! .7793-01 .7793-01 .9000 ,280B-02 .3395-02 2.154 15.87 559,6
5el 27.268 1,B190 2191.0 .4435-01 .5354-01 .5354-01 .9000 ,1932-02 ,2332-02 1.494 II,B3 553.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1322
OH84B 60-0 LOHER BODYFLAP rR4UK39)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.OO0 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .OOOO
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK • .0090
*'*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FIB
621 .4994 7.900 39.93 .1380-01 97.55 I235. 91.58 .1084-01 .4736 3706. .3I¢J5-03 .7369-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG R
TAN/T0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
621 27.268 .92B00 2113.0 .234B-01 .2845-01 .28_5-01 .9000 .3949-03 .4786-03 .2789 2.087 528.5
621 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .2582-01 .3129-0I .3129-01 .8000 .4342-03 .5263-03 .3064 2.456 529.1
) )
/ )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1323
OHB4B 60-0 LONER 80DYFLAP fR4UKI9)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .O00O ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP - -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
""TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T D O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 /FT2
615 1.002 7.940 39.97 .]384-01 204.7 126I. 92.64 .2202-01 .971B 3746. .6415-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TC FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
615 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .B565-01 .3103-01 .3103-01 .9000 .6B02-03 .7502-03 .4509 3.366 533.6
615 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .2587-01 .3129-01 .31B9-O1 .9000 .6254-03 .7565-03 .454B 3.639 533.3
7DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 13L:_i
OH8_B BO-O LONER BOBYFLAP {R4UK39)
LNR BOBYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON • .0000
8DFLAP = -S.O00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TB T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT2
593 2.004 7.980 40.00 .1389-01 436.0 1303. 94.84 .4539-01 2.023 3810. .1292-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS YB _S T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
593 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .5328-01 .6447-01 .6447-01 .SO00 .1869-02 .2262-02 1.404 10.38 551.9
593 27,268 1.8190 2191.0 .4349-01 .5258-01 .5258-01 .9000 .1526-02 .1845-02 1.150 9.124 545.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE t325
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER BOOYFLAP (R4UK39}
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .OOO0 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = -6.000 SPDBRK • .OOOO
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEC. PSIA DEC, R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT2
579 2.997 7,990 40.02 .1044-01 670.8 1325, 96.2] .6927-01 3.096 3842. .I943-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN.) ODOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
579 27.268 .92800 2|13.0 .!ITI .!426 .1426 .9000 .509B-02 _6207-02 3=780 27=53 583=3
579 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .8551-01 .I039 .I039 .9000 .3722-02 .4523-02 2.783 21.79 576.8
• , " 7 ',
DATE23 FEB 80 OHe4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1326
• :: 0H849 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP {R4UK40)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 9.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
• *,TEST CONDITIONS _*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 /FTB
XlO S
623 .4983 7.900 39.97 .1384-0! 99.83 1256. 93.14 .I109-01 .4847 3737. .3215-03 .7495-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO HJHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /S£C
623 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .2453-01 .2968-01 .2969-=! .9000 .4186-03 .5064-03 .3032 2.266 531.4
623 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .2985-01 .3613-01 .3613-0! .9000 .5094-03 .6165-03 .3683 2.947 532.7
/ /
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL _ PAGE 1327
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (RkUK40)
LWR BOOYFLAP PARAMETRIC DAT_
MACH = B.CO0 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 .ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = ,0000
• *'TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P e V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
613 1.004 ?.940 39.97 .1731-01 204.8 1260, 92.56 .2203-0I .97B1 3745. .6423-03 .7449-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN X0 MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.'9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
613 27.268 .9Beo0 2113.0 .B670-01 .3235-01 .3235-0] .9000 .6457-03 .7822-03 .4660 3.471 538.0
613 27.268 i.B|90 _lul.O .3007-0! .3o_=-u_ .36.2-_, .9000 .72,,-_ .8807-03 .5250 4.,9. 537.6
.... DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1328
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER BODYFLAP tR4UK40)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 IFT2
585 2.001 7.980 40.02 .|382-0! 435.8 1304. 84.91 .4537-01 2.022 3Bit. .1290-02 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.g R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
595 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .76B0-01 .9323-0! .9323-01 .9000 .2684-02 .3271-02 1.994 14.66 553.8
595 27.268 1.8190 2181.0 .6202-01 .7523-01 .7523-01 .9000 .2176-0B .2639m02 1.614 12.73 561.7
\DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 132g
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER 8ODYFLAP (R4UK4O)
LHR SODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
577 3.019 7.990 40.06 .6989-02 670.3 131B. 95.71 .6922-01 3,093 3832. .1952-02 .7701-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC :.0175
577 ._347-0] .2335-01 "
"'*TEST DATA''"
RUN XO MS Y0 MS T/C NO. H/HREF H/HREF HLHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
Dis 27.268 .=couu 2_13.0 .1512 .JS_, ._847 .B000 ....4 _2 .B030-02 .777 • _ _o, n
577 27.268 1.8|90 2191.0 .I323 .IBIS .1616 .9000 .5752-02 .7026-02 4.17B 32.47 591.2
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1330
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (R4UK4I)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
*,*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEC. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
625 .5056 7.900 39.96 .1729-01 I00.1 1246. 92.40 .llf2-O| .4859 3723. .3249-03 .7435-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS _0 MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T_ HITO] H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.S R= =BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEC. RTAN/TO FTESEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
625 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .2358-01 .2859-01 .2859-01 .9000 .h023-03 .4878-03 .2861 2.135 534.5
625 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .304B-01 .3696-0I .3696-0l .9000 .5200-03 .6306-03 .3694 2.953 535.2
° \ •
/ )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1331
OHB4B BO-O LOWER BODYFLAP (R4UK41)
LWR 80DYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH _ 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .O00O ELEVON - .GO00BDFLAP 5.000 SPDBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
B]l .9967 7.940 39.96 .1384-01 204.6 1265. 92.93 .BB01-OI .971I 3752. .6391-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO} H(TAW) BOOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R:I.0 R=0,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R DEO. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
6_i 27.268 .92800 2!!3_0 .276!-0! .3345-0! .3345-0! .9000 .BB77-03 ,80B0-03 .4835 3.597 540,6
611 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .3207-GI .3885-01 .3885-01 .BOOO .7755-03 .9396-03 .5617 4.477 540.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I332
OH84B 60-0 LOWER BODYFLAP rR4UK41)
LHR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40,00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BOFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
•-*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB°SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
59? 2.013 ?.980 40.02 .1392-01 434.8 1297. 94.40 .4526-01 2.018 3801. .1294-02 .7596-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R:I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
59? 27.268 .BBBO0 2113.0 .I195 1454 .1454 .9000 .4183-02 .5091-02 3.042 22.30 569.5
597 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .1088 ,1324 .1324 .9000 .3810-02 .4636-02 2,771 21.77 569.4
\
,/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1333
OHB4B BO-O LOWER BODYFLAP rR4UK4|)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = ,0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
_**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
583 2.999 7.990 4C.05 ,139B-0! 671.1 1325. 96.21 .6930-01 3.097 3842. .194_-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO _S YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=t.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/T0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
583 27.268 ,92B00 2113.0 .B190 .2685 .2685 .9000 .9535-02 .t169-01 6.856 49.37 605.6
583 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .1871 .2292 .2292 .9000 .8147-02 .9979-02 5.879 45.42 603.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1334
OHB4B BO-O LONER BODYFLAP (R4UK42)
LHR. BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 8.000 BPDBRK = .0000
--,TEST CONDITIONS-,-
RU_ RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT_
619 .5067 7;900 39.95 .1393-01 99.45 1239. 91.88 .II05-Ol .4BB3 3712. .3247-03 .7393-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHRE_ H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN) QDOT OTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
619 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .BOO5-O! .2434-0l .2434-01 .90OO .3406-03 .4135-0_ .2393 1.784 536.1
619 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .2614-0! .3173-0] .3173-0I .9000 .4442-03 .5392-03 .3123 2.495 535.7
\
,/
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 1335
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP tR4UK42)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON = .OOO0
8DFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FIB
617 1.002 7.540 39.97 .1731-01 206.2 1267. 93.08 .2218-01 .9787 3755, .6431-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN X0 MS YO MS TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAW) OO0T OTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
617 27.268 .92800 2113,0 .3027-01 .3671-01 .3671-01 .9000 .735]-03 .8916-03 .5306 3.938 544.9
617 27.268. 1.8190 2191.0 .3098-01 .3756-01 .3756-01 .9000 .7523-03 .9122-03 .5436 4.325 544.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1338
OH84B 60-0 LOWER BODYFLAP (R4UK4B)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - .GO00
BDFLAP = 8.000 5PDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
591 1.988 7.980 40.01 .1391-01 433.9 1306. 95.05 .4517-01 2.013 3814. .1283-02 .7649-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
591 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .144] .1757 .1757 .9000 .5044-02 .6151-02 3.661 26.70 579.9
591 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .I179 .1437 .t437 .9000 .4129-02 .5031-02 3.006 B3.51 577.7
'_L • "
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1337
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (R4UK42)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK = .0000
•**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xIo 6 /FT3 /FT2
589 3.003 7.990 40.07 .t748-0I 673.7 1327. 96.36 .6957-01 3.I09 3845. .I949-02 .7754-07
HUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEG. R
• TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
..... n.n .,3_3 O, _ ,n 53.77 617.7589 27.266 .92800 =i_.u .a.ao .2gB6 .2986 .9_vu .I059-01 , n _ , ..5,v
589 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .2102 .2584 .2584 .9000 .9170-02 .1128-01 6.514 50.00 616.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I33B
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (R4UK43)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPOBRK - .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X}O 6 /FT3 IFT2
627 .5147 7,900 39.95 .1383-01 101.4 1242. 92.10 .I]27-01 .4923 3717. .3302-03 .7411-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
627 27.268 .92B00 2113.0 .4373-0I .53BI-01 .532|-01 .9000 .7506-03 .9133-03 .5232 3.884 544.6
627 27.268 l.BI90 2191.0 ,4!26-01 .5020-01 .5020-01 .9000 .708B-03 .B616-03 .4937 3.928 544.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1339
_. OH84B 60-0 LOWER BOOYFLAP {R4UK43)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 £LEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPOBRK - .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 /FT3 /FT2
609 1.024 7.940 39.98 .1388-01 209.I 1261. 92.64 .2249-01 .9925 3746. .6553-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
609 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .1543 .1884 .1884 .9000 .3770-02 .4604-02 2.623 18.28 564.8
609 27.268 1.8190 2181.0 .1210 .1477 .1477 .9000 .2955-02 .3609-02 2.057 16.20 564.6
_ _"
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1340
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP fR4UK43)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 15,00 SPOBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
599 1.990 7.980 40.04 .1744-01 435.0 1307. 95.13 .4528-01 2.0Z8 3815. .1285-0B .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREP TAW/TO H(TO) H(_AW) QDOT DTkIDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
. 599 27.269 .92800 2113.0 .3317 .4089 .4089 .9000 .I163-01 .I434-01 8.059 57.81 613;9
.... 599 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .2913 .3590 .3590 .9000 .1021-01 .f259-01 7.075 54.37 613.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H846 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1341
0H848 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (R4LIK43)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
6DFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
585 2.982 7.990 40.06 .1397-01 669.7 1328. 96.43 .6916-01 3,091 3846. .1936-02 .7760-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H(HREF TAN/TO H(TO) • H(TAN) QDOT DTHDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
585 27.266 .92900 2113.0 .3374 .4187 .4187 .9000 .1468-01 .1622-01 10.03 70.90 644.2
585 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .2928 .3630 .3630 .9000 .1274-01 .1579-01 8.748 66.35 640.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHBWB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1342
OHB4B BO-O LOWER BODYFLAP (R4UK44)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP _ 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 IFT2
629 .5153 7.90.0 39.96 .1729-01 lOl.B 1244. 92.25 .1131-01 .4940 3720. .3309-03 .7423-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} Ht+AW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
629 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .1109 .1353 .1353 .9000 .1907-0B .2327-0B 1.31B 9.721 553.9
.629 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 ,1123 .1370 .1370 .9000 .1931-02 .2357-02 1.330 10,53 554.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1343
OHB4B BO-O LONER BODY_LAP (R4UK44)
LHR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FTB
607 .9972 7.940 39.96 .1393-0I 205.3 1276. 93.74 .220B-01 .9744 3769. .635B-03 .7543-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FTBSEC =.0175
607 .2426-0t .407B-01
L -- . o ....
***TEST DATA**"
RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF" H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN] ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
B07 27.258 .92800 2113.0 .BBBO .3531 .353I .9000 .6986-02 .B567-02 4.B31 35.16 584.2
607 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .2711 .3327 .3327 .9000 .B577-02 .8071-02 4.532 35.30 586.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1344
OH84B 60-0 LOWER BODYFLAP (R4UK44}
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 23,50 BPDBRK = .O00O
•**TEST CONOITIONS °°*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2
SOt 1.999 7.980 39.99 .1388-01 435.3 1304. 94.9! .4531-01 2.020 3811. .1289-02 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW] QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R " BTU/ DEG. R DEG, R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
601 27.288 .92800 2113.0 .4639 .5795 .5795 .9000 .I626-01 .2032-0! 10.63 74.90 650.2
601 27.268 1.8190 219|,0 .4095 .5116 .51|6 .9000 .1436-01 .1794-0! 9.375 70.78 650.7
\
/ )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL' PAGE 1345
OHB4B BO-O LOWER BOOY_LAP (R4UK44)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.OOO ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BOFLAP = 23.50 SPOBRK = .GO00
"*'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
587 3,006 7.990 40.06 .1398-0! 671.3 1323. 96.07 .6933-01 3.098 3839. .1948-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
587 27.268 .92B00 2113.0 .4433 .5559 .5559 .9000 .1930-01 .2420-01 I2.60 87.95 669.9
587 27.268 i.Bi90 2i9i,0 .3875 .4858 .4BBB .BOO0 .16BT-Oi .21iS-Of if.03 62.54 66e.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1346
OH84B 60-0 LOWER BODYFLAP (R4UK45)
LWR BOOYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = ,0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER tFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
681 .5058 ?.900 39.93 -.I034-01 101.2 1255. 93.06 .1125-01 .4913 3736. .3262-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
681 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .2010-01 .2431-01 .2431-01 .9000 .3452-03 .4176-03 .2499 1.868 530.8
68| 27.26B 1.8190 2191.0 .2571-01 .3110-01 .3110-0I .9000 .4416-03 .5342-03 .3194 2.558 531.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 oH84B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1347
OH84B 60'0 LONER BODYFLAP fR4UK45)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = ;0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA 9ETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
66? 1.005 ?.940 39.96 -.B922-02 205.3 126t. 92.64 ,2208-01 .9744 3746. .6433-03 .?454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HiHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H{TO}. H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NLIMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
66? 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .2072-01 .2507-01 .2507-01 .9000 .5017-03 .6070-03 .364? 2.72B 533.8
667 27.B68 1.8190 2191.0 .2683-01 .3248-01 .3248-0I .9000 .6496-03 .7864-03 .4710 3.763 535.?
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1348
OH84B 60-0 LOWER BODYRLAP (R4UK451
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 £LEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.0_0 SPDBRK - .0000
•.'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC, DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
687 1.992 7.980 40.00 -.6947-02 434.9 1306. 95.05 .4527-01 B.OIB 3814, .1285-02 .7649-07
RUN }-FEF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) GDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC I SEC
687 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .5109-01 .6175-01 .6175-01 .9000 .1791-02 .2165-02 1.355 10.04 549.0
687 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .4634-01 .560]-01 .5601-01 .9000 .1624-0_ .1963-02 1.228 9_742 549.7
/ )
DATE 23 FEB 90 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1348
0H846 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (R4LIK45)
LHR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 6.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 BPDBRK • .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG.. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 . /FTB
701 2.998 7.990 40.05 -.6978-02 669.5 1323. 96.07 .6914-0I 3.090 3839. .1942-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF 6TN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
701 . .4347-01 .2342-01
T_T DATA*°"
RUN XO HS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTND? TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
701 27.268 .S2800 2113.0 .1104 .1343 .1343 .9000 .4800-02 .5840-02 3.564 25.99 580.2
701 27.268 1.8|90 2191.0 .8854-01 .1077 .I077 .9000 .3849-02 .4681-02 2.865 22.40 578.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1350
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP tR4UK46)
i
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " 5.000
BDFLAP = .ODO0 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
-:NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
• XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
679 .5025 7.900 39.97 -.6923-02 100.5 i255. 93.06 .I117-01 .4881 3736. .3241-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN X0 MS Y0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/T0 H(TO) HITAN) ODOT OTWDT TW
• NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEG FTBSEC /BEC
679 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .2156-01 .2610-0I .2610-01 .9000 .3691-03 .4468-03 .2662 1.988 533.4
679 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 ,2826-01 .342B-01 .3422-01 .9000 .4839-03 .5859-03 .3485 2.786 534.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODELBO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1351
OH84B 60-0 LONERBODYFLAP tR4UK4S)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .OOOO ELEVON - 5.000
C43FLAP= ,0000 SPDI_RK= .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO 14J
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT_
665 1.003 7.940 39.97 -.1732-0! E05.8 1265. 92.93 ,2213-0l .9768 3752. .6q_9-03 .'P4"/8-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FTESEC =.0175
665 .2425-01 .4052-0!
***TEST DATA**" " . _.
RUN XO HS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) O00T DTWDT TW
NUMBER R-I.O R=O.9 R= BTUIR BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R BEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTEBEC FT2SEC /SEC
665 2"7.268 .92000 2113.0 .EI47-01 .2B05-01 .2605-0l .9000 .5206-03 .631B-03 .3742 2.776 546.0 ::
865 27._158 1.8190 2iSi.O .2982-01 .3620-0| .3620-0_ .9000 .7232-03 .8780-03 .5!B7 4.!20 5q?.4 i ,
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1352
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (R4UK4B)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P _ V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC "
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
689 1.996 7.980 39.99 -.I041-01 434.3 1303. 94.84 .4521-01 2.015 3810. .1287-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF 6TN NO




RUN xo MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
689 27.268 .92B00 2113.0 .7401-01 .B977-01 .B977-0| .9000 .2592-02 .3144-02 1.923 14.16 560.6
689 27.268 I.Bl90 2191.0 .B666-01 .8089-01 .8089-01 .9000 .2334-02 .2833-02 1.728 13.62 562.4
DATE'23 FEB 80 0H949 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC YKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1353 4
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BOOYFLAP - lR4UK49) )
LNRBODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 9.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
:! RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO, T P O V RHO MU
i NUMBER /FT DEG_ DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SECXlO 9 /FT3 /FT2
699 B;Bg9 7.gBO 40.05 -.6984-02 670.4 1324. 96.14 .6923-01 3.094 3941. .1944-02 .7739-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
699 27.268 .92B00 2113_0 .1581 .I932 .1932 .9000 .6977-02 .9407-02 5.003 39.20 596._
B99 27.268 ,.8,gv', n 219!.0 .1283 .1567 .'_,_, .gnnn.... 5582-02 .682v-_n n_ 4._,vn_" 31.58 594.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSON|C TUNNEL PAGE 13_
OH84B 60-0 LONER B6DYFLAP fR4UK47)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAHETR|C DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0066 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP • 8.000 SPDBRK • .0000
o**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PS|A PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 /FT3 IFT2
683 .5030 7.906 39.93 -.6896-62 100.5 1254. 92.99 • I | 17-0! .4880 3735. .3242-03 .7483-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HII_iREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN •
NUHBER R=I.O R"O.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT25EC /SEC
683 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .1427-01 .1729-0l .1729-61 .9606 .2442-03 ,2959-03 .1752 ! .306 536.2 .
683 27.B6e 1.8190 2191.0 .2299-6| .B78"/-01 .2787-01 .9600 .3935-03 .4"/70-63 ._19 2.250 537._
: ?:
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1355
0H848 60-0 LOWER 80DYFLAP (R4UK471
LWR 80DYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .000O ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
669 1.010 7.940 39.95 -.1037-0! 805.9 1259. 92.49 .2215-0! :8773 3743. .6462-03 .7443-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) 0DOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
669 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .2246-01 .2727-01 .2727-01 .9000 .5446~03 .6611-03 .3887 2.886 544.8
668 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .2872-01 .3487-01 .3487-0| .9000 .6961-03 .8452-03 .4968 3.951 545.0
: OATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL
:, • PAGE 1356
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BOOYFLAP
! _R4UK47)
LHR BODYRLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 5.000BOFLAP = B.O00 SPDBRK - .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS-,*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p O V RHO HU
NUMBER XIo/FT6 DEG. DEG. PS|A DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
/FT3 /FT2
685 2.023 7.980 39.98 -.6930-02 434.5 |292. 94.03 ,4523-0| 2.016 3794. .]298-02 .7567-07
RUN HREF STN NO





MS ' YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
" TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /5£C
685 -27.268 .92800 2113.0 .1540 .1880 .1880 .9000 .5385-02 .6574-02 3.644 28.07 577.7
685 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .1278 .156! .1561 .9000 .4471-02 .545B-02 3.196 25.01 577.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1357
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (R4UK47)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40,00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK = .0000
**-TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
703 2.990 7.S90 40.01 -.6955-02 668.4 1324. 96.14 .B903-Ol 3.085 3841. .I938-02 .7736-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/T0 H(TO) H{TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/T0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
703 27.268 .92800 2t13.0 .2430 .2993 .2993 .9000 .IOSB-OI .1300-01 7.437 53.21 619.3
....... ann o_n_-n_ 11_n-nl n n1_ 50.68lu_ 27.26_ i.ol_u .... .O .2164 .2EBB ==== ._0_ 620.!
OATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 6010 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1358
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER BODYFLAP (R4UK4B)
LWR BOOYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
,,,TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 /FT2
X10 6
675 .5021 7.900 39.94 -.6904-02 100.2 1253. 9B.91 .1114-01 .4BBB 3733. .3235-03 .7477-07
RUN HREF STN NO




"RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BIU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
675 27.268 .92B00 2113.0 .32]5-01 .3907-01 .3907-01 .good .5495-03 .6676-03 .3890 2.887 544.8
675 87.268 1.8190 2191.0 .3759-0I .4569-01 .4569-01 .9000 .6425_03 .7809-03 .4541 3.609 545.9
DATE 23 FEB SO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1359
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (R4UK4B)
LHR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG; DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
673 1.003 7.940 39.97 -.6929-02 205.6 1264. 92.86 .2211-01 .975B 3751. .6427-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TANITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
673 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .I198 .1461 .1461 .9000 .2903-02 .3540-0_ 2.037 14.99 562.0
673 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .I175 .1435 .1435 .9000 .2949-02 .3477-02 1.994 i5.71 563.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1360
OHB4B 60-0 .LOWER BODYFLAP IR4UK48)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA - ,OOO0 ELEVON - 6.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
691 1.993 7.980 39.99 -.6942-02 434.6 I305. 94.98 .4524-01 2.017 3813. .1286-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDINUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R G. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
691 27.268 .92B00 "2113.0 .3255 .401B .401B .9000 .il40-OI .1408-0l 7.834 56.09 617.7
69I 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .2060 .3532 .353B .BOO0 .1002-01 .I23B-Ol 6.877 52.73 618.5
/ ,I
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1361
OHB4B BO-O LOWER BODYFLAP (R4UK48)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BOFLAP = I5.00 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONOITIONS _*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xlb 6 /FT3 IFTB
697 2.999 7.990 40.00 -.6947-02 668.9 1322. 96.00 .6B08-OI 3.087 3838. .1942-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF . BTN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OO0T DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
Bg? 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .3401 .4224 ._224 .9000 .1478-01 .1835-01 10.03 70.89 643.3
697 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .2942 .3652 .3652 .9000 .IB78-OI .1587-01 8.68! 65.80 642.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1362
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BOOYFLAP (R4UK49)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8,000 ALPHA - 40,00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5,000
BDFLAP - 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEC. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
. XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
B77 .5060 7.900 39.96 -.6920-02 101.1 1254. 92.99 .1124-01 .4909 3735. .3262-03 .7483-07
RuN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC"
677 27.268 "" 2113.0 .6753-01 .8BI7-01 .8B17-01 .9000 .1159-02 .14ll-02 .8156 6.038 550.2
677 87.288 iT8i9 r 2191.0 .B064-01 .9BI7-01 .9BI7-01 .9000 .1384-02 .1685-02 .9720 7.704 551.6
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL _AV_ I_O_
OHB4B BO-O LONER BODYFLAP (R4UK4B)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH AL_HA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEC. PSIA DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XID 6 /FT3 /FT2
67l 1.007 7.940 39.96 -.1038-01 204.7 1257. 92.34 .2202-01 .9716 3740. .6435-03 .7431-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(.TAN} QDOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
671 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .2578 .3166 .3166 .9000 ,6228-02 .7649-02 4.214 30.74 590.!
671 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .2583 .3178 .3178 .9000 .6241-02 .7579-02 4.189 32.65 585.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1364
OH84B GO-O LOWER BOOYFLAP (R4UK49)
LHR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B,O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
,''TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEO. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
693 2,000 7.980 40.00 -.1042-0I 434.5 I302. 94.76 .4523-01 2.0IS 3808. .I2Be-OB .7686-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT IN
NUHBER R=I,0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
693 B7.268 .92800 2113.0 .4483 .5582 .5582 .9000 .1570-01 .1955-01 10.38 73.48 640.6
B93 27.868 1.8190 2191.0 .4004 .4989 .4989 .9000 .t402-01 .t747-01 9.245 70.07 642.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB48 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1565
OH848 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP rR4UK49)
LHR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
_*oTEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlO 6 /FT3 IFTE
695 3.030 7.990 40.02 -.6963-02 669.0 t313. 95.34 .6909-01 3.087 3825. .1956-02 .7672-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAN) ODOT OTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
695 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .4441 .5582 .5582 .9000 .1927-01 .2422-01 I2.38 86.45 670.2
695 27.268 .8190 2191,0 .3725 .4674 .4674 .9000 ,1617-01 .2029-01 10.45 78.32 666.2
i
DATE23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1366
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER BODYFLAP (R4UKSO)
LNR BOOYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8,000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BBFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
'''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
,NURBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
' • XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
767 .5029 7.900 39.98 -,3466-0B 100.1 1251, g2.77 .lll3-OI .4863 3730. .3238-03 .7_65-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS %0 MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R STU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO F_2SEC • FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
767 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .1972-01 .2389-0I .2389-01 .9000 ,3368-03 .4081-03 .B410 1.798 535.0




DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1367
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (R4UKSO)
L_R BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = .0000 6PDBRK - .0000
**°TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
757 1.0h3 7.840 39,99 -.4654-06 214.1 1265. 98.93 .2302-01 1.016 3752. .6687-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN xo MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} HITAN) ODOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
757 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .2301-01 .2791-01 .2791-01 .9000 .5692-03 .6904-03 ,4101 3.045 544.2
757 27,268 1.8190 2191.0 .4228-01 .5133-0I .5133-01 .9000 .1046-02 .1270-02 .7499 5.956 547.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 13BB
OH84B SO-O LONER BODYFLAP (R4UKBOI
LNR 80DYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B_OOO ALPHA " 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
755 1.966 7.980 40.06 -.4684-06 429.7 1307. 95.13 .4474-01 1.994 3815. .1269-02 .7655-07
RUN ftREF STN NO




RUN xo MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAN) QOOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
755 27_268 .92800 2113.0 .8099-0! .9833-0l .9833-01 .9000 .2823-02 .3427-02 2.091 15.36 565.8
755 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .7291-01 .8854-01 .8854-01 .9000 .2541-02 .3086-02 1.881 14.80 566.5
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I369
OHB4B BO-O LONER BODYFLAP (R4UK50)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " B.0O0 ALPHA " 40.00 ZETA " .000O ELEVON " 7.500
8DFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK " .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA ZETA P0 TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]0 6 /FT3 /FT2
745 3.041 7.990 40.05 -.3495-02 670.5 1312. 95.27 .6924-01 3.094 3823. .1962-02 .7666-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN X0 HS YO MS T/C NO H/HRE£ H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /BEC
745 27.268 .92800 BIl3.0 .153B .187B .187B .9000 .BB71-02 .8158-02 4.BOl 34.81 592.0
745 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .1312 .1604 .I604 .9000 .5699-02 .6968-02 4.102 31.87 591;9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1370
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (R4UKSI)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 /FT2
XlO 6
765 .5049 7.900 39.98 -.3466-02 f00.4 1250. 92.69 .1116-01 .4875 3729. .3249-03 .7459-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=!.O R-O.B R• BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW_TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
765 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .3024-01 .3677-01 .3677-01 .9000 .5171-03 .6287-03 .3641 2.702 545.6
755 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 ,3583-0I .435B-01 .4359-01 .9000 ".6126:03 .7454-03 .4298 3.413 548.I
/ j
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |371
OH848 BO-O LONER BODYFLAP - fR4UKS|)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .OOO0 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK • .OOOO
"''TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FTZSEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
759 1.001 7.940 39.99 -.4655-06 206.7 1270. 93,30 .2224-0! .9813 3760. .6433-03 .7508-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUHBER R=l.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
759 27.268 .92800 2]13.0 .1102 .1344 .1344 .9000 .269i-02 .3269-02 1.894 I3.93 563.1
759 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 11206 .1472 .1472 .9000 .2933-02 .358]-02 2.057 16.17 568.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1372
OHB4B 60-0 LOWER BODYFLAP (R4UK5|)
" PARAMETRIC DATA
LNR 80OYFLAP
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK • .0000
''*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RI,-IO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
753 2.020 7.980 40.04 -.4678-06 434,4 I293. 94.11 .4523-0I 2.016 3795. .1297-02 .7573-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) (]DOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
753 27.268 .92B00 2113.0 .1338 .1633 .1833 .9000 .4678-02 .5712-02 3.340 24.38 578.7
753 27.268 t.8190 2191.0 .1130 .1380 .13B0 .9000 .3953-02 .4827-02 2.823 22.08 578.4
, DATE 23 FEB SO 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 137_
OHB4B SOLO LONER BODYFLAP {R4UI'(51)
LWR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • 7,500
BDFLAP = ]5.00 SPDBRK • .0000
_"TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
747 2.979 7.990 40.06 -.4686-06 660.0 1316, 95.56 .6816-01 3.046 3829. .1925-02 .7690-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/_REF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
747 27,268 .92800 2113.0 .t675 .2049 12049 .9000 ,7225-02 .8837-02 5.211 37.73 " 594.4
747 27.268 I=8190 2191,0 .1432 .1753 .1753 .9000 .6176-02 .7559-02 4,443 34.44 596.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1374
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP lR4UK52)
LHR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK " .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
763 .hBet 7.900 39.97 -.3462-02 99.3I 1252. 92.84 .1104-0| .4822 3732. .3209-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIE NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H{TO) H(TAN) QDOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=IoO R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC 15EC
763 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .6641-01 .8094-0| .8094-0| .9000 .I130-02 .1377-02 .7874 5;816 554.6
763 27.268 1.8190 2191.0 .7691-0! .9382-0! .9382-0| .9000 .130B-02 .1596-02 .9088 7,183 557.1
DATE 23 FEB SO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1375
OHB4B BO-O LONER BODYFLAR (R4UK52!
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO 10 T P . Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FIB
761 t.OO6 7.940 39.99 -,4652-06 206.4 I265. 92.93 .B220-01 .9799 3752. .6449-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HRER H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
76] 27,268 ,g2Boo 2113.0 .2485 .3052 .3052 .9000 .6035-02 .7413-0B 4.I07 29.99 584.2
761 27.268 .BlgO 219].0 .2515 .30B6 .30gB .BOO0 .6110-02 .7521-02 4.12! 32.04 590.3
. DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 80°0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |31
OHB4B BO-O LONER BODYFLAP (R4UI_t
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON " 7.500
' BDFLAP = 83.50 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
.RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FI DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlO B /FT3 /FT2
75i 1.987 7.980 40.06 -.4695S06 435.2 I309. 95.27 .4531-01 B.020 3818. .I284-02 .'7667-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO HIHRE_ HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
751 27.268" .92800 8!13.0 .4E07 .5739 .5739 .9000 .1616-01 .2013-01 10.72 75.74 645.3
751 27.268 1.8190 219!.0 .4080 .5086 .5086 .9000 .1431-01 .1784-01 9.465 71.57 647.4
OHB4B 60-0 LONER BODYFLAP (R4UI<52)
)
LNR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON " 1.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA P0 TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /RT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B IFT3 /FTB
749 2.958 7.990 40.06 -.468B-06 659.9 1322. 96.00 .6815-OZ 3.045 3838. .1916-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T0) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
749 27.268 .92800 2113.0 .433B .S442 .5442 .9000 .IB?l-O! .2348-01 12.17 84.92 671.2
?49 27.266 1.8190 2191.0. .3?83 .4?49 .4749 .9000 .1632_0| .2049-01 10.60 ?9.23 672.1
BATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1378
OHB4B 60_0 BOBYFLAP EDGE fR4UL291
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = e.o00 ALPHA m 40.00 BETA " ,0000 ELEVON " -t5.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK " .0000
o..TEST CONDITIONS o't
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PB TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 IFT3 IFT2
717. .5091 7.900 39.99 .3469-02 I00.3 1242. 92.10 .1115-0! .4869 3717. .3266-03 .74II-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=].O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
717 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .I976-01 .2390-0t .2390-01 .9000 .3373-03 .4079-03 .2420 1.757 524.2
717 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .1714-01 .2073-B1 .2073-0| .9000 .2926-03 .3538-03 .BIO0 1.550 523.8
717 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .1495-01 .180B-OI .180B-O| .9000 .2553-03 .30BG_03 .1833 1.331 523.4
/I
DATE 23 FEB BO 0H846 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1379
OHB4B 50-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4ULB9)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*..
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA. PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA, DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
715 1.013 7.940 39.99 .3459-02 207.7 1264. 92.86 .2234-01 .9860 3751. .6495-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREC H/HREr H/HREr TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=!.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DES. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
715 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .2156-01 .2502-0! .2602-0! .9000 .5253-03 .6339-03 .3974 2.810 526.1
715 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .1816-01 .2191-01 .219t-0! .9000 .4424-03 .5338-03 ,3257 2.409 525.3
715 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .]581-01 .1907-01 .1907-0I .9000 .3853-03 .4647-03 .2848 2.067 524.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1380
OHB4B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE rR4ULB9)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = e,o00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .OOO0 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
' ,,,TEST CONDITIONS,..
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
709 2.011 7.980 40.04 .I046-01 432.9 1294. 94.18 .4507-01 2.009 3796. .]292-02 .7579-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O • R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
709 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .3346-0I .4032-01 .4032-01 .9000 .I|6B-O2 .|40B-02 .gB75 6.411 534.0
709 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .2556-01 .3078-01 .3078-01 :9000 .8924-03 .1075-02 .6798 4.996 531.9
709 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .2087-01 .2513T0! .2513-01 .9000 .7288-03 .8775-03 .5566 4.028 530.0
} •
/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 13el
OHB4B BO-O BODYrLAP EDGE (R4ULBB)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.OO0 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -15.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = ,0000
""TEST CONDITIONS°*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
707 3.005 7,990 %0.0_ .6989-02 671.7 1324. 96,14 .B937-01 3,100 3841. .1947-02 .7736-07
RUN H_EF STN kO




RUN xo MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
707 26,994 5.0640 E;92.0 .4051-Ol .4879-01 .4879-01 ,9000 .I764-02 .2125-02 1,377 9,898 543.3
707 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3lOB-OI .3743-0l .3743-DI .9000 .1354-02 .1630-02 1,058 7,736 5uB.I
707 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 ,2544-01 .3061-01 ,306I-OI ,9000 ,I108-02 .1333-02 .8690 6.260 539.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1382
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAR EDGE (R4UL31_
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = e. O00 ALPHA - 40.00 8ET_ = .0000 ELEVON - -I5.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPWA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
719 .5000 7.900 39.98 .3465-02 100.3 1257. 93.21 .IllS-O! .4869 3739. .3227-03 .7501-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS ZO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDoT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
719 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .22B0-01 .2727-01 .2727-01 .9000 .3866-03 .4665-03 .2834 2.058 523.5
719 27.265 5.0920 2193,0 .2167-01 .2616-01 .2616-0! .9000 .3707-03 .4474-03 .2718 2.006 523.6
719 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .2375-01 .2867-01 .2867-01 .9000 .4063-03 .4904-03 .2979 2.163 523.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 13B3
OHB4B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL30)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -tS.OO
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST coNDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/BEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO S /FT3 lET2
713 .9943 7.940 39.99 .6941-02 204.3 I266. 93.00 .2198-0I .9699 3754. .B37B-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H{TAN} QBOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTaSEC FTBSEC /SEC
713 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .E625-01 .3167-01 .3167-01 .9000 .6344-03 .7654-03 .4690 3.401 526,3
713 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .2227-01 .268B-0I .2686-01 .9000 .5383-03 .6493-03 .3985 2.939 525.3
7_3 27.639 5.t060 2194.0 .2377-0I .2868-0l .2868-0I ,9000 .5746-03 .6933-03 .4250 3.083 526.0
DATE'23 FEB 80 0H849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1394 I
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL30)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PBIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC I
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
71! 1.999 7.980 40.06 .1048-0! 436.8 1307. 95.13 .4549-01 2.027 3816. .1290-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /BEC
71! 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .3463-0! .4168-01 .4168-0I .9000 .1217-02 .I465-02 .9396 6.785 534.5
7If 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3049-01 .3668-01 .36_8-0I ;9000 .I071-02 .1289-02 ..8287 6.087 533.1
71I 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .3922-01 .4722-0I .4722-01 .9000 .1378-02 .1659-02 1.062 7.668 535.7
/ )
DATE 23 FEB 60 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1385
OHB4B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE fR4UL30)
BOOYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xIo 6 /FT3 /FTB
705 3.029 7.990 40.07 .3498-02 670.2 1315. 95.49 .6921-0! 3.093 3827. .1956-02 .7684-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZD MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HI TO} H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
705 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .4192-01 .5055-01 .5055-01 .9000 .1821-02 .2196-02 1.403 10.08 544.4
705 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3658-01 .4409-01 .4409-01 .9000 .1589-02 .]916-02 1.227 8.970 542.6
705 27.639 5.IOBO 2194.0 .5263-01 .6350-0I .6350-0] .9000 .2287-02 .2759-02 1.757 12.81 546.5
DATE 23 FEE 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE !386
OH84B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL31)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B:O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -I2.50
8DFLAP = -]2.50 SPDBRK - .OOOO
**,TEST CONDITIONS,**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
725 .4997 7.900 39.98 -.1733-01 100.5 1259. 93.36 .1117-01 .4878 3742. .3228-03 .7513-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R}
FT2SEC =.0175
725 .1713-01 .5716-01
• _ **'TEST DATA'''
RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(T0) H(TAW) GDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
725 26.994 5.0640 2]92.0 .2214-01 .2678-01 .2678-01 .9000 .3791-03 .4586-03 .2755 1.992 532.0
725 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .2054-01 .2484-01 .2484-01 .9000 .35]7-03 .4254-03 .2556 1.879 531.9
725 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .1758-01 .2125-01 .2125-01 .9000 .3010-03 .3640-03 .2189 t.583 531.4
k
\
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN SHE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1587
OHB4B 50-0 BODYFLAP EDGE {R4UL31)
BOOYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA " _0.00 BETA - .O00O ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP -12.50 SPDBRK - .OOO0
"*'TEST CONOIT'IONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 B /FT3 /FT2
739 .9893 7.9h0 39.98 -.2427-01 204.0 1269. 93.22 .2|94-01 .9684 3758. .B353-03 .7502-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=i.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTUIR 8TUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /EC
739 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .2BOB-Of .3|51-01 .3151-01 .9000 .6297-03 .7615-03 ._617 3.332 535.5
739 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .2173-01 .2627-0! .2627-0! .9000 .5251-03 .634B-03 .3853 2.827 534.9
739 27.539 5.1060 2194.0 .1806-01 .2183-01 .2183-01 .9000 .4365-03 .527B-03 .3207 2.316 533.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1388
OHBhB 60-0 BOOYFLAP EDGE fR4UL31)
BODYFLAP EOOE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA .O00O ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -IB.50 SPDBRK " .ODD0
*''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
737 2.003 7.980 40.04 -.2093-01 434.I 1300. 94.62 .4520-01 2.015 3805. .1289-OB .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW} OOOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
737 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .3831-01 .4627-01 .4627-01 .9000 .1341-0B .1619-02 1.014 7.287 543.6
737 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3261-01 .3937-01 .3937-01 .9000 .l141-OB .1378-02 .BB37 6.312 542.8
737 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .2859-01 .3449-01 .3449-01 .9000 .I000-02 .1207-02 .7590 5.463 541.0
•:_5-: . ) J
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1389
0H846 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE {R4uL31)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.OOO ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .O00O ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
.%: XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
727 3.035 7.990 40.06 -.2097-01 670.9 1314. 95.41 .6928-01 3.096 3826. .1960-02 .7678-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T01 H(TAW) eOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
727 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .4805-01 .5787-01 .5787-01 .9000 .2088-02 .2516-02 1.616 II.84 539.9
727 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .4047-01 .4874-01 .4874-01 .9000 .1759-02 .2II8-02 1.363 9.981 538.9
727 27.639 5.1050 2194.0 .3188-0I .3937-01 .3837-0I .9000 .I386-02 .]668-02 1.077 ' 7.767 536.7
DATE 23 FEB 90 0H848 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1390
0H848 BO-O BODYFLAP EOGE (R4UL32)j"
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON " -12.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
723 .4957 7.900 39.9? -.1731-0! 100.1 1263. 93.65 .1113-0! .4862 3748. .3207-03 .7536-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
HUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
723 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .2482-DI .2994-01 .2994-01 .9000 .4245-03 .5122-03 .3131 2.272 525.1
723 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .2171-01 .2619-0t .2619-01 .9000 .3714-03 .4480-03 .2742 2.023 524.3
723 27.639 5. I060 2194.0 .2008-01 .2422-01 .2422-01 .9000 .3435-03 .4144-03 .2537 1.842 524.1
j .......... /
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1391
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE fR4UL32)
_v_, ^= En_c PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 9.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -12.50
BDFLAP = -5,000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FTB
741 .9943 7.940 39.99 -.2082-01 204.3 1266. 93.00 .2198-01 .9699 3754. .6378-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW} OOOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
741 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .2555-01 3091-01 .3091-01 .9000 .6175-03 .7472-03 .4503 3.249 536.4
741 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .2034-01 .2461-01 .2461-0I .9000 .4BI6-03 .5947-03 .3590 2.633 635.5
741 27.639 5.I060 2194.0 .tBSI-OI .2239-01 .2239-0I ,9000 .4473-03 .541]-03 ,3266 2.359 535.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1392
OH84B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL3B)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
•**TEST CONDITIONS °''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEG SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
735 1.997 7.980 40.06 -.2085-01 434.8 1304, 94.91 .4527-01 a,ol8 38II. .1287-02 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REFIR)
FT2SEC =.0175
735 .3504-01 .2873-01
• "*TEST DATA*'* _ "-
RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
735 26,994 5.0640 2192.0 .4059-01 .4903-01 .4903-01 .9000 .1426-02 .I718-02 1.092 7.876 537.5
735 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3360-01 .4047-0I 74047-01 .9000 .1178-02 .1418-02 .9042 6.632 535.8
735 27.639 5. I050 2194.0 .3438-01 .4141-01 .4141-01 .9OOO .1205-02 .1451-02 .9253 6.678 535.6
i)
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1393
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .GO00
***TEST COND|TIONS o**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO f'd
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PS_A PS! FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
729 3.003 7.990 40.07 -.2097-01 668.3 1320. 95.85 .6901-01 3.084 3835. .1943-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XOMS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW :_
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R :
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
729 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .4943-01 .5954-0! .5954-01.9000 .2146-02 .2585-02 1.667 11.99 542.8
729 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3947-01 .4751-01 .4751-01 ,8000 .1714-02 .2063-02 1.336 9.778 540.!
729 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .4182-0I .5034-0! .5034-01 .9000 .1816-02 .2186-02 1.415 10.19 540.l ' i;:;.... _i:i,ii!_
• !i_i:;!_• _,'_:';-_./".:, •
,. .2"..2,
./ .
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHBqB MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1394
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE {R4UL33)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
721 .5028 7.900 39.98 -. 38B-O1 100.9 1257. 93.21 .llBi-OI .4897 3739. .3245-03 .7501-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
721 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .2652-0t .3B04-0| .3204-0I .9000 .4548-03 .5495-03 .331B E.404 527.3
72I 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .2289-01 .2765-D! .2765-01 .9000 .3927-03 .4744-03 .2867 2. II3 526.6
721 27.B39 5.1060 2194.0 .2390-01 .2887-01 .2887-0l .9000 .4100-03 .4953-03 .B993 B.170 526.7
J
DATE 23 FEB 80 _(84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1395
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA 40,00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -_2.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK • .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT DEO, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R RSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
743 1.018 7,940 39.99 -.2081-01 209.4 1267, 93.08 .2253-01 .9941 3755. .6532-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
743 26,994 5.0640 2192.0 .2703-01 .3269-01 .3269-01 .900G .6615-03 .8002-03 .4834 3.489 535.9
743 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 ,2277-01 .2754-01 .2754-01 ,9000 .5574-03 .6741-03 .4079 2.993 534.9
743 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .2481-01 .3001-0! .3001-01 .9000 .6073-03 ,7346-03 .4441 3.206 535.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1396
DH94B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE fR4UL33)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH e,O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA ,0000 ELEVON - -lB.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS**" *
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT" DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 B /FT3 /FT2
733 1.990 7.980 40.04 -.209l-0! 433.8 I305. 94.98 .4516-01 2.013 3813. .1283-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/I-IREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAW) ODOT DTHOT TW
NUMBER R=t.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
733 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .4215-01 .5080-01 .50BO-OI .9000 .1476-02 .1779-02 1.130 8.141 53B,9
733 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3738-01 .4505-01 .4505-01 .9000 .1309-02 .1577-02 1.003 7.346 538.4
733 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .4784-01 .5767-01 .5767-0! ".9000 .1675-02 .2019-02 1.28! 9.229 539.6
,!
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1397
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
:#.
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .OO00 ELEVON - -12.50
.. BDFLAP = .O000 SPDBRK = .0000
, ***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 Y RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. BEG. PSIA DEC. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SED
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
731 3.017 7.990 40.06 -.2096-01 671.5 1320. 95.85 .6935-0I 3.099 3835. .1953-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QBOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= . BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG, R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
731 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .5287-0I .6366-01 .6366-01 .9000 .2301-02 .2770-02 1.791 12.89 541.2
731 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .4639-01 .5582-01 .5582-01 .9000 .2019-02 .2429-02 1.57B 11.56 538.2
731 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .5730-01 .B89B-OI .6899-01 .9000 .2494-02 .3003~02 1.942 13.98 540.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 :" C OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1398
OHB4B SO-O BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL34)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = S.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
• "*TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEGI R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O 6 /FT3  FIB
633 ' .5017 7.900 39.93 -.3449-02 100.0 1252. 9B._ .1112-01 .4857 3732. .3232-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAll/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTklDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
:_; TAN/TO FTBBEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
633 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .3510-01 .4252-01 .4252-01 .9000 .5992-03 .725B-03 .430I 3.107 533.9
633 27.255 5,0920 2193.0 ,3452-01 .4182-01 .4182-01 .90OO .5894-03 .7139-03 .422B 3.104 534.3
633 27.639 5.I060 2194.0 .3031-0! .3670-01 .3670-01 .9000 .517_-03 .6266-03 .3719 2.688 533.0
\. \
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1399
0H848 60-0 800YFLAP EDGE (R4UL34}
BODYPLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = -5.000
BDFLAP : -12.50 SPDBRK , .0000
***TEST CONDI T IC,NSo,"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG, DEC,. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
B59 1.001 7.940 :39.97 -.4645-0B 206.7 1270. 93.30 .2223-01 .9811 3760. .6431-03 .750B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) C,DOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEC,. R DEC,. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
B59 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .4531-01 .54"/5-01 .5475-0I .9000 .1 IOB-02 .1332-02 .8119 5.868 533.0
659 2"/.265 5.0920 2193.0 .4191-01 .5063-01 .5063-01 .9000 .1019-02 .1232-02 .7514 5.52! 532.6
659 2"7.639 5. 1060 2194.0 .3901-01 .4"/10-01 .4710-01 .9000 .9488-03 . 1146-02 .7008 5.069 53l. !
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1400
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE fR4UL34)
BODYFLAm EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
647 1.985 7.980 40.00 .3471-02 436.3 1312. 95.49 .4542-01 2.025 3823. .1284-02 .7684-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R {)lEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
647 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .6388-01 .77|3-01 .7713-01 .9000 .2245-02 .B710-02 1.713 12.28 548.5
647 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .5273-0I .6362-01 .6362-01 .9000 .1853-02 .2236-02 1.420 I0.36 545.6
647 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .4741-01 .5715-01 .5715-01 .9000 .1666-02 .B008-02 1.282 9._22 542.1
/) •/
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1401
OH84B 60-0 BOOYFLAP EDGE {R4UL34)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 IFT2
649 3.013 7.990 40.03 .6987-02 670.5 1320. 95.85 .6924-01 3.094 3835. ,1950-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R:I.O R:O.S R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DE(}. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
649 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .7155-01 .B646-01 .8646-01 .9000 .3112-0B .3760-02 B.3BI 17.03 554.3
649 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .5924-01 .7153-01 .7153-01 .9000 .25"76-0B .3111-02 I .979 14.40 551.5
649 27.639 5. 1060 2194.0 .4648-01 .5603-01 ,5603-0 ] .9000 .2022-02 .2437-02 I .566 I ! .25 544.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IW02
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL35;
BOOYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = -5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
'''TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
635 .4992 7.900 39,96 -.3458-02 99.17 12w9. 92.62 .1102-01 ._815 3727. .3212-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
635 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .3640-01 .4402-01 .4402-01 .9000 .6]85-03 .7479-03 .446! 3.233 527.4
635 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3448-01 .4171-01 .4171-01 .9000 .585B-03 .7087-03 .4216 3. I03 528.9
635 27.639 5.1060 B194.0 .2503-01 .3028-01 .3028-01 .9000 .4253-03 .5145-03 .3062 2.218 529.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHBhB MODEL 6O-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1403
OH84B 60-0 80DYFLAP EDGE fR4UL_5)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BEIA - .OOO0 ELEVON - -5,000
BDFLAP = -5.000 5PDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU ,
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/BEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
657 .9860 7.940 39.99 -.4654-06 202,4 1265. 92.93 .2177-01 .9606 3758. .6322-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTWDT TW
NUHBER R=t.0 R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
657 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .4599-01 .5566-01 .5566-01 .9000 .II06-02 .1339-08 .9043 5.800 537.4
657 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3985-01 .4823-01 .4823-0l .9000 .9585-03 .!160-02 .6979 5.117 536.6
657 27.639 5.1060 2194,0 ,3081-01 .3726-01 .3786-0! .9000 .7411-03 .8963-03 .5413 3,909 534.3
DATE 23 FEe 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1404
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE {R4UL35)
BOOYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEG. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 IFT2
645 1.997 7,9B0 40.01 -.4664-06 434.4 1303. 94.84 .45BB-O! 2.016 3810. .1287-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) N(TAW] ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ lEG. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
645 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .G5BO-O! .7964-01 .7964-01 .9000 .2304-02 .B789-02 f.727 12.35 553.2
645 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .4969-01 .6007-01 ,6007-01 .9000 .1740-02 .2104-02 1.311 9.551 549.2
645 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .3988-01 .4817-01 .4BI7-OI .9000 .1397-0B .1687-0B 1.057 7.588 546.0
7/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IWO5
OHB4B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL35)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.OOO ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .O00O ELEVON = -5o000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEE. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-BEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
655 2.899 ?.990 40.0] .B952-02 675.0 1330. 96.58 .6970-0I 3.115 3849. .1948-02 .7772-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R:I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
655 26.994 5.0640 2|92,0 .BOe3-Ol .9760-01 .9760-0! .9000 .3531-02 ,4264-02 B.733 19.58 555.e
B55 27.265 5,0920 2193.0 .6094-0| .7349-01 .7349-01 .9000 .2662-02 .3210-02 2.073 I5.09 55l. I
655 27.839 5.1060 BIG4.0 .5417-01 .6523-01 .6523-01 .9000 .2367-02 .2850-02 1.B57 13.34 545.1
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1406
OHB4B BO-O 80DYFLAP EDGE fR4UL3S)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG., DEG. PSIA . DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
637 .5033 7.900 39.93 -.66£7-02 99.99 1249. 92.62 .llII-Ol .4855 3727. .323B-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/BREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAW) GDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
637 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .3557-01 .4799-01 .479B-01 .9000 .6752-03 .B185-03 .4813 3.474 535.8
637 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3418-01 .4143-0! .4143-0[ .9ODD .5832-03 .7068-03 .4162 3.054 535.0
637 2_.639 5. I060 2194.0 .2668-01 .3233-0I .3233-01 .9000 .4552-03 .5515-03 .3254 _.36! 533.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1407
OHB4B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE {R4ULI6)
BOOYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO B /FT3 /FT2
663 I.O1B ?.940 39.97 -.4643-06 207.3 1260. 92.56 .2230-01 .B840 3745, .B501-03 .7449-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TANI ODOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
663 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .4B?l-OI .5995-01 .5895-01 .9000 .1185-02 .1434-02" .B591 6,204 534.6
663 27.265 5.0920 2]93.0 .400B-Of .48h7-01 .4847-0] .9000 .9749-03 . I I79-02 .7089 5.209 532,4
663 27,639 5. 1060 2194,0 .3230-0l .3904-01 .3904-01 .9000 .7857-03 .B497 -03 .573! 4. 147 530.:3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1408
0H848 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE rR4UL3B)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .OOO0 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - ,0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG: PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
643 2.005 7.980 39.98 -.I040-01 434.5 1299. 94.54 .4523-0I 2.0lB 3B04, .1291-02 .7608-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO] H(TAW) ODOT DTi,_DT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
643 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .7070-01 .B553-01 .B553-01 .9000 .2475-02 .2994-02 1.854 13.28 549.7
643 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .5402-0[ .652B-Of .6526-0! .9000 .IBg!-02 .2285-02 1.426 10.41 544.8
643 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .5419-01 .6544-0! .B544-0! .9000 .1897-0B .2291-02 1.434 10.3l 543,0
DATE 23 FEB BO 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |409
OHB4B BO-O BOOYFLAP EDGE (R4UL36)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVGN - -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
653 2.998 7.890 40.02 .6962-02 672.4 1327. 96.36 .6944-01 3.103 3845. .1945-02 .7754-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
653 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .B565-01 .I035 .I035 .9000 .3734-02 .45t3-02 2.868 20.46 558.4
653 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .B370-01 .7687-0| .7687-01 .9000 .2777-02 .3351-02 2.151 15.64 552.2
653 27.639 5.i060 2194.0 .6484-01 .7819-01 .7819-01 .9000 .2827-02 .3408-02 2.197 15.75 549.4
DATE 23 FEB 60 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1410
OHB_B 6G-O 60DYFLAP EDGE tR4UL_?)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON " -5.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PBIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo 6 /FT3 /FT2
639 .5035 7.900 39.95 -.1383-01 99.79 1247. 92.47 .1109-01 .4845 3724. .3237-03 .7441-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF HIWREF TAW/TO HtTO) HtTAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
639 26.994 5.0640 2|92.0 .4029-01 .4878-01 .4878-01 .9000 .6864-03 .8312-03 .4913 3.554 531.0
639 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3408-01 .4125-01 ,4125-01 .9000 .5807-03 .7028-03 .4166 3.066 529.3
639 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .3223-01 .3901-01 .3901-01 .9000 .5493-03 .6647-03 .3943 2.856 528.6
7
/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 141!
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE _4UL37)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BEIA - .0000 ELEVON • -5.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
661 1.02! 7.940 39.97 -.4644-06 206,8 1254. 92.12 .B224-01 .9816 3736. .6517-03 .7413-07
• RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS t/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT 011401 TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
66t 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .4754-01 .5759-01 .5759-01 .9000 .I154-0P .1398-02 .B295 5,989 535.0
661 27.265 5.0920 2193._ .3829-01 .4634-01 .4634-01 .9000 .9296-03 .1125-02 .6710 4.932 531.9
661 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .3691-01 .4467-01 .4467-01 .9000 .B961-03 .1084-02 .6471 4.680 531.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1412
OHB4B BO-O BOOYFLAP EDGE tR4UL37I
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPOBRK = .0000
''*TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG.. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 " /FT3 /FT2
647 2.028 7.980 39.99 -.6938-02 435.7 1292. 94.03 .4536-01 2.022 3794. .1302-02 .7567-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) or.lOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=1.0 R_0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT_SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
541 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .7609-0| .9195-01 .9195-01 .9000 .2665-02 .3220-02 1.997 14,36 542.5
64I 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .6164-0I .7436-01 .7436-0! .9000 .2159-02 .2604-02 1.630 11.9S 536.6
641 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .6985-01 .8428-01 .8428-01 .BOO0 .2446-02 .2951-02 1.846 13.31 537.2
/ ,/
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1413
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL37)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BOFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
•"*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
651 2.990 7.990 40.05 .3490-02 671.4 1328. 96.43 .6934-01 3.098 38_B. .1941-02 .7760-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
B51 .4356-01 .2344-01
• **TEST DATA *°_
RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTI,,IDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO rTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
GSl 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .9128-0l .II02 .II02 .9000 .3976-02 .4SOl-02 3.073 21.96 55_.9
BSl 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .7176-01 .B645-01 .8645-01 .9000 .3126-0B .3766-02 2.W43 I?.82 546.3
651 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .7994-01 .983;-0! .9631-0I .9000 .3482-02 .4195-02 2.721 I9.53 546.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |414
OH84B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL38}
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA : 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .O000BOFLAP = -12.50 SPOBRK .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
631 .5096 7.900 39.97 .1384-0I 10].0 1247. 92.47 .|122-0! .4903 3724. .3276-03 .7441-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REr(R]
FT2SEC =.0175
631 .1714-0! .5868-01
• "+TEST DATA +**
RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
63! 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .3445-01 .4170-0! .4170-01 .9000 .5905-03 .7147-03 .4237 3.068 529.1
63! 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .2BI6-0! .3407-0! .3407-0! .9000 .4826-03 .5840-03 .3466 2.552 528.5
631 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .1735-01 .2098-0! .2098-01 .9000 .2974-03 .3596~03 .2142 1.553 526.5
DATE .=3 FEB 80 0H949 MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VI<F HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOiE 14|5
0H949 60-0 BODYF'LAPEDGE II_UL3_B|
BODY_L_.__:DC,E PARAHETR[C DATA
MACH - 8;000 ALPHA ,, 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELIrVOI_ " .0000
> r BOFL:k° " "iP...50 _ " "0000
" '''TEST CONOIT IONS,co
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO Iqu
NUMBER IFT DEG. 0£G. PSIA DEG. R lEG. R PSIA PSI I:'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SECXIO 6
/FT3 IFTP.
605 !. 013 7.940 39.97 . ! 385-0 [ 206,2 1258. 02.42 .22 !8-01 .9"/87 37q2, .6q'F/-03 .'7437-0"/
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS Z0 MS T/C NO H/HREr H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H{TOI H(TAN} QDOT OTNDT TM
N_R R=I.O R=0.9 R- 6TU/R BTUIR 6TUI DI[G. R EG. R
TAN/TO FT_EC FT_-_-aF.C FT_SEC /SEC
605 26.99q 5.0840 219_.0 .q276-0! .5170-01 .5170-01 .9000 .1037-02 .1_54-06 .75q_ 5.q57 530.4
605 E'/.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3938-01 .4640-01 .4640-01 .9000 .9308-03 .11_'_5-02 .6770 q.980 530.3
605 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 ,2543-01 .3071-0l .3071-01 .9000 .6168-03 .7449-03 .4513 3.273 5_6.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1416
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAPEDGE _R4__38)
BODYFLAPEDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
: MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40,00 BETA = ,0000 ELEVON = ,0000
BDFLAP = -12,50 SPDBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT OEG, DEG, PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SECIP'T3 /FT_
XlO 6
603 2.009 7.980 39.99 .1734-01 434.1 1297. 9_.40 .4519-01 2.014 3801. .129_-02 .7596-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF HiHR(F TN41TO H(TO) H(TAN) (_OT DTMOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. RTAll/TO FT_SEC FTL:_"JEC FTL:_'J£C ISI[C
603 BS,BeJ"t 5,0640 2198,0 .5994-0i .7235-01 ,7235-01 ,9OOO ,2097-02 ,E531-02 1,585 11,41 540,7
603 ET.E65 5,0920 8193,0 ,4960-01 ,5985-0! ,5985-01 ,gooo ,1735-02 .2094-02 1,314 9,625 53g, I
603 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .3459-01 .4166-01 .4168-01 .9000 .1210-02 .1457,0B .9239 6.6"7"7 533.1
/OATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1417
........... _,, _.,. _ i_u_o ;
BOOYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
• MACH = 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
• '*TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
581 2.994 7.990 40.05 .1047-0l B71.7 1327. 96.36 .BB37-01 3.100 3845. .1943-02 .7754-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HRER H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG, R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
5Bl 25.994 5.0640 2192.0 .6558-01 .7919-01 .7919-01 .9000 .2857-02 .3450-02 2.205 15.76 554.8
581 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .5398-01 .6515-0| .B515-OZ .9000 ' .2352-02 .283B-OB I.B20 13.24 552.6
581 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .3879-01 .4570-0! .4670-0I .9000 .1690-02 ,2035-02 1.323 9.508 543.9
DATE B3 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I418
OHB4B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE fR4UL391
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .OOOO
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
- • ***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PBIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
621 .4994 7.900 39.93 .1380-01 97.55 1235. 91.58 .I084-0! .473B 3706. .3195-03 .7369-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS. TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAWI ODOT DTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R_O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/[O FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
621 26.994 5.0640 2t92.0 .3875-01 .4696-01 .4696-01 .9000 .6517-03 .TBBB-03 .4601 3.332 528.7
621 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .2918-01 .3535-01 .3535-01 .90GO .4908-03 .5946-03 .3472 2.558 527.3
621 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .2026-01 .2453-0I .2453-01 .9000 .3407-03 .4126m0] .2414 1.75l 52B.I
)
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1419
OH84B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL39)
BDDYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - JO000 ELEVON - .0000
BDRLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT$ /FT2
615 1.002 ?.940 39.9? .1384-0! 204.7 126!. 92.64 .2202-0! .9716 3746. .6415-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT26EC =.0175
615 .2418-01 .4055-01
• ''TEST DATA ''_
RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (3DOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
6i5 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .4745-01 .5737-01 .5737-0l .9000 .1|47-02 .|387-02 .8357 6.042 532,1
615 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3898-01 .47|2-0l .4712-0l .9000 .9424-03 .!139-02 .6882 5.06l 530.5
6|5 B?.639 5.1060 2194.0 .2588-0l .3124-0| .3|24-0l .9000 .6256-03 .7553-03 .4592 3.329 526.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1420
0H848 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE iR4UL39)
• BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0003
"*'TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEG. PSIA DEC. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XiO 6 /FT3 /FT2
593 2.004 ?.980 40.00 .1389-01 436.0 I303. 94.84 .4539-0i 2.023 3810. .I292-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
593 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .6328-01 .7644-01 .7644-01 .90OO .2220-02 .2682-02 1.680 12.06 545.9
593 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .5137-0X .6201-0! .6201-01 .9000 .1802-02 .2176-02 1.368 9.998 543.4
595 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .3525-01 .4248-01 .4248-01 .9000 .1237-02 .1490-02 .9475 6.834 536.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1421
OHB48 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE rR4UL39)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDPLAP = -5.000 SPOBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO S lET3 lET2
579 2.997. 7:990 40.02 .1044-01 670.8 1325. 96.21 .6927-01 3.098 3842. .1943-0B .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN ^vV_MS ZO MS T,/_rNO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU! DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
579 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .7679-01 .9292-01 .9292-01 .9000 .3342-02 .4045-02 2.549 18.16 561.9
579 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .5925-01 .?163-0] ,7163-01 .9000 .2579-02 .3118-02 1.976 14.33 558.4
5?9 27.639 5.10GO 2194.0 .4653-01 .5612-0I .5B]2-01 ,9000 .2025-02 .2443-02 1.570 11,25 549.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I42B
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL40)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*"'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
623 .4883 7.900 38.87 .13B4-Ol 98.83 1256. 93.14 .tl09-Ol .4847 3737. .3BI5-03 .7495-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
623 26.994 5.0640 2192o0 .4163-01 .5035-01 .5035-0I .9000 .7104-03 .B591-03 .5151 3.728 530.5
623 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .290B-01 .3514-01 .3514-01 .9000 .496B-03 .5997-03 .3610 2.658 52B.!
623 27.639 5.1060 BIB4.0 .2405-01 .2906-01 .2906-0I .9000 .4105-03 .4960-03 .2990 2.167 527.2
\/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1423
OHB4B SO-O BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL40)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .GO00 ELEVON • ,O000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO f"lLl
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 tFT2
GI3 1.004 7.940 39.97 .I?31-Ol 204.8 ]260. 92.56 .2203-0! .9721 3745. .6423m03 .7449--07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BrU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
613 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .Sl?O-O! .6258-0l .625B-01 .9000 .1250-02 .1513-02 .9061 6.542 534.9
613 27.265 5.0920 B193.0 .3812-0: .4609-0l .4S09-01 .9000 .9217-03 .1114-02 .6712 4.934 531.5
613 _7.B39 5.I060 2194.0 .2790-0: .3372-01 .3372-01 .SOOO .6746-03 .8152-03 .4927 3.568 529.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB48 MOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 14_
OH84B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE fR4_40)
BODYFLAP EDGE : PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .OOOO
6DFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK • .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q v RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
595 2.001 7.980 40.02 .I392-01 435.8 1304. 94.9! .4537-0! 2.022 3811. .1290-02 .7637-07
RUN HRE_ STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ bEG. R DEG. R
TAJ4/TO FTBEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /EC
595 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .6964-01 .8418-01 .6418-Ol .9000 .2443-02 .2953-02 1.845 13.23 54e.6
595 27.265 5.0980 2193.0 .5352-01 .6458-01 .6458-01 .9000 .1877-02 .2266-02 1.428 I0.44 542.9
595 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .4663-01 .5621-0l .5521-01 .9000 .1636-0B .1972-02 1.251 9.017 538.?
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1425
OHB48 Bg-o 80DYFLAP EOGE fR4UL40)
80DYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
'% *,*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xIO 8 IFT3 IFT2
577 3,OIg 7_BBO 40.06 ,6989-02 670.3 1318. 95.71 .8B28-01 3.093 3838. .1952-02 .7701-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) QBOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
577 26,994 5.0640 8192.0 .8SI2-Ol .I031 .1031 .9000 .3700-02 .4480-02 8.800 19.95 561.0
577 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .6363-01 .7692-01 .7692-01 .9000 .2766-02 .3344-02 2.110 15.33 554.8
577 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .5913-0l .7138-0I .7138-01 .9000 .8570-02 .3t03-02 1.973 I4.13 550.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |426
0H846 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE {R4UL41I
BOOYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 9.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " .O00O
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONOITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-BEC
XIO 6 /FT] /FT2
625 .5056 7.900 39.96 .1729-01 100.1 1246. 96.40 .1112-01 .4859 3793. .3249-03 .7435-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
625 96.994 5.0640 2192.0 .4490-01 .5439-01 .5439-01 .9000 .7660-03 .9279-03 .5469 3.955 531,7
625 27.265 5.0920 2t93.0 .3057-0! .3699-0! .3699-01 .9000 .5215-03 .6311-03 .3739 2.753 52_.6
625 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .3086-01 .3735-01 .3735-01 .9000 .5265-03 .6372-03 .3775 2.734 528.7
) jl)
/ /
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1427
OH84B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL41}
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 9.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
• *QTEST CONDITIONS "e*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
6lI .9957 7.940 39,96 .]384-0l 204.6 1265. 92.93 .2201-01 .971l 3?52. .6391-03 .7479-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=!.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
61l 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .5492-01 .663!-0! .6631-01 .9000 .I328-02 .t604-0_ .9675 6.985 534.9
611 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3862-01 .4663-0l .4663-01 .9000 ,9339-03 .1128-02 .6870 5.056 529.1
611 27.639 5. I060 8184.0 .3485-0! .4208-0l .4208-01 .9000 .8428-03 .1018-02 .6208 4.497 528.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1428
0H848 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL41)
80OYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA " .DO00 EL.EVON " .0000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK " ,0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
597 2.013 7.980 40.02 .1392-01 434.8 1297. 94.40 .4526-01 2.018 3801. .1294-02 .7596-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW) GDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
597 26.994 5.0640 2i92.0 .8349-0! .1010 .1010 .9000 .2923-02 .3535-02 2.189 15.70 547.6
597 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .6441-01 .7771-01 .7771-01 .9000 .2255-02 .2721-02 I;709 12.51 538.9
597 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .5801-0l 8202-01 .8202-01 .9000 .2381-02 .2871-02 1.807 13.03 537.6
\
/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1429
0H84B 50-0 8ODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL41)
BOOYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC OATA
ALPHA - 40_00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .OOOOMACH : 8.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK - .O00O
• ''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RNtL MACH ALPHA BETA P0 TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
583 2.999 7.990 40.05 .1396-01671.I 1325. 96.21 .6930-01 3.097 3842. .1944-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO MS ZO _S T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT OTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=D.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
593 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .9604-01 .1162 .1162 .9000 .4181-02 .5058-02 3.195 22.77 560.6
583 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .7417-01 .8945-0| .8945-01 .9000 .3229m02 .3894--02 2.504 18.24 549.2
583 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .7787--01 .9386--01 .8386--01 .9000 .3390--02 .4086--02 2.635 I8.90 547.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1430
DHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE tR4UL42)
_ BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - WO.O0 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 9.000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
619 .5067 7.900 39.95 .13B3-01 99,45 1239. 91.68 .l!05-Ol .4829 3712. .3247-03 .7393-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEC. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
619 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .4106-01 .4978-01 .4978-01 .9000 .6977-03 .8457-03 .4935 3.570 531.3
619 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .2894-01 .3505-01 .3505-01" .9000 .4917-03 .5955-03 .3493 2.57E 529.2
619 27.63S 5.1060 2194.0 .3336-01 .4041-0! .404!-01 .9000 .5668-03 .6836-03 .4024 2.915 528.7
\DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60~0 IN THE AEDC VK? HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1431
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPOBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO, DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
617 1.002 7.940 39.97 .1731-01 206.2 1257. 93.08 .2218-01 .9787 3755. .543IT03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT fW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC. /SEC
617 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .5269-01 .6375-01 .6375-01 .9000 .1279-02 .154B-02 .9337 6.734 536.9
617 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3594-01 .4341-01 .4341-01 .9000 .B72B-03 .1054-02 .6421 4.722 530.9
617 2?,639 5.1060 2194.0 .3B?O-Ol .4676-01 ,4676-01 ,9000 .9399-03 .1135-02 .6913 5.001 531.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1432
OH84B 60-0 BOOYFLAP EDGE (RWUL42)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BEtA - .0000 ELEVON - .OOOO
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B IFT3 /FT2
591 1.988 7.980 40.0I .1391-01 433.9 1306. 95.05 .4517-01 2.013 3814. .1283-02 .7649-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O ,R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
591 26,994 5.0640 2192.0 .B456-01 .1022 .I022 .9000 .2961-02 .3579-02 8.237 16.03 550.1
591 27,265 5.0920 2193.0 .6779-0I .B176-01 .817B-01 .9000 .2374-02 .2863-02 1.815 13.28 541,1
59! 27.639 5.1060 8194.0 .7454-01 .B989-01 .B989-0! .9000 .2610-02 .314B-02 1.995 14.36 541.1
/ j
DATE 23 FEB BO OHBWB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1433
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE tR4UL42)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA - _0.00 BETA = .OOO0 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
589 3.003 7.990 40.07 .1748-0! 673.7 1327. 96.36 .6957-0l 3. I09 3845. .1949-02 .7754-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} OOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=Z.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
589 26.994 5.0640 2|92.0 .993]-0i .i202 .i202 .9000 .4333-02 .5244-02 3.310 23.56 562.9
589 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .7686-0: .9269-0I .9269-0l .9000 .3354-02 .4044-02 2.606 18.98 549.7
589 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .8524-0l .1028 .I028 .9000 .3719-02 ,4485-02 2.889 20.70 549.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1434
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE ;R4UL43)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 /FT3 /FT2
627 .5147 7.900 39.95 .1383-01 I01.4 1242. 92.10 .1127-01 .4923 3717. .3302-03 .7411-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN X0 MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEO. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTESEC /SEC
62? 26,994 5.0540 2192.0 .1641-01 .19B?-Ol .1987-01 .9000 .2816-03 .3410-03 .2008 1.455 5L}B.B
627 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3404-01 .4123-01 .4123-01 .9000 .5843-03 .?076-03 .4162 3.063 529.4
627 2?.639 5. I060 2194.0 .5776-01 .?000-0! .7000-01 .9000 .9913-03 .1201-02 .?040 5.091 531.5
DATE 23 FEB BO 0H846 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IW_5
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EOGE (R4UL4$)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
•**TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBCR /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
609 1.024 7.840 39.88 ,1386-01 209.l 1261. 92.64 .2249-01 .9925 3746. .6553-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) HCTAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEO. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTESEC /SEC
609 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .3435-01 .4155-01 .4155-01 .9000 .8393-03 ..1015-02 .6103 4.410 533.5
609 27.265 6.0920 2193.0 .4876-01 .5897-01 .5897-0! .9000 .1191-02 .1441-02 .8669 6.367 533.0
609 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .B223-0I .9953-01 .9953-0I .9000 .2009-02 .2432-02 1.457 I0.52 535.5
DATE _3 FEB BO 0H848 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 143@
OH84B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE fR4UI.43)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .OOOO
'_ 8DFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RH0 HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
599 1.990 7.980 40.04 .1744-01 435.0 1307, 85.13 .4528-0l 2.019 3815. .1285-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
599 .3506-0i .2876-01
• *'TEST DATA °'°
RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU!R 9TU/ OEG. R DEG, R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
599 26.984 5.0640 2192.0 .10|l .1223 .1223 .9000 .3545-02 .4287-02 2.676 19.15 551.9
599 27.265 5.0920 2|93.0 .8354-01 .1008 .1008 .9000 .2829-02 .3533-02 2.241 16.39 541.?
599 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .!013 .1222 .1222 .9000 .3551-02 .4285_02 2.709 19.47 543.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1437
, OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL43)
• BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK • .OqO0
• ''TEST CONDITIONS "t"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO • P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG'. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 /FT2
585 2.982 7.990 40.08 .1397-01 669.7 1328. 96.43 .6916-01 3.091 3846. .1936-02 .7760-07
RUN HREF 8TN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
585 26.994 5,0640 2192.0 .I071 .1297 .1297 .9000 .4662-02 .5644-02 3.556 25.29 564.8
585 27.865 5.0820 2193.0 .9065-01 .1093 .I093 .9000 .3944-02 .4757-02 3.063 22.29 551.2
585 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .!079 .1303 .1303 .9000 .4695-02 .5667-02 3.631 25.96 554.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAG£ 1438
OHB4B GO-O BODYFLAP EDGE fR4UL44)
BOOYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA - o0000 ELEVON • .0000
8DFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA OEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 IFT2
629 .5153 7.900 39.9B .1729-01 101.8 1244. 92.25 .II31-OI .4940 3720. .3309-03 .7423-07
RUN , HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
• TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
B29 26.994 5_064D 2192.0 .2389-0I .2BgB-O1 .B892-01 .9000 .4109-03 .4974-03 .293B 2.12B E_B.7
629 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .6059-0! .?339-01 .7339-0| .9000 .|042-02 .t262-02 .742B 5.462 530.8
.1347 .1347 .9000 .1910-02 .2316~02 1.356 9.793 533.9629 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .I11!
\DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB_B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1439
OH84B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE {R4UL44)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .OOO0
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS,O,
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 lET3 /FT2
607 ,9872 7.940 39.95 .1383-0! 205.3 1276. 93.74 .220B-01 .9744 3?69. .635B-03 .7543-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H{TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I,D R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAN/T0 FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
607 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .3957-01 .4787-01 .4787-01 .9000 .9624-03 .I161-02 .7]63 5.I81 531.4
607 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .8323-01 .1005 .lO05 .9000 .2019-02 .2438-02 1.500 11.02 53(3.7
607 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .]355 .1637 .1537 .9000 .3286-02 .3972-02 2.428 17.51 536.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1440
0H84_ 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE IR4UL44)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .OOOO ELEVON - ,0000
BDFLAP • 23.50 SPDSRK • .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
_01 1.999 7.98q 39.99 .1388-01 435.3 1304. 94.91 .4531-01 2.020 3811. .1289-02 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER " R=I.O R=o.g R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
,-- TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
601 26.994 5.0640 8192.0 .I092 .1322 .1322 .SO00 .3828-02 .4633-0B 2.878 20.54 553.6
601 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .1043 .1260 .1260 .9000 .3657-08 .4417-02 2.771 20.82 546.0
601 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .1313 .1588 .1588 .9000 .4603-0B .5567-08 3.464 24.81 551.0
i /
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |44!
OHB4B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL44)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 £LEVON - .O00O
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RNIL MACH AL_HA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
597 3.006 7.990 40.06 .1398-0! 571.3 1323. 96.07 .6933-01 3.098 3839. .1948-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO HITO) HITAN) (}DOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R:I.O R=O.9 R= BIUrR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
587 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .1162 .1407 .1407 .9000 .5057-02 .6126-02 3.832 27,25 564.9
587 27.255 5.0920 2193.0 .I062 .I282 .I282 .9000 .4621-02 .5580-02 3.558 25.88 552.7
587 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .1351 .1634 .1634 .9000 .5881-02 .7112-02 4.495 32.07 558.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1442
': OH84B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL45)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
9DFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
• "*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
_UMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 IFT2
X10 6
681 .5058 7.900 39.93 -.I03W-Ol 101.2 1255. 93.06 .1|25-01 .4913 3736. .3262-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R:I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
, TAW/TO FT2SEC FI2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
681 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .2321-01 .2806-01 .2806-01 .9000 .3988-03 .4820-03 .2898 2.100 538.0
681 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .1905-01 .2302-01 .2302-01 .9000 .3272-03 .3954-03 .2380 1.753 527.4
681 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .2013-01 .2433-01 .2433-01 .9000 .3458-03 .4179-03 .2514 1.822 527.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 14W3
OH84B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL45)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DED. PSIA DEC, R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xIO B /FT3 /FT2
657 1.005 7.940 39.96 -.6922-02 205,3 1261. 98.64 .2209-01 .9744 3746. .6433-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HrTO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
667 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .2806-01 ,3382-0I .3392-01 .9000 .6794-03 .8212-03 .4957 3.586 531.0
667 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .2067-0I .249E-0! .2496-0! ,9000 ,5004-03 .6044-03 ,3664 2.698 528,4
667 27.639 5.1060 2194,0 .2163-0! .2614-01 .2614-01 .9000 .5238-03 .6328-03 .3835 2.778 528.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1444
OHB46 60-0 BOOYFLAP EOGE fR4UL4B)
BDDYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BOFLAP - -5.000 SPDBRK - .OOOO
'''TEST CONDITIONS,**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA P6I FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
687 1.992 7.980 40.00 -.694q-02 434.9 1306. 95.05 .4527-01 B.OI8 3814. .1285-02 .7649-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREP H/I-ff_EF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) GDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
687 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .3729-01 .449t-0! .4491-01 .9000 .1307-02 .1574-0B 1.005 7.249 536.8
68? 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .2770-01 .3333-0! .3333-01 .9000 .97t1-03 .1]68-0B .7505 5.513 532.8
68? 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .3056-01 .3678-0_ .3878-01 .9000 .1071-02 .1289-02 .8271 5.976 533.6
\
/ /
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1445
OHB4B 60-0 BOOYFLAP EDGE (R4UL45)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • o0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
''*TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PS[A DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
701 2.998 7.990 40.05 -.6978-02 669.5 1323. 96.07 .69_4-0! 3.090 3839. .1942-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO HiHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) GDOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
701 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .4433-0l .5349-0! .5349-0! .9000 .1927-02 .2325-02 1.489 I0.67 550.0
701 27.265 5.0920 2|93.0 .3316-0! .3995-01 .3995-0| .9000 .144|-02 .T737-02 |.121 8.|B9 544.7
70| 27.639 5.|060 2|94.0 .387|-0| .4666-0i .4666-0| .9000 .1683-02 .2028-02 1.307 9.381 546.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1445
OH84B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL46)
BODYFL&P EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.0OO ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*"TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMPER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/_EC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 /FT2
679 .5025 7.900 39.97 -.6923-02 100.5 1255. 93.0B .ltl7-Ol .488l 3736. " .3241-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
679 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .B3Ba-Ol .2881-01 .2BBl-O! .9000 .407B-03 .4932-03 .B954 2.13B 530.2
679 27.865 5.0920 2193.0 .2145-0I .B594-01 .2594-01 .9000 .3673-03 .444B-03 .2662 1.958 529.9
679 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .a369-01 .2865-01- .2865-01 .9000 .4056-03 .4906-03 .2939 2.127 530. I
/ ,/
OATE 23 FEB 60 OHB4B moDEL 60-0 iN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL FAGE |_4_
OHB4B 60-0 BOOYFLAP EDGE {R4UL4@)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = ,0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
..*TEST CONDITIONS.-.
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
665 1.003 7.940 39.97 -.1732-0i 205.8 1265. 92.93 .2213-0! .9768 3752. .6429-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XQ MS ZO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE@. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
665 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .3341-01 .4045-01 .4045-01 .9000 .8104-03 .98|2-03 .5890 4.246 537.9
665 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .2702-01 ,3270-0I ,3270-01 ,9000 .6553-03 .7930-03 .4772 3,499 536,5
665 2?.639 5.1060 2194.0 .2824-01 .3419-0I .3419-01 ,9000 ,6850-03 .8293-03 .4980 3.591 537.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1448
', 0H849 60-0 8ODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL46)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - ,0000 ELEVON - 5.000
8DFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK = ,0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH" ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
689 1.996 7.980 39.99 -.I041-01 434.3 1303. 94.84 .4581-0! 2.015 3810. .1287-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO
• NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
: FT2SEC =.0175
689 .3502-0I .2973-01
• **TEST DATA IH
RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF. TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R "BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
689 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .4166-0I .5027-01 .5027-0I .9000 .f459-02 .1760-02 1.I10 7.982 542.1
689 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3230-01 .3892-01 .3892-01 .9000 .1131-02 .1363-02 .8656 6.344 537.3
689 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .3998-01 .4BBI-OI .4821-01 .9000 .1400-02 .1688-02 1.068 7.69I 539.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1449
OHB4B B0-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL4B)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT] /FT2
699 2,999 7.890 40,05 -.6984-02 670.4 1324. 96.14 .6923-01 3.094 3841. .1944-02 .7736-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
699 86.994 5.0640 2192.0 .5002-01 .6035-0! .6035-01 .9000 .2176-02 ;2626-0B 1.682 12.05 550.7
699 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .407g-0! .4915-0] .4916-01 .9000 .1775-02 .2139-0B 1.381 10,08 545.8
699 27,639 5.1060 2194.0 .5293-01 .B384-OI .6384-0I .9000 .2303-02 .277B-02 1.7B$ 12.7B 549.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |450
OHB4B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE - (R4UL47)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA 40.00 8ETA - .0000 ELEVON " 5.000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK " .0000
*,*TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BEIA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O B /FT3 IFT2
683 .5030 7.900 39.93 -.BBBS-02 100.5 1254. 92.99 .Ill7-Ot .4BBO 3735. .3842_03 .7483-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) GDOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B , R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
683 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .2760-01 .3338-0I .3338-0! .9000 .4725-03 .5714-03 .3421 2.477 • 528.5
683 27.265 5.0920 2183.0 .2926-01 .3538-01 .3538-0! .9000 .5008-03 .6057-03 .3627 2.668 529.5
683 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .3615-0! .4374-0I .4374-01 .9000 .B189-03 .7487-03 .4473 3.236 530.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 14Bl
OHB_B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE tR4UL47)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .DO00 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DE_. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 _ /FT3 /FT2
SBg I.OIO 7.940 39.95 -.I037-0l 205.9 1259, 92.49 .2215-0I .9773 3743. .6462-03 .7443-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H_TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
669 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .3493-01 _42_._-01 ._224-01 .9000 .e466-O3 .1024-02 .6t51 4.448 532.I
669 27.265 5.0920 B193.0 .330g-01 .4001-01 .4OOI-OI .9000 .8021-03 .969B-03 ,Se3B 4,293 5]0.8
669 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .3975-0! .4809-01 .4809-01 .9000 .9636-03 .1166-02 .6999 9.060 532.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 14B_
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE iR4UL47)
PARAMETRIC DATA
BODYFLAP EDGE
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK = .0000
.+*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/FT2
XIO 6
B85 2.023 7.980 39.98 -.6930-02 434.5 I292. 94.03 .4523-0I 2.016 3794. .129B-02 .7567-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
685 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .509B-O/ .6152-0! .6152-01 .9000 .1783-02 .2152-02 1.344 9.685 53B.I
685 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .4782-0I .5744-01 .5744-0I .9000 .166S-02 .2009-02 1.259 9.233 535.8
685 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .EEB3-O! .B070-OI .8070-01 .9000 .2337-02 .2822-02 1.757 12.65 540.I
.... / , H
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1453
OHB4B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL47)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.OOO
BDFLAP = B.O00 SPDBRK - .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT_
703 2.990 7.990 40.0! -.6955-02 668.4 1324. 9B.14 .6g03-OI 3.085 3841. .1938-02 .7736-07
RUN HREP STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTt,E)T IN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
703 26,994 5.0640 2192.0 .6107-0I ._368-0| .736B-01 .9000 .2653-02 .3201-02 2.052 14.70 550.2
703 27.285 5.0920 2193.0 .5827-01 .67Bl-OI ,678]-01 .9000 .2445-02 .2946-02 1.901 13.87 545.9
703 27.639 5.i060 2194.0 .7940-0| .9582-0i .9582-01 .9000 .3449-02 .4i63-02 2.665 iB.0e 5Sl.I
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1454
OHB4B 6O-O BODYFLAP EDGE fR4UL4B)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH S.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - ,0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
6?5 .5021 7.900 39.94 -.6904-02 100.2 1263. 92.91 .1114-01 .4866 3733. .3235-03 .7477-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN KO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO. FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
675 26.994 6.0640 2192.0 .1487-01 .1799-01 .1799-01 .9000 .2542-03 ;30?5-03 .1836 1.329 530.1
675 27.265 5.0920 2193,0 .3393-01 .4106-01 .4106-0| .9000 .5798-03 .7017-03 .4180 3.078 531.8
6?5 27.639 5.I060 2194.0 .5728-01 .6937-0! .6937-01 .9000 .9789-03 .1186-08 .7035 5.0Bl 534.1
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IW55
OH84B SO-O BODYFLAP EDGE (R4ULN8)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40,00 BETA - .OOOO ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
'''TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
673 1,003 7.940 39.97 -.6929-02 205;6 1264. 92.86 .2211-01 .9759 3751. .6427-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I,O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC IS£C
B73 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .2873-01 .3230-01" .3230-01 .9000 .64B0-03 .7829-03 .4_50 3.437 530.6
673 27=265 5°0320 2!93,0 .519t-0! .6275-0! .6275-01 .9000 .1258-02 .1521-02 .9200 6.760 532,4
873 27.639 5.1060 2t94.0 .B509-01 .i030 .1030 .9000 .2063-02 .2496-02 1.502 10.84 535.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1456
0H848 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL48)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
8DFLAP = |5.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST COND[TIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO I'lL/
NUMBER /F'T DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
B9I 1.993 7.980 39.99 -.6942-02 434.6 1305. 94.98 .4524-0! 2.017 3813. .1286-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREP TAN/TO H(TO) .H(TAN) ODDT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=l.O R=O.9. R= " BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTSSEC FTSSEC /SEC
691 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .5928-0l .7158-0| .7158-01 .9000 .2077-02 .2508-02 1.578 II.33 545.1
691 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .6865-01 .8289-0! .8289-01 .9000 .2405-02 .2904-02 1.828 13.34 544.9
691 27.639 5.1060 8194.0 .I028 ,1243 .1243 .9000 .3603-02 .4357-02 2.718 19.47 550.4
1 )J
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1457
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL48)
BODYFLAR EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 15,00 SPDBRK = .0000
., ***TEST COND[TIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI PT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
697 2.999 7.990 40.00 -.6947-02 668.9 1322. 96.00 .5908-0I 3.087 3838, .1942-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER - R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/T0 FTBSEC FT2BEC FTBSEC /SEC
697 26.994 5.0640 2!92.0 .7700-01 .9291-0! .9291-OI .9000 .3346-02 .4037-02 2.582 18.50 549.9
697 2?,265 5,0920 2!93°0 ,7544-0! ,g094-0! ,9094-0! ,9000 .3278-02 .395!-02 2.542 !8.55 545.1
697 27.639 5,1060 2194.0 .I034 .I250 .1250 ,9000 .4495-02 .5429_02 3.452 24.69 553.6
: DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1458
' OHB4B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE fR4UL49)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK • .0000
,*-TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 5 IFT3 IFT8 ,
677 .5060 7.900 38.98 -.B920-02 101.1 1254. 92.89 .1124-01 .4909 3735. .3862-03 .7483-07 ',
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R {:)lEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /BEG
677 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .2057-01 .2487-01 .8487-01 .9000 .3531-03 .4270-03 .B559 1.853 589.0
677 27.265 5.0820 2193.0 .4942-01 .5979-01 .5979-01 .9000 .8485-03 .1026-02 .5134 4.511 530.8
577 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .9459-01 .1145 .I145 .9000 .1624-02 .1966-02 1.170 8.451 533.5
\, 7
Y 1
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H849 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1459
OH84B 60-0 90DYFLAP EDGE (RWUL49)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP : 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
671 1,007 7.940 39.96 -.I038-0] 204.7 I257. 92.34 .2202-0] .g716 3740. .6435-03 .7431-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS Z0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/T0 H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DT61DT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
BTI 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .389t-01 .4710-01 .4710-01 °9000 .9402-03 ._138-02 .6795 4.908 534.0
B71 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .8563-0I .1037 .]037 .9000 ,2069-02 .2507-02 1,489 10.91 537.0
67! _ AXQ 5.!060 2!94.0 .!393 .1577 .1677 .9vvv .334,-u2 ._uJ3-uc 2.391 i7.2i 541.i
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1460
OH84B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE tR4UL4B)
BOOYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.OO0 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
693 2.000 7.980 _0.00 -.I042-01 434.5 1302. 94.7B ._523-01 2.016 3808. .1288-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAw) ODOT, OTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ ! BEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
693 26.994 5.0640 219B.0 .7651-01 ,9235-Ot .9235-0I .9000 .2679-02 .3234-02 _.033 14.62 _42.B
693 27.265 5.0920 B193.0 ,1014 .1224 .1224 .9000 .3550-02 ._286-02 2.690 19.65 543.9
693 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 ._342 .1623 .1623 .9000 .4700-02 .5684-0B 3.532 25.30 550.2
.................... _u_ 00-0 ................_ HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 14B!
OHBhB BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL49)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
'- MACH " B,O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 £LEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP - 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
"**TEST COND{TIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LBoSEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
595 3.030 7.990 40.02 -.6963-02 669.0 1313. 95.34 .6909-0] 3.087 3825. .lBSB-02 .7672-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} QOOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=],O R=O.9 R© BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC ?TBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
695 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .9198-01 .II12 .l|12 .9000 .3992-02 .4825-02 3.036 _I.73 552.!
695 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .9558-01 .I156 .1156 .90OO .4153-02 .5016-02 3.166 23.05 550.2
695 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .I306 .158B .1582 .9000 .5669-02 .6865-02 4.270 30.45 559.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB_B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1462
OHB_B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE rR4UL50)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = .DO00 SPDBRK = .0000
•"*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
767 .5029 7.900 39.98 -.3466-02 100.1 1251. 92.77 .llI3-OI .4BB3 3?30. .323B-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
767 .170B-Ol .5703-01 _ __ .,_._.
•.'TEST DATA'*"
RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT25EC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
767 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .219e-oI .2660-01 .2BBO-O! .9000 .3753-03 .4543-03 .2699 1.95B 531.5
767 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .2188-01 .2649-01 .254B-01 .BOO0 .3738-03 .4525-03 .2687 1.975 531.7




DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1463
OHB4B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE (R4ULSO)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 B /FT3 IFT2
757 1.043 7.940 38.99 -.4654-06 214.! 1265. 92.93 o2302-0l 1.016 3752. .6687-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TG) H(TAW) OOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R PEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
757 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .2556-01 .3092-01 .3092-01 .9000 .6323-03 .7648-03 .4616 3.333 534.7
757 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .2522-01 .3050-01 .3050-01 .9000 .6238-03 .7545-03 .4553 3.342 534.7
757 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .3]14-01 .3768-0| .3768-01 .9000 .7_03-03 .932]-03 .5615 4.052 535.8
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1464
OH84B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE {R½UL50)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 8ETA • .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**.TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. OEG. PSIA BEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 B /FT3 IFT2
755 1.966 7.980 40.06 -.4684-06 429.7 1307. 95.13 .4474-0! 1.994 3815. .1269-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TiC NO HIHREF H/NREF H/HREF. TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
755 26,994 5.0640 2192.0 .3013-01 .3630-01 .3630-01 .9000 .I050-02 .I265-02 .8080 5.826 537.3
755 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .2874-01 .3462-0I .3462-01 .8000 .1002-02 .1207-02 .7708 5.650 537.2
755 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .3832-0I .4620-01 .4620-01 .9000 .1335-02 .1610-02 1.023 7.368 540.5
// • ")"/
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84S MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 146B
OHB4B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE {R4ULBO)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
. BDFLAP = .OOO0 SPDBRK - .0000
*,-TEST CONDITIONS,,*
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO S /FT3 /FT2
745 3.04l 7.990 40.06 -.3495-02 670.5 I312. 95.27 .B924-01 3.094 3823. .1962-02 ,7666-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO'MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H[TAR) ODOT OTNOT TN
• NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
745 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .3600-01 .43SO-Of .433B-01 .9000 .1564-02 .IBe5-02 1.204 8,BBB 541.4
745 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3679-01 .4434-01 .443k-0| .9000 .1598-02 .1926-02 1.231 9.005 541.4
745 27.839 5.!060 2!94.0 .5320-01 ._42_-v, .6.2u-u= .SOO0 ._3_i-02 .2789-02 i.769 12.70 546.2
,DATE B3 FEB'BO OH8_B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PABE 14BB
OH84B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL51)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON - 9.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPOBRK - .0000
,'*TEST CONDITIONS*'"
:
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
_765 .5049 7.900 39.98 -.34EG-02 100.4 1250. 92.69 .II16-01 .4875 3729. .3249-03 .7459-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R_I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUt DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
765 26.994 5.0640 2i92.0 .1657-01 .2016-01 .2016-0! .9000 .2850-03 :3447-03 ,2058 !._9! 527.7
765 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .3280-01 .3971-01 ,3971-01 .9000 .5B08-03 ,6790-03 .4027 B,gBO 531.6
765 27.539 5.1060 2194.0 .5703-01 .6914-01 .6914-01 .9000 .9751-03 .1182-02 .6958 5.021 536.1
/ /,
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1467
OHB4B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE (R4ULSll
BOOYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH e.ooo ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 7,500
_: BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEO. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
759 1.00! 7.940 39.99 -.4655-06 206.? 1270. 93.30 .B224-01 .9813 3?60. .6433-03 .7508-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= . BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
759 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .2970-01 .3589-01 .3589-0! .9000 .7224-03 .B731-03 .5313 3.838 534.2
?59 27.265 5.0920 2193,0 .4999-0! .6046-01 .6046-0| .9000 .I216-02 .1471-02 .891B 6.540 536.4
759 27.639 5.1060 2!94.0 .7741-0! .9370-0] .9370-01 .9000 .1883-02 .2279-08 1.375 9.909 539.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE i_68
• fR4UL51)OHB4B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON " 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
753 e.020 7.980 40.04 -.457B-06 434.4 1293. 94.11 .4523-0I 2.016 3795. .1297-02 .7573-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
753 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .3879-01 .4684-0i .4684-0! .90OD .I357-02 .,_38 _2 1.02O ?.343 540.8
753 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .4072-01 .491G-O! .4916-0! .9000 .1424-0B .|720-02 1.072 7.843 540.2
753 27.639 5.1060 BIB4.0 .6067"01 .7335-01 .7335-01 .9000 .2122-02 .2565-0B 1.587 11.40 544.7
OATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1469
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE (R4ULBI)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = ,0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MAcH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 ' /FT3 /FT2
747 2.9q9 ?.990 40.06 -.4586-06 660.0 1316. 95.56 .6816-01 3.046 3829. ,1925-02 .7690-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO - FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
747 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .3871-01 .4663-0I .4663-0I .9000 .1669-02 .20tl-O2 1.292 9,301 541.4
747 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .4015-01 .4837-01 .4837-01 .9000 .I731-02 .2086-02 1.340 9.798 541.8
?47 2?.639 5.i060 21B4.0 .5718-01 .6899-0_ .6899-0| .9000 .2466-02 .2975-02 1.895 13.60 547.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1470
OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE _R_UL52)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • 7.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
763 .4981 7.900 39.97 -.3462-02 99.31 1252. 92.84 .I104-0I .4822 3732. .3209-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUHSER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
763 26.994 5,06k0 2192.0 .2204-01 .2B71-Ol .B671-OI .9000 .3750-03 .4543-03 ,2687 , 1.93B 535,2
763 27,255 5.0920 2193.0 .5068-0! .6144-01 .6144-01 .9000 .8620-03 .1045-02 .6159 4.515 537.I
763 27.639 5. t060 2194.0 .1070 .1299 .1299 .BOO0 .1821-02 .2210-02 1.295 8.320 540.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL60-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IW?l
OHB4B BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE _ (R4ULS_)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEvON • 9.500
8DFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PS[A DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
761 1.006 7.840 39.99 -.4652-06 206.4 1265. 92.93 .2220-01 .9799 3752. .6449-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREr TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
761 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .3775-01 .4570-01 .4570-01 .9000 .9171-03 .1110-02 .6673 4.BI2 539.1
761 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .8296-01 ,1005 .I005 .9000 .2015-02 .2442-02 1.458 10.67 541.1
761 27.639 5.]060 2194.0 .1384 .1679 .1879 .9000 .3361-02 .4079-02 2.415 17.34 546.!
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1472
; OHB4B 60-0 BODYFLAP EDGE fR4UL52)
" BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER , /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PS! FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 6 /FT3 /FT2
751 1._87 7.980 40.05 -.4685-06 435.2 1309. 95.27 .4531-01 2.020 381B. .1284-02 .7667-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO] H(TAW} ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DES. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
751 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .7309-01 .B820-01 .BB20-Ol .9000 .2564-02 .3094-02 1.960 14.08 544.5
751 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .1014 .1225 .1225 .9000 .3559-02 .4298-02 2.708 19.74 547.8
751 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .1368 .1655 .1655 .9000 .479g-02 .5807-02 3.618 25.86 554.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYFERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1473
0H849 BO-O BODYFLAP EDGE (R4UL52)
BODYFLAP EDGE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • ,0000 ELEVON - 7,500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 IFT2
749 2,958 7.990 40.06 -.4686-06 659.9 I322. 96.00 .6815-01 3.045 3838. .1916-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN). ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAN/TO ETBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
749 26.994 5.0640 2192.0 .8209-01 .9905-01 .9905-01 .9000 .3542m02 .4274--02 2.734 19.59 549.9
749 27.265 5.0920 2193.0 .9978-01 ,1205 .1205 .9000 .4306-02 .5201-02 3.307 24,03 553.8
749 27.639 5.1060 2194.0 .1330 .161t .1611 .9000 .5739-02 .6950-02 4.354 30.99 563.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL RAGE 1474
: OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UHOI)
VERTIC'AL TAIL PARAMETRIC-DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 25.00 BETA .OOO0 ELEVON - .OO00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • 49.00
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XiO B /FT3 IFT2
9 1_dI9 7.940 2w.97 .5591-06 205.0 1248. 91.68 .a205-01 .973B 3727. .6492-03 .7378-07
RUN "HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
9 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .IB79-OB .22BO-02 .22B0-02 .9000 .4539-04 .550B-04 ,3227-0l .23BB 536.8
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHBqB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAB_ !WT_
OHB4B BO-O VERTICAL TAIL rR4UMOI)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 25.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON = .OOOO
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - 49.00
•''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PS1A DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /F_3 /FT2
B 1.994 7.980 24.96 .5594-06 433.2 1302. 9_.7B .4510-01 2.010 3808. .IBS_-OE .7626o07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H.TO) H(TA_) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R:O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC rTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
8 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .I071-02 .1290-02 .1290-02 .9000 .3745-04 .4510-04 .2B72-01 .210B 534.?
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B HODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 147B
OHB4B BO-O VERTICAL TAIL {R4UMO|)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
' MACH = B.OOO ALPHA - 25.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = 49.00
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
• RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-BEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
7 2.996 7.990 24.92 .5B13-06 666.7 1320. 95.85 .BBB5-OI 3.077 3835. .1939-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN X0 MS Z0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H{TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI BEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
7 26.091 9.3030 23BB.O .9335-03 .1123-02 .1123-02 .9000 .404B-04 .4971-04 .3162-01 .2316 538.5
\DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1477
OH84B BO-O VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMOI)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
• MACH B.O00 ALPHA 25.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .OOO0
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - 49.00
*.*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER lET DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo 6 /FT3 /FT_
B 3.633 8.000 24,95 ,1253-01 846.? ]358. 98.38 .8672-01 3.885 3890. .2379-02 .7917-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF _ TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) GDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R . BTU/R STU/ DEe. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
S 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .1164-02 .1392-0B .139B-02 .9000 .5598-04 .6BIB-04 .4709-01 .3462 531.2
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 147B
OHBkB BO-O VERTICAL TAIL {R4UMOe)
• VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA - -4.000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
•*'TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P D V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEO. PSIA DEG, R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 5 /FT3 /FT2
155 2.00l 7,980 29.94 -4.041 434.3 130I. 94.69 .4522-01 2,01B 3807. .1289-02 .7620-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R OE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
155 26,091 9.3030 2368.0 .1106-0B .1330-0B .1330-02 .BOO0 .3872-04 .4655-04 .2992-01 .2203 527.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1478
OHB4B BO-O VERTICAL TAIL (R4UM02)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " B.000 ALPHA "" 30.00 BETA " -4.000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK " .0O00
'''TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 /FT3 /FT2
116 2.983 ?.990 29.94 -4.039 " 669.2 1327. _B.3B .8911-0| 3.088 3845. .1936-02 .7754-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) 0DOT OTNI:]T TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
116 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .9186-03 .1099-02 .1099-02 .9000 .3986-04 .47T9-04 .31B?-Ol .2348 E,2T.I
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 1480
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL {R4UM02)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - -4.000 ELEVON - .O000
' BDFLAP = .OOOO SPOBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PC TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
" XIO S /FT3 IFT2
129 3.588 8.000 29.85 -4.052 853.2 1352. 97.95 .8740-01 3.915 3881. .2408-02 .7882-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
IB9 26.09I 9.3030 2368.0 .893B-03 .1069-02 .1059-02 .9000 .4391-04 ".5253-04 .3614-81 .2660 528.6
"\
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1491
OH84B 50-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UM03)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA " -2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC. SLUGS LB-SEC
xl0 B /FT3 /FT2
152 1.983 7.980 29.96 -2.027 434.4 1309. 95.27 .4523-0I 2.016 3818. .1281-02 .7667-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(T0) H(TAW) OOOT. DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC" FTBSEC /SEC
152 26.091 9.3030 2369.0 .1133-02 .I361-02 .1361-02 .9000 .3972-04 .4772-04 .3101-01 .2284 527.9
' DATE 23 fEB 80 0H849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1482
• 0H846 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UM03)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA = -2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
113 2.997 7.990 29,96 -2.021 672.2 I327. 96.36 .6942-01 3.102 3845. .1944-02 .7754-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
113 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .I087-02 .1303-02 .1303-02 .9000 .4737-04 .5679-04 .3789-01 .2792 526.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL SO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1483
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R41..IMO$)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA " -2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'lEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 Irf2
126 3.688 8.000 29.95 -2.013 853.6 I352. 87.85 .8744-01 3.917 38BI. .240B-02 .7882-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT DTHDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.8 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
126 26.081 9.3030 2368.0 .I054-02 .1261-02 .I261-02 .8000 .5179-04 .6195-04 .4265-01 .3141 528. I
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1484
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UM04)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B,O00 ALPHA - $0.00 BETA 8 -!.O00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 /FT2
xlO 6
i49 2.015 7.980 29.95 -l.Oll 435.2 1297. 94.40 .4531-01 2.020 3BOl. .1295-02 .7596-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO MS ZO MS T/C NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.9 R= BTUIR BTUIR BTUI OEG. R OZG.-RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC Ff2SEC /SEC
149 26.091 g,30_O 2368.0 .8649-03 .1041-02 .I041-02 .9000 .3029-04 .3646-04 .2324-01 .17lO 529.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1485
OHB_B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (RWUH04)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA - -I.O00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO , MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 6 /FT3 /FT2
110 3.010 7.990 29.96 -.9974 670.7 132I. 95.92 .6926-01 3.095 3836. .1949-02 .7719-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS ZO MS T/C NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO NtTO) H{TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R . BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC ' FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
llO 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .1045-02 .1253-02 .1253-02 .9000 .4545-04 .5453-04 .360B-01 .265B 527.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PABE 1488
OH84B 80-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UM04)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - -I.000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
122 3.694 8.000 30.04 -.$752 852.2 1349. 97.73 .8729-01 3.91! 3877. .241t-02 .7864-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(T0) H(TAW} QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTUIR 8TUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
122 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .9942-03 .1190-02 .1190-02 .9000 .4879-04 .5839-04 .4003-01 .2947 528.3
0H846 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMOB)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - .OOO0 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 BPDBRK - .0000
*-*TEST CONDITIONS-,,
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/BEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 5 /FT3 /FT8
I0 .5027 7.800 29.95 .4910-08 98.66 1239. 91.88 .I097-01 .4790 3712. .3221-03 .7393-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 20 MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC F'TBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
10 26.09I 9.3030 2368.0 .3344-03 .4060-03 .4060-03 .9DO0 .5660-05 .6871-05 .3975-08 .2915-0! 536.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE t488
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMOB)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON " .0000
: BDFLAP = .OOOO SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 B /FT3 /FT2
47 2.01B 7.9B0 29.96 .2452-02 435.5 1297. 94.40 .4534-01 2.021 3801. .lB96-02 .7596-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FI2SEC /SEC
47 26.091 9.3030 23BB.O .7II4-03 .B563-03 .B563-03 .9000 .2492-04 .3000-04 .1910-0! .1404 530.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 1489
OH@4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMB6)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
*..TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RNO HU'
NUMBER /FT" DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R bEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
7B 3.039 7.990 29.97 .3283-OB 671,6 1314. 95.41 .B93B-Ol 3.098 3826, .1962-02 .7678-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
7B 2B.091 9.3030 B36B.0 .942B-03 .I132-02 .1132-02 .9000 .4099-04 .492!-04 .3225-01 .2377 526.8
.:" DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 14BO
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMOB)
PARAMETRIC DATA
VERTICAL TAIL
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA - 30,00 BETA - ,0000 ELEVON " .OOO0
BDFLAP = ,0000 SPDBRK - ,0000
.' **'TEST CONDITIONS'''
,. .-.
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/FT2
XIO B
119 3.691 B.O00 29,98 .4900-02 862.0 1360. 98.53 .8830-01 3,956 3893. ,2419-02 .7928-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC • FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
lib 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 ,?025-03 ,8410-03 .8410-03 .9000 .3472-04 .4|57-04 .2866-01 .2104 534.B
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 14g!
OHB4B BO-O VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMOB}
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - 1.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = ,0000 SPDBRK - .0000
•"*TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 IFT2
50 2.0_8 ?.980 29.94 .035 434.8 |282. 93.31 .4526-01 2.018 3??9. .1309-02 .7508-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAN) ODOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
50 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .6762-03 .8 4 703 .8141-03 .9000 .2362-04 .2844-04 .1787-01 .13|8 525.i
DATE 23 FEB BO OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL , Au_ Z492
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fR4UMIO)
VERTICAL TAlL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8,000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA - 2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
54 1.990 7.980 29.95 2.038 434.8 1307. 95.13 .4526-01 2.018 3815, .128_-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(?AW) ODOT DTNDI IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
54 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .2554-03 .3060-03 .3060-03 .9000 .8953-05 .I073-04 .7070-02 .5236-0t 5I?.0
) )
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL {R4UMII)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMEIRIC DATA
MACH = B.OOO ALPHA- 35.00 BETA = -4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = .OOOO SPDBRK - .0000
•-.TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
164 2.005 7.980 34.98 -4,049 435,7 I302. 94.76 ,4536-01 2.022 3808. .1292-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
164 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .7704-03 .9262-03 .9262-03 .9000 .B702-04 .3248-04 .2091-01 .1540 527.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _494
OHB4B 50-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMII)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.OOO ALPHA 35.00 BETA - -4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS,**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DES. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 5 /FT3 IFT2
107 3.001 7.990 3_.9B -4,050 670.2 1323. 96,07 .6921-01 3.093 3839. .1944-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H[TAW) OOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
107 26.091 9.3030 B36B,O .B842-03 .1060-02 .1060-02 .9000 .3846-04 .4611-04 .3065-01 .2260 525.7
")
/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE l_g5
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMII)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.OOO ALPHA - 35.00 BETA " -4.000 ELEVON - .O00O
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .O00O
•''TEST CONDITIONS "**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RH0 MU
NUMBER IFT OEO. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT_
141 3.688 8.000 35.01 -3.996 856.0 1352. 87.95 .8768-01 3.928 3881. .2416-02 .7882-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(T0) H(TAN) OOOT DTI4OT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
141 26.091 9.3030 2368,0 .9185-03 .1099-02 .1099-02 .9000 .4519-04 .5409-04 .3712-01 .2730 530.3
DATE 23 fEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1496
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL /R4UHIB)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA " 35.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
16l 2.002 7.980 34.99 -2.012 436.0 1304. 94.91 .4539-0 2.023 3811. .1291-0B .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= , BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
161 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .9306-03 .1119-02 .1119-02 .9000 .3266"04 .3926-04 .2532-01 .1864 528.5
/ )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1497
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL rR4UI'II2I
PARAMETRIC DATA
VERTICAL TAIL
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA 35.00 BETA • -2.0GO ELEVON = .0BOO
BDFLAP = o0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R • DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/FTB
XlO 6
104 3.010 7.990 35.01 -1.989 670.6 1321. 95.92 .6925-01 3.095 3836. ,1949-08 .3719-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS Z0 MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO HITO) H_TAN) ODOT DTWDY YW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
104 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .B4B8-03 ,1018-02 .101B-02 .9000 .3692-04 .4430-04 o2927-01 .2156 527.8
1
"2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE !498
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL tR4Uf"II2)
'VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - -2.000 ELEVON - .0000
. BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - ,' J00
***TEST CONDIIIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DE6. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 /FT3 IFT2
138 3.668 8.000 35.03 -1.972 849.0 1352. 97.95 .8696-01 3.896 3881. .2396-02 .7882-07
RUN HREF 8TN NO




RUN xo MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAW) ODOT OfNOf IN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
138 26.091 9.3030 2358.0 .8098-03 .9703-03 .9703-03 .9000 .3968-04 .4755-04 .3248-0t .2379 534,7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IWB@
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMI3)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - -l.OO0 ELEVON - .OOOO
BDFLAP = ,O00O SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG, PSIA BEG. R BEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT2
I58 2.023 7.980 35.02 -.9923 435.0 1293. 94.11 .4529-0! 2.019 3795. .1299-02 .7573-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAN] QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG, R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
158 26,091 9.3030 8368.0 .7794-03 .9391-03 .9391-03 .9000 .2728-04 .3287-04 .2073-01 .1523 532.6
DATE B3 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1500
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UHI$)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA 35.00 BETA - -1.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .OOOO
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 IFT2
101 2.984 7.990 35.02 -.987I 670.0 1328. 96.43 .69X9-01 3.092 3846. .]937-0B .7760-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} HtTAN_ QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
101 26.091 9.3030 B368_.0 .9011-03 .IOB2-OB .lOB2-OB .9000 .3921-04 .4709-04 .3113-01 .2296 533.B
) )
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PA@E 1501
CHB4B BO-O VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMI3)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = e. O00 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - -I.000 ELEVON - ,0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
"'*TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
135 3.683 B.OOO 35.0? l.SB52 852.5 1352. 97.95 .B73B-Ot 3.912 3881. .2406-02 .7882-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN X0 MS Z0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO| H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
135 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .1014-02 .1214-02 .1B14-02 .9000 .4980-04 .5961-04 .4092-0! .3010 530.1
BATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1502
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMI4)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - .ODD0 ELEVON - .0000
BBFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH A!PHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO _ IPT3 IFT2
13 .5302 7.900 34.97 .B130-02 104.2 1240. 91.95 .I158-0l .5059 3714. .339g-03 .739B-07
RUN HREF STN NB




RUN XO MS ZB MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/I-REF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN] ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
13 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .6797-03 .B23B-03 .B23B-03 .9000 .1182-04 1433-04 .B378-02 .6160-01 531.0
i)
\DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1503
0H848 BO-O VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMIW)
VERTICAL TAIL 'PARAMETRIc DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - .ODO0 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONDItIONS*o*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /rT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SECXIO 6
IFT3 /FT2
]32 3.694 8.000 35.03 .6883L03 854.I 1351. 97.87 ,8749-01 3.919 3880. .2413-02 .7876-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEe. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
132 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .1260-02 ,1508-02 .1508-02 .9000 .6190-04 ,7408-04 .5085-0I .3742 529.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF _YPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1504
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMI5)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -|0.00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 , SPDBRK - ,0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
201 ,4945 ?.900 39.95 -I0.05 100.2 1266. 93.88 .I114-0] .4867 3752. .3203-D3 .7554-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAW) ODOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAW/TO . FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
201 26.09I 9.3030 236B.0 .I894-03 .2286-03 .2286-03 .9000 .3243-05 .3914-05 .2395-02 .176_-01 ,527.2
\DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSDNIC TUNNEL PAGE 1505
OHB4B BO-O VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMI5)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • -I0.00 ELEvoN - .0000
BDFLAP : .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
•,*TEST CONDITIONS**,
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlO B /FT3 /FT2
188 I.O|O 7.940 39.95 -10.05 204.4 1253. 92.05 .2199-01 .9703 3734. .6447-03 .7407-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
18B 25.09| 9.3030 2368.0 .B592-03 .795B-03 .7956-03 .9000 .I591-04 .1920-04 .IIB3-OI .B5eT-oI 522.0
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1506
OHB4B BO-O VERTICAL TAIL (R4UM15)
• VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
. . MACH - 8,000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA " -IO.O0 ELEVON - .0000
;':L BDFLAP " .0000 SPDBRK - .DO00
""TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PS!A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
170 1.999 7.980 39.98 -10.08 434.3 1302. 94.76 .4522-01 2.016 3808. .|BBB-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTl,_)T TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BIUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
170 B6.091 9.3030 2368.0 .B184-03 .9841-03 .9841-03 .9000 .2866-04 .3446-04 .2215-01 .163t 528.5
DATE 23 FEB BO 0H842 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNI_E.L PAGE 1507
OH84BBO-OVERTICAL-TA]L _Uf'115)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " -IO.O0 ELEVON = .0000
._I_:)FL.AP= ._OOO0 SPDBRK- ...'0ODD
• ''TEST CONDITIONS'''
•RUN :Rf,J/L /':IACH J_LPHA ._ETA :PO ...... _0 T P ..O V 'RHO
NUMBER /FT OEG. OEG. I:'S]A DE6. R OEG. R PSIA PSI _T/SEC S1.UGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
98 2.982 7.990 40.02 -10.1] 669.7 1328. 96.43 .6916-01 3.091 3846. .1936-02 .7760-07





RUN xo MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) . H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TH
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
98 __09] 9.3030 2368.0 .926Q-D3 .]]11-02 ._JlJ-02 .9000 .4_]29,04 .4233-04 .32J5-0! .2365 529.7
-" . !R-_iJ-_IE
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I50B
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMIT)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = -4.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• ,*'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 B /FT3 IFT2
198 .4952 7.900 39.96 -3.985 99.I9 125B. 93.14 .1102-01 .4816 3737. .3195-03 .7495-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO HIHREF "H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 . R=0.9_ R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT29EC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
19B 26.09! 9.3030 2368.0 .3185-03 .3846-03 .3846-03 .9000 .541B-05, .6541-05 .3952-02 .2923-0! 524.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1509
0H848 60-0 VERTICAL PAIL - (R4UMI7)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - -4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
• ,*TEST CONDITIONS,**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O v RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. ' PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
I85 .9852 7.940 39.97 -3.98I 202.7 1267. 93.08 .21BO-OI .9622 3755. .6323-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QOOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT25EC FT2SEC /SEC
185 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .B222-03 .9909-03 .9909-03 .9000 .1980-04 .2386-04 .I473-01 .lOB7 522.8
OATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1510
OHS_B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMI7)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = -4.000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .OOO0 SPDBRK = .O00O
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 /FT2
XIO 6
176 1.997 7.980 38.97 -3.B99 436.5 1307. 95.I3 .4544-0I 2.026 3815. .1289-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R .BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT25EC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
176 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .B207-03 .9861-03 .9861-03 .9000 .2883-04 .3464-0_ .2246-0I .1655 5_7.5
OATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 [N THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE i511
0H846 60-0 VERTICAL TAI_ {R4UMIT)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - -4.000 ELEVON • .OOOO
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P e V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. _ DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
97 2.987 7.9g0 40.0I -_.020 670.8 i328. 96.43 .6927-01 3.086 3846. ,I939-02 .7760-07
RUN HREF 8TN NO




RUN xo MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(T0) H(TAN_ ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=o.g R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2BEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
97 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .I085-02 -1302-02 .]302-02 .9000 .4726-04 .5669-04 .3771-01 .2774 529.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1512
OHB4B BOLD VERTICAL TAIL (RWUMIB)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -2.000 ELEVON - .O000
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .O00O
•"*TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEO, R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
IB5 .4938 7.900 39.96 -1.991 98.69 1254. 92.99 .1097-01 ,4792 3735. .3184-03 .7483-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
195 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .8169-03 .9864-03 .9854-03 .9000 .1386-G4 1673-04 .lOIl-Oa .7461-01 524.0
DATE 23 FEB BD OHB4B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PACE IBIS
OHB4B 50-0 VERTICAL TAIL tR4UMIB)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " -2.000 ELEVON - .OCO0
BDFLAP = ,0000 SPDBRK = ,0000
"'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
182 1.011 7.940 39.97 -1.995 206.3 1260. 92.56 .2219-01 .9793 3745. .6470-03 .7449-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDCT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R-O.B R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEC. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
IS2 2B.09l 9.3030 2368.0 .9325-03 .II25-02 .1125-02 .BOCC .2263-04 .2731-04 .IB63-OI .I227 524.8
DATE23 FEB 80 oHB4B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |514
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMIB]
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA WO,O0 BETA - -2,000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0900 SPDBRK - .0000
**-TEST CONDITIONS*-*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T R 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
. XIO B /FT3 /FT2
173 2.017 7,980 39.88 -2.004 436.3 1298. 94.47 .4542-01 2.025 3802, .129B-02 .7602-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
173 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 ,3874-03 .h7BB-03 .4786-03 .9000 .]394-04 ,1679-04 .1066-0I .7835-01 532.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1515
OHB4B BO-O VERTICAL TAIL IR4UMIB)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.OOO ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " -2.000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = ,0000 SPDBRK - ,0000
•*'TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
89 3,018 7.990 40.02 -2.030 659.3 1317. 95.63 .6912-01 3.089 3830. .lg51-02 .7696-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO_ H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
.1035-02 .1035-02 .9000 .3748-04 .4494-04 .2972-0I .BIB4 r'_3.689 26,091 9.3030 2368.O
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I51B
OHB4B SO-O VERTICAL TAIL (R4UH20)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -I.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 B IFT3 IFT2
191 .5026 7.900 39.96 -.9984 99.61 1247. 92.47 .I107-01 .4836 3724. .3231-03 .7441-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTI,E)T TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O_9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
191 26.091 9.3030 2358.0 .6384-03 .7724-03 .7724-03 .9000 .I087-04 .1315-04 .7807-02 .5749-01 528.3
\ 7
DATE 83 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1517
OHB4B BO-O VERTICAL TAIL _ (R4UH21)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA "
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -I.O00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP _ .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT8
192 .5105 7.900 39.99 -1.007 I01.0 1246. 92.40 .I123-01 .490B 3783. .3281-03 .7435-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2BEC /6EC
192 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .9267-03 .I120-02 .I120-02 .9000 .1589-04 .1921-04 .I145-01 .8444-01 525.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1518
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL tR4UMBI)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -I.O00 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FTB
179 1.009 7.940 39.99 -i.007 205._ 1259. 92._9 .2212-01 .9760 3743. .645_-03 .7443-07
RuN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R .BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
I79 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 ;5B14-03..7033-03 .7033-03 .9000 . .1408-04 .1704-04 .1023-0! .7513-0! 532.6.
DATE 23 FEB 90 0H849 MODEL B0-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |519
0H849 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL {R4UMBI)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = BIO00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " -I.000 ELEVON - .OOOO
BDFLAP = .0000 SpDBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
167 2.003 7.980 40.01 -1.009 434.6 1301. 94.69 .4525-01 2.017 3807. 1290-02 .7620-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HRE_ H/HREF N/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT 0TWOT IN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
167 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .6572-03 .7905-03 .7905-03 .9000 .2302-04 .2768-04 .1775-01 .1306 529.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHBqB MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE i5EO
OHB4B BO-O VERTICAL TAIL {R4UMBI)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA " 40,00 BETA - -I.O00 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**.TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 /FT2
x10 6
85 3.028 7.990 40.08 -1.034 670.0 1315. 95.49 .69]9-01 3.092 3827. .1956-02 .7684-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
B5 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .7B04-02 .9345-02 ,9345-02 .9000 .3390-03 .4060-03 .2703 2.00! 517.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1521
OHB4B BO-O VERTICAL TAIL (R4UMBB)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .O00O
80FLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
16 .5159 ?.900 40.0] -.3149-02 I02.0 1245. 92.32 .1134-0! .4952 3781. .3314-03 .7429-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R'
FT2SEC =.0175
16 .1722-01 .5634-0t
• *,TEST DATA ,°_
RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO NIHREF H/HREF NIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) GOOT DTWDI IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
i6 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .I036-02 .1254-02 .1254-02 .9000 .1785-04 .2159-04 .1282-01 .9446-01 586.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 152_
• OHB4B BO-O VERTICAL TAIL (R4UM22)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 2.000 ALPHA - 40.00 2ETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK = .0000
•--TEST CONDITIONS--"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /_T DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI _T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
32 1.002 7.940 40.0! -.1050-02 205.9 1266. 93.00 .2215-01 .9775 3754 .6428-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN x0 MS Z0 MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/T0 H(T0) H(TAW) 0DOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER P=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
32 26.09I 9.3030 2368.0 ,2249-03 .9947-03 .9947-03 .9000 .2002-04 .2414-04 .1484-01 .1095 524.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1583
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL tR4UMBB)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 .ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .OOOO
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT2
8B 3.020 7.990 40.OB -.1434-06 669.7 I31?. 95.63 .6916-01 3.091 3830. .1952-02 .7696-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
82 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .7319-03 .8781-03 .8781-03 .9000 .3180-04 .3815-04 .2514-01 .1854 5E5.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 : 0H848 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 15_
.i
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fRWUM22)
vERTIcAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " 8,000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .OOO0 ELEVON - .OOO0
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XID B /FT3 /FT2
I_5 3.684 8.000 40.I0 -.I093-02 853.6 1353. 98.02 .8744-0I 3.g17 3883. .2409-02 .7888-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO, R DEO. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
145 2E,09I 9.3030 2368,0 ,1654-02 .1980-02 .1980-02 .9000 .8129-04 .9728-04 .6689-01 .4922 529.8
) )
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAZL fR4UH25)
VERTICAL TA;L PARAMETR[C DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40,00 BETA = 1.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T _ P Q V RHO PILl
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS ,LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
20 ,5050 ?.900 40.03 L.041 ;00.6 1251. 92.7? .lltB-O! .4882 3730. .3252-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS ZO MS T/C NO H/RREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAN) ODOT DTI4DT TN
NUMBER R=].O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
20 26.09[ 9.3030 236B.0 .623;-03 .752B-03 .752B-03 .9000 .;066-04 .;_8B-04 .973B-02 .5709-0! 525.0
OATE 23 FEB BO OHB48 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1526
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL {R4UM25)
,::. VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40,00 BETA - l.OOO ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
.-.TEST CONDITIONS--,
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xIo 6 /FT3 /FT2
35 1.01] 7.940 40,05 1.018 204.7 I254. 92.12 .2202-01 .9718 3736. .6452-03 .7413-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
35 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .6980-03 .B432-03 .8432-03 .9000 .1686-04 .2037-04 .1227-01 .904B-0I 525.8
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |52?
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL . (R4UM25)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
HMAC = B,000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " 1,000 ELEVON - ,0000
8DFLAP = .DO00 SPDBRK = ,0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
70 2.009 7.980 40.07 1.025 435.0 1299. 94.54 .4529-01 2.019 3804. .1293-02 .760B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT OTf,.,ID? TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG, R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
70 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .3256-03 .3913-03 ,3913-03 .9000 .1140-04 .1371-04 .881B-02 .6500-01 525.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1528
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (RNUH26)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - 2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS'"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO 7 P G V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DE6, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
23 5076 7.900 40.00 2.019 101.2 1252, 92.84 .I125-0I .4913 3732. .3270-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF 9TN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HRE_ H/HREF HII-_REF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT OTI4DT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEQ. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
23 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .4241-03 .5_22-03 .5122-03 .9000 .7282-05 .8795-05 .5299-02 .3911-0! 523.9
) • • • • /
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 152B
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL {R4UMBB)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - 2.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 -SPDBRK = .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X!O B /FT3 /FT2
38 1.003 7.940 40.02 2.013 203.6 1256. 92.27 .2190-0! .9686 3739. .6407-03 .7425-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS Z0 HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R • BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
38 26.091 S.3030 2368.0 .4626-03 .5585-03 .5585-03 .9000 .I;15-04 .1546-04 .8154-02 .6016-01 524.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1530
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UM2S)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - 2.000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /RT2
87 2.005 7,980 40.04 2 022 434.1 I299, 94.54 .4519-01 2.014 3804. .1290-02 ,7608-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ {)lEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO RT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
67 2B,091 9.3030 2368.0 .1291-02 .1549-02 .1549-02 .9000 .4516-04 .5421-04 ,3516-01 .2599 520.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1531
OHB4B BO-O VERTICAL TAIL (R4UM27)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " 4.000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER tFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-BEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
26 .505g 7.900 40.02 4.008 100.B 1250. 92,69 ,I118-01 .4885 3729. ,3256-03 .7459-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS Z0 MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTb_R BTU/ DEO. R D£6. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /BEG
26 26.091 9.3030 2368.0" .3531-03 .4265-03 .4265-03 .9000 .6043-05 .7300-05 .4386-0B .3237-0! 523.9
!DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1532
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL _R4UM27)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.OO0 ALPHA- 40.00 BETA - 4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SRDBRK - .0000
•**TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
: NUMBER /FT BED. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
_1 [.Oil 7.940 40.00 4.013 204.3 1252. 91.98 .2198-01 .9SBB 3733. .6450-03 .7401-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R OEG. R
TAW/TO. FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
41 2B.091 9.3030 2368.0 .7020-03 .B479-03 .8479-03 .9000 .1694-04 .B046-04 .1232-0! .9089-01 524.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHBVB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1533
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UM28)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " I0.00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .OOOO SPDBRK - .gO00
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
29 .5059 7.900 40.08 9.969 100.5 1249. 92.62 .IlI7-O] .4879 3727. .3255-03 .7453-07
R_ HREF STN NO : :




RUN XO MS ZO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAW) ODOT DTI,IDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
29 26.09I 9.3030 2368.0 .I128-03 .1365-03 .1365-03 .9000 .1930-05 .2334-05 .1391-02 .1024-0I 528.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |534
OHB4B 60-0 vERTICAL TAIL (R4UM2B)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - IO.O0 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**,TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PBIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 5 IFT3 IFT2
44 1.020 7.940 39.96 tO.Of 207.3 1257. 92.34 .2230-01 .9842 3740. .6518-03 .7431-07
RUN HREff STN NO




RUN XO MS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
44 26.091 9.3030 2368.0 .8102-03 .9780-03 .97B0-03 .9000 .1970-04 .237B-04 .I443-01 .I065 524.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1535
OH89B BO-O VERT!CAL TAIL _ (R4UMB8)
VERTICAL TAIL PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • IO.O0 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 8 /FT3 /PT2
57 1.996 7,980 40.01 I0.01 434.1 1303. 94.84 .4519-01 2.014 3810. ,I286-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN XO HS ZO MS T/C NO H/HREP H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=o.g R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
57 26.09! 9.3030 2368.0 .2992-0_ .3587-02 .3587-02 .9000 .1047-03 .1256-03 .8220-01 .6085 5i7.8
_ATE 15 JAN 82 OH_4B HOOEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1536
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE IR_UN02)
UPPER HID FUSE PARAHETRICDATA
HACH - 9.000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA - -4.000 ELEVON • .GO00
BDF'LAP= .0000 SPOBRK- .0000
• "TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO I'M
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO G IFT3 IFT2
117 3.002 7.990 29.96 -4.030 671.8 1325. 96.21 .6938-01 3.100 3842. .1946-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUPGER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/T0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
117 9.7050 .67200 2088.0 .3024-02 .3637-02 .3637-02 .9000 .1317-03 .1584-03 .1034 .8883 539.4
!17 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .2034-01 .2452-01 .2452-01 .9000 .8658-03 .1068-02 .6876 4.930 548.4
117 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .T894-02 .9500-02 .9500-02 .B000 .3439-03 .4138-03 .2694 1.939 541.2
117 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .4209-03 .5060-03 .5060-03 .9000 .1833-04 .2204-04 .1444-01 .2151 537.3
117 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .3219-02 .3872-02 .3872-02 .9000 .1402-03 .1687-03 .1102 1.070 538.7
I17 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .1316-02 .1592-02 .1592-02 .9000 .5733-04 .6889-04 .4528-01 .3494 535.0
lIT 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .4870-02 .5857-02 .5857-02 .9000 .2121-03 .2551-03 .1669 1,478 538.6
''_ 13.107 = nnn 2,2 ......... 2 _-n_ _nnn._8_v_ ' _ n =aao-n 3_-n_ !262-03 !5!7-03 .9945-0! qnT? 536°8
117 13.107 1.1260 2124.0 .1090-02 .1310-02 .1310-02 .9000 .4748-04 .5705-04 .3749-01 .2724 535.0
117 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .2266-02 .2722-02 .2722-02 .B000 .9872-04 .1186-03 .7807-01 .6008 533.9
117 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .4090-02 .4915-02 .4915-02 .SO00 .1781-03 .2141-03 .1405 .9325 536.1
117 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .5042-02 .6059-02 .6059-02 .9000 .2196-03 .2639-03 .1734 1.205 535.3
117 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .1828-02 .2195-02 .2195-02 .9000 .78G3-04 .9566-04 .6295-01 .5421 534.2
117 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .2492-02 .2982-02 .29e2-02 .9000 .1081-03 .1299-03 .8546-01 .6737 534.3
!17 17.574 .86900 2406.0 .4647-02 .5584-02 .5584-02 .9000 .2024-03 .2432-03 .1598 1.255 535.2
117 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .6318-02 .7586-02 .7586-02 .9000 .2752-03 .3304-03 .2180 !.623 532.6
117 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .6831-02 .8211-02 .8211-02 .9000 .2975-03 .3576-03 .2346 1.571 536.3
117 22.000 .86800 2156,0 .8178-02 .9828-02 .9928-02 .9000 .3562-03 .4281-03 .2811 2.393 535.5
117 22.0J0 1.5720 2155.0 .6283-02 .7549-02 .7549-02 .BOO0 .2737-03 .3288-03 .2161 1.575 535.1
117 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .5546-02 .6663-02 .6663-02 .9000 .2416-03 .2902-03 .1908 1.536 534.8
117 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .6620-02 .7953-02 .7953-02 .9000 .2884-03 .3464-03 .2280 1.668 534.1
DATE 15 JAN 8_ 0H84B H00EL 60-O IN TI_ AEDC VV,F HYPERSONICT_L PAGE 153"/
0H84B 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (R_UN0_)
RUN X0 MS YO 1'15 TIC NO H/HR[F HIHREF H/I-_F'F TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAI4) OOOT OTHDT TH
Nt.I"4_R R-|.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISE:C
1IT _2,640 .86800 2159.0 .12l 1-01 .1456-01 .1456-01 .9000 .5276-03 .6343-03 .4155 3.SI8 53"/._
I I'/ ¢'_2.640 1.2180 2159.0 .12T5-01 .1533-01 .1533-01 .9000 .5553-03 .65-/7-03 .43-?l 3.940 :_t.o
117 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .1517-01 .1920-01 .1820-01 .9000 .6607-03 .7927-03 .5259 3.871 528.8
DATE 15 JAN 82 OHB4B HOOEL50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1538
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UN02)
IJPP_RHID FUSE PARAHETRICDATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA " 30.00 BETA = -4.000 ELEVON= .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUt'E_R IFT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
130 3.691 B.O00 29.96 -4.050 853.4 1351. 97.87 .8742-01 3.916 3880. .2411-02 .7876-0_
RUN . I,/BEF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN) ODOT DTIdDT TN
NUf'BER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTESEC /SEC
130 9.7050 .67200 2088.0 .2963-02 .3557-02 .3557-02 .9000 .1455-03 .1747-03 .1176 1.008 542.6
130 9.7170 1.7090 2089,0 .1021-01 .2315-01 .2315-01 .9000 ,9436-03 .1137-02 .7494 5.352 556.5
130 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .7628-02 .9165-02 .9165-02 .9000 .3747-03 .4502-03 .3017 2.157 545.4
130 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .1689-03 .2026-03 .2026-03 .9000 .8293-05 .9953-05 .6717-02 .9994-01 540.7
130 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .2985-02 .3584-02 .3584-02 .9000 .1466-03 .1761-03 .1185 1.148 542.?
130 13.077 .96800 2125.0 .1465-02 .1757-02 .1757-02 .SO00 .7196-04 .8632-04 .5945-01 .4503 538.4
130 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .5114-02 .6142-02 .6142-02 .9000 .2512-03 .3017-03 .2020 1.793 543.4
130 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .3143-02 .3771-02 .3771-02 .9000 .1544-03 .1853-03 .1251 1.140 540.1
130 13.107 1.1290 2124.0 .1142-02 .1369-02 .1369-02 .9000 .5607-04 .6726-04 .4555-01 .3304 538.4
i30 i5.343 .86900 2i40.0 .2604-02 .3i23-02 .3123-02 .9000 .1279-03 .1534-03 ._v.u... . .7989 537.6
130 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .4029-02 .4833-02 .4933-02 .9000 .1979-03 .2374-03 .1605 1.064 539.4
130 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .5860-02 .7031-02 .7031-02 .9000 .2879-03 .3454-03 .2335 1.619 539.5
130 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .1724-02 .2067-02 .2067-02 .SO00 .8467-04 .1015-03 .6883-01 .5915 537°9
130 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .2369-02 .284|-02 .2841-02 .9000 .1164-03 .1396-03 .9457-01 .7441 538.0
130 17.574 .95800 2406.0 .5341-02 .6409-02 .6408-02 .9000 .2624-03 .3148-03 .2129 1.669 539.3
130 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .5615-02 .6734-02 .6734-02 .9000 .2758-03 .3308-03 .2242 1.664 537.9
130 19.845 1.5720 241"0.0 .6698-02 .8037-02 .8037-02 .9000 .3230-03 .3948-03 .2666 1.781 540.4
130 22.000 .86900 2156.0 .7902-02 .9481-02 .9481-02 .9000 .3991-03 .4657-03 .3147 2.661 539.9
130 22.00U 1.5720 2155.0 .6139-02 .7363-02 .7363-02 .SO00 .3015-03 .3617-03 .2447 1.780 539.2
130 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .6229-02 .7474-02 .7474-02 .SO00 .3060-03 .3671-03 .2490 1.991 540.1
130 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .7405-02 .8981-02 .8881-02 .9000 .3637-03 .4363-03 .2955 2.158 538.2
DATE 15 JNt 82 OH84B 14OOEL60-O tN Till[ AEOCVKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1539
OHG4B60-0 UPPERHID FUSELAGE (RctUN02I
RUN XO HIS YO I','F3 TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/T0 H(T0) H(TAN) OOOT DTNOT TN
NUI"BER R-I.0 R=0.9 R: BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTESEC FTESEC FT2SEC /SEC
130 22°640 .86800 2159.0 ,1299-01 .1560-01 .1560-01 .9000 .6383-03 ,7663-03 .5161 4.360 542.0
130 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .1191-01 .1430-01 .1430-01 .9000 .585]-03 .7023-03 ,q736 4.261 541.2
!30 22.640 !o5820 2!57:0 _!44B-o! ,1734-0! .1734-0! .9000 .7112-03 .8520-03 .5816 4.272 533.0
DATE 15 JAN I_ OH94B I"<)OEL60-0 IN THE AEOCVKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1540
OHB4B60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE IR4UN03!
UPPER HID FUSE PARAHETRICDATA
HACH • B.O00 ALPHA • 30,00 BETA • -E.O00 ELEVON• .O00O
BOFLAP • ,0000 SPDBRK• .0000
• "*TEST COND|TIONS''"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT OEG. OEG. PS|A DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IF?3 IFT2
153 1.969 7.980 29.95 -2.020 434.7 1307. 95.13 .4526-01 2.017 3815. .1264-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO t_ YO H5 TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
Nt,R'IER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
153 9.7050 .67200 2086.0 .1938-02 .2335-02 .2335-02 .9000 .6793-04 .8185-04 .5222-0] .448B 538.0
153 9.7170 1.7090 2099.0 .1747-01 .2llO-OI .2l]0-01 .9000 .6125-03 .7396-03 .4653 3.339 547.0
153 9.7990 1.1010 2097.0 .6562-02 .7910-02 .7910-02 .9000 .2300-03 .2773-03 .1764 1.270 539.9
153 10.806 .96700 2103.0 .3788-03 .4592-03 .4562-03 .9000 .1329-04 .1599-04 .1022-01 .1523 537.0
153 IO.BOG 1.6380 2102.0 .2738-02 .3297-02 .32_7-02 .9000 .9592-04 .1156-03 .7372-01 .7162 538.1
153 13.077 .B6800 2125,0 .1004-02 .1209-02 .1209-02 ,9C00 .3520-04 .4238-04 .2717-01 .2097 534.9
153 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .3742-02 .4508-02 .4509-02 .SO00 .1312-03 .15eo-03 .1009 .8945 537.7
153 13.107 .29000 2127.0 .4151-02 .5000-02 .5000-02 .9000 .1455-03 .1753-03 o1120 !.022 537.0
153 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .9945-03 .1197-02 .1197-02 .9000 .3486-04 .4197-04 .2690-01 .1955 535.0
153 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .1910-02 .2179-02 .2179-02 .9000 .6346-04 .7637-04 .4906-01 .3776 533.6
153 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .4068-02 .4599-02 .4639-02 .9000 .1426-03 .1717-03 .llO0 .7299 535.7
153 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .2850-02 .343o-02 .3430-02 .9000 .9999-04 .i202-05 .7712-0i .5362 534.6
153 17.574 .28000 ,;3409.0 .3727-02 .4487-02 .4497-02 .9000 .1308-03 .1573-03 .1007 .9669 535.6
153 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .3503-02 .4217-02 .4217-02 .9000 .1228-03 .1478-03 .9479-01 .7471 534.7
153 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .2695-02 .32_3-02 .32_3-02 .9000 .9447-04 .1137-03 .7299-01 .5733 534.2
153 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .4875-02 .5971-02 .5971-02 .9000 .1709-03 .2058-03 .1316 .9779 536.5
153 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .BII6-02 .9773-02 .9773-02 .9000 .2845-03 .3426-03 .2193 1.469 535.5
153 22.000 .B6800 2156.0 .5291-02 .63G8-02 .6389-02 .9000 .1855-03 .2232-03 .1433 1.216 533.9
153 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .3850-02 .4634-02 .4634-02 .9000 .1350-03 .1624-03 .1043 .7607 533.9
153 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .5512-02 .6634-02 .6634-02 .9000 .1932-03 .2325-03 .1493 1.202 534.1
153 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .6226-02 .7492-02 .7492-02 .9000 .2182-03 .2626-03 .1687 1.235 533.6
DATE 15 JAN_ OHB4BMOOEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 15_I
OHB4B60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE IR4UN031
'RUN XOMS YOI'IS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TH
NLII'tBER R=I,O R-O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
153 22.640 .86800 2159.0 .7076-02 .8517-02 .8517-02 .9000 .2481-03 .2986-03 .1916 1.625 534.3
153 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 ,8049-02 .9689-02 .9689-02 .9000 .2821-03 .33S6-03 .2177 1.965 535.0

























































































































































































DAtE 15 JAN 82 OHB4BHODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1543
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R41JN031
RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTHOT TN
NUHBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG, R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTESEC FT2SEC FTESEC /SEC
114 22.640 .86800 2159.0 .I028-01 .1236-01 .1236-01 .9000 .4483-03 .5388-03 .3531 2.593 555.1
114 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .1259-01 .1514-0) .1514-01 .9000 .5489-03 .6600-03 .4316 3,892 536.5
114 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .1260-01 .1510-01 .1510-01 .9000 .5492-03 .6586°03 .43T3 3.223 526.4
DATE 15 JAN e2 OH84B HODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE |544
OH84B EO-O UPPER MID FUSELAGE {R_UN03I
UPPER HID FUSE PARAMETRICDATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA • "2.000 ELEVON= .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK= .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO I'M
NU_R /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
IE? 3.689 8.000 29.96 -E.OIO 854.0 1352. 97.95 .8748-01 3.919 3881. .2411-02 .7082-07
RUN I-_EF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
I27 9,7050 .67200 2088,0 .1348-02 .1618-02 .1618-02 .SO00 .6622-04 .7950-04 .5362-01 ,4599 542.0
127 9.7170 1.7090 EOBB,0 .1758-01 .2117-01 .2117-0I .9000 ,9642-03 .1040-02 ,6903 4.939 552.9
127 9,3990 1.1010 2087.0 ,6030-02 .7243-02 .7243-02 .9000 .2963-03 .3559-03 .2392 1.719 544.4
127 10.806 ,86700 2103.0 ,5527-04 .6632-04 .6632-04 .9000 .2716-05 .3260-05 .2203-02 .3279-01 540.6
127 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .2346-02 .2816-02 .28!6-02 .9000 .1153-03 .1384-03 .9328-01 .9043 542.5
127 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .1279-02 ,1534-02 .I534-02 .9000 .6285-04 .7538-04 .51!1-01 ,3937 538.5
127 I3.077 1.6840 2122.0 .3424-02 .4li0-02 .4110-02 .9000 .1683-03 .2020-03 .1363 1.207 541.5
127 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .59]1-02 .7095-02 .7095-02 .$000 .2905-03 .3487-03 .2353 E.142 541.8
127 13.107 I.I280 2124.0 .1143-02 .1371-02 .137]-02 .9000 .5618-04 .6738-04 .4567-01 .3313 538.6
127 15.347 .86900 E140.0 .2105-02 .2524-02 .2524-02 .9000 .1035-03 .1240-03 .8425-01 .6472 537.3
127 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .3700-02 .4439-02 .4439-02 .9000 .1819-03 .2192-03 .1477 .9783 539.7
127 17.549 1.1200 Lm_OS.0 .6927-02 .8312-02 .8312-02 ,9000 .3404-03 .4085-03 .2762 . 1.914 540.4
127 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .2190-02 .2626-02 .2626-02 .9000 .1076-03 .1291-03 .8751-01 .7519 538.5
127 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .2039-02 .2445-02 .2445-02 .9000 .1002-03 .1202-03 .8157-01 .6420 537.7
127 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .3623-02 .4345-02 .4345-02 .9000 ,1781-03 .2!35-03 .1449 1.136 538.0
127 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .4747-02 .5695-02 .5595-02 .9000 .2333-03 .2799-03 .1895 1.406 539.5
127 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .6135-02 .7361-02 .7361-02 .9000 .3015-03 .3617-03 .2447 1.636 540.0
127 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .8173-02 .9806-02 .$806-02 .9000 .4017-03 .4819-03 .3262 2.758 539.7
i27 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .7231-02 .8675-02 .8675-02 .9000 .3554-03 .4263-03 .2886 2.099 539.6
127 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 ,7327-02 .8791-02 .8791-02 .9000 ,3601-03 .4320-03 .2922 2.347 540.1
127 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .6407-02 ,7684-02 .7684-02 .9000 .3!49-03 .3776-03 .2560 1.869 538.5
DATE 15 JkNS_ OHBhBHODEL 60-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC Tur'_EL PAGE 1§45
0HB4B 60-O UPPER MID FUSELAGE IR_UN031
RUN XO MS YO I'IS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTI4DT TN
_R R=I.0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTUIR BTUI 0EG, R DEG, R
TAHtTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
127 22,640 ,86800 2159,0 .1220-01 ,1464-0] .1464-01 ,9000 .5995-03 .7196-0] ,h857 4,104 541.6
!27 22_640 !:_!_0 _!5R-0 .13_5-o! .]603-0l .1603-01 .9000 ,6563-05 ._879-03 ,5309 h,??2 542,8




































































































































































































































OAT[ 15 JAN B2 OH94B HODEL60-0 IN THE AEOCVW HYP£RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1547
OH84B 60-O UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UN04)
XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW_ QOOT DTNDT TW
NUMBIE:R R-I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU! DEG. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
150 22.640 .B6800 2159.0 .5356-02 .6440-02 ,6440-02 .9000 .1891-03 .2262-03 .14?l I.£47 534.0
150 22.640 1.2180 2159.0 ,3641-02 .4378-02 .4378-02 .9000 .|279-03 .1538-03 .1000 .9033 533.7























































































































































































































































































DATE 15 JAN I_ OH846 HODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1549
0H846 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UN04|
RUt1 XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN) ODOT DTNDT " TN
NUHBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
III 22.640 1.2180 3158,0 .7533-02 .9050-02 .9050-02 .9000 ,3280-03 .3940-03 .2592 e.340 534.4


















































































































































































































































































DATE 15 JAN _ 01,184B_L 60-0 IN THE ,eEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TU!,,_IEL PAGE 1551
OHB4B 60-OUPPER MID FUSELAGE (R4UN041
RUN XO It'S YO MS TIC NO HII-EREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAN) 0OOT OTNOT TN
NUI'IB_R R=l.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ 0EG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
123 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .1022-01 .1226-01 .1226-01 .9000 .5020-03 .6022-03 .4078 3.673 539.3
1_3 _.640 1,5820 2157,0 ,1009-0l .I207-01 .1207-01 .90D0 ,4955-03 .5930-03 .4073 2.99_ 5_9.6
DATE 15 JAN 82 OH84B HOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1552
0H84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE IRq,UN061
UPPER HID FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA • .0000, ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
II .51L_ 7.900 29.95 .4910-02 100.6 1239. 91.89 .1118-01 .488q 3712, .3284-03 .7393-07
RUN HREF STNNO




RUN XO ItS YO HS T/C NO H/HREF HII-REF H/PREF TAN/TO HtTO) HITAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUNBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
• TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
II 9.7050 .67200 2089.0 .1933-02 .2349-02 .2349-02 .9000 .3304-04 .4015-04 .2310-01 .1984 539.5
I! 9.7170 I.?090 2089.0 .1493-01 .1917-01 ,1817-01 .9000 .2552-03 .3105-03 .1775 1.276 543.2
II 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .5961-02 .7247-02 .7247-02 .9000 .1019-03 .1239-03 .7110-01 .5118 540.7
I1 10.906 .86700 2103.0 .3872-03 .4705-03 .4705-03 .9000 ,6616-05 .8040-05 .4629-02 .6891-01 539.1
II 10,806 1.6380 2102.0 .2711-02 .3295-02 .3295-02 .9000 .4533-04 .5631-04 .3237-01 .3142 539.9
I| 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .7940-03 .9647-03 .9647-03 .S000 .1357-04 .1649-04 .9499-02 .7317-01 538.6
II 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .3598-02 .4495-02 .4495-02 .9000 .6320-04 .7682-04 .4415-01 .3911 540.1
II 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .2154-02 .2619-02 .2518-02 .9000 .3682-04 .4474-04 .2575-01 .2347 539.2
II 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1084-02 .1317-02 .1317-02 .9000 .1852-04 .2251-04 .1296-01 .94G0-01 538.9
II 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .1316-02 .1599-02 .1599-02 .9000 .2248-04 .2731-04 .1576-01 .1210 537.3
II 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .4711-02 .5725-02 .5725-02 .9000 .8051-04 .9783-04 .5633-01 .3733 539.0
I! 17.549 1.1200 L_05.0 .2002-02 .2432-02 .2432-02 .9000 .3421-04 .4156-04 .2397-01 .1663 538.1
II 17.574 .28000 2409.0 .3456-02 .4200-02 .4200-02 .9000 .5907-04 .7177-04 .4134-01 .3552 538.?
II 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .2918-02 .3545-02 .3545-02 .9000 .4986-04 .6059-04 .3492-01 .2748 538.3
II 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .1852-02 .2249-02 .2249-02 .BG00 .3164-04 .3844-04 .2218-01 .1739 537.7
II 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .4827-02 .5856-02 .5856-02 .SO00 .8249-04 .1002-03 .5772-01 .4283 539.0
II 19.945 1.5720 _10.0 .3722-C2 .4522-02 .4522-02 .9000 .6360-04 ,7727-04 .4453-01 .2978 538.6
!1 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .1540-02 .1870-02 .1670-02 .9000 .2632-04 .3196-04 .1845-01 .1562 537.6
I| 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .1449-02 .1760-02 .1760-02 .9000 .2476-04 .3008-04 .1736-01 ,1264 537.6
II 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .4583-02 .5567-02 .5567-02 .9000 .7831-04 .9514-04 .5483-01 .4407 538.5
II 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .3886-02 .4721-02 .4721-02 .9000 .6641-04 .8067-04 .4652-01 .3397 539.1
DATE 15 JAN Be OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PA6E 1553
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (R4UN06!
RUN XO HS Y0 HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T0) H(TANI ODOT DTNOT TN
NUHi3ER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTESEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
II _2,640 .B6800 2159.0 .2007-02 .2438-02 .2438-02 .9000 .343i-04 .4167-0h .2h05-01 .2636 537.7
II 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .8510-03 .1034-02 .1034o02 .9000 .1454-04 .1766-04 .1020-01 .9193-01 537.4
i| _.640 I.bB_O 2i57.0 .limB-02 .i443-02 .i44_-02 .9000 ._u_u-u_ ._4oo-u_ .l_C_-uz ._u_ 53, ]
DATE 15 JAN _ OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1554
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE IRqUN061
UPPER HiD FUSE PA_A,t"ETR!C DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - .0000 [LEVON • .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 5PDBRK • .0000
• '*TEST CONDITIONS'*'
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUttBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-5EC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
48 1.981 7.900 29.96 .2453-02 434.4 1310. 95.35 .4522-01 2.016 3820. .1280-02 .7672-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO ItS YO ItS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(T0) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
48 9.7050 .67200 2098.0 .2774-02 .3340-02 .3340-02 .9000 .9723-04 .1171-03 .7507-01 .6454 537.6
48 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1551-01 .1870-01 .1870-01 .9000 .5435-03 .6554o03 .4170 2.999 542.4
48 9.7990 1.1010 2067,0 .4466-02 .5378-02 .5379-02 .9000 .1556-03 .1885-03 .1209 .8716 537,5
49 10.906 .86700 2103.0 .2730-03 .3287-03 .3287-03 .9000 .9570-05 .1152-04 .7401-02 .1104 536.3
48 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .2243-02 ,2700-02 .2700-02 .9000 .7863-04 .9466-04 .6083-01 .5915 536.1
49 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .1212-02 .1459-02 .1459-02 .9000 .4250-04 .5113-04 .3295-0l .2544 534.3
48 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .3591-02 .4323-02 ,4323-02 .9000 .1259-03 .1515-03 .9739-01 .8645 536.0
48 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .5579-02 .6718-02 .6718-02 .9900 .1956-03 ,2355-03 .15|1 1.379 537.1
48 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .8402-03 .1011-02 .1011-02 .9000 .2945-04 .3544-04 .2285-01 .1661 534.0
48 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .2548-02 .3064-02 .3064-02 .9000 .8931-04 .1074-03 .6936-01 .5340 533.0
48 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .3735-02 .4494-02 .4494-02 .9000 .1309-03 .1575-03 .I016 .6751 533.8
4a 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .2519-02 .3030-02 .3030-02 .9000 .8828-04 .1062-03 .6853-01 .4767 533.4
49 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .5327-02 ,6411-02 .6411-02 .9000 .1867-03 .2247-03 .1446 1.245 535.2
48 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .5]30-02 .6173-02 .6173-02 .9000 .1798-03 .2164-03 .1394 1.099 534.4
48 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .3073-02 .3697-02 .3697-02 .9000 .1077-03 .1296-03 .9363-01 .6573 533.3
48 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .4419-02 .5316-02 .5316-02 .9000 .1549-03 .1864-03 .1201 .8936 534.1
48 19.845 !.5720 2410.0 .5536-02 .6660-02 .6650-02 .9000 .1941-03 .2335-03 .1506 1.010 533.6
48 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .2120-02 .25_9-02 .2548-02 .9000 .7430-04 .6933-04 .5783-01 .4912 531.3
48 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .2139-02 .2571-02 .2571-02 .9000 .7497-04 .9013-04 .5835-01 .4262 531.3
46 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .2833-02 .3407-02 .3407-02 .9000 .9931-04 .1194-03 .7718-01 .6222 532.4
46 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .2536-02 .3049-02 .3049-02 .9000 .8890-04 .1069-03 .6919-01 .5070 531.4
) t
DATE 15 JAN B2 OHB4BHOOEL 60-0 IN THE A£DC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1555
OH84B 60-OUPPER MID FUSELAGE (R4UN06)
RUN XO HS YO MS TIC HO H/HREF H/HREF H/_qEF TAN/TO H(T0) H(TAH) (;IOOT DTNOT TN
Nt.ttBER R-I,0 R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
48 22.640 .86800 2159.0 .3067-02 .3688-02 ,3688-02 .g000 .1075-03 .1293-03 .B369-01 .7109 531.2
48 _2.640 1.2180 2158.0 .3357-02 .4036-02 .4035-02 .9000 .1177-03 .1415-03 .9160-01 .8282 531.3
48 _2.640 1.5820 2157.0 .4439-02 .5337-02 .5337-02 .9000 .1556-03 ol871-03 .1211 .8902 531.4
DATE 15 JAN _ OH848 HOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1556
0H94B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE IR4UN06|
UPPER HID FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH • B,000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA = ,0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN _ RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA P0 TO T P O V RHO I'M
NUHBER IFT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 IFT3 IFT2
77 3.028 7.990 29.98 -,2446-02 670.1 1315. 95.49 .6920-01 3.092 3827. .1956-02 .7694-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H[TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
_R R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
37 9.7050 .67200 2088.0 .3378-02 .4069-02 .4069-02 .9000 .1468-03 .1769-03 .1137 .9760 540.1
?7 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1511-01 .1822-01 .1622-01 .9000 .6563-03 .7917-03 .5046 3.623 545.9
77 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .3789-02 .4562-02 .4562-02 .9000 .1646-03 .1982-03 .1276 .9192 539.5
37 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .2688-03 .3236-03 .3236-03 .9000 .1168-04 .1406-04 .9070-02 .1351 538.0
7? 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .1929-02 .2201-02 .2201-02 .9000 .7944-04 .9563-04 .6169-01 .5994 539.1
?7 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .1526-02 .1936-02 .1836-02 .9000 .6629-04 .7976-04 .5161-01 .3981 536.2
?? 13.077 1.6640 2122.0 .3301-02 .3974-02 .3974-02 .9C00 .1434-03 .1727-03 .1113 .9870 538.5
?? 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .6578-02 .7921-02 .7921-02 .9000 .2859-03 .3441-03 .2216 2.020 539.3
?? 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .8823-03 .1061-02 .1061-02 .9000 .3833-04 .4612-04 .2986-01 .2169 535.?
77 15,347 ,86800 2140.0 .2581-02 .3104-02 .3104-02 .9000 .1121-03 .1349-03 .8742-01 .6723 535.0
37 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .3423-02 .4119-02 .4119-02 .9000 .1487-03 .1790-03 .1159 .7682 536.4
?7 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .3183-02 .3030-02 .3830-02 .9000 .t393-03 .1664-03 .1077 .7482 535.9
?? 17.574 .E8000 2408,0 .4247-02 .5111-02 ,5111-02 .9000 .1845-03 .2221-03 .1435 1.234 536.8
37 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .4838-02 ,58_1-02 .5821-02 .9000 .2102-03 .2529-03 .1636 1.288 536.3
?? 17.574 .96800 2406.0 .2749-02 .3307-02 .3307-02 .9000 .1194-03 .1437-03 .9310-01 .7310 535.E
77 17.574 1.57E0 2404.0 .3409-02 .4101-02 ._101-02 .9000 .1481-03 .1782-03 .1153 .8567 536.2
?7 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .7065-02 .8501-02 .8501-02 .9000 .3069-03 .3693-03 .2389 1.599 536.5
77 22.000 .86800 2!56,0 .5329-02 .6409-02 .6409-02 .9000 .2315-03 .2784-03 .1805 1.531 534.6
77 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .1293-01 .1550-01 .1550-01 .9000 .5617-03 .6735-03 .4451 3.266 522.4
77 22,610 .14000-01 2036.0 .3880-02 .4679-02 .4679-02 .9000 .1690-03 .2033-03 .1318 1.062 534.6
77 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .3801-02 .457]-02 .4571-02 .9000 .1651-03 .1986-03 .1289 .9436 533.9
DATE 15 JAN 82 0H849 HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1557
0H848 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (R4UN06!
RUN XO HS YO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO! H(TANI ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAH_TO FT25EC rT2SEC FTPSEC /SEC
77 22.640 .86800 2159.0 .6824-02 .8209-02 ".8209-02 .9000 .2965-03 .3566-03 .2311 !.S59 535.3
77 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .4637-02 .5577-02 .5577-02 .9000 .2015-03 .2423-03 .1572 1.419 534.4
77 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .3892-02 .4670-02 .4670-02 .9000 .1691"03 .2029-03 .1336 .9853 524.B
DATE 15 JAN 82 OH94B HOOEL 60-0 IN TI-_ AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1558
OH84B 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (R4UN06)
UPPER H|O FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NL.I_R IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
120 3.698 8.000 29.97 .7342-02 853.1 1349, 97.73 .8738-01 3.915 3877. .2413-02 .7864-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (]DOT OTNOT TH
NUH_R R-I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
120 9.7050 .67200 2088.0 .4713-02 .5661-02 .5661-02 .9000 .2314-03 .2779-03 o1865 1.599 542.8
120 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1497-01 .1801-01 .1801-01 .9000 .7350-03 .8842-03 .5873 4.209 549,6
120 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .3377-02 .4055-02 .4055-02 .9000 .1658-03 .t991-n3 .1338 .9626 541.9
120 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .4646-03 .5579-03 .5578-03 .9000 .2281-04 .2739-04 .1842-01 .2740 541.2
120 10,806 1.6380 2102.0 .1593-02 .1912-02 ,1912-02 .9000 .7822-04 .9389-04 .6321-01 ,6133 540.6
120 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .1862-02 .2234-02 .2294-02 .9000 .9144-04 .1097-03 .7407-01 .5706 538.6
|20 13.077 1,6840 2122,0 ,3201-02 .3842-02 ,36_2-02 .9000 .1572-03 .1887-03 .1270 1.125 540.6
120 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .7219-02 .8569-02 ,8S63-02 .9000 .3544-03 .4256-03 .2857 2.600 542.5
120 13.107 1.1280 21c"_.0 .9635-03 .1156-02 .1156-02 .9000 .4731-04 .5675-0_ .3836-01 .2783 537.9
120 15,347 ,86600 2140,0 ,2863-02 .3434-02 .3434-02 .9000 .1406-03 .1686-03 ,1141 .8761 537.4
120 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 ,3443-02 ,4130-02 .4130-02 ,9000 .1690-03 .2028-03 ,1370 .9081 538.4
120 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .3428-02 .4112-02 .4112-02 .9000 .1683-03 .2019-03 .1364 .9463 538.4
120 17,574 .28000 2408.0 .4868-02 .5843-02 .5843-02 ,9000 .2390-03 .2869-03 .1933 1.660 540.0
120 17.574 .56000 c_t07.O .5392-02 .6470-02 .6470-02 .9000 .2647-03 .3177-03 .2143 1.685 539.4
120 17,574 ,86800 2406.0 .3199-02 .3838-02 ,3838-02 ,gO00 ,1571-03 .1684-03 .1274 .9988 537,8
120 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .3578m02 .%2g0--02 ,4290--02 .S000 .1757--03 .2107--03 .1426 !.060 536.6
120 19.845 1,5720 2410,0 .7825-02 .9388-02 .9353-02 .9000 .3342-03 .4610-03 .3112 2.081 538.7
120 22.000 .86800 2i56.0 .3572-02 .4283-02 ,42_3-02 .9000 .1754-03 .2103-03 .1424 1.207 536.4
120 22.000 1,5720 2155.0 .3386-02 .4062-02 .4062-02 .9000 ,1663-03 .1984-03 .1349 .9822 537.4
120 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .4858-02 .5828-02 .5828-02 .9000 .2385-03 .2862-03 .1932 1.552 538.8
120 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .4328-02 .5190-02 .5190-02 .9000 .2125-03 .2548-03 .1725 1.261 536.8
DATE 15 JAN B2 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1559
OH84B 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (R4UN06!
RUN XO MS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/Ia_EF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (]lOOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TA_ITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
120 _2.6_0 .86800 2159.0 .6855-02 .8222-02 .8222-02 .9000 .3386-03 .4037-03 .2730 2.311 537.7
IdU 22.640 |.dlUU 2iSB.O ..................... ._cu_-vJ _,_-._ . ,, 2 _o_
120 22,640 1.59<?.0 2157.0 .6664-02 .7975-02 .7975-02 .9000 .3272-03 .3916-03 .2683 1.975 526.6
DATE 15 JAN 82 OH849 HODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1560
0H849 80-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE IR4UN08!
UPPER M|O FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH _ 6.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA = 1.000 ELEVON - .0000BOFLAP .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO I'M
NU_R IFT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTIBEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
51 E,021 ?,980 29.94 1.035 434,5 i293. 94,11 .4523-01 E.OI6 3795. .1297-02 .7573-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS ¥0 MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT OTNOT TN
NI.tIBER R=I,0 R-O.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/T0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
51 9.7050 .67200 2088.0 .3146-02 .3794-02 .3794-02 .9000 .1100-03 .1327-03 .9320-01 .7156 536.5
51 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1392-01 .1681-01 .1691-0! .9000 .4988-03 .5979-03 .3662 2.636 540.5
51 9.7990 1.1010 2097.0 .3422-02 .4126-02 .4125-02 .9000 .1197-03 .1443-03 .9061-01 .6540 535.6
51 10.808 ,86700 2103.0 .6966-03 .8290-03 .9290-03 .9000 .2402-04 .2896-04 .IBI9-01 .2713 535.5
61 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .1785-02 .2]52-02 .2152-02 .9000 .6245-04 ,7529-04 .4734-01 .4608 534.6
51 13.077 .86800 21E5.0 .1549-02 .1856-02 .IBG6-02 .9000 .5416-04 .6526-04 .4119-01 .3193 532.4
51 13.077 1.6940 2122.0 .3395-02 .4091-02 .40_1-02 .9000 .1184-03 .1427-03 .8978-01 .7978 534.4
SI 13.107 ,28000 2127.0 .6039-02 .7282-02 .7292-02 .9000 .2112-03 .2547-03 .1600 1.461 535.3
51 13.107 1,1280 2124.0 .9097-03 .1095-02 .1093-02 .9000 .3]82-04 .3833-04 .2420-01 .1761 532.1
51 15.347 .96800 2140.0 .3551-02 .4277-02 ,4277-02 ,9000 .1242-03 .1496-03 .9455-01 .7285 531.4
51 15.347 1.5840 E139.0 .3747-02 .4514-02 .4514-02 .9000 .1310-03 .1579-03 .9967-01 .6629 532.1
51 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .3028-02 .3635-02 .3635-02 .9000 .1056-03 .1271-03 .8038-01 .5596 531.3
51 17.574 .29000 2408.0 .6603-02 .7959-02 .7959-02 .9000 .2310-03 .279_-03 .1754 1.511 833.3
51 17,574 .56000 2407.0 .6787-02 .8177-02 .8177-02 .9000 .2374-03 .2660-03 .1805 1.424 532.5
51 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .3776-02 .4549-02 .4549-02 .9000 .1321-03 .1591-03 ,1005 .7909 531,5
51 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .4707-02 .5671-02 .5671-02 .9000 .1646-03 .1984-03 .1252 .9321 532.3
51 19,845 1.5720 2410,0 .3748-02 .4514-02 ,4514-02 .9000 .1311-03 .1579-03 .9976-01 .6696 531.7
51 22,000 ,86800 2158.0 .1716-02 .2086-02 .206S-02 .9000 .6002-04 .7226-04 .4593-01 .3897 529,2
51 22,000 1,5720 2155.0 .1417-01 .1704-01 _1704-01 .9000 .4958-03 .5962-03 .3806 2.789 525,0
51 22.610 .14000-01 2036.C .2933-02 .3532-02 .3532-02 .9000 .1025-03 .1235-03 .7819-01 .6309 530.5
51 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .2686-02 .3233-02 .3233-02 .9000 .9394-04 .1131-03 .7169-0| .5257 529.6
DATE |§ JAN _ OH84B I"IOOEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1561
OH84B 60-0 UPPER MID 'FUSELAGE (R4UNOSI
RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUI'tI_R R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
5! 22.640 .86800 2159.0 .1441-02 .1735-02 .1735-02 .9000 .5042-04 .6069-04 .3852-01 .3_76 528.7
51 22.6_0 1.2180 2158.0 .1137-02 .1369-02 .1369-02 .9000 .3977-04 .4787-04 .3039-01 .2752 528.5
51 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .1266-02 .1523-02 .1523-02 .9000 .4427-04 .5328-04 .3383-0I .2490 528.6
DATE !5 JAN 92 OH949 MODEL 60-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I_62
OH@4B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (RhUN|O)
UPPER MID FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA " 2.000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO !_ _
NL_'_ER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SE_
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT_
55 _.000 ?.9B0 29.95 2.036 435.1 1303. 94.84 .4530-01 2.019 3910. .1289-02 .7631"a
RUN HREF STN fl0




RUN XO MS YO _ TIC NO HiHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG.
TAH/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
SS 9.7050 .67200 OGB.O .3104-02 .3739-02 .3739-02 .9000 .1088-03 .1310-03 .8350-01 .7186 535.3
55 9.7170 1.7090 _ 99.0 .1258-01 .1516-01 ,1516-0t .9000 .4408-03 .5314-03 .3369 2.429 538.4
55 9.7990 1.1010 2GbT.O .3043-02 .3663-02 .3663-02 .9000 .1066-03 .1284-03 .8198-01 .5922 533.9
55 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .5204-03 .6265-03 .6265-03 .9000 .1824-04 .2196-04 .1402-01 .2094 533.B
55 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .161B-02 .1947-02 .1947-02 .9000 .5669-04 .6825-04 .4364-01 .4250 533.0
55 13.077 .B6BO0 2125.0 .1797-02 .2162-02 .2162-02 .9000 .6298-04 .7579-04 .4857-01 .3755 531.6
55 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .3169-02 .3B15-02 .3815-02 .9000 .1111-03 .1337-03 .B548-01 .7599 533.2
55 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .6167-02 .7426-02 .7428-02 .9000 .2162-03 .2603m03 .1661 !.517 534.4
55 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .8526--03 .I026--02 .1026--02 .9000 .2988--04 .3595--04 .2306--01 .1679 531.1
55 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .4525--02 .5444--02 .5444--02 .9000 .1586--03 .190B--03 .1223 .942B 531.3
55 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .3431--02 .4128--02 .4128--02 .9000 .1203--03 .1447--03 .9275--01 .6171 531.4
55 17.549 !.1200 2405.0 .3172-02 .3816-02 .3816-02 .9000 .1112-03 .1337-03 .9583-01 .5979 530;7
55 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .7437-02 ,8953-02 .8953-02 .9000 .2607-03 .3138-03 .2006 1.729 533.0
55 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .7234-02 .8705-02 .8705-02 .9000 .2535-03 .3051-03 .1954 1.542 532.1
55 17.574 .96800 2406.0 .4017-02 .4932-02 .4832-02 .9000 .1408-03 .1694-03 .1086 .8549 531.0
55 17.574 1.572_ 2404.0 .4196-02 .5049-02 .5049-02 .9000 .1471-03 .1769-03 .1134 .8447 531.5
55 19.B45 1.5720 2410.0 .2497-02 .3004-02 .3004-02 .9000 .B752-04 .I053-03 .6759-01 .4539 530.5
55 22.000 .B6BO0 2156.0 .I399-02 .1682-02 .1582-02 .9000 .4902-04 .5994-04 .3_95-01 .3228 528.4
55 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .4125-02 .4962-02 .4962-02 .9000 .1446-03 .1739-03 .1117 .9012 530.3
55 22.640 .30900 2160.0 o3411-02 .4102-02 .4102-02 .9000 .1196-03 .1438-03 .9248-01 .6794 529.1
55 22.640 .86900 2159.0 .1544-02 .1856-02 .1966-02 .9000 .5412-04 .6506-04 .4191-01 .3565 528.3
: i1
DATE 15 JAN B_ OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 156]
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (RhUNIO)
RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO) H(TAN) 000T DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEGo R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
55 22.640 !.2!_0 2!5eo0 ;!003-02 -!PO6-OP .1206-02 .9000 .3517-04 .4228-04 .2724-0l .2469 528. l














































































































































































































DATE 15 JAN e2 OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 15§5
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UNI|I
RUN XO H5 YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO! H(TAN) GOOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
165 22.640 .86800 2159.0 .9762-02 ,1177-01 .1177-01 ,9000 .3421-03 .4124-03 .2613 2.EI2 537.9
165 22,640 1.2180 2158,0 .5895-02 .7103-02 o7t03-02 .9000 .2066-03 .2489-03 .1581 1.425 536.4













































































































































































































































































































































DATE 15 JAN I_ OH84B HODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1567
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UNII!
RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUI"tBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT25EC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
100 _2.640 .86G00 2159,0 .1033-01 .1241-0! .1241-01 .9000 .4496-03 .5402-03 .3558 3.614 536.3
109 22.640 1.2160 2158.0 .1129-01 .1356-01 .1356-01 .9000 .4912-03 .5904-03 .3883 3.501 537.1
108 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .1400-01 .1679-01 .1679-01 .9000 .6093-03 .7307-03 .4670 3.585 528._
DATE 15 JAN _ OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 156g
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UNII)
UPPER HID FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH • 8,000 ALPHA - 35,00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
PNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUI'GER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTE
Ik2 3.664 8.000 35.01 -4.001 853.7 1353. 96.02 .8745-01 3.916 3883. .2408-02 .7888-07
RUN tREF _TN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 6TU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /$EC
142 9.7050 .67200 2088.0 .2288-02 .2747-02 .2747-02 .9000 .1124-03 .1350-03 .9106-01 .7807 542.8
142 9.7170 i.7090 2089.0 .1975-01 .2379-01 .2379-01 .9000 .9705-03 .1169-C3 .7728 5.519 556.4
142 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .6456-02 .7755-02 .7755-02 .9000 .3173-03 .3811-03 .2561 1.839 545.5
142 tO.B06 .86700 2103.0 .3241-03 .3889-03 .3889-03 .9000 .1593-04 .1911-04 .1292-01 .1921 541.5
142 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .2487-02 .2986-02 .2996-02 .9000 .1222-03 .1468-03 .9889-01 .958t 543.6
142 13.077 .B6BO0 2125.0 .1794-02 .2152-02 .2152-02 .9000 .8816-04 .1058-03 .7166=01 .5517 539.8
142 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .5033-02 .6044-02 .6044-02 .9000 .2474-03 .2970-03 ,2000 1.769 543.9
142 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .7512-02 .9020-02 .9020-02 .90GO .3692-03 .4433-03 .2987 2.717 543.6
142 I3.107 1.1280 2124.0 .;264-02 .1516-02 .1516-02 .9000 .6211-04 .7451-04 .5049=01 .3660 539.7
142 15.347 .96800 2140.0 .3549-02 .4257-02 .4257-02 .9000 .1744-03 .2092-03 .1420 1.090 538.6
142 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .4784-02 ,5741-02 .5741-02 .9000 .2351-03 .2821-03 .1909 1.264 540.8
142 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .55_9-02 .6646-02 .6646-02 .9000 .2722-03 .3266-03 .2210 1.532 540,7
142 17.574 .28000 2409.0 .2883-02 .3458-02 .3458-02 .9000 .1417-03 .1700-03 .1152 .9996 539.4
142 17.574 .66000 2407.0 .3738-02 .4484-02 .4484-02 .9000 .1837-03 .2203-03 .1493 1.174 539.6
142 17.574 .96800 2406.0 .4721-02 .5664-02 .5664m02 .9000 .2320--03 .2783--03 .1886 1.478 539.8
142 19.845 1.5720 2413.0 .7742-02 .9290-02 .9299-02 .9000 .3804-03 .4565-03 .3088 2.063 541.0
142 2_.000 .86800 2156.0 .3084-02 .3698-02 .3%98-02 .9000 .1516-03 .1817-03 .1235 1.045 537.9
142 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .7228-02 .B672-02 .8672-02 .9000 .3552-03 .4262-03 .2886 2.098 540.3
142 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .8079-02 .9694-02 .9694-02 .9000 .3970-03 .4764-03 .3223 2.587 540,8
142 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .8124-02 .9745-02 .9745-02 .9000 .3992-03 .4789-03 .3247 2.369 539,4
142 22.640 .B6BO0 2159.0 .1280-01 .1536-01 .1536-01 .9000 .6289-03 .7549-03 .5096 4.304 542.3
u_,_ ao v^_ u_ 0H849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I569
0H84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R_UNll)
RUN XO MS YO MS T/C flO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAW) ODOT DTWDT IN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTESEC /SEC
142 22.640 1.2190 2158.0 .1277-01 .1533-01 .1533-01 .9000 .6277-03 .7535-03 .5096 4.572 542.4
!_ PP.6_o !.5820 2157.0 .1516-01 .1816;01 .1816-01 .9000 .7451-03 .8925-03 .6101 4.480 533.8
u_l_ Io _N u_ OHB4BHODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1570
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R41JNI2}
UPPER MID FuSE PARAHETRICDATA
HACH 8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK• .0000
• '*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT _EG, DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
162 2.007 7.990 35.00 -1.998 435.0 1300. 94.62 .4529-01 2.019 3805. .I292-02 .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO) H(TAN) DDOT DTNDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTESEC /SEC
162 9.705_ .6720G EOB8.O .1725-02 .2080-02 ,2080-02 .9000 .6042-04 .7286-04 .4601-0! .3954 539.2
162 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 ,1685-01 .2038-01 .2038-01 .9000 .5905-03 .7139-03 .4439 3.184 547.9
162 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .5787-02 .6982-02 .6882-02 .9000 .2027-03 .2446-03 .1539 1.108 540.5
162 10.806 .86700 2103,0 .2075-03 .2501-03 .2501-03 .9000 .7269-05 .8763-05 .5542-02 o8259-01 537.3
162 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .2408-02 .2904-02 .2904-02 .9000 .8437-04 .1017-03 .6420-01 .6236 538.7
162 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .14_4-02 .1691-02 .1691-02 .9000 .4918-04 .5925-04 .3760-01 .2902 535.1
162 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .4612-02 .5551-02 .5561-02 .9000 .1616-03 .1948-03 .1230 1.091 538.1
162 13. I07 .28000 2127.0 .3244-02 .3911-02 .3911-02 .9000 .1136-03 .1370-03 .8657-01 .7897 537.8
162 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1213-02 .1461-02 .1461-02 .9000 .4248-04 .5118-04 .3247-01 .2359 535.2
162 15.347 .86800 2140,0 .2845-02 .3426-02 .3426-02 .900C .9965-04 .1200-03 .7628-01 .5869 534.2
162 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .3835-02 .4621-02 .4621-02 .9000 .1344-03 .1619-03 .1027 .6816 535.6
162 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .3839-02 .4625-02 .4625-02 .9000 .1345-03 .1620-03 .1029 .7149 534.9
162 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .1315-02 ,1583-02 .1583-02 .9000 .4605-04 .5547-04 .3526-01 .3037 534.0
162 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .2575-02 .3102-02 .3102-02 .9000 .9021-04 .1087-03 .6905-01 .5443 534.2
162 17.574 .B6aO0 2406.0 .3749-02 .4517-02 .4517-02 .9000 .1313-03 .1582-03 .1005 .7890 534.8
162 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .4638-02 .5590-02 .5590-02 .9000 .1625-03 .1958-03 .1240 .9213 536.5
162 _.8{_ 1.5720 2410.0 .7148-02 .8614-02 .8614-02 .9000 .2504-03 .3019-03 .r913 1.281 535.9
162 _. '_00 ,86800 2156.0 .5f84-02 .6244-02 .6244-02 .9000 .1816-03 .2188-03 .1390 1.179 534.2
162 2P._O0 1.5720 2155.0 .2491-02 .2999-02 .2999-02 .9000 .8725-04 .1051-03 .6683-01 .4876 533.7
162 2d._.lO .14000-01 2036.0 .3030-02 .3649-02 .3649-02 .9000 .1061-03 .1279-03 .8131-0l .6550 533.7
162 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .4169-02 .5020-02 .5020-02 .9000 .1460-03 .1759-03 .1119 .BIB9 533.6
/
DATE 15 JAN 82 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I571
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE IR4UNI2)
RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
162 22.640 .86800 2159.0 ,5317-02 .6403-02 .6403-02 .9000 .1863-03 .2243-03 .1427 I._10 533.6
I62 22.640 |,2t80 2158.0 .4776-02 .5752-02 .5752-02 .9000 .1673-03 .2015-03 .1282 1.158 533.4























































































































































































































DATE 15 JAN 82 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKP HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE t573
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE IR4UNI2)
RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUI_ER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTESEC /SEC
105 22.640 .86800 2159.0 .6019-02 .7234-02 .7234-02 .9000 .2618-03 .3146-03 .2058 I.;45 534.5
105 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .6940-02 ,8342-02 ,8342-02 .9000 .3019-03 .3628-03 .2373 2.141 534.7
105 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .5722-02 .6862-02 .6862-02 .9000 .2489-03 .2984-03 .1979 1.459 525.5
DATE 15 JAN 82 OHG4B MODEL GO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1574
OHB4B 60-0 UFPER MID FUSELAGE (R4UNI21"
UPPER MID FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.030 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON = ,0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
139 3.682 9.000 35.03 -I.973 853.3 1353. 98.02 .8741-01 3.916 3BB3. .2407-02 .?BBB-0?
RUN t-REF STNNO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(T0) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
N_R R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/T0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
139 9.7050 .67200 2088.0 .1230-02 .1476-02 .1476-02 .9000 .6041-04 .7253-04 .4891-01 .4193 543.0
139 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0, .1706-01 .2054-01 .2054-01 .9000 .8380-03 .1009-02 .6685 4.778 554.9
139 9.7990 1.1010 20B?.0 .552B-02 .6540-02 .6640-02 .9000 .2716-03 .3263-03 .2193 1.575 545.3
139 10.806 .B6700 2i03.0 .3778-03 .4536-03 .4536-03 .9000 .1856-04 .2228-04 .1502-0! .2232 543.3
139 10.806 1.6390 2102.0 .2t39-02 .255B-02 .2569-02 .9000 .1051-03 .1262-03 .8503-01 .8238 543.6
139 13.077 .BSB00 2125.0 .1673-02 .2008-02 .200B-02 .9000 .B22G-04 .9963-04 .6673-01 .5135 540.8
139 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .4317-02 .5164-02 .5184-02 .9000 .2121-03 .2547-03 .1715 1.516 544.0
139 13.107 .28000 2127.0 ,5010m02 .6016--02 .6016--02 .9000 .2461--03 .29_6--03 .1990 1.810 544.1
139 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1316-02 .1579-02 .1579-02 .9000 .6465-04 .7757-04 .5250-01 .3804 540.6
139 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .3616-02 .4338-02 .4338-02 .9000 .1777-03 .2132-03 .1444 1.108 540.0
139 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .3883-02 .4659-02 .4659-02 .9000 .1908-03 .2289-03 .1548 1.025 541.0
139 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .4930-02 .5916-02 .591G-02 .9000 .2422-03 .2907-G3 .1966 1.362 541.2
139 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .3485-02 .4183-02 .4183-02 .9000 .1712-03 .2055-03 .1389 1.192 541.5
139 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .4327-02 .5192-02 .5192-02 .9000 .2_26-03 .2551-03 .1725 1.355 541.2
139 17.574 .e6800 2406.0 .3674-02 .4408-02" .4408-02 .9000 .1905-03 .2166-03 .1466 1.148 540.6
139 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .3199-02 .3821-02 .3821-02 .9000 .1572-03 .1877-03 .1306 .9774 521.8
139 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .1082-01 .1299-01 .1299-01 .9000 .5316-03 .6383-03 .4304 2.872 543.1
139 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .3373-02 .4046-02 .4046-02 .9000 .1657-03 .1988-03 .1349 1.141 538.9
139 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .4484-02 .5380-02 .5380-02 .9000 .2203-03 .2643-03 .1790 1.301 540.2
139 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .6793-02 .B140-02 .BI40-02 .9000 .3333-03 .3999-03 .2705 2.171 541.1
139 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .6009-02 .7208-02 .720B-0_ .9000 .2952-03 .3541-03 .2401 1.752 539.5
/ • /
DATE 15 JAN 82 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL _GE 1575
OH84B 60-0 UPPER H|O FUSELAGE (R4UNI2|
RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/PIREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTkC)T TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0,9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT26EC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
139 22.640 .B6900 2159.0 .6772-02 .8123-02 ,8123-02 .9000 .3327-03 .3991-03 .2705 2._8B 539.5
139 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .8366-02 .1004-01 .1004-0! .9000 .4110-03 .4932-03 .3338 3.003 540.6





























































































































































































































































DATE 15 JAN e2 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1577
'0
OHB4B60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UNI3)
'1
RUN XO _ YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HFIEF TAW/TO HITO} H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TW
N_ER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
159 22.640 .86800 2159.0 .5725-02 .6899-02 .6899-02 .9000 .2008-03 .2420-03 .1529 I.E97 534.3
159 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .4903-02 .5907-02 .5907-02 .9000 .1720-03 .2072-03 .131l 1.184 533.6
159 22.640 1,58_0 2i57.0 .3|82-02 .3823-02 .3_23-02 .SOOO ,i_6-03 .,a_J-_^_ ._,v°c'a-n'_, .v=_n_.. _.._._
DATE 15 JAN 82 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1578
OH84B 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (R4UNI31
UPPER MID Fb_3E PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA = 35,00 BETA • -I.000 ELEVON • ,0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
**_TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RNSL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUI"_ER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS L8-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
102 3.006 7.990 35.02 -.9887 672.7 1325. 96.21 .6947-01 3.104 3842. .1949-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TA_/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
102 9.7050 .67200 2089.0 .1624-02 ,1955-02 .1955-02 ,9000 .7079-04 ,8520-04 .5546-01 .4758 541.3
102 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1569-01 ,1992-01 .1892-01 .9000 .6839-03 .8247-03 .5303 3.801 549.2
102 9.7990 I.lOlO 2087.0 .5046-02 .6075-02 .6075-02 .9000 .2200-03 .a648-03 .172l 1.238 542.4
102 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .7049-03 .8485-03 .8485-03 .9000 .3073-04 .3699-04 .2405-01 .3576 541.9
102 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .2006-02 .2414-02 .2414-02 .9000 .8743-04 .1052-03 .6850-01 .6644 541.3
102 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .2063-02 .2482-02 .2482-02 .9000 .8994-04 .1082-03 .7068-01 ,5444 538.9
102 13.077 1.6840 2122,0 .4116-02 .4954-02 .4954-02 .9000 .1794-03 .2159-03 .1405 1.243 541.6
102 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .2279-02 .2742-02 .2742-02 .9000 .9932-04 .1195-03 .7793-01 .7100 540.1
102 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1154-02 .1398-02 .1388-02 .9000 .5032-04 .6051-04 .3956-01 .2870 538.5
102 15.347 .86900 2140.0 .4089-02 .4917-02 .h917-02 .9000 .1782-03 .2143_03 .1403 1.078 537.4
102 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .3297-02 .3965-02 .3565-02 .9000 .1437-03 .1728-03 .1130 .7487 538.7
102 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .4382-02 .5269-02 .5269-02 .9000 .1910-03 .2297-03 .1502 1.042 538.3
102 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .2286-02 .2750-02 .2750-02 .9000 .9966-04 .1198-03 .7837-01 .6735 538.3
102 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .2473-02 .2974-02 .2974-02 .9000 .1078-03 .1296-03 .8485-01 .6678 537.6
102 17.574 .e6BO0 2406.0 .4564-02 .5488-02 .5488-02 .9000 .1989-03 .2392-03 .1565 1.227 538.1
102 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .3732-02 .4484-02 .4484-02 .9000 .1627-03 .1955-03 .1283 .9540 535.6
102 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .7451-02 .8965-02 .8965-02 .9000 .3248-03 .3907-03 .2549 1.704 539.9
102 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .4261-02 .5121-02 .5121-02 .9000 .1857-03 .2232-03 .1464 1.240 536.6
102 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .2220-02 .2668-02 .2668-02 .9000 .9675-04 .1163-03 .7623-01 .5552 536.8
102 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .5673-02 .6821-02 .6821-02 .9000 .2473-03 .2973-03 .1945 1.564 537.9
102 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .5059-02 .6081-02 .6081-02 .9000 .2205-03 .2651-03 .1739 1.271 536.3
DATE 15 JAN 92 OH84D HODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1579
OHB4B60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE IR4UNI3)
RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TOI H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUI"BER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
102 EE.640 .86800 2159o0 .5534-02 .6653-02 .6653-02 .9000 .2412-03 .2900-03 .1901 1.610 536.6
I02 E2.640 1.2180 2158.0 .5378-02 .6464-02 .6464-02 .9000 .2344-03 .2918-03 .1847 1.666 536.6























































































































































































































DATE 15 JAN 82 0H84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1581
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (R4UNI3)
XO MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H;TOI H(TAW) 000T DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
136 22,640 .86800 2159.0 .6157-02 ,7385-02 .7385-02 .9000 .3030-03 .3634-03 .2463 2.684 538.6
136 22,640 1.2180 2158.0 .6077-02 .7290-02 .7290-02 ,9000 ,2990-03 .3587-03 .2430 2.189 538.9
136 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 ,5196-02 .6218-02 .6218-02 .9000 .2557-03 .3060-03 .2102 1.547 529.6

DATE 15 JAN 82 OHB4BHODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSON!CTUNNEL PAGE 1583
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RID FUSELAGE (R4UNI4)
RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAN) OOOT DTWOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
!4 29,E40 .85900 _!59.0 ,22E5-0_ .2745-02 .2745-02 ,9000 .3904-04 .4733-04 .2767-0! .2349 53S=9
14 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .9417-03 .1141-02 .ll41-02 .9000 .1623-04 .1967-04 .1152-01 .I04l 531.2
































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 15 JAN 82 OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1585
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (RhUN|4I
• RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO_ H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=|.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
61 _2.640 .86000 2159.0 .6155-02 .7407-02 .7407-02 .9000 .2158-03 .2596-03 .1663 1.412 531.8
61 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .5593-02 .6730-02 .6730-02 .9000 .1960-03 .2359-03 .15ll 1.366 531.7
DATE 15 ,JAN 92 OH848 HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1586
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UNI4I
UPPER MID rUSE PARAHETR_C DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 35.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
80 3.039 7.990 35.0l -.6938-03 670.1 1312. 95.27 .6920-0! 3.092 38@3. .1960-02 .7666-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS ¥0 HS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} 'H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTESEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
80 9.7050 .67200 2088.0 .2452-02 .2953-02 .2953-02 .9000 .1065-03 .1283-03 .8226-01 .7066 539.1
80 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .IN66-OI .1769-01 .1769-01 .9000 .6366-03 .7683-03 .4869 3.494 546.8
80 8.7990 I.I010 2087.0 .½547-02 .5477-02 .5477-02 .90GO .1975-03 .2379-03 .1524 1.098 539.7
80 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .8205-03 .9882-03 .9882-03 .9000 .3563-04 .4292-04 .2754-01 .4102 538.7
80 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .1943-02 .2340-02 .2340-02 .9000 .8439-04 .1016-03 m6526--01 .6339 538.4
80 13.077 .86900 2125.0 .2125-02 .2558-02 .2558-02 .9000 .9231-04 .1111-03 .7160-01 .5523 536.0
80 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .3835-02 .4618-02 .4618-02 .9000 .1665-03 .2005-03 .1288 1.142 538.3
80 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .1530-02 .1842-02 .1842-02 .9000 .6646-04 .8000-04 .5151-01 .4702 536.6
80 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1222-02 .1470-02 .1470-02 .9000 .5306-04 .6385-04 .4118-01 .2992 535.5
80 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .3462-02 .4165-02 .4165-02 .9000 .1503-03 .1809-03 .1168 .8979 535.1
80 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .3228_02 .3885-02 .3885-02 .9000 .1402-03 .1687-03 .1087 .7219 535.9
80 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .4652-02 .5599-02 .5599-02 .9000 .2021-03 .2431-03 .1568 1.090 535.5
80 17.574 .28000 2408.0 ,2571-02 .3094-02 .3094-02 .9000 .1117-03 .1344-03 .8668-01 .7460 535.4
80 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .3362-02 ._04S-OE .4046-02 .9000 .1460-03 .1757-03 .I134 .8935 535.1
80 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .Sh00-02 .6493-02 .6499-02 .9000 .2345-03 .2822-03 .1820 1.429 535.6
80 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .3681-02 .4431-02 .4431-02 .9000 .1599-03 .I924-03 .1239 .9208 536.4
80 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .5237-02 .6302-02 .6302-02 .9000 .2274-03 .2737-03 .1765 1.182 535.5
80 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .4658-02 .5603-02 .5603-02 .9000 .2023-03 .2433-03 .1574 1.335 533.8
80 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .2288-02 .2747-02 .2747-02 .9000 .9937-04 .1193-03 .7799-01 .5709 526.9
80 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .7275-02 .8754-02 .8754-02 .9000 .3159-03 .3802-03 .2452 1.974 535.5
80 22.640 .30800 2160,0 .5598-02 .6733-02 .6733-02 .9000 .2431-03 .2924-03 .1892 1.385 533.4
DATE 15 JAN e2 OHB4BHODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE ISB?
OHB4B60-0 UPPERHID FUSELAGE (RhUNI41
XO NS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTANI ODOT DTNOT TN
NUPIE3ER R=I.O R=0,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
80 22.640 .86900 2159.0 .5887-02 .7082-02 .7082-02 .9000 .2557-03 .3075-03 .1989 1.687 533.9
80 22.640 1.21BO 2158.0 .5347-02 .6432-02 .6432-02 .9000 .2322-03 .2793-03 .1806 1.631 533.9
60 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .3511-02 .4212-02 .4212-02 .9000 .1525-03 .1829-03 .1201 .8664 523.9
DATE 15 JAN _ OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1588
OHBhB 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (R4UNI4)
UPPER MID FUSE PARAMETRICDATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 6EIA • .0000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP • ,0000 SPDBRK= .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
_R IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
133 3.692 B.000 35.03 -.6860-03 854.7 1352. 97.95 .8755-01 3.922 388I. .2413-02 .7862-07
HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS Y0 MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/H_EF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) COOT DTNDT TN
_R R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG, R DEG, R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
133 9.7050 .67200 2088.0 .3375-02 .4051-02 .4051-02 .9000 .1659-03 .1992-03 .1343 1.152 542.1
133 9.7170 !.7090 2099,0 .Ih07-Ol .1693-01 ,1693-01 .9000 .6916-03 .8324-03 .5527 3.955 552.5
133 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .4074-02 .4892-02 .4892-02 .9000 .2003-03 .2405-03 .1620 1.165 542.8
133 I0,806 .86700 2103,0 .1178-02 .1414-02 .1414-02 .9000 .5792-04 .6954-04 .4685-01 .6963 542.8
133 !0.806 !.6380 2102.0 .1879-02 .2255-02 .2255-02 .9000 .9238-04 .1109-03 .7485-01 .7260 541.5
133 13.077 .86600 2125.0 .2384-02 .3340-02 .3340-02 .9000 .1369-03 .1642-03 .1112 .6558 539.7
133 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .3850-02 .4633-02 .4633-02 ,9000 .1656-03 .2278-03 .1537 1.360 541.9
133 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .1620-02 .1944-02 .1944-02 .9000 .7565-04 .9556-04 .6465-01 .5891 539.9
133 13.107 1.1290 2124.0 .1637-02 .1963-02 .1953-02 .9000 .8049-04 .9653-04 .6542-01 .47h5 538.7
133 15.347 .B6B00 2140.0 ,4085-02 .4g00-02 .4900-02 .9000 .2009-03 .2409-03 .1635 1.255 538.0
133 15.347 1.58h0 2139.0 .3832-02 .4587-02 .4597-02 .9000 .1884-03 .2260-03 .1531 1.015 539.0
133 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .4312-02 .5172-02 .5172-02 .9000 .2120-03 .2543-03 .1723 1.195 538.8
133 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .3659-02 .4399-02 .4366-02 .9000 .1799-03 .2157-03 .1462 1.256 539.0
133 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .4456-02 .5345-02 .5345-02 .9000 .2191-03 .2629-03 .1781 1.401 538.7
133 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .5983-02 .7177-02 .7177-02 .9000 .2941-03 .3529-03 .2389 1.872 539.5
133 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .5110-02 .6121-02 .6121-02 .9000 .2512-03 .3009-03 .2057 1.531 533. l
133 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .6240-02 .7487-02 .7487-02 .9000 .3068-03 .3661-03 .2491 1.666 539.6
133 22.000 ,86800 2156.0 .4483-02 .5375-02 .5375-02 .9000 .2204-03 .2643-03 .1794 1.519 537.5
133 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .1928-02 .23]1-02 .2311-02 .9000 .9477-04 .1136-03 .7721-01 ,5623 537.0
133 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .I093-01 .1312-01 .1312-01 .9000 .5375-03 .6451-03 .4355 3.495 541.4
133 22.640 .30600 2160.0 .8045-02 .9647-02 .9647-02 .9000 .3955-03 .4743-03 .3220 2.352 537;5
DATE 15 JAN 82 OHBhB HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKFHYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1589
0H846 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UNI4)
RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF • H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO! H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NL,IMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
133 22,640 .86600 2159.0 .6548-02 .V851-02 .7851-02 ,9000 .3219-03 .3860-03 .2621 2._19 537.4
133 22,640 1.2180 2158.0 .5626-02 .6746-02 .6346-02 ,9000 .2766-03 .3317-03 .2252 2.030 537.4
133 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .3472-02 .4153-02 ,4153-02 ,SO00 .1707-03 .2042-03 ,1408 1,037 527.1
DATE 15 JAN 82 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 159_
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HIO FUSELAGE (R4UNI5t
UPPER HID FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -I0.00 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
'''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG_ R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
202 .5125 7.900 39,95 -10.04 103.5 1263. 93.66 .II51-01 .5026 3748. .3316-03 .7536-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) 000T OTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
202 9.7050 .67200 2089.0 .4255-02 .5143-02 .5143-02 .9000 .7400-04 .8946-04 .5408-01 .4662 531.9
202 9.7170 1,7090 2089.0 .3015-01 .3653-01 .3653-01 .9000 .5244-03 .6353-03 .3792 2.731 539.6
202 9.7990 1.1010 2097.0 .1086-01 .1314-01 .1314-01 .9000 ,1889-03 .2286-03 .13V7 .9943 534.1
202 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .4698-03 .5678-03 .5678-03 .9000 .8172-05 .9876-05 .5981-02 .8942-0I 530.8
202 10.806 i.6380 2102.0 .4947-02 .5982-02 .5992-02 .9000 .8605-04 .1040-03 .6280-01 .6118 532.8
202 13.0V? .86800 2125.0 .1216-02 .1469-02 .1469-02 .9000 .21!5-04 .2555-04 ,1550-01 .1200 529.6
202 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .9866-02 .1193-01 .1193-01 .9000 .1716-03 .2075-03 .1253 I.II5 532.3
202 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .1481-02 .1790-02 .1790-02 .9000 .2576-04 .3113-04 .1885-01 .1725 530,9
202 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1933-02 .2335-02 .2335-02 .9000 .3362-04 .4062-04 .2463-01 .1794 530.0
202 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .1703-02 .2057-02 .2057-02 ,9000 .2962-04 .3578-04 .2174-01 .1678 528.7
202 15.347 1.5940 2139.0 .8067-02 ,9749-02 .9749-0£ .9000 .1403-03 .1696-03 .1027 .6836 530.7
202 17.549 1.1200 2405,0 .3511-02 .4241-02 .4241-02 .9000 .6107-04 .7376-04 .4479-01 .3123 529.1
202 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .3041-02 .3673-02 .3673-02 .SO00 .5289-04 .6389-04 .3878-01 .3347 529.5
202 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .3112-02 .3760-02 .3760-02 .9000 .5414-04 .6539-04 .3971-01 .3139 529.2
202 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .2133-02 .2576-02 .2576-02 .9000 .3709-04 .4480-04 .2722-01 .2145 528.7
202 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .1088-01 .1316-01 ,1316-01 .9000 .1893-03 .2288-03 .1384 1.031 531.6
E02 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .1473-01 .1780-01 .1780-01 .9000 .2562-03 .3096-03 .1874 1.258 531.0
202 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .2014-02 .2432-02 .2432-02 .9000 .3503-04 .4229-04 .2574-01 .2190 527.9
202 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .9134-02 .1104-01 .1104-01 .9000 ,1589-03 ,1919-03 .1164 .8508 529.9
202 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 ,2973-02 .3590-02 .3590-02 .9000 .5171-04 .6244-04 .3799-01 .3070 527.9
202 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .2520-02 .3043-02 .3043-02 .9000 .4383-04 .5292-04 .3222-01 .2366 527.5
DATE 15 JAN 82 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1591
oHe4B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE IR4UNI5)
XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEGo R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
202 22.640 .86800 2159.0 .3534-02 .4267-02 .4267-02 .9000 .6146-04 .7421-04 .4516-01 .3642 527.9
202 22.640 !.2!90 2!59.0 .5!59-02 .6230-02 .6230-02 .9000 ._972-04 .!094-03 .65_9-0! ,5967 528.3
202 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .9923-02 .1199-01 .1199-01 .9000 .I726-03 .2085-03 .1266 .9317 529.2
DATE 15 JAN _ OH84B HODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1592
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (R4UNISI
UPPER HID FUSE PARAHETRICDATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = -I0.00 ELEVON = .0000
BOFLAP= .0000 SPDBRK= .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL NACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PStA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
199 1.002 7.940 39.96 -10.05 203.7 1257. 92.34 .2191-01 .9670 3740. .6404-03 .7431-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TW
NURSER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R DTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
189 9.7050 .67200 2088.0 .3441-02 .4163-02 .4163-02 .9000 .8294-04 .1004-03 .6007-01 .5178 532.4
189 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .2729-01 .3310-01 .3310-01 .9000 .6579-03 .7979-03 .4711 3.391 540.6
189 9.7990 i.lOIO 2087.0 .9678-02 .1172-01 .1172-01 .9000 .2333-03 .2824-03 .1685 1.217 534.3
189 10.606 .86700 2103.0 .1994-03 .2411-03 .2411-03 .9000 .4805-05 .5812-05 .3487-02 .5213-01 531.1
189 10.806 1.6380 2102,0 .4164-02 .5039-02 .5039-02 .9GOO .1004-03 .1215-03 .7263-01 .?074 533.1
189 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .1058-02 .1279-02 .1279-02 .9000 .2550-04 .3082-04 .1853-01 .1434 529.7
189 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .8874-02 .1074-01 .i074-01 .9000 .2139-03 ,2589-03 .1546 1.374 533.8
189 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .1759-02 ,2127-02 .2127-02 .9000 .4239-04 ,5127-04 .3075-01 .2814 531.3
189 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1453-02 .1757-02 .1757-02 .9000 .3502-04 .4235-04 .2544-01 .1853 530.3
189 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .1699-02 .2053-02 ,2053-02 .9000 ,4095-04 .4949-04 .2979-01 .2298 529.1
189 15.347 1.5840 2139,0 .7120-02 ,8613-02 .8613-02 .9000 .1716-03 .2076-03 ,1244 .8274 531.9
189 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .2483-02 .3002-02 .3002-02 .9000 .5985-04 .7236-04 .4352-01 .3033 529.6
189 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .3416-02 .4130-02 .4130-02 .9000 .8234-04 .9955-04 .5986-01 .5166 529.7
189 17,574 .56000 2407.0 .3914-02 .4732-02 .4732-02 .9000 .9434-04 .1141-03 .6857-01 .5418 529.8
189 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .3126-02 .3779-02 .3779-02 .9000 .7534-04 .9108-04 .5479-0| .4314 529.5
189 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .9349-02 .lOfO-OI .1010-01 .9000 .20t2-03 .2435-03 .1458 1.085 532.3
189 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .1365-0! .1651-01 .1651-01 .SO00 .3289-03 .3980-03 .2382 1.599 532.4
189 _2.000 .86800 2156.0 .1974-02 .2386-02 .2386-02 .9000 .4758-04 ,5750-04 .3465-01 .2948 528.4
189 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .1289-01 .1555-0! .1555-01 ,9000 .3099-03 .3749-03 .2245 1,639 532.3
189 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .4678-02 .5653-02 .5653-02 .9000 ,1128-03 .1363-03 .8209-01 .6630 528.6
IB9 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .4640-02 .5608-02 .5608-02 .9000 .1118-03 .1352-03 .8145-0! .5977 528,5
DATE 15 JAN 82 0H84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1593
0H84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UNIS)
RUN XO HS YO NS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAHITO H(T0! H(TAN) ODOT OTWDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
199 22.640 .86900 2159.0 .3V69-02 .4557-02 .455V-02 .9000 .9089-04 .1098-03 .6609-01 .5619 529.3
189 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .6f67-02 .7459-02 .7459-02 .9000 .1487-03 .1798-03 .1079 .9756 530.9
199 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .1559-01 .1887-01 .1887-01 .9000 .3759-03 .4549-03 .2720 1.997 533.1
DATE 15 JAN I_ OH846 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 15_
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UNIS)
UPPER HID FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
, HACH - 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -I0.00 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP - ,0000 6PDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUt,leER /FT OEG. OEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
171 2.002 7.980 39.98 ol0.09 434.9 1302. 94.76 .4529-01 2.018 3808. .1290-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/I'_EF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO| H(TAN! ODOT OTNDT TN
_R R=I.O R=0.9 R" BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
171 9,7050 .67200 2089.0 .3273-02 .3952-02 .3952°02 .9000 .1147-03 .1385-03 ,8686-01 .7441 544.3
171 9.7170 1.7090 2089,0 .2877-01 .3465-01 .348_-01 .9000 .1008-02 .1222-02 ,7502 5,356 557.4
171 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .9577-02 .1158-01 ,1158-01 .9000 .3356-03 .4056-03 ,2531 1.815 547.6
171 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .2164-03 .2612-03 .2612-03 .9000 .7584-05 .9152-05 .5760-02 .6562-01 542.2
171 10.806 1.6380 2102,0 ,3951-02 .4771-02 ,4771-02 .9000 .1384-03 .1672-03 .1047 1.014 545.0
17! 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .1495-02 .1803-02 .1803-02 ,9000 .5237-04 .6317-04 .3986-01 .3068 540.5
171 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .8512-02 .1028-01 .1028-01 .9000 .2983-03 .3603-03 .2255 1.992 545.7
171 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .2724-02 .3268-02 .32_8-02 .9000 .9545-04 .II52-03 .7247-01 .6595 542.4
171 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1534-02 .1850-02 .1850-02 .9000 ,5373-04 .6483-04 .4087-01 .2961 541,1
171 15.347 ,86800 2140.0 .2782-02 .3355-02 .3356-02 ,9000 .9749-04 .1176-03 .7426-01 .5697 540.0
171 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .6348"02 .7662-02 .7662-02 .9000 .2224-03 .2684-03 .1688 I.II7 542.6
171 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .4364-02 .5265-02 .5265-02 .9000 .1529-03 .1845-03 .1163 .8054 541.4
171 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .7509-02 .9061-02 .8031-02 .9000 .2631-03 .3175-03 .1999 !.715 541.8
171 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .6688-02 ,8069-02 .8069-02 .9000 .2343-03 .2827-03 .1782 1.400 541.1
171 17,574 .86800 2406.0 .4508-02 .5439-02 .5439-02 .9000 ,1580-03 ,1906-03 ,1201 .9406 541.1
171 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .8778-02 ,1060-01 .1060-01 .9000 .3076-03 ,3714-03 .2329 !,723 544.5
171 19,845 1.5720 2410.0 .1126-01 ,1360-01 .1360-01 .9000 .3946-03 .4764-03 .2992 1.996 543.5
17I 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .3138-02 .3783-02 ,3783-02 .9000 .1099-03 .1325-03 ,8390-01 .7100 538.5
171 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .1091-01 .1317-01 .1317-01 .9000 .3822-03 ,4613-03 .2902 2.108 542.3
171 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .9557-02 .1152-01 .II52-01 .9000 .3349-03 .4038-03 .2553 2.051 539.2
I?I 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .8199-02 .9885-02 .9885-02 .9000 .2873-03 .3464-03 .2192 1.600 538,8
! }
DATE 15 JAN _ 0H849 MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTt.q_'_EL PAGE 1595
OHB4B 60-0 kIPPERM|O FUSELAGE (RhUNIS)
RUN XO PIS YO _ T/C 140 H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTIADT TW
NUHBER R-I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
I?1 22.640 .86900 2159.0 .5496-02 .6627-02 .6627-02 .9000 .1926-03 .2322-03 .1469 I,_42 539.1
171 22,640 1.2180 2158.0 .8963-02 ,1081-01 ,|081-01 .9000 .3140-03 .3789-03 ,2388 2.148 541.3
I?! 22,640 1.5820 2157.0 .1873-01 .2256-01 .2256-01 .9000 .6563-03 .7906-03 .5028 3.689 535.5
DATE 15 JAN 92 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1596
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UNI51
UPPER MID FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH • 6.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -tO.OO ELEVGN • .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
eo'TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L6-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
99 2.993 7.990 40.02 -I0.10 670.6 1326. 96.29 .6925-01 3.095 3643. .1941-02 .7746-07
RUN " HREF STNNO
_ER 6TU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC -.0175
• 99 .4353-01 .2343-01
*t,TEST DATA,O,
RUN XO HS Y6 MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO! H(TAH) ODOT DTHDT TW
NU_R R=I.O R=0.9 _= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTESEC FT2SEC /SEC
99 9.7050 .67200 2086.0 .3075-02 .3702-02 .3702-02 .9000 .1338-03 .1611-03 .I047 .8973 543.4
99 9.7170 1.7090 2069.0 .2827-01 .3420-01 .3420-01 .9000 .1230-02 .1489-02 .9404 6.700 561.3
99 9.7990 I.lOlO 2067.0 .9642-02 .1162-01 .1162-01 .9000 .4197-03 .5058-03 .3267 2.344 547.1
99 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .2807-03 .3377-03 .3377-03 .9000 .1222-04 .1470-04 .9588-02 .1426 540.6
99 10.606 1.6380 2102.0 .3910-02 .4709-02 .4709-02 .9000 .1702-03 .2050-03 .1329 1.267 544.5
99 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .2373-02 .2854-02 .2854-02 .9000 .1033-03 .1242-03 .8120-01 .6252 539.5
99 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .8392-02 .1011-01 .lOll-01 .9000 .3653-03 .4399-03 .2853 2.522 544.5
99 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .3264-02 .3927-02 .3927-02 .9000 .1421-03 .1709-03 .1116 1.017 539.9
99 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1697-02 .2042-02 .2042-02 .9000 .7387-04 .8886-04 .5807-01 .4210 539.5
99 t5.347 .86800 2140.0 .4058-02 .4892-02 .4892-02 .9000 .1771-03 .2129-03 .1394 1.070 538.4
99 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .7423-02 .8933-02 .8933-02 .9000 .3231-03 .3888-03 .2533 1.676 541.7
99 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .5346-02 .6432-02 .6432-02 .9000 .2327-03 .2800-03 .1826 1.267 540.3
99 17.574 .2BOO0 2406.0 .7529-02 .9059m02 m9059--02 .SO00 .3277--03 .3943--03 .2573 2.209 540.4
99 17.574 .56000 2407,0 .8378-02 .lOOB-Ol .1008-01 .9000 .3646-03 .4387-03 .2864 2.251 540.3
99 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .5930-02 .7134-02 .7134-02 .9000 .2581-03 .3105-03 .2028 1.588 540.1
99 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .1052-01 .1265-01 .1265-01 .9900 .4578-03 .5506-03 .3603 2.674 538.6
99 19.645 1.5720 2410_0 .1005-01 .1209-01 .1209-01 .9000 .4373-03 .5264-03 .3424 2.285 542.7
99 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .3586-02 .4312-02 .4312-02 .9000 .1561-03 .1877-03 .1230 1.041 537.7
99 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .9366-02 .1127-01 .1127-01 .9000 .4077-03 ,4907-03 .3194 2.320 542.1
99 22.610 .14000-0_ 2036.0 .9300-02 .1119-01 .1119-01 .9000 .4048-03 .4869-03 .3162 2.556 539.5
99 22.640 .30600 2160.0 .8522-02 .1025-01 .1025-01 .9000 .3709-03 .4460-03 .2920 2.132 536.4
DAIE 15 JAN 82 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1597
0H84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UNIS)
RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAH! QDOT DTNDT TN
N_R R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAWTO FT2SEC FTESEC FTESEC ISEC
99 _2.6_0 ,86800 _159.0 .5537-0_ .6779-0_ .6779"0_ .9000 ,2455-03 .E950-03 .1931 1.654 538.6
99 22.640 I._180 2158.0 .8706-02 ,1047-01 .I047-01 .9000 ,3789-03 .4559-03 .2974 2.677 540.7
99 .=22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .1739-0! .2089-01 .2089-01 .9000 .7569-03 .9095-03 .5984 4.390 535.2
DATE 15 JAN _ OH94B HOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE |598
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (RhUNIT)
UPPER HID FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH _ 8,000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA - -4.000 ELEVON " .0000BE)FLAP .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN I_/L HACH ALPHA ETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUHBER IFT lEG. lEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
199 .4996 7.900 39.96 -3.996 99.13 1248. 92.54 .1102-01 .4813 3726. .3213-03 .'7447-07
RUN HREF STNND




RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN| ODOT DTNDT TN
N',Jt_ER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
199 9.7050 .67200 2088.0 .2510-02 .3037-02 .303V-02 .9000 .4263-04 .5158-04 .3066-01 .2648 528.4
199 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1968-01 .2382-01 .2382-01 .9000 .3342-03 .4046-03 .2397 1.734 530.5
199 9.7990 1.1010 208?.0 .6656-02 .8054-02 .8054-02 .9000 .1131-03 .1368-03 .8130-01 .5888 528.6
199 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .1852-03 .2241-03 .2241-03 .9000 .3146-05 .3806-05 .2264-02 .3391-01 528.0
199 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .2921-02 .3534-02 .3534-02 .9000 .4962-04 .6003-04 .3571-01 .3489 529.0
199 13.077 .96800 '2125.0 .1126-02 .1361-0E .1361-02 .9000 .1912-04 .2312-04 .1379-01 .1069 526.6
199 13.077 1.6940 2122.0 .6257-02 .7571-02 .7571-02 .9000 .I063-03 .1286-03 .7641-01 .6808 528.7
199 13.107 .L-_O00 2127.0 .2750-02 .3327-02 .3327-02 .9000 .4670-04 .5650-04 .3359-01 .3079 528.4
199 13. I07 1.1280 21_.0 .1503-02 .1817-02 .191_-02 ,9000 .2553-04 .3087-04 .1840-01 .1343 526.9
199 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .1937-02 .2341-02 .2341-02 .9000 .3289-04 .3976-04 .2375-01 .1835 525.6
199 15.3_7 1.5840 2139.0 .5473-02 .6619-02 .6618-02 .9000 .9295-04 .11_:_-03 .6699-01 .4467 527.0
199 17.549 !.1200 2405.0 .2703-02 .3267-02 .3267-02 .9000 .4591-04 .5550-04 .3314-01 .2314 525.7
199 17.574 .28000 L:_O8.O .2232-02 .2699-02 .2699-02 .9000 .3792-04 .4584-04 .2737-01 .2367 525.9
199 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .3130-02 .3784-02 .3?84-02 ,9GO0 .5317-04 .6428-04 .3838-01 .3038 52"5.9
199 17.574 .86800 2*06.0 .2636-02 .3189-02 .3]86-02 .gGO0 .4477-04 .5412-04 .3233-01 .2551 525.6
199 17.574 1.5720 2_04.0 .7147-02 .8644-02 .£544-02 .9000 .1214-03 .1468-03 .8742-01 .6525 527.5
199 19.845 1,5720 2410.0 .5528-02 .6685-02 .6685-02 ,9000 .9389-04 .1135-03 .6771-01 .4556 526.6
199 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .1168-02 .1411-02 .1411-02 ,9000 .IS83-04 .2397-04 .1434-01 .1222 5c_.8
199 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .2572-02 .3109-02 .3109-02 .9000 .4369-04 ,5291-04 .3155-01 .2311 525.5
199 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .3701-02 .4474-02 .4474-02 .9000 .6287-04 .7599-04 .4542-01 .3675 525.2
199 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .3353-02 °4053-02 .4353-02 .9000 .5695-04 .6884-04 .4116-01 .3025 525.a
DATE 15 JAN 82 0H949 MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1599
0H84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UNI?)
RUN XOMS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAN) OOOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
I99 22.640 .86900 2159.0 .1062-02 .1293-02 .1203-02 .9000 .1803-04 .2180-04 ,1304-01 .llII 524.6
199 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .8669-03 .1049-02 .1048-02 .9000 .I472-04 .1780-04 .1064-01 .9656-01 524.7
i99 22.640 i.5820 2i5T.0 .i687-02 .2039-02 .2039-02 .9000 ._-^'co_ou_ .3464-64 .207_-O| ._=,'='_ 5_.
DATE 15 JAN 82 OH846 MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1600
OHB4B60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (RhUNIT)
UPPER MID FUSE PARAMETRICDATA
HACH • 8.000 ALPHA _ 40.00 BETA - -4.000 ELEVON= .0000BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK .0000
***TEST CO,"¢ITIONS***
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
N_IBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
186 .9941 7.940 39.96 -3.909 203.8 1264. 92.86 .2192-01 .9674 3751. .6372-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF 6TN NO




RUN X0 MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAN) (]DOT DTNDT TW
Nt._BER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
186 9.7050 .67200 2086.0 .2242-02 .2710-02 .2710-02 .9000 .5411-04 .6541-04 .3959-01 .3413 532.1
196 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1975-0l .2390-01 .2390-01 .9000 .4766-03 .5728-03 .3467 2.501 536.3
186 9.7990 1.1010 2097.0 .6400-02 .7739-02 .7739-02 .9000 .1545-03 .1868-03 .1128 .8154 533.1
186 10.806 .86700 2103.0 '.2074-03 .2505-03 .2506-03 .9000 .5005-05 .6048-05 .3665-02 .5479-01 531.3
186 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .2739-02 .3311-02 .3311-02 .9000 .6611-04 .7992-04 .4838-01 .4714 532.0
186 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .1004-02 .1213-02 .1213-02 .9000 .2424-04 .2928-04 .1779-01 .1377 529.7
196 !3.077 !.6840 2122.0 .6016-02 .7274-02 .7274-02 .9000 .1452-03 .1755-03 .1061 .9439 532.6
186 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .4525-02 .5470-02 .5470-02 .9000 .I092-03 .1320-03 .7988-01 .7307 532.2
196 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1336-02 .1614-02 .1614-02 .9000 .3224-04 .3894-04 .2365-01 .1723 530.0
186 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .2421-02 .2924-02 .2924-02 .9000 .5843-04 .7057-04 .4295-01 .3313 528.7
196 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .4641-02 .5607-02 .5607-02 .9000 .1120-03 .1353-03 .8212-01 .5466 530.5
186 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .2204-02 .2661-02 .2661-02 .9000 .5318-04 .6423-04 .3907-01 .2724 529.0
IB6 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .4567-02 .5517-02 .5517-02 .9000 .1102-03 .1331-03 .8091-01 .6984 529.6
186 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .5293-02 .6393-02 .6393-02 .9000 .1277-03 .1543-03 .9379-01 .7408 529.7
186 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .3871-02 .4676-02 .4676-02 .9000 .9343-04 .1128-03 .6864-01 .5407 529.0
186 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .6985-02 .8442-02 .8442-02 .9000 .1686-03 .2037-03 .1234 .9192 531.6
186 19.945 1.5720 2410.0 .5874-02 .7096-02 ._096-02 .9000 .1418-03 .1713-03 .1040 .6984 530.2
186 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .2063-02 .2491-02 .2491-02 .9000 .4980-04 .6012-04 .3666-01 .3119 527.6
186 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .1876-02 .2265-02 .2265-02 .9000 .4527-04 .6466-04 .3329-01 .2435 528.3
186 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .3590-02 .4334-02 ;4334-02 .9000 .8663-04 .1046-03 .6376-01 .5152 527.7
196 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .3815-02 .4605-02 ._605-02 .9000 .9206-04 .1111-03 .6776-01 .4975 527.6
DATE 15 JAN 82 OHBhBMODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTtA,,'NEL PAGE 160|
OHB4B60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UNI7)
RUN XO HS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUHf_R R-I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG, R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
186 22,640 .86800 2159.0 ,1891-02 .2283-02 .2283-02 .9000 .4564-04 .5509-0h .3360-01 .2660 527.h
186 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .1222-02 .I475-02 .1475-02 .9000 .2949-04 .3560-04 .2171-01 .1967 527.3



























































































































































































































DATE 15 JAN 82 OHB4BHODEL60-0 IN THE AEOCVKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1603
0H84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UNIT|
XO HS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT OTNDT TN-
NUHBCR R=I.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
177 22.640 .86800 2159.0 .3440-02 .4139-02 .4139-02 .9000 .1205-03 .1450-03 .9299-01 .7699 531.1
I?? 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .2778-02 .3342-02 .3342-02 ,9000 .9732-04 .117]-03 .7513-01 .6795 530.7











































































































































































































































































DATE 15 JAN_ OHB4BHOD_L 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE |605
OHB4B60-0 UPPER HiD FUSELAGE IRhUNIT!
RUN XOHS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIH,qEF TAW/TO HtTO) HtTAW] QDOT DTNDT TW
N_R R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
95 22.640 .86GOO 2159.0 .5359-02 .6441-02 .6441-02 .9000 .2332-03 .2803-03 .1841 I.$60 536.2
95 22.640 1,21GO 2158.0 .4540-02 .5456-02 .5456-02 .9000 .1976-03 .2374-03 .1560 1.408 535.8






























































































































































































































































































































DATE 15 JAN I_ 0H84BHOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKiF"HYPERSONICTUI¢_L PAGE 1607
OH84B 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (R_UNIS!
RUN XOHS "(Ol'4S TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(T0! H(TAN) ODOT OTNOT TN
M.R4_R R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
196 22.640 .86800 2159.0 .1477-02 .1783-02 .1793-02 .9000 .2530-04 .3055-04 .1850-01 .1576 525.4
196 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .6780-03 .8t86-03 .8186-03 .9000 .1162-04 .1403-04 .8500-02 .7710-01 525.0
!96 22=6_0 !.5820 2!57.0 o9564-03 o!!55-U2 .!!55-02 .9000 .!639-04 .!979-04 .!!99-0! ,884!-0! 5_5.!
DATE 15 JAN 82 OHB_B PIOOEL 60-0 IN Tit[ AEDC VYJ:"HYPERSONIC T_L PAGE 1608
0H646 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE IR_UNIB)
UPPIER MID FUSE PARAH.ETR|C DATA
MACH _ 6.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - -2.000 ELIEVON " .0000
BDF'LAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA I_TA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT lEG. lEG. PS|A lEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
183 1.005 7,9_0 39,96 -2.000 205.1 12150. 92.56 .2206-01 .9736 3?45. .6433-03 ."/449-07
RUN HREF 5TNNO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/I_EF HIHREF H/HREF TAH/TO HITO) HITAH) ODOT DTNOT TH
Nt_BER R-I.O R=0.9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTUI OEG. R lEG. R
TA_/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
163 9.7050 .67200 2088.0 .1724-02 .2085-02 .2005-02 .9000 .4172-04 ,5045-04 .3035-01 .2617 532.1
183 9.?170 I.?090 2089.0 .1701-01 ,2059-01 ,205g-01 .9000 .4115-03 .4983-03 .2976 2.147 536.5
183 9.79g0 1.1010 208?.0 .5769-02 .6979-02 .6979-02 .9000 .1396-03 .1669-03 .1015 .7333 532.9
183 10.806 .96700 2103.0 .4675-03 .5654-03 .5654-03 .9000 .1131-04 .1368-04 .8233-02 .1230 531.9
183 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .2545-02 .3077-02 .3077-02 .9000 .6158-04 .7446-04 .4483-0! .4370 531.7
183 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .1316o02 .1593-02 .1593-02 .9000 .3189-04 .3854-04 .2326-01 .180| 529.7
183 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .5276-02 .6381-02 .6301-02 .9000 .1277-03 .1544-03 .9290-01 .8263 532.0
183 13.107 .29000 2127.0 .4604-02 .5566-02 .5568-02 .9000 .1114-03 .1347-03 .8099-01 .7408 532.6
183 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1481-02 .1790-02 .1990-02 .9000 .3584-04 .4331-04 .2615-01 .1905 529.8
183 15.347 .86800 2140,0 .2599-02 .3J40-02 .3140-02 .9000 .6290-04 .7593-04 .4600-01 .3550 528.3
183 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .4144-02 .5007-02 .5007-02 .9000 .1003-03 .1212-03 .7321-01 .4876 529.4
183 17.549 1.1200 _05.0 .2560-02 .3093-02 .3093-02 .9000 .6194-04 .7483-04 .4530-01 .3160 528.3
183 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .4633-02 .5600-02 .5600-02 .9000 .1121-03 .1355-03 .8185-01 .7065 529.6
183 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .6011-02 .7264-02 .7264-02 .9000 .1455-03 .1758-03 .1062 .8393 529.5
183 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .3862-02 .4666-02 ._568-02 .9000 .9345-04 .1129-03 .6832-01 .5383 528.6
183 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .2687-02 .3248-02 .3248-02 .8000 .6503-04 .7859-04 .4745-01 .3537 529.9
183 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .4113-02 .4_59-02 .4_9-02 .9000 .9351-04 .1202-03 .7272-01 .4888 528.9
183 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .2814-02 .3398-02 .33_8-02 .9000 .6808-04 .9222-04 .4987-01 .4245 527.2
183 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .8957-03 .1082-02 .1092-02 .9000 .2167-04 .2617-04 .1588-01 .1162 527,0
183 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .2353-02 .2842-02 .2842-02 .9000 .5695-04 .6877-04 .4170-01 .3371 527.3
183 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .3224-02 .3893-02 .3893-02 .9000 .7801-04 .9421-04 .5714-01 .4196 527.2
) i
DATE 15 JAN e,2 0H84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1609
0H848 60-0 UPPER HIO FUSELAGE IRhUNIB)
RUN XO HS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DE6. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT25EC FT2SEC /SEC
193 22,640 .06000 2159.0 .2871-02 .3467-0_ .3467-02 .9000 .6949-04 ,8390-0_ .5093-01 .4336 526.7
183 22.640 1.2180 2159.0 .1522-02 .1937-02 .1837-02 .9000 .3683-04 .4446-04 .2702-01 .2450 526.0
193 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .1150-02 .1389-02 .1389-02 .9000 .2784-04 .3360-04 .2042-0! .1506 525.9
DATE 15 JAN 82 0H849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1610
0H948 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (R4UNI8)
L,T>P[R HID FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
•"TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO :'ILl
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSTA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
174 1,996 7.990 39.98 -2,000 435.7 1305. 94,98 .4536-01 2.022 3813. .1289-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




XO MS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUHBI[R R=].O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
174 9.7050 .67200 2089,0 .1663-02 .2002-02 .2002-02 ,9000 .5833-04 .7025-04 .4487-01 .3861 535.5
174 9,7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1670-01 .2015-01 .2015-01 .9000 . .5658-03 ,7069-03 .4461 3.207 543.1
174 9.7990 1.1010 2097.0 .5365-02 .6464-02 ,6464-02 .9000 .1882-03 ,2268-03 .1445 1.042 537.2
174 10.806 .96700 2103.0 .9915-03 .1194-02 .1194-02 .9000 .3479-04 .4189-04 .2675-01 .3989 535.8
174 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .2266-02 .2729-02 .2729-02 .9000 .7951-04 .9576-04 .6111-01 .5943 536.0
174 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .2095-02 .2511-02 .2511-02 .9000 .7319-04 .8808-04 .5643-01 .4359 533.6
174 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .4494-02 .5412-02 .5412-02 .9000 .1577-03 .1899-03 .I212 1.076 535.8
174 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .6288-02 .9985-02 .9985-02 .9000 .2908-03 .3503-03 .2231 2.036 537.3
174 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1150-02 .1385-02 .1385-02 .9000 ,4035-04 .4858-04 .3113-01 ,2264 633.3
174 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .3232-02 .SBBS-02 .3889-02 .9000 .1134-03 .1364-03 .8754-01 .6740 532.7
174 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .3_19-02 .4477-02 .4477-02 .9000 .1305-03 .1571-03 .1006 .6686 533.6
174 17.549 1,1200 2405,0 .3201-02 .3852-02 .3852-02 .9000 .1123-G3 .1351-03 .8666-01 .6030 532.9
174 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .6496-02 .7821-02 .7821-02 .9000 .2279-03 .2744-03 ,1755 1.511 534.6
174 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .69)3-02 .8322-02 .8322-02 .9000 .2425-03 .2920-03 ,1869 1.474 534.1
I74 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .4238-02 .5101-02 .510|-02 .9000 .1487-03 .1790-03 .II47 .9015 533.2
: 174 I7.574 1.5720 2404.0 .5280-02 .6357-02 .6357-02 .9000 .1852-03 .2220-03 .1427 1.061 534.4
174 19.945 1.5720 2410.0 .4427-02 .5329-02 .5329-02 .9000 .1553-03 .1870-03 .ll97 .8027 533.9
174 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .2893-02 .3481-02 .3481-02 .9000 .1015-02 .1221-02 .7837-01 .6653 532.4
174 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .8698-03 ,I046-02 ,I046-02 .9000 .3052-04 .3671-04 .2358-01 .1722 531.9
174 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .2965-02 .3569-02 .3569-02 .9000 .I040-03 .1252-02 .8025-01 .6467 533.2
174 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .3789-02 .4558-02 .4558-02 .9000 .1329-03 .1599-03 .1025 .7507 533.0
) _)
DATE 15 JAN B2 OH84B_EL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 161!
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER H|O FUSELAGE IR4UNIS!
XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO! H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
N_R R=I,O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 6TU/ OEG, R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC _T2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
174 22.640 .86800 2159,0 .3202-02 .3853-02 .3853-02 .9000 .1123-03 .1352-03 .8674-01 .7363 532.5
174 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .1808-02 .2175-02 .2175-02 ,9000 .634_-04 .7632-04 .4904-01 °4434 531.6











































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 15 JAN 82 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1613
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UNIG)
RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TW
NUHBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
90 22.640 .86B00 2159.0 ,3132-02 ,3766-02 ,3;66-02 .9000 .1362-03 .1638-03 .1067 .9G42 536.2
90 22,6_0 ......I _tAn 2!58.0 .207!_02 .2490-02 .2490-0_ .9000 .9006-04 .]093-03 .705e-0! .6367 535.9
90 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .2067-02 .2480-02 .2480-02 .9000 .8989-04 .1079-03 .?123-0l .5247 527.3
o,., ERROR *o,o COLATH R4UNI9
DATE 15 JAN I_ OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1614
OH846 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE IR4UN21I
UPPER HID FUSE PARAHETR!CDATA
MACH = 9.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • ol.000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
• "*TEST CONDITIONS**°
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER IFT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 /FT3 /FT2
193 .5035 7.900 39.99 -1.006 99,91 1246. 92.54 .1110-01 .4851 3726. .3238-03 .3447-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/I._EF TAN/TO H(TO! H(TAN) ODOT OTNOT TN
N'J'tBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
193 9.?050 .67200 2088.0 ,1320-02 .1599-02 .1599-02 .9000 .2251-04 .2726-.04 .1611-01 .1389 531.8
193 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1491-01 .1809-01 .1808-01 .9000 .2543-03 .3083-03 .lOll 1.307 535.4
193 9.?990 1.1010 2087.0 .5427-02 .6574-02 .6574-02 .9000 .9253-04 .1121-03 .6617°01 .4?83 532.6
193 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .2999-03 .3632-03 .3632-03 .9000 .5114-05 .6193-05 .3963-02 .5476-01 531.3
193 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .2389-02 .2893-02 .2893-02 .9000 .4073-04 .4933-04 .2916-01 .2843 531.7
193 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .9774-03 .1183-02 .1183-02 .9000 .1667-04 .2017-04 .1197-01 .9260-01 529.7
193 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .5123-02 .6205-02 .6205-02 .9000 .8736-04 .1058-03 .6254-01 .5563 531.9
193 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .2395-02 .2901-02 .2901-02 .9000 .4084-04 .4946-04 .2925-0I .26?7 531.6
193 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1279-02 .1647-02 .1547-02 .9000 .2180-04 .2638-04 ,1564-01 .1140 529.9
193 15_347 .86800 2140.0 ._741-02 .2107-02 .2107-02 .9000 .2969-04 .3592-04 .2136-01 ,1648 528.4
193 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .4481-02 ,5423-02 .5423-02 .9000 .7640-04 .9247-04 .5486-01 .3653 529.7
193 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .2196-02 .2657-02 .2657-02 ,9000 .3744-04 .4530-04 .2693-01 .1978 528.4
193 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .2251-02 .2723-02 .2723-02 .9000 .3839-04 .4644-04 .2759-01 .2382 528.9
193 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .2803-02 .3392-02 .3392-02 .$000 .4780-04 .5783-04 .3436-01 .2717 528.8
193 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .2171-02 .2626-02 .2626-02 .9000 .3701-04 .4478-04 .2662-01 .2098 528.4
193 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .3903-02 .4725-02 .4725-02 .9000 .6656-04 .8056-04 .4778-01 .3562 529.8
193 19.845 !.5720 2410.0 .3038-02 .3676-02 .3576-02 .9000 .5181-04 .6269-04 .3724-01 .2503 528.9
193 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .1099-02 .1327-02 .1327-02 .9000 .1971-04 .2263-04 .1349-01 .1149 527.1
193 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .1105-02 .1336-02 .1336-02 .9000 .1883-04 .2278-04 .1356-01 .9926-0I 527.5
193 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .3777°02 .4539-02 .q569-02 .9000 .6440-04 .779f-04 .4636-01 .3746 527.8
I93 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .3536-02 .4277-02 .4277-02 .9000 .6029-04 .7293-04 .4342-01 .3188 527.5
JDATE 15 JAN 92 0H848 HODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1615
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (RhUN21!
RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/I-_EF TAN/TO H(TO} H{TAN) ODOT DTi,C)T TN
MJI",_R R*I,O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
193 22.640 .86B00 El59.0 .1771-02 .2142-02 .2_42-02 .9000 .3020-04 .3652-04 .2176-01 .1652 527.0
193 22.640 1.2180 2159.0 .1211-02 ,1465-02 .1465-02 .9000 .2066-04 .2498-04 .1489-01 .1350 526.7
193 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .1263-02 .1528-02 .1528-02 .9000 .2154-04 .2605-04 .1553-01 .1144 526.7
DATE 15 JAN 82 OH949 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1616
OHBhB 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (R4UN211
UPPER HID FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH - B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -i.OOO ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = _0000 SPDBRK = .0000
•**TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
IBO t.O02 7.940 39.98 -I,002 205.1 I263. 92.78 .2206-01 .9736 3749. ,6418-03 .7466-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T01 HfTAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
_R R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTESEC FT2SEC /SEC
180 9.7050 .67200 2088.0 .1759-02 .2129-02 .2129-02 .9000 ,4259-04 .5155-04 .3095-01 .2663 535.9
IBO 9,7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1561-0I .IBBI-OI .1891-01 .9000 .3778-03 .4579-03 .2728 1.964 540.5
IBO 9.7990 I.lOlO 2097.0 .5377-02 .6510-02 .6510-02 .9000 .1302-03 .1576-03 .9448-01 .6814 536.9
IBO 10.906 .86700 2103.0 .5764-03 .6977-03 .6977-03 .9000 .1395-04 .16_3-04 .1014-01 .1512 536.1
leO 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .2490-02 .3013-02 .3013-02 .9000 .6027-04 .7295-04 .4381-01 .4261 535.8
180 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .1441-02 .1743-02 .1743-02 .9000 .3497-04 .4218-04 .2540-01 .1961 534.3
IBO 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .4907-02 .5939-02 .5939-G2 .9000 .1188-03 .1438-03 .8630-01 .7660 536.1
leo 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .4322-02 .5232-02 .5232-02 .9000 .1046-03 .1267-03 .7590-01 .6926 537.1
160 13.107 |.1280 2124.0 .1152-02 .t394-02 .I394-02 .9000 .2790-04 .3375-04 .2032-01 .1477 534.3
IBO 15.347 .66800 2140.0 .2932-02 .3545-02 .3545-02 .9000 .7097-04 .8583-04 .5178-01 .3986 533.1
IBO 15.347 1.5940 2139.0 .3920-02 .4741-02 .4741-02 .9000 .9488-04 .1148-03 .6916-01 .4596 533.8
180 17.549 1,1200 2405.0 .2574-02 .3113-02 .3113-02 .9000 .6232-04 .7536-04 .4546-01 .3163 533.1
180 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .4635-02 .5607-02 .5607-02 .9000 .1122-03 .1357-03 .9168-01 .7032 534.7
180 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .5728-02 .6930-02 .6930-02 .9000 .1387-03 .1677-03 .1010 .7957 534.6
IBO |7.574 .86800 2406.0 .4120-02 .4983-02 .4983-02 .9000 .9973-04 .1206-03 .7272-0! .5714 533.5
IBO 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .4841-02 .5856-02 .5856-02 .9000 .1172-03 .1418-03 .8533-01 .6346 534.5
190 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .2899-02 .3492-02 .3492-02 .9000 .6991-04 .8454-04 .5101-01 .3421 533.1
IBO 22.000 .B6BO0 2156.0 .2664-02 .3221-02 .3221-02 .9000 .6450-04 .7797-04 .4714-01 .4002 531.9
180 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .1007-02 .1217-02 .1217-02 .9000 .2438-04 .2946-04 .1783-01 .1302 531.3
180 22.610 .14000-0I 2036.0 .1745-02 .2109-02 .2109-02 .9000 .4224-04 .5106-04 .3086-01 .2488 532.0
IBO 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .2467-02 .2983-02 .2993-02 .9000 .5973-04 .7220-04 .4365-01 .319_ 531.8
J /}
DATE 15 JAN BE 0H84BI'I00£L 60-0 IN TI_ AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUI_L PAGE 1617
01-184B 60-OUPPER MID FUSELAGE (RhlJN211
RUN XO _ YO ItS TIC NO HII-_EF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTI,,OT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
le0 22.640 .86800 EI59.0 .2"/',e2-02 .3315-02 .3315-02 ,9000 .6638-04 .8024-04 .h855-01 .4124 531.3
180 22.640 1.2180 EI58.0 .1835-02 .2217-02 .2217-02 .9000 .h441-04 .5367-0_ .325@-01 .Eg_! 530.6
i80 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .1478-02 .1786-02 .1786-02 .9000 .3578-04 .4323-04 .2620-01 .1927 530.3
DATE 15 JAN 82 OH84B MOOEL 60-0 IN THE: AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1618
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R_UN21)
UPPER HID FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH - 6,000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • -I.000 ELEVON - °0000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK z .0000
H-TEST CONDITIONS H"
RUN RN/L PIACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUt'I_R IFT DEG. C_G. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
169 2.006 7.990 40.02 ol.016 435.B 1302. 94.76 .4537-01 2.023 3908. .1292-02 .7626°07
I"I_F 5TNNO




RUN X0 HS Y0 HS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (}DOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
168 9,7050 .67200 2068.0 .2402-02 .2900-02 .2800-02 .9000 .8424-04 .1017-03 .6385-01 .5472 543.7
168 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1546°01 .1869-01 .1859-01 .9000 .5422-03 .6556-03 .4079 2.924 549.3
168 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .4772-02 .5764-02 .5764-02 ,9000 .1674-03 .2022-03 .1267 .9098 545.0
168 10.606 .86700 2103.0 .1333-02 .1609-02 .1608-02 .9000 .4674-04 .5644-04 .3542-01 .5261 543.9
169 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .2002-02 .2419-02 .?_19-02 .9000 .7024-04 .8480-04 .5325-01 .5159 543.6
168 13,077 .86800 2125.0 .2854-02 .3444-02 .3444-02 .9000 .1001-03 .1208-03 .7603-01 .5846 542.2
168 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .4135-02 .4993-02 o4993-02 .9000 .1450-03 .1751-03 .1099 .9702 544.7
168 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .7727-02 .9335-02 .9335-02 .9000 .2710-03 .3274-03 .2049 1.862 ,545.7
169 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1182-02 .1426-02 .1426-02 .9000 .4145-04 .5002-04 .3149-01 .2281 541.8
169 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .3598-02 .4341-02 .4341-02 .9000 .1262-03 .1523-03 .9589-01 .7350 541.8
169 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .3146-02 .3798-02 .3799-02 .9000 .1104-03 .1332-03 .8573-01 .5538 542,9
169 17.549 i.1200 2405.0 ,3085-02 .3736-02 ;373G-02 .9000 .1086-03 .1310-03 .8249-01 .5712 542.1
168 17.574 .29000 2408.0 .6271-02 ,7569-02 .7569-02 .9000 .2199-03 .2655-03 .1670 1.432 542.6
168 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .7334-02 .8852-02 .8852-02 .9000 .2572-03 .3105-03 .1952 1.532 542.9
168 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .5373-02 .6484-02 .6484-02 ,9000 .1885-03 .2274-03 .1432 !.120 542.0
168 17.574 !.5720 2404.0 .5277-02 .6373-02 .6373-02 .8000 .1851-03 .2235-03 .1401 1.037 544.6
168 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .3236-02 .3905-02 .3905-02 .9000 .1135-03 .1370-03 .8621-01 .5756 542.2
168 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .3088-02 .3725-02 .3725-02 .9000 .1083-03 .1306-03 .8252-01 .6979 539.8
168 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .1094-02 .1319-02 .1319-02 .9000 .3836-04 .4626-04 .2922-01 .2125 539.8
168 22.610 .1_000-01 2036.0 .2472-02 .2980-02 .2980-02 .9000 .8670-04 .1045-03 .6622°01 .5323 537.9
168 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .3949-02 .4760-02 .4760-02 .9000 .1385-03 ,1670-03 .1057 ,7721 539.2
ii :' i
DATE 15 JAN_ OH84BHODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDCVKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1619
OHB4B60-OUPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UN21)
RUN XO HS YO HS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT DTNDT TN
NLR'tBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
168 22.640 .86800 2159.0 .3587-02 .4325-02 .4325-02 .9000 .1258-03 .1517-03 .9598-01 .8121 538.8
168 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .2223-02 .2680-02 .2680-02 .9000 .7796-04 .9399-04 .5947-01 .5357 538.8
168 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .1549-02 .I863=02 .1863-02 .9000 .5433-04 .6536-04 .4194-01 .3085 529.8
DATE 15 JAN 82 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1620
OH84B 60-0 UPPER MiD FUSELAGE tR4UN21)
UPPER MID FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -I.000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
,***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER IFT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
B6 3.010 7.990 40.08 -[.034 669.1 1319. 95.78 .69[0-01 3.088 3833. .1947-02 .7707-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAH/TO H(TO) H(TAW] QDOT DTNDT TW
NU_R R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
86 9.7050 .67200 2088.0 .2386-02 .2874-02 .2874-02 .9000 .1036-03 .1248-03 .8049-01 .6904 542.1
86 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1596-0l .1927-01 .I927-01 .9000 .6932-03 .8369-03 .5326 3.815 550.4
86 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .4975-02 .5994-02 .5994-02 .9000 .2161-03 .2604-03 .1677 1.206 542.8
86 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .1596-02 .I923-02 .1923-02 .9000 .6932-04 .835[-04 .5381-01 .7999 542.4
86 10.806 1.6380 2]02.0 .1983-02 .2398-02 .2388-02 .9000 .8614-04 .1037-03 .6694-01 .6492 541.5
86 I3.077 .86800 2[25,0 .2761-02 .3323-02 .3323-02 .9000 .1199-03 .1443-03 .9348-01 .7199 539.1
86 13.077 1.6840 2[22.0 .4148-02 .4996-02 .4986-02 .9000 .1802-03 .2170-03 .1400 1.239 54t.7
86 13.107 .28000 2127,0 .9505-02 .II57-01 .1157-01 .9000 .4172-03 .5027-03 .3237 2.946 542.8
86 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1573-02 .1892-02 .1892-02 .8000 .6830-04 .8220-04 .5327-01 .3864 538.7
86 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .3704-02 .4458-02 .4458-02 .9000 .[609-03 .1936-03 .1256 .9644 538.1
86 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .3442-02 .4144-02 .4144-02 .9000 .1495-03 .1800-03 .1165 .7720 539.5
86 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .3835-02 .4616-02 .4616-02 .9000 .1666-03 .2005-03 .1299 .9010 538.9
86 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .5806-02 .6989-02 .6989-02 .9000 .2522-03 .3038-03 .1964 1.687 539.7
86 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .7042-02 .8477-02 .6477-02 .9000 .3059-03 .3682-03 .2383 1.873 539.7
86 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .5679-02 .6835-02 .6835-02 .9000 .2457-03 .2869-03 .1924 1.508 538.9
86 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .4750-02 .5719-02 .5719-02 .9000 .2063-03 .2484-03 .1606 I.I91 540.4
B6 19.845 1,5720 24[0.0 .5319-02 .6402-02 .6402-02 .9000 .2310-03 .278[-03 .1800 1.204 539.5
86 22.000 .86800 2[56.0 .2832-02 .3406-02 .3406-02 .9000 .[230-03 .1479-03 .9523-01 .8152 536.3
86 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .6050-03 .7261-03 .7261-03 .9000 .2628-04 .3154-04 .2079o01 .1520 528.0
86 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .4280-02 .5148-02 .5148-02 .9000 .1859-03 .2236-03 .1454 1.169 536.7
66 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .3857-02 .4638-02 .4638-02 .9000 .1675-03 .2015-03 .1312 .9590 535.8
i /'
DATE 15 JAN_ OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 162|
0HBhB 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE CR4L,IN21!
RUN XO I'_ YO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN! ODOT DTI,_OT TN
Nt_'t_R R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTESEC /SEC
e6 22.640 .B6800 2159.0 .3294-02 .3961-02 .3961-02 .9000 .1431-03 .1720-03 .1120 .9492 535.8
86 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .2027-02 .2437-02 .2437-02 .9000 .8803-04 .1058-03 .6895-01 .6221 535.4
B6 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .1980-02 ,2375-02 .2375-02 .9000 .B599-04 .1032-03 .6810-01 .5018 526.8
DATE 15 JAN 82 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1622
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UNE2)
UPP1ER M|D FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO I"t,J
_R IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
17 .5042 7.900 40.02 -.3159-02 99.80 1246. 92.40 .1109-01 •4946 3723• •3_0-03 .7435-07
RUN HREF STN NO
_R DTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
17 . .1704-01 .5699-01
• **TEST DATA***
RUN XO MS YO I_ TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
_R R=I.O R=0,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
17 9.7050 .67200 2088,0 .1551-02 .19BI-02 .1881-02 .9000 .2643-04 .3205-04 .1878-01 .1616 535.3
17 9,7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1503-01 .1825-01 .1825-01 .9000 .2561-03 .31i0-03 .1809 1.303 539.5
I? 9.7990 1,1010 2097.0 ,5597-02 .6788-02 .6788-02 •9000 .9535-04 .1156-03 .6769-01 .4885 535.8
17 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .1740-03 .2110-03 .EI10-03 .9000 .2665-05 .3595-05 .2107-02 .3143-01 535.0
17 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .2466-02 .2990-02 .2990-02 .9000 .4202-04 .5095-04 .2998-01 .290B 534.7
17 13.077 .86B00 2125.0 .1338-02 .1621-02 ,1621-02 .9G00 .2290-04 .2762-04 .1625-01 .1256 532.7
17 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .4797-02 .5816-02 .5916-02 .9000 .8173-04 .9909-04 .5813-01 .5164 534.4
17 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .2572-02 .3118-02 .3119-02 .9000 .4383-04 .5312-04 .3121-01 .2853 533.7
I? 13.107 1.12B0 2124.0 .1444-02 .1749-02 .1749-02 .9000 .2460-04 .2980-04 .1753-01 .1275 532.9
I? 15.347 °86900 2140.0 .1979-02 .2397-02 .2397-02 .900n .3372-04 .4084-04 .2411-01 .1858 530.9
I? 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .4092-02 .4944-02 .4944-02 .9000 .6954-04 .8424-04 .4964-01 .3302 531.9
17 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .1767-02 .2140-02 .2140-02 .9000 .3011-04 .3646-04 .2152-01 .1499 531.0
17 17.574 .28000 2408,0 .2530-02 .3065-02 .3065-02 .9000 .431_-04 .5222-04 .3079-01 .2655 531.5
I? 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .3294-02 ,3990-02 .3990-02 .9000 .5613-04 .6798-04 .4011-01 .3167 531.2
17 17.574 .66800 2406.0 .2340-02 .2833-02 .2033-02 .9000 .3985-04 .4027-04 .2850°01 .2243 530.7
17 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .4192-02 .5078-02 .5078-02 .9000 .7142-04 _8E52-04 .5096-01 .3795 532.1
I? 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .1867-02 .2261-02 .2251-02 .9000 .3180-04 .3862°04 .2273°01 .1526 531.0
17 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .2189-02 .2650-02 o2650-02 .9000 .3730-04 .4516-04 .2671-01 .2270 529,7
17 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .2230-02 .270U-02 .2700-02 .9000 .3799-04 .4600-04 .2719-01 .1987 530.0
17 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .8479-02 .i027-01 .1027-01 .9000 .1445-03 .1750-03 .1032 .8323 531.4
I? 22.640 .30800 EI60.0 .773B-02 .9370-02 .9370-02 .9000 .1318-03 .1596-03 .9424-01 .6908 530.8
oDATE 15 JAN I_ OHB4BHODEL60-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1623
OHe4B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UN22)
RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO_ H(TAN; ODOT D/NOT TN
NUI"OER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
I? 22.640 .86800 2159.0 .3934-02 ,4V62-02 .4V62-02 .9000 ,6703-04 .8114-04 ,4800-01 .4G80 529.6
17 22,640 1.2180 2158.0 .2294-02 .2776-02 ,2776-02 ,9000 .3908-04 .4730-04 .2802-01 .2536 528.8
17 E2.640 1.5820 2157.0 .2i56-02 .2610-02 ,2610-02 .9000 .3674-04 .4447-04 .2634-01 .1939 528.7
DATE t5 JAN _, OHB4BHODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUN_IEL PAGE I_-'_
OH84B 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (R4U_3.2}
UPPER H|O FUSE PARAI_TRIC DATA
HACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP : .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS °°*
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA P0 TO T P O V RHO flU
NUI"BER tFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 IFT3 IFT2
33 1.016 7.940 q0.0i .1050-02 206.6 1257. 92.34 .2223-01 .9809 3"P*0. .6496-03 .7431-07
RUN HREF 6TN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO HIH_EF H/I'_EF H/HREF TA_/TO H(TO) HtTAH) OOOT DTI4DT TH
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAH/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
33 9.7050 .67200 20BB._ .2146-02 .2599-02 .2599-02 .9000 .5210-04 .6308-04 .3761-01 .3238 534.9
33 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1468-01 .1780-01 .1780-01 .9000 .3565-03 .4321-03 .2561 1.846 539.3
33 9.7990 !.1010 E087.0 .5043-02 .6107-02 .6107-02 .9000 .1224-03 .1483-03 .8831-01 .6374 535.4
33 10.806 .8E700 2103.0 .8405-03 .1018-02 .1016-02 .9000 .2041-04 .2471-04 .1473-01 .2199 534.6
33 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .2f39-02 .2589-02 .2589m02 .9000 .5193--04 .6286--04 .3751--01 .3651 534.4
33 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .1542-02 .1866-02 .1856-02 .9000 .3744-04 .4531-04 .2708-01 .2092 533.3
33 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .4368-02 .5289-02 .5289-02 .9000 .1060-03 .1294-03 .7654-01 .6798 534.9
33 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .3976-02 .4814-02 .4814-02 .9000 .9653-04 .1169-03 .6970-01 .6369 534.7
33 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .9296-03 .1125-02 .1125-02 .9000 .2257-04 .2731-04 .1632-01 .1187 533.3
33 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .2946-02 .3565-02 .3565-02 .9000 .7153-04 .8655-04 .5179-01 .3989 532.6
33 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .3491-02 .4225-02 .4225-02 .9000 .8476-04 .1026-03 .6131-01 .4075 533.3
33 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .2521-02 .3050-02 .3050-02 .9000 .6120-04 .7405-04 .4431-01 .3084 532.6
33 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .4614-0_ ,5564-02 .5584-02 .9000 .1120-03 .1356-03 .BlO0-OI .6977 533.5
33 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .5760-02 .6972-02 .6972-02 .9000 .1398-03 .1693-03 .1011 .7973 533.7
33 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .4003-02 .4844-02 .4844-02 .9000 .9719-04 .1176-03 .7035-01 .5530 532.9
33 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .3809-02 .4609-02 .4609-02 .9000 .9246-04 .!119-03 .6689-0! .4978 533.3
33 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .1442-02 .1745-02 .1745-02 .9000 .3502-04 .4237-04 .2536-01 .1702 532.4
33 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .3226-02 .3903-02 .3903-02 .9000 .7833-04 .9475-04 .5679-01 .4822 531.7
33 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .1057-02 .1278-02 .1278-02 .9000 .2566-04 .3103-04 .1862-01 .1360 531.2
33 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .3600-02 .4354-02 .4354-02 .9000 .8740-04 .1057-03 .6345-01 .5119 530.8
33 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .4209-02 .5090-02 .5090-02 .9000 .1022-03 .1236-03 .7420-01 .5439 530.6
i¸ i
DATE 15 JAN I_ OHB4BHOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEOCVKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1625
OH84B 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (R4_U.22J
RUN XO MS YO MS T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/I_REF TAN/TO HITO) HITAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
_R R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTLaSEC ISEC
33 22.640 .86800 2|59.0 .4ii2-02 .4933-02 .4973-02 .9000 .99_2-04 .i207-0] .7_5-6t .6;55 -530.8
33 22,640 1.2160 2159,0 .2817-02 .3407-02 .3407-02 .9000 .6839-04 .8271-04 .4966-01 .4492 530.5
3] 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .1880-02 .2273-02 .2273-02 .9000 .4564-04 .5519-04 .3315-01 .L_38 530.3
DA'r£ 15 JAN l_ OH84B MOOEL60-0 IN 1HE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 16¢_6
.. OH84B 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE tR_UN2;=)
_R MID FUSE PARAMETRICDATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " ,0000
80FLAP ,, .0000 SPDBRK =- .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA 6ETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER IFT OEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2 .
74 2.011 ?.980 40.05 -.1426-06 436.5 1301. 94.69 .4544-01 2.026 3807. .1¢_95-0_ .76_0-0_
RUN HREF STNNO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT 8TNOT TW
NtR"IBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
74 9.7050 .67200 2088.0 .2634-02 .3177-02 .3177-02 .9000 .9245-04 .1115-03 .7038-01 .6044 539.5
74 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1538-01 .1859-01 .1859-01 .9000 .5399-03 .6523-03 .4072 2.923 546,3
74 9.7990 I.lOlO 2007.0 .4726-02 .5701-02 .5701-02 .9000 .1659-03 .2001-03 .1261 .9079 540.4
74 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .1407-02 .1697-02 .1697-02 .9000 .4938-04 .5957-04 .3757-01 .5591 540.0
74 10.805 1.6380 2102.0 .2210-02 .2255-02 .2665-02 .9000 .7755-04 .9352-04 .5909-01 .5739 538.7
74 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .3127-02 .3769-02 .3769-02 .9000 .1098-03 .1323-03 .8383-01 .6463 536.9
74 13.077 i.6840 2122.0 . .4242-02 .5116-02 .5116-02 .9000 .1489-03 .1796-03 .1134 !.005 539.1
74 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .7420-02 .8949-02 .8949-02 .9000 .2604-03 .3141-03 .1902 1.807 539.5
74 13.107 1.1200 2124.0 .1513-02 .1823-02 ,1823-02 .9000 .5309-04 .6398-04 .4058-01 .2947 536.3
74 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .3812-02 .4592-02 .4592-02 .9000 .1338-03 .1612-03 .1024 .7873 535.3
74 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .3242-02 .3907-02 .3907-02 .9000 .1139-03 .1371-03 .8699-01 .5773 536.2
74 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .3440-02 .4154-02 .4154-02 .9000 .1210-03 .1458-03 .9260-01 .6435 535.4
74 17.5"P_ .28000 2408.0 .6260-02 .7544-02 .7544-02 .9000 .2197-03 .2648-03 .1679 1.444 536.6
74 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .8132-02 .9800-02 .9800-02 .9000 .2854-03 .3440-03 .2181 1.717 536.6
74 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .5650-02 .6808-02 .6808-02 .9000 .IS93-03 .2389-03 .1517 1.191 535.5
74 17.5"Pc 1.5720 2404.0 .4931-02 .5938-02 .5938-02 .9000 .1731-03 .2084-03 .1328 .9679 533.5
74 19.845 !.5720 2410.0 .2995-02 .3609-02 .3609-02 .9000 .1052-03 .1267-03 .8051-01 .5395 535.0
74 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .3464-02 .4171-02 ,4171-02 .9000 .1216-03 .1464-03 .9335-01 .7922 532.9
74 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .2236-02 .2688-02 .2688-02 .9000 .7847-04 .9435-04 .6064-01 .4436 527.9
74 22.610 .14000-0! 2036.0 .2651-02 .3191-02 .3191-02 .9000 .9305-04 .1120-03 .7151-01 .5765 532.1
74 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .4131-02 .4972-02 .4972-02 .9000 .1450-03 .1745-03 .1114 .8161 532.1
DATE 15 JAN 82 OHB4B HOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1627
OH84B 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (RhLIN22)
RUN XO MS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTt4OT TH
NUf"iB[R R=|.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAHtTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
74 22,640 ,86800 2159.0 .3906-02 .4702-02 .4V02-02 .9000 .1371-03 .1650-03 .1054 .8647 532.0
74 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .2452-02 .2951-02 .2951-02 .9000 .8607-04 .1036-03 ,6620-01 .5985 531.5
74 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .1775-02 .2131-08 .2131-02 .9000 .6229-04 .7478-04 .4851-01 .3584 521.9
DATE 15 JAN 82 OH64B HOOEL 60-0 IN TKE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1626
0H94B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE tR4UN22!
UPPER MID FUSE PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO NU
NUH_R IFT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /F32
63 3.029 7.990 40.06 -.1434-06 670.3 1315. 95.49 .6922-01 3.093 3827. .1957-02 .?684-07
RUN HREF 9TN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAH) COOT DTNOT TW
NUHBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
83 9.7050 .67200 E08B.O .3175-02 .3824-C2 .3824-02 .9000 .1380-03 .1662-03 .1068 .9173 540.2
63 9.7170 1.7090 2099.0 .1486-01 .1793-01 .1793-01 .9000 .6455-03 .7790-03 .4955 3.555 547.1
83 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .4475-02 .5389-02 .5389-02 .9000 .1944-03 .2342-03 .1506 1.085 540.1
63 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .2077-02 .2502-02 .2502-02 .9000 .9027-04 .1087-03 .6991-01 1.040 540.2
83 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .1888-02 .2273-02 .2273-02 .9000 .8204-04 .9878-04 .6363-01 .6180 539.0
83 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .2642-02 .3180-02 .3180-02 .9000 .1148-03 .1382-03 .8930-01 .6885 536.9
83 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .3746-02 .4511-02 .4511-02 .9000 .1628-03 .1959-03 .1262 I.II9 539.2
83 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .8865-02 .1068-0| .1068-01 .9000 .3852-03 .4640-03 .2982 2.?17 540.5
83 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1589-02 .1912-02 .1912-02 .9000 .6903-04 .6307-04 .5371-01 .3900 536.6
83 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .3560-02 .4283-02 .4283-02 .9000 .1547-03 .1851-03 .1205 .9264 535.8
83 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .3534-02 .4254-02 .4254-02 .9000 .1536-03 .1848-03 .1194 .7923 537.0
83 17.649 1.1200 2405.0 .3979-02 .4787-02 .4787-02 .9000 .1729-03 .2080-03 .1345 .9344 536.6
83 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .5854-02 .7057-02 .7057-02 .9000 .2548-03 .3067-03 .1981 1.703 537.3
83 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .7658-02 .9216-02 .9216-02 .9000 .3328-03 .4005-03 .2588 2.037 537.0
83 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .6066-02 .3300-02 .7300-02 .SO00 .2636-33 .3172-03 .2051 1.609 536.8
83 17.574 1.5720 L_-e04.0 .5232-02 .62_8-02 .62S8-02 .9000 .2274-03 .2737-03 .1767 1.312 537.6
83 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .3476-02 .4183-02 .4183-02 .9000 .1510-03 .I817-03 .1176 .7872 536.4
83 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .2730-02 ._282-02 .3282-02 .9000 .1186-03 .1426-03 .9259-01 .7853 534.0
83 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .2345-02 .2915-02 .2815-02 .9000 .1019-03 .1223-03 .8012-01 .5861 528.3
83 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .4279-02 .5147-02 .5147-02 .9000 .1859-03 .223G-03 .1450 1.168 534.6
83 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .3684-02 .4430-02 .4430-02 .9000 .1601-03 .1925-03 .1250 .9151 533.7
DATE 15 JAN I_7, OHB4BMOOEL60-0 IN THE AEOCVKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE |629
0H846 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (R4¢_122)
RUN XO HS YO MS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAH) QDOT DTkOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R- BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
83 22,640 .86800 2159,0 .2931-02 .3524-02 .3524-02 .9000 .1274-03 .1531-03 .9950-01 .8442 533.4
83 22.640 1.2160 2158.0 .2175-02 .2615-02 .2615-02 .9000 .9453-04 .1136-03 .7386-0! .6671 53_.]








































































































































DATE 15 JAN 82 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1631
0H846 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE IRhUN22!
XO H6 YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO| H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
146 22.640 .86600 2159.0 .2894-02 .3470-02 .3470-02 .9000 .1421-03 .1703-03 .1159 .9_i4 537.7
146 22,640 1.2lBO 2156.0 .2117"02 .2538-02 .2538-02 .9000 .1039-03 .1246-03 .8480-01 .7643 537.5













































































































































































































































































































JDATE |5 JAN B2 0HB4BHODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1633
OH8hB 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UN25)
Rt._ XO HS YO HS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN| ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
21 2E.640 .B6800 2159.0 .2939-02 .3552-02 ,3552-02 .9000 .5045-04 .609B-04 .3657-01 .3|13 526.8
21 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 ,161]-02 .1946-02 .1946-02 .9000 .2765-04 .3341-04 .2006-01 .I81B 526.2
.2726-Q4 =_P95-o4 .1978-01 .1458 526.3
DATE 15 JAN 62 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1634
OH846 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UN251
',.PPERMID FUSE PARAHETRICDATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA " 1.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK• .0000
• '*TEST CONDITIONS°**
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
Nt.WE_R IFT DEG. DEG, PSIA OEG. R OEG, R PSIA PSI PT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
36 1.022 7.940 40.06 1.017 207.1 1254. 92.12 ,2228-01 .9632 3736. .6528-03 ,7413-17
HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R BEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC PT2SEC ISEC
36 9.7050 .67200 2088.0 .3124-02 .3784-02 .3784-02 .9000 .7590-04 .9193-04 .5458-01 .4699 534.6
36 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1383-01 .1677-01 .1677-01 .9000 .3360-03 .4076-03 .2398 1.727 539.9
36 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .48_3-02 .5867-02 .5867-02 .9000 .1177-03 .1426-03 .8453-01 .6101 535.4
36 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .1201-02 .1455-02 .1455-02 .9000 .2919-04 .3535-04 .2100-01 .3135 534.2
36 10.806 1.6380 2i02.0 .2176-02 .2635-0@ .2635-02 .9000 .5268-04 .6403-04 .3806-01 .3706 533.9
36 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .2130-02 .2578-0@ .2578-02 .9000 .5176-04 .6264-04 .3737-01 .2889 531.7
36 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .4235-02 .5128-02 .5128-02 .9000 .1029-03 .1246-03 .7411-01 .6587 533.5
36 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .3718-02 .4501-02 .4501-02 .9000 .9033-04 .1094-03 .6511-01 .5954 532.9
36 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1287-02 .1557-02 .1557-02 .9000 .3127-04 .3784-04 .2258-01 .1643 531.6
36 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .3093-02 .3741-02 .3741-02 .9000 .7514-04 .9090-04 .5436-01 .4191 530.3
36 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .3353-02 .4056-02 .4056-02 .9000 .8146-04 .9856-04 .5887-01 .3917 531.0
36 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .2405-02 .2910-02 .2910-02 .9000 .5844-04 .7069-04 .4228-01 .2946 530.2
36 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .5055-02 .6117-02 .6117-02 .9000 .1228-03 .1486-03 .8870-01 .7649 531.5
36 17.574 .56000 240?.0 .5848-02 .7077-02 .7077-02 .9000 .1421-03 .1719-03 .1026 .8104 531.4
36 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .4076-02 .4931-02 .4931-02 .9000 .9903-04 .1198-03 .7163-01 .5638 530.4
36 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .3136-02 .3795-02 .3795-02 .9000 .7620-04 .9220-04 .5504-01 .4100 531.4
36 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .7982-03 .9654-03 .9654-03 .9000 .1939-04 .2346-04 .1404-01 .9434-01 529.7
36 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .2714-02 .3281-02 .3@81-02 .9000 .6593-04 .7972-04 .4779-01 .4064 528.8
36 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .9718-03 .1175-02 .1175-02 .9000 .2361-04 .2855-04 .1712-01 .1252 528.6
36 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .1937-02 .2341-02 ,2341-02 .9000 .4705-04 .5689-04 .3412-01 .2756 528.5
36 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .2302-02 .2783-02 .2783-02 .9000 .5593-04 .6762-04 .4057-01 .2977 528.3
DATE 15 JAN 62 01-1846HODEL60-0 IN T'-E AEOCVKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1635
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE iRhUN25|
RUN XO HS YO HS T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUI,1BER R=I,O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAH/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
36 _2,640 ,86800 2159.0 .2663-02 ,3219o02 .3219-02 ,9000 .6470-04 .7821-04 .h694-01 .3S93 528.1
36 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .2076-02 ,2509-02 .2509-02 .9000 .5044-04 .6097-04 .3662-01 .3317 527.7
































































































































































































































\DATE 15 JAN 82 OH94B HODEL60-0 IN THE AEDCVKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1637
I
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UN251
I
RUN XO H5 YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUHBFR R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAH!TO FT2SEC FTP_EC FT2SEC /SEC
71 22,640 .86800 2159.0 °3774-02 .4542-02 .4542-02 .9000 .1321-03 .1590-03 ,1017 .8634 532.0
7l 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .2254-02 .2712-02 .2712-02 9000 .7890-04 .9494-04 ,6078-01 .5495 531.3
7! 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .1723-02 .2068-02 .2068-0 9000 .6032°04 .7241-04 .4705-0| .3476 521.7
DATE 15 JAN 82 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1638
J
Of184B 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (_4LIN26)
UPPER HID FUSE PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH _ 9.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = 2.000 ELEVON = .OOOOBDFLAP .O00O SPDBRK = .0000
• '*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUPIBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
24 .5075 7.900 39.99 2.018 101.2 1252. 92.84 .1124-01 ,4912 3732. .3269-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
24 9.7050 ,67200 2088.0 .1711-02 .2072-02 .2072-02 .9000 .2938-04 .3558-04 .2110-01 .IBIS 533.4
24 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1303-01 .1580-01 .1590-01 .9000 .2238-03 .2712-03 .1600 1.154 536.6
24 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .4699-02 .5692-02 .5592-02 .9000 .8068-04 .9772-04 .5793-01 .4185 ' 533.6
24 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .7354-03 .8905-03 .8905-03 .9000 .1263-04 .1529-04 ,9074-02 .1355 533.0
24 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .20V0-02 .2507-02 .2507-02 .9000 .3555-04 .4304-04 .2556-01 .2490 532.5
24 13,077 .86800 2125.0 .1425-02 .1725-02 .1725-02 .9000 .2447-04 .2991-04 .1765-01 .1365 530.6
24 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .4102-02 .4966-02 .4996-02 .9000 .7042-04 .8526-04 .5067-01 .4507 532.1
24 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .2E66-02 .2745-02 .2V45-02 .9000 .3893-04 .4712-04 .2B05-OI .2567 531.3
24 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1000-02 .1210-02 .1210-02 .9000 ,1717-04 .2078-04 .1238-01 .9016-0I 530.7
24 15.347 .96800 2140.0 .2100-02 .2540-02 .2540-02 .9000 .3605-04 .4360-04 .2606-01 .2011 528.8
24 15.347 1.5840 2139,0 .3356-02 .4060-02 .4060-02 ,9000 .5762-04 .6971-04 .4159-01 ._770 529.8
24 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .1769-02 .2138-02 .2139-02 .9000 .3036-04 .3671-04 .2195-01 .1530 528.7
24 17.5V4 .2B000 2408.0 .2961-02 .3581-02 .3581-02 .9000 .5084-04 .6149-04 .36T3-01 .3171 529.2
24 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .3537-02 .4278-02 .4278-02 .9000 .6073-04 .7345-04 .4390-01 .347I 528.8
24 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .2229-02 .2695-02 .2695-02 .9000 .3827-04 ,4627-04 .2768-01 .2181 528.4
24 17.574 1,5720 2404.0 .2839-02 .3434-02 .3434-02 .9000 .4873-04 .5996-04 .3517-01 .2621 530,0
24 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .65V8-03 .V956-03 .7956-03 .9000 .1129-04 .1366-04 .8164-02 ,5488-01 528.8
24 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .1878-02 .22V0-02 .22T0-02 .9000 .3224-04 .3898-04 .2335-01 ,1987 527.3
24 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .7917-03 .9572-03 .95_2-03 .9000 .1359-04 .1643-04 .9841-02 .7201-01 527.7
24 22.610 .14000-01 2036,0 .3245-02 .3923-02 .3923-02 .9000 .5571-04 .6736-04 ._034-01 .3260 527.6
22.640 .30800 2160.0 .3621-02 .4377-02 .4377-02 .9000 .6217-04 .7515-04 .4503-01 .3307 527.3
DATE 15 JAN B_ 0H849 HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1639
0H84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (RhUN261
RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TOI H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT IN
_R R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ " DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
24 22,640 .86800 2159.0 ,2646-02 .3i99-02 .3199-02 .9000 .4544-04 .5492-04 .3293-01 .2603 526.9
24 22.640 1.5920 2157.0 .1195-02 .1445-02 ,1445-02 .9000 .2052-04 .2480-04 .1488-01 .1096 526.6
DATE IS JAN 82 OH84B HOOEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1640
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4LIN28)
UPPER H|D rUSE PARAMETRICDATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA " 2.000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK• .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RI_ RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFTE
39 1,016 7.940 40.02 2.015 206.2 1256. 92.27 ,2218-01 .9789 3739. .6469-03 .7425-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN| COOT DTNOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
39 9.7050 .67200 2089.0 .3430-02 o4153-02 .4153-02 .9000 .8317-04 .t007-03 .5994-01 .5160 535.0
39 9,7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1254-01 .1520-01 .1520-01 .9000 .3040-03 .3687-03 .2177 1.568 539.5
39 9.7990 1.1010 2097.0 .4378-02 .5302-02 .5302-02 .9000 .1062-03 .1296-03 .7649-01 .5522 535.2
39 10.806 .66700 2103.0 .1291-02 ,1563-02 .i563-02 .9000 .3130-04 .3790-04 .2257-01 .3369 534.6
39 I0.B06 1.6380 2102.0 .1954-02 .2366-02 .2366-02 .9000 .4739-04 .5737-04 .3421-01 .3331 533.8
39 I3.077 .86800 2125.0 .2430-02 .2940-02 .2940-02 .9000 .5893-04 .7130-04 .4266-01 .3298 531.8
39 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .3956-02 .4788-02 .4788-02 .9000 .9593-04 .II61-03 .6928-01 .6158 533.4
39 13.107 .EGO00 2127.0 .3203-02 .3876-02 .3876-02 ,9000 .7768-04 .9400-04 .5616-01 .5136 532.7
39 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1307-02 .1581-02 .1591-02 .9000 .3169-04 .3934-04 .2294-01 .1670 531.6
39 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .3198-02 .3867-02 .3967-02 .9000 .7754-04 .9378-04 .5626-01 .4337 530.2
39 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .3096-02 .3745-02 .3745-02 .9000 .7508-04 .9082-04 .5441-01 .3621 531.0
39 17.549 1.1200 2405,0 .2222-02 .2687-02 .2687-02 .9000 .5388-04 .6516-04 .3909-01 .2724 530. I
39 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .5018-02 .6070-02 .6070-02 .9000 .1217-03 .1472-03 .8813-01 .7600 531.4
39 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .5805-02 .7022-02 .7022-02 .9000 .1409-03 .1703-03 .1020 .8053 531.2
39 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .4076-02 .4929-02 .4929-02 .8000 .9884-04 .1195-03 .7170-01 .5644 530.2
39 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .2801-02 .3387-02 .3387-02 .9000 .6793-04 .8214-04 .4930-01 .3675 530.0
39 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 6829-03 .825e-03 ,8259-03 .9000 .1656-04 .2002-04 .1202-01 .8079-01 529.7
39 22.000 .86800 2156.0 2633-02 .3193-02 .3183-02 .9000 .6386-04 .7719-04 .4643-01 .3949 528.5
l_ 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .1411-02 .1706-02 .1706-02 .9000 .3422-04 .4137-04 .2488-01 .1820 528.661 .1400 -01 036 6 6 953 953 918 7 5 851 2304 9 0
39 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .2118-02 .2560-02 .2560-02 .9000 .5136-04 .6207-04 .3739-01 .2745 527.7
\DATE 15 JAN82 OH94BHODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOCVKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1641
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (I_UN26|
RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/I,REF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TANI ODOT OTNDT TN
NUHSER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R
TAH/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
39 22.640 .e6800 2159.0 .2524-02 .3050-02 .3050-02 .9000 .6120-04 .7395-04 .4456-01 .3792 527.6
39 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .1816-02 .2195-02 ,2195-02 .9000 .4405-04 .5322-04 .3209-0! .2907 527.2
39 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .1663-02 .2010-02 .2010-02 .9000 .4034-04 .4874-04 .2938-01 .2]65 527.3
DATE 15 JAN 82 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1642
OH94B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE IR4L,q_61
UPPER MID FUSE PARAMETRICDATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • 2.000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK• .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LBoSEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
68 2.002 ?.990 40,01 2.012 434.5 1301. 94.69 .4523-01 2.016 3807. .1299-02 .7620-0?
RUN HREF STN NO




XO HS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
_R R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
69 9.7050 .67200 2099.0 .3339-02 .4027-02 .4027-02 .9000 ,II69-03 .1410-03 .8892-0l .7624 540.7
69 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1310-01 .1591-01 .1581-01 .9000 .4596-03 .5539o03 .3469 2.493 544.2
68 9.7990 !.1010 2087.0 .3762-02 .4538-02 .4539-02 .9000 .1317-03 .1599-03 .|002 .7218 539.9
6B 10.806 .96700 2103.0 .18G5-02 .2250-02 .225G-02 .9000 .6529-04 .7879-04 .4957-01 .7372 541.4
69 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .1739-02 .2097-02 .2097-02 .9000 .6089-04 ,7342-04 .4639-01 .4506 538.7
68 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .3299-02 .3977-02 .3977-02 .9000 .1155-03 .1393-03 .BBIT-01 .6796 537.4
68 13.077 1.69_0 2122.0 .3522-02 .4247-02 .4247-02 .9000 .1233-03 .1487-03 .9394-01 .8327 538.8
68 13.107 .28000 2123.0 .4355-02 .5251-02 .5251-02 .9000 .1525-03 ._839-03 .II62 1.060 538.6
69 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1GI2-02 .1942-02 .19_2-02 ,9000 ,5643-04 .6001-04 .4311-01 .3130 536.7
68 15.347 .B6BOO 2140.0 .4016-02 .4939-02 .4939-02 .9000 .1409-03 .1695-03 .1076 .8273 535.6
68 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .2704-02 .3259-02 .3259-02 .9000 .9468-04 .1141-03 .7240-01 .4806 536.0
68 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .3374-02 .4065-02 .4065-02 .9000 .1192-03 .1423-03 .9040-01 .6282 535.5
68 17.574 .29000 2408.0 .6438-02 .7760-02 .7360-02 .9000 .2254-03 .2317-03 .1721 1.480 537.1
69 17,574 .56000 2407.0 .6957-02 .8397-02 .9397-02 .9000 .2440-03 .2940-03 .1864 !.468 536.6
68 17.534 .86800 2406.0 .5039-02 .6071-02 .6071-02 .9000 .1765-03 .2126-03 .1350 1.060 535.4
68 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .62!1-02 .7483-02 .7483-02 .9000 .2175-03 .2620-03 .1665 1.238 535.2
68 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .8306-03 .I000-02 .1000-02 .9ao0 .2908-04 .3503-04 .2229-01 .1494 534.3
68 22,000 .86800 2156.0 .2942-02 .3542-02 .3542-02 .9000 .1030-03 .I240-03 .7910-01 .6713 532.9
68 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .2215-02 .2661-02 .2661-02 .9000 .7755-04 .9317-0½ .6013-0| .4410 524.7
6B 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .2793-02 .3363-02 .3363-02 .9000 .9792-04 .1178-03 .7512-0l .6055 532.7
68 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .3125-02 .3762-02 .3762-02 .9000 .1094-03 .1313-03 .9409-0| .6159 532.2
DATE 15 JAN _ OHB4B HOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PA6E 1643
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UN263
RUN X0 HS Y0 MS T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T01 H(TAN! OOOT DTWOT TN
NUI"_ER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEO. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
6B 22.640 .B6800 2159.0 .3069-02 .3694-02 .3694-02 .9000 .1075-03 .1294-03 .B260-01 .7G13 532.1
68 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .2104-02 .2532-02 .2532-02 .9000 .7367-04 .8867-04 .5666-01 .5122 531.6
68 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .1619-02 .1944-02 .1944-02 .gO00 .5669-04 .6806-04 .4414-01 .3260 522.1
DATE 15 JAN _ OH64B HOOEL60-0 IN THE AEOCVKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1644
OHB4B60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE (R4L_27J
LPPER HID FUSE PARAHETRICDATA
HACH • B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • 4,000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK• .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUI'BER IFT DEG. OEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LD-SEC
X|O 6 /FT3 /FT2
27 .5107 7.900 40.02 4.000 101.5 1249. 92.62 .1128-01 ,4926 3727. .3286-03 .7453-07
RUN I_EF STN NO




RUN XO HS YO MS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC F'T2SEC FT2SEC /SEG
27 9.7050 .67200 2089.0 .370B-0@ .4492-02 .4492-02 .9000 .6372-04 .7720-04 .4559-01 .3927 533.3
27 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .ll22-01 .1361-01 .1361-0! .9000 .1929-03 .2339-03 .1375 .9922 535.9
27 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .4134-02 .500B-O@ .5008-02 .9000 .?105-04 .8607-04 .5084-01 .3674 533.1
27 10.806 .B6700 2103.0 .!115-02 .1351-02 .1351-02 .9000 .1916-_4 .232J-04 .1372-01 .2049 532.9
27 10.806 1.63B0 2102.0 .1900-02 .2301-02 .2301-02 .9000 .3266-04 .3955-04 .2340-01 .2280 532.1
27 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .1939-02 .2347-02 .2347-02 .9000 .3332-04 .4033-04 .2394-0| .1852 530.3
27 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .3301-02 .3996-02 .3996-02 .9000 ,5672-04 .6@68-04 .4067-01 .3619 531.6
27 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .2317-02 .2805-02 .2805-02 .9000 .39B2-04 .4920-04 .2858-01 .2616 530.9
27 13._07 1.1280 2124.0 .1326-02 .1606-02 .1606-02 .9000 .2280-04 .2759-04 .1638-01 .1193 530.3
27 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .2373-02 ,2870-02 .2870-02 .9000 .4078-04 .4933-04 .2937-01 .2267 528.4
27 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .2812-02 .3403-02 .3403-02 .9000 .4833-04 .5848-04 .3477-01 .2316 529.2
27 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .1449-02 .1753-02 .1753-02 .9000 .2490-04 .3012-04 .1794-01 .1251 52B,2
27 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .3117-02 .3771-02 .3771-02 .9000 .5356-04 .6491-04 .3855-0J .3329 528.9
27 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .3535-02 .4277-02 .4277-02 .9000 ,6076-04 .7350-04 .4376-01 .3460 _ 528.5
27 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .2326-02 .2813-02 .2813-02 .9000 .3997-04 .4035-04 .2881-01 .2270 528.0
27 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .7194-03 .8703-03 .8703-03 .£000 .1236-04 .1496-04 .8906-02 .5988-01 528.3
27 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .2334-02 .3822-02 .2822m02 .9000 .4010-04 .4849-04 .2895-01 .2464 526.9
27 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .4662-03 .5637-03 .5637-03 .9000 ,B011-05 .968B-05 .57B1-02 .4232-01 527.1
27 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .2915-02 .3525-02 .3525-02 .9000 .5009-04 .6057-04 .3615-01 .2923 526.9
27 22.640 .30B00 2160.0 .2903-02 .3389-02 .3389-02 .9000 .4917-04 .5924-04 .3478-01 .2555 526.6
27 22.640 .868G0 2159.0 .2369-02 ,2864-02 .2864-02 .9000 .4071-04 .4922-04 .2941o01 .2504 526.2
DATE |5 JAN 82 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1645
OH84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UN27!
RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T0) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TW
NUHBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTUIR BTU/ OE6. R DEG. R
TAW/TO . FT29EC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
27 _2.640 1.5820 2157,0 .1434-02 .1733-02 ,1733-02 .9000 .2464-04 .2978-04 .1981-01 .1313 525.9
DATE 15 JAN 82 OHB4BHODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1646
0H848 SO-O UPPER MID FUSELAGE IR4UN27)
UPPER HID FUSE PARAMETRICDATA
MACH = B.0OO ALPHA 40.00 BETA - 4.000 ELEVON" .O000
BOFLAP= .0000 SPDBRK: .GO00
***TEST CONDITIONS"°"
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO FlU
NuHBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
42 1.017 7.940 39.99 4.011 205.6 1252. 91.98 .2212-0l .976I 3733. .6491-03 .7401-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
42 9.7050 .67200 20BB,O .3991-02 .4837-02 .4837-02 .9000 .9659-04 .1171-03 .6912-01 .5946 536.1
42 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .1061-0I .1297-01 .1287-01 .9000 .2568-03 .3115-03 .IS31 1.319 538.9
42 9.7990 I.IOIO 2087.0 .3616-02 .4382-02 .4362-02 .9000 .8752-04 .1061-03 .6268-01 .4524 535.5
42 tO.SO6 .86700 E103.0 .1276-02 .1546-02 .1546-02 .9000 .3088-04 .3342-04 .2213-01 .3301 535.1
42 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .1769-02 .2141-02 .2141-02 .9000 .4278-04 ,5182-0½ .3069-0I .2987 534.3
42 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .2989-02 .3619-02 .3519-02 .9000 .7234-04 .8758-04 .5203-01 .4020 532.4
42 13.077 1.6940 2122.0 .3231-02 .3914-02 .3914-02 .9000 .7821-04 .9472-04 .5615-01 .4990 533.7
42 13.107 .2BOO0 2127.0 .2856-02 .3459-02 .3459-02 .9000 .6913-04 .8371-04 .4969-01 .4543 532.9
42 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .1560-02 .1889-02 .1889-02 .9000 .3776-04 .4571-04 .2717-01 .1977 532.1
42 15.347 .B6800 2140.0 .3588-02 .4342-02 .4342-02 .9000 .8685-04 .1051-03 .6261-01 .4826 530.7
42 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .2713-02 .3284-02 .3284-02 .9000 .6566-04 .7947-04 .4730-01 .3147 531.3
42 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .2453-02 .2968-02 .2968-02 .SO00 .5937-04 .7184-04 .4281-01 .2982 530.6
42 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .4336-02 .5248-02 .5248-02 .9000 .I049-03 .1270-03 .7557-01 .6517 531.5
42 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .5377-02 .6508-02 .6508-02 .9000 .|301-03 .1575-03 .9373-01 .7400 531.4
42 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .3574-02 ,4446-02 .4446-02 .9000 .8893-04 .1076-03 .6411-01 .5046 530.7
42 1_.574 1.5720 2404.0 .1956-02 .2367-02 .2367-02 .9000 .4734-04 .5729-04 .3410-01 .2540 531.3
42 19.845 1.5720 2410.0 .6140-03 .7429-03 .7429-03 .9000 .1486-04 .1798-04 .1072-01 .7201-01 530.2
42 22.000 .86800 2156.0 .2407-02 .2911-02 .2911-02 .9000 .5825-04 .7044-04 .4210-01 .35B0 528.8
42 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .1383-02 .1672-02 .1672-02 .9000 .3346-04 .4047-04 .2418-01 .1768 529.0
42 22.610 ,14000-01 2036.0 .257B-02 .3117-02 .3117-02 .9000 .6238-04 .3545-04 .4510-01 .3642 528.7
42 22.640 .30900 2160.0 .2536-02 .3067-02 .3067-02 .9000 .6139-04 .7423-04 .4441-01 .3259 528.3
DATE 15 JAN B2 OH84B HOOEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1647
OH848 60-0 UPPERHIDFUSELAGE (R4UN2?)
RUN XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO) HtTAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NU_R R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
42 22.640 .86800 2159.0 .2079-02 .2513-02 .2513-02 .9000 .5031-04 .6083-04 .3641-01 .3697 528.0
42 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .1654-02 .2000-02 .2000-02 .9000 .4003-04 .4840-04 .2898-01 .2625 527.7
42 22.640 1.5820 _157.0 .i594-02 .i927-02 .i927-02 .SOOO .3658-G4 .,u_-v,'_^ .. ._793_01 ._n=_.. K_...._m
DATE 15 JAN I_ OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1646
OH64B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE IRhUN27I
UPPER HID FUSE PARAHETR|CDATA
HACH - 6.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - 4.000 ELEVON• .0000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK- .0000
o**TEST CONDITIONS***
RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO flU
NUHBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
66 2.012 7.900 40.0I 4.024 435.7 1299. 94.54 .4536-01 2.022 3804. .1295-02 .7608-07
RUN HREF STNNO




RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) HITAH) COOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /9EC
66 9.7050 .67200 2089.0 .6331-02 .7642-02 .7642-02 .9000 .2219-03 .2679-03 .1680 I.qql 541.8
66 9.?170 !.7090 2089.0 .lOS4-OI .1322-01 .1_22-0i .9000 .3835-03 .4634-03 .2891 2.076 545.0
66 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .3240-02 .3910-02 .39|0-02 .9000 .!136-03 .1371-03 .8613-0I .6201 540.4
66 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .3651-02 .4409-02 .4409-02 .9000 .1280-03 .1545-03 .9677-01 |.438 542.?
66 10.606 1.6380 2102.0 .1698-02 .2048-02 .2048-02 ,9000 .5951-04 .7179-04 .4520-01 .4389 539.2
66 13.077 .86800 2125.0 .3976-02 .4795-02 ._795-02 .9000 .1394-03 .1681-03 .I06l .8173 537.8
66 13.077 1,6840 2122.0 .3154-02 .3805-02 .3805-02 .9000 .1106-03 .1334-03 .8403-01 .7449 538.8
66 13.107 .28000 2127.0 .4405-02 .5312-02 .5312-02 .9000 .]544-03 .1862-03 .1174 1.070 538.6
66 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .182t-02 .2195-02 .2195-02 .9000 .6384-04 .7695-04 .4863-01 .3530 536.9
66 15.347 .86600 2140.0 .4268-02 .5144-02 ,5144-02 .9000 .]496-03 .I803-03 .ll4I .8771 536.0
66 15.347 1.6840 2139.0 .2604-02 .3139-02 .3139-02 .9000 .9128-04 .1100-03 .6960-01 .4620 536.2
66 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .3233-02 .3896-02 .3936-02 ,9000 .|133-03 .1366-03 .8647-01 .6008 535.6
66 17.574 .28000 2408.0 .4474-02 .5393-02 .5393-02 .9000 .1569-03 .1891-03 .1195 1.028 536.5
66 17.57_ .56000 2_07.0 .5017-02 .60_7-D2 .6047-02 .9000 .1759-03 .2120-03 .13_1 1.056 536.1
66 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .3677-02 .4431-02 ,4431-02 .9000 .1289-03 .1553-03 .9837-01 .7723 535.6
66 17.674 1.5720 2404.0 .25_6-02 .3105-02 .3105-02 .9000 .9032-04 .1088-03 .6995-01 .5126 535.2
66 19.645 1.5720 2410.0 .8190-03 .9967-03 .9_$7-03 .9000 .2871-04 .3459-04 .2194-01 .1470 534.5
66 22.000 .B6BO0 2156.0 .2"n3-02 .3340-02 .3340-02 .9000 .9723-04 .1171-03 .7444-01 .6316 533.1
66 22.000 1.5720 2155.0 .1619-02 .1945-02 .1945-02 .9000 .5674-04 .6819-04 .4387-01 .3214 525.5
66 22.610 .14000-0I 2036.0 .3786-02 .4560-02 .4560-02 .9000 .1327-03 .1598-03 .1015 .8180 533.6
66 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .3669-02 .4417-02 .4417-02 .9000 .1286-03 .!549-03 .9651-01 .7213 532.7
/ J
DATE 15 JAN B_ OH64B MOOEL60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1649
OHBhB60-0 UPPERHID FUSELAGE (RhUN2TI
RUN XO HS YO MS TtC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO| H(TAN) 000T DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I=O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTESEC FT2SEC /SEC
66 22.640 ,86600 2i59.0 .3241-02 .3903-02 ,3903-02 .9000 .1136-03 .|368-03 .8705-01 ,7389 532.5
66 22.640 1.2180 2158.0 .2617-02 .3150-02 .3150-02 .9000 ,9173-04 .1104-03 .?031-01 .6354 532.2



































































































































































DATE 15 JAN 82 OHB4BY_DEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1651
0H84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4UN26}
_ XO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H, HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H[TAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= GTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG, R
TAH!TO FT2_EC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
30 E2,6_0 I.EIBO 2158.0 .1819-02 .E201-02 .2201-02 .9000 .3132-04 .3798-04 .E258-0! .2645 528.6








































































































































































































































































































































DATE 15 JAN I_ 0H849 MODEL60-0 |N THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1653
0H84B 60-0 UPPER MID FUSELAGE IRhUN28)
RUN XO MS ¥0 MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIT03 H{TAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUI.'eER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
45 22.640 .86800 2159.0 .3126-02 .3776-02 .3776-02 .9000 .7630-04 .9216-04 .5599-01 .4754 528.2
45 2_.540 1,2180 2i58.0 .26|9"02 .3i63-02 .3163-02 .$000 .6391-04 .,,,_""'n-O_ .,_,_c°_-n'v, ,...._ _..... _
_5 22.640 1.5820 2157.0 .2118-02 .2558-02 .2558-02 .9000 ,5170-04 .6244-04 .3790-01 .2791 527.6
DATE 15 JAN I_ OHBhB HODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUI_EL PAGE 1654
0H84B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (RhUN28)
UPPER HID FUSE PARAHETRICDATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • I0.00 ELEVON" .O00O
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK• .0000
***TEST CONOITIONS***
RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER IFT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
58 1.996 ?.980 q0.01 10.0l 434.6 1304. 94.91 .4524-01 2.017 3811. .I287-02 .7637-07
RUN I-FIEF STN NO




RUN XO HS Y0 HS TIC NO H/HREF H/PREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(T0) H(TAN| ODOT DTNDT TN
NUI"_ER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTESEC FT2SEC FTESEC ISEC •
58 9.7050 .67200 2098.0 .6297-02 ,7575-02 .7575-02 .9000 .2202-03 .2654-03 .1689 1.452 537.1
58 9.7170 1.7090 2089.0 .5591-02 .6738-02 .6738-02 .9000 .1959-03 .2361-03 .1499 1.08! 538.2
58 9.7990 1.1010 2087.0 .3867-02 .4656-02 .4558-02 .S000 .1355-03 .1632-03 .t040 .7506 535.9
58 10.806 .86700 2103.0 .1793-02 .2160-02 .2160-02 .9000 .62GI-04 .7567-04 .4820-01 .7186 536.3
58 10.806 1.6380 2102.0 .3160-02 .3806-02 .3806-02 .9000 .1107-03 .1334-03 .9502-01 .8270 535.7
58 I3.077 .86800 2125.0 .3710-02 .4466-02 .4466-02 .9000 .1300-03 .1565-03 .1001 .7726 533.8
58 13.077 1.6840 2122.0 .2011-02 .2420-02 .2420-02 .9000 .7044-04 .8480-04 .5423-01 .4819 533.8
58 13.107 .28000 2127,0 ,4993-02 .6012-02 .6012-02 .9000 .1749-03 .2106-03 .1345 1.228 535.0
59 13.107 1.1280 2124.0 .3149-02 .3791-02 .3791-02 .9000 .1103-03 .1328-03 .9498-01 .6179 533.5
56 15.347 .86800 2140.0 .7890-02 .$497-02 .9497-02 .9000 .2764-03 .3327-03 .2130 1.640 533.1
58 15.347 1.5840 2139.0 .1189-02 .1431-02 .1431-02 .9000 .4167-04 .5013-04 .3218-01 .2141 531.5
58 17.549 1.1200 2405.0 .2965-02 .3568-02 .3568-02 .S000 .1039-03 .1250-03 .8019-01 .5583 531.8
58 17.574 .28000 2409.0 .1017-01 .1224-01 .1224-01 .9000 .3563-03 .4290-03 .2740 2.359 534.6
:i 59 17.574 .56000 2407.0 .8055-02 .9696-02 .96S6-02 .9000 .2822-03 .3397-03 .2173 1.714 533.5
59 17.574 .86800 2406.0 .4720-02 .5681-02 .5681-02 .9000 .1654-03 .1990-03 .1275 1.003 532.6
58 17.574 1.5720 2404.0 .2049-02 .2465-02 .2465-02 .9090 .7179-04 .8637-04 .5545-0I .4130 531.3
58 19.845 1,5720 ¢_10.0 .9438-03 .1135-02 .1135-02 .9000 .330S-04 .3977-04 .2555-01 .1716 530.8
58 22,000 .86800 2156.0 .5402-02 .6499-02 .6499-02 .9000 .1893-03 .2277-03 .1462 1.242 531.1
58 22.000 1,5720 2155.0 .3728-02 .4475-02 .4475-02 .9000 .1306-03 ,1568-03 .1020 .7480 522.9
58 22.610 .14000-01 2036.0 .8806-02 .1060-01 .1060-01 .9000 .3085-03 .3713-03 .2378 1.916 533.0
58 22.640 .30800 2160.0 .7358-02 .9852-02 .8852-02 .9000 .2578-03 .3101-03 .1991 1.459 531.5
Ji
DATE 15 JAN _ OH84BHODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1655
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER HID FUSELAGE (R4I.II_81
RUN XO HS YO HS TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEGo R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
58 22.640 .86800 2159.0 .4286-02 .5155-02 .5155-02 .9000 .1502-03 .1806-03 .1161 .9665 530.5
58 22.640 I.EI80 2158.0 .3482-02 .4188-02 .4188-02 ,9000 .IE20-03 .1467-03 .9438-01 .8539 530.0
58 22.6_0 1.5820 2157.0 .2473-02 ,2966°02 .2966-02 .SO00 .8663-04 .1039-03 .6752-01 .5023 519.7
"j
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